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Disclaimer

The information in this document has been funded wholly or in part by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency.  It has been subject to the Agency’s peer and administrative
review, and it has been approved for publication as an EPA document.  Mention of trade names or
commercial products does not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

The Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) described in this manual must be used at the user’s
own risk.  Neither the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the State of Florida, the University
of Florida, the State of Oregon, Oregon State University, or the program authors can assume
responsibility for model operation, output, interpretation or usage.

Abstract

The EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) is a comprehensive mathematical model for
simulation of urban runoff quantity and quality in storm and combined sewer systems.  All aspects
of the urban hydrologic and quality cycles are simulated, including surface and subsurface runoff,
transport through the drainage network, storage and treatment.  This volume represents Version 4
of SWMM as it is an update of three earlier User’s Manuals issued in 1971, 1975 and 1981.  It
should be coupled with Addendum I in order to run the Extran Block (detailed hydraulic flow
routing) developed by Camp, Dresser and McKee.

Detailed descriptions are provided herein for all blocks: Runoff, Transport, Storage/Treatment,
Combine, Statistics, Rain, Temp and Graph (part of the Executive Block).  The latter five blocks are
“service” blocks; the first three are the principal computational blocks.  In addition, extensive docu-
mentation of new procedures is provided in the text and in several appendices.  Versions of the
model for main-frame, minicomputers and IBM-compatible microcomputers are supported.

This report was submitted in partial fulfillment of cooperative agreement CR-811607 by the
University of Florida under the sponsorship of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  Work
was completed as of April 1987.
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Preface

This version of SWMM is an update and improvement of the 1981 release of  Version 3.  There are
several extensions and improvements to the model, mostly in the area of additional flexibility (e.g.,
natural channel cross sections in Extran), features (e.g., subsurface flow routing in Runoff), and
conveniences (e.g., improved input and output).  A list of major changes implemented in Version
4 is given in Section 1 of this manual, and Table 1-1 presents a summary of all SWMM
characteristics. Effort has been taken to adapt the model for microcomputer as well as main-frame
use; the same Fortran-77 code will run on either type of hardware, but the primary emphasis is on
the microcomputer (DOS-based).  Unfortunately, this dual personality of the model means that
SWMM does not take full advantage of either medium.  For example, line-printer plots are still used
in lieu of bit-mapped graphics readily available on micros.  However, detailed information is
provided about the file structures used for hydrographs and pollutographs so that users can employ
their own software for graphics, etc.  (Spreadsheets are especially useful.)  Development of pre- and
post-processors is also encouraged.

This manual is basically an edited version of the 1981 Version 3 manual.  The most significant
changes deal with file management (Section 2), unformatted data input (all sections), new options
for reading continuous precipitation, temperature, evaporation and wind speed records (Sections 4,
10 and 11), and a new subsurface quantity routing routine for the Runoff Block (Section 4 and
Appendix X).  References on some topics were current at the time of writing which may be circa
1980 for some topics, e.g., snowmelt, storage/treatment.  The user should obtain familiarity with
current information and alter his/her modeling practices as necessary.

An attempt has been made to provide adequate information in this manual for most users so that they
can conceptualize a stormwater problem and simulate it using SWMM.  As a result, some of the text
is rather lengthy, approaching a hydrology textbook in style.  Unfortunately, it will still be the user’s
responsibility to seek out the proper references for additional information on modeling, especially
when dealing with water quality.  The 1985 SWMM bibliography referenced in Section 1 is still a
valuable source of literature citations dealing with all aspects of SWMM usage.

Due to the dynamic nature of the model improvements, no detailed examples have been included
within this manual itself.  However, several examples are provided on the distribution disks.  These
are complete with input and output files and will greatly enhance the learning process.  Regarding
learning about the model, the user should start with simple examples for which the answers are well
known.  For example, a good first case study for SWMM is to use just the Runoff Block to simulate
the runoff from steady rainfall onto an impervious surface (e.g., corresponding to Figure 4-14). 
Inclusion of a single pipe can follow, with more detailed networks that use the Transport or Extran
Blocks later.

The authors hope that the user is not “put off” by the length of this volume and the size of the
SWMM program.  Aside from the fact that the overlaid executable code requires a large computer
random access memory (about 500 K bytes), the program may often be easily and usefully run with
a minimum of input, say a dozen lines of data.  For small systems in which time step requirements
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are not severe, the model is very economical as well, and is within the reach of most users, especially
as it may be run on a microcomputer.  For complex systems with many channels and pipes,
especially when running Extran, a 486 or better system is recommended. 

SWMM is by no means the only engineering tool of its kind available, but it has benefited greatly
from its longevity and feedback from model users.  The authors hope such feedback will continue,
and earnestly solicit suggestions for improvements.  Although no major support for model changes
is likely to be forthcoming, the EPA Storm Water and Water Quality Model Users Group (formerly
the SWMM Users Group) remains a convenient forum.  Announcements of corrections, changes and
new options will be made through that group, managed by Mr. Robert B. Ambrose, Center for
Exposure Assessment Modeling (CEAM), EPA, Athens, Georgia 3O613.  The program (Fortran and
executable code plus examples and some documentation) is available from the same source.  Contact
CEAM at (706) 546-3548.  As of October 1992, the most recent version is 4.2.  The CEAM
announces changes, corrections, and updates on its computer bulletin board: (706) 546-3402. 

SPECIAL PREFACE TO OCTOBER 1992 PRINTING

This printing differs very little from the August 1988 first printing.  See the subsequent CHANGES
FOR OCTOBER 1992 SECOND PRINTING section for a list of altered pages.  (Changes to the
Extran User’s Manual for its February 1989 second printing are more substantial.)  However, a few
additional program options have been included since the August 1988 release of version 4.0, mostly
in the Rain Block.  For the most part, these options are not documented in this User’s Manual
(although the Rain Block changes are).  Instead, the user should refer to documentation (.DOC) files
for each SWMM block included on the distribution disks.  These contain annotated data input
templates comparable to the data preparation tables (e.g., Table 4-31 for Runoff Block data) found
in this manual.  These .DOC files include modifications to identify changes in input requirements.
 If a user encounters an error message during the data input process that appears to result from the
need for an additional or altered input parameter, this is most likely described in the appropriate
.DOC file. 
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Foreword

As environmental controls become more costly to implement and the penalties of judgment errors
become more severe, environmental quality management requires more efficient management tools
based on greater knowledge of the environmental phenomena to be managed.  As part of this
Laboratory’s research on the occurrence, movement, transformation, impact, and control of environ-
mental contaminants, the Assessment Branch develops state-of-the-art mathematical models for use
in water quality evaluation and management.

Mathematical models are an important tool for use in analysis of quantity and quality problems
resulting from urban storm water runoff and combined sewer overflows.  This report is an updated
user’s manual and documentation for one of the first of such models, the EPA Storm Water
Management Model (SWMM).  Detailed instructions on the use of the model are given and its use
is illustrated with case studies.

Rosemarie C. Russo, Ph.D.
Director
Environmental Research Laboratory
Athens, Georgia
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Section 1
Introduction

Urban Runoff Analysis
Urban runoff quantity and quality constitute problems of both a historical and current nature.

 Cities have long assumed the responsibility of control of stormwater flooding and treatment of point
sources (e.g., municipal sewage) of wastewater.  Within the past two decades, the severe pollution
potential of urban non-point sources, principally combined sewer overflows and stormwater
discharges, has been recognized, both through field observation and federal legislation.  The advent
of modern, high speed computers has led to the development of new, complex, sophisticated tools
for analysis of both quantity and non-point pollution problems.  The EPA Storm Water Management
Model, SWMM, developed in 1969-71, was one of the first of such models, it has been continually
maintained and updated, and is perhaps the best known and most widely used of the available urban
runoff quantity/quality models.

Many of the changes that have occurred to SWMM during the past 15 years have been poorly
documented and were not readily visible to users.  This volume includes documentation (of both the
theory and programming details) of major changes to the model since its original development.  This
documentation is located primarily in the appendices whereas the text consists primarily of the
User’s Manual.  Theory that underlies unchanged parts of the model may still be reviewed in the
original documentation (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a, 1971b, 1971c, 1971d) plus intermediate
reports (Huber et al., 1975; Heaney et al., 1975).  This volume supersedes Version 3 documentation
(Huber et al., 1981b) and includes essentially all material from that manual.

Urban Runoff Models
Objectives

Models are generally used for studies of quantity and quality problems associated with urban
runoff in which four broad objectives may be identified:  screening, planning, design and operation.
 Each objective typically produces models with somewhat different characteristics, and the different
models overlap to some degree.

Screening Models
Screening models are preliminary, “first-cut” (“Level I”), desktop procedures that require no

computer.  They are intended to provide a first estimate of the magnitude of urban runoff quantity
and quality problems, prior to an investment of time and resources into more complex computer
based models.  Only after the screening model indicates its necessity should one of the latter models
be used.  Examples of screening models include SWMM Level I procedures (Heaney et al., 1976;
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Heaney and Nix, 1977) and others:  Howard (1976), Hydroscience (1976, 1979), Chan and Bras
(1979).

Planning Models
Planning models are used for an overall assessment of the urban runoff problem as well as

estimates of the effectiveness and costs of abatement procedures.  They may also be used for
“first-cut” analyses of the rainfall-runoff process and illustrate trade-offs among various control
options.  They are typified by relatively large time steps (hours) and long simulation times (months
and years), i.e., continuous simulation.  Data requirements are kept to a minimum and their
mathematical complexity is low.

Various continuous simulation models are reviewed in Appendix I.  SWMM has had this
capability since 1976, following the earliest work of the Stanford Watershed Model (Crawford and
Linsley, 1966) and the latter widely-used Corps of Engineers STORM model (Roesner et al., 1974;
HEC, 1977a).

A planning model may also be run to identify hydrologic events that may be of special
interest for design or other purposes.  These storm events may then be analyzed in detail using a
more sophisticated design model (Huber et al., 1986).  SWMM can be used in both the planning and
design mode.  Planning or long-term models may also be used to generate initial conditions (i.e.,
antecedent conditions) for input to design models.  They may occasionally be coupled to continuous
receiving water models as well; for example, SWMM and STORM may be used as input to Medina’s
(1979) Level III Receiving Water Model.

Design Models
Design models are oriented toward the detailed simulation of a single storm event.  They

provide a complete description of flow and pollutant routing from the point of rainfall through the
entire urban runoff system and often into the receiving waters as well.  Such models may be used for
predictions of flows and concentrations anywhere in the rainfall/runoff system and can illustrate the
detailed and exact manner in which abatement procedures or design options affect them.  As such,
these models are a highly useful tool for determining least-cost abatement procedures for both
quantity and quality problems in urban areas.  Design models are generally used for simulation of
a single storm event and are typified by short time steps (minutes) and short simulation times
(hours).  Data requirements may be moderate to very extensive depending upon the particular model
employed.

In its original form (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a, 1971b, 1971c, 1971d), SWMM was
strictly a design model.  However, as described above, it may now be used in both a planning and
design mode.  In addition, it has acquired additional design potential through inclusion of the
Extended Transport Model, Extran, developed by Camp, Dresser and McKee (formerly Water
Resources Engineers).  Extran is probably the most sophisticated program available in the public
domain for detailed hydraulic analysis of sewer systems (Shubinski and Roesner, 1973; Roesner et
al., 1981; Roesner et al., 1987).

Operational Models
Operational models are used to produce actual control decisions during a storm event. 

Rainfall is entered from telemetered stations and the model is used to predict system responses a
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short time into the future.  Various control options may then be employed, e.g., in-system storage,
diversions, regulator settings.

These models are frequently developed from sophisticated design models and applied to a
particular system; Schilling (1985) provides a review.  Examples are operational models designed
for Minneapolis-St. Paul (Bowers et al., 1968) and Seattle (Leiser, 1974).

Other Models
SWMM is by no stretch of the imagination the only urban runoff model available, or

necessarily the preferred one under many circumstances.  Many other urban runoff models have been
described in the literature and are too numerous to list here.  However, good comparative reviews
are available, e.g., Brandstetter (1977), Chu and Bowers (1977), Huber and Heaney (1980, 1982),
Kibler (1982), Kohlhaas (1982), EPA(1983a), Whipple et al. (1983) and Hall (1984).  EPA=s water
quality models are reviewed by Barnwell (1984).  A general review of methods available for urban
quality modeling and six operational urban quality models is provided by Huber (1985, 1986).  Many
more models are available for purely hydrologic and hydraulic analysis.

Development of the Storm Water Management Model
Under the sponsorship of the Environmental Protection Agency, a consortium of contractors

B Metcalf and Eddy, Incorporated, the University of Florida, and Water Resources Engineers,
Incorporated B developed in 1969-71 the Storm Water Management Model, SWMM, capable of
representing urban stormwater runoff and combined sewer overflow phenomena.  Both quantity and
quality problems and control options may be investigated with the model, with associated cost
estimates available for storage and/or treatment controls.  Effectiveness can be evaluated by
inspection of hydrographs, pollutographs, pollutant loads,  and modeled changes in receiving water
quality.

The original project report is divided into four volumes.  Volume I, the “Final Report”
(Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a), contains the background, justifications, judgments, and
assumptions used in the model development.  It further includes descriptions of unsuccessful
modeling techniques that were attempted and recommendations for forms of user teams to
implement systems analysis techniques most effectively.  Although many modifications and im-
provements have since been added to the SWMM, the material in Volume I still accurately describes
much of the theory behind updated versions.  Documentation of some of the procedures included in
the 1975 Version II (Huber et al., 1975) release of SWMM is also provided by Heaney et al. (1975).

Volume II, “Verification and Testing,” (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971b), describes the
methods and results of the application of the original model to four urban catchments.

Volume III, the “User’s Manual” (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971c) contains program
descriptions, flow charts, instructions on data preparation and program usage, and test examples.
 This was updated in 1975 by the Version II User’s Manual (Huber et al., 1971) and in 1981 by the
Version 3 User’s Manuals (Huber et al., 1981; Roesner et al., 1981).  This present report supersedes
all of these previous documents.

Volume IV, “Program Listing” (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971d), lists the entire original
program and Job Control Language (JCL) as used in the demonstration runs.  Since many routines
in the updated version are similar or identical to the original, it is still a useful reference, but on the
whole should be disregarded since the present coding is in most cases, completely different.
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All three original contractors have continued to modify and improve the SWMM, as have
numerous other users since its release.  Through EPA research grants, the University of Florida has
conducted extensive research on urban runoff and SWMM development, and has evolved into an
unofficial “clearinghouse” for SWMM improvements.  There has clearly been a large benefit from
the fact that SWMM is in the public domain and non-proprietary since the present version reflects
the input and critical assessments of over ten years of user experience.  Of course, lingering “bugs”
are the responsibility of the present report’s authors alone. 

An extensive bibliography of SWMM usage is available (Huber et al., 1985) and is highly
recommended for new users.  Case studies mentioned in the bibliography are especially useful.

As described earlier, this report is both a SWMM Version 4 User’s Manual and also
documentation of new procedures.  In order to accommodate both main-frame and microcomputer
versions of the Fortran code, input formats have been revised from previous versions, including
Version 3.  The main difference is that all input is now unformatted, eliminating the field restrictions
of all previous versions.  Hence, although basic data requirements remain the same, some data
groups will need to be revised for input into Version 4.  (Since card input is no longer routinely used
for input to any computers, references to “card group” will now be “data group” or “data line.”) 
Hence, it must be assumed by the user that all input must be prepared anew for this SWMM version.
 Further details on new aspects of Version 4 are given later in this section.

Overall SWMM Description
Overview

SWMM simulates real storm events on the basis of rainfall (hyetograph) and other
meteorological inputs and system (catchment, conveyance, storage/treatment) characterization to
predict outcomes in the form of quantity and quality values.  Since study objectives may be directed
toward both complete temporal and spatial detail as well as to gross effects (such as total pounds of
pollutant discharged in a given storm), it is essential to have both time series output, i.e.,
hydrographs and “pollutographs” (concentrations versus time) and daily, monthly, annual and total
simulation summaries (for continuous simulation) available for review.

An overview of the model structure is shown in Figure 1-1.  In simplest terms the program
is constructed in the form of “blocks” as follows:

1) The input sources:
The Runoff Block generates surface and subsurface runoff based on arbitrary rainfall
(and/or snowmelt) hyetographs, antecedent conditions, land use, and topography. 
Dry-weather flow and infiltration into the sewer system may be optionally generated
using the Transport Block.

2) The central cores:
The Runoff, Transport and Extended Transport (Extran) Blocks route flows and
pollutants through the sewer or drainage system.  (Pollutant routing is not available
in the Extran Block.)  Very sophisticated hydraulic routing may be performed with
Extran.

3) The correctional devices:
The Storage/Treatment Block characterizes the effects of control devices upon flow
and quality.  Elementary cost computations are also made.
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.

Figure 1-1. Overview of SWMM model structure, indicating linkages among the computational blocks.  Receiving Water
simulation is by external programs, not Receive Block.  “Line input” refers to data input from terminal, etc.
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4) The effect (receiving waters):
SWMM does not include a receiving water model.  The Receiving Water Block
(Receiv) is no longer included within the SWMM framework.  However, a linkage
is provided for the EPA WASP and DYNHYD models (Ambrose et al., 1986).

Quality constituents for simulation may be arbitrarily chosen for any of the blocks, although
the different blocks have different constraints on the number and type of constituents that may be
modeled.  The Extran Block is the only block that does not simulate water quality.

As indicated in Figure 1-1, the Transport, Extran and Storage/Treatment Blocks may all use
input and provide output to any block, including themselves.  The Runoff Block uses input from no
other computational block but may receive input from new Rain and Temp Blocks for
meteorological input.

Service Blocks
Executive Block

In addition to the four computational blocks mentioned above, six service blocks are utilized.
 The Executive Block assigns logical unit numbers to off-line files (disk/tape/drum) and determines
the block or sequence of blocks to be executed.  All access to the computational and service blocks
and transfers between them must pass through the MAIN program of the Executive Block.  Transfers
are accomplished on off-line devices (disk/tape/drum) that may be saved for multiple trials or
permanent record using control parameters described in Section 2.  Dependency on
machine-dependent job control language should be minimized.

Graph Block
Line-printer plots of hydrographs, pollutographs and other time series output may be obtained

using the Graph Block, which is documented along the Executive Block in Section 2.  Measured as
well as predicted time series may be plotted.  Alternatively, the user may access the time series file
(known in this manual as the “interface file”) for plots by other graphics software.

Combine Block
This block allows the manipulation of multiple interface files in order to aggregate results

of multiple previous runs for input into subsequent blocks.  In this manner large, complex drainage
systems may be partitioned for simulation in smaller segments.

Rain Block
Continuous simulation relies upon precipitation input using long-term data available on

magnetic tapes from the National Weather Service (NWS) National Climatic Data Center in the
United States or Atmospheric Environment Service in Canada.  The Rain Block processes NWS
tapes for input into the Runoff Block.  A synoptic statistical analysis may also be performed on rain-
fall data, similarly to the EPA SYNOP program (Hydroscience 1976, 1979).

Temp Block
In a similar manner, the Temp Block processes NWS long-term temperature data for input

into the Runoff Block for snowmelt calculations.
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Statistics Block
Output from continuous simulation can be enormous if results for every time step are printed.

 Even the monthly and annual summaries contain more information than may easily be assimilated.
 The Statistics Block has the capability to review the time step output from a continuous (or single
event) simulation, separate output into discrete storm events, rank the events according to almost any
desired criterion (e.g., peak or average runoff rate, pollutant load, etc.), assign empirical frequencies
and return periods to runoff and pollutant parameters, tabulate and graph the results, and calculate
statistical moments.  Output from this block can thus be used to identify key events for further study
and for many other screening and analytical purposes.

Total Simulation
The capability exists to run up to 25 blocks sequentially in a given run, although from a

practical and sometimes necessary viewpoint (due to computer memory limitations) typical runs
usually involve only one or two computational blocks together with the Executive Block.  This
approach may be used to avoid overlay and, moreover, allow for examination of intermediate results
before continuing the computations. 

This manual provides for each block a description of program operation, documentation of
most algorithms used within the block (or reference to earlier documentation), and instructions on
data preparation with input requirements.  However, the user’s manual and documentation for the
Extended Transport (Extran) Block has been prepared by Camp, Dresser and McKee (Roesner et al.,
1987) as an addendum to this report and is available as a separate document.  Thus, Section 5 of this
report merely introduces Extran.

Detailed SWMM Summary
A concise description of most features of SWMM is given in Table 1-1, adapted from similar

tables prepared by Huber and Heaney (1980, 1982).  An indication of almost all modeling techniques
is included in the table.

Usage Requirements
Computer Facilities

SWMM may be run on both main-frame and IBM-PC compatible microcomputers. 
Development and testing of Version 4 has been performed using RM/Fortran on a Zenith Z-248,
AT-compatible microcomputer, followed by main-frame testing using VS-Fortran on an IBM 3033
at the University of Florida.  Fortran-77 standards are followed.  Version 4 was developed from a
base version of the Version 3 code developed for EPA by Metcalf and Eddy, Inc. (Baker and
Brazauskas, 1986) for the microcomputer.  Further refinements were based on an alternative micro-
computer version of SWMM (James and Robinson, 1984).

VS Fortran requires at least 2500 K words of storage using virtual memory (no overlay). 
Mainframe and minicomputer users should not have to bother with any overlay structure.  Those who
still have system memory limitations can simply employ an overlay structure with each SWMM
block in a single overlay.  The largest combination will be the Executive Block and Runoff Block
together(less than 600 K).  Microcomputer users must have at least 512 K bytes of memory and an
8087 or 80287 math coprocessor and will benefit from a hard disk, although the latter is not a rigid
requirement.  Main-frame users will have to compile and link the Fortran code.  Microcomputer
users will have the option of using executable code or recompiling and linking the source code.
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 Table 1-1.  Summary of EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) Characteristics

Applicable Land Drainage Area

(1) Urban.
(2) General nonurban.

Time Properties

(1) Single-event or continuous simulation; both modes have an unlimited number of time steps.
(2) Precipitation: input at arbitrary time intervals for single-event simulation (typically 1-15 min) and continuous

simulation (typically 1-hr); for snowmelt daily max-min temperatures required for continuous, temperatures
at arbitrary intervals for single-event.

(3) Output at time step intervals (or multiples); daily, monthly, annual, and total summaries for continuous
simulation.

(4) Time step arbitrary for single-event (typically 5 minutes) and continuous (typically one hour); variable time
step available in Runoff Block; time step for Extended Transport Block (Extran) routing depends on stability
criteria, may be as small as a few seconds.

Space Properties

(1) Small to large multiple catchments.
(2) Surface: lumped simulation of surface flow with allowance for up to 200 subcatchments and 10 input hyeto-

graphs, up to 200 channel/pipes may be simulated by nonlinear reservoir routing.
(3) Channel/pipes: one-dimensional network, up to 200 conduit/nonconduit elements for Transport Block, up

to 200 conduits in Extran Block, up to 30 in-line storage units in Transport Block. Values easily changed
using Fortran Parameter statement.

(4) Catchment area may be disaggregated and modeled sequentially for simulation of areas too large for existing
SWMM dimensions.

(5) Storage/treatment simulated separately, receiving input form upstream routing.
(6) Output from surface, channel/pipe, or storage/treatment simulation may serve as new input for further

simulation by same or different blocks.

Physical Processes

(1) Flow derived from precipitation and/or snowmelt; snow accumulation and melt simulated using
temperature-index methods developed by National Weather Service; snow redistribution (e.g., plowing,
removal) may be simulated.

(2) Overland flow by nonlinear reservoir using Manning’s equation and lumped continuity, depression storage,
integrated Horton or Green-Ampt infiltration (with optional subsurface routing), recovery of depression
storage via evaporation between storms during continuous simulation, also exponential recovery of
infiltration capacity.

(3) Subsurface routing only of flows through unsaturated and saturated zones simulated using lumped storages;
subsurface outflow by power equation; simulation of ET and water table fluctuation.

(4) Channel/pipes:
(a) nonlinear reservoir formulation for channel/pipes in Runoff Block, includes translation and

attenuation effects,
(b) modified kinematic wave formulation in original Transport Block assumes cascade of conduits,

cannot simulate backwater over more than one conduit length, surcharging handled by storing water
at surcharged junction pending available flow capacity;

(c) Extended Transport Block solves complete St. Venant equations including effects of backwater,
flow reversal, surcharging, looped connections, pressure flow,

(d) infiltration and dry-weather flow may enter conduit of either transport simulation.
(5) Storage routing using modified Puls method assuming horizontal water surface, outlets include pumps, weirs,
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orifices.

Table 1-1.  Continued

Physical Processes (continued)

(6) Surface quality on basis of linear or non-linear buildup of dust/dirt or other constituents during dry-weather
and associated pollutant fractions, power-exponential washoff with decay parameter a power function of low
rate only (rating curve); erosion by Universal Soil Loss Equation.

(7) Dry-weather flow quantity and quality on basis of diurnal and daily variation, population density and other
demographic parameters, buildup of suspended solids in conduits by dry weather deposition using Shield’s
criterion.

(8) Quality routing by advection and mixing in conduits and by plug flow or complete mixing in storage units,
scour and deposition of suspended solids in conduits (original Transport Block) using Shield’s criterion.

(9) Storage/treatment device simulated as series-parallel network of units, each with optional storage routing.
(10) Treatment simulation:

(a) use of arbitrary user-supplied removal equations (e.g., removal as exponential function of residence
time);

(b) use of sedimentation theory coupled with particle size-specific gravity distribution for constituents.

Chemical Processes

(1) Ten arbitrary conservative constituents in Runoff Block, rainfall quality included, choice of concentration
units is arbitrary; erosion "sediment" is optional.

(2) Four constituents may be routed through the original transport module (with optional first order decay), three
through the storage/treatment module and none through Extran (quantity only).

Biological Processes

(1) Coliform simulation may be included.
(2) Biological treatment may be simulated.

Economic Analysis

(1) Amortized capital plus operation and maintenance costs for control units are determined.

Mathematical Properties

(1) Physically-based model.
(2) Surface quantity: iterative solution of coupled continuity and Manning equations, Green-Ampt or integrated

form of Horton infiltration (infiltration rate proportional to cumulative infiltration, not time).
(3) Surface channel/pipe routing: non-linear reservoir assuming water surface parallel to invert.
(4) Channel/pipes:

(a) original Transport: implicit finite difference solution to modified kinematic wave equation;
(b) Extran transport: explicit finite difference solution of complete St. Venant equations, stability may

require short time step.
(5) Storage/detention: modified Puls method requires table look-up for calculation of outflow.
(6) Surface quality, quality routing and treatment: algebraic equations, no iterations required once flows and

conduit volumes are known.

Computational Status

(1) Coded in Fortran-77, approximately 25,000 statements long.
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Table 1-1.   Continued

Computational Status (continued)

(2) Has been run on IBM, UNIVAC, CDC, Amdahl, VAX, Prime, Harris, Boroughs and other main-frame
and minicomputers; main-frame version must be compiled.

(3) Microcomputer version for IBM-PC compatibles uses same Fortran code; requires 512 K bytes plus
math co-processor; hard disk desirable; executable and source code available. 

(4) May be run in modular form (surface runoff, original or Extran transport, storage/treatment, plus
executive and service routines, i.e., plotting, file combining, statistics, data input.

(5) Largest block requires about 125,000 words or 500K bytes of storage.
(6) Available on a magnetic tape or floppy disks. (7) Requires up to eight off-line storage files.

Input Data Requirements

(1) Historical or synthetic precipitation record; uses National Weather Service precipitation tapes for
continuous simulation.

(2) Monthly or daily evaporation rates.
(3) For snowmelt: daily max-min (continuous) or time-step (single event) temperatures, monthly wind

speeds, melt coefficients and base melt temperatures, snow distribution fractions and areal depletion
curves (continuous only), other melt parameters.

(4) Surface quantity: area, imperviousness, slope, width, depression storage and Manning’s roughness for
pervious and impervious areas; Horton or Green-Ampt infiltration parameters.

(5) Subsurface quantity: porosity, field capacity, wilting point, hydraulic conductivity, initial water table
elevation, ET parameters; coefficients for groundwater outflow as function of stage and tail water
elevation.

(6) Channel/pipe quantity: linkages, shape, slope, length, Manning’s roughness; Extran transport also
requires invert and ground elevation, storage volumes at manholes and other structures; geometric and
hydraulic parameters for weirs, pumps, orifices, storages, etc.; infiltration rate into conduits.

(7) Storage/sedimentation quantity: stage-area-volume-outflow relationship, hydraulic characteristics of
outflows.

(8) Surface quality (note: several parameters are optional, depending upon methods used): land use; total
curb length; catchbasin volume and initial pollutant concentrations; street sweeping interval, efficiency
and availability factor; dry days prior to initial precipitation; dust/dirt and/or pollutant fraction
parameters for each land use, or pollutant rating curve coefficients; initial pollutant surface loadings;
exponential and power washoff coefficients; concentrations in precipitation; erosion parameters for
Universal Soil Loss Equation, if simulated.

(9) Dry-weather flow constant or on basis of diurnal and daily quantity/quality variations, population
density, other demographic parameters.

(10) Optional particle size distribution, Shields parameter and decay coefficients for channel/pipe quality
routing and scour/deposition routine.

(11) Storage/treatment: parameters defining pollutant removal equations; parameters for individual treatment
options, e.g., particle size distribution, maximum flow rates, size of unit, outflow characteristics; optional
dry-weather flow data when using continuous simulation.

(12) Storage/treatment costs: parameters for capital and operation and maintenance costs as function of flows,
volumes and operating time.

(13) Data requirements for individual blocks much less than for run of whole model; large reduction in data
requirements possible by aggregating (lumping) of subcatchments and channel/pipes, especially useful
for continuous simulation.

(14) Metric units optional for all I/O.
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Table 1-1.   Continued

Ease of Application

(1) Nonproprietary model available from EPA, Athens, GA or University of Florida, Department of
Environmental Engineering Sciences, Gainesville.

(2) Updated user=s manual and thorough documentation of most routines published as EPA reports; no one
report covers all model aspects.

(3) Test cases documented in several EPA and other reports.
(4) Short course proceedings also useful for model applications.
(5) U.S. and Canadian users groups with newsletters and semi-annual meetings permit publication of

changes.
(6) Due to its age (originally published in 1971), availability, and documentation, examples of SWMM

usage are widely available in the literature; bibliography available.
(7) Frequent model update/corrections/improvements are often difficult to learn about; new model released

approximately on a bi-annual basis.
(8) Size of model most frequent deterrent to use, however, see item 13 above under Input Data Re-

quirements.
(9) Initial model setup often moderately difficult due to size.
(10) Model supported by EPA Center for Water Quality Modeling, Athens, GA.

Output and Output Format

(1) Input data summary including precipitation.
(2) Hydrographs and pollutographs (concentrations and loads versus time) at any point in system on time

step or longer basis; no stages or velocities printed.
(3) Extran transport also outputs elevation of hydraulic grade line.
(4) Surcharge volumes and required flow capacity; original transport model will resize conduits to pass

required flow (optional).
(5) Stage, discharge and soil moisture content for subsurface routing in Runoff Block.
(6) Removal quantities in storage/treatment units, generated sludge quantities.
(7) Summaries of volumes and pollutant loads for simulation period, continuity check, initial and final

pounds of solids in conduit elements.
(8) Daily (optional), monthly, annual and total summaries for continuous simulation, plus ranking of 50

highest time-step precipitation runoff and pollutant values.
(9) Line printer plots of hyetographs, hydrographs, and pollutographs.
(10) Costs of simulated storage/treatment options.
(11) Statistical analysis of continuous (or single event) output for event separation, frequency analysis,

moments and identification of critical events.

Linkages to Other Models

(1) Linkage provided to EPA WASP and DYNHYD receiving water quality models.
(2) Individual blocks and the total SWMM model have been linked to the HEC STORM model, the

QUAL-II model, simplified receiving water models, and others.
(3) Individual blocks (e.g., Runoff Block) have been altered by various groups.

Personnel Requirements

(1) Civil/environmental engineer familiar with urban hydrological processes for data reduction and model
analysis.

(2) Computer programmer for model setup and establishment of off-line files on main-frames.
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Table 1-1.   Continued

Costs

(1) Model and documentation available at little or no charge from EPA Center for Exposure Assessment
Modeling, Athens, GA, 30613; also available for nominal charge from Department of Environmental
Engineering Sciences, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, 32611.

(2) Data assembly and preparation may require multiple man-weeks for a large catchment or urban area.
(3) Example main-frame computer execution costs given in user’s manual, on the order of $20 for a surface

runoff and transport run for a single storm event with about 50 subcatchments and channel/pipes; use of
Extran transport can be more costly (> $100 per run) due to short time step; continuous simulation
(hourly time step) of one subcatchment with snowmelt for two years costs about $20.

(4) Microcomputer execution times depend on machine, execution times on AT-compatible approximately
50 times longer than for main-frame.

(5) Extensive calibration may be required to duplicate measured quality results, quantity calibration
relatively simple. (5) National Weather Service precipitation tapes for continuous simulation cost about
$200 for at least a 25-year hourly record for all stations in one state.

Model Accuracy

(1) Quantity simulation may be made quite accurate with relatively little calibration.
(2) Quality simulation requires more extensive calibration using measured pollutant concentrations; quality

results will almost certainly be very inaccurate without local measurements.
(3) Extran transport accurately simulates backwater, flow reversal, surcharging, pressure flow; original

transport routines may be used at less cost if these conditions not present.
(4) Sensitivity to input parameters depends upon schematization, however, surface quality predictions are

most sensitive to pollutant loading rates.

Distribution of both the main-frame and microcomputer versions of the program is through:
Center for Exposure Assessment Modeling
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
College Station Road
Athens, Georgia  30613

Input Data Requirements
As will be seen from a review of following sections, the data requirements for the SWMM

may be extensive.  Collection of the data from various municipal and other offices within a city is
possible to accomplish within a few days.  However, reduction of the data for input to the model is
time consuming and may take up to three man-weeks for a large area (e.g., greater than 2000 acres).
On an optimistic note, however, most of the data reduction is straight forward (e.g., tabulation of
slopes, lengths, diameters, etc., of the sewer system). 

SWMM is flexible enough to allow different modeling approaches to the same area, and a
specific, individual modeling decision upstream in the catchment will have little effect on the
predicted results at the outfall.  Furthermore, a lumped approach may often be used for preliminary
modeling in which catchment properties are aggregated and only minimal data are needed.  The user
should realize that only portions of the overall model (e.g., one block) need be run at any one time.
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Verification and Calibration
Calibration is the adjustment of model parameters using one set of data.  Verification is the

testing of this parameter selection by using an independent data set.  Although the simulation of
many of the urban runoff processes found in SWMM is physically based, the concept fails in practice
because the input data and the numerical methods are not accurate enough for many real
applications.  Furthermore, many computational procedures within the model are based upon limited
data themselves and highly empirical, especially surface quality predictions.  As a result it is
essential that local verification/calibration data be available at specific application sites to lend
credibility to the predictions of any urban runoff model. 

Calibration and verification data are usually in the form of measured flows and
concentrations at outfalls or combined sewer overflow locations.  However, it is important to note
that detailed short-time-increment pollutographs during a storm are seldom needed for analysis of
receiving water quality (see discussion in Section 4).  Hence, total storm event loads or event mean
concentrations are usually sufficient for quality calibration and verification.  (Note that quality
concentrations without accompanying flows are of little value.)  SWMM has sufficient parameters
that may be “adjusted,” particularly in the Runoff Block, such that calibrating the model against
measured data is usually readily accomplished.

Quantity (hydrograph) predictions are often “within the ball park” on the first try, given
decent rainfall, area and imperviousness data.  However, initial quality estimates may be off by
orders of magnitude (Huber, 1985).  Hence, quality predictions are not credible without adequate
site-specific data for calibration and verification.  At best, relative effects of pollution abatement al-
ternatives may be studied if such data are not available. 

Metrification
Use of metric units for input and output of data and results is an option in all blocks as an

alternative to U.S. customary units.  In the Runoff and Transport Blocks, metric units are used
strictly for I/O; all internal quantity calculations are still performed in units of feet and seconds. 
(Feet-second units also apply to program generated error messages printed during the simulation.)
 However, the Storage/Treatment and Extran Blocks use metric units for internal calculations also,
when used.  Most quality calculations use conventional concentration units (e.g., mg/l) and loads
may be given in both pounds and kilograms, depending on the particular subroutine, although pounds
will not be used if metric I/O is specified. 

No attempt has been made to conform to SI standards or even customary metric units for
some parameters.  For instance, because of output format complications, metric pipe diameters are
requested and printed in meters instead of the more usual millimeters.  However, all units are clearly
stated for both input and output.  It should be a simple task to convert to other metric alternatives.

Changes for Version 4
Not all users will require Version 4 since in most respects the computations are identical to

Version 3.  Significant modifications are listed below.
1) Input/output has been enhanced.  All input is free-format with line (data group)

identifiers.  The line identifiers are now a requirement since the program uses them
as the only means of separating one data group from another.  Program-generated
error messages make it easier to locate problems causes by improper entry of data.
 Input strings of up to 230 characters are allowed in SWMM 4.   Strict column
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sequencing of input data is still possible as long as at least one space separates the
fields. 

Comment lines are allowed in this version of SWMM.  A comment line
begins with an asterisk in the first column.   A template for full screen editing is
included as an example for each block of SWMM.  The templates include brief
comments about each input field.

2) Errors have been corrected for all blocks as best they are known.
3) Extran is available in a metric format and uses data group identifiers.  Additional

features include: a “hot start” capability (restart from end of previous run); natural
channel cross sections, with cross-sections input as in HEC-2; minor improvements
to surcharge and flow routing routines; and automatic adjustment of small pipe
lengths.

4) SWMM output may be linked to the DYNHYD4 (water quantity) and WASP4 (water
quality) programs for receiving water quality simulation (Ambrose et al., 1986). 
Runoff, Transport, Storage/Treatment, and Extran interface files can be read by both
DYNHYD4 and WASP4.  DYNHYD reads only the flows from the interface file.
 WASP4 reads water quality loading rates from Runoff, Transport, and Stor-
age/Treatment.  A model of an estuary therefore can include Runoff to generate
surface pollutant loadings, Transport or Extran for detailed simulation of surface
routing network, DYNHYD4 for simulating a link-node estuary model, and WASP4
for simulating the water quality of the estuary under the stress of the Runoff or
Transport pollutant loadings.

5) The microcomputer version permits greater manipulation of interface files and other
scratch and I/O files.  The Combine Block may be used to convert any interface file
to formatted (ASCII/text) files capable of being read by programs such as Lotus 1-2-3
or other software.  All interface files can be permanently saved and retrieved.  Users
can input their own interface files.

6) A subsurface routing package (quantity only) has been added to the Runoff Block.
 A separate accounting is made for the unsaturated and saturated zones, and the water
table elevation can fluctuate.  Baseflow to Runoff channel/pipes may be generated
from the saturated zone.

7) The Runoff Block (through access to the Rain Block) will read the new National
Weather Service format for precipitation tapes.  In general, continuous simulation is
easier, with several options for input of precipitation data and other time series. 
User-defined input time series may also be used.  Continuous simulation is capable
of using up to 10 rain gages. 

Instead of processing continuous meteorological data in the Runoff Block,
two new blocks have been added: Rain and Temp.  These include the capabilities of
the former Subroutine CTRAIN in Runoff with additional statistical analysis similar
to the SYNOP program of Hydroscience (1976, 1979).  It is also possible to process
rainfall data with the SWMM Statistics Block.

8) Numerical methods have been improved in the Runoff Block.  A variation of the
extrapolation method (Press et al., 1986) is used to couple the nonlinear reservoir
equations, evaporation, infiltration, and groundwater flow. Subroutine Gutter no
longer has convergence problems.  There is no distinction any more between single
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event and continuous simulation, eliminating parameter ICRAIN.  Runoff uses a wet,
dry and intermediate (wet/dry) time step defined by the user. 

9) This version of SWMM tries to use more Fortran primitives.  There is one subroutine
to read interface files, one subroutine to write interface files, one clock subroutine,
one file opening routine etc. for all blocks.  The common functions of all blocks are
exactly the same. 

10) This version can be made more modular than the EPA Version 3 for the
microcomputer.  It is possible to run files containing only the blocks of interest,
saving the interface file for use by the next block.  This permits file compression for
ease of distribution and much faster execution times.

11) The Graph Block is no longer limited to 200 data points.  An unlimited number of
points for both measured and predicted graphs can be plotted.  Graph plots
loadographs (mass/time versus time) and pollutographs (concentration versus time).

12) The user has more control over printout in this version of SWMM.   Most printout
can be bypassed at the user’s discretion.  Error messages are summarized at the end
of a run instead of being printed every time step.

13) Microcomputer users will see the current time or time step printed on the screen
during the simulation as well as other program messages.

When Should SWMM Be Used?
SWMM is a large, relatively sophisticated hydrologic, hydraulic and water quality simulation

program.  It is not appropriate for all applications or for all personnel.  For instance, hydrologic
routing (e.g., prediction of runoff from rainfall) may be performed simply using standard techniques
(e.g., units hydrographs, linear reservoirs) described in hydrology texts and suitable for
programmable hand-held calculators (e.g., Croley, 1977) or microcomputers (e.g., Golding, 1981).
 In addition, many other, smaller Fortran programs are available for urban hydrologic simulation that
may be entirely suitable for a given problem and much easier to implement on a given computer
system.  Notable among the hundreds of such program are the Corps of Engineers, Hydrologic
Engineering Center program STORM (Roesner et al., 1974, HEC, 1977a) for continuous simulation
and the Illinois State Water Survey program ILLUDAS (Terstreip and Stall, 1974) for single-event
simulation and pipe sizing.  Both have good documentation and user support and have been
extensively tested and utilized by engineers other than the model developers.  HSPF (Johanson et
al., 1980) is another alternative for catchments that are primarily nonurban or that require more
sophisticated simulation of pollutant interaction.

SWMM is certainly formidable both in terms of its size and capabilities.  Who, then, should
use SWMM and for what purposes?  Some criteria for usage are given below:

1) The engineer must be knowledgeable of the modeling techniques (e.g., non-linear
reservoirs, kinematic waves, St. Venant equations, buildup-washoff equations).  An
appreciation for how physical processes may be simulated in a Fortran program is a
necessity.  As a corollary, the engineer is assumed to be familiar with the problem to
be solved and with customary techniques for handling it.  A clear problem definition
is a prerequisite to any solution methodology.

2) By virtue of the problem size (e.g., sewer system with hundreds of pipes) or
complexity (e.g., hydraulic controls, backwater) a simpler technique or model will
not work.  It may be borne in mind, however, that if calibration/verification data are
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available, SWMM may also be used as a very simple “black box” model with
minimal input data, at the expense of computer overhead to manage the program size
and off-line files.

3) Quality is to be simulated.  Although there are other models that also simulate
quality, SWMM is perhaps the most flexible of any.  Of course, SWMM is often
applied just to quantity problems.

A large body of literature on theory and case studies is available for SWMM.  Since the
model was originally introduced in 1971, a wealth of such information is available, including citation
in hydrology texts (e.g., Viessman et al., 1977; Wanielista, 1978; Kibler, 1982).  A bibliography of
SWMM-related literature is available (Huber et al., 1985)

While any number of examples could be presented for when SWMM should not be used,
attention is drawn to just one:  the user is already familiar with an adequate alternative technique or
model.  It is far more important for the engineer/user to understand the methodology being utilized
than it is for a model such as SWMM to be employed on the premise of a more sophisticated tech-
nique.  In the final analysis, the engineer/analyst is responsible for the decisions made using any
technique of analysis; the technique or model is only a tool that must be clearly understood by those
using it.

Modeling Caveats
The preceding section may be summarized by a few caveats for modeling in general and use

of SWMM in particular.
1) Have a known project and modeling objective at the outset of work.  Do not let the

model capabilities or lack of them dictate the objective.
2) Use experienced personnel.  A knowledge of engineering fundamentals is essential

to proper model use and interpretation.
3) Use the simplest model suitable for the job.  Although SWMM can be run in a very

simple (e.g., minimal data) manner, there may be alternative models that require less
initial effort to install.  Sometimes a conclusion will be apparent simply from a
review of data and prior studies, with no modeling necessary.

4) Start simple when learning.  Obtain model familiarity by simulating very simple
configurations for which the result is known, e.g., runoff from a steady rainfall onto
an impervious surface.

5) Models are poor substitutes for data collection.  Do not use the model to generate
“real” data.

6) Examine the results critically.  Is continuity preserved?  Are predictions physically
realistic?  If not, review parameter estimates and model assumptions.  Perhaps the
model cannot simulate a particular physical process of interest.

7) Use one set of data for calibration and an independent set for verification of
parameter choices. 

8) Absolute magnitudes of quality predictions by SWMM or any other model are not
to be trusted without calibration and verification data.  At best, relative comparisons
can be made between runs with differing conditions.  Urban runoff quality processes
involve too many unknown physical, chemical and biological factors to be simulated
accurately. 
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SECTION 2
Executive Block, Graph Routines and System Requirements

Block Description
Functions

The Executive Block performs six main functions:
1) assignment of logical units and files,
2) control of the sequencing of computational blocks,
3) graphing of data files by the line printer,
4) control of the simulation time clock for all blocks,
5) input error checking, and
6) control and summarization of input and computational errors.

These six functions are summarized under the subheadings Program Operation (1,2), SWMM
Graphics (3), SWMM Time (4), Input Errors (5), and No-Fault Error Summary (6).  This block is
the operating “shell” of SWMM; no hydrologic computations as such are performed in the Executive
Block.  The relationship of the Executive Block to other blocks is shown in Figure 2-1.

Before diving into the world of program functionality the following discussion of data entry
should be read and understood. 

How to Enter Data in SWMM
The following significant changes have been made to SWMM input files relative to previous

versions:
1) free format input,
2) line identifiers are required in all blocks,
3) comment lines are allowed in the input,
4) SWMM reads up to 230 columns of input, and
5) OPEN FILE statements are controlled by the user with the @ function.
This documentation recognizes that almost all input to SWMM will be prepared at a terminal

using an editor to create an input data file.  Hence, use of the word “card” to indicate an 80-column
line of input has been superseded by “line” or “data group” within this manual.  Of course, a few
users may still prepare input on punched cards, in which case each line of input will be on one card.

In a major departure from the restrictions of fixed format 80 column input this version of
SWMM has been written to accept up to 230 columns of free format input.  Free format input means
that data do not have to be entered in fixed columns.  The only restrictions are:  (1) decimal points
may not be used when an integer number is expected, (2) at least one space must separate each data
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Figure 2-1.  Relationship among SWMM blocks.  Executive Block manipulates interface file and
other off-line files.  All blocks may receive off-line input (e.g., tapes, disks) and user line input (e.g.,
terminal, cards, etc.).
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field, (3) character data must be enclosed by single quotes, and (4) a number or character must be
entered for all data fields.  All SWMM blocks have free format input.

An additional SWMM requirement is the line identifiers entered in columns one and two of
each data line.  See Table 2-1 for example line identifiers.  Do not put quote marks around the line
identifiers.  These identifiers are necessary for the following reasons:

1) they control the sequence of read statements,
2) they are used in the error checking of data files, and
3) they help in understanding the input.
There are three special symbols (always entered in column 1) that signal block and file

control to the program.  These symbols are:
$ --> Signals the calling of a SWMM Block, e.g. $RUNOFF, $RAIN.
@ --> Enables the user to permanently save an interface or scratch file (see Table 2-1 for

an example, and Table 2-9 for the input format).
* --> Comment line.  Enter an asterisk to place comments in SWMM input files.  No

closing asterisk is necessary.  
These special control characters are read by subroutine STRIP, which is called by the MAIN

program of SWMM.  STRIP edits the input file, which has a logical unit number of 55, and creates
a temporary file sans comment and @ lines that is saved on logical unit number 5.  Numbers 5
(input), 6 (output) and 55 are thus restricted numbers in this version of SWMM.  Interface and
scratch files should not use 5, 6 or 55 as logical unit numbers.

Comment and @ function lines are never read by the simulation blocks of SWMM.  Input
lines beginning with * or @ can be placed anywhere in the input file, since they are acted upon only
in subroutine STRIP.  Listed below is an example of a set of comment and @ function lines.  The
example will work on both microcomputers and main-frames.  (Do not be concerned that the
example file name follows MS-DOS conventions.)

*      JIN(1)  JOUT(1)      The next line lists the logical unit numbers for
*                                 an example SWMM run.
SW  1    9       8
*
*    Permanently save interface file 8 under the name ’INT.OUT’
@    8  ’INT.OUT’
*
*    The @ function also allows the use of an existing file
*           Use ’INT.IN’ as interface file 9
@    9    ’INT.IN’

The form of the @ function is simply @, in column 1, followed by the logical unit number
of the scratch or interface file, and lastly the filename in single quotation marks.  The @ line uses
free format input.  Just make sure there is a space between the unit number and the filename.

Subroutine STRIP opens the file with STATUS = ’UNKNOWN’.  This has the following
effects on filename FILE depending on the preexisting conditions:
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Table 2-1.  Example SWMM Input with Control Symbols (File RUNOFF2.DAT)
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1) FILE does not exist ñ creates (opens) a file named FILE.  If FILE is read by
a subsequent SWMM block, the proper format must
be used (e.g., an interface file must be read according
to the format of the interface file). Otherwise, an error
message is generated and the program stops.
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2) FILE exists ñ opens FILE.  If subsequently FILE has information
written on it the old information on FILE is lost.

It is hoped that the above changes will make SWMM an easier model to use and facilitate
the construction of input preprocessors.

Program Operation
The Executive Block assigns logical units and files, and controls the computational block(s)

to be executed.  These functions depend on reading in a at least four data lines which must be
supplied according to the needs of a given computer run.   These data lines are: (1) the interface file
numbers, (2) the scratch file numbers, (3) the names of the various blocks called in the simulation
run, and (4) $ENDPROGAM. 

The Executive Block assigns logical unit numbers to the interface and scratch files by reading
the SW and MM data groups, respectively.  The first line (denoted by SW in the first two columns)
may contain up to 50 integer numbers, corresponding to 25 input and 25 output units.  The maximum
number of files open at any one time is eight (two interface files and six scratch files).   These file
limits should not exceed the realistic capability of most computer systems.  Usually only two to six
units will be needed for any single simulation.  The output file is saved (during the run) for use by
a subsequent computational block and is subsequently deleted, unless the file is saved permanently
by using the ‘@’ function.   The output files can be examined directly during the run by using the
graphing and statistical capability of the Executive Block.

The file assignments in the second data group (denoted as MM) are for scratch files, i.e., files
that are generated and used during execution of the program, and erased at the end of the run.  Again,
there is provision for up to six such files, but only one or two are typically needed.  The unit numbers
of the interface and scratch files are stored in the labeled common COMMON/TAPES/ for use by
all blocks. 

Scratch files are opened when a block is called and closed when control returns to the
executive block.  This was done to ensure that the Runoff Block does not erase valuable user data.
 The Runoff Block uses NSCRAT files for precipitation, evaporation, temperature, and wind speed
input.  Thus, the @ lines should be clustered within the data of a block.  Multiple @ functions should
be used when a scratch file has a different meaning from block to block.  For example, NSCRAT(1)
may be the rainfall input file in Runoff and be a true scratch file in Transport.  An @ line should be
used anywhere before the $TRANSPORT to open the file for Runoff.  The file will be closed when
Runoff finishes execution.  A new file called FORT#, where # is the unit number assigned to
NSCRAT(1) will then be opened when the Transport Block is called.

SWMM Line Printer Graphics
The graphing subroutines enable hydrographs and pollutographs to be plotted on the line

printer for selected locations for output data files (e.g., predicted results); measured data that are
input by the user may be plotted as well.  The predicted and measured results may be plotted on one
graph for comparison.  Operation of the graph routines is described later.  The subroutines include
GRAPH, called from the main executive program only, in which control information, titles, and
measured data (if any) are read.

Subroutine HYSTAT is called from GRAPH for computation of hydrograph volumes,
durations, peak flows, and times of peaks.  This is done for both predicted and measured
hydrographs.  Statistical comparisons between measured and predicted flows and pollutants are
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printed either under the graph or a separate summary page is written.  Similarly, total loads,
durations, peak concentration, and time of peaks for both predicted and measured pollutographs can
be printed.

Subroutine CURVE is called from GRAPH to coordinate the actual plotting.  It is also called
directly from the Runoff and Extran blocks.  The control information, titles, etc. are supplied from
those blocks, bypassing Subroutine GRAPH.  Subroutine CURVE performs the following
operations:

1) Determines maximum and minimum values of arrays to be plotted, calculates the
range of values, and selects appropriate scale intervals using subroutine SCALE.

2) Computes vertical axis labels based upon the calculated scales.
3) Computes horizontal axis labels based upon the calculated scales.
4) Joins individual parts of the curve using Subroutine PINE.
5) Outputs the final plot using Subroutine PPLOT.
Subroutine SCALE calculates ranges and scaling factors.  Subroutine PINE joins two

coordinate locations with appropriate characters in the output image array A of PPLOT.  Subroutine
PPLOT initializes the plotting array, stores individual locations, and outputs the final array A for the
printer plot.      

SWMM Time
The simulation clock for all blocks is controlled by the Executive Block.  Previous versions

of SWMM had different “clocks” in each block which often caused problems in reading interface
files.  The multiplicity of clocks also complicated the process of model verification.  This version
of SWMM uses variable time steps in runoff modeling that necessitated a restructuring of the clock
time in the Runoff, Transport, Graph and Statistics Blocks in any event.

For these reasons a single “SWMM Clock” based on integer numbers was created.  The basic
units of time in SWMM are the second of the day and the Julian date.   Julian dates are five digit
numbers incorporating the year and the day of the year.  The Julian dates for 1987 range from 87001
to 87365.  As an example, March 20, 1987 at 10:30:00 would be the 37800th second of day 87079.

It is not necessary to have a time step smaller than one second in any block, including Extran.
 The two numbers necessary to define any moment during the simulation are the Julian date and the
second of the day.  There are 86,400 seconds in a Julian day.  Thus, the largest integer number in
SWMM can easily be handled by any INTEGER*4 variable in FORTRAN.

The interface and scratch files use only the Julian date and the second of day to define the
flow and concentration time.  Subroutine DATED in the Executive Block uses the date/second
combination to return the year, month, day, hour, minute, and second.  This subroutine is used
extensively by the print and graph routines in SWMM.  Subroutine STIME updates the Julian date
and second counter at each time step based on the current time step increment DELTA.
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Input Errors
Upon encountering an input error each input subroutine of SWMM calls Subroutine

IERROR.  IERROR prints the data group identifier of the problem line, prints the first 80 characters
of the line, and stops program operation.  This subroutine should eliminate mysterious operating
system error messages and provide the user with a least some assistance in correcting input mistakes.

Possible input errors include: (1) decimal points in integer fields, (2) double decimals, (3)
missing input fields, (4) improper character data, and (5) the wrong input order.  The user should
consult the data input tables for the proper input order and format.

No-Fault Error Summary
Another type of error in SWMM consists of error/warning messages about non-convergence,

surcharging, etc.  Subroutine IERROR also prints summary error/warning tables when a SWMM
Block is finished executing.  The error/warning message is printed once during the program
execution and then the total number of errors/warnings are printed at the end of program execution.
 The first message is to inform the user of potential problems with his/her model in case a
catastrophic event such as repeated division by zero occurs and the model run aborts.

Run-time errors may also be generated by the compiled Fortran program and appear on the
screen when run on a microcomputer.  These may be defined by reference to the Ryan-McFarland
or IBM Professional Fortan users manuals.  Please notify the SWMM program authors of repeated
errors or bugs.

Default/Ratio Data Lines
Within the Runoff and Transport Blocks, default/ratio lines may be used to create default

values and ratios for selected variables (denoted by asterisks in selected data groups).  These lines
are indicated by a -1 (new ratio) or -2 (new default) for the requested location ID number.  Altered
ratios or defaults are input for any nonzero parameter value. 

The user triggers the use of the default value when 0.0 is used in the input field of a data
group.  Since default values included in a model can lead to lack of initiative on the part of the
modeler in collection of data, the user must thus explicitly and knowingly enter all but a very few
default values.  The parameter ratios may be used for sensitivity analysis and global model adjust-
ment.  For instance, a ratio of 1.1 would indicate that the value of the input parameter used in the
program will be 10 % higher than the value given on the input data line.  A parameter value is always
multiplied by the current ratio. 

The new default value or ratio is only valid for the subsequent lines of the current data group.
 When a new data group is read the default values become 0.0 and the ratios become 1.0.  Multiple
default/ratio lines can be used within a data group. 

Interfacing Between Blocks
Data may be transferred or interfaced from one block to another through the use of the file

assignments on data group SW.  The interface file header consists of: 
1) descriptive titles,
2) the simulation starting date and time,
3) the name of the block generating the interface file,
4) the total catchment or service area,
5) the number of hydrograph locations (inlets, outfalls, elements, etc.),
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6) the number of pollutants found on the interface file,
7) the location identifiers for transferred flow and pollutant data,
8) the user-supplied pollutant and unit names,
9) the type of pollutant concentration units, and
10) flow conversion factor (conversion to internal SWMM units of cfs).
Following the file header are the flow and pollutant data for each time step for each of the

specified locations.  The detailed organization  of the interfacing file is shown in Table 2-2, and
example FORTRAN statements that will write such a file are shown in Table 2-3.  These tables may
be used as guidelines for users who may wish to write or read an interfacing file with a program of
their own.  Further information on required pollutant identifiers,  etc. may be found later in the
Runoff Block input data descriptions.

The title and the values for the starting date and time from the first computational block are
not altered by any subsequent block encountered by the Executive Block.  All other data may
(depending on the block) may be altered by subsequent blocks.  The individual computational blocks
also have limitations on what data they will accept from an upstream block and pass to a downstream
block.  These limitations are summarized in Table 2-4.  Detailed discussions are presented in the
manuals for each block.

Block limitations can be adjusted upwards or downwards by the user by modifying the
PARAMETER statement found in the include file TAPES.INC.  Follow the instructions of Table
2-5.

Computer System Requirements
FORTRAN

This version of SWMM was programmed in FORTRAN 77, specifically using the
RM/FORTRAN compiler on the PC and VS/FORTRAN on an IBM 3033 main-frame.   The
problems of the past with FORTRAN compatibility on main-frames should be alleviated in this
version of SWMM. 

The likely sources of any potential incompatibility are Subroutines CHKFILE and INTCHR.
 CHKFILE opens and closes interface and scratch files.  INTCHR converts character data to integer
data in the Rain Block.  This is based on the ASCII character set and intrinsic functions in
RM/FORTRAN and VS/FORTRAN.  However, this will only affect people who are using pre-1980
National Weather Service (NWS) precipitation tapes. 

The NWS sells fixed format and variable block/length precipitation tapes.  This version of
SWMM is written to read both fixed format and variable block/length tapes.  However, the IBM
mainframe at the University of Florida  cannot read variable block/length records.  Hence, the
variable block/length code is obviously unverified.  User beware.  It is recommended that the user
purchase fixed format (record length of 43, blocksize of 6300), ASCII tapes from the NWS.

Sample execution times on an 8 Mhz IBM Compatible AT (Zenith Z-248) are shown in Table
2-6.  Clock time refers to human waiting time.  This table tries to show the gamut of possible
SWMM runs.  Multiply or divide for faster or slower machines. 

System Memory
Main-frame users of SWMM should have no need for any overlay structure or any concern

for memory limitations.  The entire SWMM program compiled under VS FORTRAN is
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approximately 2500 kb on an IBM main-frame.  Virtual memory allows program sizes in the
gigabyte range.  This statement also applies to minicomputers and Macintoshs.
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Table 2-2.  Detailed Organization of SWMM Interface File
Note: See Subroutine INFACE for example of reading and writing this file.

Variable Name Descriptiona

TITLE(1) First line of title from first block, maximum of 80
characters.

TITLE(2) Second line of title from first block, maximum of 80
characters.

IDATEZ Starting date; 5-digit number, 2-digit year plus Julian
date within year, e.g. February 20, 1987 is 87051.

FROM
FIRST
COMPUTATIONAL
BLOCK

TZERO Starting time of day in seconds, e.g., 5:30 p.m. is
63000.  This date and time should also be the first
time step values found on the interface file.

TITLE(3) First line of title from immediately prior block,
maximum of 80 characters.

TITLE(4) Second line of title from immediately prior block,
maximum of 80 characters.

SOURCE Name of immediately prior block, maximum of 20
characters.

LOCATS Number of locations (inlets, manholes, outfalls, etc.)
on interface file.

NPOLL Number of pollutants on interface file.

TRIBA Tributary or service area, acres.

(NLOC(K), K=1, LOCATS)
or
(KLOC(K), K=1, LOCATS)

Location numbers for which flow/pollutant data are
found on interface file.  These  may be either numbers
(JCE=0)b, or alphanumeric names (JCE=1).  NLOC
array if numbers.  KLOC if alphanumeric names area
used.

(PNAME(J),J=1,NPOLL) NPOLL pollutant names, maximum of 8 characters
for each.

FROM
CURRENT
INTERFACING
BLOCK

(PUNIT(J),J=1,NPOLL) NPOLL pollutant units, e.g. mg/l, MPN/l, JTU,
umho, etc., max. of 8 characters for each.
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Table 2-2.  Continued

Variable Name Descriptiona

(NDIM(J),J=1,NPOLL) Parameter to indicate type of pollutant concentration
units.
=0, mg/l
=1, Aother quantity@ per liter,
e.g. for bacteria, units could be MPN/l.
=2, other concentration units, e.g., JTU, umho,EC,
pH.

FROM
CURRENT
INTERFACING
BLOCK
(continued)

QCONV Conversion factor to obtain units of flow of cfs,
(multiply values on interface file by QCONV to get
cfs).  All blocks assume inflow is in cfs and convert
to m3/sec if METRIC  = 1.

JULDAY Starting date; 5-digit number, 2-digit year plus Julian
date within year, e.g. February 20,  1987 is 87051.

TIMDAY Time of day in seconds at the beginning of the time
step, e.g.,12:45 p.m. is 45900.

DELTA Step size in seconds for the next time stepc.

FLOW AND
POLLUTANT DATA
FOR EACH
LOCATION.
REPEAT FOR EACH
TIME STEP.

(Q(K),(POLL(J,K),J=1,
NPOLL),K=1,LOCATS)

Flow and pollutant loads for LOCATS locations at
this time step. Q(K) must be the instantaneous flow at
this time (i.e.,at end of time step) in units of
volume/time. POLL(J,K) is the flow rate times the
concentration (instantaneous value at end of time
step) for Jth pollutant at Kth location, e.g.,units of 
cfs.mg/1 or m3/sec.JTUd.

aUnformatted file.  Use an integer or real value as indicated by the variable names.  Integer variables begin with
letters I through N.

bParameter JCE indicates whether $ANUM has been invoked to use alphanumeric conduit and junction names
and is included in COMMON/TAPES in each block.

cI.e., the next date/time encountered should be the current date/time plus DELTA.

dIf units other than cfs are used for flow, this will be accounted for by multiplication by parameter QCONV.
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Table 2-3.  FORTRAN Statements Required to Generate an Interface File
Note: See Subroutine INFACE for example of reading and writing the interface file.

),/(��������������:5,7(�1287��������������������7,7/(����7,7/(���
+($'(5������������:5,7(�1287��������������������,'$7(=�7=(52
������������������:5,7(�1287��������������������7,7/(����7,7/(���
������������������:5,7(�1287��������������������6285&(�/2&$76�132//�75,%$
������������������,)�-&(�(4���:5,7(�1287���������1/2&�.��. ��/2&$76�
������������������,)�-&(�(4���:5,7(�1287���������./2&�.��. ��/2&$76�
������������������,)�132//�*7���:5,7(�1287��������31$0(�/�-��/ �����- ��132//�
������������������,)�132//�*7���:5,7(�1287��������381,7�/�-��/ �����- ��132//�
������������������,)�132//�*7���:5,7(�1287�������1',0�-��- ��132//�
������������������:5,7(�1287���������������������4&219

������������������1287�LV�WKH�LQWHUIDFH�ILOH�RU�ORJLFDO�XQLW�����������������
��������������������QXPEHU�IRU�RXWSXW��H�J���1287� �-287����IRU�ILUVW��������
����������������������FRPSXWDWLRQDO�EORFN�

)/2:�$1'�32//87$17������,)�132//�*7����7+(1
'$7$�)25�($&+��������������������������:5,7(�1287��-8/'$<�7,0'$<�'(/7$��4�.��
/2&$7,21��5(3($7������������������������32//�-�.��- ��132//��. ��/2&$76�
)25�($&+�7,0(�67(3���������������������(/6(
���������������������������������������:5,7(�1287��-8/'$<�7,0'$<�'(/7$�
����������������������������������������������������4�.��. ��/2&$76�
���������������������������������������(1',)

Note 1:  The interface file should be unformatted.  The time step read/write statements must include
IF statements to test for the appearance of pollutants.
Note 2: The interface file may be read by the Combine Block to produce an ASCII/text file which
can be read by various microcomputer software.
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Table 2-4.  Interface Limitations for Each Computational Blocka

Block Input Outputb

Runoff ñ 150 elements (inlets),
10 pollutants

Transport 80 elements (inlets),
4 pollutants

150 elements (non-conduits),
4 pollutants

Extran 200 elements (inlets),
no pollutants (ignored if on the file)

200 junctions

Storage/
Treatment

10 elements (inlets or non-conduits),
3 pollutants

10 elementsc,
3 pollutants

aThese limitations are based on the “vanilla” SWMM sent to the user.  As explained in Table
2-5, these limitations can easily be changed by the user by modifying the PARAMETER
statement accompanying the file ‘TAPES.INC’.
bThe number of pollutants found on the output file from any block is the  lesser of the number
in the input file or that specified in the data for each block.
cAlthough the Storage/Treatment Block will read and write data for as many as 10 elements,
the data for only one element pass through the storage/treatment plant; the rest are unchanged
from the input file.
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Table 2-5.  SWMM Parameter Statement Modification
This is file TAPES.INC in SWMM Fortran source code (version 4.2, 10/92).

&                                                                       
&�����1:��� �180%(5�2)�68%&$7&+0(176�,1�7+(�5812))�%/2&.
&�����1*��� �180%(5�2)�&+$11(/�3,3(6�,1�7+(�5812))�%/2&.
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&�����1((�� �180%(5�2)�(/(0(176�,1�(;75$1�%/2&.
&�����1*:�� �180%(5�2)�68%&$7&+0(176�:,7+�*5281':$7(5
&���������������������&203$570(176�,1�5812))
&�����1,(�� �180%(5�2)�,17(5)$&(�/2&$7,216�)25�$//�%/2&.6
&�����1(3�� �180%(5�2)�(;75$1�38036
&�����1(2�� �180%(5�2)�(;75$1�25,),&(6
&�����17*�� �180%(5�2)�7,'(�*$7(6�25�)5((�287)$//6�,1�(;75$1
&�����1(:�� �180%(5�2)�(;75$1�:(,56
&�����132�� �180%(5�2)�(;75$1�35,17287�/2&$7,216
&�����17(�� �180%(5�2)�7,'(�(/(0(176�,1�(;75$1
&�����11&�� �180%(5�2)�1$785$/�&+$11(/6�,1�(;75$1�$1'�75$163257
&�����196(� �180%(5�2)�6725$*(�-81&7,216�,1�(;75$1
&�����179$/ �1XPEHU�RI�WLGDO�RU�WLPH�KLVWRU\�SRLQWV�LQ�([WUDQ�
&�����1967� �180%(5�2)�'$7$�32,176�)25�9$5,$%/(�6725$*(�(/(0(176
&������������,1�7+(�(;75$1�%/2&.
&�����1(+�� �180%(5�2)�,1387�+<'52*5$3+6�,1�7+(�(;75$1�%/2&.
&
&�����,16758&7,216���,1&5($6(�',0(16,216�2)�68%&$7&+0(176�(7&�
&��������������������%<�02',)<,1*�7+(�3$5$0(7(5�67$7(0(17
&��������������������$1'�5(&203,/,1*�<285�352*5$0
&                                                                       
������3$5$0(7(5�1: ����1* ����154 ���1/8 ��1*: ����1&3 ��1(7 ����
����������������176( ���1(( ����17+ ���1,( ����17( ���1(: ���1(2 ���
����������������1(3 ���17* ���132 ���196( ���1967 ���11& ���
����������������1(+ ����179$/ ���
������&+$5$&7(5��&&�))1$0(��
������&20021��7$3(6�,1&17�,287&7�-,1�����-287�����-&(�124�
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Table 2-6.  Example SWMM Execution Times on an 8 Mhz IBM Compatible AT

Block/Schematization
Number of 5 Minute

Time Steps
Clock Time

Runoff

1 Subcat/No Quality 120 steps 30 seconds

10 Subcat/No Quality 1200 steps 60 seconds

1 Subcat/5 Pollutants 120 steps 45 seconds

Runoff + Transport

29 Subcat, 34 Channel/Pipes, 50 Elements 24 steps 180 seconds

Program Verification, i.e., Bugs
The current state of art in program verification is pretty dismal.  It is impossible to prove an

algorithm “totally correct” (Harel ,1987).  A totally correct algorithm provides the correct answer
for all legal forms of input.  A partially correct algorithm provides the correct answer for some forms
of legal input.  As is often said, testing and debugging cannot be used to demonstrate the absence
of errors in software, only their presence.

The total program “correctness” of SWMM was increased by the following methods:
1) Increasing the number of subroutines in SWMM.  Smaller subroutines are easier to

debug, test, and verify.
2) Testing subroutines for failure.  Input data sets are constructed to force failure by

straining the limits of the program.  For example, test channel/pipe convergence in
the Runoff Block using pipes of 1 cm diameter and 1 cm length at time steps of
years. Then if the program works correctly for extreme input, it should work for
“normal” input.

3) Eliminating duplicate coding in SWMM.  Test, debug, and verify one subroutine to
perform a task in all blocks.  Examples are the clock subroutines, statistics
subroutines, integration subroutine, interpolation subroutine, etc.  

In spite of these ecumenical attempts at debugging, the program authors suspect that some
errors will be found by users and earnestly solicit user feedback for model improvements.

Instructions for Executive Block Data Preparation
Logical Units

Logical units or file numbers are simply the numbers assigned to various input/output devices
(files) for use in the program.  On most mainframes, logical numbers for the card reader, line printer
and card punch are:
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I/O Device Logical Unit

Card Reader 5

Line Printer 6

Card Punch 7

“Card reader” is used figuratively as the device for reading user input data files.  SWMM is
programmed under the assumption that the card reader and line printer are so defined (no cards are
punched by SWMM).  However, in an attempt to allow versatility, all READ and WRITE statements
use parameters N5 and N6 for the logical unit numbers of the card reader and line printer
respectively. These are defined only once,

N5  = 5
N6  = 6

near the beginning of the Executive Block MAIN program and passed to all other blocks through the
labeled COMMON/TAPES/.  Thus, if other logical numbers are required for input and output, the
only programming changes required should be at the above location.

Other files are typically assigned logical units between 1 and 99 (but not 5, 6, 7 or 55).  Unit
55 is a special scratch file used by subroutine STRIP (see earlier discussion on SWMM input).

Interface and Scratch Files
The SWMM interface and scratch files are “scratch files,” that is, files that are used during

program execution, and erased (lost) at the end of the simulation.  As discussed previously, the user
can permanently save any interface or scratch file by using the @ function (see Table 2-1 for
example and Table 2-9 for input format).

Ordinarily, scratch files will be used for parameters JIN, JOUT, and NSCRAT of the
Executive Block.  JIN and JOUT are used only to transfer data between blocks, with the exceptions
being a JIN data set needed for rainfall input in the Rain and Runoff Blocks, and temperature input
in the Temp Block.   The NSCRAT files are used for miscellaneous tasks within each block, most
typically to store output for later printing.  Current requirements are shown in Table 2-7.  The Runoff
Block potentially requires the largest number of scratch files. 

The following example of the interface and scratch data sets may help explain the logic of
the SW and MM data lines.  Assume Runoff, Transport, and Storage/Treatment are to be run in
order.  The unit numbers assigned to the various data sets are arbitrary:

RUNOFF TRANSPORT STORAGE    
Line

Identifier
Number

of Blocks JIN(1) JOUT(1) JIN(2) JOUT(2) JIN(3) JOUT(3)

SW 3 0 9 9 10 10 0  
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Table 2-7.  Scratch Data Sets Required by SWMM

1. Runoff Block

NSCRAT(1) - Always required.
NSCRAT(2) - Always required.
NSCRAT(3) - Required for continuous SWMM with snowmelt, may contain

temperature, evaporation, and wind speed data.
NSCRAT(5) - Required for groundwater simulation.
NSCRAT(6) - Required for groundwater simulation.

2. Transport Block

NSCRAT(1) - Always required.
NSCRAT(2) - Always required.

3. Storage/Treatment Block

None required.

4. Receiving Water Block (not implemented, see Section 8)

5. Extended Transport Block (EXTRAN)

NSCRAT(1) - Always required.
NSCRAT(2) - Always required.
NSCRAT(3) - Required for “hot start” capability.

6. Combine Block

NSCRAT(1) - Required if using combine or collate.

7. Statistics Block

NSCRAT(1) - Always required.

8.   Rainfall Block

NSCRAT(1) - Required only if the storm event data are saved on an output file.

9. Temperature Block

NSCRAT(1) - Required only if the data are saved on an output file.
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Here, JIN(K+1) = I refers to an input file and JOUT(K) = I refers to the same output file from
a preceding block.  Thus, the output of the Runoff Block, JOUT(1) = 9, is the input of the Transport
Block, JIN(2) = 9.  For example, a typical read statement in a FORTRAN program may be
READ(I,80).  The I is replaced by the symbolic unit number of the file, 9 in this case.  (Since the
numbers 5, 6, 7, and 55 have standard meanings, they are not used.)  The sequential execution shown
above is not required in general.  For instance, a sequence of several Runoff Block runs could be
performed, each with different input and  output unit files (hence, different unit numbers).  However,
for this example, the meaning of the unit numbers is as follows:

JIN(1) = file number for input into the first block to be run (Runoff Block). 
JIN(1) = 0 means there is no file input.

JOUT(1) = file number for output from the first block to be run (Runoff Block).
 JOUT(1)=9 means there is an output file.

JIN(2) = file number for input to the second block to be run (Transport Block).
 (This is often the same as the output number from the preceding
block.)  JIN(2) = 9 means there is an input file (from the Runoff
Block).

JOUT(2) = file number for output from the second block to be run (Transport
Block).  JOUT(2) = 10 means there is output to be saved.

JIN(3) = file number for input to the third block to be run (Storage/Treatment
Block).  JIN(1) = 10 means there is input from the Transport Block.

JOUT(3) = file number for output from the third block to be run (Storage/
Treatment Block).  JOUT(3) = 0 means there is no output to be saved.

These files have either the default FORTRAN filenames or a user defined filename (from
executing the @ function).  The default names are usually FORTn, where n is the logical unit
number.  Thus, logical unit number 8 has the default filename of FORT8.

Block Selection
The instructions for data preparation are divided into two parts corresponding to control of

the SWMM Block selection and graphing capability.  Table 2-9 at the end of these instructions gives
the procedure for data preparation.

The Executive Block controls the computational block(s) to be executed by reading the name
of that block, for example: $RUNOFF.  The program compares this word with a dictionary of such
words (first eight characters).  If a match is found, as it would be in this case, control is passed to the
appropriate part of the Executive Block to read that data.  Here, for example, a call would be made
to the Runoff Block.  After execution of the Runoff Block, control is returned to the Executive
Block.

The Executive Block again reads a sentinel ($) line, which might indicate that another block
to be executed.  For example, if the Transport Block is to be executed, the control word
$TRANSPORT would be given, etc.  If results are to be graphed, the control word $GRAPH would
be on the next input line.  If the run is to be terminated $ENDPROGRAM is entered.  A summary
of the control words and corresponding action is given in Table 2-8.

The use of control words on sentinel lines allows considerable flexibility in the utilization
of the Storm Water Management Model.  The most common type of run involves the execution of
one of the computational blocks along with the graphing of results on the line printer.  Thus, for the
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Table 2-8. Summary of Control Words and Corresponding Actiona

Control Word Action to Be Taken

@ Either: (1) Open an interface or scratch file with a user defined filename
and save the file permanently; or, (2) open an existing file for use as an
input file

* Comment line.  No action.

$RUNOFF Execute Runoff Block

$TRANSPORT Execute Transport Block

$EXTRAN Execute Extended Transport (EXTRAN) Block

$STORAGE Execute Storage/Treatment Block

$COMBINE Execute Combine Block

$STATS Execute Statistics Block

$GRAPH Produce graphs on line printer

$RAIN Execute Rainfall Block

$TEMP Execute Temperature Block 

$ENDPROGRAM Terminate run at this point

Any other word Terminate runb

aProgram compares first four characters only.
bOnly one additional line will be examined for a possible match prior to terminating the run.
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Runoff Block, such a run would be made by appropriate use of the words $RUNOFF, $GRAPH, and
$ENDPROGRAM.  If the Runoff, Transport and Storage/ Treatment Blocks were to be run with
graphical output at the end of the latter two blocks, the sequence would be: $RUNOFF,
$TRANSPORT, $GRAPH, $STORAGE, $GRAPH, $ENDPROGRAM.

Graph Routine
Capabilities

When called from the Executive Block, the graph routines will plot predicted and/or
measured hydrographs, pollutographs, and loadographs for specified inlets or elements.  A
hydrograph is a plot of flow rate versus time, a pollutograph is a plot of concentration versus time,
and a loadograph is a plot of pollutant load rate (e.g., mass/time) versus time.  All three will simply
be called “graphs” in the following discussion.  Predicted graphs can be generated by the Runoff,
Transport, Extran, and Storage/Treatment blocks.  Their output (interface) files can be input to the
graph routines.  Measured graphs (i.e., data input by the user) may also be plotted whether or not pre-
dicted graphs are produced.  Thus, the graph routines may be treated as stand-alone programs and
used independently of the other SWMM blocks.  When predicted and measured graphs are available
for the same location, they will be overprinted on one plot for comparison purposes.  This greatly
facilitates calibration work.

A few simple statistics are also computed for each hydrograph and printed below each plot:
volume, peak, time of peak, and duration.  As an option, the user can request a printout only of the
statistics.  Similar statistics are printed below the plot of each pollutograph and loadograph: mean
concentration or loading rate, peak concentration or loading rate, time of peak, and duration.  When
both measured and predicted graphs are plotted on the same plot, the above statistics and differences
(absolute and percent) are also given for the overlapping time period (recognizing that the period of
measurements may not correspond exactly to the period of predictions).
            The final plot is produced by printing the array “A”, dimensioned 51 (vertical) by 101
(horizontal).  The vertical and horizontal scales are determined on the basis of the range of the input
data.  The left-most plotting location (at the left vertical axis) corresponds to the graph value at the
start of the simulation (TZERO).  The user has two options in the plotting of data: (1) all data are
plotted, or (2) the program selects only 100 points to be plotted.  If the number of points to be plotted
exceeds 100 then multiple graphs are generated in option 1 until all points are plotted.  In option 2
the program will plot up to 100 points selected evenly from the entire range of the time scale.  Thus,
option 2 will compress the time scale (if more than 100 time steps are available for plotting).

The particular graph routines used in SWMM “fill in” between separated points, horizontally
or vertically, to form a continuous line.  Thus, it is sometimes difficult to determine exactly the
points that were input for plotting, except that they are usually the end points of line segments.

Input Parameters and Options
The predicted graphs from up to four locations may be plotted on a single sheet.  Typically,

however, only the predicted and/or measured graphs from a single location are plotted on a sheet.
 It is not possible to overlay the predicted and measured graphs for multiple locations on a single
sheet.  If measured and predicted graphs are both supplied for the same location, they will be
overprinted on one plot for comparison.

Up to 20 predicted and measured locations may be plotted during one call to GRAPH.  (If
more locations need to be plotted, GRAPH can be called again.)  The predicted and measured
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locations need not be the same.  For example, the subroutine may be used to plot only predicted or
only measured graphs. 

The routine will always plot hydrographs (when supplied) but will plot pollutographs/
loadographs only if NQP > 0 (data group A1).  Up to five pollutants may be plotted (data group B1),
assuming the pollutant(s) is(are) available on either the interface file or on the E3 lines.  Any number
of pollutants (maximum of 10) may be input to GRAPH.  The parameter IPOL selects the IPOLth
pollutant on the interface file.

The time scales for input of the measured graphs need not be the same as for the predicted
graphs, nor does the time spacing of measured graphs have to be constant.  The plot will run from
the minimum to the maximum times of the predicted or measured graphs.  Several options are
available for input of the times associated with graph ordinates (data group E1).  

Input of the horizontal axis label is not required, and it always reads “Time of Day in Hours.”
 The times are actually elapsed time, beginning at the start of the simulation (TZERO).  Conversion
to hour of day does not include a reset at midnight.  Thus, if a simulation period begins at 10 p.m.
and last 4 hours, the graph abscissa will run from 22 to 26 hours.

Vertical axis labels are either “Flow in cfs,” “Flow in m3/s,” “Pounds per Day,” “Kilograms
per Day,” or the concentration units of the pollutant being plotted.  All pollutographs are plotted in
concentration units, and loadographs are plotted in pounds or kilograms per day.  The same units are
required for both predicted and measured hydrograph/pollutograph/loadograph inputs. 

The input format of all measured data may be supplied by the user (data group E2).  This
facilitates the use of data already prepared under an arbitrary format.  In addition, the number of data
values per line may be varied (LCARD on data group E1).

Measured data may be read as line input (MEAS=1) or may be previously stored on file
number MFILE and read from that file (MEAS=2 on data group A1).  Retrieval from file MFILE
may avoid reading voluminous data more than once. 
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Table 2-9.  Executive and Graph Block Input Data

SWMM INPUT GUIDELINES

There have been many changes made to the input format of SWMM.  Following is a short list of the major
changes along with explanations and guidelines.

1. Free format input.  Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns.  Free format has the requirement,
however, that at least one space separate each data field.   Free format input also has the following
strictures on real, integer, and character data.
a. No decimal points are allowed in integer fields.  A variable is integer if it has a 0 in the default

column.  A variable is real if it has a 0.0 in the default column.
b. Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including both of the two title lines.

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 and 2.  These aid the program
in line and input error identification and are an aid to the SWMM user.  Also blank lines no longer are
required to signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are used to identify one
data group from another.

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long.
4. Input lines can wrap around.  For example, a line that requires 10 numbers may have 6 on the first line

and 4 on the second line.  The FORTRAN READ statement will continue reading until it finds 10
numbers, e.g.,

Z1   1  2   3  4  5  6
       7  8   9 10       

Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line.
5. An entry must be made for every parameter in a data group, even if it is not used or zero and even if it is

the last required field on a line.  Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero.  Rather, the program will
continue to search on subsequent lines for the “last” required parameter.  Zeros can be used to enter and
“mark” unused parameters on a line.  This requirement also applies to character data.  A set of quotes
must be found for each character entry field.  For instance, if the two run title lines (data group A1) are
to consist of one line followed by a blank line, the entry would be:

A1 ‘This is line 1.’
A1 ‘’    

6. See Section 2 for use of comment lines (indicated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information.

Variable Description Default

I/O File Assignments

SW Group identifier None

NBLOCK Number of blocks to be run (max of 25) 1

JIN(1) Input file for the first block 0

JOUT(1) Output file for the first block 0
! !

JIN(NBLOCK) Input file for the last block 0

JOUT(NBLOCK) Output file for the last block 0
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Table 2-9.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Scratch File Assignments

MM Group identifier None

NITCH Number of scratch files to be opened (max of 6) 0

NSCRAT(1)
!
NSCRAT(NITCH)

First scratch file assignment
!
Last scratch file assignment

0

0

Control Data Indicating Files To Be Permanently Saved (Optional)

                                                REPEAT THE @ LINE FOR EACH SAVED FILE

@ Group identifier None

FILENUM Logical unit number of the JIN, JOUT, or NSCRAT file to be
permanently saved (or already saved file to be used) by the
SWMM program.

None

FILENAM Name of permanently saved file.  Enclose in single quotes, e.g.
‘SAVE.OUT’

None

                                                Control Data Indicating Blocks To Be Called

REPEAT THE $CNAME LINE FOR EACH BLOCK TO BE CALLED

$ Group identifier None

CNAME Name of block to be called.   (No space between $ and CNAME.) None

$CNAME =  $RUNOFF for Runoff Block,

=  $TRANSPORT for Transport Block,

=  $EXTRAN for Extended Transport Block,

=  $STORAGE for Storage Block,

=  $COMBINE for Combine Block,

=  $STATS for Statistics Block,

=  $GRAPH for Graph Block,

=  $RAIN for Rainfall Block,

=  $TEMP for Temperature Block, and

=  $ENDPROGRAM for ending the SWMM run.
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Table 2-9.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Data group $CNAME is the last Executive Block line unless the
graph routines are called.  From the first $CNAME line, control is
passed to the appropriate block.  When execution of that block is
complete, control returns to the $CNAME line that follows the
input data for the block just executed.

Input Data for Graph Block

Read data groups A1-E3 only if GRAPH has been called using
$GRAPH in Executive Block.  Do not read SW and MM lines
again.

General Graph Information

A1 Group identifier None

NTAPE File (logical unit) where predicted graph information is stored. 
Will usually equal JOUT value of previous block.  If zero, only
measured data will be plotted.

0

NPLOT Number of locations (e.g. inlets) for which predicted hydrographs
and pollutographs are to be plotted.  Maximum of 20 locations.

0

MEAS Input and plot measured data.
= 0, No measured data to be plotted.
= 1, Read (and plot) line-input data.
= 2, Read (and plot) data stored as line images on file MFILE

0

THE FOLLOWING TWO PARAMETERS ARE NOT REQUIRED IF MEAS = 0

MFILE File (logical unit) where measured data are stored.  Not required if
MEAS <_ 1.   (If zero, defaults to input file reader).

N5

MPLOT Number of locations (e.g., inlets, manholes) for which measured
data are to be input and plotted (MEAS = 1, 2).  Maximum = 20.

0

NQP Number of pollutants plotted (max of 5). 0

METRIC Metric units used for input/output
= 0, U.S. customary units.
= 1, Metric units used, indicated in brackets [] in the remainder of

the table.

0
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Table 2-9.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Pollutant Selection Data

IF NQP = 0 (A1), SKIP TO GROUP C1 OTHERWISE, REPEAT
GROUP B1 NQP TIMES.

B1 Group identifier None

IPOL Pollutant identifier from sequence on interface file. e.g., if
IPOL(1) = 3, first pollutant  plotted will be third on interface file.
 User must know sequence, as determined from input  to
preceding block (e.g. group J3 of Runoff Block).  If IPOL =0,
pollutant is not found on interfacing file and is special input only.

0

*** If IPOL not = 0, omit all the following parameters since they will be  ***
obtained from the interface file.  For discussion of these parameters,

see group J3 of the Runoff Block and its discussion.

NLOAD Type of pollutant plot
= 0, plot concentration vs. time,
= 1, plot load (e.g., mass/time) vs. time.

0

PNAME Pollutant name. Format A8. ‘None’

PUNIT Pollutant units. Format A8. ‘None’

NDIM Type of units                                          
= 0, mg/1
= 1, ‘other’ per liter, e.g., MPN/1
= 2, other concentration units, e.g. JTU, pH.

0

IF NPLOT = 0, (A1) SKIP TO GROUP C2.

Locations (e.g. inlets, manholes) for plotting of predicted output. 
Supply NPLOT values.

C1 Group identifier None

IPLOT(1)
!
IPLOT(NPLOT)

First location to be plotted
!
Last location to be plotted

0

0

IF MPLOT = 0, (A1) SKIP TO GROUP D1.

Locations (e.g. inlets, manholes) for input and/or plotting of
measured data.  Supply MPLOT values.

C2 Group identifier None

KPLOT(1)
!
KPLOT(MPLOT)

First location to be input and plotted.
!
Last location to be input and plotted.

0

0
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Table 2-9.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Plot Title

D1 Group identifier None

TITL Title to be printed at bottom of each plot. ’Title’

IF MPLOT = 0, (A1) SKIP REMAINING GROUPS.  OTHERWISE READ
MPLOT GROUPS OF DATA GROUP(S) E1 (AND POSSIBLY E2 AND
E3) A TOTAL OF NQP + 1 TIMES.

First, for measured hydrograph, there are MPLOT data groups,
E1, E2, and E3:

E1 Group identifier None

MDATA Measured data for this graph and location corresponding to
sequence for Group C2.
= 0, No measured data to be entered for this location.
= 1, Input measured data according to remaining parameters and

format of Group E1.

0

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE NOT REQUIRED IF MDATA = 0 (E1).

LCARD Number of graph ordinates per Group (MTIME > 0) or pairs of
time-graph ordinates per Group (MTIME = 0).  Maximum = 16.

0

MTIME Option for time of graph ordinates.                    
= 0, Enter a time with each ordinate.  Cease input of time-ordinate

pairs when entered time is > TQUIT.
> 0, The time for each ordinate will be computed  starting at

TMZERO and using time increment DTMHR. Read a total of
MTIME ordinates.

0

MUNIT Units of time if MTIME = 0.  Not required if MTIME > 0.
=0, Time is in minutes.
=1, Time is in hours.minutes (i.e., decimal point between hours

and minutes).
=2, Time is in decimal hours (and may have values > 24).

0

TMZERO Initial time (decimal hours) of measured data if MTIME > 0. 
Value of TMZERO is added to times entered if MTIME = 0. 
May be used to provide a time offset for measured data, avoiding
revision of their times.

0.0

TQUIT A time greater than TQUIT ends entry of time -ordinate pairs if
MTIME = 0.  Not required if MTIME > 0.

0.0

DTMHR Time increment (hours) if times of graph ordinates are calculated
(MTIME > 0).  Not required if MTIME = 0.

0.0
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Table 2-9.  Continued

Variable Description Default

DATA GROUPS E2 AND E3 ARE NOT REQUIRED IF
MDATA = 0 (E1) FOR THIS GRAPH AND LOCATION.

E2 Group identifier None

FIRMAT Format by which measured data of group E3 will be read.  Include
beginning and final parentheses.  If blank, the default format will
be used.  If FIRMAT is ’FREE’ then free format input will be
used.

(2X,F8.0,7F10.
0)

*** Note: If MEAS <_ 1 (Group A1) this Group will be read from the
card reader (unit N5).  Otherwise, the formatted read will be
from unit number MFILE (Group A1). ***

E3 Group identifier None

TIMX
(optional)
and
YVAL

Time (if MTIME = 0) and graph ordinate, LCARD pairs (if
MTIME = 0) per Group, according to format of Group E2. Entries
are stopped when a time is > TQUIT (this time is not included as
a data entry).  If MTIME > 0, only YVAL will be read, a total of
MTIME values, LCARD values per line according to format of
Group E2.  Units of hydrograph ordinate must be cfs [m3/sec if
METRIC = 1], and pollutograph ordinates must be concentrations
corresponding to NDIM of Group B1.

0.0

Repeat groups E1, E2, and E3 for remaining MPLOT-1 locations for measured hydrograph inputs. Then, input
MPLOT groups of Groups E1, E2, and E3 for  first pollutograph, second pollutograph, etc., up to NQP
pollutographs.   Note data for the MPLOT locations must appear in the order in which  the locations were entered
on Group C2. There will be a total of  MPLOT * (NQP+1) entries of group(s) E1 (and possibly E2 and E3).

END OF GRAPH BLOCK INPUT DATA

Control returns to the $CNAME line of the Executive Block.
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Section 3
Combine Block

Block Description
The Combine Block adds the capability of modeling larger areas by combining the output

of SWMM model runs from either the same or disparate blocks.  The output of any other model can
also be combined or collated with SWMM files by the Combine Block if the model output is in
SWMM interface format C see Section 2.  This block has five possible objectives.

The first objective is to collate two different interface files into a single interface file that
contains the hydrographs/pollutographs for all nodal locations (and sums flows and loads at common
locations).  For instance, if two separate output interface files, one Transport and one Storage/Treat-
ment, are to be input into the same downstream block, the Combine Block would be used to collate
the two output data sets into one input interface file.  (Keep in mind that a SWMM computational
block can accept only one interface file as input.)

The second objective is to combine hydrographs and pollutographs at different locations and
on different interface files into a single hydrograph/pollutograph time series (i.e., at just one location)
on a single interface file.  For example, suppose the Transport Block is used on two different
drainage networks, giving two separate output interface files.  Both files contain
hydrographs/pollutographs that go to the same treatment facility at the same inlet node; the Combine
Block combines the two different Transport output interface files into one interface file at a single
node which then can be input into the Storage/Treatment Block.

The third objective is to select and/or renumber nodes from a single file or while collating
or combining.  For example, if the same number has been used for two different nodes while
modeling a large city, one (or both) of these two nodes could be assigned different numbers in order
to combine the output files.  Alternatively, suppose only a subset of all of the nodes on a file is
needed for a subsequent block.  The desired nodes can be extracted (and optionally renumbered).

The fourth objective is to aid the user’s memory.  Eventually, the source of a permanent
interface file will be forgotten.  Combine will read the file header information and print basic
information about the original simulation run.  Combine will also let the user know if a file is not
a SWMM interface file.  

The fifth objective is to convert an unformatted interface file into a formatted ASCII or text
file capable of being read by external programs.  Such a file can be input to a spreadsheet program
or read by a Basic program, for example, for further analysis.

The Combine Block can be used in a number of different ways and gives SWMM the
capability of simulating the largest and most diverse cities.  For example, Figure 3-1 shows how the
Combine Block was used on a combination of SWMM runs for Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
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Data Preparation
Collate

Two different output interface files from Runoff, Transport, Storage/Treatment, Extran, or
any combination thereof (including two runs of the same block) may be collated.  One file is
indicated by JIN(K) and the other by NSCRAT(K).  The resulting collated interface file (indicated
by JOUT(K)) could then be used as input into any block (Transport, Extran, Storage/Treatment or
a receiving water model), except Runoff.  For example (Figure 3-2), an output file from Transport
area ‘A’ with manhole number 5, 6, 12 was collated with an output file from Transport area ‘B’ with
manhole numbers 1, 3, 6, 19.  Manhole number 6 is common between both output data sets,
therefore the hydrographs and pollutographs from both manholes are added together  (load rates,
quantity/time, are added for pollutants).  The new output file produced from the Combine Block has
manhole numbers 1, 3, 5, 6, 12, 19.  This new data set could then be used as input to any other block,
including Transport itself.

Combine
The combine section combines two different files (indicated by JIN(K) and NSCRAT(1)) and

output locations into a single file with one output location.  For example (Figure 3-3), an output file
from Transport area ‘X’ with manhole number 16 and an output data set from Transport area ’Y’
with manhole number 23 are to be used as input into a receiving water model at junction number 14.
The Combine Block would be used to combine the two output data sets into one data set with one
location, assigned the new number 14.  This number would correspond to the junction number of the
receiving water model. 

Extracting and Renumbering
Data groups C1, C2 and C3 may be used to extract only selected nodes for collating or

combining, or to select and/or renumber nodes from a single file.  The latter option is invoked by
setting parameter ICOMB = 2 on data group A1.  Then the desired locations will be extracted from
the file indicated by JIN(K), optionally renumbered, and placed on file JOUT(K).

While combining or collating two files, the extraction/renumbering option is indicated by
parameters NUMX and NUMR on data group C1.  If NUMX = 0, then all nodes are extracted from
both files, and data group C2 is not required.  Otherwise, if NUMX > 0, then NUMX nodes will be
extracted; these NUMX locations are indicated on data group C2.  The locations on data group C2
apply to both files.  The sequence (order) of numbers used in data group C2 need not correspond to
the sequence on files JIN(K) and NSCRAT(1).

If parameter NUMR on data group C1 = 0 then all nodes will retain their same numbers, and
data group C3 is not required.  Otherwise, NUMR must equal NUMX (unless NUMX = 0 -- see
below) and a corresponding new node number must be listed on data group C3 for every old number
listed on data group C2.  Of course, the same numbers may be reassigned as desired.  Duplicate
numbers may be assigned in data group C3.  In this case, hydrographs and pollutographs at the
common numbers will be summed, in the manner described earlier.  For example, the collate option
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Figure 3-1.  Combination of SWMM runs for overall Lancaster simulation.
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Figure 3-2.  Hypothetical drainage network to be collated.

Figure 3-3.  Hypothetical drainage network to be combined.
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can be used to combine the two networks shown in Figure 3-3.  For this case, the input data would
be:

C1 2 2
C2 16 23
C3 14 14

If all nodes are to be extracted (NUMX = 0) and renumbering is desired for some (or all), set
NUMR equal to the total number of distinct (i.e., not a duplicate number) nodes (including both files
if collating).  Data group C3 will contain the new numbers corresponding to the order of appearance
of the distinct nodes on files JIN(K) and NSCRAT(K), respectively.  Since this order may be
difficult to determine (unless the ICOMB = 3 option is used to read file headers), it may be safer for
the user to list all of the nodes on data group C2, followed by the new numbers on data group C3.
 In this manner exact correspondence can be assured.

ASCII File Output
If ICOMB = 4 (data group A1), interface file JIN will be converted to an ASCII or text file

(with extracting and renumbering as an option).  The file will be written in the form of Table 2-3.
 Every WRITE statement in Table 2-3 will correspond to one line of the file.  With the exception of
the Julian date, all numerical values will be written in E-format; the Julian date will be a 5-digit
integer.  One space will separate values on a line.

Quality Options
The two different input files may have different quality constituents, especially if a Runoff

file is combined/collated with a Transport file, etc.  The user is responsible for knowing the contents
of each input file (possibly by running Combine with ICOMB = 2) and may specify in group C1 the
constituents to be used for each.  For instance, if BOD5 is the first constituent to be placed on the
output file, and if it is the third on file 1 and seventh on file 2, then NPOS2(1) = 3 and NPOS2(1)
= 7.  The description (name, units and type of units) will be copied from the first input file. 
Constituents not accessed will not be placed on the output file.

If a constituent is contained on one file but not the other, it may still be used.  However, the
file for which the constituent position (NPOS1 or NPOS2) is zero will be assumed to have zero
concentration for that constituent.

If NPOLL = 0 in data group B2, no quality constituents will be placed on the new output file
regardless of whether they are on the input files.

Timing
If the starting time (TZERO) is different for the two input files, the output file will begin at

the earlier TZERO using zeroes for the other file until its series begins.  Similarly, if one input file
ends before the other, zeroes will be used until the end of the other file.

Files
The Combine Block uses one file (JIN(K)) when the file headers are read and printed.  Three

files are used if either the collate or combine options are used: two input interface files and one
output interface files.  The two input files are JIN(K) and NSCRAT(1).  The output file is JOUT(K).
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 (Obviously, this assumes that Combine is the Kth block called.)  Two files, JIN(K) and JOUT(K),
are used if ICOMB = 2.  The Combine Block advances the block counter of the JIN and JOUT
arrays, the same as all other blocks.

NSCRAT(1) may be used for scratch files in other blocks.  Hence, following Combine, it
may be necessary to end the SWMM run and restart the simulation in order to assign a different unit
number to NSCRAT(1).  Of course, in this case the resulting JOUT(K) file should be permanently
saved using the @ option discussed in Section 2.
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Table 3-1.  Combine Block Input Data

SWMM INPUT GUIDELINES

There have been many changes made to the input format of SWMM.  Following is a short list of the major
changes along with explanations and guidelines.

1. Free format input.  Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns.  Free format has the requirement,
however, that at least one space separate each data field.  Free format input also has the following
strictures on real, integer, and character data.
a. No decimal points are allowed in integer fields.  A variable is integer if it has a 0 in the default

column.  A variable is real if it has a 0.0 in the default column.
b. Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including both of the two title lines.

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 and 2.  These aid the program
in line and input error identification and are an aid to the EXTRAN user.  Also 99999 lines no longer are
required to signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are used to identify one
data group from another.

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long.
4. Input lines can wrap around.  For example, a line that requires 10 numbers may have 6 on the first line

and 4 on the second line.  The FORTRAN READ statement will continue reading until it finds 10
numbers, e.g.,

Z1   1  2   3  4  5  6
       7  8   9 10       

Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line.
5. An entry must be made for every parameter in a data group, even if it is not used or zero and even if it is

the last required field on a line.  Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero.  Rather, the program will
continue to search on subsequent lines for the “last” required parameter.  Zeros can be used to enter and
“mark” unused parameters on a line.  This requirement also applies to character data.  A set of quotes
must be found for each character entry field.  For instance, if the two run title lines (data group A1) are
to consist of one line followed by a blank line, the entry would be:

A1 ‘This is line 1.’
A1 ‘’

6. See Section 2 for use of comment lines (indicated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information.

Variable Description Default

A1 Group identifier. None

ICOMB Program control.                                 
= 0, Collate only.
= 1, Combine only.
= 2, Extract (and optionally renumber) from a
       single file (JIN).
= 3, Read the file headers of file JIN.
= 4, Create an ASCII (text) file from the
       unformatted interface file (JIN).

0
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Table 3-1.  Continued

Variable Description Default

* * * End of Input to the Combine Block if ICOMB = 3 * * *

B1 Group identifier. None

TITLE Title, 2 lines to be placed as first title on output file (maximum of
80 characters per line).

Blank

B2 Group identifier. Blank

NODEOT Node number on output file for combined location.  Enter zero if
collating (ICOMB = 1).

None

NPOLL Number of quality constituents to be placed on new file. 0

POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION NOT REQUIRED IF NPOLL = 0

B3 Group identifier. None

NPOS1(1)
NPOS2(1)
!!
NPOS1(NPOLL)
NPOS2(NPOLL)

Constituent 1 position on file 1.
Constituent 1 position on file 2.
!
Constituent NPOLL position on file 1
Constituent NPOLL position on file 2.

0
0
!
0
0

Extraction/Renumbering Option

C1 Group identifer. None

NUMX = 0, Use all locations.
> 0, number of locations (nodes) to be extracted
       from one or two files.

0

NUMR = 0, do not renumber any locations.
= NUMX, renumber according to data group C3.
(If NUMX = 0, NUMR can equal total number of nodes.  See
text.)

0

Locations (nodes) to be Extracted

NOT REQUIRED IF NUMX = 0 ON DATA GROUP C1

C2 Group identifier. None

NODEX(1)
!
NODEX(NUMX)

First node number.
!
Last node number.

None

None
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Table 3-1.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Numbers to be Assigned to Extracted Nodes

NOT REQUIRED IF NUMR = 0 ON DATA GROUP C1
VALUES MUST CORRESPOND TO NODES ENTERED IN DATA GROUP C2

C3 Group identifier. None

NODER(1)
!
NODER(NUMR)

Number for first renumbered node.
!
Number for last renumbered node.

None

None

END OF COMBINE BLOCK

Program now returns to the Executive Block.
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Section 4
Runoff Block

Block Description
Introduction

The Runoff Block has been developed to simulate both the quantity and quality runoff
phenomena of a drainage basin and the routing of flows and contaminants to the major sewer lines.
 It represents the basin by an aggregate of idealized subcatchments and gutters or pipes.  The
program accepts an arbitrary rainfall or snowfall hyetograph and makes a step by step accounting of
snowmelt, infiltration losses in pervious areas, surface detention, overland flow, channel flow, and
the constituents washed into inlets, leading to the calculation of a number of inlet hydrographs and
pollutographs.

The Runoff Block may be run for periods ranging from minutes to years.  Simulations less
than a few weeks will henceforth be called single event mode and longer simulations will be called
continuous mode.  With the slight exception of snowmelt, all computations are done identically for
the two cases.  The distinction between single event and continuous mode is kept mainly for ease
of description and interpretation.

The overall catchment may be divided into a maximum of 200 subcatchments and 200
channel/pipes plus inlets.  The user can modify these limitations by adjusting the variable NW and
NG in the parameter statement of the INCLUDE file “TAPES.INC” and recompiling the program.
 Inlet flows and pollutographs may be placed on the interfacing file for input to subsequent blocks.
 However, these blocks have their own limitations on the number of inflow locations they will
accept.  See Section 2 for details.  This section describes the operation of the Runoff Block and
provides instructions on data preparation.

Program Operation
The relationships among the subroutines that make up the Runoff Block are shown in Figure

4-1.  Subroutine RUNOFF is called by the Executive Block to gain entrance to the Runoff Block.
 The program prints “ENTRY MADE TO RUNOFF MODEL,” initializes all variables to zero,  and
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Figure 4-1.  Structure of Runoff Block subroutines.
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then calls subroutine HYDRO followed by PRINTR.  Although BLOCK DATA is not an actual
subroutine, it is automatically activated by RUNOFF and initializes some variables.  Subroutine
PRINTR reads the file headers, and then prints the table headings and results of the quantity and
quality simulations.

Subroutine HYDRO computes the hydrograph ordinates and the watershed quality
contributions with the assistance of 17 core subroutines, i.e., RHYDRO, GRIN, SNOWIN,
QHYDRO, MKRAIN, QINT, QSHED, BUILD, WSHED, OVRLND, HORTON, GAMP, GUTTER,
GUTNR, GQUAL, MELT, AREAL, AND FINDSC.  RHYDRO reads the information concerning
the inlet drainage basins.  RHYDRO calls GRIN, MKRAIN, SNOWIN and QHYDRO to read
groundwater, precipitation, snow information, and quality information, respectively.  QINT and
BUILD are then called to initialize the watershed constituent loads if water quality is simulated. 
HYDRO next sets up an ordering array to sequence the computational order for channel/pipes such
that the computations proceed in a downstream direction.

HYDRO then computes the hydrograph ordinate for each time step by calling subroutine
WSHED.  WSHED calls either GAMP or HORTON to calculate infiltration.  If snowmelt is
simulated subroutine SNOW is called from WSHED.  SNOW calls subroutines AREAL and MELT
and subroutine FINDSC is called from AREAL.  The runoff from a subcatchment is calculated by
subroutine OVRLND and the subsurface flow contribution is calculated by subroutine GROUND.
 If quality is to be simulated, QSHED and BUILD are called to compute the watershed quality
contributions from catchbasins, erosion, dust and dirt, and other sources.  GUTTER is then called
to compute the instantaneous water depth and flow rate for the channel/pipes and to route the flow.
Water flowing into the inlet point is the sum of channel/pipe flow, direct drainage from
subcatchments and direct groundwater inflow into the inlet.  A continuity check is then made for the
disposition of rainfall water in the form of runoff, detention, infiltration, and evaporation losses.  The
error in continuity is computed and printed as a percentage of precipitation.  With the assistance of
subroutine HCURVE, HYDRO plots the rainfall hyetograph, total infiltration, and the runoff hydro-
graph for the total drainage basin.

Interfacing and the Use of Disk Files
The Runoff Block transfers hydrographs and pollutographs for as many as 200 inlets and 10

constituents through an assigned file to other SWMM blocks (see Executive Block description). 
However, the other blocks may only accept part of this output.  These restrictions may be
circumvented by making a single run of the Runoff Block and generating a permanent data set (file)
that will allow several runs of other blocks utilizing different portions of the output.  If this is the
first computational block, the title and values for the starting date and time and time step sizes will
be used throughout all subsequent blocks. 

Blocks, such as Extran and Transport, which may require a smaller time step than that used
by the Runoff Block use a linear interpolation technique to generate the required input data from the
interface file.  Blocks such as the Storage/Treatment Block that may use a longer time step average
the interface flows and loads over the longer time step.

Up to five scratch files are required for the single-event mode and as many as seven scratch
files are required for the continuous mode; see Table 4-1.  In the continuous mode the additional files
are used to provide the program with a continuous feed of precipitation data so that there is
effectively no limit on the length of the simulation.
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Table 4-1.  Runoff Off-Line File Allocations

JIN(1)a
  = Input unit for precipitation.  This data file was created earlier by the

RAIN Block or saved in a previous run of the RUNOFF Block (see data
group D1 description).

NSCRAT(1) = Scratch data file used when precipitation data are input on the E3 data
group lines.  Not required if precipitation is input on unit JIN(1).

NSCRAT(2) = Scratch data file used when precipitation data are input on the E3 data
group lines.  Not required if precipitation is input on unit JIN(1).

NSCRAT(3) = Data file used for storage of processed temperature, evaporation, and
wind speed values from the Temp Block. 

NSCRAT(4) = Scratch data file, always required.  Used for temporary storage of output
data to be printed.

NSCRAT(5) = Scratch data file, required if groundwater is simulated.  Stores water
table depths, groundwater flows and soil moisture contents for printout.

NSCRAT(6) = Scratch data, required if groundwater is simulated.  Stores water table
depths, groundwater flows and soil moisture contents for graphing by
Graph Block.

JOUT(1) = Output unit for transfer of Runoff results to subsequent blocks. 
Required only if subsequent blocks are to be used or plotting is to be
done using the Graph Block or statistics performed using the Statistics
Block.

aSubscript “one” is used if Runoff is the first block run in a SWMM simulation.  See
explanation of Executive Block (Section 2).

Data Preparation -- General Information
Introduction

Instructions on the use of the Runoff Block are divided into five subsections: general input
and control data, meteorological data processing, surface quantity, surface quality and print control.
 The subsections follow the order of the input data groups shown in Table 4-31 at the end of this
section.  Many individual parameters are explained in more detail in the footnotes to Table 4-31.
 For further explanations of methods and techniques, the user should refer to the documentation in
the appendices to this report and to the original SWMM documentation (Metcalf and Eddy et al.,
1971a).
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Basic Runoff Data Sources
Importance of Runoff Block Data

The Runoff Block forms the source of runoff and quality hydrographs and pollutographs for
most SWMM applications.  Although the other SWMM blocks allow direct input of special
hydrographs and pollutographs either bypassing the interfacing file or in addition to it, in most cases
these will be generated by the conversion of rainfall/snowmelt into runoff and pollutant loads in the
Runoff Block.  Hence, the input data for this block are probably the most important in the model.

Key data requirements and sources are mentioned during discussions of individual data
groups later.  However, the general types of data are discussed briefly at this point.

Meteorological Data
Precipitation data are usually obtained from on-site gages maintained by an agency that has

performed rainfall-runoff monitoring such as a local consulting firm, water authority, or city, county,
state, provincial or federal agency.  In the unfortunate event of a missing rain gage, precipitation data
should be obtained from the nearest National Weather Service (NWS for U.S.) or Atmospheric
Environment Service (AES for Canada) station.  The fundamental data are precipitation hyetographs
for the duration of the simulation.  (See subsequent discussion for use of synthetic rainfall data.) 
When snowmelt is simulated, air temperatures and wind speed are needed in addition.

Surface Quantity Data
Flow routing data are usually derived from topographic maps, aerial photos and drainage

system plans.  These are customarily obtained from the local agency responsible for drainage, usually
the city or county.  Especially for topographic maps, there is great variation in the quality of such
data.  Some cities, for instance, have 1:200 scale topographic maps complete with outlines of roads
and structures.  Slopes are easily derived from the one or two foot contours found on such maps.  In
some U.S. cities, the only contour information available may be the 1:24000 scale USGS quadrangle
maps from which gross parameter estimation is often the only possibility.  Seekers of basic quantity
data must be prepared to spend several days at the municipal engineer’s office to locate needed maps,
plans etc. in public files.

A significant problem remains:  the reliability of such data sources.  Most municipal offices
contain design drainage drawings, but recent as-built information is very rare.  In older cities, design
drawings may date back many decades and only serve as a guide to what actually exists in the field.
 This most often affects sewer slopes and cross sections (due to deterioration of old sewers).  Finally,
combined sewer regulators and other hydraulic control locations are often different from design
drawings because of deterioration and maintenance.  In many instances, hydraulic connections exist
that are not included on any plans because of pragmatic action of maintenance crews.  In other cases,
evident connections have been blocked off.  In summary, all such data should be field checked.

Surface Quality Data
Data required to formulate pollutographs are the most controversial of any SWMM input

data.  Such data and their possible sources are discussed later.  At this point it is only re-emphasized
that unless actual field sampling of runoff quality has been performed, typically by a government or
pollution control agency, the credibility of predicted quality results cannot be established.
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Default Parameters
Very few default values for parameters are included in the model.  However, the users may

insert default parameters directly through the use of “default” and “ratio” options while entering data.
 The objective is to encourage the user to obtain reasonable values for all parameters on a site-
specific basis, rather than to depend upon generalizations.  Representative values and guidelines for
selection of such parameters are included in this manual.

General and Control Data (Groups A1-B6)
The first four data groups are concerned with a label for the output and general operating

parameters.  The labels (titles) of group A1 will be placed on the interfacing file for future
identification of the output.  Most individual parameters are self-explanatory.  However, further
information on several parameters (e.g., infiltration) may be found in subsequent discussions of those
topics.  There is no distinction between single event and continuous simulation (except for
snowmelt) in SWMM.  The discerning user will notice the disappearance of parameter ICRAIN from
earlier versions of SWMM.  Single event and continuous simulations and modes will still be
discussed but this is more of a semantic difference rather than a difference in input and
programming.  Ten hyetographs can be used for both single event and continuous simulations. 

The user has more control over printing in SWMM4 by using the parameters on data group
B2.  The user can eliminate the printing of most input data by using IPRN(1) (see Table 4-31). 
IPRN(2) gives the user control over the plotting of rainfall hyetograph(s) and total inlet hydrograph.
 The user should avoid printing large amounts of unnecessary output and use parameter IPRN(3) on
data group B2 judiciously (especially for long simulations).  Control data and summary outputs are
always printed.

The parameters of data group B3 govern the length of the wet time step (WET), the
transitional time step(s) between wet and dry (WETDRY), the dry (DRY) time step, the time units
of simulation, and the total simulation length.  The exact number of time steps is no longer an input
parameter.  WET should be less than or equal to the rainfall interval entered on data group D1.  It
can be longer, but information is lost by averaging the rainfall over a longer time period.  A wet time
step is a time step with precipitation occurring on any subcatchment.  A transitional time step has
no precipitation input on any subcatchment, but the subcatchment(s) still have water remaining in
surface storage.  A dry time step has no precipitation input or surface storage.  However, it can have
groundwater flow.  The model is considered either globally wet, in the transitional period, or dry.
 The time step should be smaller for periods of rapid change, i.e. during rainfall, and longer
during periods of slower change, i.e., during transitional and dry time steps.  Runoff computations
use the concept of extrapolation to the limit (Appendix V) and can use any time step from 1 second
to 1 year.  The solution technique is stable and convergent for any length time step.

Typically the WET time step should be a fraction of the rainfall interval.  Five minute rainfall
should have wet time steps of 1, 2.5 or 5.0 minutes, for example.  The rainfall intensity is constant
over the wet time step when WET is a fraction of the rainfall interval.  A smaller wet time step
would be desirable when the subcatchment is small and the time of concentration is a fraction of the
rainfall interval.  When using one hour rainfall from the NWS wet time steps of 10 minutes, 15
minutes or longer can be used by the model.

The Runoff overland flow routing technique loses water through infiltration, evaporation,
and surface water outflow during the transition periods.  A subcatchment’s surface storage and
surface flow always decreases during the transition from a wet condition to a dry condition.  A
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smooth curve or straight line are good models for the shape of the hydrograph.  Transport or Extran
usually have small time steps and use linear interpolation for input hydrographs with longer time
steps.  The transition time step, WETDRY, can be substantially longer than WET and generate a
good overland flow hydrograph.  For example, a WET of 5 minutes can be coupled with a WETDRY
of 15 minutes or 30 minutes.  When using hourly rainfall input a WET of 15 minutes can be coupled
to a WETDRY of 2 hours or 3 hours.

The dry time step should be 1 day to a week.  The dry time step is used to update the
infiltration parameters, generate groundwater flow, and produce a time step value for the interface
file.  The dry time step should be day(s) in wet climates and days or week(s) in very dry climates.
 The synoptic analysis performed by the Rain Block will be of use in selecting the appropriate dry
time step.  Examine the average storm interevent duration in the storm summary table.  The average
storm interevent duration ranges from half a week to months depending on station location. 

The model can achieve substantial time savings with judicious usage of WET, DRY, and
WETDRY for both short and long simulations.  As an example consider the time step saving using
a WET of 15 minutes, a WETDRY of 2 hours, and a DRY of 1 day versus using a single time step
of 1 hour for a year.  Using Florida rainfall as input (average annual rainfall between 50 and 60 in.
[1250 to 1500 mm]) gives 300 wet hours per year, flow for approximately 60 days per year, and 205
dry days per year.  This translates to 1975 time steps.  A constant hourly time step for one year
requires 8760 time steps.  This is greater than a 400 percent savings in time with a better representa-
tion of the flow hydrograph due to the 15 minute wet time step.

Data group B4 describes two global parameters pertaining to subcatchments:  the rate of
infiltration regeneration (REGEN), and percent imperviousness with no depression storage
(PCTZER).  This data group is optional and need not be entered by the user.  These parameters are
discussed in more detail later in conjunction with the subcatchment input parameters.

Meteorological Data (Groups C1-F1)
Snowmelt Data
General Parameters

Groups C1 through F1 are used to read all pertinent meteorological data.  Groups C1-C5 are
concerned with snowmelt, if simulated.  Additional snowmelt parameters are found in groups I1-I3.
Snowmelt procedures are discussed in detail later.

In group C1, the watershed elevation is used only to compute average atmospheric pressure,
which in turn has only a minimal effect on results.  Hence, it is not a “sensitive” parameter.  The free
water holding capacity of a snow pack is the volume of water (as a depth, in inches) within the pack
that can be held as liquid melt prior to releasing runoff.  In the model it simply acts as an
intermediate reservoir; the larger its volume, the greater the delay in the appearance of runoff
following the conversion of snow to liquid water.  Unfortunately, as is the case for most snowmelt
parameters, very few data exist that permit estimation of this parameter in urban areas, let alone
make distinctions among three types of snow-covered areas as required in group C1.  However, some
available information is summarized in Table 4-2.

In natural areas, a surface temperature (SNOTMP) of 34° to 35°F (1-2°C) provides the
dividing line between equal probabilities of rain and snow (Eagleson, 1970; Corps of Engineers,
1956).  However, parameter SNOTMP in group C1 might need to be somewhat lower in urban areas
due to warmer surface temperatures.
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Table 4-2.  Snowpack Free Water Holding Capacity
(Anderson, 1973; Corps of Engineers, 1956)

Model input (data group C1) is

FWFRAC =  FWmax/WSNOW

Where

FWFRAC =  free water holding capacity as a fraction of snowpack depth,
        FWmax         =  maximum depth of free water stored in pack, inches, and

WSNOW =  snowpack depth, inches water equivalent

Snowpack Conditions FWFRAC

Typical deep pack (WSNOW > 10 in.) 0.02-0.05

Typical shallow early winter pack 0.05-0.25

Typical shallow spring pack or with slush layer 0.20-0.30

FWFRAC increases as pack density increases, pack depth decreases, slush layer increases,
ground slope decreases.

 The snow gage correction factor accounts for the error in snow gage measurements.  The
value of SCF is usually greater than 1.0 (the gage tends to underestimate the catch) and increases as
a function of wind speed.  Representative values are show in Figure 4-2 (Anderson, 1973).  In
practice, SCF can be used as a calibration factor to account for gains or losses of snow it cannot be
determined from available data.

During non-melt periods (i.e., sub-freezing weather) the temperature of the snow pack
follows the air temperature, but with a delay, since temperature changes cannot occur
instantaneously.  Heat exchange and temperature changes during this period are explained in
Appendix II, with reference to equations II-15 and II-16.  The weighting factor, TIPM, is an indicator
of the thickness of the “surface” layer of the snow pack.  Values of TIPM <= 0.1 give significant
weight to temperatures over the past week or more and would indicate a deeper layer (thus inhibiting
heat transfer) than TIPM values greater than about 0.5 which would essentially only give weight to
temperatures during the past day.  In other words the pack will both warm and cool faster (i.e., track
the air temperatures) with higher values of TIPM.  Anderson (1973) states that TIPM = 0.5 has given
reasonable results in natural catchments, although there is some reason to believe that lower values
may be appropriate. No data exist for urban areas.

Heat transfer within the snow pack is less during non-melt periods than during melt periods
due to the presence of liquid water in the pack for the latter case.  Parameter RNM simply multiplies
melt coefficients (described for data groups I1-I3) to produce a lower  “negative melt coefficient”
for use during non-melt periods.  A typical value for natural areas is 0.6, with values for urban areas
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Figure 4-2. Gage catch deficiency factor (SCF) versus wind speed (after Anderson, 1973, p. 5-
20).
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likely to be somewhat higher because of the higher density of urban packs.  The higher the value of
RNM, the more rapid is the heat gain or loss of the pack in response to air temperature changes.

The catchment latitude and the longitude correction (described in footnote 8 to Table 4-31)
are used only to compute hours of daylight for the catchment.  Computations are insensitive to
moderate errors in these values.

NWS Temperature Data
Continuous SWMM requires a complete time history of daily maximum and minimum

temperatures, from which hourly temperatures are synthesized by sinusoidal interpolation as
described later.  These max-min temperatures are supplied on the NWS TD-3200, “Surface Land
Daily Cooperative Summary of Day.”  A magnetic tape containing these card images is available for
most first-order NWS stations and others within the U.S. from the NOAA National Climatic Data
Center in Asheville, NC (phone 704-259-0682).  The entire Florida record of 40 years cost $236 in
1987. Such a record, corresponding to the precipitation record, is required for continuous simulation
of snowmelt.  Values are interpolated for missing dates.  The Runoff Block uses the processed data
from the Temp Block in its simulation.  See Section 11 for more information and instructions in
preparing the continuous temperature data file.

Wind Data
Wind speeds, entered in group C2, are used only for melt calculations during periods of

rainfall.  The higher the values of wind speed, the greater are the convective and condensation melt
terms.  Of course, if the simulation covers a large city, the wind speeds entered in group C2 can only
be considered gross estimates of what are in reality highly variable speeds.  Average monthly speeds
are often available from climatological summaries (e.g., NOAA, 1974).

An alternate source of wind speed data is TD-3200 from NOAA.  The TEMP Block will read
wind speed data from TD-3200 alone or in conjunction with temperature and evaporation data and
create an interface file.  The output of the Temp Block is input to the Runoff Block as file
NSCRAT(3).  Entering 999 in the first field of the C2 data line will trigger the input of the NOAA
wind speed data from NSCRAT(3).

Areal Depletion Curves
Areal depletion curves (ADC) account for the variation in actual snow covered area that

occurs following a snowfall.  They are explained in detail in Appendix II; a brief description is given
here.

In most snowmelt models, it is assumed that there is a depth, SI, above which there will
always be 100 percent cover.  (Values of SI are input in data group I2.)  In some models, the value
of SI is adjusted during the simulation; in SWMM it remains constant.  The amount of snow present
at any time is indicated by the parameter WSNOW, which is the depth (water equivalent) over the
snow covered areas of each subcatchment.  This depth is non-dimensionalized by SI, called AWESI
for use in calculating the fraction of area that is snow covered, ASC; a typical ADC for a natural
catchment is shown in Figure 4-3.  For values of the ratio AWESI = WSNOW/SI greater than 1.0,
ASC = 1.0, that is, the area is 100 percent snow covered.

Some of the implications of different functional forms of the ADC may be seen in Figure 4-4.
 Since the program maintains snow quantities, the actual snow depth, WS, and area covered, AS, are
related by continuity:
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Figure 4-3.  Actual areal depletion curve for natural area (after Anderson, 1973, p. 3-15).
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Figure 4-4.  Effect of snow cover on areal depletion curves.
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SNOW � AT = WS � AS (  4-1)

where

WSNOW = depth of snow over total area AT, ft water equivalent,
AT = total area, ft2,
WS = actual snow depth, ft water equivalent, and
AS = snow covered area, ft2.

In terms of parameters shown on the ADC, equation 4-1 may be rearranged to
read

AWESI = WSNOW/SI = WS/SI � AS/AT = WS/SI � ASC
 (4-2)

Equation 4-2 can be used to compute the actual snow depth, WS, from known ADC parameters, if
desired.  It is unnecessary to do this in the program, but it is helpful in understanding the curves of
Figure 4-4.  Thus,

WS = AWESI/ASC � SI   (4-3)

Consider the three curves, B, C and D.  For case B, AWESI is always less than ASC; hence, WS is
always less than SI as shown in Figure 4-4d.  For case C, AWESI = ASC, hence WS = SI, as shown
in Figure 4-4e.  Finally, for case D, AWESI is always greater than ASC; hence WS is always greater
than SI, as shown in Figure 4-4f.  Constant values of ASC at 100 percent cover and 40 percent cover
are illustrated in Figures 4-4c, curve A, and Figure 4-4g, case E, respectively.  At a given time (e.g.,
t1 in Figure 4-4), the area of each snow depth-area curve is the same and equal to AWESI x SI, (e.g.,
0.8 SI for time t1).

Curve B on Figure 4-4a is the most common type of ADC occurring in nature, as shown in
Figure 4-3.  The convex curve D requires some mechanism for raising snow levels above the original
depth, SI.  In nature, drifting might provide such a mechanism; in urban area, plowing and
windrowing could cause a similar effect.  It is seen that such a convex curve acts to delay melt be-
cause of the inhibiting effect on heat transfer of deep snow packs.  A complex curve could be
generated to represent specific snow removal practices in a city.  However, the program utilizes only
one ADC curve for all impervious areas and only one ADC curve for all pervious areas.  This
limitation should not hinder an adequate simulation since the effects of variations in individual areas
are averaged out in the city-wide scope of most continuous simulations.

The user must input the two ADC curves for impervious (group C3) and pervious (group C4)
areas, as well as values of SI for each subcatchment (group I2).  The program does not require the
ADC curves to pass through the origin, AWESI = ASC = 0; they may intersect the abscissa at a value
of ASC > 0 when ASC = 0.

The preceding paragraphs have centered on the situation where a depth of snow greater than
or equal to SI has fallen and is melting.  (The ADC curves are not employed until WSNOW becomes
less than SI.)  The situation when there is new snow is discussed in Appendix II.
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Air Temperatures
For a single event snowmelt simulation, air temperatures are input in data group C5.  These

may be obtained from instrumentation at the catchment or from the nearest NWS (U.S.) or AES
(Canada) station.  The temperatures are constant over the time interval DTAIR (group C5). 

Precipitation Data
Choice of Rainfall Data

Without doubt, rainfall data are the single most important group of hydrologic data required
by SWMM.  Yet, they are often prepared as an afterthought, without proper consideration of the
implications of their choice.  The following discussion will briefly describe options for rainfall input
and their consequences.  Only rainfall is considered since for snow it is the physics of snowmelt
rather than snowfall which is important in determining runoff.

SWMM requires a hyetograph of rainfall intensities versus time for the period of simulation.
 For single event simulation this is usually a single storm, and data for up to ten gages may be
entered (if the user is fortunate enough to have multiple gages for the catchment).  For continuous
simulation, hourly, 15-minute or other continuous data from at least one gage are required; these are
usually obtained from the nearest NWS (U.S.) or AES (Canada) station.  Thus, for continuous
simulation, the options are fewer since a satisfactory generator of, say, a synthetic hourly rainfall
sequence is not usually available, and perhaps not even desirable.  Hence, a historical rainfall se-
quence is usually used.

For single event simulation, on the other hand, synthetic design storm sequences are indeed
an option in lieu of historical records.  However, several pitfalls exist in the use of synthetic
hyetographs that may not be obvious at first thought.  As a prelude, consider the objectives of hydro-
logic quantity and quality modeling.

Modeling Objectives
These were treated broadly in Section 1.  Models might be used to aid in urban drainage

design for protection against flooding for a certain return period (e.g., five or ten years), or to protect
against pollution of receiving waters at a certain frequency (e.g., only one combined sewer overflow
per year).  In these contexts, the frequency or return period needs to be associated with a very
specific parameter.  That is, for rainfall one may speak of frequency distributions of interevent times,
total storm depth, total storm duration or average storm intensity, all of which are different
(Eagleson, 1970, pp. 183-190).  Traditional urban drainage techniques often utilize frequencies of
depths for given durations, taken from intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves, which are really
conditional frequency distributions.  But for the above objectives, and in fact, for almost all urban
hydrology work, the frequencies of runoff and quality parameters are required, not those of rainfall
at all.  Thus, one may speak of the frequencies of maximum flow rate, total runoff volume or
duration or of total pollutant loads.  These distributions are in no way the same as for similar rainfall
parameters, although they may be related through analytical methods (Howard, 1976; Chan and Bras,
1979; Hydroscience, 1979).  Finally, for pollution control, the real interest may lie in the frequency
of water quality standards violations in the receiving water, which leads to further complications.

Ideally an analyst would develop costs and benefits for designs at several frequencies in
preparation for an economic optimization.  In practice, it is often difficult to accomplish this for even
one case.
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However, continuous simulation offers an excellent, if not the only method for obtaining the
frequency of events of interest, be they related to quantity or quality.  But continuous simulation has
the disadvantages of a higher cost and the need for a continuous rainfall record.  This has led to the
use of a “design storm” or “design rainfall” or “design event” in a single event simulation instead.
Of course, this idea long preceded continuous simulation, before the advent of modern computers.
 However, because of inherent simplifications, the choice of a design event leads to problems.

Design Events
Two methods of obtaining design events are considered:  1) use of a historical sequence and

2) generation of a synthetic sequence.  Synthetic sequences are usually constructed by the following
steps (Arnell, 1982):

1) A storm duration is chosen, whether on an arbitrary basis or to coincide with the
assumed catchment time of concentration, tc, i.e., equilibrium time at which outflow
equals a constant fraction of steady rainfall (or outflow equals rainfall on a catchment
without losses).  The latter method itself has difficulties because of the dependence
of tc on rainfall intensity and other parameters (Eagleson, 1970).

2) A return period is chosen in order to select the total storm depth for the specified
duration from intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves.

3) A time history for the storm is assumed, usually on the basis of historical percentage
mass curves.  If peak intensities occur at the beginning of the storm, the hyetograph
takes on the appearance of a decaying exponential curve.  If the peak intensities occur
near the middle, a “circus tent” hyetograph results (Figure 4-5).  The hyetograph is
shaped such that depths (or average intensities) for any duration centered about the
peak match those from the IDF curve.  Several shapes are commonly used (Arnell,
1982); in the U.S., the “Chicago storm” (Keifer and Chu, 1957) and the SCS Type-II
distribution (SCS, 1972) are frequently encountered.

4) The continuous hyetograph of Figure 4-5 must then be discretized into a histogram
for input to most models.

This procedure was apparently first detailed by Keifer and Chu (1957) and then by Tholin
and Keifer (1960) in Chicago.  It has since been emulated by many others (Arnell, 1982; Harremoes,
1983).

Many problems with this procedure for construction of synthetic hyetographs (McPherson,
1978; Patry and McPherson, 1979; Arnell, 1982; Harremoes, 1983; Adams and Howard, 1985) and
with the underlying rational method and IDF curves on which it is based (McPherson, 1969) have
been enumerated.  For example:

1) IDF curves themselves may consist of components of several different storms.  They
in no way represent the time history of a real storm. 

2) When frequencies are assigned to total storm depths (independent of duration) they
generally do not coincide with the conditional frequencies of depth for the given
duration obtained from IDF curves.  For instance, the two historical storms shown
on Figure 4-5 for comparison with the A5-year@ synthetic storm of 2.28 in. (58 mm)
have return periods (based on total depth) of 4.6 and 5.8 years, but total depths of
only 1.61 and 1.85 in. (41 and 47 mm), respectively.  Thus, IDF curves cannot be
used to assign frequencies to storm volumes.  If synthetic hyetographs are thence
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used for studies of detention storage or pollutant loads, where volumetric
considerations are key, no frequency should be assigned to the results.
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Figure 4-5.  Comparison of synthetic versus actual storm patterns, Chicago (after McPherson, 1978, p. 111).
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3) Although the time history assigned to a synthetic storm may represent an average of
many storms, there is often considerable variability (see P. Bock, Discussion of
Tholin and Keifer, 1960).  If a frequency could be assigned to a synthetic storm, it
would probably be considerably rarer than its nominal frequency, because the joint
probability of all time sequences within the storm corresponding to those of an IDF
curve is very low.  The two historical storms shown on Figure 4-6 certainly do not
mimic the synthetic storm.

4) Antecedent conditions must still be chosen arbitrarily when using a design event
(either a synthetic or historical storm.)  However, historical storms also provide their
historical antecedent conditions.  That is, a historical storm can be run in a single-
event mode using several days of historical antecedent rainfall to generate realistic
antecedent moisture conditions in the catchment.  This is not possible with synthetic
storms.

5) A synthetic design event is one that “never really happened.”  McPherson (1978)
emphasizes the need to design with a real (historical) event to ensure credibility in
the eyes of the public.

6) There is evidence that synthetic design events may produce an over-design if the
objective is a design for a given return period.  Marsalek (1979a,b) has compared
continuous simulation results of flood peaks and volumes versus return period with
results obtained by single event simulations using the same model with input of n-
year synthetic events of the type described earlier.  Flood peaks are always higher for
the synthetic events.  Flood volumes are higher for most synthetic events, depending
on the method of generation of the event, because the return periods assigned to the
synthetic volumes are incorrect.  The verdict is not clear, however.  Huber et al.
(1986) compared synthetic versus historical storms for simulation of peak flows for
a 2000-ac catchment in Tallahassee, Florida.  They found that a larger peak was
generated by a 22-yr historical storm than by a 25-yr SCS Type-II synthetic storm.
In other words, synthetic storms are not always conservative.

Design Event Alternatives
In spite of all of its problems, use of a design event may still be required.  Fortunately, there

are ways in which this may be accomplished satisfactorily.
Foremost among these is the use of continuous simulation as a screening tool.  As stated

earlier, continuous simulation for several years of a large catchment with inclusion of spatial detail
can be time-consuming.  Instead, representative smaller catchments may be simulated from which
critical events may be selected for a more detailed, single event simulation.  Thus, from a simple
long-term continuous simulation, critical subsets may be identified for further analysis.  Walesh and
Snyder (1979) present ideas along this line, and Robinson and James (1984) and Huber et al. (1986)
demonstrate the ideas.

Continuous simulation may also be used to “calibrate” a synthetic design event.  That is, the
design hyetograph may be adjusted such that it produces flows or volumes that correspond for its
return period to those produced by a continuous simulation run.  This has been done in studies in
Northern Virginia (Shubinski and Fitch, 1976) and Denver (B. Urbonas, personal communication,
1979).  Proper adjustment of antecedent conditions can also cause results from synthetic design
events to match historical results (Wenzel and Voorhees, 1978).
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In any event, several storm events should be processed for design considerations.  These may
be selected from a continuous simulation run, as suggested above, or chosen from the historical
record on another basis. For urban drainage or flood control design, it may be desirable to choose
a particular, well-known local rainfall event and make sure that a design will handle that storm.

Calibration of the model remains important for any application.  It has been suggested (M.
Terstriep, personal communication, 1979) that use of a synthetic design event for analysis of a new
system may not be any worse than using historical data in an uncalibrated model.

The question of appropriate rainfall input for models has generated intense interest.  Good
discussions are given by McPherson (1978), Patry and McPherson (1979), Arnell (1982), James and
Robinson (1982), Harremoes (1983) and Huber et al. (1986).

National Weather Service Precipitation Data
Hourly precipitation values (including water equivalent of snowfall depths) are available for

40-year periods for most first-order NWS stations around the U.S.  (Similar data are available in
Canada from the Atmospheric Environment Service.)  Magnetic tapes containing card images of
NWS Tape Deck 3240, “Hourly Precipitation Data” are available from the NOAA National Weather
Records Center in Asheville, North Carolina (phone (704) 259-0682).  The cost for the entire state
of Florida was $154 in 1984.  Typically, purchasing the entire state record is actually cheaper than
purchasing a single station due to extra processing costs for a one station retrieval.

Having obtained these data for a continuous simulation, they are read directly from the tape
in the Rain Block.   See input details in Section 10, which describes the Rain Block.

Atmospheric Environment Service Data
A special package DATANAL is available from Computational Hydraulics Inc. to convert

AES data tapes to the NWS format expected by SWMM (W. James, personal communication, 1987).

Special Input of Precipitation Data
Precipitation input is significantly different in this version of SWMM.  Important differences

include:  (1) free format input, (2) three input types, (3) variable precipitation intervals, (4)
precipitation input may be intensity or volume, (5) rainfall print control, (6) fewer input values since
zero rainfall need no longer be entered, and (6) the rainfall scratch file can be saved permanently.

For single event simulation, precipitation hyetographs may be input for up to ten gages using
data groups D1 through E3.  Any one of the ten gages may then be assigned to a subcatchment using
parameter JK in the H1 data group.

Subroutine MKRAIN reads the input hyetographs input on data group E3.  They are either
temporarily or permanently saved on NSCRAT(1).  MKRAIN also uses NSCRAT(2) as a temporary
work file, making NSCRAT(2) a Runoff Block scratch file requirement.  The user has the option of
saving NSCRAT(1) as a permanent file for subsequent runs.   This might be efficacious when a large
amount ( > 100 data points) are input in data group E3.  The permanent file will save processing time
on later calibration runs.  There is no limitation on the number of precipitation data points.    

The user saves the file permanently by using the @ function (discussed in Section 2) and
selecting ROPT=2 on data group D1.  The precipitation file has the same format as the precipitation
file created by the Rain Block.  The interested reader can find a description of a precipitation file in
Section 10.  The precipitation files are read by Subroutine HYDRO at the beginning of each time
step.
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Data group E1 defines the type of precipitation (KTYPE), precipitation values or pairs per
line (KINC), precipitation print control (KPRINT), variable precipitation intervals (KTHIS), time
units (KTIME), precipitation input type (KPREP), number of precipitation values (NHISTO), and
the default rainfall interval (THISTO).

Precipitation can be read in three formats as described by parameter KTYPE.  KTYPE = 0
is the old SWMM format with a constant precipitation interval (THISTO).  The problem with this
format is that zeroes must be used to fill the “holes” for dry time steps.  For example, the input

E3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.0 KTYPE = 0 Example Input

means starting at time TZERO the first rainfall interval has an intensity of 1.0 in./hr, the second,
third and fourth intervals have intensities of 0.0 in./hr, the fifth has intensity 2.0 in./hr, etc.  Each
interval is THISTO minutes long unless THISTO is modified by the E2 data group.

Using the other two input formats eliminates the necessity of entering zeroes.   The starting
time for the interval and the interval precipitation value are the only requirements.  For example, the
input

E3  0.0  1.0  100.0 0.5 KTYPE = 1 Example Input

means that the rainfall intensity starting at 0 minutes and lasting THISTO minutes is 1.0 in./hr.  The
rainfall intensity starting at minute 100 and lasting THISTO minutes is 0.5 in./hr.  The hyetographs
for each raingage are entered consecutively if KTYPE = 0 or 1.  If KTYPE is 2, a starting time and
a precipitation intensity for each raingage is entered on one line.  For example, the input

E3  100.0   1.0 2.0  0.0 KTYPE = 2 Example Input

means starting at minute 100 the rainfall intensity for THISTO minutes is 1.0 in./hr for gage 1, 2.0
in./hr for gage 2, and 0.0 in./hr for gage 3.  This format does require the input of zero rainfall at a
gage if even one gage has measurable rainfall.

Input parameter KINC is the number of rainfall values per input line (KTYPE=0),or the
number of time and precipitation pairs per line (KTYPE=1), and unnecessary for KTYPE=3.  KINC
equals NRGAG + 1 for KTYPE=3.  The user should enter any number in the KINC field for
KTYPE=3.

KPRINT controls the echo printing of the rainfall.  Select KPRINT=1 to eliminate the echo
printing.  Only summary statistics by individual raingage will be printed.  The summary table lists
the total rainfall, maximum and minimum rainfall intensity or volume, and total rainfall duration for
each raingage.

The time interval for input of hyetograph intensities, THISTO, (the same for all hyetographs)
must be either equal to the wet computation time step, WET (group B3), or an integer multiple or
integer fraction (e.g., 1/2, 1/5, etc.) thereof.  If THISTO is an integer fraction of WET, the average
intensity over time step DELT is used in computations.  Realistically, THISTO should be at least
equal to the wet time step.  Information is lost by averaging over discrete rainfall intensities.   The
interrelationship between WET and THISTO is discussed later in the section on flow routing
parameters.
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Parameter KTHIS is the number of variable rainfall intervals input on data group E2.  This
option allows the user to mix rainfall intervals of differing lengths in a simulation, e.g. 5-minute
rainfall between 15-minute or 1-hour rainfall intervals.  An input of

E2   100.0  200.0   5.0    1000.0 2000.0  15.0       Variable THISTO input

means between 100 and 200 minutes the rainfall interval is 5 minutes, but between 1000 and 2000
minutes the rainfall interval is 15 minutes.  The times are the minutes from the start of simulation.
 The time periods outside of these two ranges would have THISTO rainfall intervals.  THISTO is
always the default rainfall interval. 

 The precipitation input is either in units of intensity, in./hr [mm/hr], or the total rainfall
volume over the rainfall interval, in. [mm].  The input type is selected by parameter KPREP.  Runoff
uses intensity units internally.  The unit of time used by data groups E2 and E3 may be either minutes
or hours and is selected by parameter KTIME on data group E1. 

Temporal Rainfall Variations
The required time detail for rainfall hyetographs is a function of the catchment response to

rainfall input.  Small, steep, smooth, impervious catchments have fast response times, and vice versa.
 As a generality, shorter time increment data are preferable to longer time increment data, but for a
large (e.g., 10 mi2 or 26 km2) subcatchment (coarse schematization), even the hourly inputs usually
used for continuous simulation may be appropriate.

The rain gage itself is usually the limiting factor.  It is possible to reduce data from 24-hour
charts from standard 24-hour, weighing-bucket gages to obtain 7.5-minute or 5-minute increment
data, and some USGS float gages produce no better than 5-minute values.  Shorter time increment
data may usually be obtained only from tipping bucket gage installations.

The rainfall records obtained from a gage may be of mixed quality.  It may be possible to
define some storms down to 1 to 5 minute rainfall intensities, while other events may be of such poor
quality (because of poor reproduction of charts or blurred traces of ink) that only 1-hour increments
can be obtained.  Variable precipitation intervals can be modeled by using data group E2 (see above).
 This will allow the interspersing of (for example) 5-minute, 15-minute, and hourly rainfall in a
simulation. 

Spatial Rainfall Variations
Even for small catchments, runoff and consequent model predictions (and prototype

measurements) may be very sensitive to spatial variations of the rainfall.  For instance, thunder-
storms (convective rainfall) may be very localized, and nearby gages may have very dissimilar
readings.  For modeling accuracy (or even more specifically, for a successful calibration of SWMM),
it is essential that rain gages be located within and adjacent to the catchment, or a storm model such
as RAINPAK (James and Scheckenberger, 1983) be used.

SWMM accounts for the spatial variability by the assignment of one of up to ten gages to a
particular subcatchment.  (Clearly, there is no point in the input of more gage data than there are
subcatchments.)  If multiple gages are available, this is a much better procedure than is the use of
spatially averaged (e.g., Thiessen weighted) data, because averaged data tend to have short-term time
variations removed (i.e., rainfall pulses are “lowered” and “spread out”).  In general, if the rainfall
is uniform spatially, as might be expected from cyclonic (e.g., frontal) systems, these spatial
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considerations are not as important.  In making this judgment, the storm size and speed in relation
to the total catchment must be considered.  It should be noted that a moving or “kinematic” storm
may only be simulated in SWMM by using multiple gages.  Storm motion may very significantly
affect hydrographs at the catchment outlet (Yen and Chow, 1968; Surkan, 1974; James and Drake,
1980; James and Shtifter, 1981)).

Evaporation Data (Group F1)
An average monthly evaporation rate is required for the month being simulated in the single

event mode, or for all months in the continuous mode.  This rate is subtracted from rainfall and
snowmelt intensities at each time step and is also used to replenish surface depression storage and
provide an upper bound for soil moisture and groundwater evaporation.  However, it is not used to
account for sublimation from snow.  Evaporation data may usually be obtained from climatological
summaries (NOAA, 1974) or NWS or other pan measurements (e.g., from NWS Climatological
Data or Farnsworth and Thompson, 1982).  Single event simulations are usually insensitive to the
evaporation rate, but evaporation can make up a significant component of the water budget during
continuous simulation.

Evaporation can be input into the Runoff Block either by using data group F1, or by creating
an evaporation time series using the Temp Block.  If F1 is used the same monthly estimate for
evaporation is used for all simulated years.  The time series approach in the Temp Block allows
yearly variation in evaporation.  Daily, weekly, or monthly evaporation estimates can be read by the
Temp Block.  The evaporation time series is input into Runoff using NSCRAT(3) as the input file.

Surface Quantity Data (Groups G1-I3)
Runoff Flow Routing Procedures and Options

Data groups G1 through I3 input data used to establish surface and subsurface flow routing
and snowmelt parameters for the Runoff Block.  Snowmelt and subsurface routing will be discussed
subsequently.  Surface flow routing is accomplished using four types of elements:

1) subcatchment elements (overland flow),
2) channel elements (trapezoidal or parabolic channel flow),
3) pipe elements (circular channel flow), and
4) control structures (weirs and orifices).

Subcatchment elements receive rainfall and snowmelt, account for losses due to evaporation and
infiltration (via Horton’s equation or the Green-Ampt equation), and permit surface depression
storage to account for losses such as ponding or retention on grass or pavement.  “Losses” from
infiltration may optionally be routed through a subsurface pathway (quantity simulation only), first
into an unsaturated zone storage, then to a saturated zone storage from which baseflow into an inlet
or channel/pipe may be generated (see Appendix X).  Surface flow from subcatchments is always
into channel/pipe elements or inlets.  A tree-network of channel/pipes may be used to simulate
smaller drainage elements of the sewer system.  If they are used, they route hydrographs (and
pollutographs) from subcatchments placed on the interfacing file for transmittal to subsequent
SWMM blocks.  However, the Runoff Block is often used by itself if the more sophisticated routing
procedures of the Transport or Extended Transport Blocks are not required (discussed below).

Flow routing for both subcatchments and channel/pipes is accomplished by approximating
them as non-linear reservoirs.  This is simply a coupling of a spatially lumped continuity equation
with Manning’s equation.  A detailed description is presented in Appendix VI.  Should the capacity
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of a channel/pipe be exceeded, “surcharge” is indicated, and excess water is stored at the upstream
end until the channel/pipe can accept it.

Input Data Preparation
Preparation of these input data requires two tasks: 1) discretization of the physical drainage

system and 2) estimation of the coefficients necessary to characterize the catchment.  These tasks
require varying amounts of effort depending on the level of detail desired by the user.

Useful additional information for these tasks is contained in the short course proceedings
prepared by the University of Massachusetts (Di Giano et al., 1977).  The Runoff Block example is
particularly good because of the emphasis on data reduction from typical municipal maps and plans.
 The SWMM user is encouraged to review these proceedings for alternative explanations and
examples.  Further useful information is contained in the references.

Discretization of the Catchment
Definition

Discretization is a procedure for the mathematical abstraction of the physical drainage
system.  For the computation of hydrographs, the drainage basin may be conceptually represented
by a network of hydraulic elements, i.e., subcatchments, channels and pipes.  Hydraulic properties
of each element are then characterized by various parameters, such as size, slope, and roughness
coefficient.

Subcatchments represent idealized runoff areas with uniform slope.  Parameters such as
roughness values, depression storage and infiltration values are taken to be constant for the area and
usually represent averages, although pervious and impervious areas have different characteristics
within the model.  If roofs drain onto pervious areas, such as lawns, they are usually considered part
of the pervious area, although conceivably, they could be treated as miniature subcatchments
themselves.

Discretization begins with the identification of drainage boundaries using a topographic map,
the location of major sewer inlets using a sewer system map, and the selection of those channel/pipes
to be included in the Runoff Block system.  Note that discretization of the sewer system involves
choices that affect elements to be used in either of the subsequent Transport or Extran Blocks (see
below).  An example will illustrate some of these points.

Example
Two possible discretizations of the Northwood catchment in Baltimore (Tucker, 1968; Huber

et al., 1981) are indicated in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a).  A “fine” approach
was used in Figure 4-6, resulting in 12 subcatchments and 13 pipes leading to one inlet.  In Figure
4-7, a “coarse” discretization was used, resulting in five subcatchments and no channels or pipes.
 "Storm Conduits" shown in Figure 4-7 could either be simulated by the Transport or Extran Block
or ignored, feeding all subcatchment flows to the one inlet.  The outlet to the creek then represents
the downstream point in the simulation.  (This could lead, in a larger system, to inlets in the
Transport Block.)

A comparison of hydrographs produced by the two methods is shown in Figure 4-8 (Metcalf
and Eddy et al., 1971a), in which the differences are relatively minor.  Additional calibration effort
could bring the two schematizations into better agreement with each other and with the measured
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hydrograph.  Techniques for this purpose are discussed later as are techniques for aggregation of
subcatchments.
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Figure 4-6.  Northwood (Baltimore) drainage basin “fine” plan (after Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a,
p. 50).
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Figure 4-7.  Northwood (Baltimore) drainage basin “coarse” plan (after Metcalf and Eddy et al.,
1971a, p. 51).
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Figure 4-8.  Effect of coarse subcatchment system, Northwood (Baltimore) (after Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a, p. 74).
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Required Amount of Detail
It is anticipated that only a very coarse discretization will be used for continuous simulation.

 Although up to 200 subcatchments and channel/pipes or inlets are allowed, a typical hourly
continuous simulation might include only one subcatchment and no channel/pipes.  This economy
in the amount of detail simulated is prompted to save computer time and because detail simply is not
required for continuous simulation which serves as a screening and planning tool (see Appendix I).
Moreover, reasonable agreement is possible between hydrographs produced by coarse and fine
schematizations as will be discussed later under “subcatchment aggregation.”

Should flow routing be desired during continuous simulation, Runoff Block channel/pipes
ordinarily would be used.  Although the Transport and Extran Blocks are intended primarily for
single event analysis, they may also be employed, at the expense of slightly more interfacing effort.
 There are no limitations on the number of time steps for any block.

For a single event simulation, the amount of detail should be the minimum consistent with
requirements for within-catchment information.  Obviously, no information can be obtained about
upstream surcharging if the upstream conduits are not simulated and subcatchments are not provided
to feed them.  In addition, sufficient detail needs to be provided to allow within-system control
options to be tried for different areas and land uses.  If, however, the primary objective is simply to
produce a hydrograph and pollutograph at the outlet, utilizing a single raingage, then one
subcatchment will often (but not always) serve as well as many.

A final constraint on the amount of detail is dictated by personnel requirements for data
reduction.  Once data resources (e.g., maps, plans) are gathered, discretization of the catchment can
occupy one to three person-days (a longer time for more subcatchments) with perhaps an additional
15 to 30 minutes per subcatchment for their input parameters.  Finally, there is not one “right” way
to accomplish the discretization, especially since decisions at this stage can be compensated for
during the later calibration phase.

Choice of Sewer System Flow Routing
There are many criteria that influence the choice of the block used for sewer system routing:

 Runoff, Transport or Extended Transport.  Several of these are given in Table 4-3; much more
extensive information is contained in this manual and other SWMM documentation (Metcalf and
Eddy et al., 1971a; Roesner et al., 1987) pertaining to each block. 

Regarding flow routing methods, no backwater effects can be calculated (i.e., in an upstream
direction) in the Runoff and Transport Blocks because each conduit element simply provides an
inflow to a downstream element with no effect of the latter on the former.  Thus, both Runoff and
Transport routing act as a “cascade” of elements, each discharging into the next with no other
interactions.  On the other hand, the solution of the complete St. Venant (gradually varied flow)
equations by the Extran Block provides for backwater effects and much more, as indicated in Table
4-3.  This is at the cost of considerable extra complexity and computer time.

As a practical matter, the Runoff Block is often used to simulate smaller diameter pipes, e.g.,
less than 30 in. (762 mm) and either the Transport or Extran Blocks for the larger trunk sewer
system.  The larger the catchment being simulated, the less important becomes the simulation of
small conduits, far upstream.  Conduits of less than a 12 in. (305 mm) diameter are rarely simulated.
 Also, in spite of the fact that in the Runoff Block, trapezoidal conduits could be used to simulate
street gutters, it should almost never be necessary to simulate flow in a roadside curb and gutter
channel, unless the catchment is extremely small.
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Table 4.3.  Flow Routing Characteristics of Runoff, Transport and Extended Transport Blocks

Runoff
Block

Transport
Block

Extended
Transport

Block

1. Flow routing method Non-linear
reservoir,
cascade of
circuits

Kinematic
wave, cascade
of conduits

Complete
equations,
interactive
conduit
network

2. Relative computational expense for
identical network schematizations

Low Moderate High

3. Attenuation of hydrograph peaks Yes Yes Yes

4. Time displacement of hydrograph peaks Weak Yes Yes

5. In-conduit storage Yes Yes Yes

6. Backwater or downstream control effects No Noa Yes

7. Flow reversal No No Yes

8. Surcharge Weak Weak Yes

9. Pressure flow No No Yes

10. Branching tree network Yes Yes Yes

11. Network with looped connections No No Yes

12. Number of pre-programmed conduit shapes 3 16 8

13. Alternative hydraulic elements (e.g., pumps,
weirs, regulators)

No Yes Yes

14. Dry weather flow and infiltration generation
(base flow)

No Yes Yes

15. Pollutograph routing Yes Yes No

16. Solids scour/deposition No Yes No

17. Card input of hydrographs/pollutographs No Yes Yes

aBackwater may be simulated as a horizontal water surface behind a storage element.
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Numbering Schemes
Subcatchments may be assigned any numbers between 1 and 9999. This is true also for

channel/pipes and inlets except that the first number used for printing, and inlet numbers
corresponding to Transport Block manholes must be less than or equal to 10,000.  Other possible
downstream external programs may have their own numbering requirements that should be
recognized at this stage.  Thus, inflows to such junctions must be numbered accordingly.  To be on
the safe side, it is often a good idea to reserve relatively low numbers for inlets, etc. that are
transferred to subsequent blocks.

Internally, the Runoff Block assigns subscripts (internal numbers) in the order in which the
channel/pipes or subcatchment groups are read in.  Some error messages use these numbers.  It is
not necessary to state specifically the inlets to be transferred to subsequent blocks, since all inlets
at the downstream end of any subcatchment-channel/pipe flow routing chain are placed in that
category and are printed out.

Within the above confines, considerable latitude exists for numbering schemes.  Thus,
subcatchments may feed channel/pipes with the same number; subcatchments or channel/pipes may
be given numbers in a certain range (e.g., 200-299) based on certain characteristics; etc.  The
Transport Block numbering scheme allows even more latitude since it includes non-conduits (e.g.,
manholes).

Channel/Pipe Data (Groups G1 and G2)
Routing and Time Step Considerations

The nonlinear reservoir method of channel/pipe flow routing is described in Appendix V, as
well as in the original documentation (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a).  Since the formulation
produces a spatially “lumped” configuration (i.e., there is no dependence upon longitudinal distance
for a given channel/pipe element), flows introduced at the “upstream end” of such an element are
distributed horizontally over the entire water surface area.  The implication is that a concentrated
inflow into one “end” of a simulated channel/pipe is a reasonable approximation to the true situation
in which channel/pipes receive distributed inflows along their lengths.

At each time step, an iterative (Newton-Raphson) scheme is used to solve the non-linear
difference equation used to approximate the differential equation of the non-linear reservoir.  The
iterative scheme solves for the new channel/pipe depth based on the inflow, initial volume, and the
outflow which is based on Manning’s equation.  The iteration is performed by Subroutine GUTNR
and is globally convergent with no restrictions on time step size.  The Newton-Raphson method has
quadratic convergence and the number of iterations required in GUTNR is usually less than 3.

Three channel shapes are programmed in Runoff: trapezoidal channels, parabolic channels
and circular pipes, as shown in Figure 4-9.  This translates to five shapes since trapezoidal channels
function as three channel shapes: (1) trapezoidal, (2) triangular, and (3) rectangular.  A trapezoidal
channel has a bottom width, maximum depth, and two side slopes.  A triangular channel has no
bottom width, maximum depth, and two side slopes.  A rectangular or box channel has a bottom
width, maximum depth, and side slopes of zero.

Parabolic channels can be used to approximate “natural channels.”  Parabolas are often used
to characterize the cross sections of small and medium size channels (Chow, 1959).  Only a top
width (T) and maximum depth (D) are necessary to characterize the symmetric parabolic channel.
 The equation describing the parabolic channel is:
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Figure 4-9.  Channels and pipe of the Runoff Block.
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X2  = k � Y    (4-4)

where

X = horizontal distance from channel center, ft [m],
Y = vertical distance from channel invert, ft [m], and
k = T2/(4�D).

Broad crested, narrow crested, V-notch weirs and orifices can be simulated by linking a
trapezoidal channel, parabolic channel or circular pipe with an outflow equation.  The volume of the
channel is based on either a parabolic, trapezoidal or circular cross section.  The weir or orifice
outflow equation instead of Manning’s equation is used in the non-linear convergence scheme.   Data
group G2 is used to input the control structure parameters.  The weir or orifice is not a separate
channel but a modification to the outflow of a modeled channel.  Sample configurations are shown
in Figure 4-10.

The broad and narrow crested weir equation used in Runoff is the standard weir equation:

Q = C � L � (h-hc)
1.5

 (4-5)

where

Q = outflow, cfs [m3/sec],
C = weir coefficient, ft1/2/sec [m1/2/sec],
L = weir length, ft [m],
h = hydraulic head, ft [m], and
hc = weir crest, ft [m].

    
The triangular opening of a V-notch weir is assumed to have no upper limit.  The equation for V-
notched weirs used in Runoff is:

Q = C � tan(a/2) � (h-hc)
2.5     (4-6)

where,

Q = outflow, cfs [m3/sec],
C = weir coefficient, ft1/2/sec [m1/2/sec],
a = angle of notch (angle of opening), degrees,
h = hydraulic head, ft [m], and
hc = weir crest (bottom of notch), ft [m].

The orifice is either:  (1) a dropout or sump orifice, or (2) a side outlet orifice.  A standard
orifice equation is used for both types:
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Figure 4-10.  Example weir and orifice configurations.
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Q = Cd � A � [2�g�(h-hc)]
0.5

   (4-7)

where

Q = outflow, cfs [m3/sec],
Cd = orifice discharge coefficient,
A = orifice cross sectional area, ft2 [m2],
g = gravitational acceleration = 32.2 ft/sec2 or 9.8 m/sec2,
h = hydraulic head above the orifice, ft [m], and
hc = orifice centerline.

The weir or orifice crest height may be used to store water in a channel or pipe.  If
groundwater is simulated then the stored channel water affects the groundwater flow via the tailwater
flow equation.  Trapezoidal and parabolic channels lose water through outflow and evaporation. 
Pipes lose water only through outflow.

Parameter Selection
Most channel/pipe parameters are self explanatory and little interpretation is needed.  The

slope and roughness are combined into one parameter for further use in the program, using
Manning’s equation.  Thus,

3G  
6G

KM
 = GCON 2/1⋅      (4-8)

where

GCON = routing parameter,
KM = 1.49 for units of feet and seconds and equals 1.0 for units of meters

and seconds (not required by program),
G6 = Manning’s roughness, n, and
G3 = invert slope.

Thus, equivalent changes in the routing can be made through changes in either the slope or
roughness.  An equivalent routing parameter is made for weirs and orifices using the weir coefficient
and weir length (or notch angle), or the orifice coefficient and orifice cross sectional area. 

Note that U.S. customary units (ft-sec) are used internally in the Runoff Block.  When metric
units are requested, input and output are converted to and from U.S. customary units to preserve ft-
sec units internally.  This scheme is also used in the Transport Block.  However, metric calculations
in the Extran and Storage/Treatment Blocks are used consistently throughout the program, when
requested.

The invert slope is usually given on drainage maps or may easily be calculated from invert
elevations and conduit lengths.  Tables of Manning’s roughness coefficient are given in many
references; see for instance Chow (1959) or ASCE-WPCF (1969).
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Subcatchment Surface Data (Group H1)
Subcatchment Schematization

Many hydrologic models account for spatial variations by subdividing the overall catchment
into subcatchments, predicting runoff from the subcatchments on the basis of their individual
properties, and combining their outflows using a flow routing scheme.  This procedure is followed
in SWMM, in which subcatchments are idealized mathematically as spatially lumped, non-linear
reservoirs, and their outflows are routed via the channel/pipe (or a subsequent Transport Block)
network.

Each subcatchment is schematized as in Figure 4-11, in which three or four subareas
(depending on whether snowmelt is simulated) are used to represent different surface properties as
enumerated in Table 4-4.  The slope of the idealized subcatchment is in the direction perpendicular
to  the width.  Flow from each subarea moves directly to a gutter/pipe or inlet and does not pass over
any other subarea.  (Thus, it is not possible to route runoff from roofs over lawn surfaces, for
instance). 

The width of the pervious subarea, A2, is the entire subcatchment width, whereas the widths
of the impervious subareas, A1, A3, A4, are in proportion to the ratio of their area to the total
impervious area, as implied in Figure 4-11.  Specification of each subarea is through the use of
parameters WAREA and WW(3) in Group H1, PCTZER in group B4 and SNN1 in group I1.  If de-
sired, any subcatchment may consist entirely of any one (or more) types of subareas.

Of course, real subcatchments seldom exhibit the uniform rectangular geometries shown in
Figure 4-11.  In terms of the flow routing, all geometrical properties are merely parameters (as
explained below) and no inherent “shape” can be assumed in the non-linear reservoir technique. 
However, in terms of parameter selection, the conceptual geometry of Figure 4-11 is useful because
it aids in explaining the flow routing.

Table 4-4.  Subcatchment Surface Classification

Snow Cover and Extent

Subarea Perviousness
Depression

Storage Single Event Continuous

A1 Impervious Yes Bare Normally bare, but may
have snow cover over
100% of Subarea A1
plus Subarea A3.

A2 Pervious Yes Constant fraction,
SNCP, of area is
snow covered.

Snow covered subject to
areal depletion curve.

A3 Impervious No Bare Same as Subarea A1.

A4 Impervious Yes 100% covered. Snow covered subject to
areal depletion curve.
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Figure 4-11.  Subcatchment schematization.  Flows from pervious and total impervious subareas go
directly to gutter/pipe or inlet.  (E.g., flow from the pervious subarea does not travel over impervious
area.)
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Routing and Time Step Considerations
The routing and time step discussion given earlier for channel/pipes applies almost identically

for subcatchments.  A detailed explanation of the non-linear reservoir equations is given in Appendix
V.  The routing is performed separately for each of the three of four subareas of the subcatchment.
 Convergence problems are rarely encountered during subcatchment routing because total
subcatchment volumes (area times depth) are usually large compared to outflow volumes.

Parameter selection is aided with reference to Figure 4-12 in which the subcatchment
“reservoir” is shown in relation to inflows and outflows (or losses).  The outflow to channel/pipes
and inlets is computed as the product of velocity (from Manning’s equation based on the difference
between total depth and depression storage), depth and width,

( ) S  d  -  d  
n

1.49
 W = Q 2/1

p
3/5   (4-9)

where

Q = WFLOW = subcatchment (or subarea) outflow, cfs,
W = WW(1) = subcatchment width, ft,
n = WW(5) or WW(6) = Manning’s roughness coefficient,
d = WDEPTH = water depth, ft,
dp = WSTORE = depth of depression (retention) storage, ft, and
S = WSLOPE = slope, ft/ft.

The FORTRAN parameters listed above are the Runoff Block parameters.  When combined with the
continuity equation (see Appendix V) and divided by the surface area, a new routing parameter is
defined for the pervious and total impervious subcatchment areas and used in all subsequent
calculations,

S 
nA 

 W1.49
  - = WCON 2/1  (4-10)

   
where

WCON = routing parameter used in subroutine WSHED, ft-sec units, and
A = surface area of pervious or total impervious subarea, ft2.

Note that the width, slope and roughness parameters are combined into one parameter.  Thus,
equivalent changes may be caused by appropriate alteration of any of the three parameters.  Note also
that the width and slope are the same for both pervious and impervious areas.  Manning’s roughness
and relative area are the only parameters available to the modeler to characterize the relative
contributions of pervious and impervious areas to the outlet hydrograph.  (However, see further
comments below on the subcatchment width.)  Flows computed in the Runoff Block and transferred
to subsequent blocks are instantaneous values at the end of a time step.
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Figure 4-12.  Nonlinear reservoir representation of subcatchment.
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Subcatchment Width
If overland flow is visualized (Figure 4-11) as running down-slope off an idealized,

rectangular catchment, then the width of the subcatchment (data group H1) is the physical width of
overland flow.  This may be further seen in Figure 4-13  in which the lateral flow per unit width, qL,
is computed and multiplied by the width to obtain the total inflow into the channel.  (As mentioned
previously, the SWMM channel/pipes can only receive a concentrated inflow, however, and do not
receive a distributed inflow in a specific fashion.)  Note also in Figure 4-13 that for this idealized
case, if the two sides of the subcatchment are symmetrical the total width is twice the length of the
drainage channel.

Since real subcatchments will not be rectangular with properties of symmetry and uniformity,
it is necessary to adopt other procedures to obtain the width for more general cases.  This is of
special importance, because if the slope and roughness are fixed (see equation 4-10), the width can
be used to alter the hydrograph shape.  

For example, consider the five different subcatchment shapes shown on Figure 4-14. 
Catchment hydraulic properties, routing parameters and time of concentration are also given.  The
latter is calculated using the kinematic wave formulation (Eagleson, 1970, p. 340),









 

i*a 

L
  = t 1m-

l/m  

c   (4-11)

where

tc = time of concentration, sec,
L = subcatchment length, ft,
i* = rainfall excess (rainfall minus losses), ft/sec, and
a,m = kinematic wave parameters.

The kinematic wave formulation assumes that the runoff per unit width (velocity times depth) from
the subcatchment is

qL = a dm   (4-12)

where

qL = flow per unit width, ft2/sec, and
d = depth of flow, ft.

Parameters a and m depend upon the uniform flow equation used for normal flow.  For Manning’s
equation,

a = (1.49/n) A S1/2   (4-13)
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Figure 4-13.  Idealized subcatchment-gutter arrangement illustrating the subcatchment width.
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Slope = 0.01
Imperviousness = 100%
Depression Storage = 0
n = 0.02
Equilibrium outflow = i*A = 0.926 cfs

DELT = 5 min = 300 sec
i* = Rainfall = 1.0 in./hr = 0.000023148 ft/sec

Shape
A

(ft2)
W
(ft)

L
(ft)

tc
a

(min)
WBCONb

(ft-sec units)

A
B
C
D
E

40,000
40,000
40,000
40,000
40,000

800  
400  
200  
100  
50  

50    
100   
200   
400   
800   

3.7   
5.7   
8.6   

13.0   
19.7   

  -0.149
  -0.0745
  -0.03725
  -0.018625
  -0.0093125

aEquation 4-7
bEquation 4-6

Figure 4-14.  Different subcatchment shapes to illustrate effect of subcatchment width.
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and

m = 5/3   (4-14)

Note that the units of a depend upon the value of m, and for Manning’s equation, feet-second units
should be used for all calculations.  The subcatchment length may be computed for the assumed
rectangular shape simply by dividing the area by the width.

Finally, note the dependence of time of concentration upon the rainfall intensity.  As i*
increases, tc decreases.  The calculation using equation 4-11 is consistent with the definition of tc

given earlier:  tc is the time to equilibrium, at which inflow equals outflow (for an impervious
catchment).  Equivalently,  tc is the time taken for the most remote portion of the catchment to
contribute to flow at the outlet, which is the time taken by a wave (not a parcel of water) to travel
from the remote point to the outlet.

Outflow hydrographs for continuous rainfall and for rainfall of duration 20 min are shown
on Figure 4-15.  These were computed by the Runoff Block non-linear reservoir equations
(Appendix V) using a time step of 5 min.  Clearly, as the subcatchment width is narrowed (i.e., the
outlet is constricted), the time to equilibrium increases.  Thus, it is achieved quite rapidly for cases
A and B and more slowly for cases C, D and E.  The kinematic wave computation of tc (Figure 4-14)
is not particularly accurate for the non-linear reservoirs for which the asymptotic value of
equilibrium outflow is approached exponentially.  However, it may be used for guidance.

Two routing effects may be observed.  A storage effect is very noticeable, especially when
comparing hydrographs A and E for a duration of 20 min.  The subcatchment thus behaves in the
familiar manner of a reservoir.  For case E, the outflow is constricted (narrow); hence, for the same
amount of inflow (rainfall) more water is stored and less released.  For case A, on the other hand,
water is released rapidly and little is stored.  Thus case A has both the fastest rising and recession
limbs of the hydrographs.

A shape effect is also evident.  Theoretically, all the hydrographs peak simultaneously (at the
cessation of rainfall).  However, a large width (e.g., case A) will cause equilibrium outflow to be
achieved rapidly, producing a flat-topped hydrograph for the remainder of the (constant) rainfall.
 Thus, for a catchment schematized with several subcatchments and subject to variable rainfall,
increasing the widths tends to cause peak flows to occur sooner.  In general, however, shifting
hydrograph peaks in time is difficult to achieve through adjustment of Runoff Block flow routing
parameters.  The time distribution of runoff is far and away the most sensitive to the time distribution
of rainfall.  Further discussion of the effect of subcatchment width on hydrograph shapes will be
given below under “Subcatchment Aggregation and Lumping.”

What is the best estimate of subcatchment width?  If the subcatchment has the appearance
of Figure 4-13, then the width is approximately twice the length of the main drainage channel
through the catchment.  However, if the drainage channel is on the side of the catchment as in Figure
4-14, the width is just equal to the length of the channel.  A good estimate for the width can be
obtained by first determining the maximum length of overland flow and dividing the area by this
length.

Most real subcatchments will be irregular in shape and have a drainage channel which is off
 center, as in Figure 4-16.  This is especially true of rural or undeveloped catchments.  A simple way
of handling this case is given by DiGiano et al. (1977).  A skew factor is computed,
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Figure 4-15.  Subcatchment hydrographs for different shapes of Figure 4-14.
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 Figure 4-16. Irregular subcatchment shape for width calculation (after DiGiano et al., 1977, p.
165).

Sk = (A2 - A1)/A   (4-15)

where

Sk = skew factor, 0 W Sk W 1,
A1 = area to one side of channel,
A2 = area to other side of channel, and
A = total area.

The width is simply weighted between the two limits of l and 2l as

W = (2 - Sk) � l (4-16)

where

W = subcatchment width, and
l = length of main drainage channel.
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To reiterate, changing the subcatchment width changes the routing parameter WCON of
equation 4-10.  Thus, identical effects to those discussed above may be created by appropriate
variation of the roughness and/or slope. 

Subcatchment Area
In principle, the catchment and subcatchment area can be defined by constructing drainage

divides on topographic maps.  In practice, this may or may not be easy because of the lack of detailed
contour information and the presence of unknown inflows and outflows.  This may be most
noticeably brought to the modeler’s attention when the measured runoff volume exceeds the
measured rainfall volume, if the latter is correct.  Actually storm rainfall is seldom accurately
measured over all subcatchments.

From the modeling standpoint, there are no upper or lower bounds on subcatchment area
(other than to avoid convergence problems, as discussed earlier).  Subcatchments are usually chosen
to coincide with different land uses, with drainage divides, and to ease parameter estimation, i.e.
homogeneous slopes, soils, etc.  Further guidance is given later under subcatchment aggregation.

Imperviousness
The percent imperviousness of a subcatchment is another parameter that can, in principle,

be measured accurately from aerial photos or land use maps.  In practice, such work tends to be
tedious, and it is common to make careful measurements for only a few representative areas and
extrapolate to the rest.

Care must be taken to ensure that impervious areas are hydraulically (directly) connected to
the drainage system.  For instance, if rooftops drain onto adjacent pervious areas, they should not be
treated as a hydraulically effective impervious area in the Runoff Block.  Such areas are noneffective
impervious areas (Doyle and Miller, 1980).  On the other hand, if a driveway drains to a street and
thence to a stormwater inlet, the driveway would be considered to be hydraulically connected. 
Rooftops with downspouts connected directly to a sewer are definitely hydraulically connected.

Should rooftops be treated as “pervious,” the real surrounding pervious area is subject to
more incoming water than rainfall alone and thus might produce runoff sooner than if rainfall alone
were considered.  In the unlikely event that this effect is important (a judgment based on infiltration
parameters) it could be modeled by altering the infiltration parameters or by treating such pervious
areas as separate subcatchments, and increasing their rainfall by the ratio of roof area plus pervious
to pervious alone.  Since the roof areas would then not be simulated, continuity would be maintained.

Another method of estimating the effective impervious area given measured data is to plot
the runoff (in. or mm) vs. rainfall (in. or mm) for small storms.  The slope of the regression line is
a good estimate of the effective impervious area (Doyle and Miller, 1980).  Further information on
the concept of hydraulically connected (or “hydraulically effective”) impervious areas is contained
in USGS studies (Jennings and Doyle, 1978) and documentation of the ILLUDAS model (Terstriep
and Stall, 1974).

For continuous simulation in which very large subcatchments are being used, even spot
calculations of imperviousness may be impractical.  Instead, regression formulations have been
developed in several studies (Graham et al., 1974; Stankowski, 1974; Manning et al., 1977; Sullivan
et al., 1978).  These typically relate percent imperviousness to population density, and are compared
in Figure 4-17 (Heaney et al., 1977).  The New Jersey equation (Stankowski, 1974) is perhaps the
most representative:
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Figure 4-17. Percent imperviousness versus developed population density for large urban areas
(after Heaney, et al., 1977, p. 105).
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( )PD 9.6 = I  PD log0391.053.0 
d

d
10− (4-16)

where

I  = WW(3) = imperviousness, percent, and
PDd  = population density in developed portion of the urbanized area, person per acre.

The “developed portion” excludes large segments of undeveloped (i.e., natural or agricultural) lands
that may lie within the area being simulated.  Also note that the relationships shown in Figure 4-17
were all developed for large (city-wide) urban areas as a whole.  Their use may be tenuous for
smaller sub-basins.
    
Slope

The subcatchment slope should reflect the average along the pathway of overland flow to
inlet locations.  For a simple geometry (e.g., Figures 4-13 and 4-14) the calculation is simply the
elevation difference divided by the length of flow.  For more complex geometries, several overland
flow pathways may be delineated, their slopes determined, and a weighted slope computed using a
path-length weighted average.  Such a procedure is described by DiGiano et al., 1977, pp. 101-102).
 Alternatively it may be sufficient to simulate what the user considers to be the hydrologically
dominant slope for the conditions being simulated.  Choose the appropriate overland flow length,
slope, and roughness for this equivalent plane.

Manning’s Roughness Coefficient, n
Values of Manning’s roughness coefficient, n, are not as well known for overland flow as

for channel flow because of the considerable variability in ground cover for the former, transitions
between laminar and turbulent flow, very small depths, etc.  Most studies indicate that for a given
surface cover, n varies inversely in proportion to depth, discharge or Reynold’s number.  Such
studies may be consulted for guidance (e.g., Petryk and Bosmajian, 1975; Chen, 1976; Christensen,
1976; Graf and Chun, 1976; Turner et al., 1978; Emmett, 1978), or generalized values used (e.g.,
Chow, 1959; Crawford and Linsley, 1966; Huggins and Burney, 1982; Engman, 1986).  Roughness
values used in the Stanford Watershed Model (Crawford and Linsley, 1966) are given in Table 4-5
along with more recent values from Engman (1986).  Engman also provides values for other
agricultural land uses and a good literature review.

Depression Storage
Depression (retention) storage is a volume that must be filled prior to the occurrence of

runoff on both pervious and impervious areas (see Figure 4-12); a good discussion is presented by
Viessman et al. (1977).  It represents a loss or “initial abstraction” caused by such phenomena as
surface ponding, surface wetting, interception and evaporation.  In some models, “depression
storage” also includes infiltration in pervious areas.  In the Runoff Block, water stored as depression
storage on pervious areas is subject to infiltration (and evaporation), so that it is continuously and
rapidly replenished.  Water stored in depression storage on impervious areas is depleted only by
evaporation.  Hence, replenishment typically takes much longer.
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Table 4-5.  Estimates of Manning’s Roughness Coefficients for Overland Flow

Source Ground Cover n    Range

Smooth asphalt 0.01

Asphalt of concrete paving 0.014

Packed clay 0.03

Light turf 0.20

Dense turf 0.35

Crawford and Linsley (1966)a

Dense shrubbery and forest litter 0.4

Concrete or asphalt 0.011 0.0-0.013

Bare sand 0.01 0.01-0.016

Graveled surface 0.02 0.012-0.03 

Bare clay-loam (eroded) 0.02 0.012-0.033

Range (natural) 0.13 0.01-0.32

Bluegrass sod 0.45 0.39-0.63

Short grass prairie 0.15 0.10-0.20

Engman (1986)b

Bermuda grass 0.41 0.30-0.48

aObtained by calibration of Stanford Watershed Model.
bComputed by Engman (1986) by kinematic wave and storage analysis of measured 
rainfall-runoff data.

As described earlier (e.g., Table 4-4), a percent “PCTZER” (data group B4) of the impervious
area is assigned zero depression storage in order to promote immediate runoff.  This percentage is
the same for all subcatchments.  Should variation among subcatchments be desired, PCTZER may
be set to zero, and zero values for WSTORE entered in data group H1 as needed.

Depression storage may be derived from rainfall runoff data for impervious areas by plotting
runoff volume (depth) as the ordinate against rainfall volume as the abscissa for several storms.  The
rainfall intercept at zero runoff is the depression storage.  Data obtained in this manner from 18
urban European catchments (Falk and Niemczynowicz, 1978, Kidd, 1978a, Van den Berg, 1978) are
summarized in Table 4-6.  The very small catchments (e.g., less than 1 ac or 0.40 ha) were primarily
roadway tributaries to stormwater inlets and catchbasins.
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Table 4-6.  Recent European Depression Storage Data (Kidd, 1978b)

Catchment
Name Country

Area
(ac)

Paved
Area
(ac)

Imperviousness
(%)

Slope
(%)

Depression
Storage

(in.)
No. of
Events Reference

Lelystad Housing
Area

Netherlands 4.94 2.17   44 0.5 0.059 10 Van den Berg,
1978

Leylstad Parking
Lota

Netherlands 1.73 1.73 100 0.5 0.035 10 Van den Berg,
1978

Ennerdale Two U.K. 0.088 0.079   89 3.1 0.020   6 Kidd, 1978a

Ennerdale Three U.K. 0.022 0.022 100 3.0 0.016   9 Kidd, 1978a

Bishopdale Two U.K. 0.146 0.111   76 2.4 0.018 11 Kidd, 1978a

Hyde Green One U.K. 0.120 0.085   71 2.2 0.019   7 Kidd, 1978a

Hyde Green Two U.K. 0.209 0.103   49 2.0 0.020   8 Kidd, 1978a

School Close One U.K. 0.113 0.070   62 1.7 0.009 11 Kidd, 1978a

School Close Two U.K. 0.177 0.097   55 0.9 0.026 11 Kidd, 1978a

Lund 1:75 Sweden 0.072 0.072 100 2.1 0.005 11 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

Klostergarden
1:76

Sweden 0.081 0.081 100 0.9 0.041 11 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

Klostergarden
1:77

Sweden 0.083 0.083 100 2.3 0.020 13 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

Klostergarden
2:76

Sweden 0.020 0.020 100 3.3 0.019 11 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

Klostergarden
2:77

Sweden 0.019 0.019 100 4.1 0.013 12 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

Klostergarden
3:76

Sweden 0.076 0.076 100 3.1 0.022 11 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

Klostergarden
3:77

Sweden 0.102 0.102 100 2.3 0.022 13 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

Klostergarden
4:76

Sweden 0.068 0.068 100 1.6 0.020 10 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

Klostergarden
4:77

Sweden 0.069 0.069 100 1.9 0.022 13 Falk and
Niemczynowicz,
1978

a55% brick pavement.  Other catchments have primarily asphalt pavement
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The data were aggregated and a regression of depression storage versus slope performed as
part of a workshop (Kidd, 1978b).  The data are plotted in Figure 4-18 along with the relationship
developed by the workshop,

dp = 0.0303 � S-0.49 ,   (r = -0.85) (4-17)
                                                               
where

dp = WSTORE = depression storage, in., and
S = WSLOPE = catchment slope, percent.

Viessman et al. (1977, p. 69) illustrate a similar but linear plot, a portion of which is shown in Figure
4-18, in which depression storage values for “four small impervious areas” near Baltimore,
Maryland, range from 0.06 to 0.11 in. (1.5 to 2.8 mm), considerably higher than the European values
shown in Figure 4-18.  The reason for this discrepancy is not known, but it appears that the recent
European data may be better suited to provide depression storage estimates, mainly because of their
extent.

Separate values of depression storage for pervious and impervious areas are required for
input in data group H1.  Representative values for the latter can probably be obtained from the
European data just discussed.  Pervious area measurements are lacking; most reported values are
derived from successful simulation of measured runoff hydrographs.  Although pervious area values
are expected to exceed those for impervious areas, it must be remembered that the infiltration loss,
often included as an initial abstraction in simpler models, is computed explicitly in SWMM.  Hence,
pervious area depression storage might best be represented as an interception loss, based on the type
of surface vegetation.  Many interception estimates are available for natural and agricultural areas
(Viessman et al., 1977, Linsley et al., 1949).  For grassed urban surfaces a value of 0.10 in. (2.5 mm)
may be appropriate.

As mentioned earlier, several studies have determined depression storage values in order to
achieve successful modeling results.  For instance, Hicks (1944) in Los Angeles used values of 0.20,
0.15 and 0.10 in. (5.1, 3.8, 2.5 mm) for sand, loam and clay soils, respectively, in the urban area.
 Tholin and Keifer (1960) used values of 0.25 and 0.0625 in. (6.4 and 1.6 mm) for pervious and
impervious areas, respectively, for their Chicago hydrograph method.  Brater (1968) found a value
of 0.2 in. (5.1 mm) for three basins in metropolitan Detroit.  Miller and Viessman (1972) give an
initial abstraction (depression storage) of between 0.10 and 0.15 in. (2.5 and 3.8 mm) for four
composite urban catchments.

In SWMM, depression storage may be treated as a calibration parameter, particularly to
adjust runoff volumes.  If so, extensive preliminary work to obtain an accurate a priori value may
be pointless since the value will be changed during calibration anyway.
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Figure 4-18.  Depression storage vs. catchment slope (after Kidd, 1978b).  See Table 4-6 for
catchment data.
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Infiltration*
Options.  Infiltration from pervious areas may be computed by either the Horton (1933, 1940) or
Green-Ampt (1911) equations described below.  A complete description of the theoretical
background and programming details for both is given in Appendix V.  In SWMM, the method to
be used for all subcatchments is determined by the input parameter INFILM (group B1).  Parameters
required by the two methods are quite different.

Horton Infiltration.  Infiltration capacity as a function of time is given by Horton (1933, 1940) as

fp = fc + (fo - fc) e
-kt (4-18)

                                                               
where

fp = infiltration capacity into soil, ft/sec,
fc = minimum or ultimate value of fp (WLMIN, ft/sec,
fo = maximum or initial value of fp (WLMAX), ft/sec,
t = time from beginning of storm, sec, and
k = decay coefficient (DECAY), sec-1.

                                           
*The infiltration section was prepared by Dr. Russell G. Mein, Monash University, Clayton,
Victoria, Australia.

This equation describes the familiar exponential decay of infiltration capacity evident during
heavy storms.  However, the program does not use equation 4-18 directly; rather, the integrated form
is used in order to avoid an unwarranted reduction in fp during periods of light rainfall.  Details are
given in Appendix V.

Required parameters for data group H1 are fo (WLMAX), fc (WLMIN) and k (DECAY).  In
addition a parameter used to regenerate infiltration capacity (REGEN, group B2) is required for
continuous simulation.  Although the Horton infiltration equation is probably the best-known of the
several infiltration equations available, there is little to help the user select values of parameters fo

and k for a particular application.  (Fortunately, some guidance can be found for the value of fc.) 
Since the actual values of fo and k (and often fm) depend on the soil, vegetation, and initial moisture
content, ideally these parameters should be estimated using results from field infiltrometer tests for
a number of sites of the watershed and for a number of antecedent wetness conditions.  If it is not
possible to use field data to find estimates of fo, fc, k and for each subcatchment, the following
guidelines should be helpful.

The U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) has classified most soils into Hydrologic Soil
Groups, A, B, C, and D, dependent on their limiting infiltration capacities, fc.  (Well drained, sandy
soils are “A”; poorly drained, clayey soils are “D.”)  A listing of the groupings for more than 4000
soil types can be found in the SCS Hydrology Handbook (1972, pp. 7.6-7.26); a similar listing is also
given in the Handbook of Applied Hydrology (Ogrosky and Mockus, 1964, pp. 21.12-21.25), but the
former reference also gives alternative groupings for some soil types depending on the degree of
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drainage of the subsoil.  The soil type itself may be found in the U.S. from county SCS Soil Survey
maps.

The best source of information about a particular soil type is a publication entitled “Soil
Survey Interpretations” available from a local SCS office in the U.S.  Information on the soil profile,
the soil properties, its suitability for a variety of uses, its erosion and crop yield potential, and other
data is included on the sheet provided.  A copy of the listing for Conestoga silt loam is shown in
Figure 4-19.  Parameter fc is essentially equal to the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks, which is
called “permeability” on the soil survey interpretation sheet.  For Conestoga Silt Loam, a range of
0.63-2.0 in./hr (16-51 mm/hr) is shown.

Alternatively, values for fc according to Musgrave (1955) are given in Table 4-7.  To help
select a value within the range given for each soil group, the user should consider the texture of the
layer of least hydraulic conductivity in the profile.  Depending on whether that layer is sand, loam,
or clay, the fc value should be chosen near the top, middle, and bottom of the range respectively.  For
example, the data sheet for Conestoga silt loam identifies it as being in Hydrology Group B which
puts the estimate of fc into the range of 0.15-0.30 in./hr (3.8-7.6 mm/hr), much lower than the Ks

value discussed above.  Examination of the texture of the layers in the soil profile indicates that they
are silty in nature, suggesting that the estimate of the fc value should be in the low end of the range,
say 0.15-0.20 in./hr (3.8-5.1 mm/hr).  A sensitivity test on the fc value will indicate the importance
of this parameter to the overall result.

Table 4-7.  Values of fc for Hydrologic Soil Groups (Musgrave, 1955)

Hydrologic
Soil Group

fc

(in./hr)

A 0.45 - 0.30

B 0.30 - 0.15

C 0.15 - 0.05

D 0.05 - 0

Caution should be used in applying values from Table 4-7 to sandy soils (group A) since
reported Ks values are often much higher.  For instance, sandy soils in Florida have Ks values from
7 to 18 in./hr (180-450 mm/hr) (Carlisle et al., 1981).  Unless the water table rises to the surface,
ultimate infiltration capacity will be very high, and rainfall rates will almost always be less than fc,
leading to little or no overland flow from such soils.

For any field infiltration test the rate of decrease (or “decay”) of infiltration capacity, k, from
the initial value, fo, depends on the initial moisture content.  Thus the k value determined for the
same soil will vary from test to test.
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Figure 4-19.  Soil Conservation Service Soil Survey Interpretation for Conestoga silt loam (found
near Lancaster, PA).
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Figure 4-19. Continued.
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It is postulated here that, if fo is always specified in relation to a particular soil moisture
condition (e.g., dry) and for moisture contents other than this the time scale is changed accordingly
(i.e., time “zero” is adjusted to correspond with the constant fo ), then k can be considered a constant
for the soil independent of initial moisture content.  Put another way, this means that infiltration
curves for the same soil, but different antecedent conditions, can be made coincident if they are
moved along the time axis.  Butler (1957) makes a similar assumption.

Values of k found in the literature (Viessman et al., 1977; Linsley et al., 1975; Overton and
Meadows, 1976; Wanielista, 1978) range from 0.67 to 49 hr-1.  Nevertheless most of the values cited
appear to be in the range 3-6 hr-1 (0.00083-0.00167 sec-1).  The evidence is not clear as to whether
there is any relationship between soil texture and the k value although several published curves seem
to indicate a lower value for sandy soils.  If no field data are available, an estimate of 0.00115 sec-1

(4.14 hr-1) could be used.  Use of such an estimate implies that, under ponded conditions, the infiltra-
tion capacity will fall 98 percent of the way towards its minimum value in the first hour, a not
uncommon observation.  Table 4-8 shows the rate of decay of infiltration for several values of k.

Table 4-8.  Rate of Decay of Infiltration Capacity for Different Values of k

k value
hr-1 (sec-1)

Percent of decline of
infiltration capacity towards
limiting value fc after 1 hour

2 (0.00056) 76

3 (0.00083) 95

4 (0.00115) 98

5 (0.00139) 99

The initial infiltration capacity, fo depends primarily on soil type, initial moisture content, and
surface vegetation conditions.  For example, Linsley et al. (1982) present data which show, for a
sandy loam soil, a 60 to 70 percent reduction in the fo value due to wet initial conditions.  They also
show that lower fo values apply for a loam soil than for a sandy loam soil.  As to the effect of
vegetation, Jens and McPherson (1964, pp. 20.20-20.38) list data which show that dense grass
vegetation nearly doubles the infiltration capacities measured for bare soil surfaces.

For the assumption to hold that the decay coefficient k is independent of initial moisture
content, fo must be specified for the dry soil condition.  The continuous version of SWMM
automatically calculates the fo value applicable for wetter conditions as part of the moisture
accounting routine.  However, for single-event simulation, the user must specify the fo value for the
storm in question, which may be less than the value for dry soil conditions.
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Published values of fo vary depending on the soil, moisture, and vegetation conditions for the
particular test measurement.  The fo values listed in Table 4-9 can be used as a rough guide. 
Interpolation between the values may be required.

Table 4-9.  Representative Values for fo.

A. DRY soils (with little or no vegetation):
r Sandy soils: 5 in./hr
r Loam soils: 3 in./hr
r Clay soils: 1 in./hr

B. DRY soils (with dense vegetation):
r Multiply values given in A by 2 (after Jens and McPherson, 1964)

C. MOIST soils (change from dry fo value required for single event simulation only):
r Soils which have drained but not dried out (i.e., field capacity):  divide

values from A and B by 3
r Soils close to saturation:  Choose value close to fc value.
r Soils which have partially dried out:  divide values from A and B by 1.5-

2.5.

For continuous simulation, infiltration capacity will be regenerated (recovered) during dry
weather.  SWMM performs this function whenever there are dry time steps -- no precipitation or
surface water -- according to the following equation (see Figure V-3, Appendix V).

( )e  f - f  - f = f )t(t- k-
coop

wd (4-19)

where

kd = decay coefficient for the recovery curve, sec-1, and
tw = hypothetical projected time at which fp = fc on the recovery curve, sec.

In the absence of better knowledge of kd, it is taken to be a constant fraction or multiple of k,

kd = R k (4-20)

where R = constant ratio, probably << 1.0, (implying a “longer” drying curve than wetting curve).
 The parameter R is represented in the program by REGEN, group (B2).

On well-drained porous soils (e.g., medium to coarse sands), recovery of infiltration capacity
is quite rapid and could well be complete in a couple of days.  For heavier soils, the recovery rate
is likely to be slower, say 7 to 14 days.  The choice of the value can also be related to the interval
between a heavy storm and wilting of vegetation.  The value of kd is then,
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kd = 0.02/D (4-21)

where

kd = R k = recovery curve decay coefficient, day-1, and
D = number of days required for the soil to dry out (recover).

The factor of 0.02 in equation 4-21 assumes 98 percent recovery of infiltration capacity (i.e., e-0.02

= 0.98).  The value of R may then be calculated from equation 4-20.  For example, for k = 4.14 day-1

and drying times of 3, 7 and 14 days, values of R are 1.61 w 10-3, 6.9 w 10-4 and 3.45 w 10-4,
respectively.

Green-Ampt Infiltration.  The second infiltration option is the Green-Ampt equation (1911) that,
although not as well known as the Horton equation, has the advantage of physically based parameters
that, in principle, can be predicted a priori.  The Mein-Larson (1973) formulation of the Green-Ampt
equation is a two-stage model.  The first step predicts the volume of water, Fs, which will infiltrate
before the surface becomes saturated.  From this point onward, infiltration capacity, fp, is predicted
directly by the Green-Ampt equation.  Thus,

For F < Fs:

; K > ifor   
1 - i/Ks

IMD S = F  and  i = f s
u

s (4-22)

No calculation of Fs for i W Ks

For F D Fs:








 
F

IMD S + 1  K = f   and   f = f u
spp (4-23)

where

f = infiltration rate, ft/sec,
fp = infiltration capacity, ft/sec,
i = rainfall intensity, ft/sec,
F = cumulative infiltration volume, this event, ft,
Fs = cumulative infiltration volume required to cause surface saturation, ft,
Su = average capillary suction at the wetting front (SUCT), ft water,
IMD = initial moisture deficit for this event (SMDMAX), ft/ft, and
Ks = saturated hydraulic conductivity of soil, (HYDCON) ft/sec.
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Infiltration is thus related to the volume of water infiltrated as well as to the moisture conditions in
the surface soil zone.  Full computational details are given in Appendix V.

Like the Horton equation, the Green-Ampt infiltration equation has three parameters to be
specified, Su (SUCT), Ks (HYDCON) and IMD (SMDMAX).  Again, estimates based on any
available field data should take precedence over the following guidelines.  No default values are
provided.

The “Soil Survey Interpretation” sheet (see Figure 4-19) available for most soils from the
SCS shows values of “permeability” (hydraulic conductivity) for the soil, Ks.  However, these values
are taken from data for disturbed samples and tend to be highly variable.  For example, for Cones-
toga silt loam the values range from 0.63 to 2.0 in./hr  (16 to 51 mm/hr).  A better guide for the Ks

values is as given for parameter fc for the Horton equation; theoretically these parameters (i.e., fc and
Ks) should be equal for the same soil.  Note that, in general, the range of Ks values encountered will
be of the order of a few tenths of an inch per hour.

The moisture deficit, IMD, is defined as the fraction difference between soil porosity and
actual moisture content.  Sandy soils tend to have lower porosities than clay soils, but drain to lower
moisture contents between storms because the water is not held so strongly in the soil pores.  Conse-
quently, values of IMD for dry antecedent conditions tend to be higher for sandy soils than for clay
soils.  This parameter is the most sensitive of the three parameters for estimates of runoff from
pervious areas (Brakensiek and Onstad, 1977); hence, some care should be taken in determining the
best IMD value to use.   Table 4-10, derived from Clapp and Hornberger (1973), gives typical values
of IMD for various soil types.

Table 4-10.  Typical Values of IMD (SMDMAX) for Various Soil Types

Soil Texture
Typical IMD at

Soil Wilting Point

Sand 0.34

Sandy Loam 0.33

Silt Loam 0.32

Loam 0.31

Sandy Clay Loam 0.26

Clay Loam 0.24

Clay 0.21

These IMD values would be suitable for input to continuous SWMM; the soil type selected
should correspond to the surface layer for the particular subcatchment.  For single event SWMM the
values of Table 4-10 would apply only to very dry antecedent conditions.  For moist or wet
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antecedent conditions lower values of IMD should be used.  When estimating the particular value
it should be borne in mind that sandy soils drain more quickly than clayey soils, i.e., for the same
time since the previous event, the IMD value for a sandy soil will be closer in value to that of Table
4-10 than it would be for a clayey soil.

The average capillary suction, Su, is perhaps the most difficult parameter to measure.  It can
be derived from soil moisture - conductivity data (Mein and Larsen, 1973) but such data are rare for
most soils.  Chu (1978) gives average values of the product of Su�IMD for a range of soils, but
these are not based on measurements.  Fortunately the results obtained are not highly sensitive to the
estimate of Su (Brakensiek and Onstad, 1977).  The approximate values which follow result from
a survey of the literature (Mein and Larsen, 1973; Brakensiek and Onstad, 1977; Clapp and
Hornberger, 1978; Chu, 1978).  Published values vary considerably and conflict; however, a range
of 2 to 15 in. (50 to 380 mm) covers virtually all soil textures.  Table 4-11 summarizes the published
values.  An excellent local data source can often be found in Soil Science departments at state
universities.  Tests are run on a variety of soils found within the state, including soil moisture versus
soil tension data, with which to derive Su.  For example, Carlisle et al. (1981) provide such data for
Florida soils along with information on Ks, bulk density and other physical and chemical properties.

Table 4-11.  Typical Values of Su (SUCT) for Various Soil Types

Soil Texture
Typical Values
for Su (inches)

Sand 4

Sandy Loam 8

Silt Loam 12  

Loam 8

Clay Loam 10  

Clay 7

Generalized Green-Ampt parameters for U.S. locations are tabulated by Rawls et al. (1983).
 It is very difficult to give satisfactory estimates of infiltration equation parameters that will apply
to all soils encountered.  Which ever infiltration equation is used, the user should be prepared to ad-
just preliminary estimates in the light of any available data such as infiltrometer tests, measurements
of runoff volume, or local experience.

Subcatchment Aggregation and Lumping
As discussed earlier, it is desirable to represent the total catchment by as few subcatchments

as possible, consistent with the needs for hydraulic detail within the catchment.  That is, if the only
interest is in hydrographs and pollutographs at the catchment outlet, as is likely for continuous
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simulation, then one subcatchment should suffice for the simulation (although up to 30 can be used
for continuous simulation).  For a single event, detailed simulation, the number of subcatchments
needed is a function of the amount of hydraulic detail (e.g., backwater, surcharging, routing, storage)
that must be modeled.  In addition, enough detail must be simulated to allow non-point source
controls to be evaluated (e.g., detention, street sweeping).  Finally multiple subcatchments are the
only means by which a moving (kinematic) storm may be simulated.  Coupled spatial and temporal
variations in rainfall can significantly alter predicted hydrographs (Yen and Chow, 1968; Surkan,
1974; James and Drake, 1980; James and Shtifter, 1981).

Clearly, the required volume of input data (and personal time) decreases as the number of
subcatchments decreases.  How then, can subcatchments be aggregated or “lumped” to provide
hydrographs and pollutographs that are equivalent to more detailed simulations?

The most complete study of this question is contained in the Canadian SWMM report
(Proctor and Redfern and J.F. MacLaren, 1976a) in which the effect of lumping is compared on real
and hypothetical catchments.  Similar work has been performed independently by Smith (1975).  In
both studies it is shown that a single equivalent lumped catchment can be formulated by proper
adjustment of the subcatchment width.

In SWMM, Runoff and Transport simulation of the drainage network (i.e., conduits and
channels) adds storage to the system and thus attenuates and somewhat delays the hydrograph peaks.
 When the drainage network is removed from the simulation, subcatchment runoff feeds “instan-
taneously” into inlets, with consequent higher and earlier hydrograph peaks.  The key to aggregation
of subcatchments is thus the replacement of the lost storage.  This is best accomplished through
variation of the subcatchment width, although the same effect could be achieved through variation
of the slope or roughness (see discussion of equation 4-9). However, it is assumed that reasonable
average values of the latter two parameters for the total catchment may be obtained by weighing
individual subcatchment values by their respective areas.  (For the roughness an area-weighted
harmonic mean may be used, although it is probably an unnecessary refinement.)  Hence, the
subcatchment width is a more logical parameter to be adjusted.

It was shown in the discussion of the subcatchment width, that reducing its value increases
storage on the subcatchment.  Hence, as subcatchments are aggregated and drainage network storage
lost, the total catchments width, i.e., the sum of the subcatchment widths, must be reduced
accordingly.  This may be seen in Figure 4-20 for a very schematized drainage network in which the
subcatchment widths are nominally twice the length of the drainage conduits (Smith, 1975).  The
lumped catchment could be represented by a single subcatchment, as in the bottom sketch of Figure
4-20, in which the width is approximately twice the length of the main drainage channel.  Experience
indicates (Smith, 1975; Proctor and Redfern and J.F. MacLaren, 1976a) that good results can be
obtained with no channel/conduit network.  However, the Canadian study (Proctor and Redfern and
J.F. MacLaren, 1976a) does illustrate the routing effect of an “equivalent pipe” in the Transport
Block.  Note that if the storm duration is long compared to the catchment time of concentration, and
if the rainfall intensity is constant, the peak flows obtained for either a lumped or detailed simulation
will be about the same, since equilibrium outflow must ultimately result (see the discussion of Figure
4-15).
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Figure 4-20.  Effect of changing the level of discretization on the width of overland flow (after
Smith, 1975, p. 57).
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Several examples of lumping using real rainfall data on real catchments are shown by Proctor
and Redfern and James F. MacLaren (1976a) and Smith (1975).  An instructive example for the 2330
ac (943 ha) West Toronto area is taken from the former reference and shown in Figure 4-21.  A
Runoff-Transport simulation using 45 subcatchments and including the drainage network is com-
pared with three Runoff-only simulations with no drainage network.  The best agreement, in terms
of matching of peak flows, between the detailed and lumped simulations occurred for a single
subcatchment width of 60,000 ft (18,000 m) which is about 1.7 times the length of the main trunk
conduit in the actual system.  Even if a factor of two had been used (i.e., a width of 70,600 ft or
21,500 m) as a first guess, agreement would not be bad.  The timing of the peaks for the single sub-
catchment representation is somewhat early, but adequate for most purposes.  Recall that it is
difficult to change the timing of subcatchment hydrograph peaks by changing only the width.

It is assumed that when subcatchments are aggregated, other parameters required in group
H1 are simply areally weighted.  When this is done, very little difference in runoff volume occurs
between the aggregate and detailed representations.  Differences that do result are usually from water
that remains in storage and has not yet drained off of the lumped catchment, or from very slightly
increased infiltration on the lumped catchment, again due to the longer presence of standing water
on pervious areas (because of the reduced width).

To summarize, many subcatchments may be aggregated into a single lumped or equivalent
subcatchment by using areally weighted subcatchment parameters and by adjustment of the
subcatchment width.  The lumped subcatchment width should be approximately twice the length of
the main drainage channel (e.g., the trunk sewer) through the catchment in order to match
hydrograph peaks.  The effect on runoff volume should be minimal.

Runoff quality predictions are affected by aggregation of subcatchments to the extent that
hydrographs and surface loadings are changed.  When areal weighted averages of the latter are used
for a lumped catchment, total storm loads are essentially the same as for a detailed simulation. 
Pollutographs of concentration versus time then vary only because of hydrograph variations.

Subsurface Flow Routing (Data Groups H2-H4)
Introduction

Routing of flows only (no quality) is performed by Subroutine GROUND and other
subroutines.  Full details are provided in Appendix X, but briefly, infiltration by either the Horton
or Green-Ampt methods may be routed through an unsaturated zone lumped storage, followed by
routing through a saturated zone lumped storage.  Outflow may occur from the saturated zone to
channel/pipes or may be “lost” (from the simulation) to deep groundwater.  Evapotranspiration (ET)
from both the upper and lower zone may also be simulated, and the groundwater table is dynamic:
 if it rises to the surface, the upper zone disappears and infiltration will be stopped; if it drops below
the elevation of the bottom of the effluent channel/pipe, groundwater outflow will cease.  The
processes are illustrated schematically in Appendix X, Figure X-1.  If quality simulation is included,
any water routed through the subsurface zones will be “clean” and act to dilute concentrations in
downstream channel/pipes.

Data needs closely reflect soil properties.  That is, data for subsurface flow routing involves
parameters such as porosity, field capacity, hydraulic conductivity, water table elevation, etc.  These
data must be obtained from SCS or other sources.  As mentioned previously in regard to infiltration
parameters, state university Soil Science departments can often provide such information, e.g.,
Carlisle et al. (1981).
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Figure 4-21.  Effect on hydrographs of changing subcatchment width for West Toronto area (after
Proctor and Redfern and J.F. MacLaren, 1976a, p. 216).
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Subsurface routing for an individual subcatchment is indicated by the presence of an H2, H3
and H4 data group immediately following an H1 data group.  Subsurface routing for up to any 100
subcatchments (herein called “subsurface subcatchments") can be simulated.  The subcatchment
number NMSUB on data line H2 must match the subcatchment number NAMEW on data line H1
immediately preceding it.  Data groups H2-H4 for subsurface subcatchments may be interspersed
among the surface subcatchments; not all surface subcatchments are required to have a
corresponding subsurface subcatchment.

Groundwater outflow may be routed to a channel/pipe; if this option is used, the channel/pipe
number is denoted by NGWGW.  If no channel/pipe number is indicated, groundwater outflow will
be “lost” from the simulation, although it will be accounted for in the continuity check.  The
channel/pipe number does not have to be the same as for the surface runoff.

General Input and Elevations (Data Group H2)
The variables ISFPF and ISFGF are flags that tell the program to save the data from that

particular subsurface subcatchment for printouts and graphs, respectively.  If ISFPF is 1, then
NSCRAT(5) must be defined (greater than zero in the Executive Block); if ISFGF is 1, then
NSCRAT(6) must be defined.  An undefined scratch file will result in an error message followed by
termination of execution.

Elevation variables (BELEV, GRELEV, STG, BC, and TW -- Figure X-1) can be referenced
to some known benchmark, such as mean sea level, or they can be referenced to the bottom of the
lower zone by setting BELEV equal to zero.  The option of referencing the elevation variables to
some known benchmark was added so that, among other reasons, the user could easily compare his
or her predicted stage data to measured stage data.

Groundwater Flow and Soil Parameters (Data Group H3)
Groundwater outflow parameters A1, A2, A3, B1 and B2 are defined by equations X-24 and

X-25.  Because of the general nature of the two equations, a variety of functional forms can be
approximated.  For example, a linear reservoir can be selected by setting B1 equal to one and A2 and
A3 equal to zero.  The Dupuit approximation can be selected, within its usual limitations (Todd,
1980), as illustrated in the example in Appendix X. 

Two methods can be used to simulate the effect of channel/pipe tailwater elevations on
groundwater outflow.  The first method involves setting TW greater than BC (data group H2) and
A2, B2 greater than zero (data group H3).  It is also desirable to route the flow to a channel or pipe
(otherwise, water will be lost from the simulation but accounted for in the continuity check), but this
is not absolutely necessary.  When this method is chosen, the user is actually supplying the average
channel flow influence over the entire run; that is, parameter TW in equation X-25 will be constant
for all time steps.  This method is most applicable when the depth of the water in the channel is
thought to remain fairly constant for the length of the run. 

For the second method, TW must be less than zero, which makes it simply an indicator
parameter.  In addition, A2 and B2 must be greater than zero, and the groundwater flow must be
routed to a previously defined trapezoidal channel or circular pipe.  If this method is chosen, the
program will use the elevation of the water surface in the channel or pipe at the end of the previous
time step as the current time-step value for the variable TW (elevation of water surface in channel
or pipe).  The invert elevation of the channel/pipe is assumed to equal BC.  Because of the fact that
flow routing in the subsurface zone is not coupled with the channel/pipe routing, oscillations can
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occur in the groundwater flow as elevation D1 hovers near the variable tailwater elevation TW.  This
can usually be cured by reducing the simulation time step, WET or WETDRY.  See the discussion
in Appendix X. 

Under-drains can be simulated as shown in the example in Appendix X.  However, since
groundwater flow from each subsurface subcatchment can only be routed to one pipe, a network of
under-drain pipes must be replaced by one equivalent pipe for simulation purposes.

One very important rule to remember, regardless of the functional form chosen, is that
groundwater flow should never be allowed to be negative.  Although negative flow may be true for
the actual system (i.e., bank recharge), it should not be allowed to happen in the model because there
is currently no means of subtracting flow from the channel (since the channel flow routing is not
coupled to the groundwater flow routing).  An easy way to assure that groundwater flow remains
positive is by making A1 greater than or equal to A2 and B1 greater than or equal to B2.

Saturated hydraulic conductivity, porosity, wilting point, and field capacity (HKSAT, POR,
WP, and FC) are all measurable but difficult-to-obtain values.  A discussion regarding saturated
hydraulic conductivity was presented previously for the infiltration parameters (parameters HKSAT
on data group H3 and HYDCON on data group H1 are treated separately in the program and need
not be the same number).  WP and FC are usually related to specific suction pressures.  Table X-1
contains typical values for wilting point and field capacity (Linsley et al., 1982).  SCS and university
sources, especially agricultural extension offices in the U.S., often have these data.

For purposes of these groundwater routines, actual porosity and apparent porosity are
considered to be equal, since no mechanism exists for adjusting for entrapped air and the difference
is usually minor.  Porosity is critical to this formulation because of its role in determining moisture
storage.  WP and FC are less important because they act only as threshold values at which processes
change.

Percolation and Evapotranspiration Parameters (Data Group H3)
Water “percolates” from the unsaturated upper zone to the saturated lower zone.  Parameters

HCO and PCO are defined by equations X-21 and X-22, respectively.  HCO can be estimated from
an exponential fit of hydraulic conductivity to soil moisture, assuming such data are available.  See
Figure X-5 for example fits.  Fitted or not, HCO is a sensitive calibration parameter for movement
of unsaturated zone water into the saturated zone.  PCO is the slope, PSI/TH, of the soil tension
versus moisture content curve.  An average value can be used from data of the form of Figures X-2,
X-3 and X-4.  It can also be used for calibration, although it is likely that a better estimate of PCO
can be obtained than for HCO.

The model includes a deep percolation term which is intended to account for losses through
a confining layer, if they could be quantified.  Parameter DP is defined by equation X-23.  The
functional form provides for a first order decay, typical of water table recession curves.  Because of
the uncertainty associated with this term, it is reasonable to use it for other saturated zone losses that
can be quantified by calibration but less than adequately explained physically. 

As explained in Appendix X, potential evaporation available for subsurface water loss is the
difference between monthly (or other time interval) evaporation input to the Runoff Block (data
group F1) and evaporation used by the surface routing.  Upper zone ET is a fraction CET of this
difference, by equation X-9.  Lower zone ET removes the remaining fraction linearly as a function
of depth to the water table according to equation X-12.  Parameter DET is the maximum depth to
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the water table for which ET can occur.  Subsurface ET can be “turned off” by setting CET = 0 and
DET = 0.

Calibration
Example runs are shown in Appendix X.  Calibration is aided by examination of the output

times series of water table elevation, soil moisture content and groundwater outflow hydrograph.
 These series are tabulated if parameter ISFPF = 1 in data group H2 and saved for plotting if
parameter ISFGF = 1.  Groundwater outflow can be routed to any channel/pipe, not necessarily the
same one that receives the surface runoff for the subcatchment.  In this way, the surface and
subsurface flows can be routed separately, if desired.

Snowmelt (Data Groups I1-I3)
Overview of Procedures

SWMM snowmelt routines are based on earlier work done on the Canadian SWMM study
by Proctor and Redfern and James F. MacLaren (1976a, 1976b, 1977).  Since snowmelt
computations are explained in detail in Appendix II, only an outline is given here.  Most techniques
are drawn from Anderson’s (1973) work for the National Weather Service (NWS).  For continuous
simulation, daily max-min temperatures from the NWS (see Section 11) are converted to hourly val-
ues to sinusoidal interpolation, as explained earlier.

Urban snow removal practices may be simulated through “redistribution fractions” input for
each subcatchment (discussed below), through alteration of the melt coefficients and base
temperatures for the regions of each subcatchment, and through the areal depletion curves used for
continuous simulation.  Anderson’s temperature-index and heat balance melt equations are used for
melt computations during dry and rainy periods, respectively.  For continuous simulation, the “cold
content” of the pack is maintained in order to “ripen” the snow before melting.  Routing of melt
water through the snow pack is performed as a simple reservoir routing procedure, as in the
Canadian study.

The presence of a snow pack is assumed to have no effect on overland flow processes
beneath it.  Melt is routed in the same manner as rainfall.

Subcatchment Schematization
When snowmelt is simulated, a fourth subarea is added to each subcatchment as illustrated

in Figure 4-11.  The properties of each subarea are described in Table 4-4.  The main purpose of the
fourth subarea is to permit part of the impervious area (subarea A4) to be continuously snow covered
(e.g., due to windrowing or dumping) and part (subareas A1 plus A3) to be “normally bare” (e.g.,
streets and sidewalks that are plowed).  However, during continuous simulation, the normally bare
portion can also have snow cover up to an amount WEPLOW (group I2) inches water equivalent (in.
w.e.).  (All snow depths and calculations are in terms of the equivalent depth of liquid water.)  The
snow covered and normally bare impervious areas are determined from fraction SNN1 (group I1).
 During single event simulation, subarea A4 retains 100 percent snow cover until it has all melted.
 During continuous simulation, an areal depletion curve, discussed earlier, is used.

Similarly, for single event simulation, a fraction SNN2 (group I1) of the pervious area
remains 100 percent snow covered.  During continuous simulation, the whole pervious area is
subject to areal depletion curve.
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Initialization
Initial snow depths (inches water equivalent) may be entered using parameters SNN3, SNN4

(group I1) and SNN7 (group I2).  This  is likely to be the only source of snow for a single event
simulation although snowfall values may be entered as negative precipitation in data group E2. 
During continuous simulation, the effect of initial conditions will die out, given a simulation of a few
months.

No liquid runoff will leave the snow pack until its free water holding capacity (due to its
porosity) has been exceeded.  The available volume is a constant fraction, FWFRAC (group C1) of
the snow depth, WSNOW.  Hence, initial values of free water, FW, should maintain the inequality:

FW W FWFRAC � WSNOW (4-
24)

Melt Equations
During periods of no rainfall, snowmelt is computed by a degree-day or temperature index

equation:

SMELT = DHM � (TA - TBASE) (4-25)

where

SMELT = snowmelt rate, in. w.e./hr,
DHM = melt coefficient, in w.e./hr-°F,
TA = air temperature, °F, and
TBASE = snowmelt base temperature, °F.

There is no melt when TA W TBASE.  For single event simulation, the melt coefficient, DHM,
remains constant.  For continuous simulation it is allowed to vary sinusoidally from a minimum
value on December 21 to a maximum value on June 21 (see Figure 4-22) in order to reflect seasonal
changes.

Melt coefficients and base melt temperatures may be determined both theoretically and
experimentally.  Considering the former, it is possible to first write a snowmelt equation from a heat
budget formulation that includes all relevant terms:  change in snow pack heat storage, net short
wave radiation entering pack, conduction of heat to the pack from underlying ground, net (incoming
minus outgoing) longwave radiation entering pack, convective transport of sensible heat from air to
pack, release of latent heat of vaporization by condensation of atmospheric water vapor, and
advection of heat to snow pack by rain.  (It is assumed here that the pack is “ripe”, i.e., just at the
melting point, so that rain will not freeze and release its latent heat of fusion.)  The equation may
then be linearized about a reference air temperature and reduced to the form of equation 4-22. 
Exactly this procedure is followed in a detailed example presented in Appendix III.

Alternatively, observed melt, in inches per time interval, may be plotted against temperature
for that time interval, and a linear relationship developed of the form of equation 4-22.  An often-
cited such development for natural areas is illustrated in Figure 4-23 taken from the Corps of
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Engineers (1956).  Viessman et al. (1977) also present a good discussion of degree-day equations.
 In the highly
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Figure 4.22.  Seasonal variation of melt coefficients for continuous simulation.
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Figure 4-23.  Degree-day equations for snow melt (after Corps of Engineers, 1956, plate 6-4).
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desirable but unlikely event that snowmelt data are available, the experimental procedure of Figure
4-23 is probably best for urban areas due to the considerable variation of snow pack and
meteorological conditions that will be encountered, making reasonable theoretical assumptions more
difficult.

For natural areas, considerable range in melt coefficients exits, on the order of 0.0006 to
0.008 in/hr-EF (0.03 to 0.4 mm/hr-°C).  Although base melt temperatures are nominally near the
freezing point (i.e., 32�F or 0�C) they may be considerably lower depending on the exposure of
the site and meteorological conditions.  For instance, for the linearization performed in Appendix
III a base melt temperature of 9�F (-13�C) was computed, which is valid only over the range of
air temperatures used in the linearization (approximately 30 to 40�F or -1 to 5�C).

If the effects of snow removal practices (e.g., street salting) and land surface factors are
known, different melt coefficients and base melt temperatures may be entered for the different snow
covered subareas of a subcatchment.  For instance, street salting lowers the freezing point in
proportion to the concentration of the chemical.  Handbook values (Chemical Rubber Co., 1976, pp.
D218-D267) for freezing point depression are plotted versus concentration in Figure 4-24 for several
common roadway salting chemicals.  Thus, the base melt temperature computed for pure water might
be lowered by an amount taken from Figure 4-24 if an idea is know about the likely concentration
on the roadway.  The concentration will depend upon the amount of chemical applied and the
amount of snowfall and might not be easily computed.  An interesting alternative would be to let
SWMM predict it!

During periods (i.e., time steps) with rainfall, good assumptions can be made about relevant
meteorological parameters for the complete heat balance melt equation.  It then replaces the degree-
day equation for “wet” time steps.  Melt during these time steps is linearly proportional to air
temperature and wind speed.

Areal Depletion Parameters
In the earlier discussion of areal depletion curves it was noted that there would be 100 percent

cover above a depth of SI inches water equivalent.  Values of SI for impervious and pervious areas
are read in group I2.

For natural areas, Anderson (1973) recommends that a distinction be made on the basis of
areal homogeneity.  For a very heterogeneous area there are likely to be areas that receive little snow,
or else it will quickly melt.  The value of SI for such areas might be about the maximum depth
anticipated.  For homogeneous areas a much lower value would be appropriate.

No specific information is available for urban areas; however, they are likely to be quite
heterogeneous, especially if large, aggregated subcatchments are being used for the continuous
simulation.  Hence, a high value is probably indicated.  Whichever values are used, they should be
consistent with the form of the areal depletion curves entered in groups C3 and C4.  In general
(depending somewhat on the areal depletion curve), the higher the value of SI, the more “stacked up”
on a catchment is the snow, and snowmelt will occur at a lower rate over a longer time.
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Figure 4-24.  Freezing point depression versus roadway salting chemical concentration. Compiled
from data from CRC (1976).
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Snow Redistribution
The program allows (during continuous simulation) snow that falls on the normally bare

impervious areas to be redistributed according to the fractions given as SFRAC in group I2.  This
is intended to simulate plowing and other snow removal practices in urban areas.  Snow depths
above WEPLOW inches water equivalent are thus redistributed according to Figure 4-25.

The value of WEPLOW depends upon the level of service given the particular impervious
area.  That is, at what snow depth do removal practices start?  Some guidelines are provided by
Richardson et al. (1974) in Table 4-12.

The five fractions SFRAC, should sum to 1.0 and are defined on the basis of the ultimate fate
of the removed snow.  For instance, if snow is plowed from a street onto an adjacent impervious or
pervious area, fractions SFRAC(1) or SFRAC(2) would be appropriate.  It may also be transferred
to the last subcatchment (e.g., a dumping ground) or removed from the simulation (i.e., removed
from the total catchment) altogether.  Finally, it may be converted to immediate melt.  Should
variations in snow removal practices need to be simulated, different subcatchments can be
established for different purposes and the fractions varied accordingly.

Surface Quality Data (Groups J1-L1)
Preface to Quality Simulation

Simulation of urban runoff quality is a very inexact science if it can even be called such. 
Very large uncertainties arise both in the representation of the physical, chemical and biological
processes and in the acquisition of data and parameters for model algorithms.  For instance,
subsequent sections will discuss the concept of “buildup” of pollutants on land surfaces and
“washoff” during storm events.  The true mechanisms of buildup involve factors such as wind,
traffic, atmospheric fallout, land surface activities, erosion, street cleaning and other imponderables.
 Although efforts have been made to include such factors in physically-based equations (James and
Boregowda, 1985), it is unrealistic to assume that they can be represented with enough accuracy to
determine a priori the amount of pollutants on the surface at the beginning of the storm.  Equally
naive is the idea that empirical washoff equations truly represent the complex hydrodynamic (and
chemical and biological)
processes that occur while overland flow moves in random patterns over the land surface.  The many
difficulties of simulation of urban runoff quality are discussed by Huber (1985, 1986).

Such uncertainties can be dealt with in two ways.  The first option is to collect enough
calibration and verification data to be able to calibrate the model equations used for quality
simulation.  Given sufficient data, the equations used in SWMM can usually be manipulated to
reproduce measured concentrations and loads.  This is essentially the option discussed at length in
the following sections.  The second option is to abandon the notion of detailed quality simulation
altogether and either use a constant concentration applied to quantity predictions (i.e., obtain storm
loads by multiplying predicted volumes by an assumed concentration) (Johansen et al., 1984) or use
a statistical method (Hydroscience, 1979; Driscoll and Assoc., 1981; EPA, 1983b; DiToro, 1984).
 Two ways in which constant concentrations can be simulated in SWMM are by using a rating curve
(equation 4-41) with an exponent of 1.0 or by assigning a concentration to rainfall.  Statistical
methods are based in part upon strong evidence that storm event mean concentrations (EMCs) are
lognormally distributed (Driscoll, 1986).  The statistical methods recognize the frustrations of
physically-based modeling and move directly to a stochastic result (e.g., a frequency distribution of
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EMCs), but they are even more dependent on available data than methods such as those found in
SWMM.  That is, statistical parameters such as mean, median and variance must be available from
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Figure 4-25.  Illustration of snow redistribution fractions.
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Table 4-12.  Guidelines for Levels of Service in Snow and Ice Control (Richardson et al., 1974)

Road Classification Level of Service

Snow
Depth
to Start
Plowing
(inches)

Maximum
Snow Depth
on Pavement

(inches)

Full Pavement
Clear of Snow
After Storm

(hours)

Full Pavement
Clear of Ice
After Storm

(hours)

1. Low-Speed
Multilane Urban
Expressway

• Roadway routinely patrolled during storms
• All traffic lanes treated with chemicals
• All lanes (including breakdown lanes)

operable at all times but at reduced speeds
• Occasional patches of well-sanded snow

pack
• Roadway repeatedly cleared by echelons of

plows to minimize traffic disruption
• Clear pavement obtained as soon as possible

0.5 to 1 1 1 12

2. High-Speed
4-Lane Divided
Highways
Interstate System
ADT greater than
10,000

• Roadway routinely patrolled during storms
• Driving and passing lanes treated with 

chemicals
• Driving lane operable at all times at reduced

speeds
• Passing lane operable depending on

equipment availability
• Clear pavement obtained as soon as possible

1 2 1.5 12

3. Primary
Highways
Undivided 2 and
3 Lanes
ADT 500-5000

• Roadway is routinely patrolled during storms
• Mostly clear pavement after storm stops
• Hazardous areas receive treatment of

chemicals or abrasive
• Remaining snow and ice removed when

thawing occurs

1 2.5 2 24

4. Secondary Roads
ADT less than
500

• Roadway is patrolled at least once during a
storm

• Bare left-wheel track with intermittent snow
cover

• Hazardous areas are plowed and treated with
chemicals or abrasives as a first order of
work

• Full width of road is cleared as equipment
becomes available

2 3 3 48
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other studies in order to use the statistical methods.  Furthermore, it is harder to study the effect of
controls and catchment modifications using statistical methods.

The main point is that there are alternatives to the approaches used in SWMM; the latter can
involve extensive effort at parameter estimation and model calibration to produce quality predictions
that may vary greatly from an unknown “reality.”  Before delving into the arcane methods
incorporated in SWMM and other urban runoff quality simulation models, the user should try to
determine whether or not the effort will be worth it in view of the uncertainties of the process and
whether or not simpler alternative methods might suffice.  The discussions that follow provide a
comprehensive view of the options available in SWMM, which are more than in almost any other
comparable model, but the extent of the discussion should not be interpreted as a guarantee of
success in applying the methods.

Overview of Quality Procedures
For most SWMM applications, the Runoff Block is the origin of water quality constituents.

 Although effects of dry-weather flow and scour and deposition may be included in the Transport
Block, (dry-weather flow quality may also be included in the Storage/Treatment Block), the genera-
tion of quality constituents (e.g., pollutants) in the storm water itself can only be included in the
Runoff Block.

Several mechanisms constitute the genesis of stormwater quality, most notably buildup and
washoff.  In an impervious urban area, it is usually assumed that a supply of constituents is built up
on the land surface during dry weather preceding a storm.  Such a buildup may or may not be a
function of time and factors such as traffic flow, dry fallout and street sweeping (James and
Boregowda, 1985).  With the storm the material is then washed off into the drainage system.  The
physics of the washoff may involve rainfall energy, as in some erosion calculations, or may be a
function of bottom shear stress in the flow as in sediment transport theory.  Most often, however,
washoff is treated by an empirical equation with slight physical justification.  Methods for prediction
of urban runoff quality constituents are reviewed extensively by Huber (1985, 1986).

As an alternative to the use of a buildup-washoff formulation, quality loads (i.e., mass/time)
may be generated by a rating curve approach in which loads are proportional to flow raised to some
power.  Such an approach may also be justified physically and is often easier to calibrate using
available data.

Another quality source is catchbasins.  These are treated in SWMM as a reservoir of
constituents in each subcatchment available to be flushed out during the storm.

Erosion of “solids” may be simulated directly be the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE).
 Since it was developed for long term predictions (e.g., seasonal or annual loads), its use during a
storm event in SWMM is questionable.  But it is convenient since many data are available to support
it.

A final source of constituents is in the precipitation itself.  Much more monitoring exists of
precipitation quality at present than in the past, and precipitation can contain surprisingly high
concentrations of many parameters.  This is treated in SWMM by permitting a constant concentration
of constituents in precipitation.

Many constituents can appear in either dissolved or solid forms (e.g., BOD, nitrogen,
phosphorus) and may be adsorbed onto other constituents (e.g., pesticides onto “solids”) and thus
be generated as a portion of such other constituents.  To treat this situation, any constituent may be
computed as a fraction (“potency factor”) of another.  For instance, five percent of the suspended
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solids load could be added to the (soluble) BOD load.  Or several particle size - specific gravity
ranges could be generated, with other constituents consisting of fractions of each.

Up to ten quality constituents may be simulated in the Runoff Block.  All are user supplied,
with appropriate parameters for each.  All are transferred to the interface file for transmittal to
subsequent SWMM blocks, but not all may be used by the blocks; see the documentation for each
block.

Up to five user supplied land uses may be entered to characterize different subcatchments.
 Street sweeping is a function of land use, and individual constituents.  Constituent buildup may be
a function of land use or else fixed for each constituent.  Considerable flexibility thus exists.

When channel/pipes are included, quality constituents are routed through them assuming
complete mixing within each gutter/pipe at each time step.  No scour, deposition or decay-interaction
during routing is simulated in the Runoff Block.

Output consists of pollutographs (concentrations versus time) at desired locations along with
total loads, and flow-weighted concentration means and standard deviations.  The pollutographs may
be plotted using the Graph Block.  In addition, summaries are printed for each constituent describing
its overall mass balance for the simulation for the total catchment, i.e., sources, removals, etc.  These
summaries are the most useful output for continuous simulation runs.

In the following material, the processes described above are discussed in more detail.  The
various parameters are related to individual data groups as appropriate.

Quality Simulation Credibility
Although the conceptualization of the quality processes is not difficult, the reliability and

credibility of quality parameter simulation is very difficult to establish.  In fact, quality predictions
by SWMM or almost any other surface runoff model are almost useless without local data for the
catchment being simulated to use for calibration and validation.  If such data are lacking, results may
still be used to compare relative effects of changes, but parameter magnitudes (i.e., actual values of
predicted concentrations) will forever be in doubt.  This is in marked contrast to quantity prediction
for which reasonable estimates of hydrographs may be made in advance of calibration.

Moreover, there is disagreement in the literature as to what are the important and appropriate
physical and chemical mechanisms that should be included in a model to generate surface runoff
quality.  The objective in the Runoff Block has been to provide flexibility in mechanisms and the
opportunity for calibration.  But this places a considerable burden on the user to obtain adequate data
for model usage and to be familiar with quality mechanisms that may apply to the catchment being
studied.  This burden is all too often ignored, leading ultimately to model results being discredited.

In the end then, there is no substitute for local data, that is, rain, flow and concentration
measurements, with which to calibrate and verify the quality predictions.  Without such data, little
reliability can be placed in the predicted magnitudes of quality parameters.

Required Degree of Temporal Detail
Early quality modeling efforts with SWMM emphasized generation of detailed pollutographs,

in which concentrations versus time were generated for short time increments during a storm event
(e.g., Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971b).  In most applications, such detail is entirely unnecessary
because the receiving waters cannot respond to such rapid changes in concentration or loads. 
Instead, only the total storm event load is necessary for most studies of receiving water quality.  Time
scales for the response of various receiving waters are presented in Table 4-13 (Driscoll, 1979;
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Table 4-13.  Required Temporal Detail for Receiving Water Analysis (after Driscoll, 1979 and
Hydroscience, 1979)

Type of
Receiving Water

Key
Constituents

Response
Time

Lakes, Bays Nutrients Weeks - Years
Estuaries Nutrients, DO(?) Days - Weeks
Large Rivers DO, Nitrogen Days
Streams DO, Nitrogen

Bacteria
Hours - Days
Hours

Ponds DO, Nutrients Hours - Weeks
Beaches Bacteria Hours

Hydroscience, 1979).  Concentration transients occurring within a storm event are unlikely to affect
any common quality parameter within the receiving water, with the possible exception of bacteria.
 The only time that detailed temporal concentration variations might be needed within a storm event
is when they will affect control alternatives.  For example, a storage device may need to trap the
“first flush” of pollutants.

The significant point is that calibration and verification ordinarily need only be performed
on total storm event loads, or on event mean concentrations.  This is a much easier task than trying
to match detailed concentration transients within a storm event.

Quality Constituents
The number and choice of constituents to be simulated must reflect the user's needs, potential

for treatment and receiving water impacts, etc.  Almost any constituent measured by common
laboratory or field tests can be included, up to a total of ten.  The name and concentration units are
entered in data group J3.  These will be passed to subsequent blocks and are used as column
headings for tabular output of concentrations, as illustrated in Figure 4-26.  This heading style is used
in both the Runoff and Transport Blocks.

Options for concentration units are reasonably broad and broken into three categories,
indicated by parameter NDIM in data group J3.  Most constituents are measurable in units of
milligrams per liter, mg/l.  Although parameters such as metals, phosphorus or trace organics are
often given as micrograms per liter, ug/l, the output of concentrations for NDIM = 0 is F10.3
(allowing for three decimal places), and it is expected to be compatible with reported values of such
parameters.  Thus, the use of mg/l should  suffice for all parameters for which the “quantity” of the
parameter is measured as a mass (e.g., mg).

A notable exception to the use of mass units is for bacteria, for which constituents such as
coliforms, fecal strep etc. are given as a number or count per volume, e.g., MPN/l.  Setting NDIM
= 1 accounts for these units (or any other type of “quantity” per liter, including mass if desired). 
Concentration output for these constituents is given an E9.3 format.

A third category covers parameters with specialized concentration-type units such as pH,
conductivity (umho), turbidity (JTU), color (PCU), temperature (°C), etc.  These are simulated using
NDIM = 2.  For these parameters, interpretation of concentration results is straightforward, but “total
mass” or “buildup” is mostly conceptual.  Since loads (e.g., mass/time) are transmitted in terms of
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Figure 4-26.  Layout of quality constituent headings.  Parameters PNAME and PUNIT are entered
in card group J3, Table 4-31.
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concentration times flow rate, whichever concentration units are used, proper continuity of
parameters is readily maintained.  Of course, simulation of a parameter such as temperature could
only be done to the zeroeth approximation in any event since all Runoff Block constituents are
conservative.

Land Use Data (Group J2)
Each subcatchment must be assigned only one of up to five user supplied land uses.  The

number of the land use is used as a program subscript, so at  least one land use data must be entered.
 Street sweeping is a function of land use and constituent (discussed subsequently).  Constituent
buildup may be a function of land use depending on the type of buildup calculation specified for each
in group J3.  The buildup parameters DDLIM, DDPOW, and DDFACT in group J2 are used only
when constituent buildup will be a function of “dust and dirt” buildup.  This is discussed in detail
below.

The land use name, LNAME, will be printed in the output using eight columns.  The land use
types are completely arbitrary, but they could reflect those for which data are available and, of
course, those found in the catchment, or an aggregate thereof.

Buildup
Background

One of the most influential of the early studies of stormwater pollution was conducted in
Chicago by the American Public Works Association (1969).  As part of this project, street surface
accumulation of “dust and dirt” (DD) (anything passing through a quarter inch mesh screen) was
measured by sweeping with brooms and vacuum cleaners.  The accumulations were measured for
different land uses and curb length, and the data were normalized in terms of pounds of dust and dirt
per dry day per 100 ft of curb or gutter.  These well known results are shown in Table 4-14 and imply
that dust and dirt buildup is a linear function of time.  The dust and dirt samples were analyzed
chemically, and the fraction of sample consisting of various constituents for each of four land uses
was determined, leading to the results shown in Table 4-15.

From the values shown in Tables 4-14 and 4-15, the buildup of each constituent (also linear
with time) can be computed simply by multiplying dust and dirt by the appropriate fraction.  Since
the APWA study was published during the original SWMM project (1968-1971), it represented the

Table 4-14.  Measured Dust and Dirt (DD) Accumulation in Chicago by the APWA in 1969
(APWA, 1969).

Type Land Use
Pounds DD/dry day

per 100 ft-curb
1 Single Family Residential 0.7
2 Multi-Family Residential 2.3
3 Commercial 3.3
4 Industrial 4.6
5 Undeveloped or Park 1.5
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Table 4-15.  Milligrams of Pollutant Per Gram of Dust and Dirt  (Parts Per Thousand by Mass) for
Four Chicago Land Uses from 1969 APWA Study (APWA, 1969)

Land Use Type

Parameter

Single
Family

Residential
Multi-Family
 Residential Commercial Industrial

BOD5 5.0 3.6 7.7 3.0
COD 40.0 40.0 39.0 40.0

Total Coliforms
a

1.3 × 10
6

2.7 × 10
6

1.7 × 10
6

1.0  × 10
6

Total N 0.48 0.61 0.41 0.43
Total PO4 (as PO4) 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.03
a
Units for coliforms are MPN/gram.

state of the art at the time and was used extensively in the development of the surface quality
routines (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a, Section 11).  In fact, the formulation and data may still be
used in SWMM should the user wish to rely upon highly site specific results for Chicago.  Needless
to say, unless the application is in Chicago this is not recommended.  Several useful studies have
been conducted since the pioneering APWA work which permit much more selectivity.

Of course, the whole buildup idea essentially ignores the physics of generation of pollutants
from sources such as street pavement, vehicles, atmospheric fallout, vegetation, land surfaces, litter,
spills, anti-skid compounds and chemicals, construction, and drainage networks.  Lager et al. (1977a)
and James and Boregowda (1985) consider each source in turn and give guidance on buildup rates.
 But the rates that are (optionally) entered into the Runoff Block only reflect the aggregate of all
sources.

Available Studies
The 1969 APWA study (APWA, 1969) was followed by several more efforts, notably AVCO

(1970) reporting extensive data from Tulsa, Sartor and Boyd (1972) reporting a cross section of data
from ten US cities, and Shaheen (1975) reporting data for highways in the Washington, DC, area.
 Pitt and Amy (1973) followed the Sartor and Boyd (1972) study with an analysis of heavy metals
on street surfaces from the same ten US cities.  More recently, Pitt (1979) reports on extensive data
gathered both on the street surface and in runoff for San Jose.  A drawback of the earlier studies is
that it is difficult to draw conclusions from them on the relationship between street surface ac-
cumulation and stormwater concentrations since the two were seldom measured simultaneously.

Amy et al. (1975) provide a summary of data available in 1974 while Lager et al. (1977a)
provide a similar function as of 1977 without the extensive data tabulations given by Amy et al. 
Perhaps the most comprehensive summary of surface accumulation and pollutant fraction data is pro-
vided by Manning et al. (1977) in which the many problems and facets of sampling and
measurements are also discussed.  For instance, some data are obtained by sweeping, others by
flushing; the particle size characteristics and degree of removal from the street surface differ for each
method.  Some results of Manning et al. (1977) will be illustrated later.  Surface accumulation data
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may be gleaned, somewhat less directly, from references on loading functions that include McElroy
et al. (1976), Heaney et al. (1977) and Huber et al. (1981a).

Ammon (1979) has summarized many of these and other studies, specifically in regard to
application to SWMM.  For instance, there is evidence to suggest several buildup relationships as
alternatives to the linear one, and these relationships may change with the constituent being
considered.  Upper limits for buildup are also likely.  Several options for both buildup and washoff
are investigated by Ammon, and his results are partially the basis for formulations in this version of
SWMM.  Jewell et al. (1980) also provide a useful critique of methods available for simulation of
surface runoff quality and ultimately suggest statistical analysis as the proper alternative.  Many of
the problems and weakness with extensive data and present modeling formulations are pointed out
by Sonnen (1980) along with guidelines for future research.

To summarize, many studies and voluminous data exist with which to formulate buildup
relationships, most of which are purely empirical and data-based, ignoring the underlying physics
and chemistry of the generation processes.  Nonetheless, they represent what is available, and
modeling techniques in SWMM are designed to accommodate them in their heuristic form.

Buildup Formulations
Most data, as will be seen, imply linear buildup since they are given in units such as lb/ac-day

or lb/100 ft curb-day.  As stated earlier, the Chicago data that were used in the original SWMM
formulation assumed a linear buildup.  However, there is ample evidence that buildup can be
nonlinear; Sartor and Boyd’s (1972) data are most often cited as examples (Figure 4-27).  More
recent data from Pitt (Figure 4-28) for San Jose indicate almost linear accumulation, although some
of the best fit lines indicated in the figure had very poor correlation coefficients, ranging from 0.35
W r W 0.9.  Even in data collected as carefully as in the San Jose study, the scatter (not shown in the
report) is considerable.  Thus, the choice of the best functional form is not obvious.  Whipple et al.
(1977) have criticized the linear buildup formulation included in the original SWMM, although it
is somewhat irrelevant since the user may insert his/her own desired initial loads, calculated by
whatever procedure desired, in data group L1.  However, this is a useful option only for single-event
simulation.

The proper choice of the proper functional form must ultimately be the responsibility of the
user.  The program provides three options for dust and dirt buildup (Table 4-16) and three for
individual constituents (Table 4-17), namely:

1) power-linear,
2) exponential, or
3) Michaelis-Menton.

Linear buildup is simply a subset of a power function buildup.  The shapes of the three functions are
compared in Figure 4-29 using the dust and dirt parameters (group J2) as examples, and a strictly
arbitrary assignment of numerical values to the parameters.  Exponential and Michaelis-Menton
functions have clearly defined asymptotes or upper limits.  Upper limits for linear or power function
buildup may be imposed if desired.  “Instantaneous buildup” may be easily achieved using any of
the formulation with appropriate parameter choices.  For instance, if it were desired to always have
a fixed amount of dust and dirt available, DDLIM, at the beginning of any storm event (i.e., after any
dry time step during continuous simulation), then linear buildup could be used with DDPOW = 1.0
and DDFACT equal to a large number D DDLIM/DELT.  Linear buildup is fastest in terms of
computer time.
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Figure 4-27.  Nonlinear buildup of street solids (after Sartor and Boyd, 1972, p. 206).
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Figure 4-28.  Buildup of street solids in San Jose (after Pitt, 1979, p. 29).
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Table 4-16.  Buildup Equations and Units for Dust and Dirt

Enter parameters on Card Group J2.
DD = Dust and Dirt, lb.    t = time, days.

Method
(Card Group J2) Type Equation Equation Number

0 Power-Linear DD = DDFACT � tDDPOW

DD W DDLIM
4-23

1 Exponential DD = DDLIM � (1-e-DDPOW�t) 4-24
2 Michaelis-Menton DD = DDLIM �

t/(DDFACT+t)
4-25

Units for Card Input of:
Method JACGUT DDLIM DDPOW DDFACT

0 lb � (100 ft curb)-1 Dimensionless lb � (100 ft-curb)-1 � day-

DDPOW

1 lb � ac-1 Dimensionless lb � ac-1 � day-DDPOW

0

2 lb Dimensionless lb � day-DDPOW

0 lb � (100 ft curb)-1 day-1 Not Used
1 lb � ac-1 day-1 Not Used

1

2 lb day-1 Not Used
0 lb � (100 ft curb)-1 Not Used day
1 lb � ac-1 Not Used day

2

2 lb Not Used day
Parameters DDLIM, DDPOW, and DDFACT are single subscripted by land use, J.
For metric input substitute kg for lb, Ha for ac and km for 100-ft.

Table 4-17.  Buildup Equations for Constituents

Enter Parameters on Card Group J3.
PSHED = Constituent quantity.     t = time, days.
For parameter units, see Table 4-17.

KALC
(Card Group J2) Type Equation Equation Number

1 Power-Linear PSHED = QFACT(3) � tQFACT(2)

PSHED W QFACT(1)
4-26

2 Exponential PSHED = QFACT(1) � (1-e-QFACT(2)�t) 4-27
3 Michaelis-

Menton
PSHED = ((QFACT(1) � t) / (QFACT(3) +
t)

4-28

Parameters QFACT are doubly subscripted.  Second subscript is constituent number, K.
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Figure 4-29.  Comparison of linear and three nonlinear buildup equations.  “Dust and dirt,” DD, is
used as an example.  Numerical values have been chosen arbitrarily.
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It is apparent in Figure 4-29 that different options may be used to accomplish the same
objective (e.g., nonlinear buildup); the choice may well be made on the basis of available data to
which one of the other functional forms have been fit.  If an asymptotic form is desired, either the
exponential or Michaelis-Menton option may be used depending upon ease of comprehension of the
parameters.  For instance, for exponential buildup the exponent (i.e., DDPOW for dust and dirt of
QFACT(2,K) for a constituent) is the familiar exponential decay constant.  It may be obtained from
the slope of a semi-log plot of buildup versus time.  As a numerical example, if its value were 0.4

day-1, then it would take 5.76 days to reach 90 percent of the maximum buildup (see Figure 4-29).
For Michaelis-Menton buildup the parameter DDFACT for dust and dirt (or QFACT(3,K)

for a constituent) has the interpretation of the half-time constant, that is, the time at which buildup
is half of the maximum (asymptotic) value.  For instance, DD = 50 lb at t = 0.9 days for curve 4 in
Figure 4-29.   If the asymptotic value is known or estimated, the half-time constant may be obtained
from buildup data from the slope of a plot of DD versus t � (DDLIM-DD), using dust and dirt as
an example.  Generally, the Michaelis-Menton formulation will rise steeply (in fact, linearly for
small t) and then approach the asymptote slowly.

The power function may be easily adjusted to resemble asymptotic behavior, but it must
always ultimately exceed the maximum value (if used).  The parameters are readily found from a log-
log plot of buildup versus time.  This is a common way of analyzing data, (e.g., Miller et al., 1978;
Ammon, 1979; Smolenyak, 1979; Jewell et al., 1980; Wallace, 1980).

Prior to the beginning of the simulation, buildup occurs over DRYDAY days for both single
event and continuous simulation.  During the simulation, buildup will occur during dry time steps
(runoff less than 0.0005 in./hr or 0.013 mm/hr) only for continuous simulation.

For a given constituent, buildup may be computed 1) as a fraction of dust and dirt, or 2)
individually for the constituent.  If the first option is used (KALC = 0 in data group J3) then the rate
of buildup will depend upon the fraction and the functional form used for a given land use.  In other
words, the functional form could vary with land use for a given constituent.  If the second option is
used (1 W KALC W 3 in data group J3) the buildup function will be the same for all land uses (and
subcatchments) for a given constituent.  Of course, each constituent may use any of the options. 
Catchment characteristics (i.e., area or gutter length) may be included through the use of parameters
JACGUT (group J2) or KACGUT (group J3), as described in Tables 4-16 and 4-18.

Units for dust and dirt buildup parameters are reasonably straightforward and explained in
Table 4-16.  For example, if linear buildup was assumed using the Chicago APWA data (APWA,
1969), values for DDFACT could be taken directly from Table 4-13 for different land uses. 
Parameters JACGUT would equal zero.  A limiting buildup (DDLIM) of so many lb/100 ft-curb
could be entered if desired, and for linear buildup, DDPOW = 1.0.

Units for constituent buildup parameters depend upon parameter NDIM, that is, the units for
the buildup parameters depend upon the units of the constituent.  When NDIM = 0 and the
constituent concentration is simply mg/l (mass per volume), then buildup units are straightforward
and given as pounds.  When NDIM = 1, concentrations are given as some other quantity per volume,
usually a bacteria count such as MPN/l.  In this case buildup is simply in millions of MPN.  The
scaling is included to facilitate entry of large numbers.

When NDIM = 2, constituent concentrations are given in specialized units such as pH, JTU,
PCU, °C, etc.  “Buildup” of such parameters is rarely referred to; instead, a much more viable option
is the use of a rating curve that gives load (i.e., concentration times flow) directly as a function of
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Table 4-18.  Units for Card Input of Constituent Parameters, Card Group J3

Define Q1 and Q2 ≡ Constituent quantity as follows:

NDIM Q
0 Q1 = lb, Q2 = mg
1 Q1 = Q2 = 106 � Other quantity, e.g., 106 �

MPN
2 Q1 = Q2 = Concentration w ft3, e.g., JTU � ft3

For KALC = 4, buildup parameters are not required.

For KALC = 0, QFACT(J,K) = Q2/gDD for J = 1 to JLAND and gDD = grams dust and dirt.
(E.g., see Table 4-14)

Otherwise:

KALC KACGUT QFACT(1,K) QFACT(2,K) QFACT(3,K)
0 Q1 � (100 ft-

curb)-1
Dimensionless Q1 � (100 ft-curb)-1 � day-

QFACT(2,K)

1 Q1 � ac-1 Dimensionless Q1 � ac-1 � day-QFACT(2,K)

0

2 Q1 Dimensionless Q1 � day-QFACT(2,K)

0 Q1 � (100 ft-
curb)-1

day-1 Not Used

1 Q1 � ac-1 day-1 Not Used

1

2 Q1 day-1 Not Used
0 Q1 � (100 ft-

curb)-1
Not Used day

1 Q1 � ac-1 Not Used day

2

2 Q1 Not Used day
QFACT(4,K) and QFACT(5,K) are not required for KALC ≠ 0.
For metric input substitute kg for lb, m3 for ft3, ha for ac and km for 100-ft.
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flow (discussed subsequently).  However, the buildup option may be used with such constituents if
desired.  Within the Runoff Block, concentrations are ultimately computed in subroutine GUTTER
by dividing a load (quantity per second) by a flow rate (cubic feet per second).  Thus, if the quantity
has units of concentration times cubic feet, the proper conversion will be made.  This is the reason
for the peculiar units requested in Table 4-18.  Such an analysis is straightforward and analogous to
computations of total mass in pounds (obtained by summing flow rate times concentration) for
constituents measured in mg/l.

Buildup Data
Data with which to evaluate buildup parameters are available in most of the references cited

earlier under “available studies.”  Manning et al. (1977) have perhaps the best summary of linear
buildup rates; these are presented in Table 4-19.  It may be noted that dust and dirt buildup varies
considerably among three different studies.  Individual constituent buildup may be taken
conveniently as a fraction of dust and dirt from the entries in Table 4-18, or they may be computed
explicitly.  It is apparent that although a large number of constituents have been sampled, little
distinction can be made on the basis of land uses for most of them.

As an example, suppose options METHOD = 0 and KALC = 0 are chosen in groups J2 and
J3 and “all data” are used from Table 4-19 to compute dust and dirt parameters.  Since the data are
given as lb w curb-mile-1 w day-1, linear buildup is assumed and commercial land use DD buildup
(average for all data) would be DDFACT = 2.2 lb / (100-ft curb - day) (i.e., 2.2 = 116/52.8, where
52.8 is the number of hundreds of feet in a mile).  DDPOW would equal 1.0 and no data are
available to set an upper limit, DDLIM.  Parameter JACGUT = 0 so that the loading rate will be
multiplied by the curb length for each subcatchment.  Constituent fractions are available from the
table.  For instance, QFACT values for commercial land use would be 7.19 mg/g for BOD5, 0.06
mg/g for total phosphorus, 0.00002 mg/g for Hg, and 0.0369 106 MPN/g for fecal coliforms.  Direct
loading rates could be computed for each constituent as an alternative.  For instance, with KALC =
1 for BOD5 and KACGUT = 0, parameter QFACT(3,K) would equal 2.2 w 0.00719 = 0.0158 lb /
(100-ft curb - day).

It must be stressed once again that the generalized buildup data of Table 4-19 are merely
informational and are never a substitute for local sampling or even a calibration using measured
concentrations.  They may serve as a first trial value for a calibration, however.  In this respect it is
important to point out that concentrations and loads computed by the Runoff Block are usually
linearly proportional to buildup rates.  If twice the quantity is available at the beginning of a storm,
the concentrations and loads will be doubled.  Calibration is probably easiest with linear buildup
parameters, but it depends on the rate at which the limiting buildup, i.e., DDLIM or QFACT(1,K),
is approached.  If the limiting value is reached during the interval between most storms, then
calibration using it will also have almost a linear effect on concentrations and loads.  If is apparent
that the interaction between the interevent time of storms (i.e., dry days) and the effect of buildup
is accomplished using the rate constants DDPOW and DDFACT for dust and dirt and QFACT(2,K)
and QFACT(3,K) for constituents.  This is discussed further subsequently under “Overall Sensitivity
to Quality Parameters.”

Almost all of the above loading data are from samples of storm water, not combined sewage.
 Although some loadings may be inferred from concentration measurements of combined sewage
(e.g., Huber et al., 1981a; Wallace, 1980), they are not directly related to most surface accumulation
measurements.  Thus, if buildup data alone are used in combined sewer areas, buildup rates will
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Table 4-19.  Nationwide Data on Linear Dust and Dirt Buildup Rates and on Pollutant Fractions
(after Manning et al., 1977, pp. 138-140)

Land Use Categories

Pollutant
Single Family

Residential
Multiple Family

Residential Commercial Industrial All Data
Dust and Dirt
Accumulatio
n lb/curb-
mi/day
kg/cub-
km/day
Chicago(1) Mean

Range
No. of
Obs

35(10)
19-96(5-27)

60

109(31)
62-153(17-43)

93

181(51)
71-326(80-151)

126

325(92)
284-536(80-151)

55

158(44)
19-536(5-15)

334
Washington(2) Mean

Range
No. of
Obs









134(38)
35-365(10-103)

22





134(38)
35-365(10-103)

22

Multi-City(3) Mean
Range
No. of
Obs

182(51)
3-950(1-268)

14

157(44)
8-770(2-217)

8

45(13)
3-260(1-73)

10

288(81)
4-1,500(1-423)

12

175(49)
3-1,500(1-423)

44

All Data Mean
Range
No. of
Obs

62(17)
3-950(1-268)

74

113(32)
8-770(2-217)

101

116(47)
3-365(1-103)

158

319(90)
4-1,500(1-423)

67

159(45)
3-1,500(1-423)

400

BOD mg/kg Mean
Range
No. of
Obs

5,260
1,720-9,430

59

3,370
2,030-6,320

93

7,190
1,280-14,540

102

2,920
2,820-2,950

56

5,030
1,288-14,540

292

COD mg/kg Mean
Range
No. of
Obs

39,250
18,300-72,800

59

41,970
24,600-61,300

93

61,730
24,800-498,410

102

25,080
23,000-31,800

38

46,120
18,300-498,410

292

Total N-N
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of
Obs

460
325-525

59

550
356-961

93

420
323-480

80

430
410-431

38

480
323-480

270

Kjeldahl N
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of
Obs









640
230-1,790

22





640
230-1,790

22

NO3

(mg/kg)
Mean
Range
No. of
Obs









24
10-35

21





24
10-35

21

NO2-N
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of
Obs









0
0

15





15
0

15

Total PO4

(mg/kg)
Mean
Range
No. of
Obs









170
90-340

21





170
90-340

21

PO4-P
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of
Obs

49
20-109

59

58
20-73

93

60
0-142
101

26
14-30

38

53
0-142
291

Chlorides
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of
Obs









220
100-370

22





220
100-370

22

Asbestos
fibers/lb

Mean
Range







57.2×106(126×106)
0-172.5×106(0-380×106)




57.2×106(126×106)
0-172.5×106(0-380×106)
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(fibers/kg) No. of
Obs

  16  16

Ag
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of
Obs









200
0-600

3





200
0-600

3

As
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of
Obs









0
0
3





0
0
3

Ba
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of
Obs









38
0-80

8





38
0-80

8
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Table 4-19.  Continued

Land Use Categories

Pollutant
Single Family

Residential
Multiple Family

Residential Commercial Industrial All Data
Cd
(mg/kd)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

3.3
0-8.8

14

2.7
0.3-6.0

8

2.9
0-9.3

22

3.6
0.3-11.0

13

3.1
0-11.0

57
Cr
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

200
111-325

14

180
75-325

8

140
10-430

30

240
159-335

13

180
10-430

65
Cu
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

91
33−150

14

73
34-170

8

95
25-810

30

87
32-170

13

90
25-810

65

Fe
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

21,280
11,000-48,000

14

18,500
11,000-25,000

8

21,580
5,000-44,000

10

22,540
14,000-43,000

13

21,220
5,000-48,000

45
Hg
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs









0.02
0-0.1

6





0.02
0-0.1

6

Mn
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

450
250-700

14

340
230-450

8

380
160-540

10

430
240-620

13

410
160-700

45
Ni
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

38
0-120

14

18
0-80

8

94
6-170

30

44
1-120

13

62
1-170

75
Pb
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

1,570
220-5,700

14

1,980
470-3,700

8

2,330
0-7,600

29

1,590
260-3,500

13

1,970
0-7,600

64
Sb
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs









54
50-60

3





54
50-60

3

Se
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs









0
0
3





0
0
3

Sn
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs









17
0-50

3





17
0-50

3

Sr
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

32
5-110

14

18
12-24

8

17
7-38
10

13
0-24
13

21
0-110

45
Zn
(mg/kg)

Mean
Range
No. of Obs

310
110-810

14

280
210-490

8

690
90-3,040

30

280
140-450

13

470
90-3,040

65
Fecal
Strep
No./gram

Geo. Mean
Range
No. of Obs









370
44-2,420

17





370
44-2,420

17

Fecal Coli
No./gram

Geo. Mean
Range
No. of Obs

82,500
26-130,000

65

38,800
1,500-1,000,000

96

36,900
140-970,000

84

30,700
67-530,000

42

94,700
26-1,000,000

287
Total Coli
No./gram

Geo. Mean
Range
No. of Obs

891,000
25,000-3,000,000

65

1,900,000
80,000-5,600,000

97

1,000,000
18,000-3,500,000

85

419,000
27,000-2,600,000

43

1,070,000
18,000-5,600,000

290
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probably be multiples of the values listed, for example in Table 4-18.  The proper factor will most
easily be found by calibration with local concentration measurements.  Alternatively, the dry-weather
flow mixing and scour routines in the Transport Block may be used to increase combined sewer
concentrations.  However, mixing of dry-weather flow  with storm water has a negligible effect on
concentrations during high flows, and the scour routine is highly empirical and adds a second
calibration step.  Hence, the easiest option for combined sewers is probably to calibrate as described
earlier.  Calibration may also be achieved using the rating curve approach.

When snowmelt is simulated, some of the ten constituents may be used to represent deicing
chemicals; several common roadway “salts” are listed in Figure 4-24.  Applications of such
chemicals varies depending upon depth of snowfall and local practice.  Loading rates are discussed
in Appendix II and in other references (Proctor and Redfern and J.F. MacLaren, 1976a, 1976b; Field
et al., 1973; Richardson et al., 1974; Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 1974).  For instance,
guidelines of the type proposed by Richardson et al. (1974) are used in many cities and are given in
Table 4-20.  Summaries are also given by Manning et al. (1977) and Lager et al. (1977a).

Since for most deicing chemicals the principal source is direct application during snow
events, there is little or no buildup during snow-free periods.  Parameter LINKUP (group J3) may
be used to simulate this effect for continuous simulation.  Of course, for single event simulation,
buildup may be computed directly be the user and input in data group L1 or computed by any of the
equations just discussed.  Since there is only one storm simulated (ordinarily) there is no need for
inter-storm buildup.

Washoff
Definition

Washoff is the process of erosion or solution of constituents from a subcatchment surface
during a period of runoff.  It the water depth is more than a few millimeters, processes of erosion
may be described by sediment transport theory in which the mass flow rate of sediment is
proportional to flow and bottom shear stress, and a critical shear stress can be used to determine
incipient motion of a particle resting on the bottom of a stream channel, e.g., Graf (1971), Vanoni
(1975).  Such a mechanism might apply over pervious areas and in street gutters and larger channels.
 For thin overland flow, however, rainfall energy can also cause particle detachment and motion.
 This effect is often incorporated into predictive methods for erosion from pervious areas
(Wischmeier and Smith, 1958) and may also apply to washoff from impervious surfaces, although
in this latter case, the effect of a limited supply (buildup) of the material must be considered.

Washoff Formulation
Ammon (1979) reviews several theoretical approaches for urban runoff washoff and

concludes that although the sediment transport based theory is attractive, it is often insufficient in
practice because of lack of data for parameter (e.g., shear stress) evaluation, sensitivity to time step
and discretization and because simpler methods usually work as well (still with some theoretical
basis) and are usually able to duplicate observed washoff phenomena.  Among the latter, the most
oft-cited results are those of Sartor and Boyd (1972), shown in Figure 4-30, in which constituents
were flushed from streets using a sprinkler system.  From the figure it would appear that an
exponential relationship could be developed to describe washoff of the form:
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Table 4-20.  Guidelines for Chemical Application Rates for Snow Control (Richardson et al.,
1974)

Weather Conditions
Application Rate

(pounds of material per mile of 2-lane road or 2 lanes of divided)

Temperature

Pavement
Condition

s Precipitation
Low- and High-Speed

Multilane Divided
Two- and Three-Lane

Primary
Two-Lane
Secondary Instructions

Snow 300 salt 300 salt 300 salt wait at least 0.5 hour
before plowing

30°F and
above

Wet

Sleet or
Freezing Rain

200 salt 200 salt 200 salt reapply as necessary

Snow or Sleet initial at 400 salt
repeat at 200 salt

initial at 400 salt
repeat at 200 salt

initial at 400 salt
repeat at 200 salt

wait at least 0.5 hour
before plowing;
repeat

25-30°F Wet

Freezing Rain initial at 300 salt
repeat at 200 salt

initial at 300 salt
repeat at 200 salt

initial at 300 salt
repeat at 200 salt

repeat as necessary

Snow or Sleet initial at 500 salt
repeat at 250 salt

initial at 500 salt
repeat at 250 salt

1200 of 5:1
sand/salt; repeat
same

wait about 0.75 hour
before plowing;
repeat

20-25°F Wet

Freezing Rain initial at 400 salt
repeat at 300 salt

initial at 400 salt
repeat at 300 salt

repeat as necessary

Dry Dry Snow plow plow plow treat hazardous areas
with 1200 of 20:1
sand/silt

15-20°F

Wet Wet Snow or
Sleet

500 of 3:1 salt/
calcium chloride

500 of 3:1 salt/
calcium chloride

1200 of 5:1 sand wait about one hour
before plowing;
continue plowing
until storm ends;
then repeat
application

below 15°F Dry Dry Snow plow plow plow treat hazardous areas
with 1200 of 20:1
sand/silt
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Figure 4-30.   Washoff of street solids by flushing with a sprinkler system (after Sartor and Boyd, 1972, pp. 86-87).
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POFF(t) = PSHEDo (1 – e-kt) (4-32)

where

POFF = cumulative amount washed off at time, t,
PSHED

o
 = initial amount of quantity on surface at t = 0, and

k = coefficient.

POFF is shown as the ordinate of Figure 4-30.  Alternatively, since the amount remaining,
PSHED(t), equals PSHEDo-POFF, then:

PSHED(t) = PSHEDo e
-kt (4-33)

where

PSHED(t) = quantity remaining on surface at time, t,
PSHED

o
 = initial amount of quantity, and

 k = coefficient.

It is clear that the coefficient, k, is a function of both particle size and runoff rate.  An analysis of the
Sartor and Boyd (1972) data by Ammon (1979) indicates that k increases with runoff rate, as would
be expected, and decreases with particle size.

The Sartor and Boyd data lend credibility to the washoff assumption included in the original
SWMM release (and all versions to date) that the rate of washoff (e.g., mg/sec) at any time is
proportional to the remaining quantity:

dPSHED/dt = -k � PSHED   (4-34)

The solution of equation 4-34 is equation 4-33.  This was first proposed by Mr. Allen J. Burdoin, a
consultant to Metcalf and Eddy, during the original SWMM development.  The coefficient k may
be evaluated by assuming it is proportional to runoff rate, r:

k = RCOEF � r  
  (4-35)

where

RCOEF = washoff coefficient, in.-1 , and
 r = runoff rate over subcatchment, in./hr.

Burdoin assumed that one-half inch of total runoff in one hour would wash off 90 percent of the
initial surface load, leading to the now familiar value of RCOEF of 4.6 in.-1.  (The actual time
distribution of intensity does not affect the calculation of RCOEF.) 
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Sonnen (1980) estimated values for RCOEF from sediment transport theory ranging from
0.052 to 6.6 in.-1, increasing as particle diameter decreases, rainfall intensity decreases, and as
catchment area decreases.  He pointed out that 4.6 in.-1 is relatively large compared to most of his
calculated values.  Although the exponential washoff formulation of equations 4-34 and 4-35 is not
completely satisfactory as explained below, it has been verified experimentally by Nakamura (1984a,
1984b), who also showed the dependence of the coefficient k on slope, runoff rate and cumulative
runoff volume.

Even in the original SWMM release, this exponential formulation did not adequately fit some
data, and as a “correction,” availability factors of the form

AV = a + brc    (4-36)

where

AV = availability factor, and
a,b,c = coefficients,

were multiplied by equation 4-32 in order to match measured suspended solids concentrations in
Cincinnati and San Francisco (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a, Section 11).  The primary difficulty
is that use of equations 4-34 and 4-35 will always produce decreasing concentrations as a function
of time regardless of the time distribution of runoff.  This is counter-intuitive, since it is expected
that high rates during the middle of a storm might indeed produce higher concentrations than those
preceding.  This may be explained by observing that concentrations are calculated by dividing the
load rate (e.g., mg/sec) to obtain the quantity per volume (e.g., mg/l).  Thus,

 (4-37)

where

C = concentration, quantity/volume,
Q = A � r = flow rate, cfs,
A = subcatchment area, ac, and
r = runoff rate, in./hr.,

and the constant incorporates conversion factors.  Clearly, the concentration will always decrease
with time since the runoff rate, r, divides out of the equation and the quantity remaining, PSHED,
continues to decrease.  This problem is overcome in SWMM by making washoff at each time step,
POFF, proportional to runoff rate to a power, WASHPO:

-POFF(t) = dPSHED/dt = -RCOEFX � rWASPO � PSHED   (4-38)
             
where

POFF = constituent load washed off at time, t, quantity/sec (e.g., mg/sec),

rA

PSHEDrRCOEF
const

dtQ

dPSHED1
C

⋅
⋅⋅⋅==
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PSHED = uantity of constituent available for washoff at time, t, (e.g., mg),
RCOEFX = washoff coefficient = RCOEF/3600, (in/hr)-WASHPO � sec-1, and
r = runoff rate, in./hr.

It may be seen that if equation 4-38 is divided by runoff rate to obtain concentration, then
concentration is now proportional to rWASHPO-1.  Hence, if the increase in runoff rate is sufficient,
concentrations can increase during the middle of a storm even if PSHED is diminished.  (Equation
4-38 was first suggested in a 1974 report to the Boston District Corps of Engineers, authorship
unknown).

There are two parameters to be determined, RCOEF and WASHPO.  Availability factors of
the form of equation 4-36 are no longer used since there is sufficient flexibility for calibration using
only equation 4-38.  Of course, the original SWMM methodology can be recovered by using
WASHPO = 1.0.

Effects of Parameters
The effect of different values for RCOEF and WASHPO on PSHED and concentration is

shown for four temporal distributions of runoff (Figure 4-31) in Figures 4-32 to 4-35.  The basis for
the calculations and plotted values is given in Table 4-21.  It may be seen that concentrations may
be made to increase with increasing runoff rate during the middle of a storm by increasing the value
of WASHPO.  However, perhaps counter intuitively, a larger value of WASHPO generally yields
lower concentrations and higher values of PSHED.  This is because the runoff rates used for the
example are all less than 1.0 in./hr. (25.4 mm/hr) and decrease in magnitude when raised to a power.
 The reverse will be true for values of r > 1.0.  But most storms will have r < 1.0 throughout their
durations.  Increasing the value of RCOEF always increases concentrations.  (See also the subsequent
discussion under “Overall Sensitivity to Quality Parameters.”)

In subroutine QSHED of the Runoff Block, washoff load rates (e.g., mg/sec) are computed
instantaneously at the end of a time step using equation 4-35.  They are subsequently combined with
other possible inflow loads to a gutter/pipe or inlet before dividing by the total inflow rate to obtain
a concentration.  The remaining constituent load on the subcatchment at the end of a time step is
determined by using the average power of the runoff rate over the time step,

      (4-39)

This calculation is done prior to application of equation 4-38.  The average (trapezoidal rule)
approximates the integral of  rWASHPO over the time step. 

That the load rate of sediment is proportional to flow rate as in equation 4-38 is supported
by both theory and data.  For instance, sediment data from streams can usually be described by a
sediment rating curve of the form

G = aQb   (4-40)

where

( ) ( ) ( )
tetPSHEDttPSHED 2

ttr)T(r
RCOEF

WASHPOWASHPO

∆⋅⋅=∆+
∆++⋅−
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Figure 4-31.  Time variation of runoff rate used in example of Table 4-21 and Figures 4-32 to 4-35.
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Figure 4-32.  Time history of concentration and subcatchment load (PSHED) for case 1 runoff (Figure 4-31).
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Figure 4-33.  Time history of concentration and subcatchment load (PSHED) for case 2 runoff (Figure 4-31).
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Figure 4-34.  Time history of concentration and subcatchment load (PSHED) for case 3 runoff (Figure 4-31).
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Figure  4-35.  Time history of concentration and subcatchment load (PSHED) for case 4 runoff (Figure 4-31).
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Table 4-21.  Parameters Used for Washoff Equation Example

Equations Used:

Equation 4-39 and

where

PSHED(t)
PSHED(0)
RCOEFX

C(t)
Const.

A
∆t

r(t)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

mg on catchment
1000 mg,
 concentration, mg/l,
 RCOEF/3600,
 0.0353 ft3/l, (utilizing 1 ac-in/hr = 1 cfs approx.),
 1 ac,
 0.16667 hr. (10 min),
 runoff rate in in./hr.  (Figure 4-31).

Evaluate for the 36 combinations of four runoff rate distributions (Figure 4-31), three values of
RCOEF and three values of WASHPO given below:

RCOEF, (in/hr)-WASHPO �
hr-1

WASHPO

2
5
10

1
2
5

G = sediment load rate, mg/sec,
Q = flow rate, cfs, and
a,b = coefficients.

Due to a hysteresis effect, such relationships may vary during the passing of a flood wave, but the
functional form is evident in many rivers, e.g., Vanoni (1975), pp. 220-225, Graf (1971), pp. 234-
241, and Simons and Senturk (1977), p. 602.  Of particular relevance to overland flow washoff is
the appearance of similar relationships describing sediment yield from a catchment e.g., Vanoni
(1975), pp. 472-481.  The exponent b in equation 4-40 corresponds to the exponent WASHPO in
equation 4-38, and the presence of the quantity PSHED in equations 4-38 reflects the fact that the
total quantity of sediment washed off a largely impervious urban area is likely to be limited to the

( ) ( ) ( )ttPSHEDttr
A

RCOEFX.Const
ttC 1WASHPO ∆+⋅∆+⋅=∆+ −
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amount built up during dry weather.  Natural catchments and rivers from which equation 4-40 is
derived generally have no source limitation.

The use of rating curves in their own right is an option in the Runoff Block which will be
discussed subsequently.  At this point, however, results from sediment transport theory can be used
to provide guidance for the magnitude of parameters WASHPO and RCOEF in equation 4-38. 
Values of the exponent b in equation 4-40 range between 1.1 and 2.6 for rivers and sediment yield
from catchments, with most values near 2.0.  Typically, the exponent tends to decrease (approach
1.0) at high flow rates (Vanoni, 1975, p. 476).   In the Runoff Block, constituent concentrations will
follow runoff rates better if WASHPO is higher (see Figures 4-32 to 4-35).  A reasonable first guess
for WASHPO would appear to be in the range of 1.5-2.5.

Values of RCOEF are much harder to infer from the sediment rating curve data since they
vary in nature by almost five orders of magnitude.  The issue is further complicated by the fact that
equation 4-38 includes the quantity remaining to be washed off, PSHED, which decreases steadily
during an event.  At this point it will suffice to say that values of RCOEF between 1.0 and 10 appear
to give concentrations in the range of most observed values in urban runoff.  Both RCOEF and
WASHPO may be varied in order to calibrate the model to observed data.

The preceding discussion assumes that urban runoff quality constituents will behave in some
manner similar to “sediment” of sediment transport theory.  Since many constituents are in
particulate form the assumption may not be too bad.  If the concentration of a dissolved constituent
is observed to decrease strongly with increasing flow rate, a value of WASHPO < 1.0 could be used.

Although the development has ignored the physics of rainfall energy in eroding particles, the
runoff rate, r, in equation 4-38 closely follows rainfall intensity.  Hence, to some degree at least,
greater washoff will be experienced with greater rainfall rates.  As an option, soil erosion literature
could be surveyed to infer a value of WASHPO if erosion is proportional to rainfall intensity to a
power.

An idea of the relative effect of parameters RCOEF and WASHPO has been shown in
Figures 4-32 to 4-35.  Another view is presented in Figure 4-36 in which the time history of washoff
is presented as a function of flow for various parameter values and for a more realistic runoff
hydrograph.  By variation of WASHPO especially, the shape of the curve may be varied to match
local data.  A plot using such data (Figure 4-37) is illustrated under the discussion of rating curves,
and several such plots are given later on.

Related Buildup-Washoff Studies
Several studies are directly related to the preceding discussions of the SWMM Runoff Block

water quality routines.  Some of these have been mentioned previously in the text, but it is
worthwhile pointing out those that are particularly relevant to SWMM modeling as opposed to data
collection and analysis (although most of the studies do, of course, utilize data as well).  The
following discussion is by no means exhaustive but does include several studies that have simulated
water quality using buildup-washoff mechanisms, rating curves or both.

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has performed comprehensive urban hydrologic studies
from both a data collection and modeling point of view.  For example, their South Florida urban
runoff data are described and referenced in the EPA Urban Rainfall-Runoff Quality Data Base
(Huber et al., 1981a).  Urban rainfall-runoff quantity may be simulated with the USGS distributed
Routing Rainfall-Runoff Model (Dawdy et al., 1978; Alley et al., 1980a) which includes simulation
of water quality.  This is accomplished using a separate program that uses the quantity model results
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as input.  These efforts are described by Alley (1980) and Alley et al. (1980b).  Alley (1981) also
provides a method for optimal estimation of washoff parameters using measured data.  The USGS
procedures
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Figure 4-36.  Simulated load variations within a storm as a function of runoff rate.  The initial surface load is 1000 mg on a 1
ac catchment, and the time step is 5 min.  The loop effect is exaggerated as RCOEF is increased (Figures b vs d).  The loops
are flattened when using a log-log scale (Figure c).
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Figure 4-37.  Variation of BOD5, TSS and NO2+NO3-N load and concentration for storm of 11/17/74 for View Ridge 1
Catchment, Seattle (from Huber et al., 1979).  Connected points trace time history.  (Figure continued, next  page.)
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Figure  4-37 (continued).  The log-log plots could form the basis for rating curves, although the loop
effect may only be simulated using a washoff calculation.  Compare with Figure 4-36 b and d. 
Several more plots are shown in Appendix VII.
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are based in part upon earlier work of Ellis and Sutherland (1979).  These four references all discuss
the use of the original SWMM buildup-washoff equations.  An application of SWMM Runoff and
Transport Blocks to two Denver catchments during which buildup-washoff parameters were
calibrated is described by Ellis (1978) and Alley and Ellis (1979).

Work at the University of Massachusetts has developed procedures for calibration of SWMM
Runoff Block quality (Jewell et al., 1978a) and for determination of appropriate washoff
relationships (Jewell et al., 1978b).  Jewell et al. (1980) and Jewell and Adrian (1981) reviewed the
supporting data base for buildup-washoff relationships and advocate using local data to develop site
specific equations for buildup and washoff.  Most of their suggested forms could be simulated using
the available functional forms in SWMM.

Since several other models use quality formulations similar to those of SWMM, their
documentation provides insight into choosing proper SWMM parameters.  In particular, most of the
STORM calibration procedures (Roesner et al., 1974, HEC, 1977a,b) can be applied also to SWMM
(with WASHPO = 1).  Inclusion of water quality simulation in ILLUDAS (Terstriep et al., 1978; Han
and Delleur, 1979) also is based on SWMM procedures.  Finally, modified SWMM routines have
been used to simulate water quality in Houston (Diniz, 1978; Bedient et al., 1978).

Rating Curve
As discussed above, the washoff calculations may be avoided and load rates computed for

each subcatchment at each time step by a rating curve method, analogous to equation 4-37,

POFF = RCOEF � WFLOWWASHPO (4-41)

where

WFLOW = subcatchment runoff, cfs, (or m3/sec for metric input),
POFF = constituent load washed off at time, t, quantity/sec (e.g., mg/sec),
RCOEF = coefficient that includes correct units conversion, and
WASHPO = exponent.

Parameters RCOEF and WASHPO are entered for a particular constituent in group J3.  That these
parameters apply to a rating curve is indicated by parameter KWASH in group J3.  Although used
on a time step basis, the parameters for equation 4-41 are customarily determined on a storm event
basis, by plotting total load versus total flow (Huber, 1980; Wallace, 1980).

Two differences are apparent between equations 4-38 and 4-41.  First, the former includes
the quantity remaining on the surface, PSHED, in the right-hand side of the equation, leading to an
exponential-type decay of the quantity in addition to being a function of runoff rate.

Second, the form of the runoff rate is different in the equations.  The power-exponential
washoff, equation 4-38, uses a normalized runoff rate, r, in in./hr over the total subcatchment surface
(not just the impervious part).  The rating curve, equation 4-41, also uses the total runoff, but in an
unnormalized form, WFLOW, in cfs.  Since data for a particular catchment are often analyzed as a
log-log plot of load versus flow, equation 4-41 facilitates use of the best fit line.  For example, data
for Seattle are plotted in Figure 4-37.  In addition, Appendix VII contains several other similar plots
for three Seattle catchments and for Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
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Clearly, the rating curve will work better for some storms and parameters than for others.
 If the data plot primarily as a loop (Figure 4-37), the power-exponential washoff formulation will
work better since it tends to produce lower loads at the end of storm events.  But if the load versus
flow data tend to plot as a straight line on log-log paper, the rating curve method should work better.
 On the basis of the previous discussion of rating curves based on sediment data, it is expected that
the exponent, WASHPO, would be in the range of 1.5-3.0 for constituents that behave like
particulates.  For dissolved constituents, the exponent will tend to be less than 1.0 since con-
centration often decreases as flow increases, and concentration is proportional to flow to the power
WASHPO-1.  (Constant concentration would use WASHPO = 1.0.)  Much more variability is
expected for RCOEF. 

The rating curve approach may be combined with constituent buildup if desired.  If KWASH
= 1 in group J3, constituents are generated according  to the rating curve with no upper limit.  There
is no buildup between storms during continuous simulation, nor will measures like street sweeping
have any effect.  Constituents will be generated solely on the basis of flow rate.

Alternatively, with KWASH = 2, the rating curve is still used, but the maximum amount that
can be removed is the amount built up prior to the storm.  It will have an effect only if this limit is
reached, at which time loads and concentrations will suddenly drop to zero.  They will not assume
non-zero values again until dry-weather time steps occur to allow buildup (during continuous
simulation).  Street sweeping will have an effect if the buildup limit is reached.

The rating curve method is generally easiest to use when only total runoff volumes and
pollutant loads are available for calibration.  In this case a pure regression approach should suffice
to determine parameters RCOEF and WASHPO in equation 4-41.

Street Cleaning
Street cleaning is performed in most urban areas for control of solids and trash deposited

along street gutters.  Although it has long been assumed that street cleaning has a beneficial effect
upon the quality of urban runoff, until recently, few data have been available to quantify this effect.
 Unless performed on a daily basis, EPA Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) studies
generally found little improvement of runoff quality by street sweeping (EPA, 1983b). 

The most elaborate studies are probably those of Pitt (1979, 1985) in which street surface
loadings were carefully monitored along with runoff quality in order to determine the effectiveness
of street cleaning.  In San Jose, California (Pitt, 1979) frequent street cleaning on smooth asphalt
surfaces (once or twice per day) can remove up to 50 percent of the total solids and heavy metal
yields of urban runoff.  Under more typical cleaning programs (once or twice a month), less than 5
percent of the total solids and heavy metals in the runoff are removed.  Organics and nutrients in the
runoff cannot be effectively controlled by intensive street cleaning -- typically much less than 10
percent removal, even for daily cleaning.  This is because the latter originate primarily in runoff and
erosion from off-street areas during storms.  In Bellevue, Washington (Pitt, 1985) similar
conclusions were reached, with a maximum projected effectiveness for pollutant removal from
runoff of about 10 percent.

The removal effectiveness of street cleaning depends upon many factors such as the type of
sweeper, whether flushing is included, the presence of parked cars, the quantity of total solids, the
constituent being considered, and the relative frequency of rainfall events.  Obviously, if street
sweeping is performed infrequently in relation to rainfall events, it will not be effective.  Removal
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efficiencies for several constituents are shown in Table 4-21 (Pitt, 1979).  Clearly, efficiencies are
greater for constituents that behave as particulates.

Within the Runoff Block, street cleaning (usually assumed to be sweeping) is performed (if
desired) prior to the beginning of the first storm event and in between storm events (for continuous
simulation).  Unless initial constituent loads are input in group L1 (or unless a rating curve is used)
a “mini-simulation” is performed for each constituent during the dry days prior to a storm during
which buildup and sweeping are modeled.  Starting with zero initial load, buildup occurs according
to the method chosen in groups J2 and J3.  Street sweeping occurs at intervals of CLFREQ days
(group J2).  (During continuous simulation, sweeping occurs between storms based on intervals
calculated using dry time steps only.  A dry time step does not have runoff greater than 0.0005 in./hr
(0.013 mm/hr), nor is snow present on the impervious area of the catchment.)  Removal occurs such
that the fraction of constituent surface load, PSHED, remaining on the surface is

REMAIN = 1.0 - AVSWP(J) � REFF(K) (4-42)

where

REMAIN = fraction of constituent (or dust and dirt) load remaining on catchment
surface,

AVSWP = availability factor (fraction) for land use J, and
REFF = removal efficiency (fraction) for constituent K.

The removal efficiency differs for each constituent as seen in Table 4-22, from which estimates of
REFF may be obtained.  The effect of multiple passes must be included in the value of REFF. 
During the mini-simulation that occurs prior to the initial storm or start of simulation “dust and dirt”
is also removed during sweeping using an efficiency REFFDD (group J2).  It is probably reasonable
to assume that dust and dirt is removed similarly to the total solids of Table 4-22.  A non-linear
effect is exhibited in Table 4-22, in which efficiencies tend to increase as the total solids on the street
surface increase.  The Runoff Block algorithm does not duplicate this effect.  Rather, the same
fraction is removed during each sweeping.

The availability factor, AVSWP, is intended to account for the fraction of the catchment area
that is actually sweepable.  For instance, Heaney and Nix (1977) demonstrate that total
imperviousness increases faster as a function of population density than does imperviousness due
to streets only.  Thus, the ratio of street surface to total imperviousness is one measure of the
availability factor, and their relationship is

      (4-43)

where

AVSWP = availability factor, fraction, and
PDd = population density over developed area, persons/ac.

1.0P,PD6.0AVSWP d
2.0

d >⋅= −
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Table 4-22. Removal Efficiencies from Street Cleaner Path for Various Street Cleaning
Programs* (Pitt, 1979)

Street Cleaning Program and 
Street Surface

Loading Conditions
Total
Solids BOD5 COD KN PO4 Pesticides Cd Sr Cu Ni Cr Zn Mn Pb Fe

Vacuum Street Cleaner
20 ¢ 200
lb/curb mile
total solids
1 pass
2 passes
3 passes

31
45
53

24
35
41

16
22
27

26
37
45

8
12
14

33
50
59

23
34
40

27
35
48

30
45
52

37
54
63

34
53
60

34
52
59

37
56
65

40
59
70

40
59
68

Vacuum Street Cleaner
200 ¢ 1,000
lb/curb mile
total solids
1 pass
2 passes
3 passes

37
51
58

29
42
47

21
29
35

31
46
51

12
17
20

40
59
67

30
43
50

34
48
53

36
49
59

43
59
68

42
60
66

41
59
67

45
63
70

49
68
76

59
68
75

Vacuum Street Cleaner
1,000 ¢ 10,000
lb/curb mile
total solids
1 pass
2 passes
3 passes

48
60
63

38
50
52

33
42
44

43
54
57

20
25
26

57
72
75

45
57
60

44
55
58

49
63
66

55
70
73

53
68
72

55
69
73

58
72
76

62
79
83

63
77
82

Mechanical Street Cleaner
180 ¢ 1,800
lb/curb mile
total solids
1 pass
2 passes
3 passes

54
75
85

40
58
69

31
48
59

40
58
69

20
35
46

40
60
72

28
45
57

40
59
70

38
58
69

45
65
76

44
64
75

43
64
75

47
64
79

44
65
77

49
71
82

Flusher 30 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a)
Mechanical Street Cleaner
followed by a Flusher 80 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)
(a) 15 ¢ 40 percent estimated
(b) 35 ¢ 100 percent estimated

*These removal values assume all the pollutants would lie within the cleaner path (0 to 8 ft. from the curb)
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 Such a relationship is reasonably a function of land use.  Although a value of AVSWP must be
entered for each land use (group J2), the equation of Heaney and Nix (1977) was developed only for
an overall urban area.  Thus, extrapolation to specific land uses should be done only with caution,
but equation 4-43 is probably suitable for use on a large, aggregated catchment, such as might be
used for continuous simulation.

An alternative approach may be found in Pitt (1979) in which the issue of parked cars is dealt
with directly.  Pitt shows that the percentage of curb left uncleaned is essentially equal to the
percentage of curb occupied by parked cars.  Thus, if typically 40 percent of the curb (length) is
occupied by parked cars, the availability factor would be about 0.60.  In many cities, parking
restrictions on street cleaning days limit the length of curb occupied during sweeping.

Parameter DSLCL (group J2) merely establishes the proper time sequence for the “mini-
simulation” prior to the start of the storm (or continuous simulation).  A hypothetical sequence of
linear buildup and street sweeping prior to a storm is sketched in Figure 4-38.  Eventually an
equilibrium between buildup and sweeping will occur.  For the example shown in Figure 4-38, this
is when the removal, 0.32 � PSHED, equals the weekly buildup, 0.3 w 106 � 7, or PSHED =  6.56
w 106 mg.  If sweeping is scheduled for the day of the start of the storm (DSCL = CLFREQ) it does
not occur.  (An exception would be when the first day of a continuous simulation is a dry day. 
Sweeping would then occur during the first time step.)

The SWMM user should bear in mind that although the model assumes constituents to build
up over the entire subcatchment surface, the surface load, PSHED, is simply a lumped total in, say,
mg (for NDIM = 0), and there are no spatial effects on buildup or washoff.  Hence, if it is assumed
that a particular constituent originates only on the impervious portion of the catchment, loading rates
and parameters can be scaled accordingly.  Likewise, AVSWP can be determined based on the
characterization of only the impervious areas described above.  However, if a constituent originates
over both the pervious and impervious area of the subcatchment (e.g., nutrients and organics) the
removal efficiency, REFF, should be reduced by the average ratio of impervious to total area since
it is independent of land type.  The availability factor, AVSWP, differs for individual land uses but
has the same effect on all constituents.

Catchbasins
Background

Catchbasins are found in a large number of cities. They were originally installed at
stormwater inlets to combined sewers to prevent sewer clogging by trapping coarse debris and solids
and to prevent emanation of odors from the sewer by providing a water seal.  There is no standard
design for catchbasins; representative designs are shown in Figure 4-39.  The purpose of the deep
well or sump is to trap solids by sedimentation prior to stormwater entry into the sewer, which
distinguishes catchbasins from stormwater inlets.  The volume of the sump varies considerably with
design, ranging from 2.8 to 78 ft3 (0.08 - 2.21 m3).  The volume is typically reduced by a large
quantity of solids trapped in the sump, often by more than 50 percent.

A comprehensive examination of catchbasins and their effectiveness for pollutant control is
presented by Lager et al. (1977b).  They conclude that:
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Figure 4-38.  Hypothetical time sequence of linear buildup and street sweeping.
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Figure 4-39.  Representative catchbasin designs (after Lager et al., 1977b, p. 12).
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“Existing catchbasins exhibit mixed performance with respect to pollutant control.
 The trapped liquid purged from catchbasins to the sewers during each storm
generally has a high pollution content that contributes to the intensification of first-
flush loadings.  Countering this negative impact is the removal of pollutants
associated with the solids retained in, and subsequently cleaned from, the basin.”

In fact according to their data, there is unlikely to be much removal (treatment) at all in most cities
because of infrequent maintenance; the median cleaning frequency in 1973 was once per year. 
Without such maintenance, solids accumulate in the sump until there is little removal effectiveness,
even for large particles.  Lager et al. (1977b) conclude that, with the possible exception of total solids
and heavy metals, catchbasins are of limited usefulness for pollution abatement, both because of their
ineffectiveness and because of their high maintenance costs.  More recently, Pitt (1985) found that
semi-annual catchbasin cleaning could reduce solids loads by up to 25 percent.  However, their
treatment potential is not modeled in SWMM.  (If it is significant in a given city, surface loadings
could be correspondingly reduced.)

Modeling Approach
The potential for a first flush of catchbasin material is simulated by assuming that the sump

contains at the beginning of a storm a constituent load (e.g., mass, in mg, for NDIM = 0) given by:

PBASIN = CBVOL � BASINS � CBFACT � FACT3 (4-
44)

where

PBASIN = subcatchment constituent load in catchbasins at  beginning of storm,
mg for NDIM = 0,

CBVOL = individual catchbasin volume of sump, reduced by quantity of stored
solids, if known, ft3,

BASINS = number of basins in subcatchment,
CBFACT = constituent concentration in basin at beginning of storm, mg/l for

NDIM = 0, and
FACT3 = conversion factor, equals 28.3 l/ft3 for NDIM = 0.

Parameter CBVOL is entered in group J1 as an average for the entire catchment.  The number of
basins in each subcatchment, BASINS, is entered in group L1.  Numbers can be obtained knowing
the general basin density for the catchment in lieu of the more tedious method of counting every one.
 Constituent concentrations, CBFACT, are entered in group J3 and should, of course, be measured
in the catchment under study.  Literature values are few.  Samples from 12 San Francisco catchbasins
(Sartor and Boyd, 1972) were characterized by Lager et al. (1977b) by “casting out the extremes and
averaging,” resulting in the values shown in Table 4-23.  Concentrations from ten catchbasins in a
residential catchment in Bellevue, Washington, are also shown (Pitt, 1985).  The values for COD
and Total-N are consistent with a few samples reported by Sartor and Boyd (1972) for Baltimore and
Milwaukee, although the “phosphates" concentration in those two cities was somewhat higher, 1.1-
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2.2 mg/l.  The concentration of BOD5 in seven Chicago catchbasins was measured by APWA
(1969).
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Table 4-23.  Constituent Concentrations in Catchbasins

Concentration, mg/l
City Constituent Average Range

COD 6,400 153-143,000
BOD5 110 5-1,500
Total-N 8 0.5-33

San Francisco
(Sartor and
Boyd, 1972)

Total-P 0.2 < 0.2-0.3
COD 59 20-244
Total Solids 67 34-272
TKN 2.1 < 0.5-5.6
Total-P 0.95 0.078-6.9
Pb 0.14 0.05 - 0.45

Bellevue
(Pitt, 1985)

Zn 0.19 0.033-1.19

The average concentration for five commercial area basins was 126 mg/l, ranging from 35 to 225
mg/l.  Two residential area basins yielded BOD5 concentrations of 50 and 85 mg/l.

Suspended solids (SS) concentrations can be expected to be high for particle sizes less than
about 0.25 mm, on the basis of flushing tests (Sartor and Boyd, 1972; Lager et al., 1977b). Initial
suspended and total solids concentrations of several thousand mg/l are probably justified, although
measurements by Waller (1971) during storms in four residential catchbasins in Halifax indicate SS
concentrations in a range of 42 to 305 mg/l.  Pitt (1985) provides a particle size distribution for the
constituents listed in Table 4-23.

Flushing of stored constituents from catchbasin sumps is based on tests conducted by APWA
(1969) in which salt was used as a tracer and its rate of flushing observed.  Data and fitted equations
are shown in Figure 4-40.  The basin behaves approximately as a completely mixed tank in which

     (4-45)

where

PBASIN = constituent load remaining in the catchbasin as a function of  time,
e.g., mg for NDIM = 0,

WFLOW = flow through the basin (runoff from the subcatchment), cfs,
BASINS = volume of catchbasin sump, ft3, and
k = constant to be determined from flushing tests.

PBASIN
BASINSk

WFLOW
dt/dPBASIN ⋅−=
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Figure 4-40.  Catchbasin flushing characteristics (from APWA, 1969).
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When the flow rate is constant, equation 4-45 integrates to

   (4-46)

where

PBASINo =  initial catchbasin load.

If complete mixing occurs, k = 1.  For the Chicago tests this did not quite occur, as seen in Figure
4-40.  The original SWMM version (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 19761a) used k = 1.6, but this does not
give the best-fit line.  Rather, a k value of 1.3 is consistent with a least squares fit through the data
points and is used in this version of SWMM.  (However, the difference is probably undetectable in
a simulation.)

During a runoff event, equation 4-45 is used to calculate the load rate, dPBASIN/dt, at each
time step.  (Parameter BASINS represents the total catchbasin volume for the subcatchment.)  The
remaining catchbasin load is then computed by multiplying the load rate by DELT and subtracting
from PBASIN.  This crude Euler integrations is justified because of 1) the weakness of field data and
mixing assumptions, 2) the necessity for an additional array and computation time for a more
sophisticated approximation, and 3) insensitivity of most simulations to catchbasin flushing.  The
latter point will be discussed further subsequently. 

Regeneration of Catchbasin Loads
During continuous simulation, catchbasin loads are regenerated to their original values,

PBASINo at a rate PBASINo/DRYBSN (e.g., mg/day) where DRYBSN is entered in group J1 and
is the time required for complete regeneration from a zero load.  No data are available herein to
establish a value for DRYBSN, but it is likely that catchbasins are at “full strength” after only a few
days of dry weather.

Effect on Simulation
It is the experience of the authors of this report that catchbasins have a negligible effect on

most simulation results.  Typical drainage areas served by catchbasins range from 2.15 to 5.05
ac/basin (0.85 to 2.05 ha/basin) in the U.S. (Lager et al., 1977b).  Unless the area served is low,
surface loadings tend to overwhelm those from catchbasins.  Although they do contribute to a first
flush effect, the most important task in most simulations is to obtain a proper total storm load, to
which catchbasins are seldom strong contributors.  Hence, excessive effort to pin down catchbasin
simulation parameters is seldom justified.

Constituent Fractions
Background

As previously discussed, the original SWMM Runoff Block quality routines were based on
the 1969 APWA study in Chicago (APWA, 1969).  A particular aspect of that study that led to
modifications to the first buildup-washoff formulation was that the Chicago quality data (e.g., Table
4-15) were reported for the soluble fraction only, i.e., the samples were filtered prior to chemical
analysis.  Hence, they could not represent the total content of, say, BOD5 in the stormwater.  In
calibration of SWMM in San Francisco and Cincinnati, 5 percent of predicted suspended solids was

t
BASINSK

WFLOW

o ePBASINPBASIN
⋅−

⋅=
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added to BOD5 to account for the insoluble fraction.  This provided a reasonable BOD5 calibration
in both cities.

The Version II release of SWMM (Huber et al., 1975) followed the STORM model (Roesner
et al., 1974) and added to BOD5, N and PO4 fractions of both suspended solids and settleable solids.
 Adding a fraction from settleable solids is double counting, however, since it is no more than a
fraction of suspended solids itself.  Furthermore, all the fractions in SWMM and STORM were
basically just assumed from calibration exercises as opposed to being measured from field samples.

Agricultural models, such as NPS (Donigian and Crawford, 1976), ARM (Donigian et al.,
1977) and HSPF (Johanson et al., 1980) also relate other constituent mass load rates and
concentrations to that of “solids,” usually “sediment" predicted by an erosion equation.  The ratio
of constituent to “solids” is then called a “potency factor” and for some constituents is the only
means by which their concentrations are predicted.  The approach works well when constituents are
transported in solid form, either as particulates or by adsorption onto soil particles.  this approach
can also be used in SWMM.  For instance, one constituent could represent “solids” and be predicted
by any of the means available (i.e., buildup-washoff, rating curve, Universal Soil Loss Equation).
 Other constituents could then be treated simply as a fraction, F1, of “solids.”  The fractions (potency
factors) are entered in data group J4.  As a refinement, two or more constituents could represent
“solids” in different particle size ranges, and fractions of each summed to predict other constituents.
 Again, this approach will not work well for constituents that are transported primarily in a dissolved
state, e.g., NO3.

Available Information
In an effort to evaluate potency factors for various constituents in both urban and agricultural

runoff, Zison (1980) examined available data and developed regression relationships as a function
of suspended solids and other parameters.  His only urban catchments were three from Seattle, taken
from the Urban Rainfall-Runoff-Quality Data Base (Huber et al., 1981a), for which several water
quality and storm event parameters were available.  Unfortunately, statistically meaningful results
could only be obtained using log-transformed data, and simple fractions of the type required for input
in group J4 are seldom reported.  Zison (1980) acknowledged this and suggested that model
modifications might be made or piecewise-linear approximations made to the power function
relationship.  In any event, Zison related the total constituent concentration (not just the nonsoluble
portion) to other parameters.  Hence, for their use in SWMM< the buildup-washoff portion would
need to be “zeroed out” (easily accomplished), as suggested earlier.

Other reports also provide some insight as to potential values for the constituent fractions.
 For instance, Sartor and Boyd (1972), Shaheen (1975) and Manning et al. (1977) report particle size
distributions for several constituents.  However, the distributions refer principally to fractions of
constituents appearing as “dust and dirt,” not to fractions of total concentration, soluble plus
nonsoluble.  Finally, Pitt and Amy (1973) give fractions (and surface loadings) for heavy metals.

If constituent fractions are used in SWMM, local samples should identify the soluble
(filterable) and nonsoluble fractions for the constituents of interest.  Alternatively, the fractions may
be avoided altogether by treating the buildup-washoff or rating curve approach as one for the total
concentration, thus eliminating the need to break constituents into more than one form.
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Effect in Runoff Block
The fractions entered in group J4 act only in “one direction.”  That is, nothing is subtracted

from, say, suspended solids if it is a constituent that contributes to others.  When the fractions are
used, they can contribute significantly to the concentration of a constituent.  For instance, if 5 percent
of suspended solids is added to BOD5, high SS concentrations will insure somewhat high BOD5
concentrations, event if BOD5 loadings are small. 

Units conversions must be accounted for in the fractions.  For instance, if a fraction of SS
is added to total coliforms, units for F1 would be MPN per mg of SS.  In general, F1 has units of the
“quantity” of KTO (e.g., MPN) per “quantity” of constituent KFROM (e.g., mg).

The contributions from other constituents are the penultimate step in subroutine QSHED.
 The occur after the Universal Soil Loss Equation calculation, and the to-from constituents can
include the contribution from erosion if desired.  Only the contribution from precipitation comes
later and thus cannot be included in the constituent fractions.  Rather it is added to the constituent
load at the end of the chain of calculations, as described below.

Precipitation Contributions
Precipitation Chemistry

There is now considerable public awareness of the fact that precipitation is by no means
“pure” and does not have characteristics of distilled water.  Low pH (acid rain) is the best known
parameter but many substances can also be found in precipitation, including organics, solids,
nutrients, metals and pesticides.  Compared to surface sources, rainfall is probably an important
contributor mainly of some nutrients, although it may contribute substantially to other constituents
as well.  In particular, Kluesener and Lee (1974) found ammonia levels in rainfall higher than in
runoff in a residential catchment in Madison, Wisconsin; rainfall nitrate accounted for 20 to 90
percent of the nitrate in stormwater runoff to Lake Wingra.  Mattraw and Sherwood (1977) report
similar findings for nitrate and total nitrogen for a residential area near Fort Lauderdale, Florida. 
Data from the latter study are presented in Table 4-24 in which rainfall may be seen to be an
important contributor to all nitrogen forms, plus COD, although the instance of a higher COD value
in rainfall than in runoff is probably anomalous.

In addition to the two references first cited, Weibel et al. (1964, 1966) report concentrations
of constituents in Cincinnati rainfall (Table 4-25), and a summary is also given by Manning et al.
(1977).  Other data on rainfall chemistry and loadings is given by Betson (1977), Hendry and
Brezonik (1980), Novotny and Kincaid (1981) and Randall et al. (1981).  A comprehensive summary
is presented by Brezonik (1975) from which it may be seen in Table 4-25 that there is a wide range
of concentrations observed in rainfall.  Again, the most important parameters relative to urban runoff
are probably the various nitrogen forms.

Uttormark et al. (1974) provide annual nitrogen (and phosphorus) precipitation loading
values (kg/ha-yr) for many cities regionally for the U.S. and Canada.  Their nitrogen loadings are
shown in Figure 4-41 although it should be remembered that considerable seasonal variability may
exist.  These may be easily converted to precipitation concentrations required for SWMM input if
the local rainfall is known, since 10 w kg/ha-yr / cm/yr = mg/l.  For instance, annual NH3-N + NO3-
N loadings at Miami are almost 2 kg/ha-yr from Figure 4-41, and annual rainfall is 60 in. (152 cm).
 From the above, the inorganic nitrogen concentration is 10 w 2/152 = 0.13 mg/l which compares
quite favorably with the sum of NH3-N and NO3-N concentrations for two of the three Ft. Lauderdale
storms given in Table 4-24.  For a better breakdown of nitrogen forms, see Table 17 of Uttormark
et al. (1974).
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Table 4-24.  Rainfall and Runoff Concentrations for a Residential Area Near Fort Lauderdale,
Florida (after Mattraw and Sherwood, 1977)

Storm
8/23/75 9/17/75 9/26/75

Rainfall, in. 1.01 0.55 0.77
Runoff, in. 0.060 0.012 0.072
Concentration (mg/l):

Total N, rainfall 0.30 0.84 0.29
Total N, runoff 0.52 0.74 1.50
NO3-N, rainfall 0.14 0.73 0.12
NO3-N, runoff 0.16 0.19 0.26
Org.-N, rainfall 0.15 0.09 0.12
Org.-N, runoff 0.34 0.49 1.10
NH3-N, rainfall 0.01 0.01 0.04
NH3-N, runoff 0.02 0.04 0.13
Total P, rainfall 0.01 0.02 0.05
Total P, runoff 0.12 0.20 0.30
COD, rainfall 22 12 4
COD, runoff 16 21 17

Effect in Runoff Block
Constituent concentrations in precipitation are entered in group J3.  All runoff, including

snowmelt, is assumed to have at least this concentration, and the precipitation load is calculated by
multiplying this concentration by the runoff rate and adding to the load already generated by other
mechanisms.  It may be inappropriate to add a precipitation load to loads generated by a calibration
of buildup-washoff or rating curve parameters against measured runoff concentrations, since the
latter already reflect the sum of all contributions, land surface and otherwise.  But precipitation loads
might well be included if starting with buildup-washoff data from other sources.  They also provide
a simple means for imposing a constant concentration on any Runoff Block constituent.

For single event simulation, use of precipitation concentrations is a simple way in which to
account for the high concentrations of several constituents found in snowpacks (Proctor and Redfern
and James F. MacLaren, 1976b).  It would be inappropriate for continuous simulation, however,
since such high concentrations in runoff would not be expected to persist over the whole year.  If this
is the only method used to simulate melt quality, however, a constant predicted concentration will
result.  Also, caution should be used if simulating particulates (e.g., suspended solids) or heavy
metals since high concentrations in a snowpack do not necessarily mean high concentrations in
runoff, since the material may rapidly settle during overland flow.  For instance, the very high lead
concentrations (2-100 mg/l) found in snow windrows in urban areas are greatly reduced in the melt
runoff (0.05-0.95 mg/l), (Proctor and Redfern and James F. Maclaren, 1976b).
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Table 4-25.  Representative Concentrations in Rainfall

Parameter Ft. Lauderdalea Cincinnatib “Typical Range”c

Acidity (pH) 3-6
Organics

BOD5, mg/l
COD, mg/l
TOC, mg/l
Inorg. C, mg/l

4-22
1-3
0-2

16
1-13
9-16
Few

Color, PCU 5-10
Solids

Total Solids, mg/l
Suspended Solids, mg/l
Turbidity, JTU

18-24
2-10
4-7

13

Nutrients
Org. N, mg/l
NH3-N, mg/l
NO2-N, mg/l
NO3-N, mg/l
Total N, mg/l
Orthophosphorus, mg/l
Total P, mg/l

0.09-0.15
0.01-0.04
0.00-0.01
0.12-0.73
0.29-0.84
0.01-0.03
0.01-0.05

0.58

1.27d

0.08

0.05-1.0

0.05-1.0
0.2-1.5
0.0-0.05
0.02-0.15

Pesticides, µg/l 3-600 Few

Heavy metals, µg/l Few

Lead, µg/l 30-70
aRange for three storms (Mattraw and Sherwood, 1977)
bAverage of 35 storms (Weibel et al., 1966)
cBrezonik, 1975
dSum of NH3-N, NO2-N, NO3-N
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Figure 4-41.  Nationwide annual loadings of NH4
+-N + NO3-N in precipitation (after Uttormark et al., 1974, p. 87).  Dry fallout

is not included.
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Urban Erosion
Background

Erosion and sedimentation are often cited as a major problem related to urban runoff.  They
not only contribute to degradation of land surfaces and soil loss but also to adverse receiving water
quality and sedimentation in channels and sewer networks.  Several ways exist to analyze erosion
from the land surface (e.g., Vanoni, 1975), the most sophisticated of which include calculations of
the shear stress exerted on soil particles by overland flow and/or the influence of rainfall energy in
dislodging them.  In keeping with the simplified quality procedures included in the rest of the Runoff
Block, a widely-used empirical approach, the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), has been
adapted for use in SWMM.  Full details and further information on the USLE are given by Heaney
et al. (1975).

Universal Soil Loss Equation
The USLE was derived from statistical analyses of soil loss and associated data obtained in

40 years of research by the Agricultural Research Service (ARS) and assembled at the ARS runoff
and soil loss data center at Purdue University.  The data include more that 250,000 runoff events at
48 research stations in 26 states, representing about 10,000 plot-years of erosion studies under
natural rain.  It was developed by Wischmeier and Smith (1958) as an estimate of the average annual
soil erosion from rainstorms for a given upland area, L, expressed as the average annual soil loss per
unit area, (tons per acre per year):

L = R � K � LS � C � P 

where

R = the rainfall factor,
K = the soil erodibility factor,
LS = the slope length gradient ratio,
C = the cropping management factor or cover index factor, and
P = the erosion control practice factor.

This equation represents a comprehensive attempt at relating the major factors in soil erosion.  It is
used in SWMM to predict the average soil loss for a given storm or time period.  It is recognized that
the USLE was not developed for making predictions based on specific rainfall events.  There are
many random variables which tend to cancel out when predicting individual storm yields.  For
example, the initial soil moisture condition, or antecedent moisture condition, is a parameter which
cannot routinely be determined directly and used reliably.  It should be understood by the SWMM
user that equation 4-44 enables land management planners to estimate gross erosion rates for a wide
range of rainfall, soil, slope, crop, and management conditions.

Input Parameters
Erosion Simulation.  If erosion is to be simulated, it is so indicated by parameter IROS in group J1.
 Note that at least one other (arbitrary) quality constituent must be simulated along with “erosion.”
 No particular soil characteristics (e.g., particle size distribution) are assigned to the erosion
parameter, and its title is “EROSION,” with units of mg/l, in the output.  Erosion may be added to
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another constituent, e.g., suspended solids, if desired using parameter IROSAD in group J1. 
However, the erosion parameter will also always be maintained as an individual parameter
throughout the Runoff Block.

Other input parameters are:
1) the maximum 30-minute rainfall intensity of the storm (single-event) or of the

simulation period (continuous), RAINIT, (group J1),
2) the area of each subcatchment subject to erosion, ERODAR, (group K1),
3) the flow distance in feet from the point of origin of overland flow over the erodible

area to the point at which runoff enters the gutter or inlet, ERLEN, (group K1),
4) the soil factor K, SOILF, (group K1),
5) the cropping management factor C, CROPMF, (group K1), and
6) the control practice factor P, CONTPF, (group K1).

The source and use of these parameters is described below.

Rainfall Factor and Maximum Thirty Minute Intensity.  The rainfall factor, R, of the equation 4-47
is the product of the maximum thirty minute intensity and the sum of the rainfall energy for the time
of simulation.  Rainfall energy, E, is given by an empirical expression by Wischmeier and Smith
(1958):

E =  ∑ [9.16 + 3.31 � log10(RNINHRj)] � RNINHRj � DELT 

where

E = total rainfall energy for time period of summation, 00-ft-ton/ac,
RNINHRj = rainfall intensity at time interval j, in./hr, and
DELT = time interval, hr, such that the product RNINHR w DELT equals the

rainfall depth during the time interval.

The summation was performed over all time intervals with rainfall for a year for the original USLE
development; contours of R over the U.S. are given by Wischmeier and Smith (1965).  However,
it can also be performed for an individual storm.  In SWMM this is performed on a time step basis;
that is, E is evaluated at each time step using the rainfall intensity at that time step (no summation).
 The rainfall factor, R, is then

R = E � RAINIT              (4-49)

where

RAINIT = maximum average 30 minute rainfall intensity for the storm (single
event) or the period of simulation (continuous) in./hr.

RAINIT must be found from an inspection of the input hyetograph prior to simulation.  Computed
in this manner, the rainfall factor does not account for soil losses due to snowmelt or wind erosion.
The units of R (100-ft-ton-in/ac-hr) are generally meaningless since the soil factor, K, is designed
to cancel them.  But the indicated units for RAINIT and RNINHR (in/hr) must be used.
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Erosion Area.  Parameter ERODAR (group K1) represents the acres of the subcatchment subject to
erosion.  This would ordinarily be less than or equal to the pervious area of the subcatchment and
could indicate land that is barren or under construction.

Soil Factor.  The soil factor, K, is a measure of the potential erodibility of a soil and has units of tons
per unit of rainfall factor, R.  The soil erodibility nomograph shown in Figure 4-42 (Wischmeier et
al., 1971) may be used to find the value of the soil factor once five soil parameters have been
estimated.  These parameters are: percent silt plus very fine sand (0.05-0.10 mm), percent sand
greater than 0.10 mm, organic matter (O.M.) content, structure, and permeability.  To use the
nomograph, enter on the left vertical scale with the appropriate percent silt plus very fine sand.
Proceed horizontally to the correct percent sand curve, then move vertically to correct organic matter
curve.  Moving horizontally to the right from this point, the first approximation of K is given on the
vertical scale.  For soils of fine granular structure and moderate permeability, this first approximation
value corresponds to the final K value and the procedure is terminated.  If the soil structure and
permeability is different than this, it is necessary to continue the horizontal path to intersect the
correct structure curve, proceed vertically downward to the correct permeability curve, and move left
to the soil erodibility scale to find K.  This procedure is illustrated by the dotted line on the
nomograph.  For a more complete discussion of this topic, see Wischmeier et al. (1971).

A preferable and often simpler alternative to the use of the nomograph of Figure 4-42 is to
refer directly to the soil survey interpretation sheet for the soil in question, on which may be found
the value of the soil factor.  This is illustrated in Figure 4-19 for Conestoga Silt Loam whereupon
the K value is given as 0.43. Since this is site-specific local information, it is highly recommended.
 Local Agricultural Research Service and Soil Conservation Service offices are available to obtain
the soil survey interpretation sheets and to provide much other useful information.
 
Slope Length Gradient Ratio.  This parameter is an empirical function of runoff length and slope and
is given by

LS = ERLEN0.5 � (0.0076 + 0.5�WSLOPE + 7.6�WSLOPE2)

where

LS = slope length gradient ratio,
ERLEN = the length in feet from the point of origin of overland flow to the point

where the slope decreases to the extent that deposition begins or to
the point at which runoff enters a defined channel, e.g., channel/pipe
or inlet, and

 WSLOPE = the average slope over the given runoff length, ft/ft.

Parameter ERLEN is entered with the erosion parameters in group K1.  The slope, WSLOPE, is the
same as for runoff calculations and will already have been entered in group H1.
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Figure 4-42.  Nomograph for calculation of soil erodability factor, K (after Wischmeier et al., 1971).

In using the average slope in calculating the LS factor, the predicted erosion will be different
from the actual erosion when the slope is not uniform.  Meyer and Kramer (1969) show that when
the actual slope is convex, the average slope prediction will underestimate the total erosion whereas
for a concave slope, the prediction equation will overestimate the actual erosion.  If possible, to
minimize these errors, large eroding sites should be broken up into areas of fairly uniform slope.

Cropping Management Factor.  This factor is dependent upon the type of ground cover, the general
management practice and the condition of the soil over the area of concern.  The C factor (CROPMF
in group K1) is set equal to 1.0 for continuous fallow ground which is defined as land that has been
tilled and kept free of vegetation and surface crusting.  Values for the cropping management factor
are given in Table 4-26 (Maryland Dept. of Natural Resources, 1973).  Again consultation with local
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soils experts is recommended.
Table 4-26.  Cropping Management Factor, C (Maryland Dept. of Natural Resources, 1973)

Type of Cover C Value Mulch

Rate of
Application
(tons/acre)

C
Value

Maximum
Allowable

Slope Length
(ft)

None (fallow) 1.00 Hay or straw 0.5 0.35 20
1.0 0.20 30

Temporary seedlings: 1.5 0.10 40
First 60 days 0.40 2.0 0.05 50
After 60 days 0.05

Stone or gravel 15.0 0.80 15
Permanent seedlings: 60.0 0.20 80

First 60 days 0.40 135.0 0.10 175
After 60 days 0.05 240.0 0.05 200

Chemical mulches
Sod (laid immediately) 0.01 First 90 days a 0.50 50

After 90 days a 1.00 50

Woodchips 2.0 0.80 25
4.0 0.30 50

12.0 0.10 100
20.0 0.06 150
25.0 0.05 200

aAs recommended by manufacturer

Control Practice Factor.  This is similar to the C factor except that P (CONTPF in group K1)
accounts for the erosion-control effectiveness of superimposed practices such as contouring,
terracing, compacting, sediment basins and control structures.  Values for the control practice factor
for construction sites are given in Table 4-27 (Ports, 1973).  Agricultural land use P factor values are
given by Wischmeier and Smith (1965).

The C and P factors are the subject of much controversy among erosion and sedimentation
experts of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Soil Conservation Service (SCS).
These factors are estimates and many have no theoretical or experimental justification.  It has been
suggested that upper and lower limits be placed on these factors by local experts to increase the
flexibility of the USLE for local conditions. 

The P factors in the upper portion of Table 4-27 were designated as estimates when they were
originally published.  SCS scientists have found no theoretical or experimental justification for
factors significantly greater than 1.0.  Surface conditions 4, 6, 7 and 8 (P W 1.0) of Table 4-26 also
are estimates with no experimental verification.
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Table 4-27.  Erosion Control Practice Factor, P, for Construction Sites (Ports, 1973)

Factor P
Surface Condition With No Cover
1. Compact, smooth, scraped with bulldozer or scraper up and down hill 1.30
2. Same as above, except raked with bulldozer root, raked up and down

hill
1.20

3. Compact, smooth, scraped with bulldozer or scraper across the slope 1.20
4. Same as above, except raked with bulldozer root, raked across the slope 0.90
5. Loose, as in a disked plow layer 1.00
6. Rough irregular surface, equipment tracks in all directions 0.90
7. Loose with rough surface greater than 12 in. depth 0.80
8. Loose with smooth surface greater than 12 in. depth 0.90

Structures
1. Small sediment basins

0.04 basin/acre
0.06 basin/acre

0.50
0.30

2. Downstream sediment basins
with chemical flocculants
without chemical flocculants

0.10
0.20

3. Erosion control structures
normal rate
high rate usage

0.50
0.40

4. Strip building 0.75

Subcatchment Quality Data (Group L1)
Introduction 

As discussed earlier while describing buildup and washoff mechanisms, certain quality
parameters are unique to each subcatchment and are entered in this data group.  These parameters
are independent of the quantity parameter entered in group H1 (except for subcatchment number,
of course) and are not required if no quality simulation is performed.

Land Use 
Each subcatchment is assigned one of up to five land uses defined in group J2.  Parameters

entered for an individual land use will then be used on the corresponding subcatchments.

Catchbasins
The total number is entered for parameter BASINS.  (See earlier discussion of catchbasins.)

 In lieu of counting every one, BASINS may be computed if the general catchbasin density is known,
e.g., 0.2-0.5 per ac (0.5-1.2 per ha) for most cities (Lager et al., 1977b).  When BASINS = 0, no
catchbasin computations are performed for the subcatchment.

Gutter Length
Gutter or curb length, GQLEN, is used only for quality calculations for which buildup
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parameters are normalized as lb/100-ft curb, etc. (i.e., only when parameters JACGUT or KACGUT
equal zero in groups J2 and J3).  This parameter may be measured directly by scaling the total length
of streets off of maps and multiplying by two.  As for other parameters, estimation of GQLEN is
most economically achieved by measurements in a few representative areas and extrapolation to
others.

Curb length has been measured in several cities as a function of land use.  Results for Tulsa
and for ten Ontario cities are shown in Table 4-28. The Ontario results were compiled from aerial
photographs.  On a broad, totally urbanized area basis, curb length has been related to population
density, e.g., Graham et al. (1974) for the Washington, D.C. area.  Manning et al. (1977) augmented
the Washington, D.C. data with data from six other U.S. cities to develop the equation:

GD = 413 – 353 � 0.839PD               (4-51)
where

GD = curb length density, ft/ac, and
PD = population density, persons/ac.

Subcatchment gutter length may then be obtained simply by

GQLEN = GD � AREA/100                

where

GQLEN = gutter (curb) length, 100-ft, and
WAREA = subcatchment area, ac.

Equation 4-51 should be used for large areas, such as an aggregated subcatchment used for
continuous simulation. Site specific data are always preferred in any event.

Table 4-28.  Measured Curb Length Density for Various Land Uses (Heaney et al., 1977; Sullivan
et al., 1978)

Tulsa, Oklahoma 10 Ontario Cities
Land Use mi/ac km/ha 100-ft/ac mi/ac km/ha 100-ft/ac
Residential 0.076 0.30    4.0 0.042 0.17    2.2
Commercial 0.081 0.32    4.3 0.057 0.23    3.0
Industrial 0.042 0.17    2.2 0.025 0.099    1.3
Park 0.042 0.17    2.2      
Open 0.016 0.063    0.85 0.015 0.059    0.79
Institutional       0.030 0.12    1.6
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Constituent Loadings
As an alternative to the several buildup options available in groups J2 and J3, initial desired

constituent loads may be entered on a per acre basis for each subcatchment.  Total initial loads are
then computed simply by multiplication by the subcatchment area,

PSHED = pshed � WAREA � FACT1              (4-53)

where

PSHED = initial surface constituent load, e.g., mg for NDIM = 0,
pshed = loading entered on data group L1, e.g., lb/ac for NDIM = 0,
WAREA = subcatchment area, ac, and
FACT1 = conversion factor, e.g., 453600 mg/lb for NDIM = 0.

Loadings may be entered for any number of constituents.  A loading entered for one subcatchment
does not affect buildup calculations on another for which a zero loading is used.

For continuous simulation, constituents will buildup between storms, (unless the rating curve
option is used).  These buildup parameters must be entered in groups J2 and J3.  The initial loading
will have no effect after the first storm has ended except for a possible residual load (PSHED)
remaining on the surface.  The loading parameters on group L1 are thus most easily adapted to single
event simulation.  They also provide one method of avoiding computation of an equivalent gutter
length for land uses such as parking lots (if that type of normalized loading rate is being used).

Overall Sensitivity to Quality Parameters
One of the advantages of computer simulation is that it permits examination of the

interactions between the complex precipitation time series and the various quantity and quality
process of the catchment.  It should be borne in mind that quality buildup processes in the model
occur only during storms (or during runoff due to snow melt).  For the moment it will be assumed
that the rating curve approach is not being used.

As a general rule, predicted concentrations and total loads are most sensitive to buildup rates.
 Twice the initial surface load usually means that about twice the load in the runoff will occur.  (An
obvious qualification is if washoff parameters are such that not all the material is washed from the
surface during most storm events.)  For instance, if linear buildup is used for dust and dirt, parameter
DDFACT in group J2 is a very important parameter.  But the upper limit to buildup also enters the
picture.

Consider the sketch in Figure 4-43.  If the limiting buildup quantity is reached before a storm
occurs, the results will be sensitive to the buildup limit (i.e., DDLIM or QFACT(1)) but not the rate.
 On the other hand, if the limit is not reached before a storm occurs, the results will be sensitive to
the buildup rate (i.e., DDFACT or QFACT(3)) but not the limit.  During continuous simulation the
interevent time between storms varies, typically with an exponential probability density function.
 But examination of the average interevent time should permit a sensitivity analysis of the type
sketched in Figure 4-43.  A similar argument could be made using power, exponential or Michaelis-
Menton buildup functions.
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Figure 4-43.  Interaction of buildup parameters and storm interevent time.

The effect of street cleaning is also obviously related to average interevent time.  Clearly if
the interval, CLFREQ, exceeds the storm interevent time, cleaning will have a decreasing effect.
 For example, for a continuous simulation of Des Moines, Iowa, street cleaning had essentially no
effect for intervals greater that 20 days (Heaney et al., 1977).  The average interevent time for Des
Moines is about 4 days.

Should it be desired to evaluate the average interevent time for precipitation, the computer
program SYNOP may be used to process the National Weather Service precipitation tapes.  This is
described in the EPA Area-wide Assessment Procedures Manual (EPA, 1976).  Alternatively, the
SWMM Statistics Block may be used.

Total storm loads will be sensitive to washoff parameters as long as they do not already
produce 100 percent washoff during most storms.  For example, in many past SWMM applications,
parameters RCOEF and WASHPO (Equation 4-38) were set to 4.6 in.-1 and 1.0, respectively.  This
resulted in 90 percent washoff after 0.5 in. (13 mm) of runoff (independent of the time, as discussed
earlier).  Since most applications of single event SWMM simulated storm events for which runoff
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was greater than 0.5 in. (13 mm), total loads were insensitive to increases in RCOEF and relatively
insensitive to decreases.

This may still be true for single event simulations of “large” storms (i.e., depths greater that
0.5 in. or 13 mm).  But during continuous simulation the median runoff depth is likely to be
considerably less than 0.5 in. (13 mm), more on the order of 0.2 in. (5 mm).  Hence, washoff
coefficients will be relatively more important for continuous simulation.  As an indication of relative
sensitivity, equation 4-38 can be rearranged for constant runoff rate, r, and for 90 percent washoff
(PSHED/PSHEDo = 0.1) to give

RCOEF � RWASHPO � t = RCOEF � RWASHPO-1  � d = -ln 0.1 = 2.303

where

RCOEF = washoff coefficient, in.-WASHPO � hrWASHPO-1,
WASHPO = washoff power,
t = time (runoff duration), hr,
r = runoff rate, in/hr, and
d = storm runoff depth = r � t, in.

This relationship between RCOEF and WASHPO (linear on semi-log paper) is shown for d = 0.2
and 0.5 in. (5 and 13 mm) on Figure 4-44 for various values of r.  Note that for a half-inch of runoff,
the familiar value for RCOEF of 4.6 is found for r = 1.0 in./hr or WASHPO = 1.0.  The figure shows
that for runoff rates less that 1.0 in./hr (25 mm/hr) RCOEF must be increased as WASHPO is
increased to achieve the same percent washoff.  (This is because an increase in WASHPO results in
a decrease in washoff for r < 1.0 in./hr.)  The relationship is reversed for r > 1.0 in./hr, but runoff
rates this high occur only over brief intervals during a year.  In fact, average hourly rainfall intensities
greater than 1.0 in./hr are rarely found in precipitation records.  Hence, during continuous simulation,
if RCOEF or WASHPO is changed, the other parameter should be increased if the same percentage
total washoff is desired.  Manipulations similar to equation 4-54 may be performed if a different
percentage washoff is being considered.

During single event simulation it may occasionally be important to match the pollutograph
(concentration versus time) shape to measured data, as well as the total storm load.  The effect of
RCOEF and WASHPO on pollutographs has already been discussed and illustrated in Figures 4-32
to 4-36.  Generally, if the data show that concentrations tend to increase with flow rate, especially
late in the storm, then WASHPO should be greater than one.

If a rating curve approach is being used, buildup parameters will have no effect (KWASH
= 1) or little effect (KWASH=2).  In general, as WASHPO increases beyond 1.0, the predicted loads
and concentrations will closely follow flow variations.  If WASHPO is less than 1.0, concentration
will be inversely proportional to flow.

As has been discussed, catchbasins have only a small effect on total storm load and affect
pollutographs only during the first several time steps of a storm.  Their main effect is to enhance the
first flush, if there is one.
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Figure 4-44.  Relationship between RCOEF and WASHPO for 90 percent washoff during a storm
event of runoff depth d.  The runoff rate is r.

The constituent fractions (group J4) are capable of having a large effect on a few constituents
if those constituents are added to a large loading.  Thus, if suspended solids (SS) are high and 5
percent of SS is added to BOD, BOD can also be high without any surface loading.  Since the
fractions interrelate the constituents, it is often easier to calibrate the model without them, although
it may be more physically realistic to include them.
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Print Control (Groups M1-M3)
Runoff Output

The output tables and graphs generated by the Runoff Block are briefly described in Table
4-29.  Possible outputs include: continuity checks for quantity and quality; daily, monthly, annual
and simulation summaries of surface water flow; groundwater soil moisture, stage, and flow;
hyetographs; inlet hydrographs; and graphs of soil moisture content and groundwater stage and flow.

Subroutine HYDRO prints a continuity check for quantity.  The error will ordinarily be less
than 1 percent due to round-off and the method of summing (numerically integrating) instantaneous
flow rates.  Should non-convergence messages be encountered, the continuity error could be
somewhat higher.

Subroutine PRINTR generates a summary quality table that concisely summarizes the
sources, concentrations, and losses of surface water quality simulation.  Groundwater output by
subcatchment is controlled by parameters ISFPF and ISFGF on the individual H2 data lines.

Print Options
Data groups M1-M3 control two types of printed output from subroutine PRINTR of the

Runoff Block: (1) summary flows and concentrations, and (2) detailed time step printouts.  The
channels/inlets to be printed are selected using data groups M1 and M3.  Summary tables listing total
flow volumes and quality loads for each selected channel/inlet are always printed. 

Table 4-29.  Output from the Runoff Block

Description Comments
Continuity Check Quantity check from HYDRO that is always printed.
Continuity Check Quality continuity check from PRINTR that is only if quality is

simulated.
Daily, Monthly, and
Annual Summaries

Select channel/inlet with M1 and M3 data groups.  Control printout
with parameter IPRN(3) on data group B2.  Printed by Subroutine
PRINTR.

Detailed time step printout
every INTERV times

Select channel/inlet with M1 and M3 data groups.  Control printout
with INTERV parameter on data M1.  INTERV=0 prints only
simulation summary.

Detailed time step printout
of groundwater

Select using parameter ISFPF on data group H2.  The stage, soil
moisture, and flow are printed by Subroutine PRINTR.

Graph of stage, flow and
soil moisture from
groundwater storage

Select using parameter ISFGF on data group H2.  The stage, flow
and soil moisture are graphed by Subroutine HCURVE, called from
the Runoff Block.

Graph of the inlet
hydrograph, hyetograph, 
and infiltration

Control graph using parameter IPRN(2) on data group B2.
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The first possible output is summary output for daily, monthly, or annual periods.  For any
simulation, options exist for the frequency of summaries (daily, monthly and annual) as indicated
by parameter IPRN(3) on data group B1.  Caution should be used in order not to produce excessive
lines and pages of output.

The second type of output available is on a time step basis.  Single event SWMM will print
output for desired locations for the total event duration.  Since there is no limit on time steps, it is
possible for this output to be lengthy.  However, the number of time steps between printing may be
varied using parameter INTERV in group M1.

For longer (continuous) simulation, time step print out is available for up to ten specified
time periods.  The parameters are entered on data group M2.  The choice of these time periods must
be made in advance and can be most reasonably accomplished by examination of the precipitation
record prior to running the total continuous simulation, using the Rain Block.

All time step flows and concentrations are instantaneous values at the indicated time.  In
addition to the time step values, the total load, and flow-weighted averages and standard deviations
are printed for flow and each quality parameter.

The SWMM user can use IPRN(3) on data group B2, INTERV on data group M1, and NDET
on data group M2 to control the amount of printout.  At a minimum for each selected channel/inlet
a simulation summary will be generated.  At the most a detailed time step printout for every time
step, plus daily, monthly, annual, and simulation summaries will be generated.  Judicious usage of
the print controls is strongly recommended.

The print control groups mark the end of Runoff Block input.  The sequence of all required
input data is given in Table 4-30, followed by detailed instructions for data entry in Table 4-31. 
Control is now returned to the Executive Block.  For review of hydrographs and pollutographs and
for ease of calibration, use of the Graph Block is highly recommended.  Finally, continuous SWMM
output may most conveniently be summarized using the Statistics Block.
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Table 4-30.  Input Data Sequence for the Runoff Block.

Data Group Description
$Runoff Read in Executive Block - Starts Runoff Simulation
A1 Descriptive Titles - 2 lines
B1-B4 Control Parameters
C1-C5 Snowmelt Parameters
D1 Precipitation Control
E1-E3 Precipitation Data
F1 Evaporation Data
G1 Channel/Pipe Data
G2 Weir, Orifice Data
H1 Subcatchment Surface Data
H2-H4 Subcatchment Soil Moisture and Groundwater Data
I1-I3 Subcatchment Snowmelt Data
J1-J4 Quality Data
K1 Erosion Data
L1 Subcatchment Quality Data
M1-M3 Print Control Input
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Table 4-31.  Runoff Block Input Data

SWMM INPUT GUIDELINES
There have been many changes made to the input format of SWMM.  Following is a short list of the major changes
along with explanations and guidelines.

1. Free format input.  Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns.  Free format has the requirement, however,
that at least one space separate each data field.  Free format input also has the following strictures on real,
integer, and character data.
a. No decimal points are allowed in integer fields.  A variable is integer if it has a 0 in the default column.  A

variable is real if it has a 0.0 in the default column.
b. Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including both of the two title lines.

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 and 2.  These aid the program in line
and input error identification and are an aid to the SWMM user.  Also blank lines no longer are required to
signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are used to identify one data group from
another.

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long.
4. Input lines can wrap around.  For example, a line that requires 10 numbers may have 6 on the first line and 4 on

the second line.  The FORTRAN READ statement will continue reading until it finds 10 numbers, e.g.,
Z1   1  2   3  4  5  6
       7   8   9 10       

       Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line.
5. An entry must be made for every parameter in a data group, even if it is not used or zero and even if it is the last

required field on a line.  Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero.  Rather, the program will continue to search
on subsequent lines for the “last” required parameter.  Zeros can be used to enter and “mark” unused parameters
on a line.  This requirement also applies to character data.  A set of quotes must be found for each character
entry field.  For instance, if the two run title lines (data group A1) are to consist of one line followed by a blank
line, the entry would be:

A1 ‘This is line 1.’
A1 ‘’    

6. See Section 2 for use of comment lines (indicated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information

Variable Description Default

Two Title Lines

A1 Group identifier None

TITLE Title lines:  two lines with heading to be printed on output.  Each line has
format A76.

Blank

First Control Data Group

B1 Group identifier None

METRIC Metric input-output.
= 0, Use U.S. customary units
= 1, Use metric units.  Metric input indicated in brackets [ ] in remainder

of  this table.

0

ISNOW Snowmelt parameter1

= 0, Snowmelt not simulated.
= 1, Single event snowmelt simulation.
= 2, Continuous snowmelt simulation.

0

NRGAG Number of hyetographs (rain gages), maximum of 10 hyetographs. 1
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Table 4-31.  Continued.

Variable Description Default
INFILM Choice of infiltration equation

= 0, Horton equation used
= 1, Green-Ampt equation used.

0

KWALTY Quality (or erosion) simulated?
= 0, No.
= 1, Yes.

0

IVAP Evaporation parameter
2

= 0, Evaporation data not read in, default rate used of 0.1 in/day
        [3 mm/day].
= 1, Read monthly evaporation data in Group F1.
= 2, Read evaporation data from NSCRAT(3).  Created by the Temp
Block.

0

NHR Hour of day of start of storm (24 hour clock, midnight = 0.0). 0

NMN Minute of hour of start of storm. 0

NDAY Day of month of start of simulation.3 2

MONTH Month of start of simulation.4 8

IYRSTR Year of start of simulation 41

Second Control Data Group

B2 Group identifier None

IPRN(1) Print control for SWMM input.
= 0, Print all input data.
= 1, Do not print channel/pipe, snowmelt, subcatchment, or quality data, 

only control information is printed.
= K, where K equals possible combinations of channel/pipe (2), 

snowmelt (3), subcatchment (4), or water quality (5).
Channel/pipe + subcatchment would be 24.
Channel/pipe + subcatchment + quality would be 245, etc.  

0

IPRN(2) Print control for Runoff Block graphs.      
= 0, Plot all graphs.
= 1, Do not plot hyetograph(s) (for each gage), or inlet hydrograph (sum

of all inlets).

0

IPRN(3) Print control for output of SWMM.                      
‘Totals’ below refer to precipitation, runoff and all quality parameters.
Done for each inlet.  Daily, monthly, and yearly printouts only function if
simulation is long enough.
= 0, Do not print daily, monthly, or yearly totals.
= 1, Monthly and annual totals only, one year per page.
= 2, Daily, monthly and annual totals, two months per page.  Daily totals

are printed whenever there is non-zero precipitation and/or runoff.

0

Third Control Data Group

B3 Group identifier None

WET Wet time step (seconds). WET must be D 1 second. 3600.0
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WETDRY Transition between wet and dry time step in seconds.  WETDRY should
be greater than WET and less than DRY.

7200.0

Table 4-31.  Continued.

Variable Description Default
DRY Dry time step (seconds).  DRY must be greater than or equal to WET. 86400.0

LUNIT Units of LONG (simulation length)                      
= 0, seconds.    = 1, minutes.
= 2, hours.        = 3, days.
= 4, ending date, a six figure number (yr/mo/dy), e.g. ,870730

0

LONG Simulation length (units from LUNIT) 1.0

Optional Subcatchment Data

Optional data group.  The B4 data group is used only if the user desires to modify one of SWMM’s subcatchment
default parameters.

B4 Group identifier None

PCTZER Percent of impervious area with zero detention (immediate runoff)5 25.0

REGEN For continuous SWMM, infiltration capacity is regenerated using Horton

type exponential rate constant equal to REGEN.DECAY, where DECAY
is the Horton rate constant read in for each subcatchment in Group H1. 
N.R. (not required) if using Green-Ampt infiltration.

0.01

General Snow Input Data

*** IF ISNOW = 0 IN GROUP B1, SKIP TO GROUP D1 ***

C1 Group identifier None

ELEV Average watershed elevation, ft, msl [m, msl] 0.0

FWFRAC(1) Ratio of free water holding capacity to snow depth (in. or mm w.e.)6 on
snow covered impervious area.

0.0

FWFRAC(2) Ratio of free water holding capacity to snow depth (in. or mm w.e.) on
snow covered pervious area.

0.0

*** The following parameters are required only for ISNOW=2. ***

FWFRAC(3) Ratio of free water holding capacity to snow depth (in. or mm w.e.) for
snow on normally bare impervious area.

0.0

SNOTMP Dividing temperature between snow and rain, °F [°C].  Precipitation
occurring at air temperatures above this value will be rain, at or below
will be snow.

0.0

SCF Snow gage catch correction factor.  Snow depths computed from NWS
precipitation tape will be multiplied by this value.7

1.0

TIPM Weight used to compute antecedent temperature index, 0°  ≤ TIPM ≤ 1.0.
 Low values (e.g., 0.1) give more weight to past temperatures.  Values ≥
0.5

essentially give weight to temperatures only during the past day.

0.0
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RNM Ratio of negative melt coefficient to melt coefficient.  “Negative melt
coefficient” is used when snow is warming or cooling below the base
melt temperature without producing liquid melt.  RNM is usually ≤ 1.0
with a typical value of 0.6.

0.6
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default
ANGLAT Average latitude of watershed, degrees north. 0.0

DTLONG Longitude correction, standard time minus mean solar time, minutes (of
time).8

0.0

Monthly Wind Speeds

Enter values only for months with potential snow melt.  Enter values for months in any order.

C2 Group identifier None

NUMB Enter number of months with wind speed data. 0

MONTH Integer number of first month. 1

WIND(MONTH) Average wind speed for first month, mi/hr [km/hr]. 0.0

! !

MONTH Integer number of last month. 12

WIND(MONTH) Average wind speed for last month, mi/hr [km/hr]. 0.0

Areal Depletion Curve for Impervious Area
9

IF ISNOW=1 IN GROUP B1, SKIP TO DATA GROUP C5

C3 Group identifier None

ADCI(1) Fraction of area covered by snow (ASC) at “zero+”10 ratio of snow depth
to depth at 100 percent cover (AWESI).11

0.0

ADCI(2) Value of ASC for AWESI = 0.1. 0.0

ADCI(3) Value of ASC for AWESI = 0.2. 0.0

! !

ADCI(9) Value of ASC for AWESI = 0.8. 0.0

ADCI(10) Value of ASC for AWESI=0.9. 0.0

Note:  Program automatically assigns value of ADCI=1.0 when AWESI=1.0.

Areal Depletion Curve for Pervious Area9

C4 Group identifier None

ADCP(1) Fraction of area covered by snow (ASC) at “zero+”10 ratio of snow depth
to depth at 100 percent cover (AWESI).11

0.0

ADCP(2) Value of ASC for AWESI = 0.1. 0.0

ADCP(3) Value of ASC for AWESI = 0.2. 0.0

! !

ADCP(9) Value of ASC for AWESI = 0.8. 0.0

ADCP(10) Value of ASC for AWESI = 0.9. 0.0

Note:  Program automatically assigns value of ADCP = 1.0 when AWESI = 1.0.
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Air Temperatures

READ GROUP C5 ONLY IF ISNOW = 1.  SKIP TO GROUP D1 IF ISNOW = 2.

For ISNOW = 2 (continuous SWMM), air temperatures are entered in the Temp Block.  For ISNOW = 1, read an air
temperature for each time interval DTAIR, for a total of NAIRT values.  (Maximum number of values = 200.  If
more are needed, use ISNOW = 2 option.)  DTAIR, the time step of air temperatures, is not necessarily equal to the
time steps entered on data group B1.  Air temperatures are considered constant over the air time step.

C5 Group identifier None

DTAIR Time interval for input of air temperatures, hours.  First line only. 0.0

NAIRT Number of air temperatures read.  First line only. 0

TAIR(1) Air temperature during time interval 1, °F [°C]. 0.0

! !

TAIR(NAIRT) Air temperature during time interval NAIRT, °F [°C]. 0.0

First Rainfall Control Card

D1 Group identifier None

ROPT Precipitation input option.                            
 = 0, Read NRGAG hyetographs on E1, E2 and E3 data groups.  (Rain

data can be saved permanently on NSCRAT(1) using the @
function.)

= 1, Read processed precipitation file on JIN file.  This file is either from
the Rain Block (earlier saved JOUT file) or from a previous run of
the Runoff Block (earlier saved NSCRAT(1) file).  Unless blocks are
run as part of a single overall SWMM run, access to earlier saved
files is through the @ function described in Section 2.

0

Second Rainfall Control Card

E1 Group identifier None

KTYPE Type of precipitation input.  Precipitation is in units of in./hr [mm/hr] for
THISTO minutes or hours.  Use variable KTIME to select units of time.
= 0, Read KINC precipitation values per line.
= 1, Read KINC time and precipitation pairs per line.
= 2, Read time and NRGAG precipitation values per line.

0

KINC Number of precipitation or time/precipitation pairs per line.  Enter any
number if KTYPE=2.

0

KPRINT Print control for precipitation input.                 
= 0, Print all precipitation input.
= 1, Suppress all but summary of precipitation input.

0

KTHIS Variable THISTO option.  Data input on E2 lines.       
= 0, rainfall interval (THISTO) is constant.
= K, where K is the number of variable rainfall intervals entered on the

E2 data group lines.  Precipitation values outside the time frame of
any variable rainfall interval uses THISTO as the rainfall interval.

0
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default
KTIME Precipitation time units.                              

= 0, time in minutes.
= 1, time in hours.

0

KPREP Precipitation unit type.                               
= 0, intensity, in./hr [mm/hr].
= 1, total precipitation volume over the interval, in. [mm]

0

NHISTO Number of data points for each hyetograph. None

THISTO Time interval between values, units of KTIME. None

TZRAIN Initial time of day of rainfall input, units of KTIME.  Added to times
entered in groups E2 and E3.  (If first time entered in groups E2 and/or
E3 is 0.0, TZRAIN will ordinarily correspond to time of start of storm
entered on group B1.)

0.0

Variable Rainfall Interval Information

Required only if KTHIS > 0.  Enter variable precipitation intervals, 10 per line for a total of KTHIS intervals.  This
data group is used to collate rainfall records of differing intervals, for example, a period of 5 minute rainfall between
periods of 15 minute rainfall.  See text.

E2 Group identifier None

WTHIS(1,1) Start time for first variable precipitation interval.  Units of KTIME. 0.0

WTHIS(1,2) End time for first variable precipitation interval.  Units of KTIME. 0.0

WTHIS(1,3) Length of THISTO for the first precipitation interval.  Units of KTIME. 1.0

! !

WTHIS(KTHIS,1) Start time for last variable precipitation interval.  Units of KTIME. 0.0

WTHIS(KTHIS,2) End time for last variable precipitation interval.  Units of KTIME. 0.0

WTHIS(KTHIS,3) Length of THISTO for the last precipitation interval.  Units of KTIME. 1.0

Rainfall input if KTYPE = 0

Rainfall hyetograph lines:  read KINC intervals per line, up to NHISTO values.  Repeat group E3 for each
hyetograph, up to NRGAG times.

E3 Group identifier None

RAIN(1) Rainfall intensity, first interval, in./hr [mm/hr]. 0.0

! ! 0.0

RAIN(KINC) Rainfall intensity, last interval per line,  in./hr [mm/hr].

Note:  If ISNOW=1, snowfall during a time step may be entered as a negative value.  Units are in. [mm] water
equivalent/hr.
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Rainfall input if KTYPE = 1

Rainfall hyetograph lines:  read KINC pairs per line, up to NHISTO values.  Repeat group E3 for each hyetograph,
up to NRGAG times.

E3 Group identifier None

REIN(1) Time of first precipitation.  Units of KTIME. 0.0

REIN(2) Precipitation in./hr [mm/hr], for first interval. 0.0

! !

REIN(2*KINC-1) Time of last precipitation.  Units of KTIME. 0.0

REIN(2*KINC) Precipitation for last interval, in./hr [mm/hr]. 0.0

Note:  If ISNOW=1, snowfall during a time step may be entered as a negative value.  Units are in. [mm] water
equivalent/hr.

Rainfall input if KTYPE = 2

Rainfall hyetograph lines: read NRGAG precipitation values per line. Repeat NHISTO times.

E3 Group identifier None

REIN(1) Time of precipitation.  Units of KTIME. 0.0

REIN(2) Precipitation, first raingage, in./hr [mm/hr]. 0.0

! !

REIN(NRGAG+1) Precipitation, last raingage, in./hr [mm/hr]. 0.0

Note:  If ISNOW=1, snowfall during a time step may be entered as a negative value.  Units are in. [mm] water
equivalent/hr.

* * * INCLUDE THIS GROUP ONLY IF IVAP=1 ON GROUP B1 * * *

Evaporation data12

F1 Group identifier None

VAP(1) Evaporation rate for month 1 (January) in./day [mm/day]. 0.0

! !

VAP(12) Evaporation rate for month 12 (December) in./day [mm/day]. 0.0

Channel/Pipe Data

Channel/pipe data: one line per channel/pipe (if none, leave out).  Maximum number of channels or pipes plus inlets
is 200.  An inlet is any location identified by NGTO (groups G1 and H1) that is not listed in group G1 as a channel
or pipe.  All inlets are saved on interface file, if JOUT ≠ 0.

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio
option.13,14

G1 Group identifier None

NAMEG
15 Channel/pipe number. None

NGTO
15,16 Channel/pipe or inlet number for drainage. None
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default
NPG=NP Type of channel or pipe.

= 1 for channel (trapezoidal channel),
= 2 for circular pipe,

= 3 for dummy channel/pipe, inflow=outflow,
17

= 4 for parabolic channel,
= 5 for trapezoidal channel with weir or orifice (follow with G2 data
group),
= 6 for circular pipe with weir or orifice (follow with G2 data group), and
= 7 for parabolic channel with weir or orifice (follow with G2 data
group).

None

*** The following parameters are N.R. if NP=3 ***

GWIDTH=G1* Bottom width of trapezoidal channel18, diameter of pipe, or top width of
parabolic channel, ft [m].

0.0

GLEN=G2* Length of channel/pipe, ft [m]. 0.0

G3* Invert slope, ft/ft. None

GS1=G4 Left-hand side slope, ft/ft.
19  (Slope = horiz./vert.) None

GS2=G5 Right-hand side slope, ft/ft. None

G6* Manning’s roughness coefficient. None

DFULL=G7* Depth of channel when full, ft [m].   (N.R. if NP equals 2, 3, or 6) None

GDEPTH=G8* Starting depth of pipe/channel, ft [m]. 0.0

Control Structure Description

A G2 data group must follow a G1 line if NPG is greater than 4.

G2 Group identifier None

WTYPE Type of weir/orifice,
= 0, Broad or narrow crested weir,
= 1, V-notched weir, or
= 2, Orifice.

0

WELEV Elevation of weir (bottom of notch for V-notch) or of orifice centerline,
referenced to bottom of channel/pipe, ft [m].

0.0

WDIS Discharge coefficient of the weir or orifice (parameter C in equations 4-5,
4-6, 4-7).  Units for equations 4-5 or 4-6: ft1/2/sec [m1/2/sec].  Parameter
Cd in equation 4-7 is dimensionless.

3.3

SPILL Weir length (e.g., width of spillway) for a broad or narrow crested weir, ft
[m].  The angle (degrees) of the notch for a V-notch weir.  The  cross

sectional area of the outflow orifice, ft
2
 [m2].

1.0
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Subcatchment Data

REPEAT GROUP H1 FOR EACH SUBCATCHMENT (MAXIMUM of 200)

Maximum of 200 different subcatchments.  Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio

option.13,14

H1 Group identifier None

JK Hyetograph number (based on the order in which they are input, in
Group E3).

1

NAMEW
20 Subcatchment number None

NGTO
15,21 Channel/pipe or inlet (manhole) number for drainage. None

WW(1)* Width of subcatchment, ft.                        
This term actually refers to the physical width of overland flow in the
subcatchment and may be estimated as illustrated in the text.22

None

WAREA=WW(2)* Area of subcatchment, acres [ha]. None

WW(3)* Percent imperviousness of subcatchment, (percent hydraulically
effective impervious area).

None

WSLOPE=WW(4)* Ground slope, ft/ft (dimensionless). None

WW(5)* Impervious area Manning’s roughness. None

WW(6)* Pervious area Manning’s roughness. None

WSTORE=WW(7)* Impervious area depression storage, in. [mm]. None

WSTORE=WW(8)* Pervious area depression storage, in. [mm]. None

*** Horton equation parameters if INFILM=0 (Group B1) ***

WLMAX=WW(9)* Maximum initial infiltration rate, in./hr [mm/hr]. None

WLMIN=WW(10)* Minimum (asymptotic) infiltration rate, in./hr [mm/hr]. None

DECAY=WW(11)* Decay rate of infiltration in Horton’s equation, 1/sec. None

*** Green-Ampt equation parameters if INFILM=1 (Group B1) ***

SUCT=WW(9)* Average capillary suction, in. (mm) of water. None

HYDCON=WW(10)* Saturated hydraulic conductivity of soil, in./hr (mm/hr). None

SMDMAX=WW(11)* Initial moisture deficit for soil, volume air/volume voids (fraction). None
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Groundwater Subcatchment Data

Data groups H2, H3, and H4 describe the groundwater portion of the subcatchment.  They should follow the correct
H1 data group line.  There are a maximum of (any) 100 subcatchments with groundwater simulation allowed.

H2 Group identifier None

NMSUB Subsurface subcatchment indicator variable, must be same as preceding
NAMEW.13,14

None

NGWGW Number of inlet, channel or pipe for subsurface drainage.  Does not have
to be the same as preceding NGTO for surface runoff.

None

ISFPF Indicator variable for saving soil moisture, water table elevation and
outflow for printing out.
= 0, do not save subsurface information, or
= 1, save subsurface information for printout.

0

ISFGF Indicator variable for saving soil moisture, water table elevation and
outflow for graphing.
= 0, do not save subsurface information, or
= 1, save subsurface information for graphing.

0

*** See Figure X-1 for definition of elevation variables. ***

BELEV Elevation of bottom of water table aquifer, ft [m]. 0.0

GRELEV Elevation of ground surface, ft [m]. 0.0

STG Elevation of initial water table stage, ft [m]. 0.0

BC Elevation of channel bottom or threshold stage for groundwater flow, ft
[m].

0.0

TW Channel water influence parameter
≥ BC, average elevation of water in channel or pipe over run, ft [m] or,
< 0,    (e.g., -1) channel water influence will be determined by depth in

channel or pipe at the end of the previous time step.

0.0

Groundwater Flow Coefficients And Exponents
(Equations X-24 and X-25)

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14  Indicator is NMSUB on data group H2.

H3 Group identifier None

A1* Groundwater flow coefficient, in/hr-ftB1 [mm/hr-mB1]. 0.0

B1* Groundwater flow exponent, dimensionless. 0.0

A2* Coefficient for channel water influence in/hr-ftB2 [mm/hr-mB2]. 0.0

B2* Exponent for channel water influence, dimensionless. 0.0

A3* Coefficient for the cross product between groundwater flow and channel

water, in/hr-ft
2
 [mm/hr-m2].

0.0

POR* Porosity expressed as a fraction. 0.0

WP* Wilting point expressed as a fraction. 0.0
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default
FC* Field capacity expressed as a fraction. 0.0

HKSAT* Saturated hydraulic conductivity, in./hr [mm/hr]. 0.0

TH1* Initial upper zone moisture expressed as a fraction. 0.0

More Groundwater Parameters

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14  Indicator is NMSUB on data group H2.

H4 Group identifier None

HCO* Hydraulic conductivity vs. moisture content curve-fitting parameter (Eqn.
X-21), dimensionless.

0.0

PCO* Average slope of tension versus soil soil moisture curve (see Figs. X-2,
X-3 X-4), ft/fraction [m/fraction].

0.0

CET* Fraction of maximum ET rate assigned to the upper zone. 0.0

DP* Coefficient for unquantified losses, (Eqn. X-23), in./hr [mm/hr]. 0.0

DET* Maximum depth over which significant lower zone transpiration occurs,
ft [m].

0.0

IF ISNOW=0, SKIP TO GROUP J1.  IF ISNOW=1, READ ONLY GROUP I1. IF ISNOW=2, READ BOTH
GROUPS I1 AND I2, IN PAIRS.  ORDER OF SUBCATCHMENTS MUST BE SAME AS IN GROUP H1, AND
THERE MUST BE SNOW DATA GROUP(S) FOR EACH ONE.  NOTE THAT ALL SNOW-DEPTH RELATED
PARAMETERS REFER TO DEPTH OF SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT (w.e.)6

Subcatchment Snow Input Data

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14

I1 Group identifier None

JK1
(=NAMEW(N))

Subcatchment number.23,24,25   Must correspond to NAMEW entered in
Group H1.

None

SNN1 Fraction of impervious area with 100 percent snow cover (ISNOW=1)
or subject to areal depletion curve (ISNOW=2).

0.0

SNN2=SNCP(N) Fraction of pervious area subject to 00 percent snow cover (ISNOW=1).
 N.R. if ISNOW=2.

0.0

SNN3=WSNOW(N,1) Initial snow depth of impervious area that is normally snow covered, in
water equivalent (in. or mm w.e.)6

0.0

SNN4=WSNOW(N,2) Initial snow depth on pervious area, in. w.e. [mm w.e.]. 0.0

SNN5=FW(N,1) Initial free water on snow covered impervious area, in. [mm]. 0.0

SNN6=FW(N,2) Initial free water on snow covered pervious area, in. [mm]. 0.0

SN(1)*=DHMAX(N,1
)

Melt coefficient (ISNOW=1) or maximum melt coefficient, occurring on
June 21 (ISNOW=2) for snow covered impervious area, in. w.e./hr-°F
[mm w.e./hr-°C].

0.0

SN(2)*=DHMAX(N,2
)

Melt coefficient (ISNOW=1) or maximum melt coefficient, occurring on
June 21 (ISNOW=2) for snow covered pervious area, in. w.e./hr-°F [mm
w.e./hr-°C].

0.0
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Table 4-31.   Continued

Variable Description Default
SN(3)*=TBASE(N,1) Snow melt base temperature for snow covered impervious area, °F [°C]. 32.0

SN(4)*=TBASE N,2) Snow melt base temperature for snow covered pervious area, °F [°C]. 32.0

Subcatchment Snow Input Data if ISNOW=2.

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14

I2 Group identifier None
JK2
(=NAMEW(N))

Subcatchment number.
23,24,25  Must correspond to JK1 (Group I1) and

NAMEW (Group H1).

None

SNN7=WSNOW(N,3) Initial snow depth on impervious area that is normally bare, in. [mm]. 0.0

SNN8=FW(N,3) Initial free water on impervious area that is normally bare, in. [mm]. 0.0

SN(5)*=DHMAX(N,3
)

Maximum melt coefficient occurring on June 21, for snow on normally
bare impervious area, in. w.e./hr-°F [mm w.e./hr-°C].

0.0

SN(6)*=TBASE(N,3) Snow melt base temperature for normally bare impervious area, °F [°C]. 32.0

SN(7)*=DHMIN(N,1) Minimum melt coefficient occurring on December 21 for snow covered
impervious area, in. w.e./hr-°F [mm w.e./hr-°C].

0.0

SN(8)*=DHMIN(N,2) Minimum melt coefficient occurring on December 21 for snow covered
pervious area, in. w.e./hr-°F [mm w.e./hr-°C].

0.0

SN(9)*=DHMIN(N,3) Minimum melt coefficient occurring on December 21 for snow on
normally bare impervious area, in. w.e./hr-°F [mm w.e./hr-°C].

0.0

SN(10)*=SI(N,1) Snow depth above which there is 100 percent cover on snow covered

impervious areas, in. [mm] w.e.
6

0.0

SN(11)*=SI(N,2) Snow depth above which there is 100 percent cover on snow covered
pervious areas, in. [mm] w.e.

0.0

SNN9=WEPLOW(N) Redistribution (plowing) depth on normally bare impervious area, in.
[mm] w.e.  Snow above this depth redistributed according to fractions
below.

0.0

Redistribution (plowing) fractions (see Figure 4-25).  Snow above
WEPLOW in. [mm] w.e. on normally bare26 impervious area will be
transferred to area(s) indicated below.  The five fractions should sum to
1.0.

SNN10=SFRAC(N,1) Fraction transferred to snow covered  impervious area. 0.0

SNN11=SFRAC(N,2) Fraction transferred to snow covered  pervious area. 0.0

SNN12=SFRAC(N,3) Fraction transferred to snow covered pervious area in last catchment.
27 0.0

SNN13=SFRAC(N,4) Fraction transferred out of watershed. 0.0

SNN14=SFRAC(N,5) Fraction converted to immediate melt on  normally bare impervious
area.

0.0
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default

IF KWALTY ≠ 1 (GROUP B1) SKIP TO GROUP M1

General Quality Control Group

J1 Group identifier None

NQS Number of quality constituents
maximum = 10.  Must have 1 < NQS ≤ 9 if  erosion is simulated
(IROS=1).28

None

JLAND Number of land uses (Max of 5). None

IROS Erosion simulation parameter                           
= 0, Erosion not simulated.
= 1, Erosion of suspended solids simulated using the Universal Soil Loss

Equation.  Parameters input in Group K1.  Output will be last quality

constituent (i.e., constituent NQS+1).
28

0

IROSAD Option to add erosion constituent to constituent number IROSAD.  E.g.,
if  IROSAD=3, erosion will be added to constituent 3 (perhaps suspended

solids).  No addition if IROSAD=0.  N.R. if IROS=0.
29

0

DRYDAY Number of dry days prior to start of storm.
30 0.0

CBVOL Average individual catchbasin storage volume, ft3 [m3]. 0.0

DRYBSN Dry days required to recharge catchbasin concentrations to initial values
(CBFACT, Group J3).  Must be > 0.

1.0

RAINIT For erosion, highest average 30-minute rainfall intensity during the year
(continuous SWMM) or during the storm (single event), in./hr [mm/hr]. 
N.R. if IROS = 0.

0.0

*** Street Sweeping Parameters ***

REFFDD Street sweeping efficiency (removal) fraction) for “dust and dirt.” 0.0

*** The following two variables are required only for simulations longer than one month. ***

KLNBGN Day of year on which street sweeping begins (e.g. March 1 = 60).
31 0

KLNEND Day of year on which street sweeping stops (e.g. Nov. 30 = 334)
31 367

Land Use Groups

REPEAT FOR EACH LAND USE, TOTAL OF JLAND GROUPS.  (MINIMUM = 1, MAXIMUM = 5) LAND
USE 1 WILL BE THAT OF FIRST GROUP, LAND USE WILL BE THAT OF SECOND GROUP, ETC.

J2 Group identifier None

LNAME(J) Name of Land use ‘Blank’

METHOD(J) Buildup equation type for ‘dust and dirt’ (see text).
32

= -2, New default values,14

= -1, New ratios,
13

=  0, Power-linear,
=  1, Exponential,
=  2, Michaelis - Menton.

0
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Table 4-31.   Continued

Variable Description Default
JACGUT(J) Functional dependence of buildup parameters.

33

= 0, Function of subcatchment gutter length,
= 1, Function of subcatchment area,
= 2, Constant.

0

*** Following are up to three buildup parameters.32 (See Table 4-16) ***

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14

DDLIM(J)* Limiting buildup quantity 10

DDPOW(J)* Power or exponent 0.0

DDFACT(J)* Coefficient 0.0

*** Street Sweeping Parameters34 ***

CLFREQ(J)* Cleaning interval, days 0.0

AVSWP(J)* Availability factor, fraction 0.0

DSLCL(J)* Days since last cleaning, DSLCL ≤ CLFREQ 0.0

Constituent Groups

REPEAT FOR EACH CONSTITUENT, TOTAL OF NQS GROUPS. (MAXIMUM = 10) CONSTITUENT 1
WILL BE THAT OF FIRST GROUP, CONSTITUENT 2 THAT OF SECOND GROUP, ETC.

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14

J3 Group identifier None

PNAME(K) Constituent name.
35 ‘Blank’

PUNIT(K) Constituent units. ‘Blank’

NDIM(K) Type of units.
36

                                     
= 0, mg/l
= 1, “Other” per liter, e.g., MPN/l
= 2, Other concentration units, e.g., pH, JTU

0

KALC(K) Type of buildup calculation
37

                        
= 0, Buildup is fraction of “dust and dirt” for each land use
= 1, Power-linear constituent buildup
= 2, Exponential constituent buildup
= 3, Michaelis-Menton constituent buildup
= 4, No buildup required (with KWASH=1)

0

KWASH(K) Type of washoff calculation37

= 0, Power-exponential
= 1, Rating curve, no upper limit
= 2, Rating curve, upper limit by buildup equation

0

KACGUT(K) Functional dependence of buildup parameters.38  N.R. for KALC = 0 or 4
= 0, Function of subcatchment gutter length
= 1, Function of subcatchment area
= 2, Constant

0
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default
LINKUP(K) Linkage to snowmelt.  N.R. if ISNOW = 0 or KALC = 4.

= 0, No linkage to snow parameters
= 1, Constituent buildup during dry weather only when snow is present on

impervious surface of subcatchment
39

0

Following are up to five buildup parameters (see text and Tables 4-16, 4-17).  Variables with asterisks can be

modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14

QFACT(1,K)* First buildup parameter, e.g., limit. 0.0

QFACT(2,K)* Second buildup parameter, e.g., power or exponent. 0.0

QFACT(3,K)* Third buildup parameter, e.g. coefficient. 0.0

QFACT(4,K)* Fourth buildup parameter, N.R. if KALC ≠ 0. 0.0

QFACT(5,K)* Fifth buildup parameter, N.R., if KALC ≠ 0. 0.0

*** Following are two washoff or rating curve parameters. ***

WASHPO(K)* Power (exponent) for runoff rate. 0.0

RCOEF(K)* Coefficient 0.0

*** Miscellaneous parameters ***

CBFACT(K)* Initial catchbasin concentration
40

  (units according to NDIM). 0.0

CONCRN(K)* Concentration in precipitation41 (units according to NDIM). 0.0

REFF(K)* Street sweeping efficiency (removal fraction) for this constituent. 0.0

Fractions for contributions from other constituents.
42

REPEAT UNTIL ALL DESIRED FRACTIONS ARE ENTERED.

J4 Group identifier None

KTO Number (from order in Group J3) of constituent to which fraction will be
added.

0

KFROM Number of constituent from which fraction is computed. 0

F1(KTO,KFROM) Fraction of constituent KFROM to be added to constituent KTO. 0.0

Erosion Data
43

IF IROS=0 ON GROUP J1, SKIP TO GROUP L1

REPEAT GROUP K1 ONLY FOR EACH SUBCATCHMENT THAT IS SUBJECT TO
EROSION COMPUTATIONS.  ORDER OF GROUPS IS ARBITRARY, BUT A MATCH
MUST BE FOUND OF SUBCATCHMENT NUMBER WITH A VALUE  OF NAMEW USED
IN GROUP H1.

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14

K1 Group identifier None

N=NAMEW Subcatchment number. None

ERODAR* Area of subcatchment subject to erosion,  acres [ha]. 0.0
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default
ERLEN* Flow distance in feet [meters] from point of  origin of overland flow over

erodible area to point at which runoff enters channel/pipe or inlet
0.0

SOILF* Soil factor ‘K’. 0.0

CROPMF* Cropping management factor ‘C’. 0.0

CONTPF* Control practice factor ‘P’. 0.0

Subcatchment Surface Quality Data

IF NQS=0, SKIP TO GROUP M1
ONE LINE FOR EACH SUBCATCHMENT IS REQUIRED.  ORDER IS ARBITRARY, BUT A MATCH MUST
BE FOUND FOR EACH SUBCATCHMENT NUMBER (NAMEW) USED EARLIER IN GROUP H1.

Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14

L1 Group identifier None

N=NAMEW Subcatchment number. None

KL Land use classification.                               
1 ≤ KL ≤ 5.  Numbers correspond to input sequence of Group J2.

1

BA*=BASINS(N) Number of catchbasins in subcatchment. 0

GQ*=GQLEN (N) Total curb length within subcatchment hundreds of feet [km].  May not be
required depending on method used to calculate constituent loadings

(Groups J2 and J3).
44

0

The following constituent loading values may be input as an alternative to
computation of loadings via methods specified groups J2 and J3 (for
initial conditions only).  For any non-zero values read in, initial
constituent loadings will be calculated simply by multiplication of the
value by the subcatchment area.  ”Load” has units depending on value of
NDIM (Group J3),  according to the following table:

                NDIM             LOAD                                               
                    0                 pounds [kg]
                    1                106 × quantity, e.g. 106 MPN
                    2                106 × quantity × ft3,  e.g. 106 pH-ft3.

PSHED(1,N) Initial loading, first constituent, load/acre (load/ha). 0.0

! !

PSHED(10,N) Initial loading, tenth constituent, load/acre (load/ha). 0.0

Channel/Inlet Print Control

M1 Group identifier None

NPRNT Total number of channels/pipes/inlets for which non-zero flows46 (and
concentrations) are to be printed (maximum = 200).45

0

INTERV Print Control.                                      
= 0, Print statistical summary only.
= 1, Print every time step.
= K, Print every K time steps.

None
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Table 4-31.  Continued

Variable Description Default

* * * IF NPRNT=0, SKIP GROUPS M2 and M3 * * *

Print Periods

M2 Group identifier None

NDET Number of detailed printout periods.  (Maximum of 10 periods.) 0

** If NDET = 1 and STARTP(1) = 0 and STOPPR(1) = 0 then total simulation period will be printed as default. **

STARTP(1) First starting printout date, year, month, day, e.g., October 2, 1949 =
491002.

None

STOPPR(1) First stopping printout date. None

! !

STARTP(NDET) Last starting date. 0

STOPPR(NDET) Last stopping date. 0

Channel/Inlet Print Groups: 16 Values per Line

M3 Group identifier None

IPRNT(1)
47 Channel/inlet numbers for which flows and concentrations are to be

printed.
None

! !

IPRNT(NPRNT) None

*****  END OF RUNOFF BLOCK INPUT DATA  *****

At this point, program will seek new input data from the Executive Block.

Footnotes to Table 4-31

1. The main difference between single event and continuous snowmelt simulation follow.  For single event SWMM,
snow covered areas are constant (areal depletion curves are used for continuous SWMM) and input parameters are
fewer.  In addition, snowfall quantities are not computed on the basis of air temperatures but may only be input, if
desired, as negative precipitation intensities on group E2.  Melt coefficients are constant and there is no maintenance
of the cold content of the snow pack, nor is there redistribution (e.g., plowing) from normally bare areas.  For
continuous SWMM, melt coefficients vary daily, from a maximum on June 21 to a minimum on December 21.  Both
modes use the same melt equations and melt routing procedures.

2. Evaporation is used to renew surface depression storage and is also subtracted from rainfall and/or snowmelt at each
time step.  It has a negligible effect on single event simulation, but is important for continuous simulation. 
Evaporation is not used to deplete the snow pack, i.e., it does not also act as sublimation, nor does it affect
regeneration of infiltration capacity.  However, the evaporation input to Runoff acts as an upper bound for ET losses
from groundwater and soil moisture.  Evaporation now also occurs from trapezoidal and parabolic channels.

3. Used for information only for single event SWMM.  This parameter does not affect computations, but it is passed
to subsequent blocks.

4. Used as subscript for monthly wind speed and evaporation data (Groups C2 and F1).

5. Immediate runoff occurs from impervious areas without depression storage, whereas runoff from areas with
depression storage may be delayed.  As PCTZER is increased, the rising limb of the hydrograph begins earlier.

6. All snow depths are in inches (or mm) of water equivalent, “in. [mm] w.e.”  One inch of snow water equivalent
equals a depth of approximately 11 inches of new snow on the ground surface.
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7. Values of SCF are usually > 1.0 and increase as a function of wind speed.  See Figure 4-2.  The value of SCF can
also be used to account for snow losses, such as interception and sublimation, not included in program computations.

8. Compute DTLONG as follows:  Determine standard meridian (SM) for time zone of catchment (e.g., EST=75°W,
CST=90°W, MST=105°W, PST=120°W).  Let theta = average longitude of catchment, and delta = theta - SM. 
Then DTLONG = 4 (min/deg) × delta.  Example:  Minneapolis at theta = 93°W has DTLONG = +12 min (of time).

9. See Figures 4-3 and 4-4 for description of areal depletion curve.

10. Value of ADC may = zero, but curve need not pass through (0,0); see Figure 4-3.  Thus ADC can take an arbitrary
value for a small departure of AWESI from zero.

11. In the program, AWESI is the ratio of actual snow depth (WSNOW) to depth at 100 percent cover (SI, read in Group
I2).

12. If this group is read, the default value of 0.1 in./day [3 mm/day] indicated in Group B1 no longer applies, i.e., the
default value becomes zero.

13. Input values in this group indicated with asterisks are multiplied by ratios, initially set equal to 1.0.  If the ID number
= -1, non-zero data entries for parameters with asterisks will replace old values of the ratios.  Ratios may be altered
or reset to 1.0 any number of times.  The intention of the use of ratios is to simplify sensitivity analyses, etc., by
allowing easy changes of data values without re-entering data.  Ratios may be reset any number of times and alter
the indicated ratios to be applied to all following entries in this data group (until another ratio group is encountered).

14. Input parameters in this group indicated with asterisks will take on default values if input values are zero.  If the ID
number = -2, non-zero data entries for parameters with asterisks will become new default values for all future entries
of these parameters.  Default values may be altered or reset to their original values (except zero) any number of
times. The indicated default values apply to all following entries in this data group (until another default group is
encountered).

It is not possible to reset a default value exactly to zero since only non-zero values are changed.  However, the
value may be made arbitrarily small by using E-format data entries.  For example, 10-50 may be entered as 10E-50.

15. Numbers may be arbitrarily chosen, such that 1 ≤  NAMEG or NGTO ≤  99999.  However, if an inlet number is to
correspond to an inlet manhole in the Transport Block, it must be ≤ 10,000.  The maximum total number of inlets
must be ≤ 200 for input to Transport and ≤ 200 for input to Extended Transport.  There is no restriction for input
to Storage/Treatment except that that block will select only one of the inlets on the interface file for input.  Others
will be saved but ignored.  Channel/pipe numbers and inlet numbers are contained in the same array and thus must
be distinct from one another; however, they may duplicate subcatchment numbers if desired.  Each inlet is assigned
a dummy channel/pipe to receive upstream flows.  Hence the total number of channel/pipes plus inlets must be ≤
200.  Internal subscripts in the program for channel/pipe data are assigned in the order in which data in group G1
are read in.

Of course, it makes no sense to indicate a channel/pipe with nothing entering it.  Thus, each one should have
flow entering, either from other channel/pipe(s) or from subcatchment(s).

16. A maximum of five different channel/pipes may feed to a single channel/pipe or to a single inlet.  If more are desired,
a dummy channel/pipe may be used to provide five additional “feeds.”  See footnote 17.

17. Dummy channels may be used for two purposes:  1) to provide five additional "feeds" to a given channel/pipe or
inlet (see footnote 16) by placing it in series with the channel/pipe or inlet (although, of course, by placing it in series
with the original channel/pipe or inlet, it uses one of the original five “feeds”), or 2) to provide a location for print
out of data.  The latter situation arises because outflows from subcatchments may not be printed directly (using
groups M1 - M3), only inflows or outflows to channel/pipes or inflows to inlets.  Hence, if a dummy channel/pipe
is placed immediately downstream from a subcatchment, the inflow (or outflow) to the dummy channel/pipe is the
outflow from the subcatchment, (provided that that is the only subcatchment feeding the dummy channel/pipe).

18. A bottom width of zero for a channel corresponds to a triangular cross section.

19. A side slope of zero indicates a vertical wall, or a rectangular cross section.
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20. Numbers may be arbitrarily chosen such that 1 ≤ NAMEW ≤ 99999.  Numbers may duplicate channel/pipe and inlet
numbers if desired.  Internal subscripts in the program for subcatchment data are assigned in the order in which data
in group H1 are read in.

21. A maximum of five different subcatchments may feed to a single inlet, (in addition to channel/pipes feeding the
channel/pipe or inlet).  If more “feeds” are desired, a dummy channel/pipe may be used to provide additional feeds.
 See footnote 17.

22. The subcatchment width is a key calibration parameter, one of the few that can significantly alter the shape of the
hydrograph, rather than just the runoff volume.  One way to think of the width is the area of the subcatchment
divided by the average path length of overland flow (see Figure 4-13). The effect upon output hydrographs is
illustrated in Figure 4-15 and is approximately as follows.  For rainfall durations less than the time of concentration,
(i.e., less than the equilibrium time of an impervious subcatchment at which inflow equal overflow), increasing the
width effectively provides a greater cross sectional area for outflow from the subcatchment, thus increasing the
magnitude of the peak flow and decreasing the time to peak.  Decreasing the width has the opposite effect, and the
subcatchment surface acts more as a reservoir, reducing and delaying the peak.  For rainfall durations greater than
the time of concentration, the magnitude of the peak is affected only minutely.  The time to equilibrium conditions,
that is the time of concentration, is reduced slightly for larger widths.

The subcatchment width can thus be used to incorporate storage lost when pipes are removed from the
simulation.  For instance, if only a coarse discretization of the total catchment is desired, only a few or no pipes need
be modeled.  To account for this lost storage in the system, the overall subcatchment width is correspondingly
reduced (see Figure 4-20).  Whether for one aggregated catchment, or for a small individual subcatchment, a
reasonable first approximation for determining the width is to use twice the length of the main drainage channel in
the catchment (see Figure 4-20).

The same subcatchment width entered here is used for the pervious area of the subcatchment and the total
impervious area of the subcatchment (see Figure 4-11).

23. Subcatchment number(s) entered in Groups I1 and I2 must correspond exactly to numbers and order of group H1.

24. Numbers JK1 and JK2 must be the same.

25. Subscript N is the internal subcatchment number (subscript) determined from the order in which subcatchment data
are entered in group H1.

26. “Normally bare” implies surfaces such as roadways and sidewalks that receive snowfall but are subject to early snow
removal.

27. “Last subcatchment” is last one entered in group H1.

28. The 10 or fewer constituents may be arbitrarily chosen (see text).  When erosion is simulated it is stored as the last
constituent.  Hence, no more than 9 other constituents may be simulated while using the erosion routine. 
Furthermore, at least one constituent must be simulated in addition to erosion in order to proceed correctly through
program loops.

29. This addition is performed before constituent fractions are added (group J4).

30. A “dry day” is not well defined, but may be considered as the number of days prior to start of simulation, in which
the cumulative rainfall is less than a specified value, e.g. 0.1 in (3 mm).

31. For year-round sweeping, let KLNBGN=0 and KLNEND=367.  Leap years are not treated separately, other than
in maintaining the proper number of days in February and in total annual days.

32. See the text for explanation and illustration of the various options for buildup of dust and dirt.  Depending on the
form of buildup chosen for each constituent (group J3), the land use buildup parameters may not be required.

33. If JACGUT=0, parameters DDLIM and DDFACT will be multiplied by GQLEN (group L1) in 100-ft (or km for
metric input).  If JACGUT=1, parameters DDLIM and DDFACT will be multiplied by WAREA (group H1) in acres
[ha].

34. For continuous simulation street sweeping occurs at intervals of CLFREQ days, computed during the simulation
using dry time steps only (no runoff and no unmelted snow on normally bare impervious areas).  When cleaning
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occurs, a fraction of each pollutant REFF.AVSWP is removed from each subcatchment.  The availability factor,
AVSWP, is intended to account for the relative amount of subcatchment surface that consists of streets, and
therefore may be swept. See the text.
     At start of single-event and continuous simulations, streets are swept approximately DRYDAY/CLFREQ times,

each time removing a fraction REFF.AVSWP.  Parameter DSLCL establishes proper backwards time sequence.

35. The constituent names and units established in this group will be carried through to subsequent SWMM blocks.  See
Figure 4-26 for illustration of how the character-format names and units will appear as headings.

36. Since most constituents are measurable in mass units, NDIM=0 will be the most common.  Since concentrations will
be printed using an F10.3 format, NDIM=0 should suffice also for constituents whose concentrations are usually
given in ug/1.  The value of NDIM basically affects conversion factors used in the program.

37. See the text for full explanation of buildup-washoff equation options and interpretation of parameters.

38. If KACGUT = 0, parameters QFACT(1,K) and QFACT(3,K) will be multiplied by GQLEN (group L1) in 100-ft
[km]. If KACGUT=1, parameters QFACT(1,K) and QFACT(3,K) will be multiplied by WAREA (group H1) in
acres [ha].

39.  For instance, if chlorides are simulated, they might only be applied for street salting when snow is present.  The rate
of buildup will not be a function of the amount of snow, however.

40. For continuous SWMM, concentrations will be regenerated to this value during dry time steps over a period of
DRYBSN days, (DRYBSN entered in group J1).

41. This concentration is assumed to be that of the runoff (and snowmelt) before adding washoff loads.  The
precipitation load is always added regardless of the washoff mechanism utilized, unless of course, CONCRN = 0.

42. After computing and summing all loads except rainfall, a fraction of any constituent may be added to any other.  (No
fractions are removed, however).  This is intended to account for insoluble BOD etc. if surface loadings are based
only on insoluble portions, as is true for instance for 1969 APWA data from Chicago.  For example, 5 percent of
suspended solids could be added to BOD.  Alternatively, different particle size ranges could be simulated as
different constituents, and other constituents could consist of fractions of the first group of different particle sizes.
 When these fractions are used, concentrations can be drastically (and subtly) increased if, for instance, suspended
solids are high, soluble BOD is low and a fraction of 0.05 is used.  The choice of whether or not any fractions should
be entered depends upon how constituent data are being reported (e.g. total BOD or only the soluble fraction) and
on how it is desired to simulate each constituent in SWMM.

43. See the text for explanation of method of computation, parameters and typical values.  Also, there may be a need
to consult with local soils experts (e.g., Soil Conservation Service or Agricultural Research Service or State
Agricultural Extension Service experts in the U.S.) for knowledge of parameter values for particular areas.

A value of the “sediment delivery ratio” is sometimes included in the U.S.L.E. computation.  Since it is merely
another multiplier, if desired it may incorporated into the “K” or “C” or “P” factors.

44. See footnotes 33 and 38.  This is the only use of parameter GQLEN.

45. Zero flows are not printed to avoid voluminous output with continuous SWMM.  (There are no quality loads when
flows are zero).  Thus, some care should be taken in examining the output, since if a zero flow occurs in the middle
of a single-event simulation, for instance, it will not be listed.  This can be determined by inspecting the sequential
time of day printed with each set of values.
     Care should still be taken when running continuous SWMM, since one line of output will be generated for each
hourly value of non-zero flow, for each indicated location, within the indicated time span.  Hence, the potential
exists for thousands of lines of output.

46. All printed values are instantaneous (flows and concentrations) at the end of the preceding time step.

47. These numbers correspond to numbers NAMEG and NGTO used in groups G1 and H1.  They may be either positive
or negative.  A positive number will cause total inflows to the indicated channel/pipe or inlet to be printed.  A nega-
tive number will cause the outflow to be printed.  (Both a positive and negative value for the same location may be
used).  Regardless of the sign, only outflow concentrations are printed, however, since it is computationally in-
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convenient to calculate the average inflow concentration.  Of course, for an inlet (or dummy channel/pipe), inflow
values equal outflow values.
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Section 5
Extended Transport Block

Following development of the original SWMM model, Water Resources Engineers (now
Camp, Dresser and McKee) participated in a study of the proposed master plan for control of
combined sewer overflows in San Francisco.  In order to analyze the complex hydraulics of that
system, they developed the WRE Transport Model (Shubinski and Roesner, 1973), one that
solved the coupled complete St. Venant equations and accounts for phenomena such as
backwater, looped connections, surcharging and pressure flow that were either not considered or
treated in a very simplified manner in the original Transport Model (Section 6).  Through
subsequent work for EPA in other cities the WRE Transport Model was acquired for the SWMM
package and became known as the Extended Transport Model or Extran.  This model has few
peers in its capacity for simulation of the hydraulics of urban drainage system and is probably the
most sophisticated such model that is non-proprietary and available in the public domain.
(Similar proprietary models do exist.)  Extran capabilities are compared with those of Runoff and
Transport in Table 4-3.

Extran has been part of the SWMM package since 1976.  Extran originally contained both
quantity and quality routines.  However, the only (but very extensive) use for the model has been
for hydraulic analysis, and the quality routing has been formally removed from the program.  The
state of the art in urban runoff quality modeling is such that adequate simulation of pollutographs
may be performed using the simpler hydraulics of the Runoff and  Transport Blocks.

The comprehensive SWMM Version 3 Extran documentation (Roesner et al., 1981)
prepared by Camp, Dresser and McKee has been updated for new SWMM Version 4 features and
is included as a separate addendum to this User’s Manual (Roesner et al., 1987).  Full details of
the model are available therein.  Interfacing between Extran and the remainder of SWMM is
performed as described in Section 2.
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Section 6
Transport Block

Block Description
Introduction

Routing through the sewer system may be accomplished in the Storm Water Management
Model (SWMM) by the Transport Block.  This block has the responsibility of coordinating not
only routing of sewage quantities but also such functions as routing of quality parameters
(subroutine QUAL), estimating dry-weather flow, DWF (subroutine FILTH), estimating
infiltration (subroutine INFIL), and calling internal storage (subroutine TSTRDT).  The
relationships among the subroutines which make up the Transport Block are shown in Figure 6-1.
The program is about 5,000 lines long, consisting of 24 subroutines and functions.

This section describes the Transport Block, provides instructions on data preparation, and
furnishes examples of program usage.  Instructions are provided for tasks requiring input data,
namely: transport, internal storage, infiltration, and DWF.

Broad Description of Flow Routing
Differences in flow routing techniques among the Runoff, Transport and Extended

Transport Blocks are described in Section 4 (e.g., Table 4-3); the techniques increase in
complexity in the order just listed.  A brief description of techniques used in the Transport Block
follows.

To categorize a sewer system conveniently prior to flow routing, each component of the
system is classified as a certain type of “element.”  All elements in combination form a
conceptual representation of the system in a manner similar to that of links and nodes.  Elements
may be conduits, manholes, lift stations, overflow structures, or any other component of a real
system.  Conduits themselves may be of different element types depending upon their
geometrical cross-section (e.g., circular, rectangular, horseshoe).  A sequencing is first performed
to order the numbered elements for computations.  Flow routing then proceeds downstream
through all elements during each increment in time until the storm hydrographs have been passed
through the system.

The solution procedure is described in detail in the original SWMM  documentation
(Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a) and basically follows a kinematic wave approach in which
disturbances are allowed to propagate only in the downstream direction.  As a consequence,
backwater effects are not modeled beyond the realm of a single conduit, and downstream
conditions (e.g., tide gates, diversion structures) are assumed not to affect upstream
computations.  Systems that branch in the downstream direction can be modeled using “flow
divider” elements to the extent that overflows, etc., are not affected by backwater conditions.
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Figure 6-1.  Structure of Transport Block subroutines.

EXECUTIVE 
BLOCK 
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Surcharging is modeled simply by storing excess flows (over and above the full flow conduit
capacity) at the upstream manhole until capacity exists to accept the stored volume.  Pressure-
flow conditions are not explicitly modeled and no attempt is made to determine if ground surface
flooding exists.  A message is printed at each time step for each location at which surcharging
occurs.  The Transport Block has proven its ability to model accurately flows in most sewer
systems, within the limitations discussed above, and as such it should be adequate for many
applications.  However, it will not accurately simulate systems with extensive interconnections or
loops, systems that exhibit flow reversals, systems that exhibit significant backwater effects, or
systems in which surcharging must be treated as a pressure-flow phenomenon; the Extended
Transport Block should be used for these conditions.

An option in the program is the use of the internal storage model which acts as a transport
element.  It is a scaled down version of the Storage/Treatment Block and provides the possibility
of storage routing of the storm (using the Puls method) for up to 30 locations within the sewer or
drainage system.  The program routes the flow through the storage unit for each time step based
on the continuity equation in a manner analogous to flood routing through a reservoir.  Extensive
backwater conditions may thus be modeled by treating portions of the sewer system as a storage
unit with a horizontal water surface.

Broad Description of Quality Routing
Up to four contaminants are handled by the Transport Block.  Constituents may be

introduced to the sewer system by any combination of four-means:
1) Storm-generated pollutographs computed by an upstream block* are

transferred on an interface file (for description of the interface file see Section 2)
to enter the system at designated inlet manholes.

2) Special storm-generated pollutographs may be entered using data group R1 of this
block at designated inlet manholes.

3) Residual bottom sediment in the pipes may be resuspended due to the flushing
action of the storm flows (Subroutines DWLOAD and QUAL).

4) For combined systems, constant dry-weather flow pollutographs may be entered at
designated inlet manholes or generated by Subroutine FILTH.

Routing of the pollutants is then done for each time step by Subroutine QUAL.  The
maximum number of contaminants that can be routed is four.  These may be selected arbitrarily
from the input file, except that DWF can only be used to generate suspended solids, BOD5 and
total coliforms.  The scour/deposition routines may be used for any constituent.

Program Operation
Most of the input is related to data needed to describe the particular sewer system being

modeled (e.g., dimensions, slopes, roughnesses, etc.) and parameters needed to solve the
governing flow routing equations.

Following input of these data, the sewer elements are sequenced for computations.
Geometric and flow parameters are then initialized.  The various program parameters and
initialized variables describing the elements are then printed.  Parameters relating to the amount
of data to be stored and printed out are also read.

                                                          
* The Transport Block can receive inputs from the Runoff, Storage/Treatment, and Extran
Blocks, and from the Transport Block itself.
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If required, infiltration values and quality parameters will be calculated.  Alternatively,
user-supplied values may simply be input at any manhole location.  If desired, Subroutine
DWLOAD then initializes constituent depositions, and Subroutine INITAL initializes flows and
pollutant concentrations in each element to values corresponding to a condition of dry-weather
flow and infiltration only.

The main iterations of the program consist of an outer loop on time steps and an inner
loop on element numbers in order to calculate flows and concentrations in all elements at each
time step.  Inlet hydrographs and pollutograph ordinates are read from the interface file and/or
Transport data groups to permit linear interpolation for values at each time step prior to entering
the loop of element numbers.

When in the loop on element numbers (with index I), the current sewer element through
which flows are to be routed, indicated by the variable M, is determined from the vector JR(I).
This array is calculated in subroutine SLOP in a manner to insure that prior to flow routing in a
given element, all flows upstream will have been calculated.

When calculating flows in each element, the upstream flows are summed and added to
surface runoff, dry-weather flow (DWF), and infiltration entering at that element.  These latter
three quantities are allowed to enter the system only at non-conduits (e.g., manholes, flow
dividers).  If the element is a conduit, a check for surcharging is made.  If the inflow exceeds the
conduit capacity, excess flow is stored at the element just upstream (usually a manhole) and the
conduit is assumed to operate at full-flow capacity until the excess flow can be transmitted.  A
final surcharging summary is printed.

A simple hydraulic design routine is available at this point.  If desired (NDESN = 1),
when a surcharge condition is encountered, the conduit will be increased in size in standard 6-in.
increments (standard for U.S. pipes) for circular pipes or in 6-in. width increments for
rectangular conduits until capacity exists to accept the flow.  (Conduits that are neither circular
nor rectangular will be converted to circular if they need to be resized.)  A message is printed
indicating the resizing, and a table of final conduit dimensions is printed at the end of the
simulation.  This design operation will effectively eliminate surcharging but will also minimize
in-system storage within manholes, etc.  The net effect is to increase hydrograph peaks at the
downstream end of the system.  An obvious conflict can thus exist between controls aimed at
curing in-system hydraulic problems and controls intended for pollution abatement procedures at
the outfall by in-system storage.

Flows are routed through each element in Subroutine ROUTE and quality parameters are
routed in Subroutine QUAL.  When routing flows in conduits, ROUTE may be entered more
than once depending upon the value of ITER, the number of iterations.  It is necessary to iterate
upon the solution in certain cases because of the implicit nature of calculating the energy grade
line in ROUTE.

Upon completion of flow and quality routing at all time steps for all elements.  TRANS
then performs the task of outputting the various data.  Hydrograph and pollutograph ordinates for
any specified outfall point(s) may be written onto an interface file for further use by the
Executive Block, and Subroutine PRINTQ (or PRINTF for flows only) is then called for printing
outflows for any of up to 80 desired elements.
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Off-Line Files
The Transport Block uses two scratch data sets, NSCRAT(1) and NSCRAT(2), for

storage of input and output hydrographs and pollutographs prior to printing.  These are specified
in the Executive Block.  No input data will be sought from the interface file if JIN = 0, and no
output will be placed on the file if JOUT = 0.

Organization of Data Input
Instructions for data preparation for the Transport Block have been divided along the

lines of the major components for clarity of the presentation.  These components are:  (1)
Transport, (2) Quality, (3) Internal Storage, (4) Infiltration and (5) Dry-Weather Flow.  All data
enter the Transport Block through one of these components.  The typical data deck setup for the
complete Transport Block is shown in Table 6-1.  Transport data describe the physical
characteristics of the conveyance system.  Quality data identify pollutants to be routed and their
characteristics.  Internal storage data describe a particular type of Transport element.  Infiltration
and DWF data describe the necessary drainage area characteristics to permit the computation of
the respective inflow quantities and qualities.  Data line preparation and instructions for the
complete Transport Block are given at the end of the Section 6 text in Table 6-7.

Table 6-1.  Data for the Transport Block

Data Group Data Type

A1 Title
B1-D3 Executive Data
C1 NKLASS, KPRINT
D1-D9 New Element Data
E1 Element Data
E2-E4 Cross Section Data
F1 Pollutant Data
G1-G5 Storage Element Data
H1-I1 Element I/O Data
J1-J2 Element Print Data
K1-K2 Infiltration Data
L1-Q1 Dry-Weather Flow Data
R1 User-Input Hydrographs and Pollutographs
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Transport Data
Categories of Data

Use of the Transport Block involves three primary steps:
1) Preparation of theoretical data for use by subroutines engaged in hydraulic

calculations in the block.
2) Preparation of physical data describing the sewer system.
3) Generation of inlet hydrographs and pollutographs required as input to the

Transport Block and computational controls.
Data for Step 1 are supplied with the SWMM program for 16 different conduit shapes,

and it will only be necessary for the user to generate supplemental data in special instances.
These instances will occur only when conduit sections of very unusual geometry are incorporated
into the sewer system.  Generation of such data is discussed below.

The primary data requirements are for Step 2, the physical description of the sewer
system, i.e., the tabulation of shape, dimension, slope, and roughness parameters, which is
discussed in detail below.

The data for Step 3 may be generated manually, by an external block and by subroutines
INFIL and FILTH.

Theoretical Data
TRANS reads the number and types of new conduit shapes found in the system.  Only in

the case of a very unusual shape should it become necessary to generate theoretical data to
supplement the data supplied by the program.  The required data describe flow-area relationships
of conduits, as shown in Figure 6-2 through the parameters ANORM and QNORM.  A similar
depth-area relationship is also required using the parameter DNORM.  Full details are provided
by Metcalf and Eddy et al. (1971a).

The flow-area data are generated from Manning’s equation, normalized by dividing by
the corresponding equation for the conduit flowing full, denoted by the subscript f.  Thus,

(6-1)

where

Q = flow, cfs,
A = flow area, ft2, and
R = hydraulic radius, ft.

For a given conduit shape (e.g., circular, rectangular, horseshoe), the hydraulic radius is a unique
function of the area of flow; hence, Q/Qf (interpolated between values of QNORM) is a function
only of A/Af (interpolated between values of ANORM).  This function is tabulated for circular
conduits in Appendix A of Chow (1959), for example, and on page 443 of Davis (1952) for a
Boston horseshoe section.  It is shown in graphical form for several conduit shapes in Chapter XI
of Metcalf and Eddy (1914) from which some data supplied with this program have been
generated.  Swamee et al. (1987) provide analytical functions for four shapes.  A listing of the
conduit shapes supplied with the Transport Block as well as all other element types is given in
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Figure 6-2.  The intersection of the straight line and the normalized flow-area curve as
determined in route.  The ψ-% curve is formed by straight line segments delineated by the
variables ANORM and QNORM, for conduits with a tabular Q-A relationship.  Q denotes flow,
A denotes area, and the subscript f denotes values at full-flow.  The line –C1 % -C2 is formed by
the program from the continuity equation.

Table 6-2.  The conduits are illustrated in Figure 6-3.  If y = depth of flow, values of y/yf

corresponding to A/Af (ANORM) are tabulated as the variable DNORM.

It will often be satisfactory to represent a shape not included in Table 6-2 by one of
similar geometry.  This use of “equivalent” sewer sections will avoid the problem of generating
flow-area and depth-area data.  An equivalent section is defined as a conduit shape from Table 6-
2 whose dimensions are such that its cross-sectional area and the area of the actual conduit are
equal.  Only very small errors should result from the flow routing when this is done.
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Table 6-2.  Different Element Types Supplied with the Transport Block

NTYPE Conduits/Channels

1 Circular
2 Rectangular
3 Phillips standard egg shape
4 Boston horseshoe
5 Gothic
6 Catenary
7 Louisville semielliptic
8 Basket-handle
9 Semi-circular
10 Modified basket-handle
11 Rectangular, triangular bottom
12 Rectangular, round bottom
13 Trapezoid
14 Parabolic
15 Power Function
16 HEC-2 Format - Natural Channel
17, 18 User supplied

Non-Conduits

19 Manhole
20 Lift station
21 Flow divider
22 Storage unit
23 Flow divider - weir
24 Flow divider
25 Backwater element
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Figure 6-3.  Sewer cross-sections.
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Figure 6-3.  Continued.
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 Figure 6-3.  Continued.
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If it is desired to have the exact flow-area and depth-area relationships, then the product
AR2/3 must be found as a function of area.  In general, the mathematical description of the shape
will be complex and the task is most easily carried out graphically.  Areas may be planimetered,
and the wetted perimeter measured to determine R.  In addition, the depth may be measured with
a scale.  The required flow-area relationship of equation 6-1 may then be tabulated as can the
depth-area relationship.  The number of points on the flow-area and depth-area curves required to
describe the curves is an input variable (MM and NN, respectively).  Note that the normalized
flows (QNORM) and depths (DNORM) must be tabulated at points corresponding to MM-1 and
NN-1, respectively, equal divisions of the normalized area axis (ANORM).  If desired, the
routing  parameters stored in the program may be listed by specifying KPRINT = 1 on data line
A1.  The four pages of output are seldom necessary during the simulations, however.

Physical Representation of the Sewer System
General

These data are the different element types of the sewer system and their physical
descriptions.  The system must first be descritized as a network of conduit lengths, joined at
manholes (or other non-conduits).  In addition, either real or hypothetical manholes should
delineate significant changes in conduit geometry, dimensions, slope, or roughness.  Finally,
inflows to the system (i.e., stormwater, wastewater, and infiltration) are allowed to enter only at
manholes (or other non-conduits).  Thus, manholes must be located at points corresponding to
inlet points for hydrographs generated by an external block and input points specified in
Subroutines FILTH and INFIL.  In general, the task of identifying elements of the sewer system
will be done most conveniently in conjunction with the preparation of data for these other
subroutines, especially the Runoff Block.

Each element (conduit or non-conduit) must be identified with a number which may
range from 1 to 10,000.  They need not be sequential or continuous.  Experience has shown that a
schematic map showing the complete sewer network and the numbering system will be very
useful for debugging and identification purposes.  It is difficult to rely upon detailed (and often
cluttered) sewer plans alone.

Description of Conduits
The 16 conduit shapes supplied with SWMM are shown in Figure 6-3.  For each shape,

the required dimensions are illustrated in the figure and specified in Table 6-3.  In addition, Table
6-3 gives the formula for calculating the total cross-sectional area of the conduit.

Usually, the shape and dimensions of the conduit will be indicated on plans.  It is then a
simple matter to refer to Figure 6-3 for the proper conduit type and dimensions.  If the shape does
not correspond to any supplied by the program, it will ordinarily suffice to choose a shape
corresponding most nearly to the one in question.  For example, an inverted egg can be
reasonably approximated by a catenary section.  The dimensions of the substitute shape should be
chosen so that the area of the substitute conduit and that of the actual conduit are the same.  This
is facilitated by Table 6-3, in which the area is given as a function of conduit dimensions.  If
desired, the flow-depth area parameters for up to two additional conduit shapes may be read in at
the beginning of the program as discussed previously.  (See also Data Groups D1-D9.)
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Table 6-3.  Summary of Area Relationships and Required Conduit Dimensions.a

NTYPE Shape Area Required Dimensions

1 Circular (pi/4)�G12 GEOM1 = Diameter
2 Rectangular G1�G2 GEOM1 = Height

GEOM2 = Width
3 Egg-shaped 0.5105�G12 GEOM1 = Height
4 Horseshoe 0.829�G12 GEOM1 = Height
5 Gothic 0.655�G12 GEOM1 = Height
6 Catenary 0.703�G12 GEOM1 = Height
7 Semi-elliptic 0.785�G12 GEOM1 = Height
8 Basket-handle 0.786�G12 GEOM1 = Height
9 Semi-circular 1.270�G12 GEOM1 = Height
10 Modified

basket-handle
G2[G1+(pi/8)G2] GEOM1 = Side height

GEOM2 = Width
11 Rectangular

triangular bottom
G2(G1-Ge/2) GEOM1 = Height

GEOM2 = Width
GEOM3 = Invert height

12 Rectangular,
round bottom

G1�G2 + G32/2�(φ-
sinφ)

φ = 2�sin-1

[G2/(2�G3)]

GEOM1 = Height
GEOM2 = Width
GEOM3 = Invert radius

13 Trapezoidal
channel

G1(G2+G1/G3) GEOM1 = Depth
GEOM2 = Bottom width
GEOM3 = Side slope
                  (vertical/horizontal)

14 Parabolic channel (2/3)�G1�G2 GEOM1 = Depth
GEOM2 = Top width

15 Power function
channel:
xG3 = k�y

[G3/(1+G3)]�G1�G2

k = (1/G1)�(G2/2)G3

GEOM1 = Depth
GEOM2 = Top width
GEOM3 = Exponent of power
                  function

aRefer for Figure 6-3 for definition of dimensions G1, G2, and G3.
 Note that G1 = GEOM1, G2 = GEOM2, G3 = GEOM3.
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Occasionally, the conduit dimensions and area may be given, but the shape not specified.
It will sometimes be possible to deduce the shape from the given information.  For example, a
conduit may have an area of 4.58 ft2 (0.425 m2) and dimensions of 2 ft by 3 ft (0.6  by 1.0 m).
First, assume that the 2-ft dimension is the width  and the 3-ft dimension is the depth of the
conduit.  Second, note from Figure 6-3 that the ratio of depth to width for an egg-shaped conduit
is 1.5:1.  Finally, the area of an egg-shaped conduit of 3 foot depth is 0.5105 × 9 = 4.59 ft2 (0.426
m2).   It is concluded that the conduit should be type 3 with GEOM1 = 3 ft.

Because of the limits on the size of the computer program, it will usually not be possible
to model every conduit in the drainage basin.  Consequently, aggregation of individual conduits
into longer ones will usually be the rule.  Average slopes and sizes may be used provided that the
flow capacity of the aggregate conduit is not significantly less than that of any portion of the real
system.  This is to avoid simulated surcharge conditions that would not occur in reality.  In
general, flow calculations are relatively insensitive to conduit lengths, although with conduits
over 4000 to 5000 ft (1200 m and 1500 m) long some loss of routing accuracy will result.  This is
caused primarily when a large inflow enters a dry or nearly dry pipe, often at the beginning of the
simulation.  A non-convergence error message will be printed, but the resultant error is seldom
significant.  Conduit lengths  should always be separated by manholes (or other non-conduit type
elements).  The conduit length should be measured from the center of the adjacent manholes.  A
further means of simulating large systems lies in simulating different portions with separate
Transport runs and combining the results using the Combine Block (see Section 3).

Values of Manning’s roughness may be known by engineers familiar with the sewer
system.  Otherwise, they may be estimated from tables in many engineering references (e.g.,
Chow, 1959; ASCE-WPCF, 1969) as a function of the construction material and sewer
conditions.  The value may be adjusted to account for losses not considered in the routing
procedure (e.g., head losses in manholes or other structures, roots, obstructions).  However, the
flow routing is relatively insensitive to small changes in Manning’s n.

Description of Non-Conduits
Types.  The sewer system consists of many different structures, each with its own hydraulic
properties.  Elements types 19 through 25 (denoted by parameter NTYPE on group E1) are
designed to simulate such structures.  Data requirements for these elements are given in Table
6-4.  Brief descriptions of these elements follow.

Manholes (NTYPE = 19).  No physical data are required for manholes except their numbers and
upstream element numbers.  Note that the number of upstream elements is limited to three.  If
more than three branches of the system should join at a point, two manholes could be placed in
series, allowing a total of five branches to joint at that point, etc.  Flow routing is accomplished
in manholes by specifying that the outflow equals the sum of the inflows.

As an alternative to the use of the more detailed infiltration (INFIL) and dry-weather flow
(FILTH) routines described later, flow and quality constituents may be input at manholes to
simulate baseflow conditions.  This input is constant over time and is allowed only at manholes
and at no other element types.
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Table 6-4.  Parameters Required for Non-Conduits

NTYPE Description DIST GEOM1 SLOPE ROUGH GEOM2 BARREL GEOM3

19 Manhome Constant
inflow,
cfs,
[m3/sec].

Const.
inflow
concen. of
pollutant
1.a

Const.
inflow
concen. of
pollutant
2.a

Const.
inflow
concen. of
pollutant
3.a

Const.
inflow
concen. of
pollutant
4.a

N.R.b N.R.

20 Lift station Pumping
rate,
assumed
constant,
cfs,
[3/sec].

Volume in
wet well at
which
pumps will
start, ft3,
[m3].

N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R.

21 Flow divider N.R. Maximum
undiverted
flow.
Inflow in
excess of
this value is
diverted,
cfs,
[m3/sec].

N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. Number of
element into
which flows
the
undiverted
flow
(include
decimal
point).

22 Storage unitc N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R.

23 Flow divider Maximum
inflow
without
flow over
the weir,
cfs,
[m3/sec].

Weir
height,
above zero
flow depth,
ft, [m].

Maximum
inflow
through
whole
structure,
cfs,
[m3/sec].

Weir
constant
times weir
length, ft,
[m].

Depth in
structure at
time of
maximum
inflow, ft,
[m].

N.R. Number of
element into
which flows
the
undiverted
flow (weir
flow is the
diverted
flow).

24 Flow divider N.R. N.R.
(assigned in

program)

N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. Number of
element into
which flows
the
undiverted
flow.

25 Backwater
element

N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. N.R. Element
number of
downstream
storage
flow.

aUnits according to NDIM, Card group F1.
bN.R. – Not Required.
cAdditional parameters are read in subsequently in Card groups G1-G5.
NOTE:  All elements require an element under (NOE), three upstream element numbers (NUE), and type (NTYPE).

Parameters for conduits are defined in Table 6-2.

Lift Stations (NTYPE = 20).  The data requirements for lift stations are given in Table 6-4.  It is
assumed that the force main will remain full when the pump is not operating, resulting in no time
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delay in the flow routing (i.e., no time is required to fill the force main when the pump starts, and
the force main volume is not accounted for during pollutant routing).  When the volume of
sewage in the wet well reaches its specified capacity, the pumps begin to operate at a constant
rate.  This continues until the wet well volume equals zero.  (Two-stage pumping may be
simulated using a storage element.)

Flow Dividers (NTYPE = 21 and 24).  The routing procedure through these elements is
explained in the discussion below.  Typical uses are given below.

1) Simple diversion structure – A type 21 flow divider may be used to model a
diversion structure in which none of the flow is diverted until it reaches a
specified value (GEOM1).  When the inflow is above this value, the non-diverted
flow (QO1) remains constant at its capacity, GEOM1, and the surplus flow (QO2)
is diverted.

2) Cunnette section – A type 24 flow divider may be used to model a downstream
cunnette section.  The cunnette section is considered as a separate circular conduit
to be placed parallel to the primary conduit as shown in Figure 6-4.  In order to
model the cunnette as a semi-circle, the separate circular conduit is given a dia-
meter (GEOM1) so that its area will be twice that of the actual total cunnette flow
area.  (The distance, slope and roughness will be the same as for the primary
conduit.)  A type 24 flow divider is then the upstream element common to both
conduits, as shown in Figure 6-4.  (The program assigns a value of GEOM1 of the
flow divider equal to half the full flow capacity of the circular pipe simulating the
cunnette so that it has the hydraulic characteristics of a semi-circle.)  Any flow
higher than GEOM1 will be diverted to the primary conduit.  Note that the
parameter GEOM3 of the flow divider will be the element number assigned to the
cunnette section.  Note further that the element downstream from the two parallel
conduits must list them both as upstream elements.

3) Overbank flow – A type 21 flow divider can be used to simulate flow into a main
channel (undiverted flow) and into a parallel overbank channel for simulation of
flooded conditions.  Parameter GEOM1 would be set equal to the main channel
capacity.  The channel could be of any shape although two trapezoidal channels
might be most appropriate for many natural configurations.

Routing at Flow Dividers (NTYPE = 21 and 24).  Both types will divide the inflow, QI, into two
outflows, QO1 and QO2.  The divider then acts as follows:

For 0 ≤ QI ≤ GEOM1, QO1 = QI
QO2 = 0.0

(6-2)
For GEOM1 ≤ QI, QO1 = GEOM1

QO2 = QI - GEOM1

The undiverted outflow, QO1, will flow into the downstream element denoted by GEOM3.  (The
element into which QO2 flows does not need to be specified.)
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Figure 6-4.  Cunnette section.

Flow Divider (NTYPE = 23).  This element is used to model a weir-type diversion structure in
which a linear relationship can adequately relate the flow rate and the depth of flow into the weir
structure.  Input parameters are defined in Table 6-4.  The weir constant, incorporated into the
variable ROUGH, can be varied to account for the type of weir.  Typical values of the weir
constant are 3.3 for a broad crested weir and 4.1 for a side weir.
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The flow divider behaves as a function of the inflow, QI, as follows:

For Q ≤ QI ≤ DIST, QO1 = QI
QO2 = 0.0

 (6-3)
For DIST ≤ QI, QO1 and QO2 are computed as follows:

1) Compute depth of flow above the weir, DH, assuming a linear flow-depth
relationship:

DH = (QI-DIST)⋅(GEOM2-GEOM1)/(SLOPE-DIST)

2) Compute the diverted flow from the weir formula:

Q02 = ROUGH � DH1.5

3) Compute the undiverted flow:

QO1 = QI - QO2

Storage Unit (NTYPE 22).  This element is specified only when internal storage computations
are required.  Internal storage is modeled in a manner similar to a detention unit of the Storage/
Treatment Block, using Puls routing for hydrographs and simulating quality processes as a
completely mixed reactor.  However, unlike a detention unit in the S/T Block, pollutant removal
may be simulated only by decay.  Data requirements are described on data groups G1 to G5.

Up to 30 storage units may be placed anywhere in the sewer system where appreciable
storage may exist, such as at an outflow or diversion structure, or to simulate detention storage in
a stormwater management system.  It should be noted that the storage area or “reservoir” may
consist of a portion of the sewer system itself, and area-depth-discharge relationships developed
accordingly.

Backwater Element (NTYPE = 25).  This element may be used to approximate backwater
conditions in a series of conduits due to a flow control structure downstream.  The situation is
modeled in a manner analogous to reservoir flood routing as follows:

1) A storage element (NTYPE 22) is placed at the location of the control structure.
The type of storage element will depend upon the structure (e.g., weir, orifice).
One inflow to this storage element is then from the conduit just upstream.

2) If the water surface is extended horizontally upstream from the flow control
structure at the time of maximum depth at the structure, it will intersect the invert
slope of the sewer at a point corresponding to the assumed maximum length of
backwater.  The reach between this point and the structure may encompass several
conduit lengths.  A backwater element (NTYPE 25) is placed at this point of
maximum backwater, in place of a manhole, for instance.
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3) The backwater element then diverts flow directly into the storage element
depending upon the volume of water (and hence, the length of backwater) in the
storage element.  If the backwater extends all the way to the backwater element,
the total flow is diverted to the storage element; none is diverted to the conduits.

4) The amount of diverted flow (QO1) is assumed to be directly proportional to the
length of the backwater.  The storage area in reality consists of the conduits.
Since most conduits can be assumed to have a constant width, on the average, the
backwater length is assumed to be proportional to the square root of the current
storage volume, obtained from the storage routine.

5) The parameter GEOM3 of the backwater element must contain the element
number of the downstream storage unit.

6) Parameters for the storage element are read in as usual.  The depth-area values
will correspond to the storage area of the upstream conduits.  The storage unit
must list the backwater element as one of its upstream elements, as well as the
conduit immediately upstream.

7) At each time step, the backwater element computes the ratio of current to
maximum storage volume in the downstream storage element.  Call this ratio r.
Then

QO1 = QI � r1/2

and                (6-4)

QO2 = QI - QO1

where

QO1 = flow directly into storage unit,
QO2 = flow into intermediate conduits, and
QI = inflow to backwater element.

Input Data and Computational Controls
Options

The basic input data, hydrographs and pollutographs, are generated outside of the
Transport Block.  However, certain operational controls are available within Transport.

Time Step (DT)
The size of the time step may be chosen arbitrarily and does not have to correspond to

that of the preceding block.  If it does not, input hydrograph and pollutograph ordinates will be
estimated by linear interpolation of the input time series on the interface file.  However, awkward
interpolation effects can be avoided if the Transport time step is an integer multiple or integer
fraction (e.g., 1/2, 1/3) of the time step of the upstream block.  If the upstream block uses a
variable time step (e.g., the Runoff Block), the shortest of the variable time steps should be used
to compute the integer fraction.  Transport uses a constant time step.
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In tests of sensitivity (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a), it was found that except for very
small values of DT (10 seconds), the output from Transport is insensitive to the length of the
time step.  Between values of two minutes and 30 minutes, hydrograph ordinates varied by less
than one percent.  For extremely short time step values, the peak flow moved downstream faster
and never attained the maximum value that it had with a DT of two minutes and longer.  Within
the range commonly needed (two minutes to 30 minutes), the choice of time step will not
significantly affect results.  However, continuity errors can occasionally arise if the time step is
longer than about two times the travel time through any conduit.

Number of Time Steps (NDT)
The number of time steps is not restricted.  The program will use the number input in

Transport (NDT) or the number used by the preceding module, whichever gives the shorter
simulation time.

Choice of Number of Iterations (NITER)
The purpose of iterations in the computations is to eliminate flow oscillations in the

output.  Flatter pipe slopes (less than 0.001 ft/ft) require iterations of the flow routing portion of
the Transport Model to help dampen these oscillations.  Four iterations have proven to be
sufficient in most cases.

Allowable Convergence Error (EPSIL)
Convergence of the flow routing procedure should not be any problem, and the default

value of EPSIL, 0.0001, may be used.  It will provide sufficient accuracy and result in only a very
minimal increase in computer time over larger values.  The only convergence problems that may
exist can occur when flow enters a dry conduit.  For instance, this could occur at the beginning of
a storm in a sewer with little or no baseflow.  Messages to this effect will be printed if parameter
NPRINT = 0.  These may almost always be ignored since the default options in Subroutine
ROUTE will continue program execution and only result in a very small error in continuity (a
fraction of a percent).

Alternate Hydrograph and Pollutograph Inputs
Hydrograph and pollutographs may be entered from an interface file (e.g., as generated in

the Runoff Block) and/or entered manually using data groups I1 and R1.  Parameters NCNTRL
and NINPUT are set accordingly.  Note that input from both a Transport input file and interface
file may be performed simultaneously.  If, for some reason, input from data group R1 will not
suffice, an interface file containing the specified input values could be created according to the
specifications found in Section 2 and specified as an input file to Transport in place of, say, a file
generated by the Runoff Block.  The format of such a file is described in the Tables 2-2 and 2-3.
In this manner, a user may use an alternative program for generation of the inlet hydrograph, fol-
lowed by Transport for routing.
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Quality
Constituents

Up to four pollutants may be arbitrarily chosen for input and routing by the Transport
Block.  Although these would often be chosen from the group (up to ten) supplied by the Runoff
Block (or another preceding block), they do not have to be since data group input may be used in
addition to the interface file.  If the same pollutant is entered from both the interface file and
from the data group R1, the description (name, name of units, type of units) from the interface
file must be used.  If the pollutant is entered only from the data group, this description must be
supplied on data group F1.  Further information on pollutant description, including naming and
units, is contained in Section 4.

Decay
Each pollutant may be subjected to a first order decay during the routing process by

supplying a first order decay coefficient, DECAY (based on natural logarithms or base e).
Although travel time through most sewer systems is short enough so that decay is seldom
important, the user could supply, for example, a deoxygenation coefficient, K1, for BOD if
desired.  Non-conservative pollutants are not linked.  The decay of one has no effect on any
other.

Routing
Routing of quality parameters is performed by using the integral solution for the output

from a completely mixed conduit volume (Medina et al., 1981). See Appendix IX for a
derivation.  Although this tends to introduce artificial dispersion of concentration profiles, it is
the most convenient way in which to introduce new loadings at manholes along the system, as
well as to facilitate scour and deposition calculations.  The quality routing procedure is not
subject to calibration directly.  However, the routing becomes closer to pure advection (plug
flow) as the number of elements is increased.

Scour and Deposition
The basis for these procedures is described in Appendix VI.  Each pollutant is assigned a

specific gravity (SPG) and particle size distribution, assumed to apply throughout the drainage
system regardless of the source of the pollutant, e.g., stormwater or dry-weather flow.  If the
specific gravity is less than or equal to 1.0, the pollutant is considered to be entirely suspended
(or dissolved) and not subject to scour and deposition.  If all calibration is to be performed using
Runoff Block buildup-washoff parameters, for instance, it may be desirable to avoid the
complexity of simulating scour, a second real but largely unknown source.

Typical particle size distributions (and interpretation of input parameters PSIZE and
PGR) are illustrated in Figure 6-5.  Such information should be collected first hand at each
catchment; secondary sources such as Sartor and Boyd (1972), Shaheen (1975), Manning et al.
(1977) and Pisano et al. (1979) should be used only if local data are not available.  During the
simulation scour and deposition are simulated using Shield’s criterion to determine the critical
diameter for incipient motion and deposition (see Appendix VI).  The kinematic viscocity of
water (GNU on data line B2) is a function of temperature and used to calculate the boundary
Reynolds number on Shield's diagram (Graf, 1971; Vanoni, 1975).  For each conduit, the critical
diameter is determined as a function of velocity, roughness and specific gravity.  At the same
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time, the maximum diameter of the suspended fraction and the minimum diameter of the settled
fraction is
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Figure 6-5.  Example particle size distributions for pollutants found on street surfaces (after
Sartor and Boyd, 1972, p. 146).

maintained.  If the critical diameter is less than the maximum of the suspended material, more is
settled; the settled mass is determined by multiplying by a fraction determined from the particle
size distribution (Appendix VI).  Similarly, if the critical diameter is greater than the minimum of
the settled material, more is suspended.  The settled material is thus assumed to have the particle
size distribution of the right hand tail of the total distribution (Figure 6-5), and the suspended
material has the distribution of the left hand side.

Decreasing the specific gravity (downwards toward 1.0) increases the amount suspended
and vice versa.  As SPG closely approaches 1.0 the procedure becomes very sensitive to SPG
since there is a division by SPG-1.0.  Typical values of specific gravities of particulate matter in
sewers range from 1.1 for volatile material to 2.7 for sand and grit.  The realistic situation in
which each particle size range may have its own specific gravity can be handled by the
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Storage/Treatment Block, but not the Transport Block (except that up to four different pollutants
may be simulated).  Since it is only one parameter, calibration of the scour-deposition routine
may be most easily calibrated using SPG.  Alternatively, a greater percentage of large diameter
material may be assigned a pollutant using the particle size distribution if, for instance, more
deposition were desired.

Continuity of pollutant mass is maintained during scour and deposition.  In addition,
larger particles can settle upstream in flat conduits and be unavailable for downstream settling.
However, no layering within the sediment bed is possible; a uniform distribution with sediment
depth is assumed.  An initial settled mass in each conduit is computed prior to the start of the
simulation by running the routine for DWDAYS days (data line B2) prior to the storm event (or
longer) simulation.  This initial deposition is assumed to start with a clean bed.

Although this scour-deposition routine is a far cry from the detailed sewer sediment
transport program developed by Sonnen (1977), it is reasonably simple, consistent and may be
calibrated.  And should the user desire, it may be bypassed (using SPG < 1.0), and all quality
calibration performed in the Runoff Block.

Internal Storage
Steps

Use of the internal storage routine involves four basic steps.  A somewhat more detailed
data description may be found in the Storage/Treatment Block description in Section 7, and
modeling techniques are described in Appendix IV.

Step 1.  Call
The internal storage routine is called by subroutine TRANS when element NTYPE 19 is

specified.  No more than 30 storage locations may be specified in a single run.

Step 2.  Storage Description:  Part 1
Describe the manner in which the outlet depth-discharge relationship is given (set of data

pairs, power equation or pumps).  See Appendix IV and Section 7 for a more detailed description
of this technique.

Step 3.  Storage Description:  Part 2
Describe the geometry of the unit with a set of depth-surface area volume data triplets and

the depth-discharge relationship with data pairs or a power equation.  See Appendix IV and
Section 7 for more details.

Step 4.  Initial Conditions
Describe the initial conditions of the unit with respect to volume and pollutant

concentrations.
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Infiltration Model
Description

The section on infiltration has been developed to help to estimate infiltration into a given
sewer system based upon existing information about the sewer, its surrounding soil and
groundwater, and precipitation.  It should be borne in mind throughout that the accuracy of
infiltration prediction is dependent upon the accuracy and extent of data descriptive of infiltration
in the system being modeled.

Using these data, Subroutine INFIL is structured to provide estimates of average daily
infiltration inflows at discrete locations along the trunk sewers of a given sewer system.  A
typical urban drainage basin in which infiltration might be estimated is shown in Figure 6-6.

Since the Transport Block’s principal use has been mainly to simulate individual storms
which cover a time period of less than a day, average daily estimates from INFIL are calculated
only once prior to sewer flow routing.  INFIL is called from Subroutine TRANS by setting the
variable, NINFIL equal to 1, thus signaling the computer to estimate infiltration.  In fact,
however, the user has most of the responsibility for infiltration estimation, optionally using
techniques described below.  The program does little more than apportion it properly.

Figure 6-6.  Typical drainage basin in which infiltration is to be estimated.
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For the purposes of analysis, infiltration is classified into four categories, i.e.,
miscellaneous sources causing a base dry weather inflow, frozen residual moisture, antecedent
precipitation, and high groundwater.  The cumulative effects of the first three sources can be seen
in Figure 6-7 which excludes surface runoff.  Figure 6-7 shows total infiltration QINF as the sum
of dry weather infiltration DINFIL, wet weather infiltration RINFIL, and melting residual ice and
frost infiltration SINFIL.  However, in cases where the groundwater table rises about the sewer
invert, it is assumed that groundwater inflow GINFIL alone will be the dominant source of
infiltration.  Thus, infiltration is defined as:

QINF = Total infiltration
DINFIL = Dry weather infiltration
RINFIL = Wet weather infiltration
SINFIL = Melting residual ice and snow infiltration
RSMAX = Residual moisture peak contribution
SMMDWF = Accounted for sewage

Figure 6-7.  Components of infiltration
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     DINFIL + RINFIL + SINFIL

QINF =               or                (6-5)

     GINFIL for high groundwater table

Throughout the procedure for determining input variables, observations and estimates
based upon local data are given preference over generalized estimates for infiltration described
below.  Thus, the hierarchy for basing estimates should be:

1) Use historical data for the study area under consideration.
2) Use historical data for a nearby study area and adjust results accordingly.
3) Use estimates of local professionals.
4) Use generalized estimates based upon country-wide observations.

Infiltration - inflow studies (e.g., EPA, 1977) have been performed in many cities and should
provide much of the needed data.

Dry Weather Infiltration (DINFIL)
If the study area under consideration has been gaged, base dry-weather infiltration can be

taken by inspection from the flow data.  In the absence of flow data, an estimate of the unit
infiltration rate XLOCAL (gpm/inch-diameter per mile) for dry weather must be obtained from
local professionals.  From data in this form, equation 6-6 can then be used to determine DINFIL
(gpm):

DINFIL = XLOCAL�DIAM�PLEN 

where

DIAM = average sewer diameter, in., and
PLEN = pipe length, mi.

Values of XLOCAL range from 250 to 600 gpm/in.-diameter per day (ASCE-WPCF, 1969) and
may be even higher for laterals with many stubs and wyes.  The importance of local data cannot
be over-emphasized.

Residual Melting Ice and Frost Infiltration (SINFIL)
SINFIL arises from residual precipitation such as snow as it melts following cold periods.

Published data (American Society of Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers) in the form of
monthly degree days (sum of deviations below 65°F) provide an excellent index as to the
significance of SINFIL.  Average monthly degree-days for cities in the United States are
reproduced in Appendix VIII.  The onset and duration of melting can be estimated by noting the
degree days NDD above and immediately below a value of 750.  Refer to Figure 6-8 for the
following description.
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MLTBE = Day on which melting period begins
MLTEN = Day on which melting period ends

Figure 6-8.  Prescribed melting period.

Within subroutine INFIL, the beginning of melting, MLTBE, is taken as the day on which
NDD drops below 750.  Next, MLTEN is determined so that A1 equals A2.  In the absence of
evidence to the contrary, it is assumed that the melting rate is sinusoidal.  The maximum
contribution RSMAX from residual moisture can be determined from previous gaging of the
study area or local estimates.  In either case, SINFIL is determined within the program by the
following equation:
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(6-7)

where

NDYUD = day on which infiltration estimate is desired,
RSMAX = residual moisture peak contribution, gpm,
MLTBE = beginning of melting period, day, and
MLTEN = end of melting period, day.

Note that RSMAX is a required input parameter, in addition to degree day information.

Antecedent Precipitation (RINFIL)
RINFIL depends upon antecedent precipitation occurring within the nine day period prior

to an estimate.  If antecedent rainfall is unavailable or less than about 0.25 in. (6.4 mm), the
RINFIL contribution to QINFIL is usually small.  For larger antecedent rainfall contributions,
regression techniques offer one method of estimating RINFIL.  For example, during development
of the SWMM infiltration routine, available rainfall and infiltration data were examined (Metcalf
and Eddy et al., 1971a).  For three areas in which sewer flow data were not affected by melting,
RINFIL was found to satisfy the following linear relationship:

RINFIL = ALF + ALF0�RN0 + ALF1�RN1 + … + ALF9�RN9

where
RINFIL = SWFLOW - DINFIL - SMMDWF, gpm,
ALFN = coefficient to rainfall for N days prior to estimate, gpm/in.,
RNn = precipitation on n days prior to estimate, in.,
SWFLOW = daily average sewer flow excluding surface runoff, gpm, and
SMMDWF = otherwise accounted for sewage flow, gpm.

To determine the coefficients in equation 6-8, a multiple linear regression should be run on
existing flow and rainfall data.  For comparative purposes, the results of regression analyses for
study areas in three selected cities (Lentz, 1963; Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a) are given in
Table 6-5.

High Groundwater Table (GINFIL)
For locations and times of the year that cause the groundwater table to be above the sewer

invert, groundwater infiltration GINFIL supersedes contributions from DINFIL, RINFIL, and
SINFIL.  GINFIN can be determined from historical sewer flow data by inspection or regression
analysis.  For example, a regression analysis could involve determination of the BETA
coefficients in Equation 6-9, or an alternative formulation could be investigated.

( ) ( )[ ]


 −−⋅⋅

=
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Table 6-5.  RINFIL Equations for Three Study Areas

Study Area Equation

Bradenton,
Florida

RINFIL = 4.1 + 2.9RN0 + 17.5RN1 + 15.0RN2 + 12.8RN3 + 13.0RN4 +
10.4RN5 + 13.2RN6 + 10.1RN7 + 11.8RN8 + 9.5RN9

Baltimore,
Maryland

RINFIL = 2.4 + 11.3RN0 + 11.6RN1 + 5.5RN2 + 6.4RN3 + 4.8RN4 +
3.6RN5 + 1.0RN6 + 1.5RN7 + 1.4RN8 + 1.8RN9

Springfield,
Missouri

RINFIL = 2.0 + 18.3RN0 + 13.9RN1 + 8.9RN2 + 5.5RN3 + 6.7RN4 +
16.RN5 + 5.2RN6 + 4.6RN7 + 4.4RN8 + 1.3RN9

GINFIL = BETA + BETA1�GWHD + BETA2�GWHD2 + BETA3�GWHD0.5

(6-9)

where

GWHD = groundwater table elevation above sewer invert, ft, and
BETAn = coefficient for term n.

Apportionment of Infiltration
Once an estimate of the total local infiltration QINF has been obtained, this flow must be

apportioned throughout the designated study area.  The criterion chosen for apportionment is an
opportunity factor OPINF which represents the relative number and length of openings
susceptible to infiltration.  Pipe joints constitute the primary avenue for entry of infiltration
(Geyer and Lentz, 1963).  The number and length of joints is assumed to be proportional to the
relative surface area of each conduit.  For each, an equivalent circular pipe diameter will be
proportional to the square root of its known cross-sectional area, ft2.  Then the fraction of total
infiltration (“opportunity” for infiltration) allocated to each conduit, OPINF, is:

         (6-10)

where

Af
= cross sectional area of conduit, ft2, and

DIST = conduit length, ft.

The summation in the denominator is over all conduits.  Open trapezoidal channels are treated
the same as all others.  The apportioned infiltration enters the system at the non-conduit element
immediately upstream of the conduit.

∑ ⋅
⋅

=
DISTA

DISTA
OPINF

f

f
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This procedure allocates the most infiltration to the largest and longest conduits.  Should
local information dictate otherwise, infiltration may be apportioned and entered at appropriate
manholes in data group E1.

Infiltration developed using subroutine INFIL is held constant in time.  Should hourly or
daily corrections be desired, infiltration can be incorporated into dry-weather flow or entered as
hydrographs using data group R1.

Quality of Infiltration
Although infiltration is often assumed to be “clean” due to its origin in the soil layers, in-

conduit measurements usually indicate non-zero levels of most parameters.  These concentrations
may be entered in data group K1.

Data Needs
Hydrologic Data

Concurrent historical rainfall, water table, and sewer flow data of several weeks’ duration
are needed to completely describe infiltration.  In addition, rainfall for several days prior to the
flow estimate is required for use in a regression equation for RINFIL.  Of course, such data
would be required for many different storms for development of such an equation.

Ideally, the rainfall record would be from a raingage which is located near the center of
the study area and which records daily rainfall in inches.  If more than one raingage is located
within the study area, daily measurements from all gages should be averaged.  Missing data (e.g.,
from a malfunctioning gauge) or a total absence of measurements due to no gauging within the
study area can sometimes be overcome with measurements taken from a raingage located within
a few miles.  If National Weather Service (NWS) climatological data recorded at the nearest
airport or federal installation are not available, contact the National Climatic Data Center
(Asheville, NC) for assistance.

Should some other form of precipitation, e.g., snowfall, be encountered, it will be
necessary to convert this to equivalent rainfall.  If estimates are unavailable from the NWS, the
ratio of ten inches of snow to one inch of rain may be used.

Water table data should also be obtained from gauging within the study area.  However,
shallow-well data from the U.S. Geological Survey or state geological office can be used to
supplement missing data.  Water table elevations are not required if they are below the sewer
inverts for the day on which QINF is to be estimated.

Sewer Data
Sewer flow data for regression analysis should be taken from a gage located at the

downstream point within the study area.  Upstream gaging may sometimes be used to estimate
flows at the downstream point by simply adjusting flows based upon respective surface area.
Physical sewer data (e.g., lengths, diameters) are taken from prior input used within TRANS to
route sewer flow.

Summary of Infiltration Procedures
Input

Effective use of the Infiltration Model requires estimates of its component flows, namely:

DINFIL = dry weather infiltration,
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RINFIL = wet weather infiltration,
SINFIL = melting residual ice and snow, and
GINFIL = groundwater infiltration.

Step 1.  Determine Groundwater Condition
If the groundwater table is predominantly above the sewer invert, all infiltration is

attributed to this source (GINFIL).  In this case, an estimate of the total infiltration is made
directly (in cfs for the total drainage basin) and read in data line K1.  This data line followed by a
blank data line (data line K2) would complete the infiltration data input.  If the groundwater table
is not predominantly above the sewer invert, proceed to Step 2.

Step 2.  Build-Up Infiltration from Base Estimates
From measurements, historical data, or judgment, provide estimates of DINFIL and

RINFIL.  In this case, GINFIL must be set equal to 0.0.  Finally, if needed, provide the peak
residual moisture (RSMAX) and the 12 monthly degree-day totals taken from Appendix VII or a
local source.

Dry Weather Flow Model
Methodology

Subroutine FILTH serves as an option to estimate average sewage flow and quality from
residential, commercial, and industrial urban areas.  FILTH estimates sewage inputs at discrete
locations along the trunk sewers of any specified urban drainage basin.  These estimates are
calculated from data describing drainage basin subsections (subcatchments and subareas) under
which the trunk sewer passes.  In this routine, dry-weather flow quantity and quality are
developed from regression equations, as explained in the documentation (Metcalf and Eddy et
al., 1971a).  The estimates are for three specific quality parameters; BOD5, suspended solids (SS)
and total coliforms.  Thus, if any different parameters are to be simulated, FILTH cannot be used.
However, if a fourth parameter is to be routed in addition to BOD5, SS and total coliforms,
FILTH can be used to provide estimates for the first three but not the additional one.  Also bear
in mind that a constant base flow for any parameter may be input at manholes in data group E1.

When FILTH is not used, DWF estimates may be input at desired manholes, as discussed
previously.  In fact, this option may be routinely used in place of FILTH whenever reasonable
estimates are available for instream DWF quantity and quality, thus avoiding collection of the
many demographic data required for estimates by FILTH.

An example of a hypothetical sewer system and input situation for FILTH is given in
Figure 6-9.  To avoid confusion with Runoff Block subcatchments, all drainage basin
subdivisions will be referred to as subareas in the following discussion.  As shown in the figure,
an input manhole near the center of each subarea is assumed to accept all sewage flow from that
subarea.  Criteria for establishing subarea boundaries and input locations are discussed later in
the text.

In the context of SWMM, FILTH calculates daily sewage flow (cfs) and characteristics
(BOD5, SS, and total coliforms) averaged over the entire year for each subarea.  FILTH is called
from Subroutine TRANS by setting the parameter NFILTH equal to one.  Flow and quality
characteristics estimates and corresponding manhole input numbers are then returned to TRANS
where the estimates undergo adjustment depending upon the day of the week and hour of the day
during which simulation is proceeding.
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The subroutine may be omitted when modeling separate storm sewers unless it is desired
to generate a base flow with DWF characteristics.  FILTH is designed to handle an unrestricted
number of inlet areas and individual process flow contributors.  As a safeguard against faulty
data, however, a program interrupt is provided if the combined number exceeds 200, which is a
limit set by the Transport Model.
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Sewer and Subcatchment Data
1. Manhole 32 is the most downstream point.
2. Subcatchments 1, 2, 3, and 4 are single-family residential areas, each 100 acres in size and each with

water metering.
3. Subcatchments 5 and 7 are 220-acre industrial areas.
4. Subarea 6 is a 250-acre park.
5. Subarea 8 is a 50-acre commercial area.

Subareas 6 and 8 constitute a subcatchment draining to input manhole number 21.

Resulting Data
8 sewage estimates
KTNUM, Total subcatchments and subareas in drainage basin = 8
TOTA, total acres in drainage basin = 1,140

KNUM,
subcatchment

or subarea

INPUT,
input manhole

number

KLAND,
land use
category

ASUB,
acres in

subcatchment
or subarea

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

  3
17
29
  8
26
 21
24
 21

1
1
1
1
4
5
4
3

100
100
100
100
220
250
220
  50

Figure 6-9.  Determination of subcatchment and identification to estimate sewage at 8 points.
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Quantity Estimates
Data Categories

Three data categories are used to estimate sewage flow:  (1) drainage basin data, (2)
subarea data, and (3) decision and adjustment parameters.

Study area data are TOTA, KTNUM and ADWF.  KTNUM denotes the number of
subareas into which a drainage basin, having a surface area TOTA (acres), is being divided.
ADWF, which is optional depending upon its availability, gives the average sewage flow (cfs)
originating from the entire drainage basin (e.g., average flow data from a treatment plant serving
the study area).  When it is included, the predicted basin flow will be adjusted to match this
value.

Subarea data requirements consist of several options depending upon availability and
choice of input.  Discussion later in the text will assist in data tabulation by noting the order of
preference where options exist.  Subarea data can be broken into three categories as follows:  (1)
identification parameters, (2) flow data, and (3) estimating data.

Identification Parameters
Identification parameters are KNUM, INPUT, AND KLAND.  KNUM identifies each

subarea by a number less than or equal to KTNUM.  For each of the KTNUM subareas, INPUT
indicates the number of the manhole into which DWF is assumed to enter.  Land use within each
subarea which approximately corresponds to zoning classification is categorized according to
Table 6-6.  KLAND serves as an important factor in deciding subarea locations and sizes.  Figure
6-9 will assist in describing how the above data are determined and tabulated.

Table 6-6.  Land Use Classifications

KLAND Land Use

1 Single-family residential
2 Multi-family residential
3 Commercial
4 Industrial
5 Park and open area

Flow Data
Flow data are optional inputs that eliminate the need for using predictive equations.  Two

possible types of flow data are average sewage flow measurements, SEWAGE, and metered
water use, WATER.  Commercial or industrial sewage flow or water use measurements should
be input using the variable SAQPF.  Flows from commercial and industrial establishments
located in residential or open subareas may be included using SAQPF, also.  Metering at lift
stations and other flow control structures within the study area is occasionally available and
should be used whenever possible.  Metered water use offers a more available source of subarea
flow data.  Unfortunately, considerable effort in locating, tabulating, and averaging these data is
often required.
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Estimating Data
For each subarea where SEWAGE or WATER measurements are not available estimated

water use must be used as an estimate of sewage flow.  In the case of a factory or commercial
establishment, estimates can be made by multiplying the number of employees by an established
coefficient (gpd per employee).  In the case of a large factory or commercial establishment, one
subarea may be established with estimated water use tabulated as SAQPF for that subarea.  On
the other hand, estimates of water use for established non-residential areas (e.g., industrial parks
or shopping centers) may be summed and tabulated as SAQPF for one large subarea.  A list of
the above mentioned coefficients is given in Appendix VIII.

In the case of residential areas, estimating data for each subarea are METHOD, PRICE,
ASUB, POPDEN, DWLINGS, FAMILY, and VALUE.   Default values and definitions of each
of these are given in the description of input data.

Decision and Adjustment Parameters
These parameters consist of DVDWF, HVDWF, KDAY, CPI, and  CCCI.  DVDWF and

HVDWF are daily and hourly correction factors, respectively, for DWF.  DVDWF is comprised
of seven numbers that are ratios of daily average sewage flows to weekly average flow.
Likewise, HVDWF is comprised of 24 numbers that are ratios of hourly average sewage flows to
daily average flow.  Both groups of numbers may be derived from observed flow variation
patterns throughout the country (e.g., Tucker, 1967; Portland Clement Association, 1968).  Their
use is to correct measured or estimated average sewage flow to more accurate estimates
depending upon the day and hour.  Typical sewage flow variations are shown in Figures 6-10 and
6-11.  These flow patterns are only examples; locally observed patterns more accurately describe
local variations and should be used when available.

KDAY denotes the day of the week at which simulation is to begin.  As the simulation
proceeds, this value is continually updated.  By using the current day and hour, the appropriate
values of DVDWF and HVDWF can be multiplied by average flow to determine the correct
value.  KDAY ranges from 1 to 7 with Sunday being day number 1.

Two cost indices are employed to adjust current house valuations and water prices to
appropriate 1960 values and 1963 prices, respectively.  This is done because estimating equations
within FILTH are based upon 1960 values and 1963 prices.  CPI, consumer price index, has been
chosen to adjust water price by multiplying water price by 1960 CPI divided by the current CPI.
CCCI, composite construction cost index, has been chosen to adjust house valuations similarly.
Both indices can be found in most libraries in journals on economic affairs (e.g., U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, Survey of Current Business and Statistical Abstracts of the United States).

Quality Estimates
The purpose of the DWF quality computation is to apportion waste characteristics (such

as would be measured at a sewage treatment plant before treatment) among the various subareas
in the drainage basin under study, or in the event no measured data are available, to estimate and
apportion usable average values.  The apportionment is based upon the flow distribution, land
use, measured or estimated industrial flows, average family income, the use or absence of
garbage grinders, and infiltration.
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Daily and hourly correction factors for concentrations of BOD5, SS and total coliforms
are input in conjunction with those for flow variations.  All are expressed as ratios of
instantaneous to annual or daily averages.
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Figure 6-10.  Representative daily flow variation.

Figure 6-11.  Representative hourly flow variation.
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Data line N1 includes the total number of subareas and process flow sources to be
processed along with the type case (whether the total DWF characteristics are known or to be
estimated), the number of process flow contributors, the cost indices, and the total drainage basin
population.  Depending upon the instructions given, computations proceed along the Case 1 or
Case 2 channel.

• Case 1 – In this instance, the total DWF quality characteristics are known at a point
well downstream in the system.  These characteristics may be obtained from treatment
plant operating records (raw sewage) or by a direct sampling program.  The average
daily concentrations are read into the program for flow, BOD5, SS, and total coliforms
(data line O1).  The total pounds per day of BOD5 and SS and the total MPN per day
of coliforms are then calculated.  Then, infiltration and baseflow are subtracted from
the average daily flow.  Note that infiltration is computed in separate Subroutine
INFIL.  If it is not executed a default of zero will be assumed.

Next, the known process flow contributions (data group P1) are summed and
deducted from the daily totals, yielding a further corrected flow, C2DWF (cfs), and
characteristics, C1BOD and C1SS (lb/day).  This is the only use of the input from
data group P1.  Process flow information must be re-entered for each subarea, in data
group Q1.

Finally, corrections based on regression equations, are made for personal
income variations, degree of commercial use, and garbage grinder status (data line
O2).  The DWF quantity does not change but the characteristics obtain new, average
values, C2BOD and C2SS.  Average concentrations of the residual flow, A1BOD,
A1SS, and A1COLI are then computed.

• Case 2 – Here no direct measurements are available; thus, estimates must be made or
default values will be assumed.  A typical application of Case 2 would be in a
situation where several catchments are to be modeled, yet funds will permit
monitoring the DWF only in a single area.  A1BOD, A1SS, and A1COLI would be
computed via the Case 1 subroutine for the known area and the results could be
transferred as Case 2 for the remaining catchments.

Default values of A1BOD, A1SS, and A1COLI are 1300 lb/day-cfs (241
mg/l), 1420 lb/day-cfs (263 mg/l) and 6.2 × 107 MPN/100 ml.  These values assume
85 gal/capita-day (322 l/capita-day) domestic wastewater flow and 0.02 lb/captia-day
(0.09 kg/capita-day) for BOD5, 0.22 lb/capita-day (0.1 kg/capita-day) for SS and 200
billion MPN/capita-day for total coliforms.  All values assume average income
families.  The default value for ADWF assumes 100 gal/capita-day (376 l/capita-day)
which includes an extra 15 gal/capita-day (57 l/capita-day) for infiltration or other
sources.

Following estimation of basin totals, average daily flow and quality values are computed
for each of the KTNUM subareas.  Data are input in data group Q1 for estimation of water use
and sewage quality as well as process flow for each subarea.

Dry weather flow quantity (DWF in cfs) is computed for each land use on the basis of the
following priorities:
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Priority Method
1 Measured average sewage flow (SEWAGE ≠ 0.0).
2 Measured water use (WATER ≠ 0).

3 Regression equations, for single and multiple-family
residential land use only.

The first two methods are really equivalent since DWF is simply equated to either SEWAGE or
WATER, in this order, for all land uses.  Regression equations are employed as a third choice for
residential land uses.  As explained in the documentation (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a), DWF
becomes a function of the number of dwelling units within the subarea (DWLNGS) and other
parameters as listed below.  DWLNGS is required for all regression equations and is computed
on the following basis:

Priority Method
1 Input on data line Q1
2 DWLNGS =

POPDEN�ASUB/FAMILY
3 Default to 10 units per acre.

DWF is then computed using DWLNGS and input parameters as listed below:

METHOD = 1
PRICE = 0 PRICE ≠0 METHOD = 2
DWLNGS DWLNGS DWLNGS
VALUE PRICE FAMILY

CPI VALUE
VALUE

For each technique default values will be used where necessary.  It may be inferred that
parameters not used in a regression equation may be omitted from input.  Note that VALUE is
also used in each technique.  It is adjusted to the 1960 Composite Construction Cost Index,
CCCI, by

VALUE = VALUE � 103/CCCI              (6-11)

Finally, the user is reminded that all inputs for the regression equations can be avoided if either
SEWAGE or WATER is known.

For commercial, industrial or undeveloped land uses parameter SEWAGE or WATER is
the only method used to input DWF, except that process flows are added to the value of DWF
previously computed, for all land uses.  Thus, they could constitute the only dry-weather flow
source for non-residential land use.
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Dry-weather flow quality starts with the average BOD5 and SS concentrations (A1BOD
and A1SS) previously computed for the entire subarea.  These are used for the concentrations of
non-process flows for all subareas, with two exceptions.  First, for commercial and industrial
areas, the average concentrations are multiplied by 0.9.  Second, the strengths of residential flows
are adjusted according to average family income, XINCOM, and percent garbage grinders,
PCGG, as explained in the documentation.

The process flow load (i.e., flow times concentration) is then added to the loads just
computed, for all land uses.  For non-residential land use process flows could constitute the only
quality loads.

Finally, for all subareas, total coliforms are computed solely on the basis of population
using the average concentration, A1COLI, computed earlier along with the total basin
populations, POPULA, (data group N1) and subarea populations computed from POPDEN (data
group Q1).  Thus, there will be a subarea contribution of total coliforms only if POPDEN = 0.

For each of the KTNUM subareas, subtotals (cumulative up to this subarea) of computed
flows and quality will be printed for each subarea if MSUPT = 1.  Otherwise, only basin totals
will be printed.  If measured basin averages have been input in group O1 (KASE = 1) all subarea
loads are adjusted a constant  ratio such that the flow and concentrations computed from the data
of group Q1 will agree with the input averages.

Summary of Dry Weather Flow Requirements
Step 1.  Establishing Subareas

Establishment of the subareas constitutes the initial step in applying subroutine FILTH.
Both detail of input data and assumptions made in developing FILTH imply constraints on the
type, size, and number of subareas.  However, most important in subarea establishment is the
type of estimating data available and the maintenance of homogenous land use.

Subareas should be located and sized to utilize existing sewer flow measurements taken
within the drainage basin.  These measurements should be recent and of sufficient duration to
provide a current average sewage flow value for the period of time during which simulation is to
proceed.  Measured daily and hourly flow variation should be used in lieu of generalized values
described earlier in the text. A gaging site with less than 200 ac (81 ha) contributing flow often
provides a convenient data input situation.  A subarea should be established upstream from the
gage with average sewage flow tabulated as SEWAGE for that subarea.  It is convenient, though
not necessary, for the subareas to correspond to subcatchments in the Runoff Block.

If metered water use is to be used to estimate sewage flow, subareas should be located to
coincide with meter reading zones or other zones used by the water department that simplify data
takeoff.  Since water use would be used to estimate sewage flow, average winter readings should
be used to minimize the effects of lawn sprinkling and other summer uses.

If neither gaging nor metered water use are input, sewage characteristics must be
estimated.  Subareas should then be established to yield appropriate input data for the residential
estimating equations in FILTH.  Zero sewage flow is assumed from commercial, industrial, and
parkland subareas for which SEWAGE and WATER are zero and measurements of SAQPF are
not given.  Since KLAND and VALUE are the significant variables in estimating subarea sewage
flow, subareas should be located and sized to include land with uniform land use and property
valuation.  To utilize existing census data, subarea boundaries should be made to coincide with
census tract boundaries.
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Criteria for establishing subareas are listed in the following summary:
1) Subareas in general should:

a. be of homogenous land use;
b. be less than or equal to 159 in number; and
c.  conform to the branched pipe network.

2) Subareas should be established to employ any existing sewer flow measurements.
3) Subareas for which metered water use is used to estimate sewage flow should be

compatible with meter reading zones.
4) Residential subareas for which estimated water use is used to estimate sewage flow

should:
a. be uniform with respect to land use;
b. be uniform with respect to dwelling unit valuation; and
c. coincide with census tracts.

Step 2.  Collection of Data
Other than the establishment of measured data described earlier, the primary data source

is the Bureau of Census for census tract information.  This source provides readily available data
on population distribution, family income, and the number and relative age of dwelling units.
City records, aerial photographs, and on-site inspection may be necessary to define land use
activities, process flow, and dwelling density variations within tracts.

Step 3.  Data Tabulation
Once subareas have been established, several alternatives exist regarding data tabulation.

An identification number KNUM should be given to each subarea prior to data takeoff.
However, once KNUMs have been established, corresponding INPUT manhole numbers are
selected from a previously numbered schematic diagram of the trunk sewer.  This numbered
schematic serves as the mechanism to coordinate runoff, infiltration, and sewage inputs.  Refer to
the earlier discussion for additional information about the numbered schematic.  If water use esti-
mates are necessary, land use should be determined from city zoning maps and the previously
tabulated values for KLAND.

ADWF should be tabulated as average drainage basin sewage flow.  As the ADWF,
SEWAGE should be averaged from flow data for the appropriate month, season, or year.
ADWF, SAQPF, or SEWAGE may be obtained from routine or specific gaging programs done
by the city, consulting engineers, or other agencies.  SAQPF may be estimated for commercial
and industrial areas using water use coefficients (Appendix VIII).  Also, SAQPF and WATER
may be determined for all land use categories from water meter records.

Initialization
Following execution of subroutines INFIL and/or FILTH, flows and concentrations will

be initialized to baseflow values simply by summing flows and loads at all junctions (non-
conduits) in subroutine INITAL.  Baseflow can thus originate from three sources: input at
manholes, infiltration (Subroutine INFIL), and/or dry-weather flow (Subroutine FILTH).  Inflows
from FILTH are always subject to the hourly and daily adjustment factors; inflows from INFIL
and manholes are not.
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In addition, the buildup of settled pollutant fractions (if simulated) in the sewer system is
estimated using Subroutine DWLOAD.  For the particle size distribution and specific gravity
discussed earlier, daily “solids” deposition is computed for DWDAYS dry-weather days (data
group B2) prior to the simulation.  The initial pounds of deposition are printed for each conduit.
This material is then eligible for erosion during the simulation (computed in Subroutine QUAL).
Thus, if flows increase over their initial values, (as expected during a storm) a “first flush” will
be provided.

Output
Input hydrographs and pollutographs will be printed for nonconduit elements selected in

data group J1 and ouput hydrographs and pollutographs printed for nonconduit elements selected
in group J2.  A print interval INTPRT (group B1) is used.  For example, if INTPRT = 2, values
for every other time step will be printed.  If INTPRT = 0, only the average, standard deviation,
and total volume of flow (or mass of pollutant) will be printed.  Graphical output is useful and is
accomplished by saving hydrographs and pollutographs for desired locations using data group
H1, followed by application of the Graph Block.  Any nonconduit location in the system may be
saved for graphing, not just the most downstream points.

A continuity check is printed breaking down the sources of inflow among external
hydrographs, infiltration, and dry-weather flow.  A continuity check is also performed for each
quality constituent that includes external inputs, dry-weather flow and infiltration, and scour and
deposition.  If surcharging has occurred a summary table is printed listing location, duration and
ratio of required inflow to pipe capacity.  Finally, if the hydraulic design routine is used to re-size
conduits (option NDESN on group B3), a final table of dimensions for all conduits is printed.
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Table 6-7.  Transport Block Input Data

SWMM INPUT GUIDELINES

There have been many changes made to the input format of SWMM.  Following is a short list of the major changes
along with explanations and guidelines.

1. Free format input.  Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns.  Free format has the requirement, however,
that at least one space separate each data field.  Free format input also has the following strictures on real,
integer, and character data.
a. No decimal points are allowed in integer fields.  A variable is integer if it has a 0 in the default column.  A

variable is real if it has a 0.0 in the default column.
b. Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including both of the two title lines.

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 and 2.  These aid the program in line
and input error identification and are an aid to the SWMM user.  Also blank lines no longer are required to
signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are used to identify one data group from
another.

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long.
4. Input lines can wrap around.  For example, a line that requires 10 numbers may have 6 on the first line and 4 on

the second line.  The FORTRAN READ statement will continue reading until it finds 10 numbers, e.g.,
Z1   1  2   3  4  5  6
       7  8   9 10

Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line.
5. An entry must be made for every parameter in a data group, even if it is not used or zero and even if it is the last

required field on a line.  Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero.  Rather, the program will continue to search
on subsequent lines for the “last” required parameter.  Zeros can be used to enter and “mark” unused parameters
on a line.  This requirement also applies to character data.  A set of quotes must be found for each character
entry field.  For instance, if the two run title lines (data group A1) are to consist of one line followed by a blank
line, the entry would be:

A1 ‘This is line 1.’
A1 ‘’

6. See Section 2 for use of comment lines (indicated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information.

Variable Description Default

Two Title Lines
A1 Group identifier None
TITLE Title, two lines with heading to be printed on output1 (max., 80 columns

each).
None

First Control Data Group
B1 Group identifier None
NDT Total number of time-steps, no limit.3 0
NINPUT Total number of non-conduit elements into which there will be data input of

hydrographs and pollutographs in Group R1 (maximum = 80).5
0

NNYN Total number of non-conduit elements at which input hydrographs and
pollutographs are to be printed out (maximum = 80, minimum = 0).

0

NNPE Total number of non-conduit elements at which routed hydrographs and
pollutographs are to be printed out (maximum = 80, minimum = 0).7

0

NOUTS Total number of non-conduit elements at which flow is to be transferred to a
subsequent block by disk file (maximum = 100).8

0
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default
NPRINT Control parameter for program-generated error messages (e.g., non-

convergence) occurring in the execution of the flow routing scheme.  These
errors do not normally affect the program execution.2

= 0, messages suppressed
= 1, messages printed

0

NPOLL Total number of pollutants being routed (maximum = 4, minimum = 0).
When NPOLL = 0, program will route flows only and all quality operations
will be bypassed.

0

NITER Total number of iterations to be used in routing subroutine (4
recommended).

4

IDATEZ Starting date of storm, year-month-date e.g., July 20, 1979 = 790720.
Superseded by value on interface file from previous block if accessed.

000000

METRIC Metric input/output.
 = 0, U.S. customary units
= 1, Metric units, indicated in brackets [ ] among input variables.

0

INTPRT Print interval for input and output elements.  Use 1 for printing at each time
step.  Value of zero will result in printing of total loads and moments only.

0

Second Control Data Group
B2 Group identifier None
DT Size of time-step for computation, sec.3,4 0
EPSIL Allowable error for convergence of iterative methods in routing routine

(0.0001 recommended).
0.0001

DWDAYS Total number of days (dry weather days) prior to simulation during which
solids were not flushed from the sewers.

0

TZERO Starting time of day of storm, hours and fraction, e.g., 5:30 p.m. is 17.5.
Superseded by value on interface file from previous block, if accessed.

0

GNU Kinematic viscosity of water, ft2/sec [cm2/sec]. Required only if SPG > 1.0
for any of pollutants in group F1.

10-5  [10-2]

TRIBA Total catchment area, ac [ha].  Superseded by value on interface file from
previous block, if accessed.

0.0

Third Control Data Group
B3 Group identifier None
NCNTRL Control parameter specifying means to be used in transferring inlet

hydrographs.
= 0, Input from a preceding block using interface file JIN (line input, group

R1, optional).5

= 1, No input from interface file.  Line input (data group R1) only
(optional).

0

NINFIL Control parameter in estimating sewer infiltration inflows.6

= 0, Infiltration not estimated (INFIL not called and corresponding data
omitted).

= 1, Infiltration to be estimated (subroutine INFIL called).

0
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default

NFILTH Control parameter in estimating dry-weather sewage inflow.6  If used with
quality simulation, the first three pollutants must be BOD5, SS and total
coliforms.
= 0, Sewage inflows not estimated (subroutine FILTH not called and

corresponding data omitted).
= 1, Sewage inflows to be estimated (subroutine FILTH called).

0

NDESN Control parameter for hydraulic design routine (resizing of undersized
conduits).
= 0, Hydraulic design routine is not called.
= 1, Hydraulic design routine is to be called.

0

Flow Routing Data for New Shapes
C1 Group identifier None
NKLASS Number of user-supplied sewer cross-sectional shapes, in addition to the 16

program-supplied, for which element routing parameters are to follow
(maximum value = 2). These will become types 17 and 18.

0

KPRINT Control parameter for printing flow routing parameters for all shapes (about
500 lines).
= 0, Suppress printing.
= 1, Allow printing (for all shapes, program-supplied and additional)

0

OMIT GROUPS D1 TO D9 IF NKLASS = 0
D1 Group identifier None
NAME(I,17) 16 – letter name of shape 1 ‘None’
NAME(I,18) 16 – letter name of shape 2 ‘None’

Number of values of DNORM to be input (max = 51, min = 2)
D2 Group identifier None
NN(17) Number of DNORM values for shape 1. 0
NN(18) Number of DNORM values for shape 2. 0

Number of values of QNORM to be input (max = 51, min = 2)
D3 Group identifier None
MM(17) Number of QNORM values for shape 1. 0
MM(18) Number of QNORM values for shape 2. 0

Value of A/Af
9 corresponding to the maximum Q/Qf value of each shape

D4 Group identifier None
ALFMAX(17) A/A f value for shape 1 0
ALFMAX(18) A/A f value for shape 2 0

Maximum Q/Qf
11 value for each shape

D5 Group identifier None
PSIMAX(17) Maximum Q/Qf value for shape 1 0
SIMAX(18) Maximum Q/Qf value for shape 2 0

Factor used to determine full flow area for each shape, i.e., for use in AFULL = AFACT(GEOM1)
9

D6 Group identifier None
AFACT(17) Factor for shape 1 0
AFACT(18) Factor for shape 2 0

Table 6-7.  Continued
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Variable Description Default

Factor used to determine full flow hydraulic radius for each shape, i.e.,
for use in equation RADH = RFACT(GEOM1)

D7 Group identifier None
RFACT(17) Factor for shape 1 0
RFACT(18) Factor for shape 2 0

REPEAT GROUP D8 FOR EACH ADDED SHAPE
Input of tabular data (depth of flow, y, divided by total depth of conduit,
yf,= y/yf) for each added shape corresponding to the NN-1 equal divisions
of A/Af of the conduit as given by NN in Group D2.10  8 values per line.

D8 Group identifier None
DNORM(I,1) First value for y/yf for shape 1 0
DNORM(I,2) Second value for y/yf for shape 1 0
! !

DNORM(I,NN(I)) Last value of y/yf for shape 1 0
(Total of NN(17)/8 + NN(18)/8 data groups)

REPEAT GROUP D9 FOR EACH ADDED SHAPE
Input of tabular data (flow rate, Q, divided by the flow rate of the conduit
running full, Qf, = Q/Qf) for each added shape corresponding to the MM-1
equal divisions of A/Af of the conduit as given by MM in group D3.11  8
values per line.

D9 Group identifier None
QNORM(I,1) First value of Q/Qf for shape 1 0
QNORM(I,2) Second value of Q/Qf for shape 1 0
! !

QNORM(I,MM(I)) Last value of Q/Qf for shape 1 0
(Total of MM(17)/8 + MM(18)/8 groups)

REPEAT GROUP E1 FOR EACH NUMBERED SEWER ELEMENT (maximum number of elements = 200).
THESE GROUPS MAY BE READ IN ANY ORDER.

Sewer Element Data
Variables with asterisks can be modified using the Default/Ratio option.13,14

E1 Group identifier None
NOE External element number.12  No element may be labeled with a number

greater than 10,000, and it must be a positive numeral.  However,
numbering need not be consecutive or continuous.

None

EXTERNAL12 NUMBER(S) OF UPSTREAM ELEMENT(S). UP TO THREE ARE ALLOWED.
A ZERO DENOTES NO UPSTREAM ELEMENT (maximum value = 10,000)

NUE(1) First of three possible upstream elements. 0
NUE(2) Second of three possible upstream elements. 0
NUE(3) Third of three possible upstream elements. 0
NTYPE Classification of element type. Obtain value from Table 6-2 or 6-4. 0
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default

THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE DEFINED BELOW FOR CONDUITS ONLY.
REFER TO TABLE 6-4 FOR REQUIRED INPUT FOR NON-CONDUITS.

Requirements for natural channels (type 16) are indicated in bold face. Only required parameters are SLOPE and
BARREL (ID number).  All other data are entered in data groups E2 - E4.
DIST* Element length for conduit, ft [m].  (For manhole, constant inflow into

system, cfs [m3/sec].)   Not required (N.R.) for type 16.
0.0

GEOM1* First characteristic dimension of conduit, ft [m].  See Figure 6-3 and Table
6-3 for definition.  (For manhole:  constant concentration of pollutant 1 in
the inflow if simulated.  Units according to NDIM, group F1).  N.R. for
type 16.

0.0

SLOPE* Invert slope of conduit, ft/100 ft (i.e., percent). (For manhole: constant
concentration of pollutant 2 in the inflow, if simulated.  Units according to
NDIM, Group F1.)  Required for type 16.

0.0

ROUGH* Manning’s roughness of conduit.  (For manhole: constant concentration of
pollutant 3 in the inflow, if simulated.  Units according to NDIM, Group
F1.)  N.R. for type 16.

0.0

GEOM2* Second characteristic dimension of conduit, ft [m].  See Figure 6-3 and
Table 6-3 for definition.  (N.R. for some conduit shapes.)  (For manhole:
constant concentration of pollutant 4 in the inflow, if simulated.  Units
according to NDIM, group F1).

0.0

BARREL Number of barrels for this element.  The barrels are assumed to be identical
in shape and flow characteristics.15  (Must be integer ≥ 1.)  For type 16, the
cross-section ID number (SECNO, group E3) of the cross section for
this channel.

1.0

GEOM3* Third characteristic dimension of conduit, ft [m].  See Figure 6-3 and Table
6-3 for definition.  (N.R. for some conduit shapes.)

0.0

The E2 (NC), E3 (X1), and E4 (GR) data lines for any type 16 elements follow as a group after all E1 lines have
been entered.
Data groups E2, E3 and E4 correspond to HEC-2 lines NC, X1 and GR.  HEC-2 input may be used directly if
desired.  Lines may be identified either by Transport Block identifiers (E2, E3, E4) or HEC-2 identifiers (NC, X1,
GR).

Channel Roughness
This is an optional data line that permanently modifies the Manning’s roughness coefficients (n) for the remaining
natural channels.  This data group may repeated for later channels.  It must be included for the first natural channel
modeled.  XNCH is used to normalize the cross-sectional flow-area relationship.
E2 or NC Group identifier None
XNL n for the left overbank.

= 0.0, No change,
> 0.0, New Manning’s n.

0.0

XNR n for the right overbank.
= 0.0, No change,
> 0.0, New Manning’s n.

0.0

XNCH n for the channel.
= 0.0, No change,
> 0.0, New Manning’s n.

0.0
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Cross Section Data
Required for type 16 elements in earlier E1 data lines.  Enter pairs of E3 and E4 lines.

E3 or X1 Group identifier None
SECNO Cross section identification number. 1
NUMST Total number of stations on the following  E4 (GR) data group lines.

NUMST must be < 99.
0

STCHL The station of the left bank of the channel, ft [m].  Must be equal to one of
the STA(N) on the E4 (GR) data lines.

0.0

STCHR The station of the right bank of the channel, ft [m].  Must be equal to one of
the STA(N) on the E4 (GR) data lines.

0.0

XLOBL Not required for Transport (enter 0.0). 0.0
XLOBR Not required for Transport (enter 0.0). 0.0
LEN(N) Length of channel reach for this cross section, ft [m]. 0.0
PXSECR Factor to modify the horizontal dimensions for a cross section.  The

distances between adjacent E4 (GR) stations (STA) are multiplied by this
factor to expand or narrow a cross section.  The STA of the first E4 (GR)
point remains the same.  The factor can apply to a repeated cross section or
a current one.  A factor of 1.1 will increase  the horizontal distance between
the E4 (GR) stations by 10 percent.  Enter 0.0 for no modification.

0.0

PSXECE Constant to be added (+ or -) to E4 (GR) elevation data on next E4 (GR)
line.  Enter 0.0 to use E4 (GR) values as entered.

0.0

Cross-Section Profile
Required for type 16 elements in data group E1.  Enter E3 and E4 lines in pairs.

E4 or GR Group identifier None
EL(1) Elevation of cross section at STA(1).  May be positive or negative, ft [m]. 0.0
STA(1) Station of cross section 1, ft [m]. 0.0
EL(2) Elevation of cross section at STA(2), ft [m]. 0.0
STA(2) Station of cross section 2, ft [m]. 0.0
Enter NUMST elevations and stations to describe the cross section.  Enter 5 pairs of elevations and stations per data
line.16  Stations should be in increasing order progressing from left to right across the section.  Cross section data are
traditionally oriented looking downstream (HEC, 1982).

SKIP TO GROUP G1 IF NPOLL = 0 (GROUP B1)
Quality Input Data

F1 Group identifier None
KPOL Pollutant selector from interface file e.g., if KPOL = 7, seventh constituent

on interface file will be this pollutant.  User must know contents on
interface file from preceding block.  If KPOL = 0, this pollutant is defined
below and not taken from interface file.17

0

The following three parameters, PNAME, PUNIT, NDIM are required if
KPOL is equal to 0. If KPOL is > 0 enter nothing for PNAME, PUNIT and
NDIM and skip to parameter DECAY.

PNAME Pollutant name18 (Character data - 8 columns). None
PUNIT Pollutant units18 (Character data - 8 columns). None
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default

NDIM Type of units18

= 0, mg/l.
= 1, “other” per liter, e.g., MPN/l.
= 2, other concentration units, e.g. pH, JTU.

0

DECAY First order decay coefficient, day-1 0.0
SPG Specific gravity.  If SPG > 1.0, pollutant will be subject to scour-deposition

calculations.
0.0

***The following parameters are not entered if SPG <= 1.0.***
Particle Size Distribution.  First point, PSIZE(1) = 0.0 mm, PGR(1) = 100.0
is automatically included.   See Figure 6-5.19

PSIZE(2) Particle size, mm. 0.0
PGR(2) Percent greater than, % 0.0
PSIZE(3) Particle size, mm 0.0
PGR(3) Percent greater than, % 0.0
PSIZE(4) Particle size, mm 0.0
PGR(4) Percent greater than, % 0.0
PSIZE(5) Particle size, mm 0.0
PGR(5) Percent greater than, % 0.0
PSDWF Maximum particle size contained in dry-weather flow input (either through

manholes or using subroutine FILTH). MUST BE <= PSIZE(5).
0.0

GROUPS G1 THROUGH G5 ARE FOR INTERNAL STORAGE (NTYPE
= 22). OMIT IF INTERNAL STORAGE IS NOT DESIRED AND SKIP
TO GROUP H1.  REPEAT GROUPS G1-G5 FOR EACH INTERNAL
STORAGE ELEMENT, IS.

(Maximum of 30 storage elements.)
G1 Group identifier None
LOUT(IS) Outflow routing parameter

= 0, the depth-outflow relationship is described by as many as 16 data pairs
on the G2 cards.

= 1, the depth-outflow relationship is described by a single power equation
in Group G3.

= 2, the depth-outflow relationship is governed by two power equations in
Group G3.

= 3, the depth-outflow relationship is controlled by the pumps described in
Group G4.

0

Depth - Surface Area - Volume - Outflow Data
Each line contains a column of a unit depth and the corresponding values of area, volume and treated (e.g., weir
overflow) outflow.  The column for outflow may be left blank depending on the value of LOUT(IS) in Group G1.  If
no values for volume are entered, the program estimates volume from the depth-surface area relationship.  Order the
lines from the bottom of the unit (TSDEP(IS,1) = 0.0) to the maximum depth including as many as sixteen lines.
G2 Group identifier None
TSDEP(IS,MM) A unit depth, ft [m]. 0.0
TSAREA(IS,MM) Surface area corresponding to the above depth, ft2 [m2] 0.0
TSTORE(IS,MM) Volume corresponding to the above depth, ft3 [m3] 0.0
TSQOU(IS,MM) Outflow at the above depth, cfs [m3/sec] 0.0

Table 6-7.  Continued
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Variable Description Default

Depth-Outflow Power Equation
Required only if LOUT(IS) = 1 or 2 (Group G1).

See Equation 7-3 for definition of coefficient, depth, and exponent.
G3 Group identifier None
A1(IS,1) Depth-outflow equation coefficient.  (Units depend on A2 and whether ft or

m are used.)
0.0

DO(IS,1) Depth-outflow equation minimum flow depth, ft [m]. 0.0
A2(IS,1) Depth-outflow equation exponent. 0.0

***The following parameters required only if LOUT(IS) = 2 (Group G1).***
A1(IS,2) Depth-outflow equation coefficient for second outlet.  (Units depend on A2

and whether ft or m are used.)
0.0

DO(IS,2) Depth-outflow equation minimum flow depth for second outlet, ft [m]. 0.0
A2(IS,2) Depth-outflow equation exponent for second outlet. 0.0
GEOM3 External element number into which flows the outflow from the second

outlet.
0.0

Outflow Pumping
Required only if LOUT(IS) = 3 (Group G1)

G4 Group identifier None
TDSTAR(IS,1) Depth at which pumping rate TQPUMP(IS,1) begins, ft. [m]. 0.0
TDSTAR(IS,2) Depth at which pumping rate TQPUMP(IS,2) begins, ft. [m].  Must be

≥ TDSTAR(IS,1)
0.0

TQPUMP(IS,1) Pumping rate when depth ≥ ft [m].  TDSTAR(IS,2) cfs [m3/sec]. 0.0

TDSTOP(IS) Depth below which all pumping stops ft [m].  Must be ≤ TDSTAR(IS,1) 0

Initial conditions in internal storage element IS
G5 Group identifier None
STORL(IS) Total volume of water in unit at the start of the simulation, ft3 [m3] 0.0

The initial pollutant concentrations are required only if STORL(IS) > 0.0.
The concentrations must be given with dimensions consistent with those
entered in Group F1.

PTCO(IS,1) Concentration of pollutant in the storage unit at the start of the simulation.
Required only if NPOLL ≥ 1.

0.0

PTCO(IS,2) Concentration of pollutant in the storage unit at the start of the simulation.
Required only if NPOLL ≥ 2.

0.0

PTCO(IS,3) Concentration of pollutant 3 in the storage unit at the start of the simulation.
Required only if NPOLL ≥ 3.

0.0

PTCO(IS,4) Concentration of pollutant 4 in the storage unit at the start of the simulation.
Required only if NPOLL = 4.

0.0

SKIP TO GROUP I1 IF NOUTS = 0 IN GROUP B1
List of external non-conduit element numbers for which outflows are to be
transferred to subsequent blocks for a total of NOUTS (Group B1) non-
conduit elements.20

H1 Group identifier None
JN(1) First element number21 0
! !

JN(NOUTS) Last element number 0

Table 6-7.  Continued
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Variable Description Default

SKIP TO GROUP J1 IF NINPUT =0 (GROUP B1)
Non-conduit element numbers into which hydrographs and pollutographs
(from input using group R1) enter the sewer system. These must be the
order in which hydrograph and pollutograph ordinates appear at each time
step in group R1.  A total of NINPUT values required.20

I1 Group identifier None
NORDER(1) First element number 0
! !

NORDER(NINPUT) Last element number 0

SKIP TO GROUP J2 IF NNYN = 0 (GROUP B1)
List of external non-conduit element numbers at which input hydrographs
and pollutographs are to be stored and printed out, for a total of  NNYN
(Group B1) non-conduit elements.20

J1 Group identifier None
NYN(1) First input location number 0
! !

NYN(NNYN) Last input location number 0

SKIP TO GROUP K1 IF NNPE = 0 (GROUP B1)
List of external non-conduit element numbers at which output hydrographs
and pollutographs are to be stored and printed out for a total of NNPE
(Group B1) non-conduit elements.20

J2 Group identifier None
NPE(1) First output location number 0
! !

NPE(NNPE) Last output location number 0

IF SUBROUTINE INFIL IS TO BE CALLED (NINFIL = 1), INSERT
GROUPS K1 THROUGH K2, OTHERWISE OMIT.

Estimated Infiltration
K1 Group identifier None
DINFIL Base dry weather infiltration, cfs [m3/sec]. 0.0
GINFIL Groundwater infiltration, cfs [m3/sec]. 0.0
RINFIL Rainwater infiltration, cfs [m3/sec]. 0.0
RSMAX Peak residual moisture, cfs [m3/sec]. 0.0

Constant concentrations of pollutants in infiltration.  Not required if
NPOLL = 0. Units of each according to NDIM, Group F1.

CPINF(1) Concentration of pollutant 1 0.0
CPINF(2) Concentration of pollutant 2 0.0
CPINF(3) Concentration of pollutant 3 0.0
CPINF(4) Concentration of pollutant 4 0.0
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Monthly Degree-Days22

K2 Group identifier None

NDD(1) January degree-days, �F-day, [no metric units] 0.0

NDD(2) February degree-days 0.0

! !

NDD(12) December degree-days 0.0

IF SUBROUTINE FILTH IS TO BE CALLED (NFILTH = 1), INSERT
GROUPS L1 THROUGH Q1, OTHERWISE OMIT
Factors to correct yearly average sewage flows to daily average by
accounting for daily variations throughout a typical week.

L1 Group identifier None
DVDWF(1) Flow correction for Sunday 1.0
DVDWF(2) Flow correction for Monday 1.0
! !

DVDWF(7) Flow correction for Saturday 1.0

IF NPOLL = 0, SKIP TO GROUP M1. (NOTE: IF POLLUTANTS ARE
SIMULATED AND FILTH IS CALLED, FIRST THREE POLLUTANTS
MUST BE BOD5, SUSPENDED SOLIDS AND TOTAL COLIFORMS23.

Factors to correct BOD yearly averages to daily averages.
L2 Group identifier None
DVBOD(1) BOD correction for Sunday 1.0
! !

DVBOD(7) BOD correction for Saturday 1.0

Factors for correction of yearly SS averages to daily averages
L3 Group identifier None
DVSS(1) SS correction for Sunday 1.0
! !

DVSS(7) SS correction for Saturday 1.0
(No daily correction factors for coliforms)

Factors to correct daily average sewage flow to hourly averages by
accounting for hourly variations throughout a typical day.  Enter all factors
on one line.

M1 Group identifier None
HVDWF(1) Midnight to 1 a.m. 1.0
! !

HVDWF(24) 11 p.m. to midnight factor. 1.0

IF NPOLL = 0, SKIP TO GROUP N1
Factors for BOD hourly corrections (one line).

M2 Group identifier None
HVBOD(1) Midnight to 1 a.m. factor. 1.0
! !

HVBOD(24) 11 p.m. to midnight factor. 1.0
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Factors for SS hourly corrections (1 line).
M3 Group identifier None
HVSS(1) Midnight to 1 a.m. factor. 1.0
! ! 1.0
HVSS(24) 11 p.m. to midnight factor.

Factors for total coliform hourly corrections (1 line).
M4 Group identifier None
HVCOLI(1) Midnight to 1 a.m. 1.0
! !

HVCOLI(24) 11 p.m. to Midnight factor. 1.0

Study Area Data
N1 Group identifier None
KTNUM Total number of subareas within a given study area in which sewage flow

and quality are to be estimated.
1

KASE Indicator as to whether study area data, such as treatment plant records, are
to be used to estimate sewage quality?
= 1, Yes
= 2, No

KASE

NPF Total number of process flows within the study area for which data are
included in one of the following groups.

0

KDAY Number indicating the day of the week during which simulation begins
(Sunday = 1).

1

CPI Consumer Price Index 125.0
CCCI Composite Construction Cost Index 110.0
POPULA Total population in all areas, thousands. None

IF KASE = 1, INCLUDE GROUPS O1,O2, AND P1
Average study area data24

O1 Group identifier None
ADWF Total study area average sewage flow e.g., from treatment plant records, cfs

[m3/sec].
0.0

ABOD Total study area average BOD,mg/l 0.0
ASUSO Total study area average SS, mg/l 0.0
ACOLI Total study area average coliforms MPN/100 ml. 0.0

Categorized study area data.
O2 Group identifier None
TOTA Total study area from which ABOD and ASUSO were taken, acres [ha]. 0.0
TINA Total contributing industrial area, acres [ha]. 0.0
TCA Total contributing commercial area, acres [ha]. 0.0

*** Valuations for the following three parameters are for 1963 dollars! ***
TRHA Total contributing high income (above $15 000) residential area, acres [ha] 0.0
TRAA Total contributing average income (above $7000 but below $15 000)

residential area, acres [ha].
0.0
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default

TRLA Total contributing low income (below $4 000) residential area, acres [ha]. 0.0

TRGGA Total area from the above three residential areas that contribute additional
waste from garbage grinders, acres [ha].

0.0

TPOA Total park and open area within the study area, acres [ha]. 0.0

IF PROCESS FLOW DATA ARE AVAILABLE (NPF NOT EQUAL 0
AND KASE = 1), REPEAT GROUP P1 FOR EACH PROCESS FLOW
(NPF DATA).  OTHERWISE, SKIP TO GROUP Q1.

Process flow characteristics
P1 Group identifier None
INPUT External manhole number into which flow is assumed to enter (maximum

value = 10,000, minimum value = 1).
0

QPF Average daily process flow entering the study area system, cfs [m3/sec].26 0.0
BODPF Average daily BOD of process flow, mg/l. 0.0
SUSPF Average daily SS of process flow, mg/l. 0.0

REPEAT GROUP Q1 FOR EACH OF THE KNUM SUBAREAS.  THESE
SUBAREAS DO NOT NECESSARILY HAVE TO CORRESPOND TO
RUNOFF SUBCATCHMENTS.

Subarea data
Q1 Group identifier None
KNUM Subarea number. 0
INPUT External number of the manhole into which flow is assumed to enter for

subareas KNUM (Maximum value = 10,000, minimum value = 1).
0

KLAND Predominant land use within subarea
= 1, single family residential
= 2, multi-family residential
= 3, commercial
= 4, industrial
= 5, undeveloped or park lands

5

METHOD Parameter indicating whether or not water usage within subarea KNUM is
metered.
= 1, metered water use
= 2, incomplete or no metering

2

KUNIT Parameter indicating units in which water usage estimates (WATER) are
tabulated
= 0, thousand gal/mo. [103 cu.m/mo]
= 1, thousand cu.ft./mo [103 cu.m/mo]

0

MSUBT Subtotal printed after each subarea?
= 0, No
= 1, Yes

0

SAGPF Total industrial process flow originating within subarea KNUM, cfs
[m3/sec]25

0.0

SABPF BOD contributed from industrial process flow originating within subarea
KNUM, mg/l

0.0

SASPF SS contributed from industrial process flow originating within subarea
KNUM, mg/l

0.0
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Table 6-7.  Continued

Variable Description Default

***Several of the following parameters are optional.  See text.***
WATER Measured winter water use for subarea  KNUM in the units specified by

KUNIT.26
0.0

PRICE Cost of the last thousand gal [103 cu.m] of water per billing period for an
average consumer within subarea KNUM, cents/1000 gal [cents/103 cu.m]

0.0

SEWAGE Measured average sewage flow from entire subarea KNUM, cfs [cu.m/sec]
but not including process flows (SAQPF).26

0.0

ASUB Total area within subarea KNUM, acres [ha]. 0.0
***The next six parameters are not required if KLAND > 2.***

POPDEN Population density within subarea  KNUM, persons/acre [pers/ha].27 0.0
DWLNGS Total number of dwelling units within subarea KNUM.28 10.0/ac
FAMILY Number of people living in average dwelling unit within subarea

KNUM.28
3.0

VALUE Market value of average dwelling unit within subarea KNUM, thousands
of dollars.

20.0

PCGG Percentage of dwelling units possessing garbage grinders within subarea
KNUM

0.0

XINCOM Income of average family living within subarea KNUM, thousands of
dollars per year.

VALUE/2.5

END OF FILTH DATA CARDS

Include group R1 only if NINPUT not = 0 (Group B1)
REPEAT GROUP R1 FOR EACH INLET FOR FIRST TIME AND
THEN REPEAT GROUP R1 FOR EACH INLET FOR SECOND TIME,
ETC. REPEAT THIS COMBINATION FOR ALL INPUT TIMES.
ORDER OF INLET GROUP MUST BE THE SAME AS INDICATED
IN GROUP I1.

Hydrograph and pollutograph input ordinates
R1 Group identifier None
TEO Time of day, decimal hours, e.g., 6:30 p.m. = 18.5.  The first time must

equal TZERO.  The program will automatically set TEO = TZERO for
entries for the first time.29

0.0
or

TZERO
QE2 Input flow for this time step at first inlet, cfs [m3/sec]. 0.0

*** Enter pollutant concentration only for NPOLL pollutants ***
 (Enter no fields if NPOLL = 0)

PE2(1) Pollutant 1 for this time at first inlet, concentration according to NDIM
(Group F1).

0.0

PE2(2) Pollutant 2 for this time at first inlet, concentration according to NDIM
(Group F1).

0.0

PE2(3) Pollutant 3 for this time at first inlet, concentration according to NDIM
(Group F1).

0.0

PE2(4) Pollutant 4 for this time at first inlet, concentration according to NDIM
(Group F1).

0.0

END OF TRANSPORT BLOCK DATA GROUPS
At this point the program seeks new input from the Executive Block.
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Footnotes to Table 6-7

1. The title from the first of any preceding blocks run will also be printed.

2. Except in unusual cases, these errors will only indicate that a small continuity violation will occur.  These errors
can usually be cured by shortening the time step or increasing the length of the conduit.

3. The Transport Block time step does not have to equal that of a preceding block.  The total simulation time is
NDT�DT.  If this is greater than that of an input file, the simulation will end earlier.  Although there is no limit
on the length of a simulation, output is geared toward single events.  That is, daily or monthly totals are not
printed and zeroes are not suppressed.

4. If the time step for Transport is different than that for a preceding block, input hydrograph and pollutograph
ordinates will be found by linear interpolation at the required time.

5. If both local (keyboard) and interface file input is used, hydrographs and pollutograph loads entered at common
locations will be summed.  Transport can be run without hydrograph input if it were desired to route only dry-
weather flows (base flows).

6. Constant base flows and concentrations may be entered at manhole elements (Type 19) in group E1 if desired,
thus eliminating the need to call FILTH or INFIL.  They may still be called if desired; infiltration, dry-weather
flow and base flow will be summed for entry at non-conduits.  Base flows and concentrations entered in group
E1 will not be subject to daily and hourly correction factors.

7. Inlet hydrographs from a preceding block will automatically be accepted, but a match must be found for each
inlet (element) number on the interface file with an element number entered in Transport.

8. These locations should include any elements for which graphical output is desired since only locations on the
interface file may be plotted using the Executive Block.

9. A/Af = ANORM is the cross-sectional flow area divided by the cross-sectional flow area of the pipe running full.
Tabular values of ANORM are generated in the program by dividing the ANORM axis (0.0,1.0) into NN1 or
MM1 equal divisions.

10. y/yf = DNORM is the depth of flow, y, divided by the maximum flow depth, yf (e.g. diameter of a circular

conduit).

11. Q/Qf = QNORM is the flow rate divided by the flow rate of the conduit flowing full.

12. “External” numbers are those assigned by the user to the various sewer system components. “Internal” numbers
are subscripts assigned within the program in the order in which elements in Group E1 are entered.  All input to
the Transport Block is in terms of external numbers.

13. Input values in this group indicated with asterisks are multiplied by ratios, initially set equal to 1.0.  If the ID
number (NOE) = -1, non-zero entries for parameters with asterisks will replace old values of the ratios.  These
will become new ratios for all future entries of these parameters.  Ratios may be altered or reset to 1.0 any
number of times.  The intention of the use of ratios is to simplify sensitivity analyses, etc., by allowing easy
changes of data values without editing data.  The altered ratios apply to all subsequent input of a given
parameter (until changed by another default/ratio line).

14. Input parameters in this group indicated with asterisks will take on default values if input values are zero.  If the
ID number (NOE) = -2, non-zero data entries for parameters with asterisks will become new default values for
all future entries of these parameters.  Default values may be altered or reset to their original values (except
zero) any number of times.  It is not possible to reset a default value exactly to zero since only non-zero values
are changed.  However, the value may be made arbitrarily small, for example, 1.0E-50.  The altered default
values apply to all subsequent input of a given parameter (until changed by another default/ratio line).

15. For example, a two-barreled conduit would consist of two identical parallel conduits adjacent to each other, as in
a double box culvert.

16. Enter the group identifier (E4) on every line of input.
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17. If NFILTH = 1 (Group D3), it will be assumed that the first pollutant is BOD5, the second is suspended solids
and the third is total coliforms.  Hence, the selection indicated by NPOLL must be in this order.  The fourth
pollutant, if simulated, is unaffected by the value of NFILTH.

18. See the discussion for the Runoff Block.

19. Up to the five available points (including 0.0 mm, 100%) may be used to define the particle size distribution.
For instance, if a triangular distribution were satisfactory with 0.1 mm being the largest particle size, then
PSIZE(2) = 0.1, PGR(2) = 0.0 would be the only entries needed.  (But trailing zeroes are still needed to
complete the free-format input.)

20. May require multiple lines of input.

21. Be careful in subsequent blocks to ensure that element numbers will correspond to those transferred in the
interface file.  However, any element number may be placed on the interface file, e.g., for plotting purposes.

22. See Table VIII-1, Appendix VIII, for representative values.  Degree days are not needed if RSMAX = 0.0 in
Group K1 (but 12 zeroes must still be included for Group K2).  Degree days are in °F-day, and there is no
metric input for this parameter.

23. When subroutine FILTH is used to generate dry-weather flow and pollutants, the only pollutants included are
BOD5, suspended solids (SS) and total coliforms (T.C.).  NPOLL must be 3 or 4, and the three pollutants
entered in the given order in group F1.  The fourth pollutant is arbitrary (if used) and is not affected by FILTH
calculations.

24. Predicted total average daily dry-weather flow from downstream end(s) of the system will be adjusted to these
values.

25. These industrial process flows described by SAQPF, SABPF and SASPF will be added to flows and quality
already generated.

26. If process flows are too large it is possible for ADWF - infiltration - QPF < 0 in which case the program defaults
to KASE = 2.

27. Either SEWAGE or else WATER is required to generate dry-weather flow from commercial areas.  If both are
zero, only process flows will be considered.  SEWAGE and WATER should = 0, for industrial land use; for
KLAND = 4, let entire flow be process flow.

28. DWLNGS and FAMILY can be used to calculate the population and the population density.  If both are given,
the value of POPDEN will be overridden.

29. The program will interpolate linearly between entries of TE2 to obtain intermediate values of flow and
concentrations.  Hence, the difference between two time entries, TE2, should not be less than the time step, DT,
unless a step function change is desired.  Time entries need not be equally spaced, but the last time entered must
extend past the end time of the run.  Time TZERO is read from the interface file or else entered in Group D2.  If
simulation extends beyond midnight (i.e., TE2 > 24), continue the running time into the next day or days (i.e.,
let TE2 be greater than 24).  Note that the time TE2 must be the same for all inlets.  (The program will use the
value for TE2 entered on the line for the last inlet.)
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Section 7
Storage/Treatment Block*

Block Description
Introduction

The Storage/Treatment Block has been developed to simulate the routing of flows and
pollutants through a dry- or wet-weather storage/treatment plant containing up to five units or
processes.  The block will accept any number of time steps; therefore, a single-event or a
continuous simulation is possible.  Each unit may be modeled as having detention or non-
detention characteristics.  The various units may be linked in a variety of configurations.  Sludge
handling may also be modeled using one or more units.  Additionally, capital cost and operation
and maintenance cost may be estimated for each unit.

The S/T Block will route, in addition to flow, up to three different pollutants.  These
pollutants may be input to the block from any external block via the interface file, directly from
keyboard input to this block, or a combination of both.  Characterization of the pollutants may be
by magnitude (i.e., concentration) or by magnitude and a particle size/specific gravity settling
velocity distribution.  All input flows and pollutant concentrations are assumed to be
instantaneous values.  However, the instantaneous values at the beginning and end of each time
are used to compute average values for each time step.  Thus, the user is cautioned that the output
from the S/T Block consists of average values, not instantaneous values as in the rest of SWMM.
This section describes the program operations of the S/T Block, provides instructions for
preparing input data groups, defines program variables, and presents test applications.
Theoretical development and explanations are given in Appendix IV.

Program Operation
The Storage/Treatment Block consists of approximately 2000 Fortran statements grouped

in eight subroutines.  The relationships among the S/T Block, the rest of SWMM and the various
subroutines are shown in Figure 7-1.

Subroutine STRT is called by the Executive Block to initiate the operation of the S/T
Block.  STRT provides the main driving loop for the block and generally acts as the central
coordinating subroutine.  Input flow and pollutants from any external block are read in this
subroutine.  Output from the S/T Block transferred to other blocks is also handled by STRT
(through the Executive Block).  The information transferred to other blocks is discussed in the
next paragraph.  Subroutine STRDAT is called in STRT at the start of a run and is responsible
for reading the input data describing the units, their configuration, the pollutant removal
mechanisms,
                                                          
* This block was originally developed by Dr. Stephen J. Nix.
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Figure 7-1.  Storage/Treatment Block.
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the method of characterizing pollutants and the remainder of the data provided by the user
(excluding flow and pollutant inputs).  STRDAT also prints the input data for verification.
Subroutine CONTRL is called each time step from the main driving loop in Subroutine STRT.
CONTRL directs flow and pollutants between units and any subsequent block.  CONTRL also
coordinates the accounting and printout of detailed and summarized performance information.
Flow and pollutant inputs from input data groups (or data “lines”) are also read in this
subroutine.
Subroutine UNIT is called from Subroutine CONTRL for each unit and is the heart of the S/T
Block.  UNIT has the flexibility and capability to model detention and non-detention units with a
variety of pollutant removal mechanisms, residual removal schemes and outflow structures.
Subroutine EQUATE is used by UNIT to provide a variety of pollutant removal equations.
Subroutine INTERP is employed by UNIT for linear interpolation in routing flows through
detention units.  Subroutine PLUGS is used by UNIT to model pollutant routing through a
detention unit when perfect plug flow is specified.  Subroutine STCOST is called from STRT to
estimate the capital cost and operation and maintenance cost for each unit.

Use of Off-Line Computer Storage
No scratch data sets are required to run the Storage/Treatment Block.  However, disks

files may be used as an input source (from an external block) or to transfer output to other blocks.
This interface file consists of descriptive titles, user-supplied pollutant names and dimensions,
the simulation starting data and time, the name of the external block generating the output (input)
file, the total catchment or tributary area, the number of elements (inlets, outfalls, non-conduits,
etc.) and pollutants found on the output (input) file, and the elements for which flow and
pollutant data are placed (read from) the output (input) file.  This preliminary information is
followed by the flows and pollutant data for each time step (up to the total number of time steps)
for each of the specified elements.  The user should refer to Section 2 for a detailed description of
the interface file.

Flow and up to three pollutants are transferred unchanged from an input file to an output
file if the data are from locations or are pollutants not selected for use in the S/T Block.  In other
words, the flow and pollutant data from an input file (external block) are altered only if they pass
through a storage/treatment facility.  However, the dimensions of the data on the input file will
be made to conform to the standard SWMM dimensions before being placed on an output file
(see Section 2).  The methods of selecting these data from particular location (i.e., inlet, element)
numbers and processing specific pollutants is discussed in the next subsection.

Importance of Data
The Storage/Treatment Block is a user-intensive model, i.e., the user should have a

thorough knowledge of what he/she is modeling.  This is an obvious, but often overlooked,
axiom and especially true when a model provides some default values.  The user is required to
describe each unit in some detail with data of his/her own choosing.  S/T performance depends
on local pollutant characteristics, flow rates, etc.; thus, the user is encouraged to use local
operating data, whenever possible, to aid in the modeling effort.

Instructions for preparing the input data are presented below with suggestions and
examples.  All entries not described in the text are considered to be self-explanatory or covered
sufficiently in Table 7-4, which gives the input order.  All data groups are required unless
otherwise stated.  The general structure of the data groups is shown in Table 7-1.
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Table 7-1.  Structure of Data Groups for the Storage/Treatment Block

Data Group Type of Data

A1 Title
B1 General data
C1 - C2 Starting time and print instructions
D1 Evaporation
E1 - E6 Pollutant characterization
F1 - F2 General unit characteristics
G1 - G4 Pollutant removal
H1 - H8 Detention units
I1 Costs
J1 Flow and pollutants

Preliminary Information
Title (Data Group A1)

This data group allows a descriptive heading to be displayed at the start of the printed
output.  The heading is also transferred to the next block.  Two lines are required.

General Information (Data Group B1)
The variable NOTAPE allows the user to specify the source of flow and pollutants used

for input to the S/T Block.  If NOTAPE = 0, the input is provided by an external input file
(arranged by the Executive Block).  When NOTAPE = 1, the input is provided by data group J1.
If NOTAPE = 2, the input is the sum of the entries for each time step from the external file and
data group J1.  The parameter JNS selects the location number (from an external file, NOTAPE =
0 or 2) from which flows and pollutants will be taken and passed through the S/T Block.  If the
input is provided solely by data group J1 (NOTAPE = 1 or 2), the user may label the output of
the S/T Block with a location number.

When NOTAPE = 0 or 2, the variables NDT (number of time steps) and DS (time step)
are read from the external input file.  However, the value of NDT from an external block may be
altered by specifying a non-zero value on data line B1.  There is no limit on the number of time
steps.  This is useful for extending the simulation beyond the limit of the external block or input
file.  The value of DS from an external block will supersede any value for DS entered on data
line B1.  If run independently (NOTAPE = 1), there is no restriction on time step size for the S/T
Block.  However, if DS is too large, Puls routing may result in too-rapid drawdown of detention
units.

The variable NU specifies the number of storage/treatment units, including the residual
(sludge) handling units, to be modeled and the number of times that data groups F1 through I1
are repeated.  The model as written is limited to five units.  The variable NP specifies the number
of pollutants to be routed through the storage/treatment system.  If NP = 0, then only flows are
routed.  A maximum of three pollutants may be selected for routing.  The specific pollutants are
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selected on data line E1.  However, NP may not be greater than the number of pollutants
transferred from other blocks (NOTAPE = 0 or 2).

If ICOST = 1, the capital and operation and maintenance costs are computed for each
unit.  Cost equation parameters are entered in data group J1.  The value of METRIC determines
whether U.S. customary or metric units are used for all data input, output and internal
calculations.  The value of TRIBA is the service area of the S/T plant.  It does not enter into the
computations but is transferred to the next block.

Starting Time and Print Instructions (Groups C1 and C2)
The values of IDATE and ITIME are used to start the date/time algorithm of the S/T

Block.  The Julian date and time of day in seconds are updated for each time step.  If NOTAPE =
0 or 2 (data group B1) the values of IDATE and ITIME read from the external file supersede the
values entered on data group C1.

The user is cautioned against printing large quantities of unwanted information.  The first
runs should have as little printout as possible (ISUM = 0) and IDET = 0) to check for obvious
errors in the input data.  As simulation efforts proceed, more detailed printouts may be desired.

Data group C2 (one line) is used to enter the first and last dates of the detailed print
periods specified by NPR (data line C1).

Evaporation Data (Group D1)
Monthly evaporation rates are required to correct for evaporation from detention units.

However, two groups must be included even if there are no detention units.  If needed, values of
evaporation (parameters E(1) through E(12)) are entered for the months during which the
simulation occurs; others may be left blank.

Pollutant Characterization (Groups E1 - E6)
Data groups E1 through E6 are omitted if NP = 0 (data group B1).

Data Group E1
These groups (up to two) allow the user to select the NP (data group B1) pollutants to be

routed through the S/T Block.  The variables IPOLL(1), IPOLL(2), and IPOLL(3) are used to
select pollutants from an external input file (NOTAPE = 0 or 2, data group B1).  For example, if
IPOLL(1) = 5, then the first pollutant routed through the S/T Block is the fifth pollutant found on
the input file.  If data from data group J1 are to be added to the external input file data (NOTAPE
= 2, data group B1), the pollutants entered on that data group must be in the same order as
specified by IPOLL(1), IPOLL(2), and IPOLL(3).

Pollutants may be characterized by their magnitude alone (concentration) or by their
magnitude and a particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity distribution by specifying
IPART(IP)  = 0 or 1, respectively.  If IPART(IP) = 1, the user is required to enter these
distributions on data groups E2 through E6.  Using these distributions, however, limits the type
of
unit that may be modeled (discussed in later data groups.)

The variables NDIM(1), NDIM(2), and NDIM(3) are used to describe the dimensions of
the pollutant data on data group J1 when NOTAPE = 1.  When NOTAPE = 0 or 2 (data group
B1) this information is provided by the external input file.  For example, if NDIM(1) = 0, then
the first pollutant has dimensions of mg/l.  If NDIM(1) = 1, then the first pollutant has
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dimensions of liter-1.  This is used when pollutants such as coliforms are routed.  When NDIM(1)
= 2, pollutant 1 has other concentration dimensions such as JTU,  mho, °C, pH, etc.

The entry of pollutant names PNAME(IN,1), PNAME(IN,2), and PNAME(IN,3) and
dimension names PUNIT(IN,1), PUNIT(IN,2), and PUNIT(IN,3) is required only when the
source of flow and pollutant data is solely data group J1 (NOTAPE = 1, data group B1).  If flow
and pollutant data are read from an external input file (NOTAPE = 0 or 2, data group B1) this
information is already provided.

Naturally, if NP = 2 (data group B1), for example, then the values for IPOLL(3),
IPART(3), NDIM(3), PNAME(IN,3), and PUNIT(IN,3) are not required under any
circumstances.  The order in which this pollutant information is entered determines the
numbering of the pollutants.

Data groups E2 through E6 are required only if IPART(IP) = 1 for any pollutant.  Refer to
Appendix IV for a more detailed discussion of this form of pollutant characterization.

Data Group E2
The variable NVS specifies the manner in which the particles in the waste stream are

classified.  If NVS = 0, the particles are classified by size and specific gravity.  The variable
NNR  specifies the number of size/specific gravity ranges used to delineate the distribution (up to
a maximum of 10 ranges).  The size/specific gravity classification remains constant throughout
the simulation for each pollutant characterized in this manner.  The size and specific gravity
ranges are established in data groups E3 and E4.  These groups and data group E5 (which enters
waste stream temperature data) provide the information with which an average settling velocity is
computed for each range (see Appendix IV for details).  If NVS =1, the particles are classified by
NNR settling velocity ranges specified on data group E3.  The average settling velocity for each
size range is the average of the range endpoints.  Groups E4 and E5 are not required.  As with the
size/specific gravity ranges, this classification remains constant throughout the simulation for
each pollutant characterized by settling velocity.  Obviously, a particle size or settling velocity
distribution may change as it passes through the storage/treatment plant.  This is accomplished by
altering the pollutant fractions associated with the various size/specific gravity or settling
velocity ranges as they pass through the units.  The initial pollutant distributions are entered on
the E6 groups.  These distributions remain constant, however, as the input to the S/T plant.

The results of a literature review to characterize the pollutants in sanitary sewage,
combined sewer overflows, and urban runoff by particle size and specific gravity are shown in
Table 7-2.  The data presented in the table are not default values and are presented only as a
guide in setting up data groups E2 through E6.  Local data, through sieve and/or settling column
analyses, are always to be preferred.

Data Group E3
Data group E3 is used to enter particle size (if NVS = 0, data group E2) or settling

velocity (if NVS = 1, data group E2) ranges.  A maximum of ten ranges (as indicated by NNR,
data group E2) may be entered.  The variables RAN(1,1) and RAN(1,2) through RAN(NNR,1)
and RAN(NNR,3) represent the lower and upper bounds of the diameters of settling velocities of
particles found in ranges 1 through NNR.  The ranges entered in this data group remain constant
through a simulation.  When NVS = 0 (data group E2), corresponding constant values of specific
gravity are read on data group E4.
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Table 7-2.  Particle Size Distribution

Sanitary Sewagea

Percent Weight in Each Size Range
Total Solids Volatile SolidsParticle Size,

Microns (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

< 0.001 69 68 64 64 64 50 42 41 31 46
0.001-1 6 6 7 7 7 9 9 10 14 11
1-100 11 11 11 12 29 18 18 19 24 43
> 100 14 15 18 17 23 25 30 31

Percent Weight in Each Size Range

Organic Nitrogen Total PParticle Size,
Microns (6) (3) (7) (4)

< 0.001 53 22 37 68
0.001-1 11 20 9
1-100 47 34 20 15
> 100 33 23 8
Specific gravity:  Suspended solids, 0.80-1.60 (6); Settleable solids, excluding grit, 1.05-1.20 (11); Grit,
2.65 (11)

Combined Sewagea

Percent Weight in Each Size Range

Suspended SolidsParticle Size,
Microns (8)

< 74 48

74-295 22

295-991 16

991-3327 9

> 3327 5

Specific gravity:  Suspended solids, 0.80-2.60 (10); Settleable solids,
excluding grit, 1.05-1.20 (11); Grit, 2.65 (11)

Stormwater Runoff (Street Contaminants)a

Percent Weight in Each Size Range

Suspended SolidsParticle Size,
Microns (9)

< 43 14
43-104 11
104-246 18
246-840 22
840-2000 14
> 2000 21
Specific gravity:  Same as reported by reference 11 for combined sewage

aNumbers in parentheses refer to the literature cited below:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Rickert and Hunter, 1967
Rickert and Hunter, 1971
Hunter and Heulekekian, 1965
Heulekian and Balmat, 1959

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., 1972
Helfgott et al., 1970
Painter and Viney, 1959
Envirogenics Co., 1970

(9)
(10)
(11)

Sartor and Boyd, 1972
Dalrymple et al., 1975
Sullivan et al, 1974

Data Group E4
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This group is required only if NVS = 0 (data group E2).  The variables SPG(1) through
SPG(NNR) represent the specific gravity of the particles found in size ranges 1 through NNR
(data group E2).  Literature values are shown in Table 7-2.

Data Group E5
This group is required only if NVS = 0 (data group E2).  The variables TEMP(1) through

TEMP(12) represent the average waste-water temperatures for each month of the year.  Water
temperature has a direct effect on the settling velocity of a particle.  This is reflected through the
viscosity of the wastewater which is a function of temperature.  Refer to Appendix IV for details.

Data Group E6
An E6 data group is required for each pollutant characterized by a particle size/specific

gravity or settling velocity distribution (IPART(IP) = 1, data group E1).  For example, if
IPART(1) = 1 (data group E1) the variables PSD(1,1) through PSD(1,NNR) represent the
fraction of pollutant 1 found in the particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity ranges 1
through NNR entering unit 1 (all flows and pollutants must enter the S/T plant at unit 1).
Naturally, these fractions should sum to 1.0.  Table 7-2 contains some literature values for
several pollutants (particle size/specific gravity distributions only).

The distribution entering the S/T plant remains constant throughout the simulation;
however, it may change as the pollutants move through the various units.  This is an
approximation of the more probable situation in which the plant influent distributions change
with time.  This limitation was necessary due to the fact that no other SWMM blocks generate
such distributions for input to the S/T Block.  However, the S/T Block can be easily modified to
accept time-varying distributions should such a capability be developed in the future.

Storage/Treatment Unit Information
Numbering

Data groups F1 through I1 are repeated for each storage/treatment unit (up to NU, data
group B1).  The unit number, I, is determined by the order in which each set of data groups F1
through I1 appears.  This numbering scheme is important to the permissible configurations of
units.  There are two rules for numbering units; 1) flows and pollutants exiting from one unit
must be directed to a unit with a number greater than its own; and 2) all flows and pollutants
entering the S/T system must enter unit 1.  The flows entering and exiting a unit are shown in
Figure 7-2.  Several examples of storage/treatment plant configurations are shown in Figure 7-3.

General Unit Information
Data Group F1

This data group is used to enter the name of unit I.

Data  Group  F2
The variable IDENT(I) describes the unit I as a non-detention (IDENT(1) = 0) or

detention process (IDENT(I) = 1).  If IDENT(I) = 1, all or portions of data group H must be
included.
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Figure 7-2.  Flows into, through, and out of a storage/treatment unit.
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Figure 7-3.  Storage/treatment plant configurations.
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Each unit is assigned a maximum inflow, QMAX(I), beyond which all flows and
pollutants are bypassed.  However, this variable may be set to an abnormally high value for
design purposes (i.e., responses at all possible in-puts) or set at a realistic value for modeling
existing or proposed facilities.  The variable QRF(I) is used to specify the residual flow, as a
fraction of the inflow, for non-detention units only (IDENT(I) = 0).

The variables IDIREC(I,1), IDIREC(I,2) and IDIREC(I,3) are used to direct bypassed
flow and pollutants, treated outflow, and residuals from unit I to other units.  The values entered
for these variables represent the unit numbers to which these flows and pollutants are to be
directed.  Additionally, these flows may be sent directly a downstream block o to ultimate
disposal (which simply removes them from the simulation) by specifying IDIREC(I,ID) = 100 or
200, respectively.  The flows and pollutants directed to the next block are summed for all the
units and transferred as a single stream.  Any unit to which flows are directed must have a unit
number greater than the source unit (see Figure 7-3 for examples).

Pollutant Removal
Options

Pollutants are removed by settling or obstruction when characterized by particle size/
specific gravity or settling velocity distributions.  When they are characterized by magnitude
(concentration) alone, removal is simulated through removal equations.  Data groups G1 through
G3 are used to establish these removal equations.  When a particle size/specific gravity or
settling velocity distribution is used and the unit is classified as a non-detention process, then a
critical size or settling velocity is selected.  The model removes all particles with a size or
settling velocity greater than or equal to the critical size.  Data group G4 is used to enter this
parameter.

Data groups G1 through G4 are repeated for each pollutant unless a detention unit is
specified (IDENT(1) = 1, data group F2) and a particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity
distribution is specified for pollutant IP (IPART(IP) = 1, data group E1).  Naturally, these data
groups are omitted if no pollutants are routed (NP = 0, data group B1).  Again, data groups G1
through G3 are used only if the pollutant is characterized solely by magnitude. Data group G4 is
used only if a pollutant is characterized by magnitude and a particle size/specific gravity or
settling velocity distribution (IPART(IP) = 1, data group E1) and a non-detention unit is specified
(IDENT(I) = 0, data group F2).

Data Group G1
A single flexible functional form is available for use as a pollutant removal equation (see

Appendix IV):

        (7-1)

where

xi = removal equation variables,
a = coefficients, and
R = removal fraction, 0 ≤ R ≤ 1.0.
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Each removal equation variable, xi, may represent one of several parameters available in the
program at each time step; these options are discussed below (data group G2).  With these
variables and the coefficients, aI, the user can develop the desired removal equation.  The
coefficients are entered on data group G3.

A maximum removal fraction is specified by RMX(I,IP).  This is particularly useful for
equations which mathematically generate values of the removal fraction, R, that may exceed a
reasonable value or 1.0.  RMX(I,IP) provides an upper bound on such equations.

Data Group G2
Data group G2 allows the user to assign various program variables to the variables in

equation 7-1.  For example, if pollutant 1 (IP = 1) is to be removed in unit I by a removal
equation, the values given INPUT(I,1,1) through INPUT(I,1,11) assign program variables to the
corresponding variables x1 through x11 in equation 7-1.  The program variables available for
inclusion are shown in Table 7-3.  An example removal equation is discussed below.

Data Group G3
The variables A(I,IP,1) through A(I,IP,16) represent the variables a1 through a16 in

equation 7-1 as applied to pollutant IP in unit I.
An example of applying equation 7-1 is provided by a suspended solids removal equation

used in an earlier version of the Storage/Treatment Block for sedimentation (detention) units:

    (7-2)

where

RSS = suspended solids removal fraction, 0 ≤ RSS ≤ Rmax,
Rmax = maximum removal fraction,
td = detention time, seconds, and
k = first order decay coefficient, 1/sec.

This equation can be constructed from equation 7-1 by setting a12 (or A(I,IP,12)) = Rmax, a13 (or
A(I,IP,13)) = -Rmax, a3 (or A(I,IP,3)) = -k, a16 (or A(I,IP,16)) = 1.0, and letting x3 = detention
time, td, by setting INPUT(I,IP,3) = 1 (data group G2).  All other coefficients, aj (or A(I,IP,J)),
would equal zero.  RMX(I,IP) (data group G1) would not be necessary, as Rmax limits the value
of R.  Appendix IV contains other examples.

Data Group G4
The variable PSC(I) specifies a critical particle size (if NVS = 0, data group E2) or

settling velocity (if NVS = 1, data group E2) that denotes the point above which all particles are
removed from the influent. This parameter is included primarily to model such non-detention
units as microscreens, fine screens, and coarse screens.  An approximation of the removal
effectiveness of screens may be obtained by letting PSC(I) equal the aperture size of the screen
(see Appendix IV).  Data group G4 is required only if IPART(IP) = 1 (data line E1) and
IDENT(I) = 0 (data line F2).

( )dkt
maxSS e1RR −−=
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Table 7-3.  Program Variables Available for Pollutant Removal Equations

Detection Units, IDENT(I) = 1 (card F2)

Value of
INPUT(I,IP,K)a

(G2 cards)
Non-Detection Units,

IDENT(I) = 0 (card F2)

Perfect plug flow is
used, to route pollutants,
IROUTE(I) = 0 (card I2)

Complete mixing is used
to route pollutants,
IROUTE(I) = 1 (card I2)

0 Not used. Not used. Not used.
1 Not used. Detention time of each

plug in detention unit I,
seconds

Time step size, seconds

2 Concentration of pollutant 1
passing through unit I.b

Initial concentration of
pollutant 1 in each plug
in detection unit I.b

Not used.

3 Concentration of pollutant 2
passing through unit I.b

Initial concentration of
pollutant 2 in each plug
in detention unit I.b

Not used.

4 Concentration of pollutant 3
passing through unit I.b

Initial concentration of
pollutant 3 in each plug
in detention unit I.b

Not used.

5 Removal fraction of pollutant 1
in unit I (used only for
pollutants 2 and 3).

Removal fraction of
pollutant 1 for each plug
in detention unit I (used
only for pollutants 2 and
3).

Removal fraction of
pollutant 1 in detention
unit I (used only for
pollutants 2 and 3).

6 Removal fraction of pollutant 2
in unit I (used only for pollutant
3).

Removal fraction of
pollutant 2 for each plug
in detention unit I (used
only for pollutant 3).

Removal fraction of
pollutant 1 in detention
unit I (used only for
pollutant 3).

7 Inflow rate, ft3/sec [3/sec]. Not used. Not used.
aI    = unit number.
 IP  = pollutant number.
 K   = Subscript of x in equations 7-1.
bDimensions determined by NDIM(IP) on card E1.
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Detention Unit Data
Options

Data groups H1 through H8 are used to describe the special characteristics of detention
units.  Sedimentation, dissolved air flotation, chlorination, and sludge thickening are some of the
processes that may be modeled by a detention unit.

These groups primarily describe the hydraulic characteristics of a detention unit and, thus,
are required only if IDENT(I) = 1 (data group F2).

Data Group H1
The variable IROUTE(I) specifies the manner in which pollutants are routed in detention

unit I.  When IROUTE(I) = 0 the unit routes pollutants under the assumption of perfect plug
flow.  Perfect plug flow is recommended for long, rectangular tanks where settling is the most
important removal mechanism and is required when any pollutant is characterized by a particle
size/specific gravity or settling velocity distribution (IPART(IP) = 1, data group E1).  Removed
pollutants are accumulated in plug-flow units, without decay, until removed by the residual flow.
When IROUTE(I) = 1 the unit routes pollutants under the assumption of perfect mixing.
Complete mixing is most applicable to small tanks where the primary purpose is to thoroughly
mix the contents (e.g., rapid-mix chlorination, flocculators, and mixing tanks).  Removed
pollutant quantities are not allowed to accumulate in completely-mixed units (i.e., no settling).
Appendix IV provides further explanation.

The variable IOUT(I) is used to describe the depth-treated outflow relationship that
characterizes the discharge of treated outflow (e.g., weir flow) from unit I.  There are three
options.  The first (IOUT(I) = 0) is to provide the model with as many as 16 data pairs describing
the depth-outflow relationship (entered in data group I3).  The second option (IOUT(I) = 1) is to
approximate the relationship by a power equation (entered in data group H4).  The third option
(IOUT(I) = 2) specifies a constant pumping rate between certain depths (entered in data group
H5).

In addition to treated outflow, a residual stream may be drawn from the unit during
periods of no inflow or treated outflow.  When a residual stream occurs from a plug-flow unit the
entire unit contents (including the removed pollutant quantities) are mixed (i.e., the remaining
plugs lose their identity) and drawn off until the unit is empty or inflow occurs.  If inflow begins
before the unit is empty the remaining contents are placed in a single plug for further routing.  In
a completely-mixed unit, the pollutant concentrations in the residual flow are identical to the
concentrations in the treated outflow.  Again, the flow is suspended when inflow occurs.  The
variable IDRAW(I) simply specifies the conditions under which a residual stream begins.  If
IDRAW(I) = 0, a residual stream is never drawn and the accumulated pollutants (if IROUTE(I) =
0) remain in the unit.  If IDRAW(I) ≤ -1, the residuals are drawn off starting at every -IDRAW(I)
time steps (but the flow is delayed if inflow and/or treated outflow is in progress).  This option
corresponds with the situation in which the unit is drained on a regular (e.g., scheduled) basis.  If
IDRAW(I) ≥ 1, the residuals are drawn after IDRAW(I) time steps of no inflows or treated
outflow.  The conditions specified by IDRAW(I) ≥ 1 apply directly to the case in which the unit
contents are drained after each runoff event.

The variable IRES(I) is used to describe the depth-residual flow relationship that
characterizes the draw-off of the residual stream from unit I.  If IRES(I) = 0, the user provides the
model with as many as 16 data pairs describing the depth-residual flow relationship (entered on
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the H3 groups).  If IRES(I) = 1, the relationship is approximated by a power equation (entered in
data group H6).

Data Group H2
The parameters in this data group are required only when a particle size/specific gravity

or settling velocity distribution is used to characterize any pollutant (IPART(IP) = 1, data group
E1) and unit O is a plug-flow detention unit (IROUTE(I) = 0, data group H1).

The variable ALEN(I) represents the travel length for plugs in unit I.  The variable
AMAN(I) is the Manning’s roughness coefficient for the surfaces of unit I and is commonly
available for many materials.  These values are required for the pollutant removal algorithms
used when a particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity distribution characterizes a pollutant
(see later).

Data Group H3
These groups are used to enter up to 16 sets of data describing the geometry and

hydraulics of detention unit I.  Each data group enters a value for depth, SDEPTH(I,MM), along
with the corresponding values of surface area, SAREA(I,MM), volume, SSTORE(I,MM), treated
outflow, SQQOU(I,MM), and residual flow, QQRS(I,MM).

The only required parameters are DEPTH(I,MM) and SAREA(I,MM); the need for the
other parameters depends on other factors.  If SSTORE(I,MM) is left blank in every H3 data
group, the program will estimate the volume at each depth by averaging the surface area at each
depth and the lower adjacent depth, multiplying by the difference in depth, and adding the result
to the estimated volume at the lower adjacent depth (i.e., by a trapezoidal rule integration).  A
value for treated outflow, SQQOU(I,MM), is required for each depth only if IOUT(I) = 0 (data
group H1).  If  IOUT = 1 or 2 (data group H1), this relationship is provided by data group H4 or
data group H5, respectively.  Likewise, a value for residual flow, SQQRS(I,MM), is required for
each depth only if IRES(I) = 0 (data group H1).  If IRES(I) = 1 (data group H1), this relationship
is described by data group H6.  The values entered for SQQRS(I,MM) are used during periods in
which a residual stream is drawn from the unit (IDRAW(I), data group I1).

The values specified on these groups (or computed as a result of groups H4, H5, and H6)
are used to establish relationships between depth, surface area, volume, treated outflow, and
residual flow.  The program also generates a relationship between depth and the evaporation rate
(see data group D1).  These relationships are used to route flows through a detention unit using
the Puls method (Viessman et al., 1977).  This method is described in detail in Appendix IV.

Data Group H4
This data group is required only if a power equation is to describe the depth-treated

outflow relationship (IOUT(I) = 1, data group H1).  The equation is:

    (7-3)( ) 2C
01out DDCQ −=
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where

Qout = treated outflow, ft3/sec [m3/sec],
C1, C2 = coefficients,
D = water depth in detention unit, ft [m], and
D0 = depth below which there is no treated outflow, ft [m].

The user supplies the values of D0, C1, and C2 (program variables D0, C1, and C2, respectively).
Two common outlet structures that may be modeled with equation 7-3 are the orifice and

the broad-crested weir.  For example, a weir could be modeled by letting C1 = 3.33 � L where L
= length of the weir in feet, C2 = 1.5, and D0 = depth at the bottom of the weir in feet.  These
substitutions yield the familiar weir equation.

Data Group H5
This data group is required only if pumping is specified for the treated outflow from a

detention unit (IOUT(I) = 2, data group H1). The variables DSTART(I,1) and DSTART(I,2)
represent the depths at which the pumping rates QPUMP(I,1) and QPUMP(I,2) begin.  The
variable DSTOP(I) specifies the depth at which all pumping stops.  In other words, the rate
QPUMP(I,1) occurs when the depth is equal to or exceeds DSTART(I,1) and the rate
QPUMP(I,2) occurs when the depth is greater than or equal to DSTART(I,2).  The pumping rate
reverts to the rate QPUMP(I,1) when the depth falls below DSTART(I,2) and continues at that
rate until the depth falls to DSTOP(I).  The value of DSTART(I,1) must be less than or equal to
DSTART(I,2) and DSTOP(I) must be less than or equal to DSTART(I,1).

Data Group H6
This data group is required only if a power equation is used to describe the depth-residual

flow relationship (IRES(I) = 1, data group H1).  The equation is:

   (7-4)

where

Qres = residual flow, ft3/sec [m3/sec],
C3, C4 = coefficients,
D = water depth in detention unit, ft [m], and
D1 = depth below which there is no residual flow, ft [m].

The user supplies the values of D1, C3, and C4 (program variables D1, C3, and C4, respectively).
Recall that a residual flow occurs only when dictated by IDRAW(I) (data group H1).

Data Group H7
This data group is used to indicate the build up of sludge in a plug-flow detention unit

(IROUTE(I) = 0, data group H1).  The user specifies the pollutant used to calculate the sludge
volume, NPSL(I); the concentration of pollutant NPSL(I) in sludge has accumulated to an
unacceptable level.  The sludge volume is increased by dividing the amount of pollutant NPSL(I)
removed each time step by SLDEN(I).  The model assumes that the sludge volume has no effect

( ) 4C
13res DDCQ −=
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on the available storage volume and that no compression occurs.  The information on this data
group is only used to warn the user of possible maintenance/performance problem.

Data Group H8
This data group specifies the total volume, WARN(I), and pollutant concentrations,

PCO(I,IP), present in the unit at the start of the simulation.  Obviously, the values of PCO(I,IP)
are not required if NP = 0 (data group B1) or WARN(I) = 0.0.

Cost Data
Data Group I1

This data group is required only if ICOST = 1 (data group B1).
The capital cost for each unit is computed as a function of a design flow or volume

specified by the user or is calculated by the model as a function of the maximum value recorded
during the simulation:

   (7-5)

or

          (7-6)

or

   (7-7)

or

         (7-8)

where

Ccap = initial capital cost, dollars,
Qmax = maximum allowable inflow, ft3/sec [m3/sec],
(Qin)max                   = maximum inflow encountered during the simulation, ft3/sec

m3/sec],
Vmax = maximum allowable storage (detention units only), ft3 [m3],
(Vobs)max           = maximum storage encountered during the simulation (detention

units only), ft3 [m3], and
a, b = coefficients (specified by the user).

Equations 7-5 through 7-8 differ only in the variable used to compute the initial capital cost of
unit I.  The variable KPC(I,1) specifies which variable is used (as shown in Table 7-4) and
CC(I,1) and CC(I,2) represent the coefficients a and b.

b
maxcap QaC =

( )b
maxincap QaC =

b
maxcap VaC =

( )b

maxobscap VaC =
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The operation and maintenance costs are calculated as a function of the variables listed
above and the total operating time (calculated as the number of time steps with flow to or from
the unit).

   ( 7-9)

or

         (7-10)

or

  (7-11)

or

        (7-12)

where

Com = operation and maintenance cost, dollars,
Dop = total operating time during the simulation period, hours, and
d, f, h = coefficients (supplied by the user).

Equations 7-9 through 7-12 differ only in the variable used to compute the operation and
maintenance costs for unit I.  The variable KPC(I,2) specified which variable is used and CC(I,3),
CC(I,4), and CC(I,5) represent the coefficients d, f, and h.

The user is cautioned not to misinterpret the cost calculated by the model.  For example,
in a single-event simulation the calculated capital cost can only be considered an estimator of the
true capital cost when the simulated event is a design event.  Likewise, when operating time is a
factor in computing operation and maintenance costs, the calculated costs can be a valid
estimator of the true costs only when a long-term simulation is performed.  Recent EPA
publications provide useful information for the proper selection of the coefficients required in
equations 7-5 through 7-12 (EPA, 1976; Benjes, 1976).

Input Flow and Pollutant Data (Group J1)
If NOTAPE = 1 or 2 (data group B1), user-supplied time series input of hydrographs and

pollutographs are input in data group J1.  The input is in the form of time-flow-concentration(s).
Linear interpolation is used to provide intermediate input values if the S/T time step (DS) is not
the same as the time interval used in data group J1.  (A similar interpolation scheme is used for
time series entry from an upstream block via the interface file.)  Of course, since linear
interpolation is used, the time interval for data input need not be constant.  A step function input
can be achieved by inputting two flow-concentration values at each time.  For instance, assuming
DS = 1 hr, the simulation begins at 8:00 a.m., and there are no pollutants, the following J1 entries
would result in constant inflows of 5, 8 and 9 cfs over the first three time steps:

op
f
naxom hDQdC +=

( ) op
f
maxinom hDQdC +=

op
f
maxom hDVdC +=

( ) op
f

maxobsom hDVdC +=
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* TCAR QCAR
J1    8.0 5.0
J1   9.0 5.0
J1   9.0 8.0
J1 10.0 8.0
J1 10.0 9.0
J1 11.0 9.0
etc.

Pollutant concentration time series are entered only if NP > 0 (data group B1).  The
pollutant concentrations, PCAR(IP), must be entered in the same order as in data group E1 and
have the same dimensions specified by NDIM(IP) and PUNIT(IN,IP) (data group E1).  If
NOTAPE = 2 (data group B1), the flow and concentrations are added to the values from the
external file.  All values are instantaneous flows or concentrations (at the end of the time step).

Output
Summary and detailed (time step) output is available for each of up to five units

depending on the parameters of data groups C1 and C2.  Output may be graphed using the Graph
Block only for location 100 (outflow to downstream block), using the interface file.  If more than
one input location is found on the input interface file, the unaltered time series for thes3 locations
will be placed on the output interface file along with that predicted for location 100.
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Table 7-4.  Storage/Treatment Block Input Data

SWMM INPUT GUIDELINES

There have been many changes made to the input format of SWMM. Following is a short list of the major changes
along with explanations and guidelines.

1. Free format input.  Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns.  Free format has the requirement, however,
that at least one space separate each data field.   Free format input also has the following strictures on real,
integer, and character data.
a.    No decimal points are allowed in integer fields.  A variable is integer if it has a 0 in the default column. A

variable is real if it has a 0.0 in the default column.
b.    Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including both of the two title lines.

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 and 2.  These aid the program in line
and input error identification and are an aid to the SWMM user.  Also blank lines no longer are required to
signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are used to identify one data group from
another.

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long.
4. Input lines can wrap around.  For example, a line that requires 10 numbers may have 6 on the first line and 4 on

the second line.  The FORTRAN READ statement will continue reading until it finds 10 numbers, e.g.,
Z1   1  2   3  4  5  6
       7  8   9 10

Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line.
5. An entry must be made for every parameter in a data group, even if it is not used or zero and even if it is the last

required field on a line.  Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero.  Rather, the program will continue to search
on subsequent lines for the “last” required parameter.  Zeros can be used to enter and “mark” unused parameters
on a line.  This requirement also applies to character data.  A set of quotes must be found for each character
entry field.  For instance, if the two run title lines (data group A1) are to consist of one line followed by a blank
line, the entry would be:

A1 ‘This is line 1.’
A1  ‘’

6. See Section 2 for use of comment lines (indicated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information.

Variable Description Default

Title:  two lines with heading to be printed on output.
A1 Group identifier None
TITLE2 Title Blank

General Data
B1 Group identifier None
NOTAPE Input data source

= 0, Input is from an external input file
= 1, Input is supplied in Group J1
= 2, Input is from an external input file and Group J1

0

JNS External element number from the external block (e.g., JN, Group H1, in
Transport Block) which routes flow to the S/T Block.  If NOTAPE = 1, the
value of JNS is placed on the output file.

None

NDT Total number of simulation time steps 0
DS Size of time step, seconds.  Required only if NOTAPE = 1 None
NU Number of storage/treatment units.  (Maximum = 5) 1
NP Number of pollutants routed.  (Maximum = 3) 0
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Table 7-4.   Continued

Variable Description Default

ICOST Cost calculations performed?
= 0, No
= 1, Yes

0

METRIC Metric input-output.
= 0, Use U.S. customary units
= 1, Use metric units.  Metric input indicated in brackets [ ].

0

SAREA Service area, acres [ha].  Required if NOTAPE = 1. 0.0

Starting Time and Print Instructions
C1 Group identifier None
IDATE Date at beginning of simulation (6 digit number; year, month, day -- e.g.,

March 10, 1979 = 790310)
0

TIME Time at beginning of simulation  (24 hour clock, e.g., 5:30 p.m. = 17.5) 0
ISUM Summary print control parameter

= 0, Print a summary at the end of the simulation only
= 1, Print an annual summary and a summary at the end of the simulation
= 2, Print monthly and annual summaries and a summary at the end of the
simulation

0

IDET Detailed print control parameter
= 0, No detailed print of simulation results.
> 0, Detailed print of results is provided at every time step that is a multiple

of IDET (e.g., IDET = 2, gives a detailed report at every other time
step) during specified periods (see below and group C2).

0

NPR Number of detailed print periods.  Up to 8 periods may be specified (See
Group C2).  Required only if IDET > 0.

0

Detailed Print Periods
NPR (Group C1) periods must be specified. Only date to date periods may
be used (e.g., 790720 to 790806).  Required only if IDET > 0 (Group C1).

C2 Group identifier None
ISTART(1) First detailed print period starting date (e.g., July 20, 1979 = 790720). None
IEND(1) First detailed print period ending date (e.g., August 6, 1979 = 790806). None
! Repeat for second period, etc. up to NPR Group C1 periods - place all

ISTART and IEND pairs on a single line.
ISTART(NPR) Last detailed print period starting date.
IEND(NPR) Last detailed print period ending date. None

Evaporation Data
Evaporation data.  Required only if there are detention units.  (IDENT(I) =
1 for some units, see Group F2).

D1 Group identifier None
E(1) Evaporation rate, January in./day [mm/day] 0.0
! !

E(12) Evaporation rate, December in./day [mm/day] 0.0
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Table 7-4.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Groups E1 - E6: Pollutant Characterization
REQUIRE GROUPS E1 - E6 ONLY IF NP > 0 (GROUP B1)

General Pollutant Characteristics
E1 Group identifier None
IPOLL(1) Pollutant 1 selector.  Required only if NOTAPE = 0 or 2 (Group B1). The

value selected depends on the order in which the pollutants were placed on
the external input file. For example, if suspended solids was the third
pollutant listed on  the file and it was desired for use in the S/T block, then
IPOLL(1) = 3.

None

NDIMI(1) Dimensions for pollutant 1.  Required only if NOTAPE = 1 (Group B)
= 0, Dimensions are mg/l
= 1, Dimensions are liter (-1)
= 2, Other concentration dimensions are used.  (e.g., JTU, deg. C. pH)

0

IPART(1) Particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity distribution parameter
= 0, Distribution not used to characterize pollutant 1.
= 1, Distribution used to characterize pollutant 1

0

PNAME1(IN,1) Pollutant 1 name.  Required only if NOTAPE = 1  (Group B1) None
PUNIT1(IN,1) Pollutant 1 dimension label. Required only if NOTAPE = 1 (Group B1) None
IPOLL(2) Pollutant 2 selector.  Required only if NP ≥ 2 and NOTAPE = 0 or 2

(Group B1).  See above.
None

NDIMI(2) Dimensions for pollutant 2.  Required only if NP ≥ 2 and NOTAPE = 1
(Group B1).  See above.

0

IPART(2) Particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity distribution parameter.
Required only if NP ≥ 2 (Group B1)  See above.

0

PNAMEI(IN,2) Pollutant 2 name.  Required only if NP ≥ 2 and NOTAPE = 1.  (Group B1) 0

PUNITI(IN,2) Pollutant 2 dimension label.  Required only if NP ≥ 2 and NOTAPE = 1.
(Group B1)

None

IPOLL(3) Pollutant 3 selector.  Required only if NP = 3 and NOTAPE = 0 or 2
(Group B1)  See above.

0

NDIMI(3) Dimensions for pollutant 3.  Required only if NP = 3 and NOTAPE = 1
(Group B1).  See above.

0

IPART(3) Particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity distribution parameter.
Required only if NP = 3. (Group B1).  See above.

0

PNAMEI(IN,3) Pollutant 3 name.  Required only if NP = 3 and NOTAPE = 1 (Group B1) None
PUNITI(IN,3) Pollutant 3 dimension label.  Required only if NP = 3 and NOTAPE = 1

(Group B1)
None

GROUPS E2 - E6 ARE REQUIRED ONLY IF IPART (IP) = 1 (GROUP E1) FOR ANY POLLUTANTS.
E2 Group identifier None
NVS Classification parameter

= 0, Particle size/specific gravity distribution is used to classify particles in
waste stream.

= 1, Settling velocity distribution is used

0

NNR Number of particle size ranges or settling velocities used to classify
particles in waste stream (Max of 10).

None
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Table 7-4.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Particle size (if NVS = 0, group E20 or settling velocity (if NVS = 1, group
E2) range data.

E3 Group identifier None
RAN(1,1) Lower bound of size or velocity range 1, microns or ft/sec [cm/sec] None
RAN(1,2) Upper bound of size or velocity range 1, microns or ft/sec [cm/sec] None
RAN(2,1) Lower bound of size or velocity range 2, microns or ft/sec [cm/sec] None
RAN(2,2) Upper bound of size or velocity range 2, microns or ft/sec [cm/sec] None
! !

Repeat for each size or velocity range, up to NNR (Group E2) ranges.

Specific gravity data.
Required only if NVS = 0 (Group E2).

E4 Group identifier None
SPG(1) Specific gravity for particles in size range 1. None
SPG(2) Specific gravity for particles in size range 2. None
! !

Repeat for each size range, up to NNR (Group E2) ranges.

Waste Stream Temperature Data
* * * Required only if NVS = 0 (Group E2). * * *

E5 Group identifier None
TEMP(1) Waste stream temperature, January oF. [oC] None
! !

TEMP(12) Waste stream temperature, December oF. [oC] None

Fraction of pollutant associated with each particle size/specific gravity or
settling velocity range (Group E3). Repeat these lines for each pollutant for
which IPART(IP) = 1 (Group E1).

E6 Group identifier None
PSD(IP<1) Fraction of pollutant IP in range 1. None
PSD(IP,2) Fraction of pollutant IP in range 2. None
! !

Repeat for each range up to NNR (Group E2) ranges.

REPEAT GROUPS F1 - I1 FOR EACH UNIT I. THERE WILL BE NU
(GROUP B1) SETS.  THE  UNIT NUMBER IS DICTATED BY THE
ORDER IN WHICH THE SETS OF GROUPS F1 - I1 ARE READ.

Unit Name
F1 Group identifier None
UNAME(I,ID) Name of unit None
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Table 7-4.  Continued

Variable Description Default

General Unit Parameters and Flow Directions
F2 Group identifier None
IDENT(1) Detention modeling parameter

= 0, Unit is the non-detention type
= 1, Unit is the detention type

0

QMAX(I) Maximum inflow (above which bypass occurs), cfs [cu.m/sec]. None
QRF(I) Residual flow as a fraction of the inflow.  Required only if IDENT(I) = 0.

Residual flows for detention units (IDENT(I) = 1) are determined in Groups
H1, H3, and H6.

None

IDIREC(I,1) Unit number to which bypass is directed (must be greater than 1)
= 1 - 5, Downstream S/T unit
= 100, Next block
= 200, Ultimate disposal

None

IDIREC(I,2) Unit number to which treated outflow is directed (must be greater than 1).
See above.

None

IDIREC(I,3) Unit number to which residuals stream is directed (Must be greater than 1).
See above.  If IDRAW(I) = 0 (Group H1), set equal to any number > 1.

None

Data Groups G1 - G4: Pollutant Removal
REQUIRED ONLY IF NP > 0 (GROUP B1)

REPEAT GROUPS G1 - G3 FOR EACH POLLUTANT FOR WHICH IPART(IP) = 0
G1 Group identifier None
RMX(I,IP) Maximum removal fraction (≤ 1.0) None

Removal Equation Variable Group (Equation 7-1)
Requires two input lines.

G2 Group identifier None
INPUT(I,IP,1) Program variable for equation variable x1.

= 0, Not used.
For values = 1 - 7, see Table 7-3 in text.

0

INPUT(I,IP,2) Program variable for equation variable x2.  See above. 0
! !

Repeat for each program variable xi.

Equation 7-1 Coefficients
The coefficients must be consistent with the units used (see METRIC
Group B1).

G3 Group identifier None
A(I,IP,1) Value of coefficient a1 0.0
A(I,IP,2) Value of coefficient a2 0.0
! !

Repeat for each coefficient aj.
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Table 7-4.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Critical Particle Size or Settling Velocity
Required only if IPART(IP) = 1 (Group E1) for any pollutant and unit I is a
non-detention unit, IDENT(I) = 0 (Group F2)

G4 Group identifier None
PSC(I) Critical particle size, microns, (if NVS = 0, Group E2) or settling velocity,

ft/sec [cm/sec], (if NVS = 1, Group E2)
None

Data Groups H1 - H8: Detention Unit Data
Required only if IDENT(I) = 1 (Group F2)

General Detention Unit Parameters
H1 Group identifier None
IROUTE(I) Pollutant routing parameter

= 0, Plug flow mode is used.
= 1, Complete mixing mode is used.
 (Note:  Particle size or settling velocity distribution are not routed through
completely-mixed units.)

0

IOUT(I) Treated outflow routing parameter
= 0, The depth-treated outflow relationship is described by as many as 16

data pairs in Group H3.
= 1, The depth-treated outflow relationship is described by a power

equation in Group H4.
= 2, The depth-treated outflow relationship is controlled by the pumps

described in Group H5.

0

IDRAW(I) Residuals stream draw-off scheme   
≤-1, A residual stream is drawn off starting at every -IDRAW(I) time step

(if possible).
= 0, Residuals are never drawn off.
≥ 1, A residuals stream (if available) is drawn off only after IDRAW(I) time

steps of no inflow or treated outflow.

0

IRES(I) Residual stream routing parameter
Required only if IDRAW(I) not = 0
= 0, The depth-residual flow relationship is described by as many as 16 data

pairs in Group H3.
= 1, The depth-residual flow relationship is described by a power equation

in Group H6.

0

Detention unit (plug flow only) parameters, required when pollutants are
characterized by a particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity
distribution.  Thus, this line is required only if IPART(IP) = 1, for any
pollutant (Group E1) and IROUTE(i) = 0 (Group E2)

H2 Group identifier None
ALEN(I) Travel length for plug flow, ft [m] 0
AMAN(I) Manning’s roughness coefficent for detention unit surfaces. None
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Table 7-4.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Data for Sets of Depth, Surface Area, Volume, Treated Outflow and
Residual Flow
Each line contains a column for a unit depth and the corresponding values
of  area, volume, treated outflow, and residual flow.  The columns for
treated outflow and residual flow may be left blank depending on the values
of IOUT(I) and IRES(I) in Group H1.  If no values for volume are entered,
the program estimates volume from the depth-surface area relationship.
Order the data from the bottom of the unit (SDEPTH(I,1) = 0.0) to the
maximum depth (including freeboard).  There may be as many as 16 lines.

H3 Group identifier None
SDEPTH(I,MM) A unit depth, ft [m] None
SAREA(I,MM) Surface area corresponding to the above depth, sq. ft [sq. m] None
SSTORE(I,MM) Volume corresponding to the above depth cu. ft [cu. m] None
SQQOU(I,MM) Treated outflow at the above depth cfs [cu.m/sec] None
SQQRS(I,MM) Residuals stream flow at the above depth cfs [cu.m/sec].  Occurs only when

IDRAW(I) (Group H1) permits.
None

Depth vs. Treated Outflow Power Equation (Equation 7-3)
Required only if IOUT(I) = 1 (Group H1). Coefficients must be consistent
with the units used.  (See METRIC, Group B1.)

H4 Group identifier None
C1 Depth-treated outflow equation coefficient, C1 0.0
D0 Depth below which no treated outflow occurs, D0 0.0
C2 Depth-treated outflow equation coefficient, C2 0.0

Treated Outflow Pumping
Required only if IOUT(I) = 2 (Group H1)

H5 Group identifier None
DSTART(I,1) Depth at which pumping rate QPUMP(I,1) begins, ft [m] None
DSTART(I,2) Depth at which pumping rate QPUMP(I,2) begins, ft [m].  Must be ≥

DSTART(I,1)
None

QPUMP(I,1) Pumping rate when depth ≥ DSTART(I,1) cfs [cu.m/sec] None

QPUMP(I,2) Pumping rate when depth ≥ DSTART(I,2) cfs [cu.m/sec] None

DSTOP(I) Depth below which all pumping stops, ft [m].  Must be ≤ DSTART(I,1). None

Depth vs. Residual Flow Power Equation (Equation 7-4)
Required only if IRES(I) = 1 (Group H1). Coefficients must be consistent
with the units used (see METRIC, Group B1).

H6 Group identifier None
C3 Depth-residual flow equation coefficient C3 0.0
D1 Depth below which no residual flow occurs  D1 0.0
C4 Depth-residual flow equation coefficient C4 0.0
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Table 7-4.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Sludge Generation in Unit I
Required only if I is a plug-flow detention unit (IROUTE(I) = 0, Group H1)
and NP > 0 (Group B1).

H7 Group identifier None
NPSL(I) Pollutant responsible for sludge generation.  Required only if a sludge depth

warning message is desired
= 0, Not used.
= 1, 2, or 3, Pollutant used to generate sludge volume (must correspond to

the position in Group E1).

0

SLDEN(I) Concentration of pollutant NPSL(I) in sludge.  Required only if NPSL(I) ≥
1. The dimensions used must be consistent with those indicated by NDIM(I)
(Group E1).

None

SLDMAX(I) Maximum sludge depth, ft [m].  A warning message is printed if  this depth
is exceeded by the accumulated sludge.  Required only if NPSL(I) ≥ 1.

None

Initial Conditions in Detention Unit I
H8 Group identifier None
WARN(I) Total volume of water in unit at the start of the simulation, cu.ft [cu.m] 0.0

The following concentrations must be given with dimensions consistent
with those entered in Group E1 (NDIM(IP)) if NOTAPE = 1 (Group B1) or
on the external input file if NOTAPE = 2.

PCO(I,1) Concentration of pollutant 1 in the unit at the start of the simulation.
Required only if NP ≥ 1 (Group B1) and WARN(I) > 0.0.

0.0

PCO(I,2) Concentration of pollutant 2 in the unit volume at the start of the start of the
simulation.  Required only if NP ≥ 2 (Group B1) and WARN(I) > 0.0

0.0

PCO(I,3) Concentration of pollutant 3 in the unit volume at the start of the start of the
simulation.  Required only if NP = 3 (Group B1) and WARN(I) > 0.0

0.0

REQUIRED ONLY IF ICOST = 1 (GROUP B1)
Cost Data for Equations 7-5 to 7-8 (Capital Costs) and Equations 7-9 to 7-12 (Operation and Maintenance Costs)

The coefficients must be consistent with the units used (see METRIC, Group B1).
I1 Group identifier None
KPC(I,1) Type of cost variable used in calculating initial capital cost.

= 0, Not used.
= 1, Maximum allowable inflow, QMAX(I), cfs [cu.m/sec] is used.
= 2, Maximum inflow observed during simulation, QMAXS(I), cfs

[cu.m/sec], is used.
= 3, Maximum allowable storage, VMAX(I) cu.ft [cu.m] is used.  (Not

applicable if IDENT(I) = 0, Group F2)
= 4, Maximum storage observed during simulation, VMAXS(I), cu.ft.

[cu.m] is used (Not applicable if IDENT(I) = 0  (Group F2)

0

CC(I,1) Initial capital cost equation coefficient, a. 0.0
CC(I,2) Initial capital cost equation coefficient, b. 0.0
KPC(I,2) Type of cost variable used in calculating operation and maintenance costs.

See list for initial capital cost (above).
0
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Table 7-4.  Continued

Variable Description Default

CC(I,3) Operation and maintenance costs equation coefficient, d 0.0
CC(I,4) Operation and maintenance costs equation coefficient, f 0.0
CC(I,5) Operation and maintenance costs equation coefficient, h 0.0

Input Flow and Pollutant Time Series
REQUIRED ONLY IF NOTAPE = 1 OR 2 (GROUP B1)

All flows and concentrations are instantaneous values at the indicated time.  A constant time interval is not required;
linear interpolation is used to obtain intermediate values of flow and concentrations.  Hence, the difference between
two time entries, TCAR, should not be less than the time step, DS, unless a step function input is desired.
The concentration units must be identical to those in Group E1 (NDIM(IP)) if NOTAPE = 1, Group B1, or on the
external input file if NOTAPE = 2.
J1 Group identifier None
TCAR Time of day, decimal hours, e.g., 6:30 p.m. = 18.5.  If the first TCAR value

is ≤ initial time, the program will read succeeding J1 data groups until
TCAR ≥ initial time.  If simulation goes beyond one day, i.e., times > 24.0,
then continue with times greater than 24.  I.e., TCAR should not be reset at
beginning of day.

0.0

QCAR Flow entering S/T plant (at unit 1), cfs [m3/sec]. 0.0
PCAR(1) Concentration of pollutant 1 entering S/T plant (at unit 1).  Required only if

NP ≥ 1 (Group B1) and QCAR > 0.0
0.0

PCAR(2) Concentration of pollutant 2 entering S/T plant (at unit 1).  Required only if
NP ≥ 2 (Group B1) and QCAR > 0.0

0.0

PCAR(3) Concentration of pollutant 3 entering S/T plant (at unit 1).  Required only if
NP = 3 (Group B1) and QCAR > 0.0

0.0

END OF STORAGE/TREATMENT BLOCK INPUT DATA
At this point, the program seeks new input from the Executive Block.
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Section 8
Receiving Water Modeling

A receiving water may receive combined sewer overflows and stormwater runoff from
point and non-point sources.  The overflows and runoff may contain toxic chemical pollution as
well as nutrients, suspended solids, and BOD5.  One of the objectives in the creation of the
SWMM was coupling runoff, routing and receiving water models in a single package.  A
receiving water model (RECEIV) was part of the SWMM package from its conception (Metcalf
& Eddy Inc. et al., 1971a; Huber et al., 1975).

RECEIV was dropped from the SWMM package in 1981 (Huber et al., 1981b) since it
was felt better models (Dynamic Estuary Model and RECEIV derivatives) were currently being
written at EPA but were not immediately available for inclusion in the 1981 version of SWMM.
This did not reflect a lessening of the importance of the coupling of land and receiving water
models.  It was planned to link the new receiving water model with SWMM.  However, Runoff,
Transport, Storage-Treatment and Extran were never linked to the new EPA model DYNHYA
(currently DYNHYD3) (Ambrose et al., 1986).

The current EPA receiving water models are:  (1) DYNHYD3, a dynamic, branching
one-dimensional link node model that simulates the flow, velocities, and depths of a lake, river,
and estuary, and (2) WASP3, a water quality model that simulates nutrients (EUTROWSP3), and
toxic chemicals (TOXIWSP3) in receiving waters (Ambrose et al., 1986).

SWMM is coupled to both models through the SWMM interface file.  Overland flows,
routed pipe and channel flows, and the effluent from storage and treatment facilities can be input
into DYNHYD3 as a variable-flow input.  DYNHYD3 reads the SWMM interface file (see
Section 2) to find first the location of the requested nodes and secondly the time history of the
node flow.  The flows are converted to negative numbers since DYNHYD3 input is negative and
withdrawals are positive.

The SUMRY2.OUT file created by DYNHYD3 is then read by either EUTROWSP3 or
TOXIWSP3 during the simulation of water quality.  The SWMM interface file may also be read
by WASP3, except that only the loadings are input to model by subroutine SMWASP.
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Section 9
Statistics Block*

Introduction
The Statistics Block performs simple statistical analyses on continuous event or single-

event data, although the latter is seldom necessary.   Both quantity and quality parameters may
be analyzed.  The options available include event separation with a table depicting the sequential
series of events, a table of magnitude, return period and frequency of events, a graph of
magnitude versus return period, a graph of magnitude versus frequency, and the first three
moments of the event data.

Statistical analyses are performed on data read from an interface file arranged in the
standard SWMM format (refer to Section 2).  The Statistics Block may be called after any block
thas generated such a file.  In addition, the user may create an interface file of rainfall or other
data and, through an understanding and alteration of various conversion factors, use the Statistics
Block to analyze rainfall, rather than stormwater events.

Separation of the data into events depends on the unique series of zero and non-zero
instantaneous flow values found at each location within the system being simulated.  The results
of the analyses would be expected to vary from location to location.  The Statistics Block can
analyze only one location at a time.  Multiple locations can be analyzed by making multiple calls
to the Statistics Block from the Executive Block of SWMM using the same JIN interface file.

This section describes the program operation of the Statistics Block, identifies output
options, provides instructions for preparing input data groups, defines program variables,
presents the equations utilized within the block and explains the messages and labels that may be
printed.

Program Operation
The Statistics Block is a FORTRAN program of approximately 1700 Fortran statements

and consists of nine subroutines.  The relationships among the Statistics Block, the rest of
SWMM and the various subroutines are shown in Figure 9-1.

Subroutine STATS comprises the major portion of the block.  Input data and data from
the interface file are read, and descriptive information from the file header is printed, followed
by a summary of the input data.  The flow/pollutant data are separated into events and this new
data set is written into a scratch file. There is an internal program limit of 4000 events per
location.  This is sufficient to analyze 100 storm events per year for 40 years.  The user must
have sufficient disk space to store the scratch file.  The unformatted scratch file at the limit of
4000 events will require less than 100 k bytes for total storage.  The event limit can be modified
                                                

* This block originally developed by Mr. Donald J. Polmann.
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Figure 9-1.  Structure of the Statistics Block subroutines.
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by altering the parameter statement accompanying the INCLUDE file ‘TAPES.INC’ (see Section
2 for more detail).

After the entire simulation period has been examined, a table of the sequential series of
events is printed (if requested).  If a table of return period and frequency or a graph of either of
these is requested, the series is sorted into descending order by Subroutine SORT.  SBTABL
generates and prints the tables of magnitude, return period and frequency.  POINTS generates an
array of (X,Y) pairs to be plotted as points on either the return period or frequency graphs.
MOMENT calculates and prints the mean, variance, standard deviation, coefficient of variation
and coefficient of skewness of the event data.  LABELS is a Block Data subroutine that
initializes the constants in labeled common blocks that are used for labeling graphs.

Output Options
Introduction

The table of sequential series of events depicts the original time series of flow data after
the time steps have been grouped into events.  The table includes the date and time of day that
each event began, flow volume of each event, total rainfall during the flow event, duration of
each event and interevent duration (time from the end of the previous event).

The table of magnitude, return period and frequency is a rank order table showing the
data and time that each event began, the magnitude of the event being analyzed, the return period
(in years or months) of that magnitude and the percent of occurrences that are less than or equal
to the given magnitude.

The graph of magnitude versus return period is a plot of two columns of the table, except
that return period is presented as the base ten logarithm.  The graph of magnitude vs. frequency
is a similar plot with frequency presented as a percent.  Although the graphing routines plot
information centered in the table, it is not necessary to select the table option in order to select
the graph options.  Any of these may be printed independently of the others.  The last option
available is a calculation of the mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and skewness
of the event data.

The table of sequential series pertains only to the volume of the flow events.  The
remaining options can be requested for flow or pollutants.  Any (or all) of these can be selected
for any (or all) of the five flow parameters and for any (or all) of the five pollutant parameters.
Different pollutant parameters can be analyzed for different pollutants.  Events are identified on
the basis of flows greater than or equal to a cutoff baseflow (user input), so that the duration of
events and interevents will be identical for flow and any of the pollutants selected.

Sequential Series of Events
This option prints a table of the original series of events before any sorting has taken

place.  Printing of the table, which contains 120 events per page, may be accessed in several
ways.  First, the table may be printed directly as an option under normal program execution.
Second, when the number of events in the time series exceeds the designated limit (4000) and
termination of the program has not been requested, the table may be printed (ignoring the rest of
the series).  Third, in the case where termination has been selected, the option remains to print a
table for that portion of the series that has been separated into events.
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Table of Magnitude, Return Period and Frequency
For those parameters where this option is requested, one table will be printed for each

parameter chosen for each constituent chosen.  For example, if, for the constituent ‘FLOW’, two
parameters are chosen (e.g., total flow and event duration), and for each of two pollutants two
parameters are chosen (e.g., total load and peak concentration), then six separate tables are
printed, each containing magnitude, return period and frequency for the appropriate parameter.
Therefore, although it is unlikely that one would have reason to do so, up to 60 tables can be
printed in one run (five flow parameters, five rainfall parameters and five pollutant parameters
for ten pollutants).  The length of each table depends on the number of events within the period
of analysis (180 events are printed per page).

Graphs of Magnitude vs. Return Period or vs. Frequency
This paragraph applies to either type of graph.  As with the tables above, one graph is

printed for each parameter chosen of each constituent for which a graph is requested.  Each
graph comprises one page of out-put.  Again, up to 55 graphs can be printed, although this would
be an unlikely choice.

Moments
This option calculates and prints unbiased estimates for the mean, variance, standard

deviation, coefficient of variation and coefficient of skewness.  These values will be printed for
each parameter chosen for each constituent chosen.  The output incorporates approximately 15
lines and will appear in sequence where space is available (i.e., a new page is not printed for
each set of moments).

Preparation of Input Data
Extent of Data

The Statistics Block requires a minimal amount of input data under normal use.  The
flow/pollutant data to be analyzed will be read from interface files generated by other blocks of
SWMM.  The input data required simply indicate what type of analysis should be performed on
the interface data.  Use of the block for rainfall data is discussed later.

Line by line instructions for preparing the input data will be presented.  The user is
referred to the table of Statistics Block Input Data later in this manual for input details.  The
general structure of the data groups is given in Table 9-1.

Table 9-1.  Statistics Block Input Data

Data Group Description

$STATS Calls the Statistics Block
A1 Starting and Ending Dates
B1 General Data
B2 Print Control
B3 Pollutant Locations
C1 Table and Graph Requests for Flow
D1 Table and Graph Requests for Pollutants
E1 Table and Graph Requests for Rainfall
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Flow, Pollutant and Rainfall Input Files
The Statistics Block reads the interface file JIN(1) for flow, pollutant, and rainfall

information,  It uses NSCRAT(1) as the temporary scratch file holding the event information it
reads from JIN(1).  The source of the interface file JIN(1) may be the output from the Runoff,
Transport, or Storage/Treatment Block or the rainfall file created by the Rain Block.  The
Statistics Block can read flow, pollutants, and rainfall from the Runoff, Transport, or
Storage/Treatment outputs.  It can only read rainfall from the Rain Block output rainfall file.

Data Group A1
The variables ISTART and TSTART indicate the date and time, respectively, at which

this block should begin searching for events.  The variables IEND and TEND indicate the last
point on the file that should read.  In this manner, the user may choose any period within the
record (e.g., one particular year, five sequential years, etc.) on which to perform statistical
analyses.  Default values of zero for both data and time can be chosen for starting and/or ending.
Zero starting values indicate that analyses should commence with the first value on the interface
file.  Zero ending values indicate that analyses should continue to the end of the available record.
Formats for data and time correspond to the standard interface format (Section 2).

Data Group B1
Minimum Interevent Time

The minimum interevent time (MIT) indicates the minimum number of dry hours (or
fractional hours) that will constitute an interevent.  In other words, the number of consecutive
dry hours encountered in the search must be equal to or greater than MIT in order that the
preceding wet period (made up of at least one non-zero flow value) be considered a separate
event.  Dry periods of duration less than MIT may exist within an event preceded and followed
by wet time steps.  The number of events in a given period of analysis is directly dependent on
the value of MIT.  If a value of zero is chosen for MIT, every wet time step will be viewed as a
separate event.

No “correct” value of MIT can be suggested, although a value of 3 to 30 hours is often
used to separate rainfall events (Hydroscience, 1979).  Various event definitions for rainfall time
series are available in the literature, e.g., Tavares (1975), Heaney et al. (1977), Hydroscience
(1979), Restrepo-Posade and Eagleson (1982).  Several urban runoff studies (e.g., EPA, 1983b)
have evaluated MIT for rainfall events on the basis of the coefficient of variation (CV) of
interevent times, where the CV is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean.  The MIT that
gives a CV near 1.0 is usually chosen as the gage MIT.  This assumes that the interevent times
have an exponential distribution for which the mean equals the standard deviation (hence, CV =
1.0).  Thus, the MIT is chosen to make the empirical date fit the theory.  If this method is
selected, two trial values of MIT are used and the corresponding CV values for interevent times
determined through two runs of the Statistics Block.  A plot (or linear extrapolation) of MIT
versus CV will generally give a good estimate of the MIT value for which CV is approximately
1.0.  Depending upon the site, this definition applied to the runoff time series can yield large
values of MIT, on the order of 100 hours.
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Baseflow
The events are separated using a baseflow or cutoff flow (BASE on Data Group B1).

Flows greater than BASE are part of the event, conversely flows less than or equal to BASE are
part of the interevent period.  This parameter may be set equal to 0.0 cfs [m3].

Location
The analyses are performed at one location (LOCRQ) within the system.  The interface

file may contain data for up to 100 locations, each identified in the array LOCNOS(K).  The
LOCRQ must be specified in one of the elements in the array LOCNOS(K).

Rainfall statistics can be calculated for one raingage (LOCRN) on the interface file.
Rainfall may be analyzed in conjunction with flow and pollutants or separately by using an
LOCRQ of 0 for the flow inlet.

Number of Pollutants
The number of pollutants requested for statistical analysis (NPR) must be less than or

equal to the number of pollutants on the interface file (NPOLL).  If NPR equals 0 then Data
Group D1 is not read by STATS.

Number of Events Printed
The user can limit the number of events printed by setting NPOINT greater than 0.  A

value of 0 will print every event in the simulation.  Otherwise, a maximum of NPOINT values
will be printed.

Units
The variable METRIC indicates the system of units in which output should be reported.

To implement U.S. customary units, use METRIC = 0.  For metric units, use METRIC = 1.

Return Period Units and Plotting Position Parameter
Return periods will be calculated using either months or years as the basic time unit.  The

user decides by picking LRET = 0 (years) or LRET = 1 (months).  The plotting position is
adjusted by selecting parameter A on data group B1.  This parameter is discussed in more detail
later in the description of computations.

Data Group B2
Table of Events

The variable KSEQ indicates whether or not a table of the sequential series of events
should be printed.

Limit on Number of Events
The variable KTERM indicates whether or not to terminate analyses in the case where the

number of events exceeds the allowable computer memory space.  The number of events that can
be sorted and analyzed has been set within the program to 4000.  This value corresponds to 200
events per year for a 20 year period.  As noted, the user may alter this value.  If the number of
events exceeds the limit set, the program will either (a) perform the analyses on the events
already identified, ignoring the remainder of the record (KTERM = 0), or (b) terminate execution
of the block, performing no event analysis (KTERM = 1).  If the analyses are being performed, a
table of the sequential series will be printed if KSEQ = 1.  If the analyses are not performed, the
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option still exists to print the table of sequential series before termination.  The variable
KTSEQS indicates that the table should or should not be printed in this case.

Data Group B3
The variable array IPOLRQ will contain up to ten elements, corresponding to the

maximum value of NPR (and NPOLL, the number of pollutants on the interface file).  The
pollutants requested for analysis must be identified by their position on the interface file (not by
name).  Therefore, the elements of IPOLRQ will contain integer values from 1 to 10.  For
example, if the first pollutant to be analyzed is BOD, and BOD is the third pollutant on the
interface file, then IPOLRQ(1) would have the value 3.  Similarly, if the second pollutant to be
analyzed is TSS, and TSS is the fifth pollutant on the interface file, then IPOLRQ(2) would have
the value 5.

Data Group C1
Data group C1 indicates the statistical options requested for flow.  There are five input

variables in each line of input, one for each of the five flow parameters.  The five parameters are
(1) total flow for the event, measured as a volume and reported as inches [mm], (2) average flow
for the event, measured as a rate and reported as in./hr [mm/hr], (3) peak flow for the event,
measured as an instantaneous rate and reported as in./hr [mm/hr], (4) duration of the event,
measured as the number of time steps making up the event and reported as hours, and (5)
duration of the interevent, measured as the number of dry hours preceding the event and reported
as hours.  Two tables and two plots may be generated for each of the five parameters: (1) a table
of event magnitude, return period and frequency (column 1), (2) a graph of magnitude vs. return
period (column 2), (3) a graph of magnitude vs. frequency (column 3), and (4) a table of the first
three moments of the event date (column 4).

The user selects the tables and graphs to be printed by entering a four digit number
containing either a 0 or a 1 in each column.  The columns pertain to the columns described in the
previous paragraph.  For a given group, those fields containing a 1 indicate the flow parameters
for which that option has been selected.  Values of zero indicate that the analyses should not be
performed.  For example, entering 1111 in parameter one’s field means two tables and two plots
are generated for total flow.  Entering 0000 or 0 means no tables or graphs are generated.  See
Table 9-3 for more details.

Data Group D1
Data group D1 is identical in format to group C1.  The four statistical options available

for flow are also available for pollutants.  One D1 data line must be included for each of the NPR
pollutants requested, indicating which options for which parameters should be performed for
each pollutant.  The D1 lines should be arranged in a sequence corresponding to the order in
which the pollutants were requested.  Again, there are five input fields on each D1 line, one field
for each of the five pollutant parameters.  The four-digit entry for each field indicates which of
the two tables and two graphs are requested.  The five parameters are:  (1) total load, measured
as a sum of the concentration times the flow rate and reported as pounds [kg], (2) average load,
measured as a rate of pollutant loading and reported as lbs/hr [kg/hr], (3) peak load, measured as
an instantaneous rate of pollutant loading and reported as lbs/hr [kg/hr], (4) flow-weighted
average concentration (event mean concentration), reported as mg/l, and (5) peak concentration,
reported as mg/l.
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Data Group E1
Data Group E1 is also identical in format to group C1.  The four statistical options

available for flow are also available for rainfall.  Again, there are five input fields, one field for
each of the five rainfall parameters.  The five parameters are (1) total event volume reported as
inches [mm], (2) average intensity reported as in./hr [mm/hr], (3) peak intensity, reported as
in./hr [mm/hour], (4) duration of the event, measured as the number of time steps making up the
event and reported as hours, and (5) duration of the interevent, measured as the number of dry
hours preceding the event.

Computations
Return Period and Frequency

In Subroutine STATS, variables T1 and T2 indicate the beginning and end, respectively,
of the period of analysis, measured as elapsed time from the beginning of the simulation, in
hours.  The return period of an event may be reported in either months or years.  If years are
chosen, the simulation duration is rounded to the nearest number of years (NYRS).  If months are
chosen, it is necessary to calculate the number of months (NOMOS) within the period of
analysis.  The average number of hours per month in a year of 365.25 days is 730.5.  This value
is used to find a value for NOMOS, rounded to the nearest month, by the equation

NOMOS = Integer [(T2-T1)/730.5 + 0.5]     (9-1)

For short periods of analysis (e.g., of the order of one year) NOMOS may be in error by one
month depending on which months of the year are included in the period.  This should pose little
difficulty as a return period analysis for such a short period is generally not undertaken (or at
best is of questionable worth).

Empirical return period (plotting position) is calculated by the general equation first
proposed by Gringorten (1963) and analyzed by Cunnane (1978):

T = (NMY + 1 - 2A)/(M - A)     (9-2)

where

T         = return period in months or years (depending on the option selected in data
group B1 (LRET),

NMY = number or months, NOMOS, or number of years, NYRS,
M = rank of event (ranked in descending order), and
A = parameter of the equation (data group B1).

A value of A = 0 gives the familiar Weibull plotting position (Gumbel, 1958),

T = (NMY + 1)/M     (9-3)

The Weibull formule is often used in hydrology but has been criticized by Cunnane (1978) who
suggested a value of  A = 0.4 as a good compromise for the customary situation in which the
underlying frequency distribution of the parameter is unknown.  (The references only analyze
return periods in years.  No guidance is available for units of months.)
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Large uncertainties exist in return periods computed in this manner (Gumbel, 1958)!  A
refined analysis would compute return periods and exceedance probabilities by fitting an
assumed probability density function, as in flood-frequency analysis, for which confidence
intervals may be established.

The discussion of return period assumes the events are independent, on the basis of the
event separation criterion discussed earlier.  However, the frequency, FREQ, computed for each
event is merely the percent of total events less than or equal to the given magnitude

FREQ = 100 [1 - (M-1)/N]     (9-4)

where

M = rank, and
N = total number of events within the period of analysis.

The largest event is assigned a frequency of 100 percent, etc.

Moments
Calculations are made of estimates for the mean (x ), variance (S2), standard deviation

(S), coefficient of variation (CV) and coefficient of skewness (Cs).  The equations utilized for
these calculations are:

∑= N/xx      (9-5)

[ ] ( )1NxNxS
222 −∑ −=     (9-6)

( ) 2/12SS =     (9-7)

xSCV =     (9-8)

Cs = (Numer � Factor)/Denom
(9-9)

where

Numer    =  
323 x2Nxx3Nx +∑−∑

Denom   =  [ ] 5.122 xNx −∑

Factor    =  ( )[ ] ( )2N1NN 2/1 −−
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The forms given above for Numer and Denom are for computational convenience and
correspond to the more usual forms,

Numer    =  ( ) Nxx
3

∑ −

Denom   =  ( )[ ] 5.12
Nxx∑ −

For the above equations, x is the magnitude of the event parameter, and N is the total number of
events within the period of analysis.  All summations are from 1 to N.  Equations 9-6 and 9-9 are
unbiased estimates for the variance and skewness, respectively.

Messages and Labels
Most of the messages printed as part of the block execution are self-explanatory and do

not require discussion here. A notable exception to this involves the units printed for pollutants.
As a prelude to this discussion, an explanation of the units provided in the tables and graphs is
called for. Table 9-2 summarizes the units printed for flow and three types of pollutants.  The
labels printed for the ordinate of the graphs are also presented.

All flow parameters are normalized to depth or depth/hr (i.e., in. or mm or in./hr or
mm/hr).  Should true volumes be desired, they may be obtained by multiplying by the catchment
area, printed after reading the interface file.

When NDIM = 2, a special message is printed on the graph or table.  Rather than printing
the units described in The Statistics Block Input data later, the output contains “SEE NOTE” and
the note “Magnitude has units of .… See user manual for explanation.”  The explanation referred
to is included in the following discussion.

The user is referred to Sections 2 and 4 for an introduction to the variable NDIM.  For
NDIM = 0, pollutant concentration is given in mg/l.  In this case, a direct conversion is possible
for loading rates and concentrations.  For NDIM = 1, pollutant concentration is given in “other
quantity” per liter (e.g., MPN/l).  Here, no conversion is possible to mass loading or mass per
unit volume.  “Mass” must be presented as “quantity” and the user must be aware of what
“quantity” refers to for the pollutant involved.  The units printed for flow weighted average
concentration and peak concentration will correspond to the variable PUNIT found on the
interface file for the particular pollutant.  For NDIM = 2, pollutant concentration is given in some
other units, not on a “per liter” basis (e.g., JTU).  Therefore, no units conversion can be made.
Magnitudes reported for total load will have units of a volume multiplied by the appropriate
PUNIT.  The magnitude is obtained by summing the pollutant values found on the interface file
(which are in units of an instantaneous flow rate multiplied by a concentration) and multiplying
this value by the time step size (DTSEC) of the event.  Interpretation of the significance of these
magnitudes is left strictly to the user, who should exercise caution in selecting this statistical
option.  A similar caution applies to average load and peak load.  These magnitudes will have
units of a flow rate multiplied by the appropriate PUNIT.  The average load is the mean of the
values found on the interface file for a given event, with a units conversion for flow rate.  The
peak load is the largest of the values within an event, with a similar units conversion for flow
rate.  Flow weighted average concentration and peak concentration will have units corresponding
to PUNIT for the particular pollutant and an interpretation of these magnitudes may be simpler
than the above parameters.  The calculation of these two parameters is self-evident.
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Table 9-2.  Labels and Units

Parameters
Ordinate

Label

U.S.
Customary

Units
Metric
Units

Flow Total Flow
Average Flow
Peak Flow
Event Duration
Interevent Duration

Total Q
Aver Q
Peak Q
Duration
Interevt

inches
inches/hr
inches/hr
hours
hours

mm
mm/hr
mm/hr
hours
hours

Rainfall Volume
Average Intensity
Peak Intensity
Event Duration
Interevent Duration

Total V
Aver In
Peak In
Duration
 Interevt

inches
inches/hr
inches/hr
hours
hours

mm
mm/hr
mm/hr
hours
hours

Pollutant with
NDIM = 0

Total Load
Average Load
Peak Load
Flow Weighted
      Average Concentration
Peak Concentration

Tot Load
Ave Load
Peakload
Ave Conc

PeakConc

pounds
lbs/hr
lbs/hr
mg/l

mg/l

kilogram
kg/hr
kg/hr
mg/l

mg/l

Pollutant with
NDIM = 1

Total Load
Average Load
Peak Load
Flow Weighted
      Average Concentration
Peak Concentration

Tot Load
Ave Load
Peakload
Ave Conc

PeakConc

Quantity
Quan/hr
Quan/hr
PUNIT

PUNIT

Quantity
Quan/hr
Quan/hr
PUNIT

PUNIT

Pollutant with
NDIM = 2

Total Load
Average Load
Peak Load
Flow Weighted
      Average Concentration
Peak Concentration

Tot Load
Ave Load
Peakload
Ave Conc

PeakConc

ft3*PUNIT
cfs PUNIT
cfs PUNIT
PUNIT

PUNIT

Liter*PUNIT
Liter/S*PUNIT
Liter/S*PUNIT
PUNIT

PUNIT
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Analysis of Rainfall Data
The Statistics Block now has the capability of analyzing rainfall either directly from a

SWMM interface file or a rainfall file from the Rain Block.   It performs the analysis on raingage
LOCRN (from data group B1) for the rainfall parameters selected on the E1 data line.

The Runoff Block places all raingage information on its output interface file.  Thus, there
may be up to 10 raingages on the interface file.  The raingage name is a negative number from 1
to 6 digits long that is either the user designated raingage number or a National Weather Service
precipitation station.  It has units of inches/hour and is located in the same position as inlet flows
on the interface file.  Its distinguishing characteristic is its negativity.  This information is carried
through to following blocks such as Transport and Storage/Treatment and placed on their output
interface file.  Extran does not carry rainfall information to its output interface file.  (It is
unlikely anyone would use the Statistics Block to analyze Extran output.)

The output file from the Rain Block contains only rainfall.  The raingage number
(LOCRN) is the NWS, AES, or user defined raingage number in the Rain Block input data.
Subroutine SREAD is sophisticated enough to decide the source of data on the JIN(1) interface
file.  The data to be analyzed by Subroutine STATS must be on file JIN(1).
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Table 9-3.  Statistics Block Input Data

SWMM INPUT GUIDELINES

There have been many changes made to the input format of SWMM.  Following is a short list of the major changes
along with explanations and guidelines.

1. Free format input.  Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns.  Free format has the requirement, however,
that at least one space separate each data field.   Free format input also has the following strictures on real,
integer, and character data.
a. No decimal points are allowed in integer fields.  A variable is integer if it has a 0 in the default column.  A

variable is real if it has a 0.0 in the default column.
b. Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including both of the two title lines.

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 and 2.  These aid the program in line
and input error identification and are an aid to the SWMM user.  Also blank lines no longer are required to
signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are used to identify one data group from
another.

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long.
4. Input lines can wrap around.  For example, a line that requires 10 numbers may have 6 on the first line and 4 on

the second line.  The FORTRAN READ statement will continue reading until it finds 10 numbers, e.g.,
Z1   1  2   3  4  5  6
       7  8   9 10

Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line.
5. An entry must be made for every parameter in a data group, even if it is not used or zero and even if it is the last

required field on a line.  Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero.  Rather, the program will continue to
search on subsequent lines for the “last” required parameter.  Zeros can be used to enter and “mark” unused
parameters on a line.  This requirement also applies to character data.  A set of quotes must be found for each
character entry field.  For instance, if the two run title lines (data group A1) are to consist of one line followed
by a blank line, the entry would be:

A1 ‘This is line 1.’
A1 ‘’

6. See Section 2 for use of comment lines (indicated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information.

Variable Description Default

Starting and Ending Date/Time
A1 Group identifier None
ISTART Starting date, yr/mo/day 000000
TSTART Starting time, decimal hours 00.00
IEND Ending date, yr/mo/day 000000
TEND Ending time, decimal hours 00.00

General Data
B1 Group identifier None
MIT Minimum intervent time, decimal hours. 0.0
BASE Cutoff flow (baseflow), cfs [m3/s]. Flow used to separate events. 0.0
LOCRQ Flow location requested. 0
LOCRN Rainfall gage for analysis. 0
NPR Number of pollutants requested. 0
NPOINT Number of events printed in tables. Print only the top NPOINT flows etc.

IF NPOINT is 0 then all events are printed.
0
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Table 9-3.  Continued

Variable Description Default

METRIC Requests type of units for output
= 0, U.S. customary,
= 1, Metric.

0

LRET Units of return period,
= 0, Return period in years,
= 1, Return period in months.

0

A Plotting position parameter (see text for explanation). 0.0

Print Control
B2 Group identifier None
KSEQ Request to print sequential series of flow events?  No = 0, Yes = 1 0
KTERM Code for terminating program if number of events exceeds allowable

memory space.
= 0, Do not terminate (perform analyses on those events already identified).
= 1, Terminate program (no event analysis performed).

0

KTSEQS Code for printing sequential series if the number of events exceed limit and
KTERM = 1.
= 0, Do not print sequential series.
= 1, Print sequential series of those events already identified.

0

* * * Required only if NPR > 0 on Data Group B1 * * *
* * * If NPR = 0 then skip to Data Group C1 * * *

B3 Group identifier None
IPOLRQ(1) First pollutant requested, identified by position on interface file. None
! !

IPOLRQ(NPR) Last pollutant requested, identified by position on interface file. None

* * * Required only if LOCRQ on Data Group B1 is > 0 * * *
Stat Options for Flow

This data group controls the printing or plotting of information on magnitude, return period and frequency for each
of the five flow parameters.  In all cases, No = 0, Yes = 1.  The control information is entered as a four digit integer
number with each column controlling a different table or graph.

First column
Second column
Third column
Fourth column

- table of magnitude, return period and frequency.
- print graph of magnitude versus return period.
- print graph of magnitude versus frequency.
- print moments.

For example, enter 1111 to print/plot all tables/graphs, 1000 to print the table only, 1100 to print the table and the
graph of magnitude versus return period only, and 0000 to bypass printing/plotting of the flow parameter.
C1 Group identifier None
ISFLOW(1,1) Request for total flow? 0
ISFLOW(1,2) Request for average flow? 0
ISFLOW(1,3) Request for peak flow? 0
ISFLOW(1,4) Request for event duration? 0
ISFLOW(1,5) Request for interevent duration? 0
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Table 9-3.  Continued

Variable Description Default

* * * Data Group D1 is only required if NPR > 0 on Data Group B1 * * *
Stat Options for Pollutants

If NPR > 0 use one D1 Data Group for each pollutant requested, up to ten sets of D1 lines, in the order defined by
Group B2.  The first index of ISPOLL(K,I,J) identifies the pollutant.  Follow the instructions for Data Group C1 in
entering data for Data Group D1.
D1 Group identifier Blank
ISPOLL(1,1,1) Request for total load? 0
ISPOLL(1,1,2) Request for average load? 0
ISPOLL(1,1,3) Request for peak load? 0
ISPOLL(1,1,4) Request for flow weighted average concentration? 0
ISPOLL(1,1,5) Request for peak concentration? 0

* * * Required only if LOCRN on Data Group B1 is > 0 * * *
Stat Options for Rainfall Analysis

Follow the instructions for Data Group C1 in entering data for Data Group E1.
E1 Group identifier None
ISFLOW(2,1) Request for total volume? 0
ISFLOW(2,2) Request for average intensity? 0
ISFLOW(2,3) Request for peak intensity? 0
ISFLOW(2,4) Request for event duration? 0
ISFLOW(2,5) Request for interevent duration? 0

END OF STATISTICS BLOCK DATA.
Data lines following these will be read by the Executive Block.
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Section 10
Rain Block

Block Description
Introduction

Precipitation is the one of the principal driving forces in the SWMM package.  The
Runoff Block reads precipitation data and generates overland flows for input into the Transport
or Extran Blocks.  The purpose of the Rain Block is to read long time series of precipitation
records, perform an optional storm event analysis, and generate a precipitation interface file for
input into Runoff.

The Rain Block takes the place of Subroutine CTRAIN in SWMM 3 (Huber et al.,
1981b).  It incorporates the rainfall analysis capability of the SYNOP program (Hydroscience,
1979).  It is able to read two National Weather Service (NWS) precipitation input formats and a
simple user-generated precipitation time series.

This section describes the program operation of the Rain Block, its statistical capabilities,
the program variables, how the user can modify the program, and provides instructions for
preparing input data lines.

Program Operation
The Rain Block consists of seven Fortran subroutines.  The main subroutine (RAIN)

reads the input data, performs the statistical analysis, and prints the precipitation echo, storm
event summary, statistical summary, and output tables.  Subroutine GTRAIN reads the NWS
precipitation input tapes or files.  SETIA, IDATE, and INTCHR are utility functions used by
RAIN.  Subroutines SHELL and SHELR use the shell sort routine for integer and real data,
respectively.

Input Options
The program is designed to read (NWS) precipitation Card Deck 48¸ (old format) and

Tape Deck 3240 (new format) hourly precipitation data.  A simple user-defined time series can
also be read by Subroutine GTRAIN.  This may be inadequate, however, for complicated
formats with special codes and messages.  GTRAIN can be easily modified by a person familiar
with Fortran to read any input file (see Figure 10-1).
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Figure 10-1. Guide for modifying Subroutine GTRAIN.
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Output Options
The output of Rain potentially may be voluminous depending on the output options

chosen on data group B1.  If the user selects to echo the precipitation data, 1-3 pages per year are
generated.  A storm event summary is printed by year, generating an additional 1-2 pages.  The
statistical summary is contained on only two pages.  Return period tables are generated for storm
volume, average intensity, duration, and interevent time.  Each return period table may be 10 to
20 pages long for a 30-year rainfall record.

 Input and Output Files
File Identification

The Rain Block uses the JIN series as the precipitation input file.  This applies to both the
NWS data and the user-created data.  The JOUT file will contain the rainfall interface file for the
Runoff or Statistics Block.  The user has the option of saving the storm event summary table in a
formatted file.  NSCRAT(1) is used to save the file.  The formatted file then can be read by a
spreadsheet, database, or statistical program for further analysis.

A JIN value is always required since it contains the input rainfall.  JOUT and
NSCRAT(1) are optional depending on the parameters chosen on data group B1.

National Weather Service Precipitation Data
Hourly precipitation values (including water equivalent of snowfall depths) are available

for most first-order NWS stations around the U.S., with the periods of record usually beginning
in the 1940s.  (Similar data are available in Canada from the Atmospheric Environment Service.)
Magnetic tapes containing card images of NWS Tape Deck (TD) 3240, “Hourly Precipitation
Data” are available from the NOAA National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) in Asheville, NC
(phone (704) 259-0682).  The cost for the entire state of Florida was $154 in 1984.  Similarly, for
15-min rainfall data, TD-3260 should be requested; the cost for the State of Florida for the period
of record (approximately 1971 to 1986) was $531 in 1988.  (Part of the reason for higher cost is
the extra charge for combining recent years with the archive file.)  Typically, purchasing the
entire state record is actually cheaper than purchasing a single station due to extra processing
costs for a one station retrieval.

The NWS sells fixed format and variable block/length precipitation tapes.  This version
of RAIN is written to read both fixed format and variable block/length tapes.  However, the IBM
mainframe at the University of Florida cannot read variable block/length records.  Hence, the
variable block/length code is obviously unverified.  User beware.  It is recommended that the
user purchase fixed format (record length of 43, block size of 6300), ASCII tapes from the NWS.

The NWS NCDC has recently made hourly and 15-min rainfall data available in ASCII
files on floppy disks, five years per disk.  These may be read one disk at a time following on-
screen prompts during execution on a PC.  (TD-3200 “Summary of Day” for use in the Temp
Block is also available on floppy disks.  This option is not included in SWMM4.)

Special Considerations
Long precipitation records are subject to meter malfunctions and missing data (any

reason).  The NWS has special codes on its old Card Deck 48¸ and new Tape Decks 3240 and
3260 denoting these conditions.  The Rain Block reads the special codes and the date, and the
total number of missing hours is printed in the storm event summary table.  Subroutine Rain lists
the estimated total missing rainfall by multiplying the total rainfall for the year times the missing
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hours divided by the total number of hours in a year.  This information is printed only for the
user’s benefit.  The rainfall interface file contains only good non-zero precipitation data.

If the codes for missing data or meter malfunction are present during the time between
storm events that interevent duration is not used in the analysis of interevent duration.  The
number of interevent durations analyzed may be substantially less than the number for volume,
average intensity, and storm duration.  Some raingages (especially during the 1940s and 1950s)
have long periods of missing data.  The user should not use these data in a continuous
simulation.

Rainfall Interval
When ordering the rainfall tape from the NCDC, either hourly (TD-3240, Hourly

Precipitation) or 15-minute (TD-3260, 15-min Precipitation) rainfall must be specified.  The
program automatically detects the rainfall interval from the input tape or file.  Hourly rainfall is
available at most stations for 40 to 45 years, typically beginning in the 1940s.  Fifteen minute
rainfall is available for a shorter period of record, typically beginning in the 1970s.

Preparation of Input Data
Extent of Data

There are only three data groups in the input of the Rain Block.  Table 10-1 presents the
general structure of the data input.  The input data formats for the Rain Block are shown in Table
10-2 at the end of this section.

Table 10-1.  Rain Block Input Data Sequence

Data Group Description

$RAIN Calls the Rain Block
A1 Two Title Lines
B1 General Control Data
B2 General Data for User-Defined Time Series

Data Group A1
Data group A1 consists of two 80-column lines of character data.  These descriptive titles

will be printed at the top of each page of output.

Data Group B1
Rainfall Format

Parameter IFORM indicates the format of the rainfall data.  The Rain Block supports four
rainfall formats, including NWS TD-3240 or TD-3260, the new NWS precipitation format
(actually two formats since the data are obtainable with fixed length or variable length records),
and NWS Card Deck 488, which is the old (pre-1980) format.  An indication of whether hourly
or 15-min NWS data are being entered is found among the data and does not need to be indicated
by the user.  A rainfall time series created by the user may also be read by the Rain Block if
IFORM = 3.  NWS-format floppy disk input is indicated by IFORM = 4.
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Station Number
ISTA is the precipitation station number.  These are 6-digit numbers for NWS stations.

Alternatively, for a user-generated time series, this is the number used to identify the rainfall
time series when the Runoff Block reads the rainfall input file.

Program Purpose
The Rain Block has three modes of operation:  (1) it can simply generate a rainfall

interface file, (2) it can generate an interface file and perform the synoptic rainfall analysis, or (3)
it can analyze the rainfall data and not create an interface file.  The value of IDECID determines
the program mode.

Starting Date
Parameter IYBEG is the starting date to begin reading the rainfall data.  This is a six-digit

number in format of YR/MO/DY.  If this number is 0 then the program will start at the first
rainfall record of station ISTA.

Ending Date
Parameter IYEND is the ending date to stop reading the rainfall data.  This is a six-digit

number in format of YR/MO/DY.  If this number is 0 then the program will stop at the last
rainfall record of station ISTA.

Echo Print of Rainfall
The actual rainfall read by the program may be echoed back to the Rain Block output file

(or printer) using the parameter IYEAR.  The month/day/year and hour/rain-fall are printed, five
across a line, for each non-zero rainfall.  This may generate one to three pages of printout per
year.

Storm Summary Printout
A storm event summary table by year may be generated if ISUM is 1 on data group B1.

The table has the storm volume, average intensity, average intensity, storm duration, beginning
storm date, previous seven days rainfall, missing data, and number of meter malfunctions.  One
to two pages will be printed depending on the average number of storms per year.

Minimum Interevent Time
The minimum interevent time (MIT, integer only) indicates the minimum number of

zero-rainfall hours that will constitute an interevent period.  In other words, the number of
consecutive dry hours encountered in the search must be equal to or greater than MIT in order
that the preceding wet period (made up of at least one non-zero rainfall value) be considered a
separate event.  Dry periods of duration less than MIT may exist within an event preceded and
followed by wet periods.  The number of events in a given period of analysis is directly
dependent on the value of MIT.  If a value of 1 (the minimum) is chosen for MIT, every
contiguous rainfall sequence will be viewed as a separate event.

No “correct” value of MIT can be suggested, although a value of 3 to 30 hours is often
used to separate rainfall events (Hydroscience, 1979).  Various event definitions for rainfall time
series are available in the literature, e.g., Tavares (1975), Heaney et al. (1977), Hydroscience
(1979), Restrepo-Posada and Eagleson (1982).  Several urban runoff studies (e.g., EPA, 1983b)
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have evaluated MIT for rainfall events on the basis of the coefficient of variation (CV) of
interevent times, where the CV is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean.  The MIT that
gives a CV near 1.0 is usually chosen as the station MIT.  This assumes that the interevent times
have an exponential distribution for which the mean equals the standard deviation (hence, CV =
1.0).  Thus, the MIT is chosen to make the empirical data fit the theory.  If this method is
selected, two trial values of MIT are used and the corresponding CV values for interevent times
determined through two runs of the Rain Block.  A plot (or linear extrapolation) of MIT versus
CV will generally give a good estimate of the MIT value for which CV is approximately 1.0.

An MIT value is necessary only if storm event data are to be analyzed.  Users who simply
want to generate an input rainfall file for Runoff need not be concerned with this parameter.

Number of Events Printed
Parameter NPTS controls the number of points printed in the return period tables for

volume, average intensity, storm duration, and interevent duration.  If NPTS is 0 then all events
will printed, ranked from highest to lowest.

Formatted Output File
The rainfall interface file saved on JOUT is unformatted and thus unreadable by most

programs.  The user has an option (parameter IFILE) of saving the storm event summary table as
a formatted ASCII file on NSCRAT(1).  This file then can be read by spreadsheet, database or
statistical programs.  The output file has the same appearance as the printed storm event
summary.  Also at the head of each column of numbers, on the first line, is a short one or two
word description of the variable.

Plotting Position Parameter
See equation 10-1 and the discussion of “Return Period” below.

Storm Event Tables
The sorted events from largest to smallest may be printed for storm volume, average

intensity, storm duration, and interevent duration (i.e., time between storm event midpoints).
Parameter NOSTAT governs which tables are printed.  No tables are printed if NOSTAT = 0.  If
NOSTAT > 0 then either all the events are printed or only the largest NPTS, depending on
NPTS.

Data Group B2
The Rain Block has a rudimentary ability to read a user-generated precipitation file.  It

reads only files that are similar to the fixed format NWS Tape Deck 488.  The input file is
always the JIN interface file.

Rainfall Interval
THISTO is the duration of each rainfall interval for the time series, in minutes.  Each

rainfall value is assumed to be constant for THISTO minutes.  Only non-zero rainfall need be
entered when creating the JIN input file.
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Rainfall Units
The type and units of rainfall are defined by parameters METRIC, KUNIT and CONV on

data group B2.  “Standard” units are in./hr or mm/hr for intensity and inch [mm] for volume
(depth).
Rainfall Format and Date Positions

FIRMAT is the format of the input data.  Enough fields should be included to account for
the site, date, time, and rainfall variables.  Example formats are:

‘(I6,5I2,F10.0)’      -- I6 field for site, 5I2 for yr/mo/dy/hr/mn, and F10.0 for rainfall
’(5I3,F10.0,I6)’      -- 5I3 for yr/mo/dy/hr/mn, F10.0 for rainfall, and I6 for the site

The exact position of each field is user defined.  The parameters F1-F7 on data group B2
communicate the correct field position for year, months, days, hours, minutes, and rainfall.

Computations
Return Period

The return period of an event is reported in years.  The simulation duration is rounded to
the nearest number of years (NYRS).

Empirical return period (plotting position) is calculated by the general equation first
proposed by Gringorten (1963) and analyzed by Cunnane (1978):

T =  (NYRS + 1 - 2A)/(M - A)   (10-1)

where

T = return period in years,
M = rank of event (ranked in descending order), and
A = parameter of the equation (data group B1).

A value of A = 0 gives the familiar Weibull plotting position (Gumbel, 1958),

T = (NYRS + 1)/M   (10-2)

The Weibull formula is often used in hydrology but has been criticized by Cunnane (1978) who
suggested a value of A = 0.4 as a good compromise for the customary situation in which the
underlying frequency distribution of the parameter is unknown.

Moments
Calculations are made of estimates for the mean (x ), variance (S2), standard deviation

(S), coefficient of variation (CV) and coefficient of skewness (Cs).  The equations utilized for
these calculations are

∑= N/xx    (10-3)

[ ] ( )1NxNxS
222 −∑ −=   (10-4)
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( ) 2/12SS =   (10-5)

xSCV =   (10-6)

Cs = (Numer � Factor)/Denom
(10-7)

where

Numer    =  
323 x2Nxx3Nx +∑−∑

Denom   =  [ ] 5.122 xNx −∑

Factor    =  ( )[ ] ( )2N1NN 2/1 −−

The forms given above for Numer and Denom are for computational convenience and
correspond to the more usual forms,

Numer    =  ( ) Nxx
3

∑ −

Denom   =  ( )[ ] 5.12
Nxx∑ −

For the above equations, X is the magnitude of the event parameter, and N is the total number of
events within the period of analysis.  All summations are from 1 to N.  Equations 10-4 and 10-7
are unbiased estimates for the variance and skewness, respectively.
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Table 10-2.  Rain Block Input Data

SWMM INPUT GUIDELINES

There have been many changes made to the input format of SWMM.  Following is a short list of the major changes
along with explanations and guidelines.

1. Free format input.  Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns.  Free format has the requirement, however,
that at least one space separate each data field.   Free format input also has the following strictures on real,
integer, and character data.
a. No decimal points are allowed in integer fields.  A variable is integer if it has a 0 in the default column.  A

variable is real if it has a 0.0 in the default column.
b. Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including both of the two title lines.

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 and 2.  These aid the program in line
and input error identification and are an aid to the SWMM user.  Also blank lines no longer are required to
signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are used to identify one data group from
another.

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long.
4. Input lines can wrap around.  For example, a line that requires 10 numbers may have 6 on the first line and 4 on

the second line.  The FORTRAN READ statement will continue reading until it finds 10 numbers, e.g.,
Z1   1  2   3  4  5  6
       7  8   9 10

Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line.
5. An entry must be made for every parameter in a data group, even if it is not used or zero and even if it is the last

required field on a line.  Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero.  Rather, the program will continue to
search on subsequent lines for the “last” required parameter.  Zeros can be used to enter and “mark” unused
parameters on a line.  This requirement also applies to character data.  A set of quotes must be found for each
character entry field.  For instance, if the two run title lines (data group A1) are to consist of one line followed
by a blank line, the entry would be:

A1 ‘This is line 1.’
A1 ‘’

6. See Section 2 for use of comment lines (indicated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information.

Variable Description Default

Two Title Lines
A1 Group Identifier None
SITE Two 80-column descriptive titles. ‘Blank’
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Table 10-2.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Control Information
B1 Group identifier None
IFORM Format of precipitation (rainfall) data.

= 0, Post-1980 NWS format (NWS Tape Deck 3240 or 3260), fixed length
records.

= 1, Post-1980 NWS format (NWS Tape Deck 3240 or 3260), variable
length records.

= 2, NWS Card Deck 488.
= 3, User-defined rainfall format.
= 4, NWS diskette rainfall format (“Release B, condensed”).  Provide first

5-yr diskette on unit JIN and provide other input files (if any) in the
input data file.

= 5, Canadian AES precipitation data format.
= 6, NWS diskette rainfall format (“Release B, condensed”).  Provide first

5-yr diskette file on unit JIN and provide other input files (if any) in
the input data file. Quotation marks have been changed to apostrophes
in this file by RBFIX.EXE program.

= 7, Earth Info NCDC rainfall format.
= 8, Earth Info ASCII rainfall format.

0

ISTA NWS station number, or alternatively for user defined data, an arbitrary
integer station number.

0

IDECID Controls the program purpose and output.
= 0, Create a rainfall interface file on JOUT.
=1, Create a rainfall interface file on JOUT, and perform the synoptic

rainfall analysis.
= 2, Only do the synoptic rainfall analysis.

0

IYBEG Starting date, six digits, yr/mo/dy.  If zero the program searches for
beginning year.

0

IYEND Ending date, six digits, yr/mo/dy.  If zero the program reads all the station
data.

0

IYEAR Echo print of the rainfall values read.
= 0, Do not print and rainfall data.
= 1, Print all the data.

0

ISUM Indicator for storm event summary printout.
= 0, Do not print storm event summary, and
= 1, Do print the storm event summary (1-2 pages per year).

0

*** The following fields are not required if IDECID is 0 ***
MIT Minimum interevent time to separate storm events, number of hours (≥1).

Only used if storm event statistics are printed.  (See text.)
1

NPTS NPTS highest events are printed in rainfall analysis tables.  If zero, all
events are printed.

0

IFILE Indicator for storm event formatted file creation.
= 0, Do not save storm event data on a file, and
= 1, Save the storm event data on a formatted NSCRAT(1).  User must

insure that this file will be permanently saved by appropriate JCL or by
using the @ function as described in Section 2.

0

A Plotting position parameter (see text for explanation). 0.0
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Table 10-2.  Continued

Variable Description Default

NOSTAT Indicator for storm event statistics printout. 0
NOSTAT controls the printing of the event tables for volume, average intensity, storm duration, and

interevent duration.  In all cases, No = 0, Yes = 1.  The control information is entered as a four digit integer number
with each column controlling a different table.

First column
Second column
Third column
Fourth column

- table of storm volume by return period.
- table of average intensity by return period.
- table of storm duration by return period.
- table of interevent duration by return period.

For example, enter 1111 to print all four tables, 1000 to print the first table only, 1100 to print the first two
tables, and 0000 or 0 to bypass all table printing.  In all cases only the top NPTS events are printed.

User-Defined Rainfall Time Series
Required only if IFORM = 3 on data group B1.

A maximum of 3000 precipitation values per year may be input in file JIN (no limit on number of years), one value
per line, each value with a date and time (and optional station ID).  Note, 24 precipitation values per line may be
entered according to special criteria through the use of optional line B3, explained below.
B2 Group identifier 0
THISTO Rainfall time interval, minutes. 60.0
METRIC Metric input/output.

= 0, Use U.S. customary units.
= 1, Use metric units, denoted by brackets [ ].

0

KUNIT Standard rainfall units.
= 0, intensity, in./hr [mm/hr], or
= 1, volume, in. [mm].
 (Note:  other units, e.g., hundredths of an inch, may be used by using
CONV below.)

0

FIRMAT Rainfall format (character data).  Should include integer fields for station
number, year, month, day, hour, minute and an F, E or G field for rainfall.
Rainfall may not be read as integer (I-format).

‘None’

CONV Multiply by CONV to convert non-standard rainfall units to in./hr [mm/hr]
(KUNIT = 0) or in. [mm] (KUNIT = 1).  (Conversion is to mm if METRIC
= 1.)

1.0

F1 Field position for station number. If F1 is zero a station number will not be
read.

0

F2 Field position for year.  Required. 0
F3 Field position for month.  Required. 0
F4 Field position for day.  Required. 0
F5 Field position for hour.  Required. 0
F6 Field position for minute.  Required. 0
F7 Field position for precipitation.  Required. Rainfall must be either first (1)

or last (6 or 7) field.  SWMM considers positive numbers to be rainfall and
negative numbers to be snowfall.
***Note, if NUVAL=24 is entered in group B3, F7 is ignored, and
precipitation entries are read last on each line.

0
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Table 10-2.  Continued

Variable Description Default

Optional data group for entry of 24 precipitation values per line.  This line may be omitted.  If used, this
line should follow the B2 line.
B3 Group identifier None
NUVAL = 24 = number of precipitation values entered on each B2 line for variable

F7.  If this option is used, the year, month and day are entered (in the
sequence defined by F2, F3 and F4 on line B2 and in the fields specified by
FIRMAT on line B2), followed by 24 (hourly) precipitation values in
100th’s of an inch (METRIC=0) or mm × 100 (METRIC=1).  For example,
an intensity of 0.2 in./hr should be entered as 20 (METRIC=0), and an
intensity of 30 mm/hr should be entered as 3000 (METRIC=1).
*** Rainfall is read in integer format.***
The integer format (e.g., 24I5) is included in parameter FIRMAT on line
B2.  There is no multiplication by parameter CONV of these data entries.

None

Note that by manipulation of the format specified in parameter FIRMAT,
the data can be arranged in groups of 12 values on two lines.  For instance,
if year, month and day occupy the first three fields of each line as real
values, followed by 12 precipitation values as integers, the following
FIRMAT is an example:  ‘'(3F5.0, 12I5,/,15X,12I5)’ Of course, a field
position may be left for a station number if need be.

End of Rain Block Data
At this point the program seeks new input from the Executive Block.
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Section 11
Temp Block

Block Description
Introduction

The purpose of the Temp Block is to input temperature, evaporation, and wind speed data
and make a file accessible to the Runoff Block of SWMM.

The Temp Block replaces Subroutine CTRAIN in SWMM 3 (Huber et al., 1981b).  It is
able to read the NWS temperature, evaporation, and wind speed input formats and a simple user-
generated precipitation time series.

Program Operation
The Temp Block consists of a single FORTRAN subroutine (TEMP).  TEMP reads the

input data, translates the temperature, evaporation, and/or wind speed data into the required
SWMM format, and prints raw data or summary tables.

Input Options
The program is designed to read the National Weather Service (NWS) TD-3200

“Summary of Day Co-Operative” containing daily maximum and minimum temperatures, pan
evaporation, and daily wind movement, among other variables.  A simple user-defined time
series can also be input.  These data may be purchased from the National Climatic Data Center in
Asheville, North Carolina.  This program does not read the NWS format used by SWMM 3
(“Card Deck 345”).  Hopefully, this will not inconvenience SWMM 4 users.

Output Options
The output of the Temp Block consists of a SWMM interface file containing daily

maximum and minimum temperatures, evaporation estimates, and wind speed, either singly or in
combination.  The raw data, summary statistics, or both may be printed by the Temp Block
depending on the value of IYEAR on data group B1.

Input and Output Files
File Identification

The Temp Block uses the JIN series (specified in the Executive Block) as the
temperature, evaporation and wind speed input file.  This applies to both the NWS data and the
user-created data.  The JOUT file will contain the temperature, evaporation and wind speed
interface file for the Runoff Block.

The JOUT file may be an existing file from a previous run of the Temp Block.  A user
who wants to create an interface file containing non-NWS temperature, evaporation and wind
speed will have to run the Temp Block three times.  During the first run, for example, only
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temperature data will be on the interface file.  The second run will add evaporation data to the
already existing interface file containing temperature data.  The third run will add wind speed
data to the temperature and evaporation data.  Only one interface file will be read by the Runoff
Block.  This also applies to users who want to mix temperature, evaporation, and wind speed
data from more than one NWS station.  If the NWS station contains all forms of data, however,
only one run of the Temp Block is required.

JIN and JOUT values are always required by the Temp Block.  An NSCRAT(1) scratch
file is required when evaporation or wind speed data are added to temperature data during
multiple runs of the Temp Block.

Special Considerations
Long time series records are subject to periods of invalid data (for any reason, including

broken gages).  The NWS has special codes for invalid or suspect data.  These suspect data are
summarized by the Temp Block and not placed on the interface file.  An interpolation scheme is
used to replace invalid or missing data in the time series for use in the Runoff Block.  The
interpolation scheme will not be activated, however, for missing data periods longer than two
weeks.  In such an instance, the interface file will contain a gap of data that the Runoff Block
will skip over and not simulate.  For example, if snowmelt is simulated in the Runoff Block and
there are no temperature data for January, January will not be simulated.  The simulation period
will resume when the temperature time series resumes.

Data Interval
The NWS data potentially utilized consist of daily maximum and minimum temperature,

pan evaporation, and wind movement.  Longer (but not shorter) periods may be input by the user
by specifying the time unit parameter TUNIT on data group B2.  For example, monthly estimates
of evaporation for a multiple-year simulation may be entered using the user-defined time series
option.  Summaries of monthly pan evaporation for many U.S. stations are provided by
Farnsworth and Thompson (1982).

Preparation of Input Data
Extent of Data

There are only three data groups in the input of the Temp Block.  Table 11-1 presents the
general structure of the input data.  The input formats for the Temp Block are shown in Table
11-2 at the end of this section.

Table 11-1.  Temp Block Input Data Sequence

Data Group Description

$TEMP Calls the Temp Block
A1 Two Title Lines
B1 General Control Data
B2 General Data for User-Defined Time Series
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Data Group A1
Data group A1 consists of two 80-column lines of character data.  These descriptive titles

will be printed at the top of each page of output.

Data Group B1
Data group B1 contains information on program control.  The parameters of data group

B1 are:

Data Format
Parameter IFORM specifies the format of the input data on the JIN file.  This is restricted

to NWS Tape Deck 3200 fixed-length or variable-length records, or a fixed-length user-defined
format.  The authors recommend that the SWMM user purchase NWS fixed-length data tapes.

Station Number
ISTA is the station number of the principal climatological station operated by the NWS.

These 8-digit numbers identify one of the 9000 stations currently being processed by the NWS,
or one of the 23000 stations with recorded observations since 1945.  The primary emphasis is on
the recording of daily rainfall but 55 percent of the stations also record maximum and minimum
temperature.

Type of Time Series Data
Parameter KTYPE defines the type of data input.  Daily maximum and minimum

temperatures, daily pan evaporation, and daily wind speed may be input either singly or in
combination to the Temp Block -- if the NWS data tapes are being used.  A user-defined time
series must consist of a single input parameter (maximum and minimum temperatures are
herewith defined as a single input parameter).

Starting Date
Parameter IYBEG is the starting date to begin reading the data.  This is a six-digit

number in format of YR/MO/DY.  If this number is 0 then the program will start at the first
record of station ISTA.

Ending Date
Parameter IYEND is the ending date to stop reading the data.  This is a six-digit number

in format of YR/MO/DY.  If this number is 0 then the program will stop at the last record of
station ISTA.

Echo Print of the Input Data
Parameter IYEAR determines the extent to which the input data will be echoed back on

the output file.  Setting IYEAR equal to 0 will eliminate the echo of the raw data input and the
summary tables.  Setting IYEAR equal to 1 will result in a voluminous output containing all the
input data and the summary tables.  It is recommended that the user set IYEAR = 2 to print only
the monthly/yearly summary tables.  These tables will contain the minimum, mean, and
maximum values read by month and/or year.
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Pan Evaporation Coefficients
If pan evaporation data are read by the Temp Block, then pan coefficients are required to

convert the pan evaporation estimates to free-water-surface evaporation estimates used by the
Runoff Block.  (The pan data are multiplied by the pan coefficients to obtain the free-water-
surface estimates.)  Twelve monthly coefficients must be entered only if evaporation data are
read, otherwise leave blank.   Pan coefficient summaries may be found in hydrology textbooks
(e.g., Linsley et al., 1983).

Data Group B2
File Identification

The Temp Block has a rudimentary ability to read a user-generated data file.  It reads
only files that are similar to the fixed-format NWS Tape Deck 3200.  The input file is always the
JIN interface file.

Data Units
The type and units of data are defined by parameters METRIC, KUNIT and CONV on

data group B2.

Input Format and Date Positions
FIRMAT is the format of the input data.  Enough fields should be included to account for

the site, date and meteorological variables.  Example formats are:

‘(I6,3I2,F10.0)’ -- I6 field for the site ID, 3I2 for yr/mo/dy, and F10.0 for evaporation
‘(3I3,F10.0,I6)’ -- 3I3 for yr/mo/dy, F10.0 for evaporation, and I6 for the site ID

The exact position of each field is user-defined.  The parameters F1-F6 on data group B2
communicate the correct field position for year, month, day and either:  (1) evaporation; (2)
temperature, or (3) wind speed.  For example, for the second format listed just above, required
parameters F1 - F5 would be 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.  See the above section on “Input and
Output Files” for the procedure used for mixing the various types of data.  The year may be
entered either as a four-digit number (e.g., 1971) or two-digit number (e.g., 71).  The program
will determine which form is being used.

The program adopts the following convention for missing data, or data intentionally left
missing.  Temperature data are always interpolated by the Runoff Block using a polynomial
method.  The interpolation scheme will not be activated, however, for missing data periods
longer than two weeks.  Evaporation and wind speed data are not interpolated.  The last value
read is assumed to be the constant evaporation rate or wind speed until a new evaporation rate or
wind speed is read.  This allows the user to create, for example, a monthly time series of
evaporation rates for continuous simulation by specifying a new evaporation rate for the first day
of every month for every year simulated.
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Table 11-2. Temp Block Input Data

SWMM INPUT GUIDELINES

There have been many changes made to the input format of SWMM.  Following is a short list of the major changes
along with explanations and guidelines.

1. Free format input.  Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns.  Free format has the requirement, however,
that at least one space separate each data field.   Free format input also has the following strictures on real,
integer, and character data.
a. No decimal points are allowed in integer fields.  A variable is integer if it has a 0 in the default column.  A

variable is real if it has a 0.0 in the default column.
b. Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including both of the two title lines.

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 and 2.  These aid the program in line
and input error identification and are an aid to the SWMM user.  Also blank lines no longer are required to
signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are used to identify one data group from
another.

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long.
4. Input lines can wrap around.  For example, a line that requires 10 numbers may have 6 on the first line and 4 on

the second line.  The FORTRAN READ statement will continue reading until it finds 10 numbers, e.g.,
Z1   1  2   3  4  5  6
       7  8   9 10

Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line.
5. An entry must be made for every parameter in a data group, even if it is not used or zero and even if it is the last

required field on a line.  Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero.  Rather, the program will continue to
search on subsequent lines for the “last” required parameter.  Zeros can be used to enter and “mark” unused
parameters on a line.  This requirement also applies to character data.  A set of quotes must be found for each
character entry field.  For instance, if the two run title lines (data group A1) are to consist of one line followed
by a blank line, the entry would be:

A1 ‘This is line 1.’
A1 ‘’

6. See Section 2 for use of comment lines (indicated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information.

Variable Description Default

Two Title Lines
A1 Group Identifier None
SITE Two 80-column descriptive titles. ‘Blank’

Control Information
B1 Group Identifier None
IFORM Format of data,

= 0, NWS Tape Deck 3200, fixed length records,
= 1, NWS Tape Deck 3200, variable length records,
= 2, User defined format.

0

ISTA NWS Station Number, or alternatively for user-defined data, an arbitrary
station number.

0

KTYPE Type of time series data.
= 0, Daily maximum and minimum temperature.
= 1, Daily evaporation.
= 2, Daily wind speed.
= 3, Daily temperature and evaporation.
= 4, Daily temperature and wind speed.
= 5, Daily evaporation and wind speed.
= 6, Daily temperature, evaporation and wind speed.

0
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Table 11-2.  Continued

Variable Description Default

IYBEG Starting date (six digits).  If zero the program searches for beginning year. 0
IYEND Ending date (six digits). If zero the program reads all the station data. 0
IYEAR Echo print of the KTYPE values read.

= 0, Do not print raw data or summary tables,
= 1, Print all the data and summary tables, and
= 2, Print only monthly/yearly summary tables.

0

PAN(1) January pan evaporation coefficient.  Required only if evaporation data are
read by the Temp Block.

0.7

! !

PAN(12) December pan evaporation coefficient.  Required only if evaporation data
are read by the Temp Block.

0.7

User-defined temperature/evaporation/wind speed time series
Required only if IFORM = 2 on data group B1.

B2 Group Identifier 0
FIRMAT Format (character data).  Should include a field for station number, year,

month, day, and daily max-min temperature, evaporation, or wind speed.
‘None’

METRIC Metric input-output.
= 0, Use U.S. customary units.
= 1, Use metric units.

0

KUNIT Units of temperature.  Required field.
= 0, Degrees F.
= 1, Degrees C.

0

CONV Conversion factor used to convert input units to internal SWMM units for
evaporation (in./day or mm/day) and wind speed (miles/hr or km/hr),
depending on the value of METRIC.

1.0

F1 Field position for station number. If F1 is zero a station number will not be
read.

0

F2 Field position for year.  Required. 0
F3 Field position for month.  Required. 0
F4 Field position for day.  Required. 0
F5 Field position for daily maximum temperature, or

Field position for daily evaporation estimate, or
Field position for wind speed.

0

F6 Field position for daily minimum temperature. 0

End of Temp Block Data
At this point the program seeks new input from the Executive Block.
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Appendix I
Continuous Simulation

Continuous and Single Event Simulation
The original (1971 and 1975 versions) Storm Water Management Model was designed

for single-event simulation, and produced detailed (i.e., short time increment) hydrographs and
pollutographs for individual storm events.  SWMM may also be run for an unlimited number of
time steps, for multiple events.  In this mode an overall assessment of urban runoff problems and
estimates of the effectiveness and costs of abatement procedures can be performed.  Trade-offs
among various control options, such as storage, treatment and street sweeping, may be evaluated.
Complex interactions between the meteorology, e.g., precipitation patterns, and the hydrology of
an area may be simulated without resorting to average values or very simplified methods.  In this
manner, critical events from the long period of simulation may be selected for detailed analysis.
In addition, return periods for intensity, duration and volume (mass) of runoff (pollutant loads)
may be assigned on the basis of the simulated record using the SWMM Statistics Block.  In this
manner, the critical events chosen for study may be substituted for synthetic design storms (e.g.,
“SCS Type-II”) the latter often being synthesized from intensity-duration-frequency curves on
the basis of questionable statistical assumptions (Huber et al., 1986).  Linsley and Crawford
(1974) present a useful discussion of continuous simulation in urban hydrology.

Several continuous simulation models are available for urban runoff analysis.  Among the
earliest was the Stanford Watershed Model (Crawford and Linsley, 1966), out of which evolved
the HSPF Model (Johanson et al., 1980), a versatile program for natural and agricultural as well
as urban areas.  It uses a 15 minute time step whereas a 5 minute time step is used by the Dorsch
QQS model (Geiger et al., 1974; Geiger and Dorsch, 1980).  A widely used continuous
simulation model for urban areas is STORM (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1977; Roesner et
al., 1974), developed by Water Resources Engineers, the City of San Francisco and the
Hydrologic Engineering Center of the Corps of Engineers.  It utilizes one hour time steps
coupled with simplified runoff and pollutant estimation procedures and has been extensively
used for planning (Roesner et al., 1974) and overall urban runoff evaluation (Heaney et al.,
1977).  A similar, but even simpler model, still producing useful statistics of long-term urban
runoff, is the Simplified Storm Water Management Model developed by Metcalf and Eddy, Inc.
(Lager et al., 1976).  Finally, several “first cut” procedures have been developed, based in part
upon continuous simulation, but avoiding any computer usage at all (Hydroscience, Inc., 1976;
Howard, 1976; Heaney et al., 1976; Chan and Bras, 1979).
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Continuous SWMM Overview
SWMM may be run continuously using any (or all) of the blocks, although the most

convenient output summaries are in the Runoff and Storage/Treatment Blocks.  The Statistics
Block is almost always used to analyze the continuous time series produced during a continuous
simulation.  A “Level III” receiving water model that will couple with either SWMM or STORM
has been developed based upon earlier work (Heaney et al., 1977) and is documented (Medina,
1979).  There is no functional distinction between single-event and continuous simulation.  In
general, any time step and any number of time steps may be used for any simulation.

Input Data
Continuous SWMM requires the same data entries as for the event mode.  A coarse

schematization greatly reduces the amount of entries required for subcatchments and channels
(see below).  The key data need is a long-term precipitation record for the area.  SWMM is keyed
to the use of magnetic tapes available from the National Climatic Data Center of the NWS at
Asheville, North Carolina.  These tapes contain at least 25 years of hourly data for most stations
and cost up to a few hundred dollars depending on the amount of processing required.  A tape
will ordinarily contain data for all the stations in one or more states.  (Similar tapes are supplied
in Canada by the Atmospheric Environment Service.)  When snowmelt is simulated, a record of
daily temperature data is also required; see the snowmelt documentation in Appendix II and
Chapter 4.  These data are processed in by the Rain and Temp Blocks for later use by the other
blocks.  Optionally, the processed data, including a tabulation of the 50 highest values, may be
examined prior to proceeding with the remainder of the simulation.  When snowmelt is
simulated, rainfall or snowfall is determined from hourly air temperatures synthesized from the
daily max-min values for the station.  Snowfall values are keyed as negative precipitation for
internal use in the program.  Other input data unique to continuous simulation consist mainly of
dates for starting and stopping, printing, etc.

Catchment Schematization
Guidelines for subcatchment “lumping” or aggregation as described by Smith (1975) and

Proctor and Redfern, Ltd. and James F. MacLaren, Ltd. (1976a, 1976b) are given in Section 4. In
general, almost identical outlet hydrographs may be produced using only one subcatchment and
one or no channel/pipes as for a detailed schematization, using several subcatchments and
channel/pipes.  A key parameter to be adjusted is the subcatchment width.  Quality comparisons
may be more variable depending upon how the several land uses and/or pollutant loading rates
are aggregated.

Output
Runoff Block

Output from single-event simulation consists basically of hydrographs and pollutographs
printed over the whole event at a specified interval of time steps (e.g., every time step).
Continuous SWMM retains this option for up to five user-specified date intervals.  In addition,
daily, monthly, annual and grand total values for runoff, precipitation and pollutant loads are
provided.  Daily totals are printed whenever there is runoff and/or precipitation.

In addition, the 50 highest hourly totals are listed, by both runoff volume and BOD load.
These may be compared to the 50 highest hourly rainfall depths and used in selecting critical
time periods for more detailed study.  For example, a two-year simulation of a 312 ac (126 ha)
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catchment tributary to Lake Calhoun in Minneapolis was made, and the ten highest rainfall,
runoff and BOD loads (from the output of the 50 highest) are shown in Table I-1.  The
comparisons indicate that the rankings differ according to the antecedent conditions, etc.
affecting each parameter.  For example, the highest rainfall depth corresponds to the third highest
runoff depth and second highest BOD load. The table adds further justification to the contention
that it is necessary to treat rainfall, runoff and pollutant loads separately in terms of statistical
analyses.

Table I-1.  Hourly Event Ranking by Rain Flow and BOD for Two Year Simulation of Lake
Calhoun Catchment, Minneapolis.  Ten highest values are taken from the tabulated output of 50
highest given by SWMM.

Rank Date Hr
Rain

(in./hr) Date Hr
Flow

(in./hr) Date Hr
BOD

(lb/min)

1 7/29/51 22 0.98 7/21/51 2 0.543 5/15/51 22 16.78

2 7/21/51 1 0.80 7/20/51 23 0.429 7/20/51 22 12.88

3 7/22/50 15 0.79 7/20/51 22 0.392 7/16/51 2 9.62

4 7/30/51 8 0.65 5/15/51 22 0.383 7/20/51 23 7.64

5 5/15/51 21 0.63 7/21/51 1 0.320 5/15/51 21 6.19

6 7/21/51 2 0.56 7/30/51 8 0.295 9/08/51 20 5.70

7 9/11/51 23 0.55 7/16/51 2 0.254 7/22/51 15 5.43

8 8/07/51 18 0.54 7/22/51 16 0.253 7/30/51 8 5.42

9 5/05/50 10 0.49 5/18/51 16 0.238 5/05/50 10 5.25

10 6/25/51 24 0.49 7/22/50 15 0.221 7/22/50 16 5.11

Statistics Block
The most useful review of continuous SWMM output is probably accomplished using the

Statistics Block where a frequency analysis of many storm quantity and quality parameters (e.g.,
depth, duration, interevent time, load, peak concentration, etc.) may be performed.  Output is
available in both tabular and graphical forms.  Analysis by the Statistics Block may follow any
other block whether or not a long-term (continuous) simulation was run.

Other Blocks
There is no distinction made between output for a single-event or continuous simulation

in the Transport, Extran or Storage/Treatment Blocks.
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Dry-Period Regeneration
Quantity

Infiltration capacity is regenerated during dry periods assuming an exponential “drying
curve” analogous to the “wetting curve” of Horton’s equation (see Appendix V).  Monthly
evaporation totals are used to regenerate depression storage on both pervious and impervious
areas and are also considered an initial “loss” for each time step with rainfall.  Computations are
bypassed during dry periods if infiltration and depression storage regeneration is complete.

Quality
Pollutant loadings on the subcatchment surfaces are generated during dry time steps (i.e.,

no runoff) depending upon how they are input initially.  Linear or non-linear buildup may be
used, with or without an upper limit.  If desired, a rating curve (load versus flow) may be used
instead of a washoff equation.

Street sweeping occurs at intervals specified for each land use.  The intervals are
computed on the basis of intervening dry time steps.  A dry time step is one in which the
subcatchment receives no precipitation and has no water remaining in impervious area
depression storage or as snow.  When snowmelt is simulated, street sweeping may be bypassed
for a specified interval of the year (e.g., the winter months).  Runoff simulates any ten quality
parameters with arbitrary units, plus, optionally, erosion using the Universal Soil Loss Equation.
As a user option, regeneration of selected constituents (e.g., chlorides ) during dry periods will
occur only when snow is present.

Continuous SWMM Compared to STORM
Comparisons of SWMM and STORM, without S/T simulation, indicate that the two

outputs are comparable and STORM is approximately 50 percent faster.  Why, then, might
SWMM be used over STORM or other existing continuous models?  When just the Runoff
Block is required, STORM could be the choice because of its simplicity, good documentation,
useful output or inclusion of the SCS method for rural runoff generation.  SWMM might be
preferred if smaller time-steps than one hour were needed, or if flow routing in channel/pipes
were desired, or if particular features of runoff or quality generation were needed.  In addition,
SWMM couples both the single-event and continuous simulation capability into one model.
Finally, the Statistics Block of SWMM is a very flexible routine for a large variety of post-
processing of continuous time series, including separation into independent events and frequency
analysis.
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Appendix II
SWMM Snowmelt Routines

Introduction
Snowmelt is an additional mechanism by which urban runoff may be generated.

Although flow rates are typically low, they may be sustained over several days and remove a
significant fraction of pollutants deposited during the winter.  Rainfall events superimposed upon
snowmelt baseflow may produce higher runoff peaks and volumes as well as add to the melt rate
of the snow.

In the context of long term continuous simulation, runoff and pollutant loads are
distributed quite differently in time between the cases when snowmelt is and is not simulated.
The water and pollutant storage that occurs during winter months in colder estimates cannot be
simulated without including snowmelt.

Several hydrologic models include snowmelt computations, e.g., Stanford Watershed
Model (Crawford and Linsley, 1966), HSPF (Johanson et al., 1980), NWS (Anderson, 1973,
1976), STORM (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1977; Roesner et al., 1974) and SSARR (Corps
of Engineers, 1971).  Of these examples, only HSPF and STORM include pollutant routing
options.  Useful summaries of snowmelt modeling techniques are available in texts by Fleming
(1975), Eagleson (1970), Linsley et al. (1975), Viessman et al. (1977), and Gray (1970).  All of
these draw upon the classic work, Snow Hydrology, of the Corps of Engineers (1956).

As part of a broad program of testing and adaptation to Canadian conditions, a snowmelt
routine was placed in SWMM for single event simulation by Proctor and Redfern, Ltd. and
James F. MacLaren, Ltd., abbreviated PR-JFM (1976a, 1976b, 1977), during 1974-1976.  The
basic melt computations were based on routines developed by the U.S. National Weather
Service, NWS (Anderson, 1973).  The work herein has utilized the Canadian SWMM snowmelt
routines as a starting point and has considerably augmented their capabilities as well as added the
facility for snowmelt computations while running continuous SWMM.  In addition, features have
been added which aid in adapting the snowmelt process to urban conditions since most efforts in
the past, except for STORM, have been aimed at simulation of spring melt in large river basins.
The work of the National Weather Service (Anderson, 1973) has also been heavily utilized,
especially for the extension to continuous simulation and the resulting inclusion of cold content,
variable melt coefficients and areal depletion.

The following sections describe the methodology presently programmed in the SWMM
Runoff Block.  It is intended to aid in understanding the various input parameters required,
computations performed, and the output produced.
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Overview
Snow Depth

Throughout the program, all snow depths are treated as “depth of water equivalent” to
avoid specification of the specific gravity of the snow pack which is highly variable with time.
The specific gravity of new snow is of the order of 0.09; an 11:1 or 10:1 ratio of snow pack
depth to water equivalent depth is often used as a rule of thumb.  With time, the pack compresses
until the specific gravity can be considerably greater, to 0.5 and above.  In urban areas, lingering
snow piles may resemble ice more than snow with specific gravities approaching 1.0.  Although
snow pack heat conduction and storage depend on specific gravity, sufficient accuracy may be
obtained without using it.  It is adequate to maintain continuity through the use of depth of water
equivalent.

Most input parameters are in units of inches of water equivalent (in. w.e.).  For all
computations, conversions are made to feet of water equivalent.

Single Event Simulation
For most SWMM calculations, there is no functional distinction between single event and

continuous simulation.  However, for snowmelt calculations, the user can specify (through
parameter ISNOW in Runoff Block data group B1) whether melt is to be treated in a single event
or continuous form.  For single event simulation, it is unnecessary to generate a long record of
precipitation and temperature data.  Snow quantities are input as initial depths (water equivalent)
on subcatchments and as negative rainfall intensities on rainfall input data groups.  Snowfall is
generally keyed as negative precipitation on input files.  Temperature data are read for each time
step from line input.  The air temperature time step is defined by parameter DTAIR on data
group C5.  (Other parameters are explained subsequently.)

During the simulation, melt is generated at each time step using a degree-day type
equation during dry weather and Anderson’s NWS equation (1973) during rainfall periods.
Specified, constant areas of each subcatchment are designated as snow covered.  Melt, after
routing through the remaining snow pack, is combined with rainfall to form the spatially
weighted “effective rainfall” for overland flow routing.

Continuous Simulation
For continuous simulation, hourly precipitation depths from NWS magnetic tapes are

utilized along with daily max-min temperatures from other NWS tapes.  The latter are
interpolated sinusoidally to produce the temperature value at the beginning of a time step, as
explained in detail in the next subsection.  If temperatures are below a dividing value (e.g.,
32�F), precipitation values are treated as snow and keyed with a negative sign.  The
interpolated temperatures are also used in the melt computations.

Melt is again generated using a degree-day type equation during dry weather and
Anderson’s NWS equation during rainfall periods.  In addition, a record of the cold content of
the snow is maintained.  Thus, before melt can occur, the pack must be “ripened,” that is, heated
to a specified base temperature.

One partition of the urban subcatchment is the “normally bare impervious area.”  This is
intended to represent surfaces such as streets, parking lots and sidewalks which are subject to
plowing or snow “redistribution”.  The program includes this feature.
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Following the practice of melt computations in natural basins, “areal depletion curves”
describe the spatial extent of snow cover as the pack melts.  For instance, shaded areas would be
expected to retain a snow cover longer than exposed areas.  Thus, the snow covered area of each
subcatchment changes with time during continuous simulation.

Melt computations themselves proceed as in the single event simulation, except that the
degree-day melt coefficients vary sinusoidally, from a maximum on June 21 to a minimum on
December 21.

Pollutant Simulation
Pollutant washoff is simulated using combined runoff from snowmelt and/or rainfall.  For

continuous SWMM, regeneration of any pollutant may depend upon whether snow cover is
present if, for example, chlorides are to be simulated.

Snow and Temperature Generation from NWS Tapes
National Weather Service (NWS) Data
Continuous SWMM utilizes long-term precipitation and temperature data obtained from the
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) at Asheville, North Carolina, for the nearest NWS or
airport weather station of record.  (Similar data, but with a different format, are available in
Canada from the Atmospheric Environment Service.)  If snowmelt is not simulated only the
precipitation tape is needed; hourly precipitation totals are included on it for every day with
measurable precipitation.  For continuous SWMM without snowmelt, all such hourly values are
treated as rainfall.

Maximum and minimum temperatures as well as several other meteorological parameters
are given for every day of the year on the NCDC’s “Surface Land Daily Cooperative, Summary
of Day, TD-3200.”  For snowmelt, only the ID number, date and max-min temperatures are used
although other data (e.g., evaporation) may be used for other purposes.  Note that the ID number
for TD-3200 is not necessarily the same as for the hourly precipitation data.  The data are
accessed in the Rain and Temp Blocks, usually directly from the magnetic tape.  The unit
number of the tape is input in the Executive Block as NSCRAT(1).  As explained in the
description of continuous SWMM, a magnetic tape containing card images of hourly
precipitation values is accessed similarly using unit number JIN(1).

Temperature data are input and processed for every day of the year, including summer
months.  Should an entry (date) be missing, the max-min values for the previous day are used.

Creation of Hourly Temperatures
The “Summary of Day” or temperature tape does not list the time of day at which the

minimum and maximum temperatures occur.  Hence, the minimum temperature is assumed to
occur at sunrise each day, and the maxi-mum is assumed to occur three hours prior to sunset.  All
times are rounded to the nearest hour.  This scheme obviously cannot account for many
meteorological phenomena that would create other temperature-time distributions but is
apparently the most appropriate one under the circumstances.  Given the max-min temperatures
and their assumed hours of occurrence, the other 22 hourly temperatures are readily created by
sinusoidal interpolation, as sketched in Figure II-1.  The interpolation is performed, using three
different periods: 1) between the maximum of the previous day and the minimum of the present,
2) between the minimum and maximum of the present, and 3) between the maximum of the
present and minimum of the following.
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Figure II-1.  Sinusoidal interpolation of hourly temperatures.
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The time of day of sunrise and sunset are easily obtained as a function of latitude and
longitude of the catchment and the date.  Techniques for these computations are explained, for
example, by List (1966) and by the TVA (1972).  The Runoff Block utilizes approximate (but
sufficiently accurate) formulas given in the latter reference.  Their use is explained briefly below.

The hour angle of the sun, h, is the angular distance between the instantaneous meridian
of the sun (i.e., the meridian through which passes a line from the center of the earth to the sun)
and the meridian of the observer (i.e., the meridian of the catchment).  It may be measured in
degrees or radians or readily converted to hours, since 24 hours is equivalent to 360 degrees or 2
pi radians.  The hour angle is a function of latitude, declination of the earth and time of day and
is zero at noon, true solar time, and positive in the afternoon.  However, at sunrise and sunset, the
solar altitude of the sun (vertical angle of the sun measured from the earth’s surface) is zero, and
the hour angle is computed only as a function of latitude and declination,

cos h =  - tan δ � tan φ
(II-1)

where

h = hour angle, radians,
δ = earth’s declination, a function of season (date), radians, and
φ = latitude of observer, radians.

The earth’s declination is provided in tables (e.g., List, 1966), but for programming purposes an
approximate formula is used (TVA, 1972):

( )
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=δ D172

365

pi2
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180

pi45.23
   (II-2)

where D is number of the day of the year (no leap year correction is warranted) and d is in
radians.  Having the latitude as an input parameter, the hour angle is thus computed in hours,
positive for sunset, negative for sunrise, as

h = (12/pi) cos-1 (-tan δ � tan φ)    (II-3)

The computation is valid for any latitude between the arctic and Antarctic circles, and no
correction is made for obstruction of the horizon.

The hour of sunrise and sunset is symmetric about noon, true solar time.  True solar noon
occurs when the sun is at its highest elevation for the day.  It differs from standard zone time,
i.e., the time on clocks) because of a longitude effect and because of the “equation of time”.  The
latter is of astronomical origin and causes a correction that varies seasonally between
approximately ± 15 minutes.; it is neglected here.  The longitude correction accounts for the time
difference due to the separation of the meridian of the observer and the meridian of the standard
time zone.  These are listed in Table II-1.  It is readily computed as
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Table II-1.  Time Zones and Standard Meridians

Time Zone Example Cities Standard Meridian

Newfoundland Std. Time St. Johns’s, Newfoundland 52.5a

Atlantic Std. Time Halifax, Nova Scotia
San Juan, Puerto Rico

60

Eastern Std. Time New York, New York 75

Central Std. Time Chicago, Illinois 90

Mountain Std. Time Denver, Colorado 105

Pacific Std. Time San Francisco, California 120

Yukon Std. Time Yakutat, Alaskab 135

Alaska Std. Time
Hawaiian Std. Time

Anchorage, Alaska
Honolulu, Hawaii

150

Bering Std. Time Nome, Alaska 165
aThe time zone of the island of Newfoundland is offset one half hour from other zones.
bAll of the Yukon Territory is on Pacific Standard Time.

( )SM
reedeg

minutes
4DTLONG −Θ×=    (II-4)

where

DTLONG = longitude correction, minutes (of time),
Θ = longitude of the observer, degrees, and
SM = standard meridian of the time zone, degrees, from Table II-1.

Note that DTLONG can be either positive or negative, and the sign should be retained.  For
instance, Boston at approximately 71°W has DTLONG = -16 minutes, meaning that mean solar
noon precedes EST noon by 16 minutes.  (Mean solar time differs from true solar time by the
neglected “equation of time.”)

The time of day of sunrise is then

HSR = 12 - h + DTLONG/60    (II-5)

and the time of day of sunset is

HSS = 12 + h + DTLONG/60    (II-6)
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These times are rounded to the nearest hour for use in continuous SWMM.  As stated earlier, the
maximum temperature is assumed to occur at hour HSS - 3.

Standard time is used in all calculations and in NWS tapes.  There is no input or output
that includes allowance for daylight savings time.

Generation of Snowfall Intensities
The estimated hourly temperatures, T, in °F, are compared to a dividing temperature,

SNOTMP, for each hour with precipitation.  Then if

T > SNOTMP, precipitation = rain;
   (II-7)

T ≥ SNOTMP, precipitation = snow.

Snowfall depths are tagged as negative quantities for identification by later components of the
program.

Gage Catch Deficiency Correction
Precipitation gages tend to produce inaccurate snowfall measurements because of the

complicated aerodynamics of snow flakes falling into the gage.  Snowfall totals are generally
underestimated as a result, by a factor that varies considerably depending upon gage exposure,
wind velocity  and whether or not the gage has a wind shield.  The program includes a parameter,
SCF, which multiplies snow depths only.

Although it will vary considerable from storm to storm, SCF acts as a mean correction
factor over a season in the model.  Anderson (1973) provides typical values of SCF as a function
of wind speed, as shown in Figure II-2, that may be helpful in establishing an initial estimate.
The value of SCF can also be used to account for other factors, such as losses of snow due to
interception and sublimation not accounted for in the model.  Anderson (1973) states that both
losses are usually small compared to the gage catch deficiency.

Structure of Precipitation - Temperature Data Set
The Rain and Temp Blocks create output files from the NWS precipitation and

temperature data tapes that are subsequently read as input by the Runoff Block.  The interested
user can find descriptions of the output file format used by the Rain and Temp Blocks in
Sections 10 and 11, respectively.

Single Event SWMM
NWS tapes are not used in single event simulation.  Precipitation is entered on Runoff

Block data group E1-E3.  However, snowfall can be included, if desired, as a negative
precipitation value at any time step.
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Figure II-2.  Typical gage catch deficiency correction (Anderson, 1973, p. 5-20).
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Subcatchment Schematization
Land Surface - Snow Cover Combinations

In order to have flexibility in treating different combinations of snow cover and ground
surface types, four such combinations are provided, as described in Table II-2 and illustrated in
Figure II-3.  When snowmelt is not simulated, only the first three are used, as in the past.  (Type
3, impervious area with no depression storage, is specified in Runoff by the parameter PCTZER,
percent of impervious area with immediate runoff.)   Snow cover is treated identically on types 1
and 3 since these surfaces are likely to be of similar nature, e.g., streets, sidewalks, parking lots,
etc.  For continuous simulations, these surfaces are considered “normally bare” because of
probable plowing, salting or other rapid snow removal, but are subject to snow cover also, as
described subsequently.  For single event simulation, these surfaces are always bare; all snow on
impervious areas is handled in type 4.

In Runoff, especially subroutine WSHED, the “types” are subscripts for the parameter
WDEPTH, the water depth on each surface type.  Since snow cover is the same for types 1 and 3,
snow depths, WSNOW, are only triply subscripted.

For single event simulation, the fraction of snow-covered pervious area is constant; for
continuous simulation the fraction varies according to an areal depletion curve (as for type 4
impervious).  The depletion curves are explained later.

Apportionment of impervious area is different when simulating with and without
snowmelt.  For the latter situation, the area with zero depression storage (type 3) is taken to be a
percentage, PCTZER, of the total impervious area.  For the former situation (with snowmelt), it
is taken as a percentage, the “normally bare” impervious area (continuous simulation).  Thus, the
type 3 area will vary according to whether snowmelt is simulated or not, as shown in Figure II-3.
The effect on outflow is very minor.  The fraction of impervious area with 100 percent snow
cover (single event) or subject to an areal depletion curve (continuous) is an input parameter,
SNN1, for each subcatchment.

Table II-2.  Subcatchment Surface Classification

Snow Cover and Extent
Type Perviousness

Depression
Storage Single Event* Continuous*

1 Impervious Yes Bare Normally bare, but may have
snow cover over 100% of
type 1 plus type 3 area.

2 Pervious Yes Constant fraction,
SNCP, of area is snow
covered.

Snow covered subject to
areal depletion curve.

3 Impervious No Bare Same as type 1.

4 Impervious Yes 100% covered. Snow covered subject to
areal depletion curve.

*Single event or continuous is determined by parameter ISNOW in Runoff Block input.
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Figure II-3.  Subcatchment schematization with and without snowmelt simulation.  See also
Table II-2.
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Redistribution and Simulation of Snow Removal
Snow removal practices form a major difference between the snow hydrology of urban

and rural areas.  Much of the snow cover may be completely removed from heavily urbanized
areas, or plowed into windrows or piles, with melt characteristics that differ markedly from those
of undisturbed snow.  Management practices in cities vary according to location, climate,
topography and the storm itself; they are summarized in a study by APWA (1974).  It is probably
not possible to treat them all in a simulation model.  See Table R-20.  However, in continuous
SWMM, provision is made to approximate simulation of some practices.

It is assumed that all snow subject to “redistribution”, (e.g. plowing) resides on the
“normally bare” category, type 1 plus 3 above, (see Figure II-3), that might consist of streets,
sidewalks, parking lots, etc.  (The desired degree of definition may be obtained by using several
subcatchments, although a coarse schematization, e.g., one or two subcatchments, may be
sufficient for some continuous simulations.)  For each subcatchment, a depth of snow,
WEPLOW, is input for this area, above which redistribution occurs as indicated in Figure II-4.
All snow in excess of this depth, say 0.1 - 0.2 in. water equivalent (2.5 - 5.1 mm), is redistributed
to other areas according to five fractions, SFRAC, input for each subcatchment.  These are
described on Figure II-4.  For instance, if snow is usually windrowed onto adjacent impervious
or pervious areas, SFRAC(1) or SFRAC(2) may be used.  If it is trucked to another subcatchment
(the last one input is used for this purpose), a fraction SFRAC(3) will so indicate, or SFRAC(4)
if the snow is removed entirely from the simulated watershed.  In the latter case, such removals
are tabulated and included in the final continuity check.  Finally, excess snow may be immedi-
ately “melted” (i.e., treated as rainfall), using SFRAC(5).  The transfers are area weighted, of
course, and the five fractions should sum to 1.0.  A depth of snow WEPLOW remains on the
normally bare area  and is subject to melting as on the other areas.  See Table II-3 for guidelines
as to typical levels of service for snow and ice control (Richardson et al., 1974).

No pollutants are transferred with the snow.  The transfers are assumed to have no effect
on pollutant washoff and regeneration.  In addition, all the parameters of this process remain
constant throughout the simulation and can only represent averages over a snow season.

The redistribution simulation does not account for snow management practices using
chemicals, e.g., roadway salting.  This is handled using the melt equations, as described
subsequently.

Array Restrictions
Continuous snowmelt and single event snowmelt are limited to the number of

subcatchments defined by the variable NW in the parameter statement of the /Tapes/ Common.
The NOW parameter is 100 in the default version of SWMM.  This should be more than
adequate for continuous simulation, with or without snowmelt, since only a coarse catchment
discretization should be sufficient.
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Figure II-4.  Redistribution of snow during continuous simulation.
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Table II-3.  Guidelines for Levels of Service in Snow and Ice Control (Richardson et al., 1974)

Road Classification Level of Service

Snow
Depth to

Start
Plowing
(Inches)

Max.
 Snow

Depth on
Pavement
(Inches)

Full
Pavement
Clear of
Snow
After
Storm

(Hours)

Full
Pavement
Clear of

Ice
After
Storm

(Hours)

1. Low-Speed Multilane
Urban Expressway

• Roadway routinely patrolled during
storms

• All traffic lanes treated with
chemicals

• All lanes (including breakdown
lanes) operable at all times but at
reduced speeds

• Occasional patches of well sanded
snow pack

• Roadway repeatedly cleared by
echelons of plows to minimize
traffic disruption

• Clear pavement obtained as soon as
possible

0.5 to 1 1 1 12

2. High Speed 4-Lane
Divided Highways
Interstate System
ADT greater than 10,000a

• Roadway routinely patrolled during
storms

• Driving and passing lanes treated
with chemicals

• Driving lane operable at all times at
reduced speeds

• Passing lane operable depending on
equipment availability

• Clear pavement obtained as soon as
possible

1 2 1.5 12

3. Primary Highways
Undivided 2 and 3 lanes
ADT 500-5000a

• Roadway is routinely patrolled
during storms

• Mostly clear pavement after storm
stops

• Hazardous areas receive treatment
of chemicals or abrasive

• Remaining snow and ice removed
when thawing occurs

1 2.5 2 24

4. Secondary Roads
ADT less than 500a

• Roadway is patrolled at least once
during a storm

• Bare left-wheel track with
intermittent snow cover

• Hazardous areas are plowed and
treated with chemicals or abrasives
as a first order of work

• Full width of road is cleared as
equipment becomes available

2 3 3 48

aADT – average daily traffic
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Melt Calculations
Theory of Snowmelt
Introduction

Excellent descriptions of the processes of snowmelt and accumulation are available in
several texts and simulation model reports and in the well known 1956 Snow Hydrology report
by the Corps of Engineers (1956).  The important heat budget and melt components are first
mentioned briefly here; any of the above sources may be consulted for detailed explanations.  A
brief justification for the techniques adopted for snowmelt calculations in SWMM is presented
below.

Snowpack Heat Budget
Heat may be added or removed from a snowpack by the following processes:
1. Absorbed solar radiation (addition).
2. Net longwave radiation exchange with the surrounding environment (addition or

removal).
3. Convective transfer of sensible heat from air (addition or removal).
4. Release of latent heat of vaporization by condensate (addition) or, the opposite, its

removal by sublimation (removing the latent heat of vaporization plus the latent heat
of fusion).

5. Advection of heat by rain (addition) plus addition of the heat of fusion if the rain
freezes.

6. Conduction of heat from underlying ground (removal or addition).
The terms may be summed, with appropriate signs, and equated to the change of heat

stored in the snowpack to form a conservation of heat equation. All of the processes listed above
vary in relative importance with topography, season, climate, local meteorological conditions,
etc., but items 1-4 are the most important.  Item 5 is of less importance on a seasonal basis, and
item 6 is often neglected.

A snow pack is termed “ripe” when any additional heat will produce liquid runoff.
Rainfall (item 5) will rapidly ripen a snowpack by release of its latent heat of fusion as it freezes
in subfreezing snow, followed by quickly filling the free water holding capacity of the snow.

Melt Prediction Techniques
Prediction of melt follows from prediction of the heat storage of the snow pack.  Energy

budget techniques are the most exact formulation since they evaluate each of the heat budget
terms individually, requiring as meteorologic input quantities such as solar radiation, air
temperature, dew point or relative humidity, wind speed, and precipitation.  Assumptions must
be made about the density, surface roughness and heat and water storage (mass balance) of the
snow pack as well as on related topographical and vegetative parameters.  Further complications
arise in dealing with heat conduction and roughness of the underlying ground and whether or not
it is permeable.

Several models individually treat some or all of these effects.  One of the more recent
was developed for the NWS river forecast system by Anderson (1976).  Interestingly, under
many conditions he found that results obtained using his energy balance model were not
significantly better than those obtained using simpler (e.g., degree-day or temperature-index)
techniques in his earlier model (1973).  The more open and variable the conditions, the better is
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the energy balance technique.  Closest agreement between his two models was for heavily
forested watersheds.

Minimal data needed to apply an energy balance model are a good estimate of incoming
solar radiation, plus measurements of air temperature, vapor pressure (or dew point or relative
humidity) and wind speed.  All of these  data, except possibly solar radiation, are available at at
least one location (e.g., the airport) for almost all reasonably sized cities.  Even solar radiation
measurements are taken at several locations in most states.  Predictive techniques are also
available, for solar radiation and other parameters, based on available measurements (TVA,
1972; Franz, 1974).

Choice of Predictive Method
Two major reasons suggest that simpler, e.g., temperature-index, techniques should be

used for simulation of snowmelt and accumulation in urban areas.  First, even though required
meteorologic data for energy balance models are likely to be available, there is a large local
variation in the magnitude of these parameters due to the urbanization itself.  For example,
radiation melt will be influenced heavily by shading of buildings and albedo reduced by urban
pollutants.  In view of the many unknown properties of the snowpack itself in urban areas, it may
be overly ambitious to attempt to predict melt at all!  But at the least, simpler techniques are
probably all that are warranted.  They have the added advantage of considerably reducing the
already extensive input data to a model such as SWMM.

Second, the objective of the modeling should be examined.  Although it may contribute,
snowmelt seldom causes flooding or hydrologic extremes in an urban area itself.  Hence, exact
prediction of flow magnitudes does not assume nearly the importance it has in the models of,
say, the NWS, in which river flood forecasting for large mountainous catchments is of
paramount importance.  For planning purposes in urban areas, exact quantity (or quality)
prediction is not the objective in any event; rather, these efforts produce a statistical evaluation of
a complex system and help identify critical time periods for more detailed analysis.

For these and other reasons, simple snowmelt prediction techniques have been
incorporated into SWMM.  Anderson’s NWS (1973) temperature-index method is also well
documented and tested, and has been incorporated into SWMM.  As described subsequently, the
snowmelt modeling follows Anderson’s work in several areas, not just in the melt equations.
The energy budget technique is illustrated later to show how it reduces to a temperature-index
equation under certain assumptions.  It may be noted that the STORM model (Hydrologic Engi-
neering Center, 1977; Roesner et al., 1974) also uses the temperature-index method for snowmelt
prediction, in a considerably less complex manner than is now programmed in SWMM.

SWMM Melt Equations
Anderson’s NWS model (1973) treats two different melt situations:  with and without

rainfall.  When there is rainfall (greater than 0.1 in./6 hr or 2.5 mm/6 hr in the NWS model;
greater than 0.02 in./hr or 0.51 mm/hr in SWMM), accurate assumptions may be made about
several energy budget terms.  These are:  zero solar radiation, incoming longwave radiation
equals blackbody radiation at the ambient air temperature, the snow surface temperature is 32°F
(0°C), and the dew point and rain water temperatures equal the ambient air temperature.
Anderson combines the appropriate terms for each heat budget component into one equation for
the melt rate.  As used in subroutine MELT in SWMM, it is:
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SMELT = (TA - 32) � (0.001167 + SGAMMA�UADJ + 0.007�PREC)
      + 8.5�UADJ�(EA - 0.18)

(II-8)

where

SMELT = melt rate, in./hr,
TA = air temperature, °F,
SGAMMA = 7.5 � GAMMA, in. Hg/°F,
GAMMA = psychometric constant, in. Hg/°F,
UADJ = wind speed function, in. /in. Hg - hr,
PREC = rainfall intensity, in./hr, and
EA = saturation vapor pressure at air temperature, in. Hg.

The psychometric constant, GAMMA, is calculated as:

GAMMA = 0.000359 � PA    (II-9)

where PA = atmospheric pressure, in. Hg.

Average atmospheric pressure is in turn calculated as a function of elevation, z:

PA = 29.9 - 1.02 (z/1000) + 0.0032 � (z/1000)2.4  (II-10)

where z = average catchment elevation, ft.
The elevation, z, is an input parameter, ELEV.  The wind function, UADJ, accounts for

turbulent transport of sensible heat and water vapor.  Anderson (1973) gives:

UADJ = 0.006 � u  (II-11)

where

UADJ = wind speed function, in./in. Hg - hr, and
u = average wind speed 1.64 ft (0.5 m) above the snow surface, mi/hr.

In practice, available wind data are used and are seldom corrected for the actual elevation of the
anemometer.  For SWMM, average wind speeds are input for each month.  Finally, the saturation
vapor pressure, EA, is given accurately by the convenient exponential approximation,

EA = 8.1175 × 106 exp[-7701.544/(TA + 405.0265)]  (II-12)

where

EA = saturation vapor pressure, in. Hg, and
TA = air temperature, °F.
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The origin of numerical constants found in equation II-8 for SMELT is given by
Anderson (1973), and reflects units conversions as well as U.S. customary units for physical
properties.  Note that equation II-13 of Appendix III may be reduced to equation II-8.

During non-rain periods, melt is calculated as a linear function of the difference between
the air temperature, TA, and a base temperature, TBASE, using a degree-day or temperature-
index type equation:

SMELT = DHM � (TA - TBASE)  (II-13)

where

SMELT = snowmelt, in./hr (internally as ft/sec,)
TA = air temperature, °F,
TBASE = base melt temperature, °F, and
DHM = melt factor, in./hr-°F (internally ft/sec-°F).

Different values of TBASE and DHM may be input for three area classifications for each
subcatchment (see Table II-2 and Figure II-3).  For instance, these parameters may be used to
account for street salting which lowers the base melt temperature.  If desired, rooftops could be
simulated as a separate subcatchment using a lower value of TBASE to reflect heat transfer
vertically through the roof.  Values of TBASE will probably range between 25 and 32 °F (-4 and
0 °C).  Unfortunately, few urban area data exist to define adequately appropriate modified values
for TBASE and DHM, and they may be considered calibration parameters.

In rural areas, the melt coefficient ranges from 0.03 - 0.15 in./day-°F (1.4 - 6.9 mm/day-
°C) or from 0.001 - 0.006 in./hr-°F (0.057 - 0.29 mm/hr-°C).  In urban areas, values may tend
toward the higher part of the range due to compression of the pack by vehicles, pedestrians, etc.
Again there appear to be few data available to produce accurate estimates.  However, Bengtsson
(1981) and Westerstrom (1981) do describe preliminary results of urban snowmelt studies in
Sweden, including degree-day coefficients which range from 3 to 8 mm/°C-day (0.07 - 0.17
in./°F-day).  Additional data for snowmelt on an asphalt surface (Westerstrom, 1984) gave
degree-day coefficients of 1.7 - 6.5 mm/°C-day (0.04 - 0.14 in./°F-day).

It is important to realize that a degree-day equation may be derived from the complete
energy budget equation if parameters other than air temperature are held constant.  The equation
is simply linearized about a desired air temperature range, and numerical values for DHM and
TBASE computed.  The values are accurate for the assumed values of other parameters, but may
not appear to make sense physically, e.g., it is not difficult to use parameters that produce
negative values of TBASE.  An example of this procedure is given in Appendix III.  It also
serves to illustrate the energy budget computation method.

For single event SWMM, parameters DHM and TBASE are constant throughout the
simulation.  For continuous SWMM, TBASE remains constant, but DHM is allowed a seasonal
variation, as illustrated in Figure II-5.  Following Anderson (1973), the minimum melt
coefficient is assumed to occur on December 21 and the maximum of June 21.  Parameters
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Figure II-5.  Seasonal variation of melt coefficients
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DHMIN and DHMAX are input for the three areas of each subcatchment, and sinusoidal
interpolation is used to produce a value of DHM, constant over each day,

( ) ( ) ( )



 −⋅−++= 81D
182

pi
sin2DHMINDHMAX2DHMINDHMAXDHM  (II-14)

where

DHMIN = minimum melt coefficient, occurring Dec. 21, in./hr-°F,
DHMAX = maximum melt coefficient, occurring June 21, in./hr-°F, and
D = number of the day of the year.

No special allowance is made for leap year.  However, the correct date (and day number, D) is
maintained.

Heat Exchange During Non-Melt Periods
During subfreezing weather, the snow pack does not melt, and heat exchange with the

atmosphere can either warm or cool the pack.  The difference between the heat content of the
subfreezing pack and the (higher) base melt temperature is taken as positive and termed the “cold
content” of the pack.  No melt will occur until this quantity, COLDC, is reduced to zero.  It is
maintained in inches (or feet) of water equivalent.  That is, a cold content of 0.1 in. (2.5 mm) is
equivalent to the heat required to melt 0.1 in. (2.5 m) of snow.  Following Anderson (1973), the
heat exchange altering the cold content is proportional to the difference between the air
temperature, TA, and an antecedent temperature index, ATI, indicative of the temperature of the
surface layer of the snow pack.  The revised value of ATI at time step 2 is calculated as

( )1212 ATITATIPMATIATI −⋅+=   (II-15)

where

ATI = antecedent temperature index, °F,
TA = air temperature, °F,
TIPM = antecedent temperature index parameter, 0 ≤ TIPM ≤ 1.0, and

subscripts 1 and 2 refer to time steps 1 and 2, respectively. The value of ATI is not allowed to
exceed TBASE, and when snowfall is occurring, ATI takes on the current air temperature.

The weighting factor, TIPM, is an indication of the thickness of the “surface” layer of
snow.  Values of TIPM less than 0.1 give significant weight to temperatures over the past week
or more and would thus indicate a deeper layer than TIPM values greater than, say, 0.5, which
would essentially only give weight to temperatures during the past day.  In other words, the pack
will both warm and cool more slowly with low values of TIPM.  Anderson states that TIPM =
0.5 has given reasonable results in natural watersheds, although there is some evidence that a
lower value may be more appropriate.   No calibration has been attempted on urban water-sheds.
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Following computation of the antecedent temperature index, the cold content is changed
by an amount

DCOLDC = RNM � DHM � (ATI - TA) � DELT 
(II-16)

where

DCOLDC = change in cold content, ft water equivalent,
RNM = ratio of negative melt coefficient to melt coefficient,
DHM = melt coefficient, ft/sec-°F,
TA = air temperature, °F,
ATI = antecedent temperature index, °F, and
DELT = time step, sec.

Note that the cold content is increased, (DCOLDC is positive) when the air temperature is less
(colder) than the antecedent temperature index.  Since heat transfer during non-melt periods is
less than during melt periods, Anderson uses a “negative melt coefficient” in the heat exchange
computation.  SWMM computes this simply as a fraction, RNM, of the melt coefficient, DHM.
Hence, the negative melt coefficient, i.e., the product RNM × DHM, also varies seasonally.  A
typical value of RNM is 0.6.

When heat is added to a snow pack with zero cold content, liquid melt is produced, but
runoff does not occur, until the “free water holding capacity” of the snow pack is filled.  This is
discussed subsequently.  For single event SWMM no cold content calculations are performed;
values of COLDC are assumed to equal zero throughout the simulation.  The value of COLDC is
in units of feet of water equivalent over the area in question.  The cold content “volume,”
equivalent to calories or BTUs, is obtained by multiplying by the area.  Finally, an adjustment is
made to equation II-16 depending on the areal extent of snow cover.  This is discussed below.

Areal Extent of Snow Cover
Introduction

The snow pack on a catchment rarely melts uniformly over the total area.  Rather, due to
shading, drifting, topography, etc., certain portions of the catchment will become bare before
others, and only a fraction, ASC, will be snow covered.  This fraction must be known in order to
compute the snow covered area available for heat exchange and melt, and to know how much
rain falls on bare ground.  Because of year to year similarities in topography, vegetation, drift
patterns, etc., the fraction, ASC, is primarily only a function of the amount of snow on the
catchment at a given time; this function, called an “areal depletion curve”, is discussed below.
These functions are used only for continuous SWMM to describe the seasonal growth and
recession of the snow pack.  For single event simulation, fractions of snow covered area are fixed
for the pervious and impervious areas of each subcatchment.

Areal Depletion Curves
As used in most snowmelt models, it is assumed that there is a depth, SI, above which

there will always be 100 percent cover.  In some models, the value of SI is adjusted during the
simulation; in SWMM it remains constant.  The amount of snow present at any time is indicated
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by the parameter WSNOW, which is the depth (water equivalent) over each of the three possible
snow covered areas of each subcatchment (see Figure II-3).  This depth is nondimensionalized
by SI for use in calculating ASC.  Thus, an areal depletion curve is a plot of WSNOW/SI versus
ASC; a typical ADC for a natural catchment is shown in Figure II-6.  For values of the ratio
AWESI = WSNOW/SI greater than 1.0, ASC = 1.0, that is, the area is 100 percent snow covered.

Some of the implications of different functional forms of the ADC may be seen in Figure
II-7.  Since the program maintains snow quantities, WSNOW, as the depth over the total area,
AT, the actual snow depth, WS, and actual area covered, AS, are related by continuity:

WSNOW � AT = WS � AS 
(II-17)

where

WSNOW = depth of snow over total area AT, ft water equivalent,
AT = total area, ft2

WS = actual snow depth, ft water equivalent, and
AS = snow covered area, ft2.

In terms of parameters shown on the ADC, this equation may be rearranged to read

AWESI = WSNOW/SI = (WS/SI) � (AS/AT) = (WS/SI) � ASC  (II-18)

This equation can be used to compute the actual snow depth, WS, from known ADC parameters,
if desired.  It is unnecessary to do this in the program, but it is helpful in understanding the
curves of Figure II-7.  Thus:

WS = (AWESI/ASC) � SI  (II-19)

Consider the three ADC curves B, C and D. For curve B, AWESI is always less than ASC; hence
WS is always less than SI as shown in Figure II-7d.  For curve C, AWESI = ASC, hence WS =
SI, as shown in Figure II-7e.  Finally, for curve D, AWESI is always greater than ASC; hence,
WS is always greater than SI, as shown in Figure II-7f.  Constant values of ASC at 100 percent
cover and 40 percent cover are illustrated in Figure II-7c, curve A, and Figure II-7g, curve E,
respectively.  At a given time (e.g., t1 in Figure II-7), the area of each snow depth versus area
curve is the same and equal to AWESI � SI, (e.g., 0.¸ SI for time t1).

Curve B on Figure II-7a is the most common type of ADC occurring in nature, as shown
in Figure II-6.  The convex curve D requires some mechanism for raising snow levels above their
original depth, SI.  In nature, drifting might provide such a mechanism; in urban areas, plowing
and windrowing could cause a similar effect.  A complex curve could be generated to represent
specific snow removal practices in a city.  However, the program utilizes only on ADC curve for
all impervious areas (e.g., area A4 of Figure II-3 for all subcatchments) and only one ADC curve
for all per-vious areas (e.g., area A2 of Figure II-3 for all subcatchments).  This limitation should
not hinder an adequate simulation since the effects of variations in individual locations are
averaged out in the city-wide scope of most continuous simulations.
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Figure II-6.  Typical areal depletion curve for natural area (Anderson, 1973, p. 3-15) and
temporary curve for new snow.
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Figure II-7.  Effect of snow cover on areal depletion curves.
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The two ADC curves for pervious and impervious areas are input by the user, as are
values of SI for each subcatchment.  The program does not require the ADC curves to pass
through the origin, AWESI = ASC = 0; they may intersect the abscissa at a value of ASC > 0 in
order to maintain some snow covered area up until the instant that all snow disappears (see
Figure II-6).  However, the curves may not intersect the ordinate, AWESI > 0 when ASC = 0.

The preceding paragraphs have centered on the situation where a depth of snow greater
than or equal to SI has fallen and is melting.  (The ADC curves are not employed until WSNOW
becomes less than SI.)  The situation when there is new snow needs to be discussed, starting
from both zero or non-zero initial cover.  The SWMM procedure again follows Anderson’s NWS
method (1973).

When there is new snow and WSNOW is already greater than or equal to SI, them ASC
remains unchanged at 1.0.  However, when there is new snow on bare or partially bare ground, it
is assumed that the total area is 100 percent covered for a period of time, and a “temporary”
ADC is established as shown in Figure II-6.  This temporary curve returns to the same point on
the ADC as the snow melts.  Let the depth of new snow be SNO, measured in equivalent feet of
water.  Then the value of AWESI will be changed from an initial value of AWE to a new value
of SNEW by:

SNEW = AWE +SNO/SI  (II-20)

It is assumed that the areal snow cover remains at 100 percent until 25 percent of the new snow
melts. This defines the value of SBWS of Figure II-6 as:

SBWS = AWE + 0.75 � SNO/SI  (II-21)

Anderson (1973) reports low sensitivity of model results to the arbitrary 25 percent assumption.
When melt produces a value of AWESI between SBWS and AWE, linear interpolation of the
temporary curve is used to find ASC until the actual ADC curve is again reached.  When new
snow has fallen, the program thus maintains values of AWE, SBA and SBWS (Figure II-6).

The interactive nature of melt and fraction of snow cover is not accounted for during each
time step.  It is sufficient to use the value of ASC at the beginning of each time step, especially
with a short (e.g., one-hour) time step for the simulation.

Use of Value of ASC
The fraction of area that is snow covered, ASC, is used to adjust 1) the volume of melt

that occurs, and 2) the “volume” of cold content change, since it is assumed that heat transfer
occurs only over the snow covered area. The melt rate is computed from either of the two
equations for SMELT.  The snow depth is then reduced from its value at time step 1 to time step
2 as:

WSNOW2 = WSNOW1 - SMELT � ASC  (II-22)

with variables as defined previously and including appropriate continuity checks in the program
to avoid melting more snow than is there, etc.
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Cold content changes are also adjusted by the value of ASC. Thus, using equation II-16,
cold content at time step 2 is computed from the value at time step 1 by:

COLDC2 = COLDC1 + RNM � DHM � (ATI-TA) � DELT � ASC
(II-23)

where variables are as previously defined.  Again there are program checks for negative values
of COLDC, etc.

Liquid Water Routing in Snow Pack
Production of melt does not necessarily mean that there will be liquid runoff at a given

time step since a snow pack, acting as a porous medium with a “porosity,” has a certain “free
water holding capacity” at a given instant in time.  Following PR-JFM (1976a, 1976b), this
capacity is taken to be a constant fraction, FWFRAC, of the variable snow depth, WSNOW, at
each time step.  This volume (depth) must be filled before runoff from the snow pack occurs.
The program maintains the depth of free water, FW, ft of water, for use in these computations.
When FW = FWFRAC × WSNOW, the snow pack is fully ripe.  The procedure is sketched in
Figure II-8.

The inclusion of the free water holding capacity via this simple reservoir-type routing
delays and somewhat attenuates the appearance of liquid runoff.  The value of FWFRAC will
normally be less than 0.10 and usually between 0.02 - 0.05 for deep snow packs (SWNOW > 10
in.  or 254 mm water equivalent).  However, Anderson (1973) reports that a value of 0.25 is not
unreasonable for shallow snow packs that may form a slush layer.  When rainfall occurs, it is
added to the melt rate entering storage as free water.  No free water is released when melt does
not occur, but remains in storage, available for release when the pack is again ripe.  This re-
frozen free water is not included in subsequent cold content or melt computations.

Net Runoff
Melt from snow covered areas and rainfall on bare surfaces are area weighted and

combined to produce net runoff onto the surface as follows:

RI = ASC � SMELT + (1.0 - ASC) � RINE 
(II-24)

where

RI = net runoff onto surface, ft/sec,
ASC = fraction of area that is snow covered,
SMELT           = melt rate, including effect of attenuation due to free water holding

capacity, ft/sec, and
RINE = rainfall intensity, ft/sec.

Thus, the net runoff acts just as rainfall would act alone in subsequent overland flow and
infiltration calculations.
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Figure II-8.  Schematic of liquid water routing through snow pack.
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If immediate melt is produced through the use of the snow redistribution fraction
SFRAC(5) (see Figure II-4), it is added to the last equation.  Furthermore, all melt calculations
are ended when the depth of snow water equivalent becomes less than 0.001 in. (0.025 mm), and
remaining snow and free water are converted to immediate melt and added to equation II-24.

Effect of Snow on Infiltration and Surface Parameters
A snow pack tends to insulate the surface beneath it.  If ground has frozen prior to

snowfall, it will tend to remain so, even as the snow begins to melt.  Conversely, unfrozen
ground is generally not frozen by subsequent snowfall.  The infiltration characteristics of frozen
versus unfrozen ground are not well understood and depend upon the moisture content at the
time of freezing.  For these and other reasons, SWMM assumes that snow has no effect on
infiltration or other parameters, such as surface roughness or detention storage (although the
latter is altered in a sense through the use of the free water holding capacity of the snow).  In
addition, all heat transfer calculations cease when the water becomes  “net runoff.”  Thus, water
in temporary surface storage during the overland flow routing will not refreeze as the
temperature drops and is also subject to evaporation beneath the snow pack.

Quality Interactions
Pollutant Accumulation
Snowmelt Quality

A detailed review of literature related to snowmelt quality is given by PR-JFM (1976a,
1976b).  Among the various contaminants found in deposited snow and melt water, chlorides and
lead appear to be the most serious and potentially hazardous.  Chloride concentrations in runoff
along major highways can be higher than 20,000 mg/l, with typical values of from 1,000 to
10,000 mg/l.  Several other studies also document chloride contamination and discuss street
salting practices (Field et al., 1973; Richardson et al., 1974; Ontario Ministry of the
Environment, 1974).  Lead concentrations in snow windrows have been as high as 100 mg/l with
typical values of from 1 to 10 mg/l.  However, most deposited lead results from automobile
combustion and is insoluble.  Hence, melt runoff concentrations are lower than snow pack values
and are mostly associated with suspended solids.

Pollutant Loadings
Mechanisms and modeling alternatives for pollutant buildup and washoff are described

extensively in Section 4 (Runoff Block).  Any parameter related to snowmelt may be generated
using linear or non-linear buildup, or else a rating curve (load proportional to flow).
Specifically, street salting chemicals may be simulated, such as sodium chloride or calcium
chloride.

Adjustments for Presence of Snow
As a user option, regeneration of any quality constituent may be performed only when

snow is present.  This option is indicated by parameter LINKUP.  Thus, if chlorides are
simulated, for example, they will not be regenerated from bare ground, during the summer
months for instance.  However, regeneration when it does occur is a function only of snow
presence, not the actual amount (depth).
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Possible Loading Rates
Pollutant loading rates are best determined from local data.  The literature review of PR-

JFM (1976a, 1976b) may also be consulted for tables that may be used to estimate loading rate
parameters for snow-associated pollutants.  Other references will also be useful (e.g., Field et al.,
1973; Richardson et al., 1974; Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 1974).

Table II-4 (Richardson et al., 1974) lists recommended deicing chemical application rates
for roadways.  In general, PR-JFM show that observed loading rates are functions of population
density with suburban rates lower than arterial highway rates, as indicated in Table II-5.  This is
also true for other pollutants.

Street Sweeping
The effect of snow is included in two minor ways.  First, beginning and ending dates,

parameters KLNBGN and KLNEND respectively, may be input for continuous SWMM to
indicate the interval during the year subject to street sweeping.  If sweeping normally is not done
between, say, December 1 and March 1, because of high snow volumes, this may be so
indicated.

Second, the presence of snow can alter the street sweeping interval.  These intervals are
specified for each of the five land uses.  Each subcatchment is swept when the number of dry
time steps for that subcatchment exceeds the interval for the given land use.  A dry time step, in
subroutine QSHED, is one in which there is no precipitation and no water or snow on areas A1
and A3 (Figure II-3).  Thus, subcatchments will not be swept until there is no snow or water on
“normally bare” impervious areas.

Other Considerations
The snow itself is assumed to be “pure” and contain no pollutants.  Thus, the

redistribution or transfers of snow described earlier (Figure II-4) will not remove accumulated
pollutants.  This is partially justified on the basis of the assumption that such transfers would
occur soon after fresh snow has fallen.  They occur during the same time step in the model.

Although not well tested, it is assumed that the principal effect of inclusion of snowmelt
upon runoff quality predictions of continuous SWMM will be to shift the season and magnitude
of pollutant washoff.  There will tend to be fewer periods of washoff during the winter.  As
snowmelt, equivalent melt rates are likely to be less than the usual magnitude of rainfall
intensities experienced.  Hence, concentrations may tend to be more uniform during the melt
washoff events.

Data Requirements
Input Parameters

For single event simulation, input parameters include watershed elevation, free water
holding capacities, air temperatures and wind speeds, and for each subcatchment, snow covered
fractions, initial snow and free water, melt coefficients and base temperatures.  Continuous
simulation requires the same data as above, except that air temperatures are computed using
other input parameters.  In addition, it requires the snow gage correction factor, negative heat
exchange parameter, areal depletion curves, and, for each subcatchment, the redistribution
parameters.  Of course, for continuous simulation, the required parameters can be kept to a
minimum by keeping the number of subcatchments used to a minimum.  Also required are
pollutant loading data that may or may not be related to snow.
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Table II-4.  Guidelines for Chemical Application Rates (Richardson et al., 1974)

Weather Conditions
Application Rate

(pounds of material per mile of 2-lane road or 2 lanes of divided)

Temperature
Pavement
Conditions Precipitation

Low- and
High-Speed

Multilane Divided

Two- and
Three-Lane

Primary Two-Lane Secondary Instructions

Snow 300 salt 300 salt 300 salt Wait at least 0.5 hour
before plowing

30°F and
above

Wet

Sleet or
Freezing Rain

200 salt 200 salt 200 salt Reapply as necessary

Snow or Sleet Initial at 400 salt
Repeat at 200 salt

Initial at 400 salt
Repeat at 200 salt

Initial at 400 salt
Repeat at 200 salt

Wait at least 0.5 hour
before plowing; repeat

25-30°F Wet

Freezing Rain Initial at 300 salt
Repeat at 200 salt

Initial at 300 salt
Repeat at 200 salt

Initial at 300 salt
Repeat at 200 salt

Repeat as necessary

Snow or Sleet Initial at 500 salt
Repeat at 250 salt

Initial at 500 salt
Repeat at 250 salt

1200 of 5:1 sand/salt;
repeat same

Wait about 0.75 hour
before plowing; repeat

20-25°F Wet

Freezing Rain Initial at 400 salt
Repeat at 300 salt

Initial at 400 salt
Repeat at 300 salt

Repeat as necessary

Dry Dry Snow Plow Plow Plow Treat hazardous areas
with 1200 of 20:1
sand/salt

15-20°F

Wet Wet Snow or
Sleet

500 of 3:1 salt/
calcium chloride

500 of 3:1 salt/
calcium chloride

1200 of 5:1 sand Wait about one hour
before plowing;
continue plowing until
storm ends; then repeat
application

Below 15°F Dry Dry Snow Plow Plow Plow Treat hazardous areas
with 1200 of 20:1
sand/salt
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Table II-5.  Salting Rates Used in Ontario  (Proctor and Redfern Ltd. and James F. MacLaren,
Ltd., Vol. II, 1976b)

Population Density
(person per sq mile)

Salting Rate per Application
(lb per lane-mile)

Less than 1,000 75 - 800

1,000 to 5,000  350 - 1,800

More than 5,000  400 - 1,200

Sensitivity
The melt routines have not been sufficiently tested to date to quantify the sensitivity of

results to various input parameters.  It is expected that melt volumes will be most related to the
precipitation record, of course, and to the gage correction factor, which influences the amount of
snow that falls.  Melt rates will be influenced by the melt coefficients and base temperatures,
and, to some degree, by the areal depletion curves which simulate the relative “piling” or
“stacking” of the snow.

Output
Temperature and Snowfall Generation

Output consists of temperatures synthesized from daily max-min values, and hourly
precipitation totals, in which snowfall is tagged as a negative value.

Runoff Simulation Output
Snowmelt events are not indicated in a special manner for output by either continuous or

single event SWMM.  If daily output is used, snowmelt may be discerned to some degree by
observing whether precipitation accompanies the runoff for that day.  Snowfall and initial snow
depths are identified as separate items in the final continuity check for the total watershed.
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Appendix III
Reduction Of Energy Balance Equation To Degree-Day Equation

Purpose
This appendix presents equations that can be used for each term in the energy balance

equation discussed in Appendix II. The equation is then linearized and typical numerical values
are used to reduce it to a degree-day or temperature-index type equation.  The energy budget
method will thus be better understood, and a physical basis for the simple prediction equations
will be seen.  Notation and equations used will follow Eagleson (1970), although an identical
development could be based on several other references.

Energy Budget
The energy budget given in Appendix II is repeated and symbols are assigned to each

term.  Units for each energy budget term are energy/area-time, e.g., ly/day (one langley = one
cal/cm2).  However, within this scope, there are mixtures of units used as convenient, e.g.,
minutes and days, °C and °F.  The equation is ultimately converted to U.S. customary units.

The snow pack energy budget is (e.g., units of ly/day):

+� �+rs + Hg + Hrl + Hc + He + Hp   (III-1)

where

+ = change in heat storage in snow pack,
Hrs = net short wave radiation entering the snow pack,
Hg = conduction of heat to snow pack from underlying ground,
Hrl           = net (incoming minus outgoing) long wave radiation entering the snow

pack,
Hc = convective transport of sensible heat from air to snow pack,
He        = release of latent heat of vaporization by condensation of atmospheric

water vapor, and
Hp = advection of heat to snow pack by rain.

All terms can be positive or negative except for He (sublimation will not be considered
since it also involves the heat of fusion), Hrs and Hp (heat cannot be removed by rain).

It will be assumed that the snow pack is ripe, and all heat added will product liquid melt.
Since inches of melt are desired, and it requires about 80 cal to melt one gram of water (the latent
heat of fusion) or 80 ly per cm, it requires 2.54 cm/in. x 80 ly/cm = 203.2 ly per inch of melt.
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The above equation is eventually linearized and put in the form of the simple degree-day
equation:

( )ba TTDHM2.203hSMELT −⋅=∆=   (III-2)

where

SMELT = melt rate, in./day,
DELH = change in heat storage, ly/day,
DHM = melt coefficient, in./day-°F,
Ta = air temperature, °F, and
Tb = base melt temperature, °F.

Other terms are defined where introduced.  Caution should be used to insure that all terms
eventually have the same units.

Short Wave Radiation, Hrs

Measured values from NWS stations are ordinarily used. The albedo (reflection
coefficient) of new snow can be as high as 0.80 and is seldom lower than 0.4 in natural areas.
Albedos of dirty urban snow surfaces are not documented, but probably lower than 0.4.  Net
shortwave radiation, Hrs, is incoming minus reflected.  If measurements of incoming radiation
are unavailable, predictive techniques may be used (TVA, 1972; Franz, 1974).

Heat Conduction Through Ground, Hg

Few data are available to quantify this term, and it is often determined as a residual in the
energy budget equation.  For urban areas, the intriguing possibility exists of predicting heat
transfer through roofs based upon assumed temperature differences across the roof surface and
thermal properties of the roofing material.  In most cases, however, such calculations will be
inaccurate and/or infeasible.  Hence, this term is usually neglected.

Net Long Wave Radiation, Hrl

Incoming minus outgoing long wave radiation is given by the Stefan-Boltzman law:

4
s

4
aarl T97.0T97.0H ⋅σ⋅−⋅σ⋅ε⋅= (III-3)

where

εa = atmospheric emissivity, a function of water vapor content,
σ = Stefan-Boltzman constant = 0.826 × 10-10 ly/min-°K4,
Ta = air temperature at specified elevation, °K,
Ts = snow surface temperature, °K.

The first factor of 0.97 accounts for three percent reflection of incoming long wave radiation,
and the second factor of 0.97 is the emissivity of the snow surface.
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The key unknown is the atmospheric emissivity, for which several empirical formulas are
available and in which the effect of clouds may also be included (TVA, 1972).  For example, a
simple formula due to Anderson (1973) for clear skies is:

εa = 0.74 + 0.0049e   (III-4)

where e = ground level atmospheric vapor pressure, mb.

Clouds may be assumed to radiate with an emissivity of 0.97 at the cloud base temperature, if
known.

The snow surface temperature may be taken to be 0°C.  Hence, it is necessary to linearize
only the air temperature term.  This may be done by means of a Taylor series, under the
assumption:

Ta = To + ∆T   (III-5)

The fourth-power term is then linearized about the reference temperature, To:

( ) ( )oa
3
o

3
o

4
o

4
o

4
a T3T4TT4TTTTT −=+⋅⋅∆+=∆+= K   (III-6)

The reference temperature, To will be a constant in the equation and is chosen near the midpoint
of the expected temperature range at the time of evaluation of the heat budget.  Equation III-6
may be substituted into equation III-3,

( ) 4
soa

3
oarl T97.0T3T4T97.0H ⋅σ⋅−−⋅σ⋅ε⋅=   (III-7)

which is linear in Ta, in °K.  Later, temperatures are converted to °F for consistency.

Convective Heat Transfer, Hc

 Equations for this process (and for condensation melt) vary according to the assumptions
made about surface roughness, wind speed profiles and turbulent transfer coefficients.  A
common equation is (Eagleson, 1970):

( ) ( )sab
6/1

baoscc TTuzzppk2.203H −⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= −   (III-8)

where

ps = surface atmospheric pressure (consistent units with po),
po = sea level atmospheric pressure (consistent units with ps),
za = height above surface of air temperature (and humidity) measurement, ft,
zb = height above surface of wind speed measurement, ft,

ub = wind speed at height zb, mph,

Ta = air temperature, °F,
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Ts = snow surface temperature, °F, and
Hc = heat transfer in ly/day.

The factor 203.2 converts inches to langleys and the coefficient kc has been measured in the
Sierra Nevada mountains as:

kc = 0.00629 in.ft1/3hr/day-°F-mi   (III-9)

Condensation Heat Transfer, He

Since both this and convective heat transfer are diffusive type processes, the same
introductory remarks hold as for the latter.  A common equation is (Eagleson, 1970):

( ) ( )sab
6/1

baee eeuzzk5.82.203H −⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= − (III-10)

where

ea             = vapor pressure of atmosphere at temperature and relative humidity at
height za, mb,

es = saturation vapor pressure at the snow surface temperature, mb

and other variables are defined as for equation III-8.  The coefficient ke has been measured for
the Sierras as

Ke = 0.00635 in.ft1/3 hr/day-mb-mile. (III-11)

The factor of 8.5 in equation III-10 accounts for the fact that when the snow pack is ripe, the
latent heat of condensation will supply the latent heat of fusion to melt the snow.  Because of the
ratio of these latent heats, 600/80 = 7.5, each inch of condensate will cause 7.5 + 1 = 8.5 inches
of “melt”.

Heat Advection by Rain, Hp

Heat is advected by rain in proportion to the rainfall depth and temperature of the rain
(assumed to be equal to the air temperature).  Then:

Hp = 1.41 d (Ta - Ts) (III-12)

where

Hp = heat advected in ly/day, and
d = daily rainfall depth, in./day, and

the temperatures are in °F.
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Combined Equations
When equations for each component are substituted into the equation III-1 and using

equation III-2 to generate inches of melt, all equations may be combined into:

( )

( )
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where terms have been defined previously, and temperature units are:

To = reference temperature, °K,
Ts = snow surface temperature, °F, (except °K in term 4), and
Ta = air temperature, °F.

The units of SMELT are inches/day.  The equation is linear in the air temperature, Ta, which will
be the only variable when the others are assigned numerical values.  Note also the conversion
from °K to °F in term 1.  A further refinement would make saturation atmospheric vapor
pressure a linear function of air temperature, which is valid over say, 10°F ranges.  Then,

( )aaa Tfrere
s

⋅=⋅= (III-14)

where

r = relative humidity, fraction, and

sae = saturation vapor pressure at air temperature, Ta.

This modification would then add another term in Ta to equation III-13; it is pursued no further
here.  Note that equation II-8 in Appendix II is only a simplification of equation III-13 under
suitable assumptions for rainfall conditions and with units conversions.

Numerical Example
The following meteorological parameters are assumed:

Hrs = 288 ly/day,
To = 35°F = 274.7°K
Ts = 32°F = 273°K
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za = 6 ft
zb = 20 ft

ub = 9 mph

es = es(32°F) = 6.11 mb
r = 0.6
ea = 0.6 � es(35°F) = 0.6 � 6.87 = 4.12 mb
εa = 0.90
po = 1013.2 mb
ps = 950 mb (about 2000 ft elevation),
rainfall= zero
Hg = zero

Each of the terms in the long equation is now evaluated, with units of inches/day:

Term Constant Temperature Term

1 +11.24  + 0.0235 Ta

2 +1.24  + 0.0239 Ta

3 +1.417

‘ - 3.154

5 -1.200

6 -8.729

-0.426 + 0.0474 Ta

Then the degree-day or temperature-index equation becomes, with Ta in °F:

SMELT = DHM � (Ta - Tb)

                          = 0.0474 Ta - 0.426 in./day

                          = 0.0474 (Ta - 8.99)    in./day

                          = 0.00198 (Ta - 8.99)   in./hr

The low value of Tb of about 9°F implies sufficient energy input (via solar radiation and
condensation) to cause melt even at low temperatures.  This is not really true, however, since the
melt equation was linearized about a temperature of 35°F and should only be used in that range.
The exercise serves to indicate the range of values that may be found when substituting actual
meteorological data into the equations.  Although seemingly wrong values may result, e.g., base
melt temperatures less than zero, the equation with such values is still valid for the input
parameters used and over the range of the linearization.
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Appendix IV
Storage/Treatment Simulation

Objectives
The primary objectives of the Storage/Treatment Block are to:
1. provide the capability of modeling a larger number of processes in both the single

event and continuous modes;
2. simulate the quality improvement provided by each process;
3. simulate the handling of sludges; and
4. provide estimates of capital, operation and maintenance costs.
Although the objectives of the Storage/Treatment Block have not changed appreciably

from earlier versions (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a), the model has been virtually rewritten.
The earlier versions were more limited in use and scope.  This version is much more flexible in
terms of the control units available, pollutant routing and cost estimating.  However, the user is
advised that increased flexibility implies increased user input and knowledge of the processes to
be modeled.  In other words, the model does not provide several dozen specialized designs, but
provides the tools necessary to simulate the desired processes.  Naturally, flexibility precludes
ultrasophistication.

Several precautions should be noted before setting up the S/T Block.
1. Local waste characterization data are essential to appraise realistically the

performance of treatment units.
2. Lab or pilot plant performance data should be used whenever possible to derive

performance functions.
3. Dry-weather treatment performance functions should be applied cautiously to wet-

weather units.

Program Development and Overview
Development

Past versions of the Storage/Treatment Block simulated various processes on the basis of
limited empirical data and operating experience.  Often the data were localized and/or
specialized.  Thus, they were of questionable applicability to a wide variety of situations.
Additionally, the model did not account for the physical characteristics of the incoming waste
stream or the handling of residuals (sludges).

To improve the storage/treatment modeling capabilities of SWMM the following
considerations were instrumental in creating a new model.

1. There should be a high degree of flexibility in the simulation of individual units and
the interaction among units.
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2. In addition to simulating the mass of pollutants, it is important to account for the
physical characteristics (i.e., particle size and specific gravity distribution) of each
pollutant.

3. Residual (sludge) handling is an important part of any wastewater treatment scheme
and should be simulated.

4. All costing routines should be as flexible as the performance algorithms.
5. The model should be capable of modeling wet- and dry-weather facilities.

Overview
The present Storage/Treatment Block is approximately 2000 Fortran statements in length

and consists of eight subroutines.  The routing of flow and pollutants through the entire block is
controlled by subroutine STRT which is called from the Executive Block.  STRT also provides
the main driving loop for the model and generally acts as the central coordinating subroutine.
Subroutine STRDAT is called in STRT and is responsible for reading the input data provided by
the user.  Subroutine CONTRL is called each time-step from the main driving loop in STRT.
CONTRL directs flow and pollutants from one unit to another as prescribed by the desired
scheme and coordinates the majority of the printed output.  Subroutine UNIT is called from
CONTRL for each unit modeled and is the heart of the Storage/Treatment block.  It contains the
necessary flexibility and capability to model most storage/treatment processes (units).
Subroutine EQUATE is used by UNIT to provide several forms of pollutant removal equations.
Subroutine INTERP is employed by UNIT for linear interpolation.  Subroutine PLUGS is used
by UNIT to model perfect plug flow through a detention unit.  Subroutine STCOST is called
from STRT to determine capital and operation and maintenance costs.

The model has become user-intensive rather than program-intensive.  The user is
responsible for providing the program with the desired storage/treatment scheme and operating
characteristics of each unit (along with other information).  However, input guidelines are
provided in the User’s Manual for several types of units.  Again, the strength of this approach is
to maximize flexibility and applicability to local conditions and design criteria.

Simulation Techniques
Introduction

Flow and pollutants are routed through one or more storage/treatment units by several
techniques.  The flows into, through and out of a unit are shown in Figure IV-1.  The units may
be arranged in any fashion, restricted only by the requirements that inflow to the plant enters at
only one unit and that the products (treated outflow, residuals, and bypass flow) from each unit
not be directed to more than three units.  Treatment and sludge handling units are modeled by the
same subroutine (UNIT).  Additionally, both wet- and dry-weather facilities may be simulated by
the proper selection of unit arrangement and characteristics.  Units may be modeled as having a
detention capability or instantaneous throughflow.  Pollutants or sludges may be represented as
mass only or further characterized by a particle size or settling velocity distribution.  A unit may
remove pollutants (or concentrate sludges) as a function of  particle size and specific gravity,
detention time, incoming concentration, the removal rate of another pollutant, or a constant
percentage.  The S/T Block can receive the flow and any three pollutants from any one outlet in
any other block of SWMM.  Also, flows and pollutants may be provided by the user and fed
directly to the S/T Block.  If both sources are present they are combined and treated as one input.
For example, the user may enter directly dry-weather flows and enter wet-weather flows from
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Figure IV-1.  Flows into, through, and out of a storage/treatment unit.
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the Runoff Block.  All flows and pollutant concentrations reported by the S/T Block are average
values over each time step.  This is necessary for some of the algorithms in the S/T Block (in
particular, the plug flow routines); it does not significantly affect the results.

The following sections describe the techniques available for flow and pollutant routing
which allow the user to model several types of storage/treatment units.

Flow Routing
Detention vs. Instantaneous Throughflow

A unit may be modeled to handle flow in one of two ways; as a detention unit (reservoir)
or a unit instantaneously passing all flow.  The idea of a detention unit is not limited to storage
basins and sedimentation tanks but also includes such processes as dissolved air flotation,
activated sludge, and chlorination.  Processes that may be modeled as having instantaneous
throughflow include microscreens, fine screens and other forms of screening.

Detention Units
The rate of change of storage in a detention unit or reservoir is found by writing a mass

balance equation for the system shown in Figure IV-2.

Figure IV-2.  Time varying inflow and outflow rates for a reservoir.

The rate of change of storage equals inflow minus outflow, or

OItV −=∆∆ (IV-1)

where

I = average inflow rate during ∆t, ft3/sec,

O = average outflow rate during ∆t, ft3/sec
V = reservoir volume, ft3, and
∆t = time step, sec.
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Let subscripts 1 and 2 denote the beginning and end of the time step, respectively.  Then,
the average inflow rate I , is

( ) 2III 21 +=  (IV-2)

The average outflow rate, O , is

( ) 2OOO 21 +=  (IV-3)

Also, the change in reservoir volume is

∆V = V2 – V1  (IV-4)

Substituting equations IV-2, IV-3, and IV-4 into equation IV-1 and multiplying through by ∆t
yields the desired expression for the change in volume, i.e.,

t
2

OO
t

2

II
VV 2121

12 ∆
+

−∆
+

=−  (IV-5)

For a given time step, I1, I2, O1, and V1 are known and O2 and V2 need to be determined.
Grouping the unknowns on the left hand side of the equation and rearranging yields one of two
required equations:

0.5O2∆t + V2 = 0.5(I1 + I2)∆t + (V1 – 0.5O1∆t)  (IV-6)

The second required equation is found by relating O2 and V2, each of which is a function of
reservoir depth.  The procedure is illustrated in the following example.

Table IV-1 presents geometric and routing data for a hypothetical reservoir with a base
elevation of 343.0 ft and a maximum pool elevation of 353.0 ft.  The corresponding depths are
shown in column 3.  Surface area, as a function of depth, is presented in column 4.  If the
reservoir has an irregular geometry, the surface area is measured from a topographic map.  The
depth area data pairs shown in columns 3 and 4 of Table IV-1 are required input data.  If the user
desires, the depth-discharge relationship may be input directly by assigning values of O2 to each
depth or generated by a user-supplied depth-discharge equation (e.g., weir equation).  Similarly,
the user may specify the volume, V2, associated with each depth or allow the model to calculate
the depth-volume relationship.  This is accomplished by averaging the surface area between
adjacent values of depth, multiplying by the difference in depth, and adding the incremental
volume to the accumulated total.  The depth-area data pairs are also used to estimate the volume
lost from the reservoir due to evaporation.

Recalling equation IV-6, the objective is to find

0.5O2∆t = f(0.5O2∆t + V2).  (IV-7)
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Table IV-1.  Geometric and Hydraulic Data for Hypothetical Reservoir

Elevation Depth
Surface

Area Discharge Volume O2DT2 SATERM

n h y A O2 V2 0.5O2∆t 0.5O2∆t+V2 Remarks
ft ft 1000 ft2 ft3/sec 1000 ft3 1000 ft3 1000 ft3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1 343.0 0.0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. Base of reservoir

2 344.0 1.0 3. 0. 2. 0. 2.

3 345.0 2.0 15. 0. 10. 0. 10.

4 346.0 3.0 45. 0. 40. 0. 40.

5 347.0 4.0 121. 0. 120. 0. 120.

6 348.0 5.0 225. 0. 300. 0. 300.

7 349.0 6.0 365. 0. 590. 0. 590.

8 350.0 7.0 550. 0. 1050. 0. 1050.

9 351.0 8.0 790. 0. 1720. 0. 1720. Weir elevation

10 351.5 8.5 910. 30. 2140. 324. 2464.

11 352.0 9.0 1080. 65. 2650. 702. 3352.

12 352.2 9.2 1130. 80. 2900. 864. 3764.

13 352.4 9.4 1190. 105. 3100. 1134. 4234.

14 352.6 9.6 1270. 130. 3400. 1404. 4804.

15 352.8 9.8 1350. 165. 3700. 1782. 5482.

16 353.0 10.0 1440. 200. 3900. 2160. 6060. Maximum pool

Column
(1) Counter
(2) Elevation from topographic map
(3) Depth = h – 343.0
(4) Measured from topographic map or may be calculated (by user) if geometry is regular
(5) Measured data or calculated from discharge formulas
(6) Measured data or calculated
(7) Calculated from column 5, ∆t = 21,600 sec.
(8) Calculated from columns 6 and 7
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The data in Table IV-1 give O2 and V2 as functions of depth.  In this case, discharge or outflow
occurs only if the reservoir depth exceeds 8.0 ft.  The model uses these data to calculate the
values of 0.5O2∆t (column 7) and 0.502∆t + V2 (column 8) for each depth (defined in the model
as O2DT2 and SATERM, respectively).  Thus, the relationship required by equation IV-7 is
indirectly generated.  During the simulation, the value of 0.5O2∆t + V2 is calculated by equation
IV-6 and the corresponding value of 0.502∆t found by linear interpolation through the previously
generated set of 02DT2 – SATERM values.  The values O2 and V2 are subsequently calculated.
This procedure is repeated each time step with the value of O2 and V2 becoming the values of O1

and V1 for use in equation IV-6 during the next time step.  In a normal simulation the outflow,
O2, represents treated outflow, residual flow, and evaporation.

The computational procedure is summarized as follows:
1. Known values of I1, I2, O1, ∆t, and V1 are substituted into the right hand side of

equation IV-6.  The result is the first value of 0.5O2∆t + V2.
2. Knowing (0.5O2∆t + V2) the value of 0.5O2∆t is obtained by interpolating between

adjacent values of 02DT2 and SATERM.
3. The values of V2 and O2 are determined and become the values of V1 and O1,

respectively, in the next time step.
4. Add 0.5(I1 + I2)∆t to the new value of V1 – 0.5O1∆t to get the new value of 0.5O2∆t +

V2.
5. Continue this process until all inflows have been routed.
To summarize the input alternatives, the earlier version of the storage model permitted

the user to read in depth-area data and an outflow condition of a weir, orifice, or pumping.  It
could not handle the case of a natural reservoir with an irregular stage-discharge relationship.
The updated model allows the user to input the required relationship between depth-surface area,
treated outflow, residual flow, and storage volume through as many as 16 data sets.  This
approach permits the user to select the data points which best approximate the desired functional
relationships.  This approach is felt to be preferable to adding more complexity to the model to
analyze automatically the wide variety of reservoir geometries and operating policies
encountered in practice.

An excellent description of this level-surface routing procedure (the Puls Method) is
presented in Viessman et al. (1977).  Sound engineering judgement is essential in setting up this
routing procedure.  The input data and associated assumptions should be checked carefully.

Residual Flow
Residual flows occur only during dry periods (i.e., no inflow or treated outflow) and,

thus, serve to drain the detention unit between storms.  The user can direct the unit to be drained
after a specified number of dry time steps or on a scheduled basis (every ith time, depending on
the inflow/outflow status).  Residual flows are handled in the same manner as the outflow in the
routing procedure outlined previously.  These flows contain a mixture of the stored wastewater
and removed pollutant quantities (see later discussion).  The manner in which pollutants are
removed and accumulated is discussed later.  In detention units, the residual flow is suspended
when wet weather occurs.
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Evaporation
Evaporation losses are also accounted for in detention units.  The loss rate is computed by

ev = A � ed / k
(IV-8)

where

ev = evaporation loss rate, ft3/sec,
A = surface area at the water level in the unit, ft2,
ed = evaporation rate, in./day, and
k = 1036800.0, conversion factor, in./day per ft/sec.

The user must supply the values of ed for each month of the simulation period.

Instantaneous Throughflow
If the unit is specified to have no detention capability, then the model assumes that what

arrives during a time step leaves as treated outflow that same time step less the residual flow.
The residual flow is calculated as a constant fraction of the inflow.

Pollutant Routing
Complete Mixing

Pollutants are routed through a detention unit by one of two modes:  complete mixing or
plug flow.  For complete mixing, the concentration of the pollutant in the unit is assumed to be
equal to the effluent concentration.  The mass balance equation for the assumed well-mixed,
variable-volume reservoir shown in Figure IV-3 is (Medina, 1976):

Figure IV-3.  Well mixed, variable-volume reservoir (Rich, 1973).
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tVtCKtCtOtCtI
dt

VCd I −−=  (IV-9)

where

V = reservoir volume, ft3

CI = influent pollutant concentration, mg/l
C = effluent and reservoir pollutant concentration, mg/l
I = inflow rate, ft3/sec
O = outflow rate, ft3/sec
t = time, sec, and
K = decay coefficient, sec-1.

Equation IV-9 is very difficult to work with directly.  It may be approximated by writing the
mass balance equation for the pollutant over the interval, ∆t:
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where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the beginning and end of the time step, respectively.
From the flow routing procedure discussed earlier, I1, I2, O1, O2, V1, and V2 are known.

The concentration in the reservoir at the beginning of the time step, C1, and the influent
concentrations, I

1C  and I
2C , are also known as are the decay rate, K, and the time step, ∆t.  Thus,

the only unknown, the end of time step concentration, C2, can be found by rearranging equation
IV-10 to yield
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Equation IV-11 is the basis for the complete mixing model of pollutant routing through a
detention unit.

Equations IV-9, IV-10, and IV-11 assume that pollutants are removed at a rate
proportional to the concentration present in the unit.  In other words, a first-order reaction is
assumed.  The coefficient K is the rate constant.  The product of K and ∆t is represented by the
value of R in a user-supplied removal equation.  (See Equation IV-14 and accompanying
discussion).

Removed pollutant quantities are not allowed to accumulate in a completely-mixed
detention unit.  Strictly, pollutants cannot settle under such conditions.  Therefore, the residual
stream is effectively another route for treated outflow.  All pollutant removal is assumed to occur
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by non-physical means (e.g., biological decomposition).  Several processes such as flocculation
and rapid-mix chlorination are essentially completely-mixed detention units.

Plug Flow
If the user selects the plug flow option, the inflow during each time step, herein called a

plug, is labeled and queued through the detention unit.  Transfer of pollutants between plugs is
not permitted.  The outflow for any time step is comprised of the oldest plugs, and/or fractions
thereof, present in the unit.  This is accomplished by satisfying continuity for the present outflow
volume (which was calculated earlier):

∑ =⋅
=

LP

JPj
ojj VfV            (IV-12)

where

Vo = volume leaving unit during the present time step, ft3,
Vj = volume entering unit during jth time step (plug j), ft3,
fj          = fraction of plug j that must be removed to satisfy continuity with Vo,

0 ≤ fj ≤ 1,
JP = time step number of the oldest plug in the unit, and
LP       = time step number of the youngest plug required to satisfy continuity with

Vo.

As in a completely-mixed detention unit, detention time is the most important indicator of
pollutant removal ability.  Removal equations are specified by the user (see later discussion) and,
in this case, should be written as a function of detention time (along with other possible
parameters).  The detention time for each plug j is calculated as

( ) ( ) tjKKDTt jd ∆−=            (IV-13)

where KKDT = present time step number.  The detention time is calculated in the same manner
during dry- and wet-weather periods because the plugs always maintain their identity.

Removed pollutant quantities accumulate in a plug-flow unit until they are drawn off by
residual flow.  The accumulated pollutants do not affect the amount of available storage and are
assumed to be conservative (i.e., no decay).  When residual flow occurs the entire unit contents
(including the removed pollutant quantities) are mixed and drawn off until the unit is empty or
wet weather continues.  If wet weather (i.e., inflow) occurs before the unit is empty, the contents
are placed into one plug for further routing.

Instantaneous Throughflow
Pollutants are routed instantaneously through units modeled as having no detention

capability.  In other words, the pollutants arriving during a time step leave the same time step
less the removed portion.  The amount of removed pollutants is determined by user-supplied
removal equations (see later discussion).  The removed pollutants are routed with the residuals
stream.
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Pollutant Characterization
Pollutants are characterized by their magnitude (i.e., mass flow and concentration) and, if

the user desires, by particle size/specific gravity or settling velocity distributions.  Describing
pollutants by their particle size distribution is especially appropriate where small or large
particles dominate or where several storage/treatment units are operated in series.  For example,
if the influent is primarily sand and grit, then a sedimentation unit would be very effective; if
clay and silt predominate, sedimentation may be of little use.  Also, if several units are operated
in series, the first units will remove a certain range of particle sizes thus affecting the
performance of downstream units.  Therefore, the need for describing pollutants in more detail is
obvious for modeling purposes.  The pollutant removal mechanism peculiar to each
characterization is discussed below.

Pollutant Removal
Characterization by Magnitude

If pollutants are characterized only by their magnitude then the model improves the
quality of the waste stream by removal equations.  Removal of a pollutant may be simulated as a
function of (1) detention time (detention units only), (2) time step size, (3) its influent
concentration, (4) inflow rate, (5) the removal fractions of pollutants, and/or (6) the influent
concentrations of other pollutants.  This selection is left to the user but there are some restrictions
(depending on the unit type).  A single flexible equation is provided by the program to construct
the desired removal equation:
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where

xi = removal equation variables
aj = coefficients, and
R = removal fraction, 0 ≤ R ≤ 1.0

The user assigns the removal equation variables, xi, to specific program variables (detention
time, flow rate, etc.).  If an equation variable is not assigned it is set equal to 1.0 for the duration
of the simulation.  The values of the coefficients, aj, are directly specified by the users.  There is
considerable flexibility contained in equation IV-14 and, with a judicious selection of
coefficients and assignment of variables, the user probably can create the desired equation.
Three examples are given below.

An earlier version of the Storage/Treatment block employed the following removal
equation for suspended solids in a sedimentation tank (Huber et al., 1975):

( )dKt
maxSS e1RR −−=            (IV-15)

where

RSS = suspended solids removal fraction, 0 ≤ RSS ≤ Rmax,
Rmax = maximum removal fraction,
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td = detention time, sec, and
K = first order decay coefficient, sec-1.

This same equation could be built from equation IV-14 by setting a12 = Rmax, a13 = -Rmax, a3 = -K,
a16 = 1.0, and letting x3 = detention time, td.  All other coefficients, aj, would equal zero.

Another example is taken from a study by Lager et al. (1977a).  Several curves for
suspended solids removal from microstrainers with a variety of aperture sizes were derived.
Fitting a power function to the curve representing a 35-micron microstrainer yields

RSS = 0.0963 SS0.286            (IV-16)

where

RSS = suspended solids removal fraction, and 0 ≤ RSS ≤ 1.0, and,
SS = influent suspended solids concentration, mg/l.

Equation IV-14 can be used to duplicate this removal equation by setting a12 = 0.0963, a2 =
0.286, a16 = 1.0, and x2 = influent suspended solids concentration, SS.  All other aj are zero.

Sludge handling may also be modeled with equation IV-14.  Figure IV-4 shows the
reduction in volatile solids in raw sludge (suspended solids – see earlier discussion) by a digester
as a function of percent volatile solids and detention time (Rich, 1973).  These curves can be
approximated by
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×= −           (IV-17)

where

RVS = volatile solids reduction, 0 ≤ RVS ≤ 1.0
td = detention time, sec,
PVS = percent volatile solids in raw sludge,

SS

VS
100PVS =            (IV-18)

where

VS = influent volatile solids concentration, mg/l, and
SS = influent suspended solids (raw sludge) concentration, mg/l.

Equation IV-14 can be used to construction equation IV-17 by setting a15 = (1.31 × 10-4)
(1440)-0.33 (100)1.67, a9 = 0.33, a10 = 1.67, a11 = -1.67, a16 = 1.0, x9 = detention time, td, x10 =
influent volatile solids concentration, VS, and x11 = influent suspended solids (raw sludge)
concentration, SS.  A current description of sludge handling can be found in several references
(Gupta et al., 1977; Huibregtse, 1977; Osantowski et al., 1977).
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Figure IV-4.  Reduction in volatile solids in raw sludge (Rich, 1973).
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Characterized by Particle Size/Specific Gravity or Settling Velocity Distribution
Particle Sizes and Specific Gravities.  If a pollutant is characterized by its particle size/specific
gravity or settling velocity distribution, then it is removed from the waste stream by particle
settling or obstruction.  Many storage/treatment processes use these physical methods to treat
wastewater; sedimentation and screening are among the most obvious examples.

In this mode, the pollutant is apportioned over several (up to 10) particle size/specific
gravity ranges (e.g., ten percent of the BOD is found in the range from 10 to 50 microns) or
settling velocities.  Each of the ranges is preset by the user and assigned an upper and lower
bound on the particle diameter and a value for specific gravity.  If a size/specific gravity
distribution is specified the model estimates the average settling velocity for each range.
Alternatively, the user may specify a set of settling velocity ranges.  The user also specifies the
apportionment of the pollutant over the various ranges as it enters the first unit.  This distribution
is modified as it passes through the storage/treatment plant.  Unfortunately, the distribution
entered at the first unit must remain constant over time since the other blocks of SWMM do not
provide a time-varying particle size or settling velocity distribution.

Each unit removes all or some portion of the particles in each range or velocity; the
associated removal of the pollutant is easily determined.  For example, if a sedimentation unit
removes 50 percent of the particles in the 50 to 100 micron range and ten percent of the pollutant
in question is found in this range, then five percent of the total pollutant load is removed.  The
total removal is determined by summing the effects of the several ranges or settling velocities
passing through this unit.  Once certain particles are removed, the distribution of particle sizes or
settling velocities for the outflow can be determined and passed on to the next unit or receiving
water.  The removed particles constitute the size or settling velocity distribution for the sludge
volume.  The next several paragraphs describe the two mechanisms available to the user for
pollutant removal when a pollutant is characterized by particle size or settling velocity.

Particle Settling.  There are several forms of settling:  unhindered settling by discrete particles,
settling by flocculating particles, and hindered settling by closely spaced particles (Fair et al.,
1968).  For simplicity, the unhindered settling of discrete particles will be the removal
mechanism simulated in this model.  This procedure is only applicable to detention basins
modeled as plug-flow reactors.

Discrete particles settling in a quiescent fluid accelerate to the point where the drag force
exerted by the suspending fluid reaches equilibrium with the gravitational force exerted on the
particle (Fair et al., 1968).  At this point, the particle settles at a constant velocity known as the
terminal velocity.  By equating the forces acting on such a particle, the equation for the terminal
or settling velocity of the particle is derived and approximated by

( )1S
C

gd

3

4
v p

D
s −=            (IV-19)

where

vs = terminal velocity of particle, ft/sec,
g = gravitational constant, 32 ft/sec2,
CD = drag coefficient,
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Sp = specific gravity of particle, and
d = diameter of particle, ft.

Additionally,

R
D N

24
C = , if NR < 0.5, or            (IV-20)

34.0
N

3

N

24
C

RR
D ++= , if 0.5 ≤ NR < 104, or            (IV-21)

4.0CD ≅ , if NR ≥ 104.            (IV-22)

where NR = Reynolds number, dimensionless,

NR = vs d/ν            (IV-23)

and ν = kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec.  Kinematic viscosity is a function of temperature and is
approximated by (Fair et al., 1969)

ν ≅ 8.46 × 10-4 / (T + 10)            (IV-24)

where T = water temperature, °F.

The procedure for finding vs under any of the above conditions is demonstrated by
Sonnen (1977).  The average of the high and low ends of each particle size range is used as the
representative particle size for use in the above calculations.  If a settling velocity distribution is
provided by the user these calculations are omitted.

A range of conditions may exist in an actual detention unit, from very quiescent to highly
turbulent and nonquiescent.  Camp’s (1946) ideal removal efficiency, EQ, will be used for
quiescent conditions and an adaptation of his sedimentation trap efficiency curves (Camp, 1946;
Dobbins, 1944; Brown, 1950) as described by Chen (1975) will be used to make the extension to
nonquiescent conditions, as described below.

For quiescent conditions,





=
us

Q vv

1
minE            (IV-25)

where

EQ = particle removal efficiency as a fraction, 0 W EQ W 1,
vs = terminal velocity of particle, ft/sec, and
vu = overflow velocity, ft/sec.
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Additionally,

d
d

u ty
A

tAy
AQv ===           (IV-26)

where

Q = flow rate, ft3/sec,
A = surface area of detention unit, ft2,
y = depth of water in unit, ft, and
td = detention time, sec.

Equation IV-26 assumes a rectangular detention unit with vertical sides.  However, a
circular unit (with vertical sides) may also be modeled when characterizing pollutants by particle
size.  In other words, equation IV-26 is restricted to units that allow the surface area to remain
constant at any depth.  Applying this equation (and, thus, the entire methodology) to other unit
types should only be done when the surface area is independent of depth.

Equation IV-25 represents an ideal quiescent basin in which all particles with settling
velocities greater than vu will be removed.  Deviations from quiescent conditions can be handled
explicitly based on Camp’s (1946) sedimentation trap efficiency curves, which were developed
as a complex function of particle settling velocity, and several basin parameters, i.e.,
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where

E = particle removal efficiency, 0 W E W 1,
ε = vertical turbulent diffusivity or mixing coefficient, ft2/sec,
vt = flow through velocity of detention unit, ft/sec
R = travel length of detention unit, ft, and

other terms are defined previously.

Camp (1946) solves for the functional form of equation IV-27 assuming a uniform
horizontal velocity distribution and constant diffusivity, ε.  A form of the advective-diffusion
equation then results in which local changes in concentration at any vertical elevation are equal
to the net effect of settling from above and diffusion from below.  The diffusivity will be
constant if the horizontal velocity is assumed to have a parabolic distribution (although this
assumption is clearly at variance with the uniform velocity distribution assumption above).  For
the parabolic distribution, ε is then found from

ρτ=ε oy075.0            (IV-28)

where
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τo = boundary shear stress, lb/ft2, and
ρ = density of water ≅ 1.94 slug/ft3 (1.00 g/cm3).

The term ρτo  is known as the shear velocity, u*, and can be evaluated using Manning’s

equation for open channel flow (Brown, 1950),

6/1
t

o* y49.1

gnv
u =ρτ=            (IV-29)

where n = Manning’s roughness coefficient.

The flow through (“horizontal”) velocity, vt, is also given by

vt = R/td

(IV-30)

where

R = travel distance of detention unit, ft, and
td = detention time, sec.

Equations IV-27 and IV-28 are then used to convert vsy/2ε to a more usable form,
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ss ==
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=α            (IV-31)

where α = turbulence factor, dimensionless when all parameters are in units of feet and seconds.
Camp’s sedimentation trap efficiency curves (Camp, 1946; Dobbins, 1944; Brown, 1950;

Chen, 1975) are the solution to the advective-diffusion equation mentioned previously and are
shown in Figure IV-5 as a function of α.  Ideally, these curves could be included in the model in
some manner, but their representation is not straightforward from a programming standpoint.
Instead, a simplification is used, based on early work of Hazen (1904) and the Bureau of
Reclamation as described by Chen (1975).

It is assumed that an upper limit on turbulent conditions is given by α = 0.01.  Removal
efficiency under these conditions is accurately represented by the function (fitted to the ordinate
of Figure IV-5),

( )us vv
T e1E −−=            (IV-32)

or
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Figure IV-5.  Camp’s sediment trap efficiency curves (Camp, 1946; Dobbins, 1944; Brown,
1950; Chen, 1975).

( )ytv
T

dse1E −−=            (IV-33)

where ET = particle removal efficiency under turbulent conditions, 0 ≤ ET ≤ 1.

Quiescent conditions are assumed to exist for α = 1.0 for which removal is given by equation
IV-25.  Equations IV-25 and IV-32 are shown in Figure IV-6.  The parameter α may now be
used as a weighting factor to obtain the overall removal efficiency, E,

( ) ( )TQQTQT EE
605.4

ln
EEE

01.0ln1ln

01.0lnln
EE −α+=−

−
−α+=            (IV-34)
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Figure IV-6.  Limiting cases in sediment trap efficiency (Chen, 1975).

Thus, a linear approximation (with respect to ln α) is made of the curves shown in Figure IV-5.
Within the program, values of the turbulence factor are limited to 0.01 ≤ α ≤ 1.0.  If a value
computed from equation IV-31 is less than 0.01 it is set equal to 0.01 and similarly for the
quiescent boundary.

To summarize, the particle settling computations proceed as follows.
1. For each size and specific gravity range a settling velocity is computed using

equations IV-19 to IV-24 or a distribution of settling velocities is provided by the
user.  If a settling velocity distribution is used the end points of each range are
averaged to estimate the representative velocity.  Then for each velocity (in each plug
leaving the unit) all steps below are performed.

2. The turbulence factor, α, is computed from equation IV-31.
3. EQ is computed using equation IV-25.
4. ET is computed using equation IV-32 or IV-33.
5. Finally, the removal efficiency for the particular particle settling velocity is computed

from equation IV-34.
In a normal simulation, several plugs leave the detention unit in any given time step.  The

effluent is all or part of a number of plugs depending on the required outflow as determined by
the storage routing techniques discussed earlier.  Thus, the effluent particle size or settling
velocity distribution is a composite of several plugs.  This composite distribution is determined
by taking a weighted average (by pollutant weight in each plug) over the effluent plugs.  This
distribution is then routed downstream for release or further treatment.  The particles that were
removed from each plug are also composited and are used to characterize the sludge volume.
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Paricle Obstruction.  The second removal mechanism used when a pollutant is characterized by
a particle size or settling velocity distribution is obstruction.  The most obvious example of a
storage/treatment process using this mechanism is screening.  This mechanism is assumed by the
model whenever a non-detention unit is encountered (and a pollutant is characterized by a size or
settling velocity distribution).  The user simply specifies a “critical” size or settling velocity and
any particles with a greater size or settling velocity are removed (and, in turn, so are the
associated pollutants).  The program operation is simple but the interpretation of the “critical”
size or settling velocity is more complex.

The primary intent of including this mechanism in the model is to simulate screens.
Pollutant removal by screens is a result of two actions:  the straining of the screens, and the
additional filtration provided by the mat produced by the initial screening (Maher, 1974).
Screens vary widely in the size of the aperture and the manner in which the waste water flows
through them.  To simplify the analysis, the removal of particles may be assumed to be a
function of screen size only; i.e., the filtration by the mat is ignored.  In other words, a particular
screen size will remove only those particles larger than that size.  If a settling velocity
distribution is employed, the user must specify a settling velocity.  This is not entirely accurate,
of course, but the result is a conservative removal estimate that may be accurate in cases where
backwashing is at a relatively high rate.  In fact, a study by Maher indicates that this simplifying
assumption is reasonable (Maher, 1974).  In this case, a microstrainer with a Mark “0” screen
(aperture of 23 microns) was installed in a residential area of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  The
analysis of the backwash material for two storms (one in which a coagulant was used) revealed
that, by particle count, 88 to 96 percent of the particles were indeed smaller than 23 microns.
However, by weight, over 99 percent of the material was found in particles greater than 23
microns.  Although Maher did not report the distribution in terms of weight, it was a simple
matter to convert by assuming a specific gravity.

During the simulation, a screen alters a particle size distribution for a particular time step
without detention time.  Again, only the particles larger than a specified or “critical” size are
removed.  The specific size may or may not correspond to the screen aperture, but such an
assumption is probably valid given the preceding discussion.  If the specified size falls between
the high and low ends of any range, the pollutants are removed by simple linear interpolation.
For example, if 20 percent of the suspended solids are found in the range from 10 to 50 microns
and the “critical” size is 20 microns, then 75 percent of the suspended solids in that range will be
removed or 15 percent of the total suspended solids load.  Of course, if the entire range is larger
than the specified size, then all pollutants in that range are removed.  If a pollutant is
characterized by a settling velocity distribution (in lieu of a size distribution) the user specifies a
“critical” settling velocity.  The portion associated with velocities greater than or equal to the
“critical” value is removed.

Comment on Characterization by Particle Size Distribution.  Pollutants characterized by a
particle size or settling velocity distribution are restricted by the model to the two removal
mechanisms discussed above.  This limits the user somewhat if this characterization is chosen.
The types of units that could be considered in this case would include sedimentation tanks and
storage basins (operating as plug-flow reactors), bar racks, fine screens and microscreens.
However, these units probably represent a large portion of the processes applied to the problem
of combined sewer overflow and stormwater runoff.  Thus, the limits of the applicability of the
model using this model are probably not too severe.
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Cost Calculations
Initial capital and operation and maintenance costs are calculated at the end of a

simulation.  These costs are computed using only the information processed for the simulation
period.  In other words, no attempt is made to derive costs for particular time intervals (e.g.,
annual).  It is left for the user to interpret the results produced by the subroutine STCOST.

The capital cost for each unit is computed as a function of a design flow or volume
specified by the user or is calculated by the model as a function of the maximum value recorded
during the simulation.

b
maxcap QaC =            (IV-35)

or

( )b
maxincap QaC =            (IV-36)

or

b
maxcap VaC =            (IV-37)

or

( )b

maxobscap VaC =            (IV-38)

where

Ccap = initial capital cost, dollars
Qmax = maximum allowable inflow, ft3/sec,
(Qin)max = maximum inflow encountered during the simulation, ft3/sec,
Vmax = maximum allowable storage (detention units only), ft3

(Vobs)max          = maximum storage encountered during the simulation (detention
units only), ft3, and

a, b = coefficients (specified by the user)

Power functions are frequently used in wastewater treatment cost estimations.  Therefore, the
above equations should be widely applicable.

Operation and maintenance costs are calculated as functions of the variables listed above
and the total operating time (calculated as the number of time steps with inflow to the unit).

op
f
maxom hDQdC +=            (IV-39)

or

( ) op
f
maxinom hDQdC +=            (IV-40)
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or

op
f
maxom hDVdC +=            (IV-41)

or

( ) op
f

maxobsom hDVdC +=            (IV-42)

where

Com = operation and maintenance costs, dollars,
Dop = total operating time during the simulation period, hours, and
d, f, h = coefficients (supplied by the user).

The user is cautioned not to misinterpret the cost calculated by the model.  For example,
in a single event simulation the calculated capital cost could only be considered an estimator of
the true capital cost when the even simulated is a design event.  Likewise, when operating time is
a factor in computing operating and maintenance costs, the calculated costs can be a valid
estimator of the true costs only when a long term simulation is performed.  Recent EPA
publications provide useful information for the proper selection of the coefficients required in
equations IV-35 through IV-42 (EPA, 1976; Bejes, 1976).

Summary
A new Storage/Treatment Block has been developed that is somewhat different from its

predecessor.  The model requires greater user input and knowledge of the processes being
modeled.  Storage/Treatment units may be modeled as detention or non-detention units.
Pollutants may be characterized by their magnitude alone or by magnitude and their particle
size/specific gravity distribution.  Any three of the pollutants available from other blocks may be
routed through the S/T Block.  A simple cost routine is also included.

In summary, the Storage/Treatment Block offers the user a flexible tool for modeling
wet- and dry-weather facilities and evaluating their performance and costs.
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Appendix V
Runoff Block Evaporation, Infiltration and Routing

Evaporation
Evaporation is input for each month as parameter VAP (in subroutine RHYDRO) or as a

time series in the Temp Block and used in equations in subroutine WSHED as parameter EVAP
It is considered as a loss “off the top.”  That is, evaporation is subtracted from rainfall depths
and/or ponded water prior to calculating infiltration.  Thus, subsequent use of the symbol i for
“rainfall intensity” is really rainfall intensity less evaporation rate.  Although evaporation and
infiltration are summed to form one total loss (RLOSS in subroutine WSHED) for the
subcatchment runoff calculations, separate totals are maintained for the overall continuity check.

Infiltration
Introduction

For pervious areas SWMM users have the option of specifying one of two alternative
infiltration models:  the Horton model or the modified Green-Ampt model (Horton, 1940; Green
and Ampt, 1911).  Horton’s model is empirical and is perhaps the best known of the infiltration
equations.  Many hydrologists have a “feel” for the best values of its three parameters despite the
fact that little published information is available.  In its usual form it is applicable only to events
for which the rainfall intensity always exceeds the infiltration capacity, although the modified
form used in SWMM is intended to overcome this deficiency.

On the other hand the Green-Ampt equation is a physically based model which can give a
good description of the infiltration process.  The Mein-Larson (1973) formulation of it is
applicable also for the case of rainfall intensity being less than the infiltration capacity at the
beginning of the storm.  New data have been published to help users evaluate the parameter
values (e.g., Carlisle et al., 1981).  With results from these studies now being published, use of
the Green-Ampt model for estimating infiltration should increase.

Integrated Horton’s Equation
Cumulative Infiltration

SWMM and many other hydrologic analysis techniques have used Horton’s equation
(Horton, 1940) for prediction of infiltration capacity into the  soil as a function of time,

fp = f∞ + (fo - f∞) e-αt     (V-1)
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where

fp = infiltration capacity into soil, ft/sec,
f∞ = minimum or ultimate value of fp (at t = ∞), ft/sec,
fo = maximum or initial value of fp (at t = 0), ft/sec,
t = time from beginning of storm, sec, and
α = decay coefficient, sec-1.

See Figure V-1 for a sketch of equation V-1. Actual infiltration is:

f(t) = min [fp(t), i(t)]    (V-2)

where

f = actual infiltration into the soil, ft/sec, and
i = rainfall intensity, ft/sec.

Equation V-2 simply states that actual infiltration will be the lesser of actual rainfall and
infiltration capacity.

     Typical values for parameters fo and f∞ are often greater than typical rainfall intensities.
Thus, when equation V-1 is used such that fp is a function of time only, fp will decrease even if
rainfall intensities are very light, as sketched in Figure V-1.  This results in a reduction in
infiltration capacity regardless of the actual amount of entry of water into the soil.

To correct this problem, the integrated from of Horton’s equation V-1 may be used:

( ) ( )( )∫ −
α
−

+== α−∞
∞

p pt
0

to
ppp e1

ff
tfdtftF    (V-3)

where F = cumulative infiltration at time tp, ft.

This is shown schematically in Figure V-2 and assumes that actual infiltration has been equal to
fp.  In fact, this is seldom the case, as sketched in Figure V-1.  Thus, the true cumulative
infiltration will be:

( ) ( ) τ∫ τ= dftF t
0            (V-4)

where f is given by equation V-2.

Equations V-3 and V-4 may be used to define the time tp.  That is, actual cumulative
infiltration given by equation V-4 is equated to the area under the Horton curve, given by
equation V-3, and the resulting equation is solved for tp and serves as its definition.
Unfortunately, the equation:
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Figure V-1.  Horton infiltration curve and typical hyetograph.  For the case illustrated, runoff
would be intermittent.

Figure V-2.  Cumulative infiltration, F, is the integral of f, i.e., the area under the curve.
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( )( )pto
p e1

ff
tfF α−∞

∞ −
α
−

+=    (V-5)

cannot be solved explicitly for tp, and it must be done iteratively.  Note that:

tp ≤ t    (V-6)

which states that the time tp on the cumulative Horton curve will be less than or equal to actual
elapsed time.  This also implies that available infiltration capacity, fp(tp) in Figure V-2, will be
greater than or equal to that given by equation V-1.  Thus, fp will be a function of actual water
infiltrated and not just a function of time that ignores other effects.

Summary of Procedure
Use of the cumulative Horton function in SWMM may be summarized as follows.  Note

that average values over time intervals are used.
1. At each time step, the value of fp depends upon F, the actual infiltration up to that

time. This is known by maintaining the value of tp.  Then the average infiltration
capacity, fp, available over the next time step is:

( ) ( )
t

tFtF
dtf

t

1
f p1ttt

t pp
p1

p ∆
−

=∫∆
= ∆+=    (V-7)

2. Equation V-2 is then used.

p

pp

fiifi

fiiff
f

〈
≥=    (V-8)

where

f = average actual infiltration over the time step, ft/sec, and
i = average rainfall intensity over the time step, ft/sec.

3. Cumulative infiltration is then incremented.

( ) ( ) ( ) tftFFtFttF ∆+=∆+=∆+    (V-9)

where ∆F = f  ∆t = additional cumulative infiltration, ft (see Figure R-5).

4. A new value of tp is then found, 
1pt , from equation V-5.  If ∆F = pf  ∆t, 

1pt  is found

simply by 
1pt  = tp + ∆t.  However, it is necessary to solve equation V-5 iteratively

when the new 
1pt  will be less than tp + ∆t, as sketched in Figure V-2.  This is done

using the Newton-Raphson procedure:
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( )( ) Fe1
ff

tf0FF pto
p −−

α
−

+== α−∞
∞  (V-10)

( ) ( ) pt
opp effftfFF α−

∞∞ −+==′  (V-11)

an initial guess is made for 
1pt , say

( ) 2ttnt pp1
∆+=  (V-12)

where n refers to the number of the iteration.  Then a correction is made to 
1pt using

FF and FF′,

( ) ( ) FFFFnt1nt
11 pp ′−=+  (V-13)

The convergence criterion is:

FF/FF′ < 0.001 ∆t  (V-14)

and is achieved quite rapidly.
5. If tp ≥ 16/α, the Horton curve is essentially flat and fp = f∞.  Beyond this point there is

no need to iterate since fp will be constant at f∞ and independent of F.

Regeneration of Infiltration Capacity
For continuous simulation, infiltration capacity will be regenerated (recovered) during

dry weather.  SWMM performs this function whenever there are dry time steps - no precipitation
or surface water - according to the hypothetical drying curve sketched in Figure V-3.

( ) ( )wd tt
oop effff −α−

∞−−=  (V-15)

where
αd = decay coefficient for the recovery curve, sec-1, and
tw = hypothetical projected time at which fp = f∞ on the recovery curve, sec.

In the absence of better knowledge of αd, it is taken to be a constant fraction or multiple of α:

αd = R α  (V-16)

where R = constant ratio, probably n 1.0 (implying a “longer” drying curve than wetting curve).
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Figure V-3.  Regeneration (recovery) of infiltration capacity during dry time steps.

New values of tp are then generated as indicated in Figure V-3.  Let

rpt = value of tp at beginning of recovery, sec,

fr = corresponding value of fp, ft/sec, and

1wT = .etc,ttT,tt wwwww 221
−=−

Thus, along the recovery curve, for example,

( ) ( ) 1wd

1

T
oowp1 effftff

α−
∞−−==  (V-17)
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Solving equation V-17 for the initial time difference, 
rwT ,

ro

o

d
wpw ff

ff
ln

1
ttT

rr −
−

α
=−= ∞  (V-18)

Then

tTT
r1 ww ∆+=  (V-19)

and f1 in Figure V-3 is found from equation V-17. Finally 
1pt  is found from equation V-1,
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∞
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ff

ff
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t
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o
p1

 (V-20)

The procedure may be summarized as follows:
1. Knowing 

rpt , find fr from equation V-1.

2. Solve for 
rwT from equation V-18.

3. Increment 
rwT  according to equation V-19.

4. Solve for f1 from equation V-17.
5. Solve for 

1pt from equation V-20.

All steps are combined in:

( )[ ]rpd

1

tt
p e1e1ln

1
t

α−∆α− −−
α

−=  (V-21)

On succeeding time steps, 
1pt  may be substituted for 

rpt  and 
2pt  may be substituted for 

1pt , etc.

Note that fp has reached its maximum value of fo when tp = 0.

Program Variables
The infiltration computations are performed in subroutine WSHED in the Runoff Module

of SWMM.  Correspondence of program variables to those of this subsection is as follows:

∆t = DELT
1pt = TP1

fo = WLMAX FF = FF
f∞ = WLMIN FF′ = DFF
α = DECAY f = RLOSS (RLOSS is also the sum of
R = REGEN infiltration plus evaporation)
tp = TP i  = RI

F = CUMINF = CUMI pf = RLOSS1
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Green-Ampt Equation
Infiltration During Rainfall Events

The Green-Ampt equation (Green and Ampt, 1911) has received considerable attention in
recent years.  The original equation was for infiltration with excess water at the surface at all
times.  Mein and Larson (1973) showed how it could be adapted to a steady rainfall input and
proposed a way in which the capillary suction parameter could be determined.  More recently
Chu (1978) has shown the applicability of the equation to the unsteady rainfall situation, using
data for a field catchment.

The Mein-Larson formulation is a two-stage model.  The first step predicts the volume of
water which will infiltrate before the surface becomes saturated.  From this point onward,
infiltration capacity is predicted by the Green-Ampt equation.  Thus:

For F < Fs:
1Ki

IMDS
F

s
s −

⋅=   for I > Ks

f = i and  (V-22)

No calculation of fs  for i ≤ Ks

For F ≥ Fs:

f = fp and 




 ⋅+=

F

IMDS
1Kf sp  (V-23)

where

f = infiltration rate, ft/sec,
fp = infiltration capacity, ft/sec,
i = rainfall intensity, ft/sec,
F = cumulative infiltration volume, this event, ft,
Fs = cumulative infiltration volume required to cause surface saturation, ft,
S = average capillary suction at the wetting front, ft water,
IMD = initial moisture deficit for this event, ft/ft, and
Ks = saturated hydraulic conductivity of soil, ft/sec.

Equation V-22 shows that the volume of rainfall required to saturate the surface depends
on the current value of the rainfall intensity.  Hence, at each time step for which i > Ks, the value
of fs is calculated and compared with the volume of rainfall already infiltrated for this event.
Only if F ≥ Fs does the surface saturate, and further calculations for this condition use equation
V-23.

When rainfall occurs at an intensity less than or equal to Ks, all rainfall infiltrates and is
used only to update the initial moisture deficit, IMD.  (The mechanism for this is discussed in the
next subsection with reference to equation V-31.)  The cumulative infiltration is not altered for
this case of low rainfall intensity (relative to the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks).
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Equation V-23 shows that the infiltration capacity after surface saturation depends on the
infiltrated volume, which in turn depends on the infiltration rates in previous time steps.  To
avoid numerical errors over long time steps, the integrated form of the Green-Ampt equation is
more suitable.  That is, fp is replaced by dF/dt and integrated to obtain:

Ks(t2 - t1) = F2 - C �  ln(F2 + C) - F1 + C � ln(F1 + C)
(V-24)

where

C = IMD � S, ft of water,
t = time, sec, and
1,2 = subscripts for start and end of time interval respectively.

Equation V-24 must be solved iteratively for F2, the cumulative infiltration at the end of the time
step.  A Newton-Raphson routine is used.

The infiltration volume during time step (t2 - t1) is thus (t2 - t1) � i if the surface does not
saturate and (F2 - F1) if saturation has previously occurred and a sufficient water supply is at the
surface.  If saturation occurs during the time interval, the infiltration volumes over each stage of
the process within the time steps are calculated and summed.  When rainfall ends (or falls below
infiltration capacity) any water ponded on the surface is allowed to infiltrate and added to the
cumulative infiltration volume.

Recovery of Infiltration Capacity (Redistribution)
Evaporation, subsurface drainage, and moisture redistribution between rainfall events

decrease the soil moisture content in the upper soil zone and increase the infiltration capacity of
the soil.  The processes involved are complex and depend on many factors.  In SWMM a simple
empirical routine is used as outlined below; commonly used units are given in the equations to
make the description easier to understand.

Infiltration is usually dominated by conditions in the uppermost layer of the soil.  The
thickness of this layer depends on the soil type; for a sandy soil it could be several inches, for a
heavy clay it would be less.  The equation used to determine the thickness of the layer is:

sK4L ⋅=  (V-25)

where:

L = thickness of layer, in., and
Ks = saturated hydraulic conductivity, in./hr.

Thus for a high Ks of 0.5 in,/hr (12.7 mm/hr) the thickness computed by equation V-25 is 2.83
inches (71.8 mm).  For a soil with a low hydraulic conductivity, say Ks = 0.1 in./hr (2.5 mm/hr),
the computed thickness is 1.26 inches (32.1 mm).

A depletion factor is applied to the soil moisture during all time steps for which there is
no infiltration from rainfall or depression storage.  This factor is indirectly related again to the
saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil and is calculated by:
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DF = L/300  (V-26)

where

DF = depletion factor, hr-1, and
L = depth of upper zone, in.

Hence, for Ks = 0.5 in./hr (12.7 mm/hr), DF = 0.9 percent per hour; for Ks = 0.1 in./hr (2.5
mm/hr), DF = 0.4 percent per hour.  The depletion volume (DV) per time step is then:

DV = DF � FUmax � ∆t
(V-27)

where

FUmax = L � IMDmax = saturated moisture content of the upper zone, in.,
IDMmax = maximum initial moisture deficit, in./in., and
∆t = time step, hr.

The computations used are:

FU = FU – DV for FU ≥ 0   (V-28)

F = F - DV for F ≥ 0  (V-29)

where

FU = current moisture content of upper zone, in., and
F = cumulative infiltration volume for this event, in.

To use the Green-Ampt infiltration model in continuous SWMM, it is necessary to
choose a time interval after which further rainfall will be considered as an independent event.
This time is computed as:

T = 6/(100 � DF)  (V-30)

where T = time interval for independent event, hr.

For example, when Ks = 0.5 in./hr (12.7 mm/hr) the time between independent events as given in
the equation V-30 is 6.4 hr; when Ks = 0.1 in./hr (2.5 mm/hr) the time is 14.3 hr.  After time T
has elapsed the variable F is set to zero, ready for the next event.  The moisture remaining in the
upper zone of the soil is then redistributed (diminished) at each time step by equation V-28 in
order to update the current moisture deficit (IMD).  The deficit is allowed to increase up to its
maximum value (IMDmax, an input parameter) over prolonged dry periods.  The equation used is
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L

FUF
IMD max −

= for  IMD ≤ IMDmax  (V-31)

When light rainfall (i ≤ Ks) occurs during the redistribution period, the upper zone moisture
storage, FU, is increased by the infiltrated rainfall volume and IMD is again updated using
equation V-31.

Guidelines for estimating parameter values for the Green-Ampt model are given in
Section 4. As is also the case for the Horton equation, different soil types can be modeled for
different subcatchments.

Program Variables
The infiltration computations are performed in subroutines WSHED and GAMP in the

RUNOFF Block.  Correspondence of program variables to those of this subsection is as follows:

S = SUCT(J) L = UL(J)
IMDmax = SMDMAX (J) DF = DF(J)
Ks = HYDCON(J) i = RI
FUmax = FUMAX(J) t = time
FU = FU(J) ∆t = DELT
IMD = SMD(J) DV = DEP
F = F(J) Fs = FS

Subcatchment Runoff Calculations
Overland Flow

The RUNOFF Block forms the origin of flow generation within SWMM, and much of
the emphasis in data preparation and user effort is aimed at successful execution of this block. In
order to understand better the conversion of rainfall excess (rainfall and/or snowmelt less
infiltration and/or evaporation) into runoff (overland flow), this subsection briefly describes the
equations used for this purpose.  It is intended to supplement the material presented in the
original SWMM documentation (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a).

As discussed in Section 4, subcatchments are subdivided into three subareas that simulate
impervious areas, with and without depression (detention) storage, and pervious area (with
depression storage).  These are areas A1, A3, and A2 respectively on Figure V-4 and are denoted
in subroutine WSHED by the subscript J, (J = 1, 2, 3, 4).  When snowmelt is included, a fourth
subarea is added to account for the presence or absence of snow cover (see Figure II-5 in
Appendix II), but that case will not be considered further here.  The depth of depression storage
is an input parameter (WSTORE) for the impervious and pervious areas of each catchment.  The
impervious area without depression storage is specified for all subcatchments by parameter
PCTZER (as a percent),

( )3A1A
100

PCTZER
3A +⋅=  (V-32)

Of course, any subcatchment may be assigned zero depression storage over its entirety through
the use of parameter WSTORE.
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Figure V-4.  Subcatchment schematization for overland flow calculations.  Flow from each
subarea is directly to an inlet or gutter/pipe.  Flow from one subarea is not routed over another
subarea.
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Overland flow is generated from each of the three subareas by approximating them as
non-linear reservoirs, as sketched in Figure V-5.   This is a spatially “lumped” configuration and
really assumes no special shape.  However, if the subcatchment width, W, is assumed to
represent a true prototype width of overland flow, then the reservoir will behave as a rectangular
catchment, as sketched in Figure V-4.  Otherwise, the width (and the slope and roughness) may
be considered calibration parameters and used to adjust predicted to measured hydrographs.

Figure V-5.  Non-linear reservoir model of subcatchment.

The non-linear reservoir is established by coupling the continuity equation with
Manning’s equation.  Continuity may be written for a subarea as

Q*iA
dt

dd
A

dt

dV −⋅==  (V-33)

where

V = A � d = volume of water on the subarea, ft3,
d = water depth, ft,
t = time, sec,
A = surface area of subarea, ft2,
i*         = rainfall excess = rainfall/snowmelt intensity minus evaporation/infiltration

rate, ft/sec, and
Q = outflow rate, cfs.
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The outflow is generated using Manning’s equation:

( ) 2/13/5
p Sdd

n

49.1
WQ −⋅=  (V-34)

where

W = subcatchment width, ft,
n = Manning’s roughness coefficient,
dp = depth of depression storage, ft, and
S = subcatchment slope, ft/ft.

Equations V-33 and V-34 may be combined into one non-linear differential equation that may be
solved for one unknown, the depth, d.  This produces the non-linear reservoir equation:

( )

( ) 3/5
p

2/13/5
p

ddWCON*i

Sdd
nA

W49.1
*i

dt

dd

−⋅+=

−
⋅
⋅−=

 (V-35)

where

nA

SW49.1
WCON

2/1

⋅
⋅⋅−=  (V-36)

Note the grouping of width, slope and roughness into only one parameter.

Equation V-35 is solved at each time step by means of a simple finite difference scheme.
For this purpose, the net inflow and outflow on the right hand side (RHS) of the equation must
be averaged over the time step.  The rainfall excess, i*, is given in the program as a time step
average.  The average outflow is approximated by computing it using the average between the
old and new depths.  That is, letting subscripts 1 and 2 denote the beginning and the end of a
time step, respectively, equation V-35 is approximated by:

( )
3/5

p121
12 ddd

2

1
dWCON*i

t

dd




 −−+⋅+=

∆
−

 (A-37)

where ∆t = time step, sec.

Equation V-37 is then solved for d2 using a Newton-Raphson iteration; the Fortran coding is
located near the end of subroutine WSHED.

Given d2, the instantaneous outflow at the end of a time step, WFLOW is computed using
the equation V-34.  Parameter WFLOW is used in runoff quality calculations and is the flow
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value that is input to inlets and gutter/pipes.  The instantaneous outflow at a given time is also
the flow value transferred to subsequent SWMM modules.

Although the solution of equation V-37 is straightforward and simple (and in fact may be
performed on programmable hand calculators), some peculiarities exist in the way the
parameters for individual subareas (A1, A2, A3 in Figure V-4) are specified.  In particular, only
two values of WCON are computed (equation V-36), one for the pervious and one for the total
impervious subareas.  Thus, WCON is the same for calculating depths on subareas A1 and A3
and is computed from equation V-36 using the total impervious area, A1 plus A3, in the
denominator.  However, the instantaneous flow is computed using the individual area of each
subarea (e.g., Al or A3).  The net effect for subareas A1 and A3 is approximately to reduce the
subcatchment width by the ratio A1/(A1 + A3) or A3/(A1 + A3) as implied in Figure V-4.
Numerical tests of this scheme versus one that uses the individual areas (and proportional
widths) in parameter WCON indicate only about a half percent difference between the two
methods.  Hence, it should be satisfactory.

Prior to performing these calculations, a check is made to see if losses are greater than the
rainfall depth plus ponded water.  If so, the losses (evaporation plus infiltration) absorb all water
and outflow is zero.  Similarly, if losses alone would be sufficient to lower the depth below the
depression storage, the new depth is computed on this basis only and the outflow is zero.

The computational scheme (equations V-37 and V-38) has proven quite stable.  The only
instance for which non-convergence problems arise (or an attempt to compute a negative depth)
is when the subarea values are very small (e.g., a few square feet) coupled with a large time step
(e.g., ten minutes).  Should a non-convergence message be printed, the problem may usually be
cured by increasing the appropriate area or decreasing the time step.

Channels and Pipes
Flow routing in channel/pipes is also performed by coupling the continuity equation with

Manning’s equation to produce a non-linear reservoir.  The solution technique is performed in
subroutine GUTNR and is entirely analogous to that just described for overland flow; no details
will be given here.  However, a few comments are in order.  Three cross sectional shapes are
available for channel/pipes:  circular, trapezoidal, and parabolic.  Trapezoidal channels and
circular pipes are shown in Figure V-6 (parabolic channels are shown in Figure 4-9).  Parameters
representing depth (e.g., GDEPTH, D1, D0) are actual depths, in feet, for trapezoidal channels
but not for circular pipes.  Rather, for pipes the “depth” parameters are half of the angle sub-
tended by the wetted perimeter, in radians, as shown in Figure V-6.  Knowledge of this fact aids
in understanding the Fortran coding in subroutine GUTTER.

Since a channel/pipe acts as a reservoir with a water surface parallel to the invert, inflows
are automatically “distributed” along its length.  Hence, concentration of subcatchment inflows
only at the upstream end of a channel/pipe may be reasonable.  On the other hand, this leads to
considerable dispersion or flattening of a hydrograph peak when it is routed through a cascade of
channel/pipes.  Of course, for this flow routing scheme, downstream changes are not “felt”
upstream, and no backwater effects can be simulated.
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Figure V-6.  Depth parameters for trapezoidal channel and circular pipe.

Non-convergence messages may be encountered during channel/pipe routing if short
channel/pipes of small dimensions are included in the simulation.  Again, this can usually be
cured by increasing the dimensions (e.g., length and width/diameter) or decreasing the time step.
The iterative equation for the Newton-Raphson technique used to solve for the new depth in the
channel/pipe has been adjusted to eliminate most convergence problems.   This new iterative
equation plus the method used for variable time steps in Runoff will let the user have reasonably
sized pipes in his/her simulation even for long time steps.

Variable Time Step
Runoff has three time steps:  (1) a wet time step (WET), (2) the transitional time step(s)

between wet and dry (WETDRY), and (3) the dry (DRY) time step.  WET will normally be less
than or equal to the rainfall interval entered on data group D1.  It can be longer, but information
is lost by averaging the rainfall over a longer time period.  A wet time step is a time step with
precipitation occurring on any subcatchment.  A transitional time step has no precipitation input
on any subcatchment, but the subcatchment(s) still have water remaining in surface storage.  A
dry time step has no precipitation input or surface storage.  However, it can have groundwater
flow.  The model is considered either globally wet, globally transitional, or globally dry.

The time step should be smaller for periods of rapid change, i.e., during rainfall, and
longer during periods of slower change, i.e., during transitional and dry time steps.  Runoff by
using the concept of extrapolation to the limit can use any time step from 1 second to 1 year.
The solution technique is stable and convergent for any length time step.

Typically the WET time step should be a fraction of the rainfall interval.  Five minute
rainfall should have wet time steps of 1, 2.5 or 5.0 minutes, for example.  The rainfall intensity is
constant over the wet time step when WET is a fraction of the rainfall interval.  A smaller wet
time step would be desirable when the subcatchment is small and the time of concentration is a
fraction of the rainfall interval.  When using one-hour rainfall from the NWS, wet time steps of
10 minutes, 15 minutes, etc., can be used by the model.
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The Runoff overland flow routing technique loses water through infiltration, evaporation,
and surface water outflow during the transition periods.  A subcatchment’s surface storage and
surface flow always decrease during the transition from a wet condition to a dry condition.  A
smooth curve or straight line is a good model for the shape of the hydrograph.  Transport and
Extran usually have small time steps and use linear or parabolic interpolation for input
hydrographs with longer time steps.  The transition time step, WETDRY, can be substantially
longer than WET and generate a good overland flow hydrograph.  For example, a WET of 5
minutes can be coupled with a WETDRY of 15 minutes or 30 minutes.  When using hourly
rainfall input, a WET of 15 minutes can be coupled to a WETDRY of 2 hours or 3 hours.

The dry time step should be one day to a week.  The dry time step is used to update the
infiltration parameters, generate groundwater flow, and produce a time step value for the
interface file.  The dry time step should be day(s) in wet climates and days or week(s) in very dry
climates.  The synoptic analysis performed by the Rain Block will be of use in selecting the
appropriate dry time step.  Examine the average storm interevent duration in the storm summary
table.  The average storm interevent duration ranges from half a week to months depending on
station location.

The model can achieve substantial time savings with judicious usage of WET, DRY, and
WETDRY for both short and long simulations.  As an example consider the time step saving
using a WET of 15 minutes, a WETDRY of 2 hours, and a DRY of 1 day versus using a single
time step of 1 hour for a year.  Using Florida rainfall as input (average annual rainfall between
50 and 60 inches) gives 300 wet hours per year, flow for approximately 60 days per year, and
205 dry days per year.  This translates to 1975 time steps.  A constant hourly time step for one
year requires 8760 time steps.  This is greater than a 400 percent savings in time with a better
representation of the flow hydrograph due to the 15 minute wet time step.

Extrapolation Technique
The accuracy of the solution technique using variable time steps is enhanced (aided) by a

numerical technique called Richardson extrapolation (Press et al., 1986).  Richardson
extrapolation is also called Richardson’s deferred approach to the limit.  The extrapolated value
is the solution that would be obtained if an infinitely small time step was used in watershed,
channel/pipe or infiltration routing.

The concept of extrapolation to the limit may be more familiar to the reader in connection
with Romberg integration.  Romberg integration repeatedly calls a trapezoidal rule integration
subroutine in the sequence 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 panels etc. to extrapolate a more accurate solution than
that obtained by the trapezoidal rule alone.

The Runoff Block uses the same concept to extrapolate the watershed depth at the end of
a time step.  The subroutine WSHED uses the iterative techniques described earlier in this
appendix to solve for the infiltration volume and watershed depth at the end of a time step.  The
WET, DRY, and WETDRY time steps are broken up into smaller and smaller steps using the
relationships:  WET/n, DRY/n, and WETDRY/n where n is the number of subintervals used by
WSHED.  The sequence of subintervals n used by WSHED is

n = 1,2,4,6,8,12,24,32,48,64

Experience has shown that time steps smaller than 5 minutes do not have to be broken
into subintervals.  The integrated depth or infiltration volume for one subinterval is almost equal
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to the extrapolated depth or infiltration volume obtained from using more subintervals.  For time
steps longer than 5 minutes the extrapolated answer obtained from using one and two
subintervals usually has a small estimated error.  The exceptions are due to large rainfall
intensities over long time periods (i.e., 15 minute to 1 hour rainfall).  It may be necessary for the
time step to be broken up into more than 32 subintervals during these conditions.

The extrapolation to an infinitely small time step is illustrated in Figure V-7.  A rational
function, which is a analytical function dependent on the step size h, is fit to the various
estimates of the integrated watershed depth or infiltration volume.  The rational function (a
function with polynomial numerator and denominator) is then evaluated at h = 0.  The evaluated
depth or volume is the extrapolated value.

The Runoff Block treats overland flow, infiltration, and groundwater flow as coupled
processes.  The extrapolated value is actually a vector of estimates.  This is in contrast to
SWMM 3 where the infiltration and overland flow were not coupled.

Figure V-7.  Richardson extrapolation as used in the Runoff Block.  A large interval is spanned
by different sequences of finer and finer substeps.  Their results are extrapolated to an answer
that corresponds to an infinitely small time step.  Runoff uses a Newton-Raphson iteration
solution for the y values at each time step, and a rational function extrapolation to calculate the
extrapolated y value.  (This graph is adapted from Press et al., 1986.)
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Appendix VI
Transport Block Scour and Deposition

Introduction
Deposition of solid material during dry-weather flow  (DWF) in combined sewers and

subsequent scour during wet-weather flow has long been assumed to form a significant
contribution of solids to combined sewer overflows.  The deposition-scour phenomenon is also
evident in the “first flush” – high solids concentrations at the beginning of a storm event – found
in many sewer systems.  Even storm sewer systems may show a first flush if there is a base flow
due to infiltration or illegal connections.

Deposition and scour processes were included in the original SWMM Transport Block as
described in the documentation (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a).  It simulated solids buildup
during DWDAYS dry days prior to the storm and scour during the storm, as velocities increased.
A constant horizontal approximation to the dimensionless shear stress on Shield’s curve
(described subsequently) was used to determine incipient motion, and one fixed particle size
distribution (for suspended solids only) and specific gravity of 2.7 were used to characterize the
solids.

Several problems existed in the routine, perhaps unknown to most SWMM users.  The
deposition-scour was dependent on the time step.  Buildup of solids would occur using a 1-hr
time step for the dry days prior to simulation, but scour would occur using, say, a 10-min
simulation time step with the same flow conditions.  The particle size distribution was unaffected
by the amount scoured from the bottom or deposited from the flow.  Thus, there was no
simulation of large particles being deposited in upstream conduits (and thereby unavailable for
deposition further downstream).  It was not possible to calibrate the routine or even “turn it off”
since all constants were incorporated into the program and were not input parameters.  Finally,
there were situations in which conservation of solids mass was violated.  Although the revised
routine still represents a gross approximation to the real sediment transport processes at work in
sewer systems, it is at least consistent within itself, it conserves mass, and is both calibratable
and avoidable.

There have been other recent investigations of solids deposition in sewers, most notably
the work of Sonnen (1977) and Pisano et al. (1979).  Sonnen’s work is highly relevant to the
modeling aspect since he developed a deposition-scour routine to accompany the Extran Block
of SWMM.  This model simulated both bed load and suspended load sediment transport and
characterized the sediment by up to ten particle size-specific gravity ranges.  Although his
routines worked satisfactorily, they are not compatible with the “old” Transport Block, and the
“new” Extran Block no longer routes quality parameters.  In addition, they are perhaps overly
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sophisticated for the present needs.  Thus, the current programming utilizes an approximate
method that is not as sound as Sonnen’s but does have the attributes described earlier.

The best characterization of solids in real sewer systems is given by Pisano et al. (1979)
in their description of extensive field and analytical work done in the Boston area.  The many
problems inherent in dealing with real systems are amply demonstrated.

Methodology and Assumptions
Overview

Since the criterion for deposition and scour depends upon the sediment characteristics
(notably size and specific gravity), one option for simulation of the range of characteristics found
in real sewer sediment is to carry along a group of different sizes and specific gravities and route
each range individually.  This is done in the Storage/Treatment Block of SWMM and was done
by Sonnen (1977).  This has the disadvantage of requiring large array sizes since each range
must be simulated for each conduit and preferably for each pollutant.

As an alternative, the present methodology utilizes a fixed particle size distribution and
specific gravity (input by the user) for each desired pollutant and maintains a time history for
each conduit of the maximum particle diameter (DS) in suspension (really, in motion – via bed
or suspended load) and the minimum particle diameter (DB) in the bed.  Thus, the particle size
distribution of particles in motion is the input distribution truncated on the right at DS, and the
particle size distribution of deposited solids is the input distribution truncated on the left at DB.
Mass-weighted values of DS are routed downstream for entry to subsequent conduits.

Assumptions
Several assumptions are inherent in the following development, including the following:
1. Solids in sewer systems are assumed to behave like ideal non-cohesive sediment

described in various texts (e.g., Graf, 1971; Vanoni, 1975).  Unfortunately, the work
of Pisano et al. (1979) shows little evidence of this, and, in fact, it may be an
impossible task to provide an accurate theoretical description of transport of the
highly heterogeneous material constituting “solids” in real sewer systems.  The only
hope is that the theory will appear to behave in a “reasonable” manner.

2. No distinction is made between particle size distributions resulting from different
pollutant sources, e.g., dry-weather flow and storms water.  Only one distribution
(and one average specific gravity) is used for each pollutant.

3. Shields’ criterion is used to determine the dividing particle size between motion and
no motion.

4. Once in motion, no distinction is made between bed and suspended load.  Particles in
motion (“suspension”) are routed downstream in each conduit by complete mixing,
the same as other quality parameters.

5. When a critical diameter (CRITD) is determined for scour, all particles with diameter
less than or equal to CRITD are eroded.  There is no effect simulated of armoring or
of erosion of layers of the bed.

6. Scour-deposition is considered only in conduits.  It is not simulated in non-conduits,
including storage elements.
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7. The effect of deposited sediment on the bed geometry is not considered.  When the
hydraulic radius (an important parameter) is calculated to determine the critical
diameter for motion, the bed is assumed to have the geometry of the conduit.  This
leads to some underestimation of deposited material, mainly at low flows.

Shields’ Criterion
Shields’ diagram for the definition of incipient motion is shown in Figure VI-1.  It is

widely accepted as a good definition of the beginning of particle motion and describes the
balance between the hydrodynamic forces of drag and lift on a particle (tending to induce
motion) and the submerged weight of a particle (tending to resist motion).  When hydrodynamic
forces acting on a sediment particle reach a value such that if increased even slightly will put the
particle into motion, critical or threshold conditions are said to have been reached.  Dimensional
analysis of this condition leads to

( ) 






ν
=

γ−γ
τ du

f
d

*

s

c  (VI-1)

where

τc = critical shear stress required to induce particle motion, lb/ft2

γs = specific weight of the sediment, lb/ft3,
γ = specific weight of water = 62.4 lb/ft3,
d = sediment diameter, ft (a conversion is made from mm),
u* = shear or friction velocity, ft/sec, and
ν = kinematic viscosity of water, ft2/sec.

The equation may be stated in words that the dimensionless critical shear stress is a function of
the shear Reynolds number.  The critical shear stress and shear velocity are related to each other
and to flow properties by

SRgu c* =ρτ=  (VI-2)

where

ρ = water density = 1.98 slug/ft3,
g = gravity = 32.2 ft/sec2,
R = hydraulic radius, ft, and
S = slope of energy grade line (assumed equal to invert slope).

In addition, the specific weight difference may be related to the specific gravity difference
between sediment and water,

γs - γ = γ(SPG – 1)  (VI-3)

where SPG = specific gravity of the sediment, and the specific gravity of water is taken as 1.0.
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Figure VI-1.  Shield’s diagram for definition of incipient motion (after Graf, 1971, p. 96).
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Experiments on critical shear stress (e.g., see Graf, 1971, and Vanoni, 1975) reveal the
motion of sediment grains to be highly unsteady and non-uniformly distributed.  Near critical
conditions, observations of a large area of the sediment bed will show that the incidence of
sediment motion occurs as gusts and is random in both time and space.  Shields and others
observed the process of initiation of motion to be stochastic in nature, so that there is no true
“critical condition” at which motion suddenly begins.  In fact, data on critical shear stress are
based upon arbitrary definitions of critical conditions by several investigators.  Shields himself
determined τc as the value for zero sediment discharge obtained by extrapolation on a graph of
observed sediment discharge versus shear stress.

Although experiments have been performed incorporating various materials (e.g., sand,
glass beads, steel shot, minerals), size ranges and specific gravities, the Shields criterion is
generally not used for cohesive sediment that may be more characteristic of sewer systems.
Nonetheless, it appears to be the only well document criterion for initiation of motion and is
utilized in spite of its limitations.

In SWMM, the Shields diagram is used to determine the dividing sediment diameter
between motion and no motion.  Thus, it is necessary to solve the functional relationship for the
critical diameter, d = CRITD.  For programming purposes, the diagram is approximated as
shown in Figure VI-2, where two straight line segments bound a central polynomial
approximation, all on a log-log plot.  Letting the dimensionless shear stress ≡ Y, and the shear
Reynolds number ≡ R*, then the functional forms and their best-fit parameters are as follows:

R∗ ≤ 1.47

b
*RaY ⋅=  (VI-4)

with

a = 0.1166, and
b = -0.977842 ≅ -1

1.47 ≤ R* ≤ 10

y = a0 + a1�x + a2�x2 + a3�x3

(VI-5)

where

y = ( )dlog
s

c
10 γ−γ

τ

x = log10 R*

and with

a0 = -0.9078950
a1 = -1.2326090
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Figure VI-2.  Linear and parabolic approximation of Shields’ diagram.
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a2 = 0.7298640
a3 = -0.0772426

10 W R* W 400

b
*RaY ⋅=  (VI-6)

with

a = 0.0227, and
b = 0.1568

R* D 400

( ) 06.01SPG

SR
d

or06.0Y

⋅−
⋅=

=

 (VI-7)

The straight line segments may be solved directly for the critical diameter from
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and using the relationships of equations VI-2 and VI-3, resulting in
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⋅⋅−
ν⋅=  (VI-9)

Equation VI-9 works well for the coefficients a and b of equation VI-6.  But for equation VI-4,
b ≅ -1 and the exponent approaches infinity.  For the region R* ≤ 1.47, all sediment particles are
within the laminar sublayer of the flow, and motion is independent of the diameter (Graf, 1971).
For practical purposes, there is no apparent motion, and the critical diameter is assumed to be the
value at R* = 1.47 in the model, that is,

RSg

47.1
d

ν⋅=  .

The polynomial for the transition region, 1.47 ≤ R* ≤ 10, is rapidly solved using a
Newton-Raphson iteration.  In the program, equation VI-9 is first solved using the a and b values
for equation VI-6 (10 ≤ R* ≤ 400).  If the resulting value of R* is greater than 400, the critical
diameter is evaluated from equation VI-7.  If R* is less than 10, the polynomial approximation is
then solved.  If the resulting value of R* from polynomial is greater than 10, the critical diameter
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is assumed to be the value of R* = 10, and if R* is less than 1.47, the value at R* = 1.47 is used as
a default.

Regarding the parameters of equation VI-9, the slope, S, is taken as the invert slope
(SLOPE) for each conduit, used by the Transport Block.  The hydraulic radius is calculated at
each time step, and the kinematic viscosity (GNU), ν, is input for each run.  (It incorporates any
temperature effects.)  The specific gravity (SPG) of sewer particles ranges from 1.1 for organic
material to 2.7 for sand and grit.  An average value, based upon the rough composition of the
sediment, must be used.  When quality parameters are input in card group F1 of the Transport
Block, if SPG ≤ 1.0, the deposition-scour routine will not be used.  It may be seen that if SPG is
greater than 1.0 but very close to it, the value of CRITD in equation VI-9 becomes highly
sensitive to it.

Particle Size Distribution
The particle size distribution for each pollutant for which it is desired to simulate

deposition and scour is input by up to four straight line segments, as shown in Figure VI-3 (see
also Figure 6-6).  The distribution may be based upon characteristics of surface sediment for
simulation of storm sewers, but should utilize sewer conduit samples for combined sewers.

An example will best illustrate the use of the particle size distribution.  Consider first an
example of scour.  The distribution of Figure VI-3 is sketched again in Figure VI-4a.  At the
beginning of the time step, all particles in the bed are assumed to have diameters ≥ DB = 0.6 mm
in the example.  If a new critical diameter, CRITD, is calculated that is greater than DB (CRITD
= 1.5 mm in the example), the new bed distribution will become as shown in Figure VI-4b.  The
percent of the bed mass that is scoured is

%51100
72

3572 =×−

(Under the original methodology in the Transport Block, it would have been assumed that 100-
35 or 65 percent of the mass of the bed would be scoured.)

A similar calculation applies to deposition.  If the suspended material (particles in
motion) have the distribution shown in Figure VI-4c, it becomes that of Figure VI-4d.  The
percent of the suspended load that is deposited is

%33100
34100

3456 =×
−
−

(Under the original methodology in the Transport Block, it would have been assumed that 56
percent of the suspended load would be deposited.)  When scoured material is added to
suspended material, a new value of DS is computed by mass-weighting:

es

es1
2 MM

MCRITDMDS
DS

+
⋅+⋅

=            (VI-10)
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Figure VI-3.  Particle size distribution for a pollutant.
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Figure VI-4.  Truncation of particle size distribution during scour and deposition.
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where

DS2 = new value of DS, mm
DS1 = old value of DS, mm
Ms = original mass in suspension, mg, and
Me = mass eroded from bed, mg.

Similarly, if suspended material is deposited,

db

db1
2 MM

MCRITDMDB
DB

+
⋅+⋅

=            (VI-11)

where

DB2 = new value of DB, mm,
DB1 = old value of DB, mm,
Mb = original mass of bed material, mg, and
Md = mass deposited from flow, mg.

Due to this weighting, ordinarily it will not be true that DB = DS even though the same critical
diameter, CRITD, applies to both.

Another reason why DB will not necessarily equal DS results from the condition in which
CRITD < DB1 for scour (or CRITD > DS1 for deposition).  In these cases DB2 = DB1 (or DS2 =
DS1), prior to addition of mass from the flow (or bed), since no mass would be lost from the bed
(or from the suspended material).

Inflows and Junctions
To allow some difference between surface inflows to the sewer system and dry-weather

flow inflows (e.g., domestic sewage) a maximum particle size, PSDWF, may be specified (in
card group F1) for the pollutant found in DWF.  This also applies to pollutants entering as a base
flow in manholes.  Pollutants entering via infiltration are assumed to be completely dissolved
and have “zero particle sizes.”

At junctions (manholes or other non-conduits), a new value of DS is computed by mass
weighting the merging values.  For instance,

infDWFDWFu

3

1i
u

DWFDWFuu

3

1i
u

m

QCQCQ

CQPSDWFCQDS
DS

ii

iii

+⋅+⋅∑

⋅⋅+⋅⋅∑
=

=

=            (VI-12)

where

DSm = value of DS of mixture, mm

iuDS = DS value in upstream conduit i, mm,
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iuQ = outflow from upstream conduit i, cfs,

iuC = concentration in upstream conduit i, mg/l, and

subscripts DWF and inf refer to dry-weather flow and infiltration, respectively.
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Appendix IX

Integrated Form of Complete Mixing Quality Routing

Quality routing in the Transport and Runoff Blocks through conduit segments has long
been accomplished by assuming complete mixing within the conduit in the manner of a
continuously stirred tank reactor or “CSTR”.  The procedure is described in the original SWMM
documentation (Metcalf and Eddy et al., 1971a, Appendix B) and is very similar to the complete
mixing formulation of the Storage/Treatment Block.  See, for example, the discussion of
equations IV-9, IV-10 and IV-11 in Appendix IV.  For the finite difference scheme of equation
IV-11, however, it may easily be shown that negative concentrations may be predicted if:

Q

V2
t >∆  (IX-1)

where

∆t = time step, sec,
V = average volume in the conduit or storage unit, ft3, and
Q = average flow through the conduit or storage unit, cfs.

This rarely causes a problem for storage unit simulation due to their large volumes.  But when
long time steps (e.g., 1 hr) are used in Runoff or Transport, instabilities in the predicted
concentrations may arise.

These may readily be avoided with minimal loss of accuracy by using the integrated form
of the solution to the differential equation.  The procedure is described by Medina et al. (1981)
and is outlined below as applied to the Runoff and Transport Blocks.

The governing differential equation for a completely mixed volume is

LKCVQCCQ
dt

dV
C

dt

dc
V

dt

dVC
ii +−−=+=  (IX-2)

where

C = concentration in effluent and in the mixed volume, e.g., mg/l,
V = volume, ft3,
Qi = inflow rate, cfs,
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Ci
 = concentration of influent, e.g. mg/l,

Q = outflow rate, cfs,
K = first order decay coefficient, 1/sec, and
L = source (or sink) of pollutant to the mixed volume, mass/time, e.g.

cfs�mg/l

An analysis solution of this equation is seldom possible when Q, Qi, Ci, V and L vary arbitrarily
with time, as in the usual routing through conduits.  However, a simple solution is available to
the ordinary, first order differential equation with constant coefficients if parameters Q, Qi, Ci, V,
L and dV/dt are assumed to be constant over the solution time interval, t to t + ∆t.  In practice,
average values over the time interval are used at each time step.  Equation IX-2 is then readily
integrated over the time interval t to t + ∆t with

C(0) = C(t)  (IX-3)

to yield

( ) ( ) tDENOMtDENOM

ii

e)t(Ce1
DNOM

V

LCQ

dttC ∆⋅−∆⋅− +−
















 +

=∆+  (IX-4)

where

dtdV
V

1
KVQDENOM ++=  (IX-5)

Thus, the concentration at the end of the time step is predicted as the sum of a weighted inflow
concentration and a decaying concentration from the previous time step.

Equation IX-4 is used in both the Runoff and Transport Block and is completely stable
with respect to changes in ∆t.  It does not reflect rapid changes in volume and flow as well as the
finite difference solution (e.g., equation IV-11) but it is updated at each time step.  Given the
many other uncertainties of quality routing within the sewer system, it should be adequate.
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Appendix X

Subsurface Flow Routing in Runoff Block

Introduction
Because SWMM was originally developed to simulate combined sewer overflows in

urban catchments, the fate of infiltrated water was considered insignificant.  Since its
development, however, SWMM has been used on areas ranging from highly urban to relatively
undeveloped.  Many of the undeveloped and even some of the developed areas, especially in
areas like south Florida, are very flat with high water tables, and their primary drainage pathway
is through the surficial groundwater aquifer and the unsaturated zone above it, rather than by
overland flow.  In these areas a storm will cause a rise in the water table and subsequent slow
release of groundwater back to the receiving water (Capece et al., 1984).  For this case, the fate
of the infiltrated water is highly significant.  By assuming that the infiltration is lost from the
system, an important part of the high-water-table system is not being properly described
(Gagliardo, 1986).

It is known that groundwater discharge accounts for the time-delayed recession curve that
is prevalent in certain watersheds (Fetter, 1980).  This process has not, however, been
satisfactorily modeled by surface runoff methods alone.  By modifying infiltration parameters to
account for subsurface storage, attempts have been made to overcome the fact that SWMM
assumes infiltration is lost from the system (Downs et al., 1986).  Although the modeled and
measured peak flows matched well, the volumes did not match well, and the values of the
infiltration parameters were unrealistic.  Some research on the nature of the soil storage capacity
has been done in south Florida (SFWMD, 1984).  However, it was directed towards determining
an initial storage capacity for the start of a storm.  There remains no standard, widely-used
method for combining the groundwater discharge hydrograph with the surface runoff hydrograph
and determining when the water table will rise to the surface.  For instance, HSPF (Johansen et
al., 1980) performs extensive subsurface moisture accounting and works well during average
conditions.  However, the model never permits the soil to become saturated so that no more
infiltration is permitted, limiting its usefulness during times of surface saturation and flooding.
Another difficulty with HSPF occurs during drought conditions, since there is no threshold
saturated zone water storage (corresponding to the bottom of a stream channel) below which no
saturated zone outflow will occur.  These difficulties have limited HSPF usefulness for
application to extreme hydrologic conditions in Florida (Heaney et al., 1986).

In order to incorporate subsurface processes into the simulation of a watershed and
overcome previously mentioned shortcomings, SWMM has been equipped with a simple
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groundwater subroutine.  The remainder of this appendix will describe the theory, use, and some
limitations of the subroutine.

Theory
Introduction

An effort was made to utilize existing theoretical formulations for as many processes as
possible.  The purpose was to maintain semblance to the real world while enabling the user to
determine parameter values that have meaning to the soil scientist.  Also, in the following
discussion the term “flow” will refer to water that is passed on to another part of the system, and
the term “loss” will refer to water that is passed out of the system.  In addition, in the
groundwater subroutines, flows and losses have internal units of velocity (flow per unit area).

The groundwater subroutine, GROUND, simulates two zones – an upper (unsaturated)
zone and a lower (saturated) zone.  This configuration is similar to the work done by Dawdy and
O’Donnell (1965) for the USGS.  The flow from the unsaturated to the saturated zone is
controlled by a percolation equation for which parameters may either be estimated or calibrated,
depending on the availability of the necessary soil data.  Upper zone evapotranspiration is the
only loss from the unsaturated zone.  The only inflow to subroutine GROUND is the calculated
infiltration from subroutine WSHED.  Losses and outflow from the lower zone can be via deep
percolation, saturated zone evapotranspiration, and groundwater flow.  Groundwater flow is a
user-defined power function of water table stage and, if chosen, depth of water in the discharge
channel.

Continuity
The physical processes occurring within each zone are accounted for by individual mass

balances in order to determine end-of-time-step stage, groundwater flow, deep percolation, and
upper zone moisture.  Parameters are shown in Figure X-1 and defined below.  Mass balance in
the upper (unsaturated) zone is given by,
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In the lower (saturated) zone, for rising water tables,
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and for falling water tables,
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Figure X-1.  GROUND parameters and conceptualization.
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where

TH2 = end-of-time-step upper zone moisture content (fraction),
ENFIL = infiltration rate calculated in subroutine WSHED,
ETU = upper zone evapotranspiration rate,
PERC = percolation rate,
PAREA = pervious area divided by total area,
DELT = time step value,
D                     = beginning-of-time-step lower zone depth (elevation above a

datum),
D2 = end-of-time-step lower zone depth,
TH = beginning-of-time-step upper zone moisture content,
DWT1 = beginning-of-time-step upper zone depth,
DTOT = total depth of upper and lower zone = D1+DWT1,
ETD = lower zone evapotranspiration rate,
GWFLW = beginning-of-time-step groundwater flow rate,
A1 = groundwater flow coefficient,
BC = bottom of channel depth (elevation above datum),
B1 = groundwater flow exponent,
DEPPRC = beginning-of-time-step deep percolation rate,
DP                   = a recession coefficient derived from interevent declines in the

water table,
PR = porosity, and
TWFLW = channel water influence rate,
A3 = groundwater flow coefficient, and
TW = depth of water in channel (elevation above datum).

Moisture content (a fraction) is defined as the volume of moisture divided by the volume
of solids plus voids.  The maximum possible moisture content is the porosity; the minimum is
the wilting point (discussed below).  Solving equation X-1 for TH2 and using DWT1 = DTOT-
D1, yields a much simpler form which is not a function of the unknown D2,

( )[ ] TH1DWTDELTPERCPAREAETUENFIL2TH +⋅−⋅−=    (X-4)

Equation X-4 is solved first, followed by a Newton-Raphson solution of equation X-2 or X-3.
The sequencing will be described in more detail in a subsequent section, following a description
of the various simulated processes.
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Infiltration
Infiltration enters subroutine GROUND as the calculated infiltration from subroutine

WSHED.  As before in SWMM, either the Horton or Green-Ampt equation can be used to
describe infiltration.  For time steps where the water table has risen to the surface, the amount of
infiltration that cannot be accepted is subtracted from RLOSS (infiltration plus surface
evaporation) in subroutine WSHED.  In the event that the infiltrated water is greater than the
amount of storage available for that time step, the following equation is used to calculate the
amount of infiltration that is not able to be accepted by the soil.

PAREAAVLVOLDELTENVILXSINFL −⋅=    (X-5)

where

XSINFL = excess infiltration over pervious area, and
AVLVOL        = initial void volume in the upper zone plus total losses and outflows

from the system for the time step.

The second condition exists because of the algebra in equations X-2, X-3 and X-4.  As
the water table approaches the surface, the end-of-time-step moisture value, TH2, approaches the
value of porosity, which makes the denominator in equations X-2 and X-3 go towards zero.
Since a denominator close to zero could result in an unrealistic value of D2, a different way of
handling the calculations had to be implemented.  When the initial available volume in the upper
zone plus the volume of total outflows and losses from the system minus the infiltration volume
is between zero and an arbitrary value of 0.0001 ft, several assumptions are made.  First, end-of-
time-step groundwater flow and deep percolation, which are normally found by iteration, are
assumed to be equal to their respective beginning-of-time-step values.  This step is taken to
ensure that the final available volume remains in the previously mentioned range.  Second, TH2
is set equal to an arbitrary value of 90% of porosity.  It is believed that this will allow the TH2
value in this special case to be reasonably consistent with the TH² values juxtaposed to it in the
time series.  Third, D2 is set close to the total depth –  the actual value of D2 depends on the
value of porosity.  Fourth, the amount of infiltration that causes the final available volume to
exceed 0.0001 ft is calculated in the following equation and sent back to the surface in the form
of a reduction in the term RLOSS in subroutine WSHED.

( ) PAREAAVLVOL0001.DELTENFILXSINFL −+⋅=   (X-6)

Because of the way this special case is handled, it is possible for a falling water table to have the
calculated excess infiltration be greater than the actual amount of infiltration.  It is not desirable
for the ground to pump water back onto the surface!  Hence, the difference between the
calculated excess infiltration and the actual infiltration is added to the infiltration value of the
next time step.  The number of occurrences of this situation in a typical run is very small, as is
the computed difference that is passed to the next time step, so no problems should occur
because of this solution.
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Upper Zone Evapotranspiration
Evapotranspiration from the upper zone (ETU) represents soil moisture lost via cover

vegetation and by direct evaporation from the pervious area of the subcatchment.  No effort was
made to derive a complex formulation of this process.  The hierarchy of losses by
evapotranspiration is as follows:  1) surface evaporation, 2) upper zone evapotranspiration, and
3) lower zone transpiration.  Upper zone evapotranspiration is represented by the following
equations,

ETMAX = VAP(MONTH)   (X-7)

ETAVLB = ETMAX-EVAPO   (X-8)

ETU = CET*ETMAX   (X-9)

IF(TH.LT.WP.OR.ENFIL.GT.O.) ETU = 0.  (X-10)

IF(ETU.GT.ETAVLB) ETU = ETAVLB  (X-11)

where

ETMAX = maximum total evapotranspiration rate (input on card F1),
VAP(MONTH)           = input maximum evapotranspiration rate for month

MONTH,
ETAVLB = maximum upper zone evapotranspiration rate,
EVAPO = portion of ETMAX used by surface water evaporation,
CET                             = fraction of evapotranspiration apportioned to upper zone,

and
WP = wilting point of soil.

The two conditions that make ETU equal to zero in equation X-10 are believed to simulate the
processes actually occurring in the natural system.  The first condition (moisture content less
than wilting point) relates to the soil science interpretation of wilting point – the point at which
plants can no longer extract moisture from the soil.  The second condition (infiltration greater
than zero) assumes that vapor pressure will be high enough to prevent additional
evapotranspiration from the unsaturated zone.

Lower Zone Evapotranspiration
Lower zone evapotranspiration, ETD, represents evapotranspiration from the saturated

zone over the pervious area.  ETD is the last evapotranspiration removed, and is determined by
the following depth-dependent equation and conditions.

ETD = (DET-DWT1)*ETMAX*(1-CET)/DET  (X-12)

IF(ETD.GT.(ETAVLB-ETU)) ETD = ETAVLB-ETU  (X-13)

IF(ETD.LT.0.) ETD = 0.  (X-14)
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where

ETD = lower zone evapotranspiration rate, and
DET = depth over which evapotranspiration can occur.

Since ETD is typically very small compared to other terms and has to be checked for certain
conditions, it is assumed constant over the time step and not solved for in the iterative process.

Percolation
Percolation (PERC) represents the flow of water from the unsaturated zone to the

saturated zone, and is the only inflow for the saturated zone.  The percolation equation in the
subroutine was formulated from Darcy’s Law for unsaturated flow, in which the hydraulic
conductivity, K, is a function of the moisture content, TH.  For one-dimensional, vertical flow,
Darcy’s Law may be written

v = -K(TH) � dh/dz  (X-15)

where

v = velocity (specific discharge) in the direction of z,
z = vertical coordinate, positive upward,
K(TH) = hydraulic conductivity,
TH = moisture content, and
h = hydraulic potential.

The hydraulic potential is the sum of the elevation (gravity) and pressure heads,

h = z + PSI  (X-16)

where PSI = soil water tension (negative pressure head) in the unsaturated zone.

Equating vertical velocity to percolation, and differentiating the hydraulic potential, h,
yields

Percolation = -K(TH) � (1+ dPSI/dz)
(X-17)

A choice is customarily made between using the tension, PSI, or the moisture content, TH, as
parameters in equations for unsaturated zone water flow.  Since the quantity of water in the
unsaturated zone is identified by TH in previous equations, it is the choice here.  PSI can be
related to TH if the characteristics of the unsaturated soil are known.  Thus, for use in equation
X-17, the derivative is

dPSI/dz = dPSI/dTH � dTH/dz  (X-18)
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The slope of the PSI versus TH curve should be obtained from data for the particular soil under
consideration.  Relationships for a sand, sandy loam and silty loam are shown in Figures X-2,
X-3 and X-4 (Laliberte et al., 1966).  The data are based on laboratory tests of disturbed soil
samples and illustrate only the desaturation (draining) characteristics of the soil.  The
relationship during the saturation (wetting) phase will ordinarily be different; when both the
wetting and draining relationships are shown the curves usually illustrate a hysteresis effect.  The
figures also show the relationship between the hydraulic conductivity of the unsaturated soils and
the moisture content.  In some cases (e.g., sand), K(TH) may range through several orders of
magnitude.  Soils data of this type are becoming more readily available; for example, soil science
departments at universities often publish such information (e.g., Carlisle et al., 1981).  The data
illustrated in Figures X-2, X-3 and X-4 are also useful for extraction of parameters for the Green-
Ampt infiltration equations.

Equation X-17 may be approximated by finite differences as

Percolation = -K(TH) � [1+(∆TH/∆z)�(∆PSI/∆TH)]
(X-19)

For calculation of percolation, it is assumed that the gradient, ∆TH/∆z, is the difference between
moisture content TH in the upper zone and field capacity at the boundary with the lower zone,
divided by the average depth of the upper zone, DWT1/2.  Thus,

Percolation = -K(TH) � {1+[(TH-FD)�2/DWT1] � PCO}
(X-20)

where

FD = field capacity, and
PCO = ∆PSI/∆TH in the region between TH and FD.

PCO is obtained from data of the type of Figures X-2, X-3 and X-4.
Finally, the hydraulic conductivity as a function of moisture content is approximated

functionally in the moisture zone of interest as

K(TH) = HKTH = HKSAT � EXP[(TH-PR)�HCO]
(X-21)

where

HKTH = hydraulic conductivity as a function of moisture content,
HKSAT = saturated hydraulic conductivity, and
HCO = calibration parameter.

HCO can be estimated by fitting the HKTH versus TH curve to the hydraulic conductivity versus
moisture content curve, if such data are available (e.g., Figures X-2, X-3, X-4); three fits are
shown in Figure X-5.  The fits are not optimal over the entire data range because the fit is only
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performed for the high moisture content region between field capacity and porosity.  If soils data
are not available, HCÏ can be estimated by model calibration.
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Figure X-2.  Tension, PSI (squares, in. of
water) and hydraulic conductivity, K
(crosses, in./hr, K multiplied by 200) versus
moisture content.  Derived from data of
Laliberte et al. (1966), Tables B-5 and C-3.
Porosity = 0.503, temp. = 26.5° C, saturated
hyd. conductivity = 0.53 in./hr.

Figure X-3.  Tension, PSI (squares, in. of
water) and hydraulic conductivity, K
(crosses, in./hr, K multiplied by 100) versus
moisture content.  Derived from data of
Laliberte et al. (1966), Tables B-8 and C-5.
Porosity = 0.485, temp. = 25.1 °C, saturated
hyd. conductivity = 0.60 in./hr.

Figure X-4.  Tension, PSI (squares, in. of
water) and log-10 of hydraulic conductivity,
K (crosses, K in in./hr) versus moisture
content.  Derived from data of Laliberte et
al. (1966), Tables B-14 and C-11.  Porosity
= 0.452, temp. = 25.1°C, saturated hyd.
conductivity = 91.5 in./hr.
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Figure X-5.  Model representation and measured hydraulic conductivity curves for three types of soil.
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Combining equations X-20 and X-21 gives the resulting percolation equation for the
model,

PERC = HKTH � [1+PCO�(TH-FD)/(DWT1/2)] (X-22)

where PERC = percolation rate (positive downward) and is only nonzero when TH is greater
than FD.

If data sources for parameters PCO and HCO are lacking, they may be estimated through
the calibration process.  On the basis of preliminary runs, the groundwater subroutine is
relatively insensitive to changes in PCO and HCO, so a lack of extensive soils data should not
discourage one from using the model.

If moisture content is less than or equal to field capacity, percolation becomes zero.  This
limit is in accordance with the concept of field capacity as the drainable soil water that cannot be
removed by gravity alone (Hillel, 1982, p. 243).  Once TH drops below field capacity, it can only
be further reduced by upper zone evapotranspiration (to a lower bound of the wilting point).

The percolation rate calculated by equation X-22 will be reduced by the program if it is
high enough to drain the upper zone below field capacity or make the iterations for D2 converge
to an unallowable value.  Also, since checks must be made on PERC, it is assumed to be constant
over the time step and therefore not determined through an iterative process.

Field Capacity and Wilting Point
These parameters are used for demarcations for percolation and ET.  Field capacity, FC,

is usually considered to be the amount of water a well-drained soil holds after free water has
drained off, or the maximum amount it can hold against gravity (SCS, 1964; Linsley et al.,
1982).  This occurs at soil moisture tensions (see further discussion below) of from 0.1 to 0.7
atmospheres, depending on soil texture.  Moisture content at a tension of 1/3 atmosphere is often
used.  The wilting point (or permanent wilting point), WP, is the soil moisture content at which
plants can no longer obtain enough moisture to meet transpiration requirements; they wilt and die
unless water is added to the soil.  The moisture content at a tension of 15 atmospheres is
accepted as a good estimate of the wilting point (SCS, 1964; Linsley et al., 1982).  The general
relationship among soil moisture parameters is shown in Figure X-6 (SCS, 1964).

Data for FC and WP are available from the SCS, agricultural extension offices and
university soil science departments.  Generalized data are shown in Table X-1, as derived from
Linsley et al. (1982, p. 179).

Deep Percolation
Deep percolation represents a lumped sink term for unquantified losses from the saturated

zone.  The two primary losses are assumed to be percolation through the confining layer and
lateral outflow to somewhere other than the receiving water.  The arbitrarily chosen equation for
deep percolation is

DEPPRC = DP � D1/DTOT 
(X-23)
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Figure X-6.  Kinds of water in soil (SCS, 1964).  Note that silt loam contains more than twice as
much readily available water than sandy loam.
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Table X-1.  Volumetric Moisture Content at Field Capacity and Wilting Point (derived* from
Linsley et al., 1982, Table 6-1.)

Soil Type Field Capacity Wilting Point

Sand 0.08 0.03

Sandy loam 0.17 0.07

Loam 0.26 0.14

Silt Loam 0.28 0.17

Clay loam 0.31 0.19

Clay 0.36 0.26

Peat 0.56 0.30

*Fraction moisture content = fraction dry weight × dry density / density of water.

where

DEPPRC = beginning-of-time-step deep percolation rate, and
DP                   = a recession coefficient derived from interevent water table

recession curves.

The ratio of D1 to DTOT allows DEPPRC to be a function of the static pressure head above the
confining layer.  Although DEPPRC will be very small in most cases, it is included in the
iterative process so that an average over the time step can be used.  By doing this, large
continuity errors will be avoided should DEPPRC be set at a larger value.

Groundwater Discharge
Functional Form

Groundwater discharge represents lateral flow from the saturated zone to the receiving
water.  The flow equation takes on the following general form:

GWFLW = A1�(D1-BC)B1 - TWFLW + A3�D1�TW
(X-24)

and

TWFLW = A2�(TW-BC)B2  (X-25)

where

GWFLW         = beginning-of-time-step groundwater flow rate (per subcatchment
area,

TWFLW = channel water influence flow rate (per subcatchment area),
A1,A2 = groundwater and channel water influence flow coefficients,
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A3 = coefficient for cross-product,
B1,B2 = groundwater and tailwater influence flow exponents,
BC = elevation of bottom of channel, and
TW = elevation of water in channel.

If D1 is less than BC or TW, GWFLW is set equal to zero.  In addition, if TW = BC and B2 = 0,
then the indeterminant form of zero raised to the zero power in equation X-25 is set equal to 1.0
by the program.  The functional form of equations X-24 and X-25 was selected in order to be
able to approximate various horizontal flow conditions, as will be illustrated below.

Since groundwater flow can be a significant volume, an average flow each time step is
found by iteration using equation X-2 or X-3.  Groundwater flows can be routed to any
previously defined inlet, trapezoidal channel, or pipe, al-lowing the user to isolate the various
components of the total hydrograph, as shown in Figure X-7.  That is, the groundwater flow does
not have to be routed to the same destination as the overland flow from the subcatchment.

The effects of channel water on groundwater flow can be dealt with in two different
manners.  The first option entails setting TW (elevation of water surface in the channel) to a
constant value greater than or equal to BC (bottom-of-channel elevation) and A2, B2 and/or A3
to values greater than zero.  If this method is chosen, then the user is specifying an average
tailwater influence over the entire run to be used at each time step.

The second option makes the channel water elevation, TW, equal to the elevation of
water in an actual channel (trapezoidal channel or circular pipe).  For this option, the
groundwater must be routed to a trapezoidal channel or pipe – not an inlet.  The depth of water in
the channel (TW - BC) at each time step is then determined as the depth in the channel or pipe
from the previous time step.  (It is assumed that the bottom of the channel is at the elevation BC.)
The beginning-of-time-step depth must be used to avoid complex and time-consuming iterations
with the coupled channel discharge equations in subroutine GUTTER.  Unfortunately, because of
this compromise the groundwater flow may pulsate as D1 oscillates between just above and just
below elevation TW.  This pulsing may introduce errors in continuity and is, of course,
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Figure X-7.  Hydrograph of total flow and its two major components.
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unrepresentative of the actual system.  Shorter time steps and larger or less steep channels
(reducing the response of the channel) can be used to reduce the pulses.  Also, caution must be
taken when selecting A1, B1, A2, B2 and A3 so that GWFLW cannot be negative.  Although this
may occur in the actual system and represent recharge from the channel, there is currently no
means of representing this reverse flow and subtracting it from the channel.  One way of assuring
that this cannot happen is to make A1 greater than or equal to A2 and B1 greater than or equal to
B2, and A3 equal to zero.

Because of the general nature of the equation, it can take on a variety of functional forms.
For example, a linear reservoir can be selected by setting B1 equal to one and A2 and A3 equal
to zero.  Two drainage examples are illustrated below.

Example:  Infiltration and Drainage to Adjacent Channel
Under the assumption of uniform infiltration and horizontal flow by the Dupuit-

Forcheimer approximation, the relationship between water table elevation and infiltration for the
configuration shown in Figure X-8 is (Bouwer, 1978, p. 51)

( ) fLhhK 22
2

2
1 =−  (X-26)

where

f = infiltration rate,
K = hydraulic conductivity, and other parameters are as shown on Figure X-8.

Before matching coefficients of equations X-24 and X-25 to equation X-26, it should be
recognized that the water table elevation in SWMM, D1, represents an average over the
catchment, not the maximum at the “upstream” end that is needed for h1 in equation X-26.  Let
D1 be the average head,

( ) 2hh1D 21 +=  (X-27)

Figure X-8.  Definition sketch for Dupuit-Forcheimer approximation for drainage to adjacent
channel.
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Substituting h1 = 2 D1 - h2 into equation X-26 gives, after algebra

( ) fLK4h1D1D 2
2

2 =−  (X-28)

from which a comparison with equations X-24 and X-25 yields A1 = A3 = 4K/L2, A2 = 0, and
B1 = 2.  Note that GWFLW has units of flow per unit area, or length per time, which are the
units of infiltration, f, in equation X-28.

Example: Hooghoudt’s Equation for Tile Drainage
The geometry of a tile drainage installation is illustrated in Figure X-9.  Hooghoudt’s

relationship (Bouwer, 1978, p. 295) among the indicated parameters is

( ) 2
e LKm4mD2f +=  (X-29)

where De = effective depth of impermeable layer below drain center, and other parameters are
defined in Figure X-9.  De is less than or equal to bo in Figure X-9 and is a function of bo, drain
diameter, and drain spacing, L; the complicated relationship is given by Bear (1972, p. 412) and
graphed by Bouwer (1978, p. 296).  The maximum rise of the water table, M = h1 - bo.  Once
again approximating the average water table depth above the impermeable layer by D1 = 2h1 -
bo, equation X-29 can be manipulated to

( ) ( )[ ]
( )[ ] 2

oee
2

o

2
o1e

2
o1

LK16bD1DDb1D

LK4bhD2bhf

−+−=

=−+−=
 (X-30)

Figure X-9.  Definition sketch for Hooghoudt’s method for flow to circular drains.
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Comparing equation X-30 with equations X-24 and X-25 yields

A1 = 16K/L2,

B1 = 2

A2 = 16KDebo/L
2

B2 = 0

A3 = 16KDe/TW L2

and TW = BC = bo = constant during the simulation.  The equivalent depth, De, must be obtained
from the sources indicated above.  The mathematics of drainage to ditches or circular drains is
complex» several alternative formulations are described by van Schilfgaarde (1974).

Limitations
Since the moisture content of the unsaturated zone is taken as an average over the entire

zone, the shape of the moisture profile is totally obscured.  Therefore, infiltrated water cannot be
modeled as a diffusing slug moving down the unsaturated zone, as is the case in the real system.
Furthermore, water from the capillary fringe of the saturated zone cannot move upward by
diffusion or “suction” into the unsaturated zone.

The simplistic representation of subsurface storage by one unsaturated “tank” and one
saturated “tank” limits the ability of the user to match non-uniform soil columns.  Another
limitation is the assumption that the infiltrated water is spread uniformly over the entire
catchment area, not just over the pervious area.  In addition, just as for surface flow, groundwater
may not be routed from one subcatchment to another.  The tendency of the tailwater influence to
cause pulses if TW-BC is equated to the dynamic water depth in the adjacent channel is a
limitation that will remain until the channel flow and subsurface flow are solved simultaneously
using a set of coupled equations.  Such a solution would also permit reverse flow or recharge
from the channel to be simulated.

Finally, water quality is not simulated in any of the subsurface routines.  If water quality
is simulated in RUNOFF and the subsurface flow routines activated, any loads entering the soil
will “disappear,” as if the soil provides 100 percent treatment.

Subroutine Configuration
A flowchart of the subroutine configuration is presented in Figure X-10.  Initial values

and constants used in subroutine GROUND come mostly from subroutine GRIN, designed
specifically to read in these values.  Subroutine GRIN is called by RHYDRO.  Other necessary
values are transferred during the CALL statement and from previously calculated values stored
in COMMON.

Subroutine GROUND first initializes pertinent parameters, then calculates fluxes that are
constant over the time step.  Beginning-of-time-step fluxes are calculated next, and the value of
percolation is checked to ensure that it will not raise the water table above the ground surface.
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Figure X-10.  Flowchart of subsurface and directly connected surface calculations.
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 After other constants are calculated and TH² is determined from equation X-4, the
program branches to one of four areas.  The first and second areas are for rising and falling water
tables, equations X-2 and X-3, respectively.  In both cases, Newton-Raphson iteration is used to
solve simultaneously for the final groundwater flow, depth of lower zone, and deep percolation.
Each iteration checks whether or not groundwater flow is possible (D1 greater than or equal to
TW and BC).  After the iterations converge, final conditions are set as the next time step’s initial
conditions.

In the event of saturation (D1 = DTOT), the third area sets D2 equal to DTOT, sets final
ground-water flow equal to the maximum possible (D2 = DTOT),  and assumes DEPPRC
remains constant over the time step.  Any excess infiltration is then routed back to the surface for
overland flow calculations, and final conditions are set for the next initial conditions.  However,
if the maximum groundwater flow and DEPPRC rates permit some infiltration into the
subsurface zone, the initial and final groundwater flow are averaged to be used as the new initial
ground-water flow, and the program branches back to iterate for the solution.  This pathway will
rarely, if ever, be taken, but must be included to minimize possible continuity errors.

In the event the available storage in the unsaturated zone is less than 0.0001 ft, the fourth
area sets TH2 equal to 90% of porosity and D2 close to DTOT, and returns any infiltration to the
surface that causes the final unfilled upper zone volume to be greater than 0.0001 ft.  This is to
avoid oscillations as the water table hovers near the ground surface.  Again, final conditions are
then set as the next time step’s initial conditions.

Examples
Cypress Creek Calibration and Verification

Two examples will illustrate the use of the new subroutine.  The first example is a year-
long simulation of a 47 mi2 portion of the 117 mi2 Cypress Creek Watershed in Pasco County,
Florida, about 30 miles north of Tampa (Figure X-11).  The region has been studied in relation to
the interaction of surface water and ground water under the stress of heavy pumping and
drainage activities in the area (Heaney et al., 1986).  The watershed is characterized by sandy
soils in which most water movement follows subsurface pathways.  For this example, only a
single 47 mi2 area above State Road 52 (Figure X-11) and tributary to the USGS gage at San
Antonio has been simulated.

Twenty-four parameters on three additional H-cards are required for each subsurface
subcatchment.  (Many of these can be ignored or set to zero during most runs» not all parameters
are required for all runs.)  Input parameters are echoed on two new pages of output that
immediately follow the surface subcatchment information.  Figure X-12 is an example of these
two new pages; the values in Figure X-12 are from the calibration run on Cypress Creek.  In
addition to the new output just mentioned, a subsurface continuity check is provided in addition
to the existing surface continuity check.  An example of this amended page is shown in Figure
X-13.

The simulation is divided into two six-month runs:  the first six months for calibration,
and the second six months for verification.  Since Cypress Creek is a very flat, pervious area
with well-drained soils and very little surface flow, it was modeled in a manner that would allow
groundwater flow to account for most of the flow in the channel.  In other words, the
groundwater parameters represented by far the most critical part of the calibration.  The only
complete rainfall data for the calibration period are for the gage at St. Leo, out of the catchment
to the east.  Although these data are in daily increments, the calibration process was relatively
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Figure X-11.  Map of Cypress Creek watershed in Pasco County, Florida (Heaney et al., 1986).
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Figure X-12.  Subsurface input data for Cypress Creek calibration.
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Figure X-13.  Continuity check for surface and subsurface for Cypress Creek calibration.  The
relatively large surface continuity error does not actually exist; it comes from a double
accounting of the groundwater flow – a problem that has been fixed.
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simple because of the existence of both flow and shallow-well stage data.  In addition, only one
subcatchment (surface and subsurface) was used, since the purpose of this example was only to
illustrate the use of subroutine GROUND, not to provide a thorough simulation.

Figure X-14 shows the predicted groundwater flow hydrograph and the measured total
flow hydrograph for the calibration run, and Figure X-15 shows a comparison of the predicted
total flow hydrograph to the measured total flow hydrograph for the calibration run.  Predicted
and measured stages for the calibration can be seen in Figure X-16.  The calibration is not
especially remarkable in light of the lack of detailed rainfall data for the 47 mi2 area.  The
predicted stage hydrograph does not exhibit the short-term variations that are measured,
primarily because of the lack of spatial detail in the rain.  In addition, the measured stages are at
one well near the center of the modeled area and would be expected to show more variation than
would the average water table over the 47 mi2 simulated by SWMM.  The existence of more than
one gage in the 47 square miles of the catchment and shorter increment rainfall data would have
improved the fit seen in Figure X-16.  Figures X-17, X-18 and X-19 show similar results for the
verification runs.  In general, the average recession of the water table is simulated accurately, but
not the fluctuations.

Hypothetical Catchment with High Water Table
The second example is a 100 ac hypothetical subcatchment with the same soil properties

as Cypress Creek and a water table that is initially one foot from the surface.  The 10-yr SCS
Type II design storm for Tallahassee, Florida, is used for the rainfall input (Figure X-20).  This
storm is characterized by very high rainfall between hours 11 and 12.

In order to illustrate the influence of a high water table, runs were made with and without
the groundwater subroutine.   Table X-2 shows the disposition of the rainfall when a high water
table is simulated as opposed to when it is ignored.  Note that evaporation is about the same, and
the difference in the amount of infiltrated water shows up as a direct difference in surface runoff.
(The runs were halted before all water had run off.)  The two hydrographs and the corresponding
water table (for the run in which it is simulated) are shown in Figure X-21.  A larger difference
in peak flows would have resulted if the flows had not been routed to a very large channel.  Also,
note that the two hydrographs are identical until about hour eleven into the simulation, when the
simulated water table rises to the surface.

Execution time on the IBM 3033 mainframe increased from 0.32 CPU seconds without
the groundwater simulation to 0.42 CPU seconds with the groundwater simulation.  Thus, some
additional computational expense can be expected.

Conclusions
Although the subroutine is fairly simple in design and has several limitations, the new

groundwater subroutine should increase the applicability of SWMM.  Preliminary test runs have
determined it to be accurate in the simulation of water table stage and groundwater flow.  Further
calibration and verification tests need to be done on other areas to confirm these preliminary
results.  Also, estimation of parameters, although fairly numerous, appears to be relatively
uncomplicated.  In addition, parameters are physically based and should be able to be estimated
from soils data.  The flexible structure of the algorithm should permit a more realistic simulation
of catchments in which a major hydrograph component is via subsurface pathways.
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Figure X-14.  Predicted groundwater flow hydrograph and total measured flow hydrograph for
Cypress Creek calibration.
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Figure X-15.  Total predicted flow hydrograph and total measured flow for Cypress Creek
calibration.
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Figure X-16.  Predicted and measured stages for Cypress Creek calibration.

Figure X-17.  Predicted and measured stages for Cypress Creek calibration.
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Figure X-18.  Predicted groundwater flow hydrograph and total measured flow hydrograph for
Cypress Creek verification.
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Figure X-19.  Total predicted flow hydrograph and total measured flow for Cypress Creek
verification.
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Figure X-20.  Hydrograph for hypothetical subcatchment (10-yr SCS Type II design storm for
Tallahassee, Florida).

Figure X-21.  Hydrographs of surface flow and simulated water table stage from hypothetical
subcatchment.  The hydrographs are identical until the water table reaches the surface (20 ft).
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Table X-2.  Fate of Runoff With and Without High Water Table Simulation

Inches Over Total Basin

Water Budget Component With Water Table Simulation Without Water Table Simulation

Precipitation 8.399 8.399

Infiltration 6.637 1.731

Evaporation 0.103 0.104

Channel flow at inlet 1.495 2.407

Water remaining in channel 0.015 0.038

Water remaining on surface 0.150 4.124

Continuity error 0.001 0.005
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used at the user's own risk. Neither the u.s. Environmental Protection 
Agency, the State of Florida, the University of Florida, The State of Oregon, 
Oregon State University, Camp, Dresser and McKee, Inc. or the program authors 
can assume responsibility for model operation, output, interpretation or 
usage. 
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FOREWORD 

As environmental controls become more costly to implement and the penal
ties of judgment errors become more severe, environmental quality management 
requires more efficient management tools based on greater knowledge of the 
environmental phenomena to be managed. As part of this Laboratory's research 
on the occurrence, movement, transformation, impact, and control of environ
mental contaminants, the Assessment Branch develops state-of-the-art mathema
tical models for use in water quality evaluation and management. 

Mathematical models are an important tool for use in analysis of quantity 
and quality problems resulting from urban storm water runoff and combined 
sewer overflows. This report is an updated user's manual and documentation 
for one of the first of such models, the EPA Storm Water Management Model 
(SWMM) and its Extended Transport (Extran) Block. Detailed instructions on 
the use of Extran are given, and its use is illustrated with case studies. 
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PREFACE 

This document is the user's guide and program documentation for the com
puter model EXTRAN. EXTRAN is a dynamic flow routing model that routes inflow 
hydrographs through an open channel and/or closed conduit system, computing 
the time history of flows and heads throughout the system. While the computer 
program was developed primarily for use in urban drainage systems -- including 
combined systems and separate systems -- it also can be used for stream chan
nels through the use of arbitrary cross sections or if the cross-section can 
be adequately represented as a trapezoidal channel. 

EXTRAN is intended for application in systems where the assumption of 
steady flow, for purposes of computing backwater profiles, cannot be made. 
The program solves the full dynamic equations for gradually varied flow (st. 
Venant equations) using an explicit solution technique to step forward in 
time. As a result, the solution time-step is governed by the wave celerity in 
the shorter channels or conduits in the system. Time-steps of 5-seconds to 
GO-seconds are typically used, which means that computer time is a significant 
consideration in the use of the model. 

The conceptual representation of the drainage system is based on the 
"link-node" concept which does not constrain the drainage system to a dendri
tic form. This permits a high degree of flexibility in the type of problems 
that can be examined with EXTRAN. These include parallel pipes, looped 
systems, lateral diversions such as weirs, orifices, pumps, and partial sur
charge within the system. 

Because of the versatility of the EXTRAN model, there is a tendency for 
some users to apply the model to the entire drainage system being analyzed 
even though flow routing through most of the system could be performed with a 
simpler model such as Runoff or Transport*. The result is a very large system 
simulated at relatively small time-steps which produces great quantities of 
data that are difficult to digest. Where simpler models are applicable (no 
backwater, surcharging, or bifurcations) substantial savings in data prepara
tion and computer solution time can be realized using the simpler routing 
model. 

EXTRAN has l~itations which, if not appreciated, can result in impro
perly specified systems and the erroneous computation of heads and flows. The 
significant limitations are these: 

*That is, the Runoff and Transport Blocks from the EPA SWMM computer program. 
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Headloss at manholes, expansions, contractions, bends, etc. are not 
explicitly accounted for. These losses must be reflected in the 
value of the Manning n specified for the channels or conduits where 
the loss occurs. 

Changes in hydraulic head due to rapid expansions or contractions 
are neglected. At expansions, the headloss will tend to equalize 
the heads; but at contractions, the headloss could aggravate the 
problem. 

At a manhole where the inverts of connecting pipes are different 
(e.g., a drop manhole), computational errors will occur during sur
charge periods if the invert of the highest pipe lies above the 
crown of the lowest pipe. The severity of the error increases as 
the separation increases. 

Computational instabilities can occur at junctions with weirs if: 1) 
the junction is surcharged, and 2) the weir becomes submerged to the 
extent that the downstream head equals or exceeds the upstream head. 

EXTRAN is not capable of simulating water quality. Any quality 
information input to EXTRAN is ignored by the program. 

Methods for dealing with these problems are discussed in Chapter 4. 

Finally, a word of caution. EXTRAN is a tool, like a calculator, that 
can assist engineers in the examination of the hydraulic response of a drain
age system to inflow hydrographs. While the model is physically based, ap
proximations in time and space are made in order to address real problems. 
While the authors have tried to anticipate most prototype configurations, 
these approximations may not be appropriate in some system configurations or 
unusual hydraulic situations. Therefore, persons using the computer program 
must be experienced hydraulicians. The computational results should never be 
taken for granted, but rather the computer output should be scanned for each 
simulation to look for suspicious results. The checking procedure should be 
analogous to that which would be followed in checking a backwater profile that 
a junior engineer had performed by hand computation. Remember that the major 
difference between the engineer and the computer is that the computer can·t 
think I 

SPECIAL PREFACE TO OCTOBER 1992 PRINTING 

This printing differs very little from the February 1989 second printing. 
However, a few additional program options have been included that for the most 
part are not documented in this User's Manual. Instead, the user should refer 
to documentation (.DOC) files for each SWMM block included on the distribution 
disks. These contain annotated data input templates comparable to the data 
preparation table (i.e., Table 2-1) found in this manual. These .DOC files 
include modifications to identify changes in input requirements (e.g., op
tional BB line). If an Extran user encounters an error message during the 
data input process that appears to result from the need for an additional or 
altered input parameter, this is most likely described in the EXTRAN.DOC file. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report contains the documentation and user's manual for Version 4 of 
the Extended Transport (EXTRAN) Block of the EPA Storm Water Management Model 
(SWMM). EXTRAN is a dynamic flow routing model used to compute backwater 
profiles in open channel and/or closed conduit systems experiencing unsteady 
flow. It represents the drainage system as links and nodes, allowing simula
tion of parallel or looped pipe networks; weirs, orifices, and pumps; and 
system surcharges. EXTRAN is used most efficiently if it is only applied to 
those parts of the drainage system that cannot be simulated accurately by 
simpler, less costly models. 

The EXTRAN manual is designed to give the user complete information in 
executing of the model both as a block of the SWMM package and as an indepen
dent model. Formulation of the input data is discussed in detail and demon
strated by seven example problems. Typical computer output also is discussed. 
Problem areas that the user may confront are described, as well as the theory 
on which the EXTRAN model rests. The manual concludes with a comprehensive 
discussion of the EXTRAN code. 

This report was submitted in partial fulfillment of EPA Cooperative 
Agreement No. CR-8ll607 to the University of Florida under the partial spon-
sorship of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Camp Dresser & McKee, -, 
Inc. prepared this report as a contractor to the University of Florida. Work 
was completed as of August 1987. 
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CHANGES FOR FEBRUARY 1989 PRINTING 

Several changes have been made to the text and tables since the first 
printing of August 1988. The June 1988 Extran user's manual (e.g., as sup
plied by the NTIS) should still function, but it will not include a discussion 
of some added features. Since additional pages have been added and the pages 
have been renumbered, it is not possible to list every page with changes. 
However, significant modifications to the user's manual include the following: 

- Discussion of alphanumeric input in Section 1. 

- Reduction of maximum number of conduits and junctions to 175. 

- Additional flow routing options in data group BO, indicated in Table 2-
1 and discussed in Appendix C. 

Ability to plot upstream and downstream heads simultaneously for 
conduits, data group B8. 

Power function option for variable area junctions, group E2. 

T~e series of orifice settings, group F2. 

Time series of boundary condition stages, group J4. 

Two additional examples illustrating variable area storage and pump 
rating curves. 

OUtput from Section 3 examples altered slightly to correspond to 
current program output. 

- Altered PARAMETER variables, Table B-4. 

CHANGES FOR OCTOBER 1992 PRINTING 

There are no changes to the main text of the manual. The only changes 
are in the Title Page, Disclaimer and Preface (and this pagel). 
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SECTION 1 

BLOCK DESCRIPTION 

BACKGROUND 

EXTRAN is a hydraulic flow routing model for open channel and/or closed 
conduit systems. The EXTRAN Block receives hydro graph input at specific nodal 
locations by interface file transfer from an upstream block (e.g., the Runoff 
Block) and/or by direct user input. The model performs dynamic routing of 
stormwater flows throughout the major storm drainage system to the points of 
outfall to the receiving water system. The program will simulate branched or 
looped networks, backwater due to tidal or nontidal conditions, free-surface 
flow, pressure flow or surcharge, flow reversals, flow transfer by weirs, 
orifices and pumping facilities, and storage at on- or off-line facilities. 
Types of channels that can be simulated include circular, rectangular, horse
shoe, egg, and baskethandle pipes, trapezoidal, parabolic and natural chan
nels. Simulation output takes the form of water surface elevations and dis
charge at selected system locations. 

EXTRAN was developed for the City of San Francisco in 1973 (Shubinski and 
Roesner, 1973; Kibler et al., 1975). At that time it was called the San Fran
cisco Model and (more properly) the WRE Transport Model. In 1974, EPA ac
quired this model and incorporated it into the SWMM package, calling it the 
Extended Transport Model - EXTRAN - to distinguish it from the Transport Block 
developed by the University of Florida as part of the original SWMM package. 
Since that time, the model has been refined, particularly in the way the flow 
routing is performed under surcharge conditions. Also, much experience has 
been gained in the use and misuse of the model. 

This document is an update of the 1981 User's Manual and Program Documen
tation (Roesner et al., 1981) with refinements by Camp Dresser & McKee, Inc. 
and the University of Florida. The documentation section (Chapter 5) in
cludes discussions of program limitations, and the input data descriptions 
have been revised to provide more guidance in the preparation of data for the 
model. The program has been converted to optional metric units (used both for 
input/output and internal calculations when employed), and input and output 
have been enhanced to reflect a likely microcomputer environment. EXTRAN 
input lines (or data groups) now have identifiers in columns 1 and 2, and all 
input is free format. 

The remainder of this chapter discusses program operating requirements 

Water Resources Engineers was wholly integrated into Camp Dresser 
& McKee, Inc. in 1980. 
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and characteristics of EXTRAN and how it interfaces with other SWMM blocks. 
Chapter 2 contains instructions for data preparation. Narrative discussions 
of the input data requirements contain tips for developing a well defined 
system. Chapter 3 consists of several example problems that demonstrate how 
to set up EXTRAN for each of the storage/diversion options in the model. 
Chapter 4 discusses typical problems that can occur with the use of the model 
and what action should be taken to correct them. A discussion of error mes
sages contained in the program is also presented. Chapter 5 describes the 
conceptual, mathematical, and functional representation of EXTRAN; the program 
structure is discussed in Chapter 6. 

CHANGES FROM SWMM VERSION 3 

Several enhancements to EXTRAN have been accomplished since SWMM 3.0 was 
released in 1981 (Roesner et a1., 1981). These include: 

1. Input and simulation of channels with irregular cross-sections, using 
either selected HEC-2 data lines or user-generated input lines (in HEC-2 
format) . 

2. Power function cross sections for conduits (e.g., parabolic and ellip
tic channels). 

3. Variable-sized storage junctions, input as stage-area data. 

4. Pump operating curves. 

5. Use of different boundary conditions at each system outfall. 

6. Interpolated stage time series boundary condition at an outfall. 

7. Variable orifice discharge coefficient and orifice area over time. 

8. Flap gates are possible in interior conduits. 

9. "Hot start" input and output using saved files. This permits a 
restart of EXTRAN from the "middle" of a previous run. 

10. Optional metric units. 

11. Calculation errors in rectangular conduits have been fixed. 

12. Alphanumeric conduit and junction names (instead of pure numbers) are 
optional in EXTRAN. 

13. Output summaries and input error checking have been substantially 
improved over version 3.0. 

14. Inclusion of data group identifiers on data input lines and free
format input. Minor editing of prior EXTRAN input files will be necessary 
to run previous SWMM 3 data. 
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15. Surcharged weirs are included in the surcharge algorithm. 

16. Two additional flow solutions are now included in the model (see Ap
pendix C). 

PROGRAM OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 

EXTRAN was originally programmed for the Univac 1108 in FORTRAN IV. This 
version of the FORTRAN compiler is essentially compatible with the IBM FORTRAN 
LEVEL G compiler and the extended compiler used on CDC 6600 series equipment. 
The model was subsequently installed on IBM, CDC, VAX, DEC 20, and several 
other computers. The latest refinements to the model have been performed on a 
Zenith Z-248 AT-compatible microcomputer in Fortran-77 using Ryan-McFarland 
Professional Fortran. The program will run on both main-frames and microcom
puters (IBM-PC compatible). 

EXTRAN is presently sized to simulate drainage systems of up to 175 chan
nels, 175 junctions, 20 storage elements, 60 orifices, 60 weirs, 20 pumps, and 
25 outfalls. These limits may be easily altered (within the limits of com
puter core capacity) through the use of the Fortran PARAMETER statement de
scribed in Appendix B. The core storage and peripheral equipment to operate 
this program are: 

Main-frame: 
High speed core: 
Peripheral storage: 
One monitor 
One line printer 

Microcomputer: 
IBM-PC compatible 
512 K bytes 

1 Mb Virtual Storage 
3 disk files 

8087 or 80287 math coprocessor 
(coprocessor emulator supplied with EPA SWMM release) 

Hard disk recommended (necessary for EPA SWMM release) 

Execution times for EXTRAN are roughly proportional to the number of 
system conduits and the number of time-steps in the simulation period. A 
summary of CDM's prior experience in running the EXTRAN on both CDC 6600 and 
Univac 1108 systems is presented graphically in Figure 1-1. Using the Univac 
1108 operating data in Figure 1-1 as an example, it is estimated that the 
total computation time for a network of 100 pipes, using a 10-second time-step 
over a 1-hour simulation period, would be approximately 300 system-seconds. 
Run time for the example problems in Chapter 3 (9 pipes, 8 hour simulation, 20 
second time-step) was about 44 seconds on the DEC 20 computer and about 6 
minutes on the Z-248 microcomputer. Note that the curves presented in Figure 
1-1 become highly nonlinear for t ~ 10 seconds because of the increased fre
quency of internal file transfers and output processing. 

INTERFACING WITH OTHER SWMM BLOCKS 

The EXTRAN Program is interfaced with the other SWMM Blocks through the 
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Executive Block. Figure 1-2 shows a schematic of the relationship to SWMM 
system control and input data lines. The EXTRAN Block receives hydrograph 
input at specific nodal locations either by interface file (e.g., disk, tape) 
transfer from a preceding block, usually Runoff, or by line input, described 
in Section 2. ("Line" input replaces the use of "card" input in previous 
documentation in recognition of the fact that almost all user input will be 
through the use of file generation using an editor at a terminal.) Users may 
generate their own interface file using other programs; see Appendix B. An 
output interface file, which contains hydrographs at all system outfall 
points, can be generated if desired. This output file can then be used as 
input to any subsequent SWMM Block or plotted using the Graph Block. 

The EXTRAN program itself is called as a subroutine by the Executive 
Block. The EXTRAN Block, in turn, reads the input data it requires to perform 
its flow routing function. Further information on file generation and block 
interaction is contained in Section 2 of the main SWMM user's manual (Huber 
and Dickinson, 1988). Any alternative hydrologic program may be used to pro
duce input data for EXTRAN by creating an interface file with the required 
structure. 

Although SWMM is designed to run successive blocks consecutively without 
user intervention, it is strongly recommended that this option not be used 
with EXTRAN. Simulation results should be examined before they are used as 
input to EXTRAN; EXTRAN results should be reviewed, in turn, for reasonable
ness before they are input to subsequent blocks. To bypass the inter-block 
review process is to invite undetected errors in the analysis results and/or 
to require expensive reruns of blocks that used erroneous output data from a 
preceding block. 

STARTING UP EXTRAN 

If EXTRAN is the only block called from the Executive Block, input data 
for the Executive Block would be structured as follows: 

Data Group SW - Interface Files 

SW -

NBLOCK -

JIN -

JOUT -

enter SW on columns land 2. 

number of SWMM blocks in a run, e.g. 1 or 2 typically for an 
EXTRAN simulation. 

input interface file number from, typically, the Runoff Block 
if Runoff hydro graphs are to be used in simulation. 

o if input hydrographs are from data groups only (see Data 
Groups Kl-K3 in EXTRAN Block input data description). 

output interface file number that will be used to input outfall 
hydrographs from EXTRAN into a subsequent block, such as Graph. 

o if the outfall hydro graphs are not required by a subsequent 
block. 
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Note that there is no EXTRAN Quality Block. If pollutographs are to be 
routed through the drainage system, it is suggested that Runoff or Transport 
be used for this purpose. 

Data Group MM - Scratch file assignment 

MM-

NITCH -

NSCRAT(l)-

NSCRAT(2)-

enter MM in columns 1 and 2. 

number of scratch files. Extran may use up to two scratch 
files. 

scratch file used by Subroutine Output. REQUIRED. 

restart file for "hot start." OPTIONAL. 

Block Control - Block control line. 

Enter $EXTRAN in columns 1 - 7 to start the Extran Block. 

Alphanumeric input option: To input conduit and junction names as alpha
numeric variables (i.e., able to include letters and symbols as well as num
bers), enter $ANUM in columns 1 - 5 before the $EXTRAN line. This means that 
all references to junction or conduit "number/names" will now refer to alpha
numeric variables and must be enclosed in single quotes. E.g., a junction 
could be numbered 5405 and entered as an integer (the default condition) or 
could be named N5405 and entered as 'N5405' (if $ANUM has been entered). Of 
course, alphanumeric names can consist only of numbers if desired. The only 
disadvantage of using alphanumeric names exclusively is the need to enter all 
such values within quotes. If pure integer numbers are used (the default 
option if $ANUM is omitted), then values are read as integers and the quotes 
are not required. The alphanumeric option is available for the Runoff, Trans
port, EXTRAN, Combine and Graph blocks. Note that when interfacing between 
two blocks, both blocks must use the same option. That is, if Runoff is used 
to generate an input file to EXTRAN, both blocks must either use the pure 
number option or else both must use the alphanumeric option. Finally, if more 
than one block (or EXTRAN run) is performed within one input data file, the 
$ANUM entry means that alphanumeric input will be used in all succeeding 
blocks called; the program must be restarted to return to the default numeric 
option. 

As described at the beginning of Table 2-1, all input is free format. At 
least one space should separate each data entry on a line. Comment lines may 
be entered by entering an asterisk (*) in column 1. Subroutine STRIP removes 
these lines from the input file before processing by EXTRAN. Comment lines 
are very useful for documentation of input files. Full details of Executive 
Block input are contained in Section 2 of the companion main SWMM User's Man
ual (Huber and Dickinson, 1988). 
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SECTION 2 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DATA PREPARATION 

INTRODUCTION AND SCHEMATIZATION 

When a drainage system is to be analyzed with EXTRAN, the first step in 
the study is generally to define the sewer system and the watershed ("sewer
shed") that it drains. This information is usually available from the agency 
responsible for operation and maintenance of the system. Care should be taken 
in this step to insure that "as built" drawings of the system are used. Where 
information is suspect, a field investigation is in order. 

Once the sewer system and watershed have been defined, the watershed is 
subdivided into subareas in accordance with the guidelines presented in the 
SWMM Runoff Block documentation. Figure 2-1 shows the South Boston combined 
sewer system and its watershed subdivided into subbasins. Figure 2-2 is a 
schematic representation of the South Boston combined sewer system. Note that 
"TRANSPORT" refers to EXTRAN in this case. The figure shows all pipes and 
channels to be simulated in the study, the location and type of all diversion 
structures and all system outlets and overflow points. It may be of interest 
to note here that the 6000-series channels at the Columbus Park Headworks 
represent the four-channel grit chambers in the headworks that determine the 
stage-discharge relationship at junction 60101 in the system. 

Note that conduits are distinguished on Figure 2-2 between those that 
will be simulated in Runoff and those to be simulated in EXTRAN. As a general 
rule, the upstream portions of the drainage system should be represented in 
Runoff as much as possible because the data preparation is simpler and the 
flow routing takes less computer time. The dividing point for the two systems 
is the point where backwater effects, surcharge, and/or diversion facilities 
affect the flow and head computation. Pipes and channels downstream of this 
point should be included in EXTRAN. 

Junction points should be identified as each: 

Upstream terminal pOint(s) in the system, 
Outfall and discharge point(s), 
Ocean boundaries 
Pump station, storage point, orifice and weir diversion, 
Junction where inflow hydrographs will be input (either by 
line input or from Runoff), 
Pipe junction, 
Point where pipe size/shape changes significantly, 
Point where pipe slope changes significantly, and 
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Point where pipe inverts are significantly different. 

Following the preliminary identification of junction points, a check should be 
made to eliminate extremely long or short distances between junctions. As a 
rule of thumb, the longest conduit should not exceed four or five times the 
length of the shortest conduit. If this occurs, short conduits can be in
creased in length by use of equivalent pipes and long conduits can be short
ened by adding intermediate junction points. 

Keep in mind when setting conduits length (placing junctions) that the 
time-step is generally controlled by the wave celerity in the system. To 
estimate the time-step, first compute for wide open channels or circular 
pipes: 

(2-1) 

Or, compute for a general open channel or conduit cross section: 

(2-2) 

where II tc time for a surface wave to travel from one 
end of a conduit to the other, seconds, 

L conduit length, ft [m) , 
ft/sec 2 or 9.8 m/sec2 , g gravitational acceleration - 32.2 

D diameter or depth, ft [m], 
A maximum cross sectional area, ft2 [m2 ) , 
T full flow top width, ft [m) . 

Use of the circular pipe diameter in equation 2-1 to compute the critical flow 
velocity in the denominator corresponds to a ratio of depth to diameter of 
about 85% (Chow, 1959). The time-step can usually exceed IItc by a factor of 
1.5 to 2.0 for a few widely separated conduits. For most problems, conduit 
lengths can be of such length that a 15 to 30 second time-step can be used. 
Occasionally, a 5 to 10 second time-step is required. A time-step of 60 to 90 
seconds should not be exceeded even in large open channel systems where the 
celerity criterion is not violated with a larger time-step. 

If an extremely short pipe is included in the system, as indicated by a 
small IItc' an equivalent longer pipe can be developed using the following 
steps. First, set the Manning equation for the pipe and its proposed equiva
lent equal to each other: 

where 

(2-3) 

m 1.486 for U.S. customary units (ft and sec) and 1.0 for 
metric units (m and sec), 

p (subscript) actual pipe, 
e - (subscript) equivalent pipe, 
n Manning's roughness coefficient, 
A cross-sectional area, 
R hydraulic radius, and 
S - slope of the hydraulic grade line. 
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Assuming that the equivalent pipe will have the same cross-sectional area and 
hydraulic radius as the pipe it replaces results in: 

Now, since 

where hL the total head loss over the conduit length, and 
L - conduit length, 

(2-4) 

(2-5) 

and since the head losses are to be equal in both pipes, equation 2-3 can be 
simplified to: 

(2-6) 

where Le is the desired equivalent pipe length, either no smaller than four to 
five times smaller than the longest pipe in the system, or large enough to 
give a 6tc within the range indicated above. The user, through experience, 
will be able to determine the pipe length changes required to achieve stabil
ity and an acceptable time-step for the simulation. 

By coding NEQUAL - 1 on data group Bl the program will automatically 
adjust the pipe or channel lengths using an equivalent longer length to 
achieve a 6tc in balance with the user-selected time-step (6t). All pipes in 
which 6t/6tc exceeds 1.0 will be adjusted, with the new pipe/channel lengths 
and roughness printed. When NEQUAL is greater than 1 an equivalent pipe or 
channel length will be created based on NEQUAL in seconds. For example, se
lecting NEQUAL - 15 will create an equivalent pipe based on a time step of 15 
seconds. A before and after analysis of the full flow system volume is 
printed by the program for NEQUAL values greater than 1. This enables the 
user to estimate the effect of the increase in system volume from using equi
valent pipes or channels. 

At this point, the system schematic should be satisfactory for developing 
model input data. The remaining sections of this chapter describe, step-by
step, how to develop the input data file for EXTRAN. 

INPUT DATA GROUPS 

Specifications for input data preparation are contained in Table 2-1. 
The table defines the input sequence and variable description and name. (In
put is free format; specific column locations are not required.) Perusal of 
Table 2-1 reveals that the input data are divided into 27 data groups. Data 
groups Al and BO-B8 are control lines that identify the simulation, set the 
time-step and start time, and identify junctions for line input hydrograph, 
and junction and conduits for printing and plotting of heads and flows. The 
identification of conduits and junctions is done in data groups Cl-C4 and Dl, 
respectively. Groups El-Hl identify storage and diversion junctions, while 
groups Il-J4 identify system outfalls and boundary conditions at the outfalls. 
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Groups Kl-K3 define line input hydrographs. Further descriptions of the data 
to be entered in each data group are given below. 

RUN IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL 

Data Group Al: Run Identification 

Data group Al consists of 2 lines, each having 80 columns or less, which 
typically describe the system and the particular storm being simulated. Re
member to enclose all character data in single quotes for free-format input. 

Data Groups BO. Bl and B2: Run Control 

Routing options (group BO) are explained in Appendix C. Data group Bl is 
a single line defining the number of time-steps (integration steps) in the 
simulation period (NTCYC) , the length of each time-step (DELT), the starting 
time of day of the simulation (TZERO), the time-step at which to begin print
ing of intermediate output (NSTART), intermediate output print interval 
(INTER), summary output print interval (JNTER), and information on saving or 
using a saved run to start the present one -- the "hot start" capability 
(REDO). Data group B2 is a second line defining the choice of u.s. customary 
or metric units (METRIC), whether or not to modify short pipe lengths 
(NEQUAL), the area of manholes (AMEN), and number of iterations (IIMAX) and 
allowable error (SURTOL) during surcharge conditions and iterative calcula
tions. 

The time-step, DELT, is most critical to the cost and stability of the 
EXTRAN model run and must be selected carefully. The time-step should be 
selected according to the guideline described in the Introduction to this 
chapter (see equations 2-1 and 2-2). The computer program will check each 
conduit for violation of the surface wave criterion and will print the mes
sage: 

-> WARNING !! (C*DELT/LEN) IN CONDUIT IS !:IT AT FULL DEPTH 

where rrr is the ratio 

rrr - lit ,IgD/L 

for enclosed conduits, and 

rrr - lit ,I gA/T /L 

for open channels, 

where t 

g 
D 
A 
T 
L 

the time-step, 
gravity, 
conduit height or pipe diameter, 
maximum cross sectional area, 
full flow top width, and 
conduit length. 
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As already noted, if rrr is greater than 1.5 or 2.0 for any conduit, or if 
several conduits have rrr over 1.5, the time-step should be reduced. rrr 
should never exceed 1.0 in a terminal conduit (i.e., an upstream terminal 
conduit or a downstream outfall). These restrictions are less stringent for 
ISOL - 1 and ISOL - 2 solutions (see Appendix C). 

The total simulation period is defined as the product of NTCYC and DELT. 
This period may extend in time beyond the simulation period of any preceding 
block. However, flow input into the junctions no longer occurs beyond the end 
of the input interface file. Outfalls with tidal boundary conditions are 
affected by the rise and fall of the tide during the entire simulation. Out
falls with a stage history boundary condition use the first input stage value 
until the simulation "catches" up with the input time history (group J4). The 
last stage value is used if the simulation continues beyond the last input 
time. 

The printing interval, INTER, controls the interval at which heads, velo
cities, and flows are printed during the simulation (intermediate printout), 
beginning at time step NSTART. (Surcharge information is also printed during 
the simulation at these intervals.) Interval JNTER serves the same purpose 
for the summary printout at the end of the run. Intermediate printout is for 
all junctions and conduits, whereas the summary printouts are only for those 
specified in data groups B4 and Bs. The intermediate printout is very useful 
in case an error occurs before the program reaches its desired simulation 
length, but tends to produce bulky output. If intermediate printout is to be 
avoided entirely, set INTER to a number greater than NTCYC, but be warned that 
debugging may be more difficult. Subroutine OUTPUT prints nodal water depth, 
elevation, conduit flow, and velocity. The output looks better if NSTART and 
JNTER are selected so that the first and subsequent output occurs at an even 
minutes or half-minutes. EXTRAN uses an off-line file, indicated by unit 
number NSCRAT(l) , to store data for the summary printouts. 

A "hot start" or restart capability is available for EXTRAN, governed by 
parameter REDO on data group Bl. Basically, a file may be read and/or created 
to establish initial conditions for a run. This may avoid re-running of, say, 
dry-weather flow conditions prior to the start of a storm runoff simulation. 
Another use would be with a run that fails late in the program. The initial 
portion of the run could be saved and used as initial conditions for the lat
ter portion during the debugging phase. If REDO is 0 then a "hot start" file 
is neither read or created. Coding REDO as 1 will cause EXTRAN to read 
NSCRAT(2) for the initial conduit flows and velocities and junction depths, 
but a new restart file is not created. Coding REDO as 2 causes EXTRAN to 
create a new "hot start" file, but the initial conditions are defined on data 
groups Cl and Dl. REDO - 3 reads the previously created "hot start" file for 
the simulation initial conditions, then erases the file to create a new re
start file. 

The input/output and computation units are governed by parameter METRIC 
on data group B2; U.S. customary ~its, typically ft, cfs and ft/sec are 
METRIC - 0, and metric units, m, m /sec and m/sec, are METRIC - 1. Internal 
calculations are also conducted in the chosen units. 
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The user can modify the pipe length and roughness as in equation 2-3, or 
if NEQUAL is set equal to 1, the program will automatically create an equiva
lent longer pipe for pipes exceeding an rrr of 1.0. Equivalent pipes based on 
time steps different from DELT can be created by coding NEQUAL greater than 1. 

AMEN is the default surface area for all junctions that may be sur
charged. The junction surface area is used in the junction continuity equa
tion and is especially important during surcharge. If 0.0 is entered for AMEN 
a 4 ft [1.22 mJ diameter manhole is assumed. 

The variables ITMAX and SURTOL control the accuracy of the solution in 
surcharged areas; details of the computations are described in Section 5. In 
reality, the inflow to a surcharged area should equal the outflow from it. 
Therefore, the flows and heads in surcharged areas are recalculated until 
either the difference in inflows and outflows is less than a tolerance, de
fined as SURTOL (a fraction error) times the average flow in the surcharged 
area, or else the number of iterations exceeds ITMAX. It has been found that 
good starting values for ITMAX and SURTOL are 30 and 0.05, respectively. The 
user should be careful to check the intermediate printout to determine whether 
or not the surcharge iterations are converging. Also, if there is more than 
one surcharged section of the drainage system, special rules apply. More 
details on checking convergence of the surcharge iterations are found in Sec
tions 4 and 5. Appendix C explains ITMAX and SURTOL during iterative routing. 

Data Group B3: Number of Junctions for Printing. Plotting and Input 

The numbers of junction numbers to be entered in subsequent data groups 
for printing, plotting and user-input hydrographs (line-input hydro graphs in 
data groups Kl-K3) are listed on this group. Regarding the latter, the NJSW 
points are additions to input generated by an upstream block, or EXTRAN may be 
run with only this user-supplied input. 

Data Groups B4 and B5: Detailed Printing for Junctions and Conduits 

Data group B4 contains the list of individual junctions (up to 30) for 
which water depth and water surface elevations are to be printed in summary 
tables at the end of the simulation period. Data group B5 contains the list 
of individual conduits (up to 30) for which flows and velocities are to be 
printed. 

Data Groups B6. B7 and B8: Detailed Plotting for Junctions and Conduits 

Data groups B6 and B7 contain, respectively, the lists of junctions and 
conduits for which time histories of water surface elevations and flows are to 
be plotted (up to 30 for each). Data group B8 plots selected upstream and 
downstream conduit depths on the same plot. 
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CONDUIT AND JUNCTION DATA 

Data Groups Cl-C4: Conduit Data 

Regular Conduits 

Data groups Cl-C4 contain data input specification for conduits including 
shape, size, length, hydraulic roughness, connecting junctions, initial flows 
and invert distances referenced from the junction invert. Conduit shapes are 
standard, except for parabolic, power function and irregular channels. The 
latter is discussed subsequently. A parabolic or power function shape is an 
open channel, defined by 

WIDE - 2·a·DEEpl / n 

where WIDE 
DEEP 

n 

a -

top width, 
depth when full, 
coefficient (any 
coefficient. 

(2-9) 

positive value), and 

The shape is defined by DEEP and WIDE entered on group Cl; parameter a is 
not required. The factor of 2 in equation 2-9 accounts for the fact that the 
half-width would actually be used in the calculation. A parabolic channel has 
a exponent (n) of 2. 

Most other input data parameters on data group Cl are self-explanatory, 
with the exception of junction/conduit invert elevations. Basic definitions 
of conduit invert distances ZP(N,l) and ZP(N,2) are illustrated in Figure 2-3. 
The junction invert elevation is specified in data group Dl. The distance ZP 
is the height of the invert of connecting conduits above the junction floor. 
Note, however, that the lowest pipe connected to the junction (pipe N in Fig
ure 2-3) should have a ZP of zero. If it does not, the junction may behave 
irratically, e.g., as a sink for water flowing into the junction. In general, 
no conduit should have an invert above the crowns of all other pipes. A warn
ing message is printed when a junction invert is below the invert of all con
necting conduits and also when there is a drop between connecting conduits in 
a junction. These situations are not fatal, but depending on the criti
ca1/subcritical decisions made by Subroutine HEAD in the assignment of junc
tion areas, they may cause instabilities and continuity errors. 

Initialization of Flows --

Frequently, it is desired to initialize the drainage network with start
ing flow values which represent either the dry weather or antecedent flow 
conditions just prior to the storm to be simulated. QO(N) on data group C1 
supplies these initial conditions throughout the drainage system at the begin
ning of the simulation. These in turn will be used to estimate initial depths 
-- if initial heads are not entered in data group D1. This is accomplished by 
computing normal depth in each conduit. An initial flow for conduits with 
initial upstream and downstream junction depths is not estimated in the model. 
Alternatively, initial depths may also be entered (in data group Dl), and the 
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model will begin the simulation based on these values, but unless they are 
taken from a prior run, depths and flows input in this manner may not be 
consistent, leading to irregular output during the first few time-steps. 
Finally, constant inflows may be input using data group Dl to a dry system and 
"initial conditions" established by letting the model run for enough time 
steps to establish steady-state flows and heads. The "hot start" capability 
may then be used to provide these initial conditions to other runs, or more 
laboriously, heads and flows from the EXTRAN output may be entered in data 
groups Dl and Cl. 

Irregular Cross-Section Data --

Data groups C2, C3 and C4 define irregular (e.g., natural channel) cross
sections. Irregular cross-section channels may be mixed with regular cross
section channels, but the data for the irregular channels are grouped together 
in the C2-C4 lines after all of the Cl lines are entered. The natural channel 
data should be entered in the order in which they appear in the Cl data group. 
Irregular cross-section data are entered in the same format as used in the 
HEC-2 computer program. In fact, the relevant data may be extracted from an 
existing HEC-2 input data file for use in groups C2 - C4. Some of the re
quired parameters are illustrated in Figure 2-4 which also shows that a trape
zoidal approximation may not be very good for many natural channels. 

Elevations entered on data group C4 are used only to determine the shape 
of the cross section. Invert elevations for EXTRAN are defined in the Junc
tion Data (group Dl) and the ZP parameter of group Cl. The total cross
section depth is computed as the difference between the highest and lowest 
points on the cross section. A non-zero value of the variable DEEP (group Cl) 
may be entered to reduce the total cross-section depth if the maximum depth of 
flow for a particular simulation is significantly less than the maximum cross
section depth. This option increases the accuracy of the interpolation per
formed by EXTRAN. Data group C2 is the first entry for irregular cross sec
tions and should be inserted again wherever Manning's n changes. 

Conduits Generated by the Program --

In addition to conduits, EXTRAN must compute a flow through all orifices, 
weirs and outfalls. In order to maintain internal connectivities for all 
flows, artificial conduits (labeled with numbers in the 90000-range or with 
alphanumeric names if $ANUM is used) are generated for these elements. Some 
have real conduit properties since they are used for routing (equivalent pipes 
for orifices), while the others are inserted only for bookkeeping purposes. 
The user should refrain from using conduit numbers betweeen 90001 and 90175 to 
eliminate duplication. Any integer number is permissable but for printing 
purposes numbers with nine digits or less (or names with nine characters or 
less) produce better looking output. 

Data Group Dl: Junction Data 

The explanation of ground and invert elevations is also shown in Figure 
2-3. One junction data line is required for every junction in the network 
including regular junctions, storage and diversion (orifice and weir) junc-
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tions, pump junctions, and outfall junctions. It is emphasized again that the 
junction invert elevation is defined as the invert elevation of the lowest 
pipe connected to the junction. The program will print a warning message: 

---> WARNING !!! ALL CONDUITS CONNECTING TO JUNCTION 
LIE ABOVE THE JUNCTION INVERT 

unless there is at least one pipe having a zero ZP at the junction. 

The surcharge level or junction crown elevation is defined as the crown 
elevation of the highest connecting pipe and is computed automatically by 
EXTRAN. Note that the junction must not surcharge except when the water sur
face elevation exceeds the crown of the highest pipe connected to the junc
tion. Pipe N+l in Figure 2-3 is too bigh. This junction would go into sur
charge during the period when the water surface is between the crown of pipe 
N-l and the invert of pipe N+l. If a junction is specified as shown in Figure 
2-3 and the water surface rises above the crown of pipe N-l, the program will 
print an error message: 

-> ERROR !!! SURFACE AREA AT JUNCTION 
CHECK FOR HIGH PIPE 

IS ZERO, 

and will then stop. This situation can be modeled using two methods: (1) A 
new junction should be specified that connects to pipe N+l. A "dummy conduit" 
is specified which connects the old junction with pipes N-l and N to the new 
junction which connects to pipe N+l. The pipe diameter should be that of N+l 
and the length selected to meet the stability criterion given by equations 2-7 
and 2-8. The Manning n for the "dummy pipe" is computed to reflect the energy 
loss that occurs during surcharge as water moves up through the manhole and 
into pipe N+l. (2) A positive value for the manhole surface area will allevi
ate this problem and usually allow a drop to be simulated without a "dummy 
conduit" . 

The exceptions to this rule are storage junctions. Pipes connected to 
storage nodes do not have to overlap if they are within the elevation of the 
facility. 

The "ground elevation," GRELEV(J), is the elevation at which the assump
tion of pressure flow is no longer valid. Normally, this will be the street 
or ground elevation; however, if the manholes are bolted down, the GRELEV(J) 
should be set sufficiently high so that the simulated water surface elevation 
does not exceed it. When the hydraulic head must exceed GRELEV(J) to maintain 
continuity at the junction, the program allows the excess junction inflow to 
"overflow onto the ground" and become lost from the system for the remainder 
of the simulation period (but the "lost" water is included in the final con
tinuity check). 

If an open channel (trapezoidal or irregular cross section) is connected 
to a junction, EXTRAN will compute GRELEV(J). The elevation where surface 
flooding occurs is set at the elevation where the HGL exceeds the defined 
cross section. It is important that cross-sections are defined to be large 
enough to convey the peak flow. The simulation will stop when the conduit 
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depth exceeds the maximum open channel depth more than 100 times. Nodal 
flooding of open-channel systems should only be allowed if the HGL elevation 
cannot significantly rise above a certain elevation. Figure 2-5 is a defini
tion sketch of junctions in an open-channel system. 

Occasionally it is necessary to perform routing on the water that sur
charges onto the ground. In this case, the ground surface (e.g., a street and 
gutter system) must be simulated as a conduit in order to route the flows and 
maintain continuity. In addition, manholes must be simulated as vertical 
pipes in order to transport water to and from the surface channel. Since an 
infinite slope (vertical) is not permitted, equivalent pipes are used for the 
manholes. With this arrangement, water may surcharge (move vertically out of 
a "manhole-pipe") and return to the sewer system at a downstream location 
through another "manhole-pipe." Inflow constrictions by inlets etc. can be 
simulated as orificies if their hydraulic characteristics are known. With 
this extra effort, dual "major" (street surface) and "minor" (subsurface sewer 
network) drainage systems can be simulated. 

QINST(J) is the net constant flow entering (positive) or leaving (nega
tive) the junction. Variable inflows must be entered using groups Kl - K3. 

Initial heads at junctions are optional. If they are entered they will 
be used to begin the simulation, in conjunction with initial flows entered in 
data group Cl. If initial heads are omitted but initial flows are entered, 
then initial heads will be estimated on the basis of normal depth in adjacent 
conduits. 

Data Groups El - E2: Storage Junctions 

Constant Surface Area --

Conceptually, storage junctions are ntanks" of constant surface area over 
their depth. A storage "tank" may be placed at any junction in the system, 
either in-line or off-line. The elevation of the top of the tank is specified 
in the storage junction data and must be at least as high as the highest pipe 
crown at the junction. If this condition is violated, the system will go into 
simulated surcharge before the highest pipe is flowing full. 

If ASTORE(I) is negative, then NUMST depth-area data points describing a 
variable-area storage junction must be given for this junction immediately 
following in data group E2. 

If NUMST(I) is -2, then a power function variable-area storage junction 
is simulated using data immediately following in data group E2. 

Variable Area Junctions 

Data group E2 is required if ASTORE(I) < 0 or NUMST - -2 on the preceding 
line. The depth-area data are integrated to determine the depth-volume rela
tionship for the junction. A variable-area storage junction is illustrated in 
Figure 2-6. In group E2, a power function is given by 
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AREASURF - QCURVE(N,l,l) DEPTHQCURVE(N,2,l) 

where AREASURF 
QCURVE(N,l,l) 
QCURVE(N, 2 ,1) 

DEPTH 

surface area, ac [hal, 
coefficient (appropriate units), 
exponent, and 
depth above junction invert, ft [ml. 

DIVERSION STRUCTURES 

Data Groups F1 and F2: Orifice Data 

(2-10) 

EXTRAN simulates orifices as equivalent pipes (see Section 5). Data 
entry is straightforward. For sump orifices, the program automatically sets 
the invert of the orifice 0.96 times the diameter below the junction invert so 
that the orifice is flowing full before there is any discharge (overflow) to 
conduits downstream of the junction containing the orifice. Orifice settings 
may be varied with time (F2 data group) to simulate external controls. Ori
fice settings should not be closed "too fast" because this can cause numerical 
instabilities that mimic hydraulic instabilities that would occur in the pro
totype. 

Data Group G1: Weir Data 

The following types of weirs can be simulated in EXTRAN: 

Internal diversions (from one junction to another via a transverse 
or side-flow weir). 

Outfall weirs which discharge to the receLvLng waters. These weirs 
may be transverse or side-flow types, and may be equipped with flap 
gates that prevent back-flow. Outfall weirs must also have an 
accompanying 11 or 12 data group line with the appropriate boundary 
condition for the outfall junction. 

Transverse weir and side-flow weirs are distinguished in EXTRAN by the value 
of the exponent to which the head on the w~~2 is taken. For transverse weirs, 
head is taken to the 3/2 powe~ (i.e., Qw-H ) while for side-flow weirs the 
exponent is 5/3 (i.e., Qw-H5/). Weir parameters are illustrated in Figure 2-
7. 

When the water depth at the weir i/~ction exceeds YTOP (see Figure 2-7) 
the weir functions as an orifice (Qw-H ). The discharge coefficient for the 
orifice flow conditions is computed internally in EXTRAN (see Section 5). An 
equivalent pipe automatically replaces the weir for the duration of surcharge. 

Stability problems can be encountered at weir junctions. If this happens 
or is suspected of happening, the weir may be represented as an equivalent 
pipe. To do this, equate the pipe and weir discharge equations, e.g., 

(2-11) 
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Figure 2-8. Definition Sketch of Pump Input Data. 
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where m 

n 
A 
R 
S 
H 
Cw 
W 

1.486 for units of feet and seconds or 1.0 for units of 
meters and seconds, 
Manning n for the pipe, 
cross-sectional area, 
hydraulic radius, 
hydraulic grade line for the pipe, 
head across the weir, 
weir discharge coefficient, and 
weir length. 

In this equation, S - H/L where L is the pipe length, and A - WH. If R is set 
at the value of the hydraulic radius where the head is half way between YCREST 
and YTOP, and L is set in accordance with equations 2-7 and 2-8, then n can be 
computed as 

for the equivalent pipe. 

Data Group HI: Pump Data 

Pumps may be of three types: 

1. An off-line pump station with a wet well: the rate of pumping 
depends upon the volume of water in the wet well. 

(2-12) 

2. An on-line station that pumps according to the level of the water 
surface at the junction being pumped. 

3. Either an on-line or off-line pump that pumps according to the head 
difference over the pump, i.e., uses a three-point pump curve. 

The definition sketch in Figure 2-8 defines the input variable for Type 1 
pump. For a Type 2 pump station, the following operating rule is used: 

Y < VRATE(I, 1) Qp 

VRATE(I,l) < Y ~ VRATE(I,2) Qp 

VRATE(I,2) < Y 

Junction inflow or PRATE (I ,1) , 
whichever is less 

PRATE (I ,2) 

PRATE (I ,3) 

(2-13) 

Note that for pump stations of type 2 and 3 VRATE is the water depth at the 
pump junction, while for a Type 1 station it is the volume of water in the wet 
well. Note also that only one conduit may be connected to a Type 1 pump sta-
tion junction. 

A type 3 pump station in EXTRAN uses a storage junction upstream for a 
wet well. (Multiple pumps with different characteristics may be connected to 
the same storage junction to simulate more than one pump in a pumping sta-
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tion.) The dynamic head difference between the upstream and downstream nodes 
determines the pumping rate according to a three-point head-discharge rela
tionship for the pump. The operating condition (i.e., on/off) for the pump is 
determined from the wet well elevation from the previous half-step computa
tion, as shown in Figure 2-9. If the model detects that a pump is on (wet 
well elevation above PON -- data group HI), then its flow is computed from the 
dynamic head difference based on a linearized pump operating curve shown in 
Figure 2-10. The pump's operating range is limited to the range between 
PRATE(l) and PRATE(3) regardless of the detected dynamic head. Pump rates 
will remain fixed at either PRATE(l) or PRATE(3) until the system returns to 
the normal operating range of the pump. 

Data Group II: Free Outfall (No Flap Gate) Pipes 

Three types of outfalls can be simulated in EXTRAN: 

1. A weir outfall with or without a flap (tide) gate (data group Gl), 

2. A conduit outfall without a flap (tide) gate (data group II), or 

3. A conduit outfall with a flap (tide) gate (data group 12). 

Note that outflows through any outfall junction can be saved on an inter
face file if JOUT r 0 in Executive Block data group SW. These flows can then 
be graphed (using the Graph Block) or input to a subsequent block. For exam
ple, flows may be input to a subsequent Extran run in the event of disaggrega
tion of a large drainage system. (The graphing option is an alternative to 
that provided within Extran itself using data group B7.) An interface file 
may be converted to an ASCII/text file using the Combine Block of SWMM. Such 
a file can easily be read by other programs. 

Under data group II, enter the outfall junction number (JFREE) for out
fall conduits or outfall weirs without flap gates and the boundary condition 
number (NBCF) to which it applies. The boundary condition is indicated by the 
sequence of J-group lines entered below. E.g., if NBCF - 3, junction JFREE is 
governed by the third group of JI-J4 lines entered. 

Data Group 12: Outfall Pipes With Flap Gates 

Enter the outfall junction number (JGATE) and boundary condition number 
(NBCG) for outfall conduits or outfall weirs with flap gates. 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND HYDRO GRAPH INPUTS 

Data Groups JI-J4: Boundary Condition Data 

Up to five sets of data groups Jl - J4 are used to describe the boundary 
conditions which may be applied to any outfall (identified in data groups II 
and 12) in the drainage system. The sequence of the J-data groups determines 
the value of NBCF or NBCG on data groups II and 12. Parameter NTIDE specifies 
the type of boundary condition: 1) no water surface at the outfall (pipe or 
weir discharges above any tail water); 2) a water surface at constant eleva-
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tion A1 (data group J2); 3) a tide whose period and amplitude are described by 
user-supplied tide coefficients (equation 2-14); 4) a tide for which coef
ficients for equation 2-14 will be computed by EXTRAN based on a specified 
number of stage-time points describing a Single tidal cycle, or 5) a user
input time series of tail water elevations with linear interpolation between 
values. The functional form used for the tide in EXTRAN is 

HTIDE - A1 + A2 sin wt + A3 sin 2wt + A4 sin 3wt 
+ AS cos wt + A6 cos 2wt + A7 cos 3wt 

where HTIDE 
t 
w 
W 

A1 - A7 

elevation of outfall water surface, ft [mJ, 
current time, hrs, 
angular frequency 2 pi/W, radiansfhr, 
tidal period, hrs, and 
coefficients, ft [mJ. 

(2-14) 

Typical tidal periods are 12.5 and 25 hours, although any value may be used. 
A convergence value, DELTA, is used during the iterative fit of the function 
of equation 2-14 to the data. 

Data Groups K1-K3: Hydro&raph Input Data 

EXTRAN provides for input of up to 65 inflow hydro graphs as input data 
lines in cases where it is desirable to run EXTRAN alone without prior use of 
an upstream (e.g., Runoff) block or to add additional input hydrographs, 
either at the same or different nodes, to those computed by an upstream block. 
The specification of individual junctions receiving hydrograph input by data 
lines is given in data group K2. Multiple hydro graphs coming into a given 
junction can be indicated by repeating the junction number in group K2 for 
each inflow hydrograph. The order of hydro graph time-discharge points in data 
group K3 must correspond exactly with the order specified by data group K2. 
The time of day, TEO, of each discharge value is given in decimal clock hours; 
e.g., 10:45 a.m. is entered as 10.75. Should the simulation extend beyond 
midnight, times should continue beyond 24 (e.g., 1:30 a.m. would be 25.5 if 
the simulation began the previous day). The first value of TEO should be> 
TZERO (data group B1). 

Hydrograph time input points can be specified at any convenient time (not 
necessarily evenly spaced) as long as a value is included for each junction 
specified in data group K2 and parameter NJSW on data group B3. The number of 
input times per line is defined by parameter NINe on data group K1. The hy
drographs at each time step are then formed by linear interpolation between 
consecutive input values of the time series. 
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Table 2-1. Extran Block Input Data 

EXTRAN INPUT GUIDELINES 

There have been many changes made to the input format of EXTRAN. Follow
ing is a short list of the major changes along with explanations and guide
lines. 

1. Free format input. Input is no longer restricted to fixed columns. Free 
format has the requirement, however, that at least one space separate each 
data field. Free format input also has the following strictures on real, 
integer, and character data. 

a. No decimal points are allowed in integer fields. 
ger if it has a 0 in the default column. A variable 
0.0 in the default column. 

A variable is inte
is real if it has a 

b. Character data must be enclosed by single quotation marks, including 
both of the two title lines. Use a double single-quote (") to represent 
an apostrophe within a character field, e.g., USER"S MANUAL. 

2. Data group identifiers are a requirement and must be entered in columns 1 
and 2. The program uses these for line and input error identification, and 
they are an aid to the EXTRAN user. 99999 lines no longer are required to 
signal the end of sets of data group lines; the data group identifiers are 
used to distinguish one data group from another. 

3. The data lines may be up to 230 columns long. 

4. Input lines can wrap around. For example, a line that requires 10 numbers 
may have 6 on the first line and 4 on the second line. The FORTRAN READ 
statement will continue reading until it finds 10 numbers, e.g., 

Zl 1 2 
7 8 

345 6 
9 10 

Notice that the line identifier is not used on the second line. 

5. In most cases an entry must be made for ~ parameter in a data group, 
even if it is not used or zero and even if it is the last required field on a 
line. Trailing blanks are not assumed to be zero. Rather, the program will 
continue to search on subsequent lines for the "last" required parameter. 
Zeros can be used to enter and "mark" unused parameters on a line. This re
quirement also applies to character data. A set of quotes must be found for 
each character entry field. E.g., if the two run title lines (data group AI) 
are to consist of one line followed by a blank line, the entry would be: 

Al 'This is line 1.' 
Al " 

6. See Section 2 of the SWMM User's Manual for use of comment lines (indi
cated by an asterisk in column 1) and additional information. 
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Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

Since EXTRAN is often run by itself as a "stand alone" model, necessary input 
to the SWMM Executive Block is repeated here from the main SWMM User's Manual. 

VARIABLE 

SW 

NBLOCK 

JIN(l) 

JOUT(l) 

JIN(NBLOCK) 

JOUT(NBLOCK) 

MM 

NITCH 

NSCRAT(l) 

NSCRAT(NITCH) 

DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

Executive Block Input Data 

I/O File Assignments (Unit Numbers) 

Group identifier None 

Number of blocks to be run (max of 25). 1 

Input file (logical unit number) for the first block. 0 

Output file for the first block. 0 

Input file for the last block. 0 

Output file for the last block. 0 

Scratch File Assignments (Unit Numbers) 

Group identifier 

Number of scratch files to be opened (max of 6). 
EXTRAN requires at least one scratch file. 

First scratch file assignment. 

Last scratch file assignment. 

None 

o 

o 

o 

Control Data Indicating Files To Be Permanently Saved (Optional) 

@ 

FILENUM 

FILENAM 

REPEAT THE @ LINE FOR EACH FILE TO BE SAVED. 

Group identifier 

Unit number of the JIN, JOUT, or NSCRAT file to 
be permanently saved (or used) by the SWMM program. 

Name for permanently saved file. Enclose 
in single quotes, e.g. ·SAVE.OUT'. 

None 

None 

None 

Enter $ANUM in columns 1-5 in order to use alphanumeric conduit/junction names 
in this (and all following) block(s). 
Enter $EXTRAN in columns 1-7 to call the EXTRAN Block. 
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VARIABLE 

Al 

ALPHA 

BO 

ISOL 

KSUPER 

Bl 

NTCYC 

DELT 

TZERO 

NSTART 

INTER 

JNTER 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION 

Run Title 

Group identifier 

Description of computer run (2 lines, maximum of 
80 columns per line). Both lines must be enclosed 
in quotes. Will be printed on output (2 lines). 

Optional Routing Solution Control Parameters 
This data group is not a requirement and may be omitted. 

Group identifier 

Solution technique parameter (see Appendix C). 
0, Explicit solution of Section 5 (default), 
1, Enhanced explicit solution, 
2, Iterative explicit solution using variable 

time-steps ~ DELT (group Bl). Iteration 
limit is ITMAX and convergence criterion is 
SURTOL (group B2). 

DEFAULT 

None 

Blank 

None 

o 

0, Use minimum of normal flow and dynamic flow 0 
when water surface slope < conduit slope (default), 

1, Normal flow always used when flow is supercritical. 

First Group of Run Control Parameters 

Group identifier 

Number of time-steps desired. 

Length of time-step, seconds. 

Start time of simulation, decimal hours. Time zero 
is midnight (beginning) of first simulation day. 

First time-step to begin print cycle. 

Interval between intermediate 
simulation. Number of cycles 
(NTCYC - NSTART)/INTER. 

Interval between time-history 
cycles at end of simulation. 
printed is NTCYC/JNTER. 
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VARIABLE 

REDO 

B2 

METRIC 

NEQUAL 

AMEN 

ITMAX 

SURTOL 

B3 

NHPRT 

NQPRT 

NPLT 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

Hot-start file manipulation parameter. 
0, No hot-start file is created or used, 
I, Read NSCRAT(2) for initial flows, heads, 

areas, and velocities, 
2, Create a new hot-start file on NSCRAT(2), 
3, Create a new hot-start file but use the old 

file as the initial conditions. The old file 
is subsequently erased and a new file created. 

Second Group of Run Control Parameters 

Group identifier 

U.S. customary or metric units for input/output. 
0, U.S. customary units, 

- I, Metric units. 

Modify short pipe lengths using an equivalent pipe 
to ease time step limitations (see equation 2-3). 

0, Do not modify, 
- I, Modify short pipe lengths. 

o 

None 

o 

o 

Default surface area for all manholes ft2 [m2 ]. 
Used for surcharge calculations in Extran. 
Manhole default diameter is 4 ft (1.22 m). 

12.566 

Maximum number of iterations to be used in None 
surcharge and iterative calculations (30 recommended). 

Fraction of average flow in surcharged areas None 
to be used as convergence criterion for surcharge 
iterations (0.05 recommended). Also, convergence 
criterion during flow iterations, ISOL - 2 (Appen. C). 

Third Group of Run Control Parameters 

Group identifier 

Number of junctions for detailed printing 
of head output (30 nodes max.). 

Number of conduits for detailed printing 
of discharge output (30 conduits max.). 

Number of junction heads to be plotted (30 max.). 
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VARIABLE 

LPLT 

NJSW 

B4 

JPRT(l) 

JPRT(2) 

B5 

CPRT(l) 

CPRT(2) 

B6 

JPLT(l) 

JPLT(2) 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

Number of conduits for flows to be plotted (30 max.). 

Number of input junctions (data group K2), if 
user input hydrographs are used (65 max.). 

Note: For groups B4 - Ba, enter each name in single quotes 
if alphanumeric option is being used. 

Printed Heads 

Enter 10 junction numbers per line. Data group B4 is 
required only if NHPRT > 0 on data group B3. 

Group identifier 

First junction number/name for detailed printing. 

Second junction number/name, etc., up to number of 
nodes defined by NHPRT. 

Printed Flows 

Enter 10 conduit numbers per line. Data group B5 is 
required only if NQPRT > 0 on data group B3. 

Group identifier 

First conduit number/name for detailed printing. 

Second conduit number/name, etc., up to number of 
nodes defined by NQPRT. 

Plotted Heads 

Enter 10 junction numbers per line. Data group B6 is 
required only if NPLT > 0 on data group B3. 

Group identifier 

First junction number/name for plotting. 

Second junction number/name, etc., up to number of 
nodes defined by NPLT. 
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o 
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o 

o 
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VARIABLE 

B7 

KPLT(l) 

KPLT(2) 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

Plotted Flows 

Enter 10 conduit numbers per line. Data group B7 is 
required only if LPLT > 0 on data group B3. 

Group identifier 

First conduit number/name for plotting. 

Second conduit number/name for plotting, etc., up to 
the number of nodes defined by LPLT. This 
option is for the conduit flow rate. 

None 

o 

o 

Upstream/Downstream Heads Plotted on Same Graph for Conduits 

B8 

NSURF 

JSURF(l) 

JSURF(2) 

C1 

NCOND(N) 

NJUNC(N ,1) 

NJUNC(N,2) 

QO(N) 

Enter 30 conduit numbers per line. Data group B8 is 
optional and may be omitted. 

Group identifier None 

Number of conduit upstream/downstream plots. 1 

First conduit number/name for plotting. 0 

Second conduit number/name for plotting, etc., up to 0 
the number of conduits defined by NSURF. 

Conduit Data (1 line/conduit, 175 Max.) 

Group identifier 

Conduit number (any valid integer), or 
conduit name (enclose in single quotes). 

Junction number at upstream end of conduit, or 
junction name (enclose in single quotes). 

Junction number at downstream end of conduit, or 
junction name (enclose in single quotes). 

Initial flow, ft3/s [m3/s]. 
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VARIABLE 

NKLASS(N) 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION 

Type of conduit shape. 
1 - circular 
2 - rectangular 
3 - horseshoe 
4 - egg 
5 - baskethandle 
6 - trapezoidal channel 
7 - parabolic/power function channel 
8 - irregular (natural) channel 

DEFAULT 

1 

(Types 9 and 10 are used internally for orifice and weir connections.) 

Note: A negative NKLASS(N) creates a flap gate that will only let water 
move from the downstream (lower elevation) node to the upstream node. 

AFULL(N) 

DEEP(N) 

WIDE(N) 

Cross sectional area of conduit, ft2 [m2] 
enter only for types 3, 4, and 5. (Geometric 
properties for types 3-5 may be found in Section 
6 of the main SWMM User's Manual.) 

Vertical depth (diameter for type 1) 
of conduit, ft [m]. Not required for type 8. 

Maximum width of conduit, ft [m]. 
Bottom width for trapezoid, ft [m]. 
Top width for parabolic, ft [m]. 
Not required (N.R.) for types 1 and 8. 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Note, bold face text below describes differences for type 8 channels. 

LEN(N) Length of conduit, ft [m]. 0.0 
N.R. for type 8. Enter in data group C3. 

Note: A negative LEN(N) creates a flap gate that will only let water move 
from the upstream (higher elevation) node to the downstream node. 

ZP(N,l) 

ZP(N,2) 

ROUGH(N) 

Distance of conduit invert above junction invert 
at NJUNC(N,l), ft [m]. 

Distance of conduit invert above junction invert 
at NJUNC(N,2), ft [m]. 

Manning coefficient (includes entrance, exit, 
expansion, and contraction losses). N.R. for 
type 8. Uses XNCH in data group C2. 
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VARIABLE 

STHETA(N) 

SPHI(N) 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

Slope of one side of trapezoid. Required only for 
type - 6, (horizontal/vertical; 0 - vertical walls). 
For type 7, the channel exponent( 2.0, 3.0, etc.). 
For type 8, the cross-section identification number 
(SECNO, group C3) of the cross section used for 
this EXTRAN channel. Unlike HEC-2, EXTRAN uses only 
a single cross section to represent a natural 
channel reach for type 8 channels. A negative 
STHETA(N) will eliminate the printing of the dimension
less curves associated with each natural channel or 
power-function channel. 

Slope of other side of trapezoid. Required only for 
type - 6, (horizontal/vertical; 0 - vertical walls). 
The average channel slope for type 8. This slope 
is used only for developing a rating curve for 
the channel. Routing calculations use invert 
elevation differences divided by length. 

0.0 

0.0 

The C2 (NC) , C3 (Xl), and C4 (GR) data lines for any type 8 conduits follow as 
a group after all C1 lines have been entered. The sequence for channels must 
be in the same order as the earlier sequence of type-8 C1-1ines. 

Data groups C2, C3 and C4 correspond to HEC-2 lines NC, Xl' and GR. HEC-2 
input may be used directly if desired. Lines may be identified either by 
EXTRAN identifiers (C2, C3, C4) or HEC-2 identifiers (NC, Xl, GR). 

Channel Roughness 

This is an optional data line 
ness coefficients (n) for the 
repeated for later channels. 
channel modeled. 

that permanently modifies the Manning's rough
remaining natural channels. This data group may 
It must be included for the first natural 

C2 or NC 

XNL 

XNR 

Group identifier 

n for the left overbank. 
0.0, No change, 

> 0.0, New Manning's n. 

n for the right overbank. 
0.0, No change, 

> 0.0, New Manning's n. 
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VARIABLE 

XNCH 

C3 or Xl 

SECNO 

NUMST 

STCHL 

STCHR 

XLOBL 

XLOBR 

LEN(N) 

PXSECR 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

n for the channel. 
0.0, No change, 

> 0.0, New Manning's n. 

Note, XNCH is used to develop normalized flow routing curves. 

Cross Section Data 

Required for each type 8 conduit in earlier Cl data lines. 

Enter pairs of C3 and C4 lines in same sequence as appearance 
of corresponding type 8 conduit in earlier Cl lines. 

0.0 

Group identifier None 

Cross section identification number. 

Total number of stations on the following 
C4 (GR) data group lines. NUMST must be < 99. 

The station of the left bank of the channel, 
ft [m]. Must be equal to one of the STA(N) 
on the C4 (GR) data lines. 

The station of the right bank of the channel, 
ft [m]. Must be equal to one of the STA(N) 
on the C4 (GR) data lines. 

Not required for EXTRAN (enter 0.0). 

Not required for EXTRAN (enter 0.0). 

Length of channel reach represented 
by this cross section, ft [m]. 

Factor to modify the horizontal dimensions 
for a cross section. The distances between 
adjacent C4 (GR) stations (STA) are multiplied by 
this factor to expand or narrow a cross section. 
The STA of the first C4 (GR) point remains the same. 
The factor can apply to a repeated cross section 
or a current one. A factor of 1.1 will increase 
the horizontal distance between the C4 (GR) stations 
by 10 percent. Enter 0.0 for no modification. 
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VARIABLE 

PSXECE 

C4 or GR 

EL(l) 

STA(l) 

EL(2) 

STA(2) 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION 

Constant to be added (+ or -) to C4 (GR) 
elevation data on next C4 (GR) line. Enter 
0.0 to use C4 (GR) values as entered. 

Cross-Section Profile 

Required for type 8 conduits in data group Cl. 
Enter C3 and C4 lines in pairs. 

Group identifier 

Elevation of cross section at STA(l) . May be 
positive or negative, ft [m) . 

Station of cross section 1, ft [m) . 

Elevation of cross section at STA(2), ft [m) . 

Station of cross section 2, ft [m) . 

DEFAULT 

0.0 

None 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Enter NUMST elevations and stations to describe the cross section. Enter 5 
pairs of elevations and stations per data line. (Include group identifier, C4 
or GR, on each line.) Stations should be in increasing order progressing from 
left to right across the section. Cross section data are traditionally 
oriented looking downstream (HEC, 1982). 

Dl 

JUN(J) 

GRELEV(J) 

Z(J) 

QINST(J) 

YO(J) 

Junction Data (1 line/junction, 175 Max.) 

Group identifier 

Junction number (any valid integer), or 
junction name (enclose in single quotes). 

Ground elevation, ft [m). 

Invert elevation, ft [m). 

Net constant flow into junction, cfs [m3/s). 
Positive indicates inflow. 
Negative indicates withdrawl or loss. 

Initial depth above junction invert elevation, 
ft [m). 
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None 
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0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
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VARIABLE 

El 

JSTORE(I) 

ZTOP(I) 

ASTORE(J) 

NUMST 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION 

Storage Junctions (20 Max.) 

Note: Each storage junction must also have been 
entered in the junction data (Group Dl). 

Group identifier 

Junction number containing storage facility, or 
junction name (enter in single quotes). 

Junction crown elevation (must be higher than 
crown of highest pipe connected to the 
storage junction), ft [m]. 

Storage volume per foot (or mete3) of d~pth 
(i.e., constant surface area) ft /ft [m /m]. 
Set ASTORE(J) < 0 to indicate a variable
area storage junction. 

NUMST required only if ASTORE < O. 

Total number of stage/storage area points 
on following E2 data lines. NUMST < 99. 
Enter a value of -2 for NUMST to generate are~ 
vs. stage using a power function, A - a depth. 

Follow El line with E2 line(s) only if ASTORE < 0, 
or NUMST equals -2 on line El. 

DEFAULT 

None 

o 

0.0 

0.0 

o 

Variable-Area Storage Junction, Stage vs. Surface Area Points 

E2 

QCURVE(N,l,l) 

QCURVE(N, 2,1) 

QCURVE(N,1,2) 

Group identifier 

Surface area of storage junction at depth point 
1, acres [hectares]. If NUMST equals -2 this is 
the coefficient of the power function. 

Depth above junction invert at point 1, ft [m]. 
If NUMST equals -2 this is the exponent of the 
power function. This is the last value entered 
if NUMST equals -2. 

Surface area of storage junction at depth point 
2, acres [hectares]. 
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Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

QCURVE(N,2,2) Depth above junction invert at point 2, ft [m]. 0.0 

Continue entering total of NUMST (data group El) area-stage points. 
Use only one E2 group identifier for the E2 data group. If more 
than one line is required leave the first two columns blank. 

Fl 

NJUNC(N,l) 

NJUNC(N,2) 

NKlASS(N) 

AORIF(I) 

CORIF(I) 

ZP(I) 

F2 

NTIME 

Orifice Data (60 Max.) 

Group identifier 

Junction number containing orifice, or 
junction name (enter in single quotes). 

Junction number to which orifice discharges, or 
junction name (enter in single quotes). 

Type 
1 
2 

-1 

-2 

of orifice. 
side outlet, 
bottom outlet, 
time-history side outlet orifice, 
with data entered on data group F2. 
time-history bottom outlet orifice, 
with data entered on data group F2. 

Orifice area, ft2 [m2]. 

Orifice discharge coefficient. 

Distance of orifice invert above junction 
floor (define only for side outlet 
orifices), ft [m]. 

Time-History Orifice Data 

Each F2 line follows the appropriate Fl line. 

Group identifier 

Number of data points to describe the time 
history of the orifice (50 max.). 
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None 
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0.0 

1.0 

0.0 
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Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

VORIF(I,l,l) 

VORIF(I,1,2) 

VORIF(I,1,3) 

First time, hours, that the orifice discharge 
coefficient and area change values from intial 
settings of group Fl above. Time zero refers to 
beginning (midnight) of beginning day of simulation. 
E.g., VORIF(I,l,l) - 22.0 means first change in 
orifice setting occurs at 10:00 p.m. on first day of 
simulation. Increase hours past 24 (e.g., 25, 26) 
for multi-day simulations. 

First new value of orifice discharge coefficient. 

First new value of orifice area. 

Enter NTIME values of time/coefficient/area. Only one F2 group 
identifier is required, on the first data line. Subsequent 
lines (if required) should not include F2 identifier. 

Gl 

NJUNC (N , 1,) 

NJUNC(N,2) 

KWEIR(I) 

YCREST(I) 

YTOP(I) 

WLEN(I) 

COEF(I) 

Weir Data (1 line/weir, 60 Max.) 

Group identifier 

Junction number at which weir is located, or 
junction name (enter in single quotes). 

Junction number to which weir discharges, or 
junction name (enter in single quotes). 
Note: To designate outfall weir, set NJUNC(N,2) 
equal to zero or ' , (one space between quotes). 

Type of weir. 
1 transverse, 
2 transverse with tide gate, 
3 side flow, 
4 side flow with tide gate. 

Height of weir crest above invert, ft [m]. 

Height to top of weir opening above invert 
(surcharge level) ft [m]. 

Weir length, ft [m]. 

Coefficient of discharge for weir. 
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0.0 
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o 

o 

1 

0.0 
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Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

Pump Data (1 line/pump, 20 Max.) 

Note: ONLY ONE PIPE CAN BE CONNECTED TO A TYPE 1 PUMP NODE. 

HI 

IPTYP(I) 

NJUNC(N,l) 

NJUNC(N,2) 

PRATE (I ,1) 

PRATE(I,2) 

PRATE(I,3) 

VRATE(I,l) 

VRATE(I,2) 

Group identifier 

Type of pump. 
1 off-line pump with wet well (program will 

set pump junction invert to -100), 
2 in-line lift pump, 
3 three-point head-discharge pump curve. 

Junction number being pumped, or 
junction name (enter in single quotes). 

Pump discharge goes to this junction number, or 
junction name (enter in single quotes). 

Lower pumping rate, ft 3/s [m3/sj. 

Mid-pumping rate, ft3/s [m3/sj. 

High pumping rate, ft3/s [m3/sj. 

If IPTYP - 1 enter the wet well volume for 
mid-rate pumps to start, ft3 [m3 j. If IPTYP 2 
enter the junction depth for mid-rate pumps to 
start, ft [mj. If IPTYP - 3 enter the head 
difference (head at junction downstream of pump 
minus head at junction upstream of pump) 
associated with the lowest pumping rate, ft [mj. 
(This will be the highest head difference.) 

If IPTYP - 1 enter the wet wjll ¥olume for 
high-rate pumps to start, ft [m j. If IPTYP 2 
enter the junction depth for high-rate pumps to 
start, ft [mj. If IPTYP - 3 enter the head 
difference associated with the mid-pumping rate, 
ft [mj. 

Non-zero VRATE(I,3) and VWELL(I) required only if 
IPTYP - 1 or 3. 
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None 

1 

o 

o 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
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VARIABLE 

VRATE(I,3) 

WELL(I) 

PON(I) 

POFF(I) 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION 

If IP~ - 1 enter total wet well capacity, 
ft3 [m]. If IPTYP - 3 then enter the head 
difference associated with highest pumping rate, 
ft [m]. (This will be the lowest head difference.) 

If IP~ - 1 then enter initial wet well volume, 
ft3 [m]. If IPTYP - 3 then enter the initial 
depth in pump inflow junction, ft [m]. 

Enter PON(I) and POFF(I) if IPTYP - 2 or 3. 

Depth in pump inflow junction to turn pump on, 
ft [m]. 

Depth in pump inflow junction to turn pump 
off, ft [m]. 

DEFAULT 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Note: for groups II and 12, enter junction name in single quotes if 
alphanumeric option is being used. 

Il 

JFREE(I) 

NBCF(I) 

12 

JGATE(I) 

NBCG(I) 

Outfalls Without Tide Gates (1 line/outfall, 25 Max.) 

Note: ONLY ONE CONNECTING CONDUIT IS PERMITTED 
TO AN OUTFALL NODE. 

Group identifier 

Number/name of outfall junction without tide gate 
(no back-flow restriction). 

Type of boundary condition, from sequence of 
data group Jl - J4. 

Outfalls with Tide Gates (1 line/outfall, 25 max.) 

Note: ONLY ONE CONNECTING CONDUIT IS PERMITTED 
TO AN OUTFALL NODE. 

Group identifier 

Number/name of outfall junction with tide gate 
(back-flow not allowed). 

Type of boundary condition, from sequence of 
data groups Jl - J4. 
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Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

Boundary Condition Information 

Note: Repeat sequence of data groups JI-J4 for up to 20 different boundary 
conditions. Appearance in sequence (e.g., first, second ... fifth ... ) 
determines value for NBCF and NBCG in data groups II and 12. 

Jl Group identifier None 

NTIDE(I) Boundary condition index. 1 

J2 

Al(I) 

W(I) 

A2(I) 

A3(I) 

A4(I) 

AS(I) 

1 No water surface at outfalls (elevated discharge), 
2 - Controlling water surface at outfall 

at constant elevation Al (group J2), ft [m], 

Types 3, 4 and possibly 5 are used for tidal variations at outfall. 

3 Tide coefficients (group J2) provided by user, 
4 Program will compute tide coefficients, 
5 - Stage-history of water surface elevations input 

by user. Program uses linear interpolation 
between data points. 

Stage and/or Tidal Coefficients 

Note: NOT REQUIRED (OMIT) IF NTIDE(I) - 1 OR 5 ON DATA GROUP Jl. 

Group identifier 

First tide coefficient, ft [m]. 

Tidal period, hours. 
Required only if NTIDE(I) - 3 or 4. 

Note: NEXT SIX FIELDS NOT REQUIRED UNLESS NTIDE(I) = 3 

See equation 2-14 for definition of coefficients. 

Second tide coefficient, ft [m]. 

Third tide coefficient, ft [m]. 

Fourth tide coefficient, ft [m]. 

Fifth tide coefficient, ft [m]. 
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0.0 
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Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DEFAULT 

A6(I) 

A7(I) 

J3 

KO 

NI 

NCHTlD 

DELTA 

J4 

TT(l) 

YY(l) 

TT(2) 

YY(2) 

Sixth tide coefficient, ft [m]. 

Seventh tide coefficient, ft [m]. 

Tidal/Stage Information 

REQUIRED ONLY IF NTIDE - 4 OR 5 

Group identifier 

Type of tidal input. 
- 0, Input is in the form of a time series 

of NI tidal heights. This parameter is not 
used if NTIDE equals 5. 

- 1, Input is in the form of the high and low 
water values found in the tide tables, (HHW, 
LLW, LHW, and HLW). NI must be 4. 

Number of information points. 

Tide information print control. 
0, Do not print information, 

- 1, Print information on tide coefficients 
or stage history. 

Convergence criterion for fitting of tidal 
function, ft [m]. Not required for NTIDE - 5. 

Time and stage information 

REQUIRED IF NTIDE - 4 OR 5 

Group identifier 

Time of day, first information point, hours. 
(Increase hours past 24 if necessary.) 

Tide/stage at time above, ft [m]. 

Time of day, second information points, hours. 

Tide/stage, at time above, up to number 
of points as defined by NI, ft [m]. 

0.0 

0.0 

None 

o 

4 

1 

0.005 

None 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Note: Enter 5 pairs of time and stage information per data line. 
(Repeat group identifier on each line.) 
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VARIABLE 

Kl 

NINC 

K2 

JSW(l) 

JSW(2) 

K3 

TEO 

QCARD(l,l) 

QCARD(2,l) 

Table 2-1 (continued). Extran Block Input Data 

DESCRIPTION 

User Input Hydrographs 

IF NJSW - 0 (GROUP B3), SKIP DATA GROUPS Kl, K2 AND K3 

Group identifier 

Number of input nodes and flows per line 
in group K3. 

Hydrograph Nodes 

Group identifier 

First input node number for line hydro graph , or 
node name (enter in single quotes). 

Second input node number for line hydro graph , or 
node name (enter in single quotes). 

Enter NINC nodes per line until NJSW nodes are entered. 
(Repeat group identifier on each line.) 

User Input Hydrographs 

Group identifier 

Time of day, decimal hours. 

Fl~w rat~ for first input node, JSW(l), 
ft /s [m /sJ. 

Fl~w rat~ for second input node, JSW(2), 
ft /s [m /s J • 

DEFAULT 

None 

1 

None 

o 

o 

None 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Enter TEO plus NINC flows per line until NJSW flows are entered. Enter 
TEO only on first of mUltiple ("wrapped around") lines and do not include 
group identifier K3 on lines that are "wrapped around." Repeat the sequence 
for each TEO time. Times do not have to be evenly spaced; linear interpola
tion is used to interpolate between entries. The last K3 line will signal the 
end of the user hydrograph input. The last TEO value should be ~ length of 
simulation. Increase TEO past 24 for multi-day simulations. 
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END OF EXTRAN DATA INPUT 

Control now returns to the Executive Block of SWMM. 

If no more SWMM blocks are to be called, end input with $ENDPROGRAM 
in columns 1-11. 
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SECTION 3 

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

INTRODUCTION 

Ten test runs of EXTRAN are described in this report. (Additional exam
ples are included on the program distribution disks.) They will demonstrate 
how to set up the input data sets for each of the flow diversions included in 
the model. The complete or partial results of these runs have also been in
cluded as an example of typical output and an aid in interpreting EXTRAN re
sults. (Complete sets of input and output files are included in the distribu
tion disks for EXTRAN.) Output values for these examples differ slightly from 
SWMM Version 3 EXTRAN output (Roesner et al., 1981) due to slight changes in 
coefficients affecting upstream junctions during surcharging (see Section 5). 

EXAMPLE 1: BASIC PIPE SYSTEM 

Figure 3-1 shows a typical system of conduits and channels conveying 
stormwater flow. In this system, which is used in all the first seven example 
problems below, conduits are designated with four-digit numbers while junc
tions have been given five-digit numbers. There are three inflow hydrographs, 
which are input in data group K3, and one free outfall. Table 3-1 is the 
input data set for Example 1. 

The complete output for Example 1 is found in Table 3-2. The first sec
tion is an echo of the input data and a listing of conduits created internally 
by EXTRAN to represent outfalls and diversions caused by weirs, orifices, and 
pumps. 

The next section of the output is the intermediate printout. This lists 
system inflows as they are read by EXTRAN and gives the depth at each junction 
and flow in each conduit in the system at a user-input time interval. A junc
tion in surcharge is indicated by printing an asterisk beside its depth. An 
asterisk beside a conduit flow indicates that the flow is set at the normal 
flow value for the conduit. The intermediate printout ends with the printing 
of a continuity balance of the water passing through the system during the 
simulation. Printed outflows from junctions not designated as outfalls in the 
input data set are junctions which have flooded. 

The final section of the output gives the time history of depths and 
flows for those junctions and conduits input by the user, as well as a summary 
for all junctions and conduits in the system. The output ends with the user
requested plots of junction heads and conduit flows. 
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EXAMPLE 2: TIDE GATE 

Figure 3-2 shows the system simulated in Example 2, which is the basic 
pipe system with a tide gate at the outfall and constant receiving water depth 
of 94.4 feet. Two changes to the input data set, shown in Table 3-3, are 
required for this situation. These, shown in Table 3-3, are: 

1. placing the outfall junction number (10208) in data group 11, and 
2. changing NTIDE in data group J1 to 2 and inputting A1 - 94.4. 

The summary statistics for this run are in Table 3-4. 

EXAMPLE 3: SUMP ORIFICE DIVERSION 

Example 3 uses a 2-foot diameter sump orifice to divert flow to junction 
15009 in order to relieve the flooding upstream of junction 82309. A free 
outfall is also used in this example. Table 3-5 indicates that the sump ori
fice is inserted simply by changing data group D1 as shown. A summary of the 
results from this example is found in Table 3-6. 

EXAMPLE 4: WEIR DIVERSION 

A weir can also be used as a diversion structure to relieve the flooding 
upstream of junction 82309, as shown in Figure 3-4. Data group G1 has been 
revised as shown in Table 3-7 in order to input the specifications for this 
weir. Summary results are shown in Table 3-8. 

EXAMPLE 5: STORAGE FACILITY WITH SIDE OUTLET ORIFICE 

Inclusion of a storage facility requires several changes to the basic 
pipe system. Figure 3-5 shows that a new junction, 82308, has been inserted 
to receive the outflow from the orifice in the storage facility. Table 3-9 
shows that this requires a new junction in data group Dl, the invert of which 
is set to that of conduit 1602. This change, however, also requires that the 
invert of junction 82309 be raised to that of conduit 8060. Table 3-1 shows 
that, for the basic pipe system, conduit 8060 is 2.2 feet (ZP(N,2» above the 
invert of junction 82309. Thus, the invert of 82308 is set at 112.3 feet (the 
original elevation of 82309), the invert of 82309 is 114.5 feet, and ZP(N,2) 
for 8060 is 0.0. Data group E1 is revised to show the size of the storage 
facility, and data group F1 is changed to show the specifications of the 2-
foot diameter orifice. Table 3-10 gives the results of this example. 

EXAMPLE 6: OFF-LINE PUMP STATION 

Inclusion of an off-line pump station requires the addition of a junction 
to represent the wet-well and a conduit to divert the flow to it, as Figure 3-
6 demonstrates. Examination of data groups C1 and D1 in Table 3-11 shows the 
specifications for conduit 8061 and junction 82310. However, the length and 
Manning's n of conduit 8061 shown here have been altered for stability pur
poses to those of a pipe equivalent to the actual 8061, the real dimension of 
which is 20 feet long with an n of .015. Section 2 gives the details of the 
equivalent pipe transformation. Also, data group HI now includes a line giv-
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ing the pump specifications. Results from this example are found in Table 3-
12. 

EXAMPLE 7: IN-LINE PUMP STATION 

The pump in Example 6 can be moved to junction 82309 to simulate an in
line pump station. Figure 3-7 shows that this requires no alteration to the 
basic pipe system of Example 1. The only change to the input data set, shown 
in Table 3-13, is the pump data in group Hl. It should be noted, though, that 
the VWELL variables are now water elevations at junction 82309 rather than the 
volume of a wet-well. Results are found in Table 3-14. 

EXAMPLE 8: DEMONSTRATION OF ALL CONDUIT TYPES 

All eight conduit types are illustrated in Example 8, the schematic of 
which is shown in Figure 3-8. Two natural channels are placed at the down
stream end of the system to represent a "natural" receiving stream. 

In order to produce an initial flow of 20 cfs in the natural channels, 
the "hot start" mechanism is used. A first run is made with the only inflow 
being a constant flow of 20 cfs to junction 30081 (input data are shown in 
Table 3-15). At the end of the I-hr simulation, the flow is approximately 20 
cfs in channels 10081 and 10082 (Table 3-16). A possibly unexpected result of 
the initialization run is that water flows upstream into channel 10006 since 
its downstream invert elevation is the same as channel 10081. The flow in 
channel 10006 tends to "surge" in positive and negative directions while fill
ing. 

Input data for the main simulation are shown in Table 3-17, and partial 
output is shown in Table 3-18. This run uses the previously generated file 
(EX8.HOT) to initialize heads, areas, flows and velocities. The natural chan
nels produce additional output describing their geometric and hydraulic pro
perties. 

EXAMPLE 9: VARIABLE STORAGE AREA WITH METRIC EXTRAN 

This example illustrates variable storage areas and metric conduit and 
junction values. A side outlet orifice connects variable storage junction 
3001 and junction 3002 (see Figure 3-9). This problem was solved in Bedient 
and Huber (1988, p. 378) and the maximum depth in junction 3001 should ~e 
about 6.95 meters at 4 hours and the peak orifice flow should be 0.42 m /sec 
at 4 hours. The input data for this simulation are shown in Table 3-19 and a 
partial output listing is presented in Table 3-20. 

EXAMPLE 10: THREE-POINT PUMP CURVE STATION 

This example illustrates the third type of pump station in EXTRAN. Five 
pumps are used to pump water 50 feet up a hill from an upstream storage junc
tion to a downstream storage junction (see Figure 3-10). Each pump has a 
different operating curve. The input data for this simulation are shown in 
Table 3-21 and a partial output listing is presented in Table 3-22. 
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Table 3-1. Input Data for Example 1. 

SW 0 I) 

MM 3 j(1 11 12 
$EXTRAN 
AI 'EXTRAN USER"S MANUAL EXAMPLE I' 
AI 'BASIC PIPE SYSTEM FROM FIGURE 3-1' 
* NTCYC DELT TZERO NSTART INTER JNTER REDO 
B1 1440 20.0 0.0 45 45 45 0 
* METRIC NEQUAL AMEN ITMAX SURTOl 
B2 0 0 0.0 30 0.05 
* NHPRT NQPRT NPLT LPLT NJSW 
B3 6 6 6 6 3 
* PRINT HEADS 
B4 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
I PRINT FLOWS 
B5 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
* PLOT HEADS 
B6 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
* PLOT FLOWS 
B7 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
* CONDUIT DATA 
[1 8040 80408 8060B 0.0 0.0 4.0 
Cl 8060 80608 82309 0.0 0.0 4.0 
Cl 0.0 0.0 4.5 8100 81009 81309 
Cl 0.0 1 0.0 4.5 8130 81309 15009 
Cl 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 1030 10309 10208 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 

1570 15<)09 16009 0.0 
0.0 

1630 16009 10309 0.0 
1602 82309 16109 0.0 

1600 16009 16109 

* Dl 
JUNCTION DATA 
80408 
80608 
8100Q 
81309 
8230Q 
10208 
10309 
15009 
16009 
16109 

Dl 
Dl 
Dl 
Dl 
Dl 
Dl 
Dl 
D 1 
Dl 
! 1 
,J 1 

10208 

K 1 3 

138.0 
135.0 
137.0 
130.0 
155:0 
100.0 
111. (I 
125.0 
120.0 
125.0 

1 

124.6 
118.3 
128.2 
i 17.5 
~ l'-' -. 
1 ~, .:. •. ) 

89.9 
1 (11.6 
111 . 5 
102.0 
102.8 

K2 82309 80408 81009 
K3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 0.25 40.0 
K3 ~;. I) 40.0 
K3 3.25 (l.O 

0.0 K3 12.0 
$ENDPROGRAM 

45.0 50.0 
45.0 50.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

0.0 5.5 
0.0 6.0 

6 0.0 9.0 
1 0.0 5.0 

0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 (" 0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0,0 0.0 
0.0 (l.t) 

0.0 0.0 
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0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.t) 

1 BOO. 
2075. 
5100. 
3500. 
4500. 
5000. 

500. 
300. 

5000. 

0.0 O. (l 0.015 (1.0 0.0 
0.0 2.2 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.016 3.0 3.0 
0.0 0.0 .0154 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 3.0 3.0 
0.0 0. I) (;. (i34 0.0 0.(: 



Table 3-,,!. Output for Example 1. 

un.UUU»U'UIUUn'.lnuunUIU.tUUin .... 

* 
* 
* 

EHVIRON~EHTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
STORlf NATER WAHNiEmT WODEL 

VERSION 4.03 

DEVElOPED BY 

* • 
* 

1 ••• XI •••• ,II •••• , ............ I •••••• I.I ••• IIIII. 

• • , 
* 

WETCALF a EDDY, IKe. 
UHIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 

MATER RESOURCES ENGINEERS, INC. 
SEPTEIlBER 1970 

• 
• 
• 
• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

UPDATED BY 

I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
* • 

UNlYERSITY Of FLORIDA 
CNIP IIRESSER t 'CKEE, INC. 

• • 
• * .ARCH 1975 fOVEWBER 1977 * 

• HOI'EIlBER /9S1 JAlIUNIJ 1989 • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••• 11 ••••• 1." •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
f ms IS A HE. RELEASE Of SM.W. IF AI{'{ , 

• PROBLE«S OCCUR IH RaHNINS THIS .OO£L f 

f COMTN:T .mE HUiER • 
* UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA * 
f PIIOHE 1-9*m-cs~ * ................................................. 
1111 •••••••••••••••••••••• 111 •• 1, ••••••••••••••• 1 

• THIS IS AN IrPIDEMT ATlOH OF EPA SM •• 4.03 f 

f 'NATURE IS FULL OF INFINITE CAUSES fHICH f 

• HME NEYER OCCURED IN EXPERIENCE' di ViDcI f 
•••••••••••••••••• 11, •••• " •••• 1 ••••••••••••••••• 

... 1 .......... 11 .................................... . 

* 
* 
* 

DISK OR TAPE ASSIBN«EITS BY BLOCK 
JIN -J INPUT TO A BLOCK 

Jour -J OUTPUT FRO. A BLOCK 

BLDCKI /! JIH( /I 0 JOUTI /I 9 
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...................................... , ......... . 
• 
f 

SCRATCH DISXS DR TII£S 
THESE CMf BE IISCD BY Mf BLOCK 

f 

f 

............................. 8 ................. . 

KSCRAT(II KCSRAT(21 HSCRAT(JI //sCRATW KSCRAT(SI //SCRAT(61 //sCRATITI 
10 11 12 

.. " ........ , ........................... , ......... . 
* PIiNfmR VALIIES OK THE TII£S COIIIfDII BLOCK f 
.................................. , ............... . 

KUffB£R Of' SUBCATClIH£HTS IN THE RIIIIOf'F BLDCK (HIli. ••• m 
HIldER Of ClIMIK£LIPlPES 1M TH£ RllHOf'f BLOCK (NGI.... ISO 
HUffB£R Of' ELEIf£KTS lK TH£ TRJMS/'ORT BLDCK (NETI ••••• 175 
HUWBER OF INPUT HYOR06RAPIIS 1. TOOIORT (NTHI...... 80 
NUIIB£R Of' ELEWEKTS IN THE aTRM BLDCK III££)' ••••••• 175 
NUNIER Of' 6R011111111ATER SllBCATCNIIEITS I. RIIHOFf (K6M). 100 
IlUffB£R Of' IIIT£RFIC£ UlCATIOfIS FDR ALL BLOCKS (R1£I.. 175 
.mER Of PUlPS lwarRAN (II£'} .................... , 20 
RUllB£R Of' ORIFICES IN aTRJJf 11£0).................. 60 
HUffIER Of TlI1£ 6AT£S/Fm OIITFALLS IN aTtAII (ITSI.. 2S 
IIVII8£R or EXTW iEIRS (II£MJ........................ 60 
RUIBER Of aTtAII PRIITOIIT LOCATIDIIS (.fal........... 3D 
NUllB£R Of' TIJ)£ ELEIEITS IN aTRAN lITE)............. 20 
KUNIER Of NATURAL CBAlRELS (INCl.................... SO 
KUllB£R or STORAGE Jf/l/CTlOfIS IN aTRAN (WS£)........ 20 
RUHlER Of DATA fallITS FOR VARIABLE STORAGE ELEII£ITS 
IN THE £XTRJII BLOCK (IIVSTI." .... " .... " .... "..... 3D 
RUIBER OF INPUT HYOR06RAPRS IN EITRAI (NEH)......... 65 

.... ".1111.81111 ........ 11 .............. ,1* •• 111 ..... . 

f ENTRY lADE TO aTEOO TRA/lSPDRT .ODEL laTRAN) f 

• UPUATfD BY THE UNIVERSITY Of' FLORIDA (uri IIID • 
f CAlfP DRESSER IIID rcKEr I/IC. (COl), Jllflltlf, 1969. * 
* * 
f 'S.aath ruu tlit IIItll wllfrt ti, brook is dr".' f 

* Shikrsptlrt, Hetry VI, II, III, 1 f 
••••••••••••••• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••••• 
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CDKTRf)[ IHFORWATIOH FDR SIWY[ATIDH 

IKTEGRATIOH CYCLES ........... ...... t44C 

LEIIG7H OF INTEGRATION STEP IS ...... 20. SECOHIJS 

IlO NOT CREATE £OIIIV. PIPESINEQlJALJ. 0 

USE U.S. CllSTOffARY UNITS FOR 110 ... 0 

PRIKTING STARTS IN CYClE ........... 4S 

lIITERJfEDIATE PRlIITOUT lIITERVALS OF. 4SCYCLES 

SUIIARY PRINTOUT IIITERV ALS OF ...... 4S CYCLES 

HOT START FILE ~ANlPULATION(R£DOJ •• 0 

INITIAL Tl.E ..... ................. , 0.00 HOURS 

ITERATION VARIABLES: !TUX......... 30 
SORTOL ........ O.0500 

D£FMlLT SURfN:E AREA OF JIIHCTIONS .. 12.51 CIIB FT. 

row VERSION l.l SDLUTION. /lSDL • OJ. 
SUN OF JUNCTION fLDfl IS ZERO /JIIRIHS SUitJlARGE. 

NORIAL FLOM OPTION MHEN THE MATER 
SURfN:E SLOPE IS LESS THAN THE 
BROUD SURFN:E SL9PE I(SUPER-OJ .... 

PRINTED OUTPUT FOR THE fOLLONIHG 6 JUNCTIONS 

B06C8 161)()9 16109 15009 82309 80408 

PRINTED OUTPUT FOR THE FDLLONING 6 CDH»UITS 

1030 1630 1600 1602 JS70 8130 

MATER SURFN:E EL£rATIONS MILL BE PLOTTED FOR THE FOllOHING 6 JUNCTIONS 

B06C8 161)()9 16109 15009 82309 80408 

FlOH RATE MILL BE PLOTTED FOR THE FOLlONING 6 CDH»UITS 

1030 1630 1600 1602 JS70 8130 
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£ITRAK USER'S NANUAL £XAlPL£ PROBL£r 1 
BASIC PIPE SYSlEr FROfI FIGURE 3-1 

•• 1111 •••• '1 ••••••• 1111111.111 ••• ,11111, ••• 11,.' ••• 11 

• CONPUIT DATA * •••• JIII ••••••••••• IIII.,I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 

INP CDfIDIIIT LENGTH CONDUIT AREA rANNING NAX MIOTH DEPTH JUNCTIONS IlIVERT HElM TRAPEZOID 
NUr NUIBER 1m CLASS ISQ m ClJEF. 1m 1m AT THE £KI!S AlOI'£ JUNCTIONS SID£ SLOPES 

----- --
I 8040 1800. CIRCULAR 12S7 O.OlSOO 4.00 4.00 80408 B0608 
2 8060 2075. CIRCULAR 12.57 0.01500 4.00 4.00 80608 B2J09 0.00 2.20 
3 8100 5100. CIRCULM 15.90 0.01500 4.50 4.50 BlOO9 81309 
4 8130 3500. CIRCULAR 15.90 0.01500 4.50 4.50 81309 15009 
5 1030 4500. TRM'£ZOID 243.00 0.01600 0.01 9.00 10309 10208 3.00 3.00 
6 1570 5000. CIRCULAR 23.76 0.01540 5.50 5.50 15009 16009 
7 1600 500. CIRCtILAR 28.27 0.01500 6.00 6.00 16009 16109 
8 1630 300. TRAPEZOID 243.00 0.01500 0.01 9.00 16009 10309 3.00 3.00 
9 1602 5000. elRCULM 19.63 0.0J400 5.00 5.00 62309 16109 

:::) HARNIMG II TH£ UPSTREMI AND DOHNSTREMI JUNCTIONS FOR THE FOLLOHING CONDUITS 
HAVE BE£N REV£RSED TO CORR£SllOHD TO THE POSlTlVE FLOH MID DECREASING 
SLOPE ElTRAN COlIVEIITIOH. A NEGATIVE FLOII IN THE OUTPUT THUS 'EANS 
TNE FLOII MIS FROfI YOUR W61NAL UPSTREMI JllHCTIOH TO YOUR ORIGINAL 
DOHNSTREMI JUNCTIOII. ft('f INlTlA/. FLOII MAS 1££1 rULTIPLlED BY -1. 

1. CONDUIT .... 1600 HAS BEEM CMMI6£D. 

111 ••••••••••••••••• 111 ••••• 1 ••••• 11 ••••• ' ••• ,111 •••• 

• JUNCTION DATA • 
IIIIJIII ••••••••••••••••• IIIII •••• ,IIII •••••• II •••••• 

INP JUNCTION GROUND CROtIN IlIVERT QIlST IRlTlAL CONNECTING CONDUITS 
NUl NUKB£R ELEY. ELEY. ELEY. eFS DEPTHIFTJ 

1 804C6 138.00 128.60 124.60 0.00 0.00 8040 
2 806Cfl 135.00 122.30 118.30 0.00 0.00 8040 8060 
3 81009 m.oo 132.70 128.20 0.00 0.00 8100 
4 81309 130.00 122.00 117.50 0.00 0.00 8100 8130 
5 B2J09 155.00 US.SO 112.30 0.00 0.00 8060 1602 
6 10208 100.00 98.90 89.90 0.00 0.00 1030 
7 10309 111.00 110.60 101.60 0.00 0.00 1030 1630 
8 15009 125.00 117.00 lU.5O 0.00 0.00 8130 1570 
9 16009 120.00 111.00 102.00 0.00 0.00 1570 1600 1630 

10 16109 125.00 108.80 102.80 0.00 0.00 1600 1602 
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E~VIROHNEWTAL PR07EC71OH AGE~CY 
KASHINGTOH, D.C. 

***" EXTENDED TRAHSI'OR7 PROORAII .... 

HIt ***" 
**** ANALYSIS WODIJLE HIt 

•• 1 ••• 11 •• 11 •• 11 •••••••••• 11.111.11 •••• 111 •••••• 11 

• FR£E DlJTF ALL DATA (DATA GROlIP lIJ I 

I BOUIIDARY COHDlTlOli 011 DATA GROUP Jl * 
••• 11.111111 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OUTFALL AT JUNCTION.... 10208 HAS BOUIIDARY COIIDITION NursER ••• 

••• 11 ••••••• , ••••••••••••• 11 •••••••••••••••••••••• 

* IHTERffAI. COHHrCTIrITY INFORHATION I 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,1 ••••••••••••••••• 

COIIDIJIT JUKCTIOII JUNCTIOII 

90010 10208 0 

••••• , ••••••••••••••••••• , •• 11 •••••••••••• 11 ••••••••• 

I 

• 
IOIIIIDARY CDNDITOII IKFDRHATIOII 

DATA 6ROfJPS JJ-J4 
• 
• 

1111 ••••••• 11 ••••• ,1 •••• 1111 •••• , ••••••••••••• 11 ••• ,1 

Be HaR .. 1 HAS lID Cl!llTROL IIATER SURFACE. 

••••••••••••••••• " ••••••• 111, ••••• 

I IIITIAI. IfOD£L CDIIDlTIOli • 
I II/ITIAI. me ' 0.00 HDURS I .................................... 
JUHCTIOII I DEPTH I eLeVATIDH .,,) 'I' JUNCTIOII IS SURCHARGED. 

804081 0.00 1 124.60 806081 0.00 1 118.30 810091 0.00 1 
813091 0.00 I 117.50 823091 0.00 1 112.30 102081 0.00 1 
10309/ 0.00 I 101.61> IS1J111I 0.00 1 111.50 160091 0.00 1 
161091 0.00 1 102.80 

eDIT! 
t040l 
10301 
161>21 

COIDUIT! 
t040l 
1030/ 
160'2/ 

FLor m) 'I' CDIIDUIT uses THe IDRffAL FLOII OPTIDH. 
0.00 8061>1 0.00 81001 0.00 
0.00 1$10/ 0.00 16001 0.00 
0.00 900101 0.00 

mocl7Y 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

80601 
1$10/ 

0.00 
0.00 

81001 
16001 
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0.00 
0.00 

8130/ 
16301 

8130/ 
16301 

128.20 
89.90 

10'2.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

MATER ReSOURCES DI¥ISIOH 
CAWP DREsseR • WCKrE INC. 
AHNAHDALE, ¥1R6IHIA 



"'J SYST£H IHFLOUS (DATA GROUP K3J AT 0.00 HOURS ( JUNCTION I INFLOU,CFS J 

823091 0.0£-01 II04C8I 0.0£-01 810091 0.0£-01 

'''I SYSTU INFLOMS (DATA GROUP KJ) AT 0.25 HDURS ( JUNCTION I INFLOU,CFS J 

823091 4.0£-01 804081 4.5£+01 810091 5.0£-01 

CYCLE 45 TI.E 0 HRS - 15.00 WIN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I £L£V ATION mJ ", JUliCTlOK IS SURCHARGED. 
804OfI1 2.87 I 127.47 806081 1.26 I 119.S6 810091 2.27 1 130.47 
913091 0.35 1 117.95 923091 2.12 I 114.42 102091 0.00 I 99.90 
103fJ91 0.00 I 101.60 lS009I 0.00 I m.50 160091 0.00 I 102.00 
161091 0.16 I 102.96 

FLON :::J ',. CONDUIT USES TH£ NORHAL FLOU OPTION. CONDUITI 
90401 
10301 
16021 

39.98 80601 9.63 81001 15.77 81301 
0.00 mal 0.00 16001 0.08 16301 
5.76 900101 0.00 

mJ SYSTE. INFLOMS (DATA 6ROUP KlJ AT J.OO HOURS ( JUNCTIOK I INFLOM,CFS J 

923091 4.DE+Ol 8IH081 4.5£+01 810091 5.DE+Ol 

CYCLE 90 TIlE o HRS - 30.00 .IN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATIOH '==J 'f' JUHCTIOH IS SURCHARGED. 
9WJ81 2.26 I 126.96 806081 2.78 I 121.08 810091 3.l2 I 
813091 2.12 I 119.62 923091 6.00 1 118.30 102091 0.00 1 
103fJ91 0.05 I 101.65 lS009I 0.37 I m.87 160091 0.42 I 
161091 1.57 I 104.37 

C8II1JUlTl FLOM mJ 'f' C0fIDII1T USES TME NORHAL FLON OPTION. 
90401 45.09f 80601 44.D51 81001 54.59 81301 
10301 0.00 15701 1.081 16001 11.87 16301 
16021 38.51 900101 0.00 

CYCLE 135 TI'£ o MRS - 45.00 .IM 

JUNCTION 1 DEPTH 1 £LEVATIOH ===J ,,. JUllCTIOH IS SURCHARGED. 
804081 12.75'1 137.35 806091 16.7011 135.00 910091 2.72 1 
813091 3.47 I 120.97 923091 21.66'1 133.96 102091 1.30 I 
103091 1.59 1 10J.19 150091 1.47 I 112.97 160091 2.75 1 
161091 2.87 1 lOS.67 
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0.25 
0.00 

131.52 
99.90 

102.42 

13.31 
0.2J 

130.92 
91.20 

104.75 
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FLOM "~'I "f' CONDUIT USES THE NORMAL HON OPTIOH. CONWJT/ 
80401 
10301 
16021 

45.00 8()6(}1 28.00 81001 52.99' 81301 44.21 
23.88 15701 19.12> 16001 70.31 16301 74.78 
68.00 900101 23.8iJ 

CUMULATIVE DVERFLOM VOLUWE FROW NODE 80608 1.03E+04 CU. FT. FLOOD FLON ' 17.0 CFS AT HOUR 

CYCLE 180 TI'E 1 HRS - 0.00 .IN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION m) ", JUNCTION IS SURCHAR6ED. 
804081 12.7~1 m.35 8()6(}81 16.7OfI 135.00 810091 2.63 I lJO.83 
81J091 3.471 120.97 82]091 21.66f/ m.96 102081 2.27 I 92.17 
10J091 2.61 I 104.21 150091 2.27 I IIJ.77 160091 2.85 I 104.85 
161091 2.86 1 105.66 

CONDUlTI FLON m) 'f' CONDUIT USES THE NORlAI. FLON OPTION. 
80401 45.00 8()6(}1 27.93 81001 SO.2" 81JOI 54.5'1 
10JOI 94.58 15701 43.75' 16001 67.93 16301 109.42 
16021 67.93 900101 94.SS 

CUWULATIYE DVERFLON VOLUf£ FROII NODE 80608 2.57E+04 CU.FT. FLOOD FLON • 17.1 CfS AT MOUR 

CYCLE 225 TI.E 1 HRS - 15.00 lIN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION m) 'f' JUNCTION IS SURCHARGED. 
804081 12.7~1 m.35 806081 16.7OfI 135.00 810091 2.62 I 130.82 
81]091 3.25 I 120.75 82]091 21.~1 13J.95 102081 2.46 I 92.36 
10]091 2.80 I 104.40 150091 2.491 m.99 160091 2.94 I 104.94 
161091 2.SS I IOS.68 

CONDUlTI FLOM m) ", CONDUIT USES THE NORfAI. FLOM OPTION. 
80401 45.00 8()6(}1 28.01 81001 50.02' 81301 53.77 
10301 115.37 15701 52.14' 16001 67.86 16301 119.11 
16021 6s.o1 900101 115.37 

0.75 

1.00 

CUWULATIVE OVERFLON VOLU~E FROW NODE 80608 4.10E+04 CU.FT. FLOOO FLOH • 17.0 CFS AT HOUR 1.25 

CYCLE 270 TI.E 1 HRS - 30.00 «IN 

m,' 'f' JUNCTION IS SURCHARGED. JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION 
8040B1 12.75'1 m.3S 806081 16.70>1 135.00 810091 2.62 I 13o.B2 
813091 3.11 I 120.61 823091 21.65,1 133.95 102081 2.51 I 92.41 
103091 2.84 I 104.44 150091 2.50 I 114.00 160091 2.95 I 104.95 
161091 2.89 I IOS.69 

COHDIIlTI 
80401 
10lOl 
16021 

FLOM 
45.00 

120.11 
68.1J6 

m) '.' CONDUIT USES THE HORfAI. HON OPTION. 
8()6(}1 28.06 81001 SO.DOt 
15701 52.38' 16001 68.04 

900101 120.11 

.. ' 
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81301 
16301 

51.71 
120.49 



/~ 

eUfWLATlVE OVERFLOI VOLUnE rlWW HODE 8060S S.63E~ eu.rr. fLOOD fLlJj/ = 16.9 crs AT HOUR 1.50 

crCLE 31S mE 1 HRS - 4S.00 lIN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION ===) 'f' JUHCTION IS SURCHARGED. 
IW4C8I 12.7511 137.35 806OB1 16.7011 m.oo SI()(J'1I 2.62 I 130.82 
813091 3.06 I 120.56 823091 21.6511 133.95 Iml 2.SO I 92.40 
103091 2.S. I 104." 15()(J'11 2.47 I UJ.'7 16()(J'11 2.94 I 104.94 
161091 2.SS I IOS.68 

COH/!IIlT/ FLOW m) 'f' CONDUIT USES THE 10Rl/AL FLOI OPTlOli. 
80401 45.00 80601 28.OS 81001 SO.OOI 81YJ1 SO.s. 
10301 119 .81 15701 SI.23f 16001 68.07 16301 119.49 
16Q2I 68.05 900101 119.81 

CUIULATIr£ OVERFLOW 'OLUI£ FROn lODE 80608 7.16E+04 CO.FT. FLOOD FLOI = 16.9 CFS AT HOUR 1.75 

crCLE 360 TIllE 2 IRS - 0.00 I1H 

JUHCTIOII I DEPTH I £LEV ATIOII m) 'f' JUHCTIOII IS SlJRCIAR6£O. 
804081 12.7511 137.35 806081 16.7011 135.00 810091 2.62 I 1311.82 
813091 3.05 I 120.55 8231191 21.6511 133.'5 Iml 2.50 1 92.~ 

103091 2.83 I 104.43 150/191 2.45 I 113.95 16Q1)91 2.94 I 104.94 
161091 2.SS I 105.68 

COIIDfIIT I FLO. ===) 'f' COIlDUIT USES TH£ ./MIAL FLOI O1TIOII. 
80401 45.00 80601 28.04 81001 SO. 001 SI301 SO. 09 
10301 118.88 15701 50.431 16001 68.06 16301 118.61 
16Q2I 68.04 900101 118.SS 

cmLATIVE OVERFLOI VOLUII£ FROn NODE 8060B S.68£+04 CO.FT. moo FLOI = 17.0 CFS AT lOUR 2.00 

crCLE 40S TIlE 2 HRS - 15.00 'IN 

JU.CTlOli I DEPTH I ELEVATION ===) 'f' JUNCTION IS SURCHARGED. 
804081 12.7Sf1 137.35 806081 16.7011 135.00 810091 2.62 I 130.82 
813091 3.OS I 120.55 823091 21.6511 133.'5 Iml 2 •• 9 I 92.39 
103091 2.83 I 104.43 150/191 2." I UJ.9. 16Q1)91 2.93 I 104.93 
161091 2.SS I IOS.68 

calT 1 FLOW ===) 'f' CONDUIT USES THE HORIAL FLOI OPTION. 
80401 45.00 80601 28.04 81001 50.001 81301 49.97 
10301 118.31 15701 50.09* 16001 68.0. 16301 m.IB 
16Q21 68.04 900101 m.31 
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cuwuwm iJiI,RfLiiii VOWME FROH HOOE 80608 i.02"05 CU.FT. flOOD HOi! ' 17.0 CFS AT HOUR 2.25 

CiCLE ~ TIWE 2 HRS - 30.00 WIN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION "~'I '.' JUNCTION 15 SURCHARGED. 
SlHCBI 12.7511 137.35 806081 16.70.1 135.00 810091 2.62 I 130.82 
81J(J91 3.05 I 120.55 82J(J91 21.65*1 m.95 102081 2.49 I 92.39 
103091 2.83 I 104.43 150091 2.44 I 113.94 160091 2.93 1 104.93 
161091 2.88/ IOS.68 

calTl FLOM m) 'I' CONDUIT USES THE rOUAL FLOM OPTION. 
80401 45.00 80601 28.03 SIOOI 50.001 81301 49.97 
10301 US.OS 15701 49.99. 16001 68.04 16301 US.D4 
16021 68.03 900101 118.08 

CU.ULATIVE OVERFLOiI VOLUWE FROW NODE 80608 1.17E+05 ru.FT. FLOOD FLOiI ' 17.0 CFS AT HOUR 2.50 

CiCLE 49S TIlE 2 IRS - 45.00 .IN 

JUNCTlOil I DEPTH I ELEVATION .. :) 'f' JUNI:TlOiI IS SURCI/ARBED. 
804081 12.1Sf1 137.35 8OUJ61 16.70.1 135.00 810091 2.62 1 130.82 
813091 3.OS 1 120.55 823091 21.65*1 I3US 102081 2.49 1 92.39 
10J(J91 2.83 I 104.43 150091 2.44 1 113.94 16/J091 2.93 1 104.93 
161091 2.88 1 IOS.68 

CDI/IlIIITI FLOM m) 'f' CONDUIT USES THE NORIIAL FLOiI OPTION. 
80401 45.00 8liMJ1 28.03 81001 50.001 81301 49.98 
10301 U8.02 15701 49.981 16001 6&.03 16301 m.02 
16021 68.03 900101 118.02 

CUIULATIVE OVERFLOiI VOLU.E FROW NOOf 80608 I.JJ£+05 CU.FT. fLooO FLOM : 17.0 CfS AT HOUR 2.75 

CYCLE 540 mE 3 NRS - 0.00 .IN 

JUNCTIOiI 1 DEPTH 1 ELEVATION :::) ' .. JurCTIOiI IS SURCHARGED. 
SlHCBI 12.7511 137.35 B0608I 16.70.1 135.00 810091 2.62 1 130.82 
813091 3.OS I 120.55 82J(J91 21.6511 133.95 102081 2.49 1 92.39 
103091 2.83 I 104.43 150091 2.44 1 113.94 160091 2.93 I 104.93 
161091 2.88 1 IOS.68 

CDI/IlIIJTI FLOM m) 'f' CDH1!UIT USES THE HORIIAL FLOiI OPTIOiI. 
80401 45.00 8liMJ1 28.03 SIOOI 50.001 SI301 49.99 
10JOJ US.02 15701 49.99f 16001 68.03 16301 m.02 
16021 68.03 900101 118.02 

CUWULATIVE OVERFLOiI VOLUIIE FROf HODE 80608 1.48£+05 CU.FT. FLOOD fLOiI : 17.0 crs AT HOUR 3.00 

::,) SYS7E. INFLOHS {OATA GROUP K3! AT 3.2S HOURS { JUNCTION I INFLOK.CFS ! 

823091 0.0£~1 804081 0.0£~1 810091 o.oE~1 
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CYCLf 585 Tl~f 3 HRS - 15.00 BIH 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION ",) 'If" JUNCTION IS SURCHARGED. 
81J41J61 0.90 I 125.50 806081 2.70 I 121.00 810091 1.56 I 129.76 
813~1 2.61 I m.ll 8231111 5.94 / 118.24 102081 2.40 I 92.30 
1030YI 2.76 I 10..36 150091 2.36 I 113.& 160091 2.n I 104.n 
1611111 2.46 I IOS.26 

cnlT I 
so.ol 
10301 
16021 

FL8lI 
8.69' 

108.62 
43.67 

",) 'I' CONDUIT USES THE NORIAt FLOM OPTION. 
80601 39.71 81001 20.52* 
15701 47.461 16001 48.69 

90010/ 108.62 

8130/ 
16301 

===j sysm IHFL8lIS (DATA 6R11f/p (3) AT 12.00 /lOURS ( JUNCTION I INFL8lI,CFS ) 

8231111 0.0£-01 804081 0.0£-01 810091 0.0£-01 

CYCLE 630 TIlE 3 HRS - 30.00 lIN 

JUHCTI8lI I DEPTH I ELEVATI8lI ===) 'If" JUNCTIOH IS SURCIIARGED. 
81J41J61 0.22 I 124.82 806081 O.SS I 119.15 810091 0.71 I 
813091 1.61 I 119.11 823091 4.11 I 116.41 102081 2.20 I 
1031111 2.55 I 104.15 150091 1.93 I 11U3 160C91 2.52 I 
1611111 2.16 I 104.96 

C8fI1)ffITl FLOM ,.,) ", CONDUIT USES THE NORrAL FLOM OPTION. 
80401 0.441 80601 5.321 81001 4.J2I 81301 
10301 87.33 15701 32.m 16001 38.47 16301 
16021 32.& 900101 87.33 

CYCLE 67S TIlE 3 HRS - 45.00 .IN 

JUHCTI8lI I DEPTY I ELEVATI8lI ===) 'If" JUNCTION IS SURCHARGED. 
804081 O.ll I 124.71 801.081 0.441 118.74 810091 0.44 I 
8131111 1.06 I 118.56 8231111 2.79 I US. 111 102081 1.91 I 
103091 2.26 I 103.& 150C91 1.42 I 112.92 160C91 2.17 I 
1611111 1.74 I 104.54 

CONDUITI HOM m) 'f' CONDUIT USES THE NOiKAL W}lI DPTION. 
80401 0.121 80601 1.37f 81001 1.551 81301 
10301 61.59 15701 18.101 16001 25.65 16301 
16021 19.04 900101 61.59 

CYCLE 720 TIlE 4 HRS - 0.00 lIN 

JUNCTI8lI I DEPTH I ELEVATION ",j ", JUHCTIOH IS SURCHARGED. 
804081 0.06 I 124.66 801.081 0.33 I 118.63 810091 0.30 I 
8131111 0.75 I 118.25 82J091 1.87 I !H.17 102081 1.60 I 
1031111 1.94 I 103.54 150091 1.06 I 112.5. 160091 1.82 I 
1610Y1 1.32 I 104.12 
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41.94 
100.63 

128.91 
92.10 

104.52 

19.621 
n.J3 

128.64 
91.81 

104.17 

8.631 
50.47 

128.50 
91.50 

103.82 



COIIDIIlT! FWM ===,1 'f' CmUlT USES THE NORKA!. HON OPTION. 
8{)4()1 0.05' 80601 0.45 81001 0.72' 81301 4.33* 
10301 40.05 15701 10.11* 16001 15.36 16301 31.17 
16021 9.80 900101 40.05 

CYCLE 765 Tm 4 HRS - 15.00 KIN 

JUNCTION 1 DEPTH 1 ELEVATION ===i 'f' JUNCTION IS SURCJiARG£/). 
8{)4()81 0.04 1 124.64 806081 0.27 1 118.57 810091 0.22 I 128.42 
813091 0.57 1 118.()7 823091 I.JJ I 113.63 10'J()81 I.JJ I 91.23 
103091 1.66 I 103.26 150091 0.82 I 112.32 160091 1.51 I 103.51 
161091 0.98 I 103.78 

CONOOITI FLON ===) 'I' CONPUIT USES THE NORKA! FLON OPTION. 
80401 0.03' 81>601 0.32 81001 0.381 81301 2.421 
10301 25.53 15701 6.001 16001 8.601 16301 19.08 
161)21 5.19 900101 25.53 

CYCLE 810 TIlE 4 HRS - 30.00 lIN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION ===) ", JUNCTION IS SlJRCJiARG£l). 
8{)4()81 0.03 I 124.63 806081 0.23 I 118.53 810091 0.17 I 128.37 
813091 0.45 I 117.95 823091 1.01 1 m.31 10'J()81 1.13 I 91.03 
103091 1.42 1 10J.02 lS009I 0.66 I 112.16 160091 1.26 I 103.26 
161091 0.76 I 103.56 

COJlDlJITI FLON ===) '.' CDIT USES THE NORKA! FLON OPTION. 
80401 0.01' 81>601 0.19 81001 0.22' 81301 1.47. 
10301 16.76 15701 3.75' 16001 S.()7' 16301 12.04 
161)21 3.00 900101 16.76 

CYCLE 855 TIlE 4 MRS - 45.00 lIN 

JUNCTION 1 DEf'TH I ELEVATION ===) 'f' JUNCTION IS SURCJiAR6ED. 
804081 0.021 124.62 806081 0.21 I lIMI 810091 0.14 I 128.34 
813091 0.36 1 117.86 823091 0.79 I m.09 102081 0.94 I 90.84 
103091 1.23 I 102.83 lS009I 0.54 I 112.04 160091 1.()7 I 103.()7 
161091 0.61 I 103.41 

caIT! mN ===) 'f' CONDUIT USES THE NOR.At FLON OPTION. 
8{)4()1 O.Olf 80601 0.14 81001 0.16. 81301 0.9 •• 
10301 10.91 15701 2.SOt 16001 3.2Dt 16301 8.00 
161)21 1.86 900101 10.91 

CYCLE 900 TIKE 5 HRS - 0.00 lIN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION ===) '.' JUNCTION IS SURCHARG£l). 
8{)4()81 0.01 1 124.61 806081 0.19 I 118.49 810091 0.12 I 128.32 
813091 0.30 I 117.se 823091 0.65 I 112.95 102081 0.81 I 90.71 
103091 1.09 1 102.69 150091 0.45 I 111.95 160091 0.93 I 102.93 
161091 O.SO 1 103.30 
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CONf)UITI nOM .,,) '.' CONDUIT USES THE HORrAL FLOM OPTION. 
SQ4()1 0.01' S06/)/ 0.11 81001 0.11* S131>1 0.66' 
10JOl 7.67 1570/ 1.711 16001 2.10< 16301 5.44f 
16021 1.23 100101 7.67 

CYCLE 945 mE 5 HRS - 15.00 KIN 

JUNCTION 1 DfPTH 1 ELEVATION ••• > '.' JUNCTION IS SURCHARGED. 
8Q4()81 0.01 1 124.61 806081 0.17 I 118.47 81009/ 0.10 I 128.30 
813M1 0.26 I 117.76 823091 D.S41 112.84 102081 0.731 90.63 
103091 0.96 1 102.56 lS009I 0.39 1 111.89 16009/ 0.82 I 102.82 
161091 0.42 1 103.22 

COIIDI/ITI FLOM ::0> ,,. COIIDI/IT USES THE IIORIAL FLOM OPTIOII. 
8fH01 0.001 8Ii601 0.09 8100/ O.09f 8131>1 0.47f 
10301 5.62 1570/ 1.1S' 1600/ 1.47f 16301 3.BSt 
16021 O.SS 900101 5.62 

CYCLE 990 mE 5 NRS - 30.00 .111 

JUNCTION I DfPTH I ELEVATION ===> ,,. JfJfICTION IS SIIRCHARGE1J. 
8Q4()81 0.01 1 124.61 804081 0.16 I 118.46 810091 0.08 I 128.28 
813M1 0.22 1 117.72 823M1 0.46 1 112.76 102081 0.60 I 90.50 
10309/ 0.86 I 102.46 15009/ 0.33 1 111.83 16009/ 0.73 I 102.73 
161091 0.36 1 103.16 

calTl FLOM ... > 'f' carr USES Tr£ MORrAL FLOM OPTION. 
8fH01 0.001 8Ii601 0.07 81001 0.01. 81301 0.341 
1030/ 3.SS 1570/ 0.93' 16001 1.00f 16301 2.881 
16021 0.60 900101 U5 

CYCLE 1035 TIlE 5 IRS - 45.00 .IN 

JUNCTION 1 DfPTH I ELEVATION ••• > 'f' JUHCTION IS SIIRCHARGED. 
8Q4()81 0.01 I 124.61 804081 0.14 I 118.44 810091 0.011 128.27 
813M1 D.201 117.70 823091 0.40 I 112.70 102081 0.52 1 90.42 
103091 0.79 I 102.39 lS009I 0.29 I 111.79 160091 0.66 I 102.66 
161091 0.31 I 103.11 

COIIDfIITI nOM ... ) 'f' COIIDI/IT USES m MORIAL FLOM OPTION. 
8fH01 0.001 80601 0.06 81001 0.051 81301 0.26. 
10301 2.94 15701 0.70< 1600/ 0.7&1 1630/ 2.19' 
1602/ 0.45 900101 2.94 

CYCLE 1080 TIlE 6 HRS - 0.00 .111 

JUNCTION I DfPTH I ELEVATION ... > '.' JUNCTION IS SIIRCHARGE1J. 
804081 0.01 I 124.61 806081 0.13 1 118.43 810091 0.06 I 128.26 
813091 0.18 1 117.68 823091 0.35 I m.os 1020S1 0.47 I 90.37 
103091 0.73 I 102.33 15009/ 0.26 I 111.76 160091 0.601 102.60 
161091 0.27 1 103.01 
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COHoum HON ••• ! '.' CONDUIT USES THE HORKAL fLOH OPTIOH. 
8fJ4C1 0.00> 80601 O.OS 81001 0.040 81301 0.20. 
10301 2.33 mOl 0.53* 16001 O.SS* 1630/ 1.69. 
16021 0.35 900101 2.33 

CYCLE illS TlKE 6 HRS - 15.00 KIH 

JUNCTION I I!£PTH I El.f(ATIOII "') 'f' JUNCTIOII IS SURCHARGED. 
S04081 0.00 I 124.60 S0608I 0.12 I JJ8,42 810091 O.OS I J28.lS 
813091 0.16 I ll7.66 823091 0.32 I m.62 102081 0.# I 90.34 
103091 0.68 I 102.28 150091 0.23 I JJJ.73 160091 0.55 I 102.SS 
161091 0.24 I 103.04 

CON1lflITI FLOM .,,) '.' CONDUIT USES THE NORKAL FLOII OPTION. 
80401 0.001 8fJ6(}1 0.05 8JOOI 0.031 81301 0.J7' 
10301 I.sa ISTOI 0.42* 16001 0.45' 16301 1.331 
16021 0.27 900101 1.88 

CYCLE 1170 T1M: 6 MRS - 30.00 fIN 

JUNCTIOII I I!£PTH I ELEVATIOII ::=) 'f' JUNCTIOII IS SURCHARGED. 
804081 0.00 I 124.60 806081 0.11 I 118,41 810091 O.OS I 128.25 
813091 0.14 I ll7.64 823091 0.28 I 112.58 102081 0.41 I 90.31 
103091 0.62 I 102.22 150091 0.21 I W.71 160091 0.50 I 102.50 
161091 0.22 I 103.02 

COIIDUITI FLOII .,.) '1' CONlIfIIT USES THE NORIAL FLOII OPTION. 
80401 0.001 8fJ6(}1 0.04 81001 0.03. 81301 O.JSf 
10301 1.53 ISTOI 0.34' 16001 0.37. 16301 1.07. 
16021 0.22 900101 1.53 

CYCLE 1215 TIlE 6 fIRS - 45.00 lIN 

JUNCTION I I!£PTH I ELEVATION ==.! ',' JUNCTION IS SURCHARGED. 
804081 0.00 I 124.60 806081 0.11 I 118,41 810091 0.04 I 128.24 
813091 0.13 I ll7.63 823091 0.26 I 112.56 102081 0.39 I 90.29 
103091 0.58 I 102.18 lS009I 0.19 I m.69 160091 0.47 I 102.47 
161091 0.19 I 102.99 

CONlIfIIT I FLOII ::.) '.' COIIOUIT USES THE NORKAL FLOII OPTION. 
80401 0.001 8061>1 0.04 81001 0.02' 81301 0.131 
10301 1.27 mOl O.JOt 16001 0.31, 16301 O.89f 
16021 0.17 900101 1.27 

CYCLE 1260 TIKE 7 HRS - 0.00 .IN 

JUNCTION I II£PTN I ELEVATION =::) 'f' JUNCTIOII IS SURCHARGED. 
804081 0.00 I 124.60 806081 0.10 I 1J8.4C SIOO9I 0.04 I 128.24 
813091 0.12 I 117.62 823091 0.24 I 112.54 J02081 0.37 I 90.27 
103091 0.53 I 102.13 150091 0.18 I 11l.68 160091 0.# I 102.# 
161091 0.17 I 102.97 
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COIll)UlT I FLOM "~'I 't' CONDUiT USES THE NORNAL FLDK OPTiON. 
8{)4f)1 O./lOf 80601 0.03 81001 0.02. 81301 0.11> 

/'- 10301 1.07 15701 0.26' 16001 0.261 16301 0.761 
16021 0.14 900101 1.Ifl 

CYCLE 1305 mE 7 HRS - 15.00 K1N 

JUNCTIOII I DEPTH I EI.£YAT1011 "'> '.' JUNCTiON IS SURCHARGED. 
804C81 o.rXi! 124.60 806081 0.09 I 118.39 810091 0.03 I 128.23 
813091 0.11 I 117.61 823091 0.12 I 112.52 102081 0.29 I 90.19 
103091 o.sO I 102.10 150091 0.16 I m.66 160091 0.42 I 102.42 
161091 0.16 I 102.96 

COIlDUJTI FLOK "~'I 'f' COIlDUIT USES THE HORIAL FLOK OPT10H. 
8{)4f)1 O./lOf 80601 0.03 81001 0.021 81301 0.09' 
10101 0.76 15701 0.23' 16001 0.221 16301 0.651 
16021 0.12 900101 0.76 

CYCLE 1350 111£ 7 HRS - 30.00 .IN 

JUHCT10il I DEPTH I EI.£YATIOII =:0> '.' JUNCTION IS SURCHARSED. 
804081 0.00 I 124.60 ~I 0.09 I 118.37 810091 0.03 I 128.23 
813091 0.10 I 117.60 823091 0.20 I 112.50 102081 0.24 I 90.14 
103091 0.49 I 102.09 lS009I 0.15 I m.6S 160091 0.37 I 102.39 
161091 0.14 I 102.94 

COHlJUlTl FLOM "'> '.' CONlJUlT USES THE HORIAL FLOK OPTlON. 
80401 O./lOf (J()I,OI 0.03 81001 0.01' 81301 0.08. 
10301 0.61 15701 0.201 16001 0.19' 16301 0.56' 
16021 0.10 900101 0.63 

CYCLE 1395 TI.E 7 HRS - 45.00 .IN 

JUHCTIOII I DEPTH I EI.£YATION ,:0> '.' JUNCTION IS SURCHARSED. 
B0408I 0.00 I 124.60 ~I 0.08 I m.J8 810091 0.03 I 128.23 
813091 0.09 I 117.59 823091 0.19 I 112,49 102081 0.21 I 90.11 
103091 0.48 I 102.08 150091 0.14 I m.64 160091 0.38 I 102.38 
161091 0.13 I 102.93 

CDllDU1TI FLOK ,.,> '.' CDIIDUIT USES Ti£ HORIAL FLOM OPTION. 
804C1 O./lOf 80601 0.03 81001 O.Olf 81301 0.07> 
10301 0.55 15701 0.18> 16001 0.16* 16301 0.49. 
16021 0.09 900101 0.55 

CYCLE 1440 111£ 8 HRS - 0.00 .IN 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I EI.£YATIOII ==.> 'f' JUNCTION is SURCHARGED. 
804081 0.00 I 124.60 806081 0.08 I 118.38 810091 0.02 I 128.12 
813091 0.09 I 117.59 823091 0.18 I 112.48 102081 0.19 I 90.09 
103091 0.47 I 102.07 150091 0.13 I 111.63 160091 0.36 I 102.36 
161091 0.12 I 102.92 
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CONDI/ITI FLOW ::=) 'f' CONDUIT USES THE NORIAl FLew OPTION. 
~I 0.001 B06()I 0.02 81001 0.011 81301 0.07* 
10301 0.49 15701 0.16' 160111 0.141 16301 0.43* 
16()21 0.08 900101 0.49 

•••• 11.11 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

* FINAl 80DEL COHDITION * , FINAl TINE: 8.00 HOIIRS , 
J ••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

JUNCTION I DEPTH I ELEVATION :::) '" JUliCTlON IS SURCJIAR6ED. 
804061 0.011 I 124.60 806OB1 O.rNlI 118.38 81/11)91 0.02 I 128.22 
813091 0.09/ 117.59 823091 0.18 I 112,48 102081 0.19 I 90.09 
103091 0.47 I 102.07 lS009I 0.13 I W.63 16()091 0.36 I 102.36 
161091 0.12 I 102.92 

calTl FLOM :::) 'f' COHDl/IT USES THE HORlfAL FLOM OPTION. 
~I 0.001 B0601 0.02 81001 0.01' 81301 0.07* 
10301 0.49 15701 0.16' 16001 0.141 16301 0.43' 
16021 0.08 900101 D.49 

COfIfJUITI VELOCITY 
~, 

~I 0.01 80601 0.48 81001 0.17 81301 0.52 
10J()1 ·1.39 1510/ 0.39 16001 0.34 16J()1 0.83 
1602/ 0.41 

COfIfJUlTI CROSS SECTIONAl AREA 
BO~I 0.04 80601 0.05 81001 0.07 81301 0.13 
10J()/ 0.36 15101 O.~ 16001 D.41 16J()1 0.52 
16021 0.20 

COHDIIlTI HYDRAIILIC RADIUS 
~I 0.03 80601 0.04 81001 0.04 81301 0.07 
1030/ 0.16 15701 0.16 16001 0.16 16J()1 0.20 
16021 0.10 

COHDIIlTI UPSTREAHI DOIIHSTREAH ELEVATION 
BOW 124.601 m.38 80601 m.381 114.51 81001 128.221 117.59 
81301 117.591 1l1.63 10301 102.071 90.09 15701 W.631 102.36 
16001 102.921 102.36 16301 102.361 102.07 16021 112.481 102.92 
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lXJUllHllllnlXlIJIJJHnn:":O.~H!(n1iXln:H;\i.\"HnnXHH 

• SURCHARGE ITERATIOH SUNKARr • 
... uu ... uuun'uuuunx .... xnxuuu.n .......... UHf 

IAtIIUW NUIBER OF ITERATIONS IN A TIlE STEP..... Jl 
TOTAL NUIBfR OF ITERATIONS IN THE SINULATION.... JOO9 
AVERA6£ NUIBfR OF mRATIONS DURING SIlULATION.. 2.09 
SURCHAR6E ITERATIONS DURING THE SIIULATION...... 129 
IAtIIUI SURCNAR6E FLOW ERROR DURING SINULATIOK •• 2.95E+OO CFS 
TOTAL NUlBfR OF TIlE STEPS DURING SINULATION.... 1440 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• COHOOIT COURANT CIl!fOlTIOK SUMMY • 
• TI.E IN .INurES PELT ) COURANT TIlE STEP • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• SEE BELOIt fDR ElPUMATlO' Of COURAHT mE STEP. f 

• THIS mE DI1£S NOT IHCl.U1I£ TIllE THE CI1IIIIUIT IS I 

• SURCHAR6ED OR USING THE HORrAL FLOW OPTION.' 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

COMDIIIT. TI.ElINI COMDIIIT. 11l1EIINI COMDIIIT. TIIEIHlI COMDIII1. TIIEIINI 

804C 
1030 
1602 

0.3J 
0.00 
0.33 

9060 
l$10 

0.00 
0.00 

8100 
1600 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I COURAIIT • CIl1IDUIT LEWH • 
• TIlE STEP • • 
• VELOC11Y + S4RT16RVTIAREAlMIDTHI • 
•• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• AVERAGE CDURAIIT CIl!fOlTIOH Tm STEPISfCll1l1JS) I 
...................................... , ........ . 

O.ll 
0.00 

81J0 
1630 

0.00 
0.00 

COMDIIIT • TIlIElSEC) COMDIIIT. TIlIElSEC) COMDIIIT. TINElSEC) CONDUIT. TllIEISfC) 

804C 494.92 8060 47J.58 
10JO 658.86 1570 906.64 
1602 751.78 
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8100 1169.55 
1600 85.41 

8130 717.09 
16JO 54.27 



..... x;o .1" ...... ;0;0 •• 11A.'ll Aft 1A.S Al"".!A .a ..... M 1 AAA 1 A ... ~:U 

• WRAN COIITINUITY BALANCE KI THE LAST mE STEP • 
******** .. IIU .................................... ** 
................................. , ............. . 
• JUNCTION INFLOM, ournOH OR STREET FLOODING' 
1fffI1ff •••••••••••••••• rl •••••••• r •••• *******f4 

JUNCTION INFLOW, FTJ 

~ 4.B600Ei05 
BlOO9 5.4000£~ 
82:109 4.3200E+05 

JUNCTION OUTFLOH, FTJ 

80408 5.7476(11)2 
80608 1.4951(11)5 
10208 I.JlJJ7£"06 

.................... , .......................... ........ 
• INITIAL SYSTEW VOLUWE • 
I TOTAL SYS1EW INFLOM rOLUWE • 
• INFLON " INITIAL rOLUWE • 

2.777S£1/lO CU FT • 
J.4S8CE+06 CU FT I 

1.458O£1/l6 CU FT • 
•• , •••••••••••••••••• 11.1" •• , ••••• 1.,.1 •••• 1 •••••••••• 

• TOTAL SYSTEW OUTFLON • 1.4537£+06 CU FT * 
• VOLU.E LEFT IN SYST£W • 6.2006(11)3 CU FT • 
• OUTFLOW " FINAL VOLUM£ • 1.4599£1/l6 CfI FT • 
•••••••••••• 1 ......... 1 ••••••••••••••••• 1.1 ••••• 111 ••••• 

• £RROR IN CONTI.UITY, PERCENT • -C.13 • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••• 

1 ............... 11 ...................... 1 ................... . 

• J U N C 1 ION S U • WAR Y S TAT I S 1 1 C S I 
••••••••••• flll •••••••••••••••• I ••••••••••••••••••••• I.1.1'. 

UPPERfrOST .EAH IAXlIUI TIlE FEET OF 
6ROIJHD PIPE CRONN JUNCTION JUNCTION JUNCTION OF StJRCHARG£ 

JUIICTlOli £LErmON £LErmON DEPTH D£PTH DEPTH OCCUREHCE AT lAX 
HUlB£R (fT) (fT) (fT) CDEF. VAR (fT) HR. 'IN. DEPTH 

---
80408 138.00 128.60 4.21 1.38 13.40 0 J4 9.40 
80608 135.00 122.30 5.64 1.34 16.70 0 33 12.70 
81009 JJ7.00 132.70 1.13 1.08 3.36 0 21 0.00 
81309 IJIJ.OO 122.00 1.36 0.99 3.55 0 51 0.00 
82:109 155.00 m.50 7.83 1.22 21.6$ 0 35 15.48 
10208 100.00 98.90 1.21 0.75 2.51 I 34 0.00 
10309 111.00 110.60 1.54 0.66 2.84 1 J4 0.00 
15009 125.00 m.oo 1.11 0.88 2.S1 1 22 0.00 
16009 120.00 111.00 1.55 0.7 ! ';: ~C' ... ,,} 1 28 O.DD 
n1~ 115.00 IDE. ~~) 1.37 :) .f~t 3.01 0 39 D.DO 
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FEET 'AX. 
DEPTH IS 
BELON GROUIID 
ELEVIJIOII 

0.00 
0.00 
5.44 
8.95 

21.02 
7.59 
6.56 

10.99 
lS~05 

19.J9 

L£NGTH 
OF 

SURCHAR6£ 
('IN) 

151.0 
157.0 

0.0 
0.0 

164.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

LENGTH 
OF 

FLOODING 
('IN) 

1.3 
149.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

IAlIIU. 
JUNCTION 

AREA 
(SQ.fT) 

2.497£1/l4 
1.049£+05 
1.143£1/l4 
1.923£1/l4 
1.916£+05 
7.005£1/l4 
3.989£1/l4 
2.)52£+04 
1.i87f+04 
3.268£+05 

<~ 



JXJU .. U .• nlUnJU:U.n ..... lI~JUJl! ... ru.UUXUUJXIUn .. -/ • T I I f HIS 1 0 R Y 0 F T H f H. 6. L. ( Feet! • 
•• IJ ....... JI ............... u .......... UlfN .... IUJII .... 

mRAH USER'S IAHIJAL £rAlfPLE PROBm I 
BASIC PlPE SYS1E« FROIf mURE 3-1 

JUHCTIOH 80608 JUNCTION 16009 JUHCTIOH 16109 JUHCTION 15009 JUNCTION 8lZ09 
1I«f 6RNP U5.00 6RNP 120.00 6RNP 125.00 6RNP 125.00 6RNP m.oo 

HR:IIH mv DEPTH fLEV DEPTH fLEV DEPTH ELEV DEPTH fLEV DEPTH. 

0:15 119.56 1.26 102.00 0.00 102.96 0.16 III.SO 0.00 114.42 2.12 
0:30 121.06 2.76 102.42 D.42 104.37 1.57 111.87 0.37 118.30 6.00 
0:45 135.00 16.70 104.75 2.75 105.67 2.87 112.97 1.47 133.96 21.66 
I: 0 135.00 16.70 10US 2.85 105.66 2.86 lIl.n 2.27 133.96 21.66 
1:15 135.00 16.70 104.94 2.94 105.68 2.811 1Il.99 2.49 133.95 21.65 
1:30 135.00 16.70 10..,5 2.95 105.69 2.89 114.00 2.50 133.95 21.65 
1:45 135.00 16.70 104.9. 2.94 105.68 2.811 113.97 2.47 133.95 21.65 
2: 0 135.00 16.70 104094 2.94 105.68 2.88 113.95 2.45 133.95 21.65 
211S 135.00 16.70 104.93 2.93 105.68 2.88 1Il.94 2.44 133.95 21.65 
2:30 135.00 16.70 104.93 2.93 105.68 2.88 113.94 2.44 1JJ.95 21.65 
2:45 135.00 16.70 104.93 2.93 105.68 2.88 113.94 2.44 133.95 21.65 
J: 0 135.00 16.70 104.93 2.93 105.68 2.88 m.94 2.44 1JJ.9S 21.65 
3:15 121.00 2.70 104.n 2.n 105.26 2.46 113.86 2.36 118.24 5.94 

~, 3:30 119.15 O.SS 104.52 2.52 104.96 2.16 113.43 1.93 116.41 4.11 
3:45 118.74 0.44 104.17 2.17 104.54 1.74 112.92 J.42 JIS.09 2.79 
4: 0 lIB.63 0.33 103.82 1.82 104.12 1.32 112.56 1.00 114.17 1.87 
4:15 118.57 0.27 103.51 1.51 103.78 0.98 112.32 0.82 m.63 1.33 
4:30 11M3 0.23 103.26 1.26 103.56 0.76 112.16 0.66 m.31 1.01 
4:45 118.51 0.21 103.07 1.07 103.41 0.61 112.04 0.54 1JJ.09 0.79 
5: 0 118.49 0.19 102.93 0.93 103.30 0.50 111.'5 0.45 112.95 0.65 
5:15 118.47 0.17 102.82 0.82 103.22 0.42 111.89 0.39 112.B4 0.54 
5:30 118.46 0.16 102.73 0.73 103.16 0.36 111.83 0.33 112.76 0.46 
5:45 118.44 0.14 102.66 0.66 103.11 0.31 111.79 0.29 112.70 0.40 
6= 0 1/8.43 0.13 102.60 0.60 103.07 0.27 111.76 0.26 112.65 0.35 
6:15 118.42 0.12 102.55 0.55 103.04 0.24 111.73 0.23 112.62 0.32 
':30 lIB.41 0.11 102.50 0.50 103.02 0.22 111.71 0.21 112.58 . 0.28 
6:45 118.41 0.11 102.47 0.47 102.99 0.19 111.69 0.19 U3.S6 0.26 
7: 0 lIB.4O 0.10 102.44 0.44 102.97 0.17 111.68 0.18 112.54 0.24 
7:15 118.39 0.09 102.42 D.42 102.96 0.16 111.66 0.16 112.52 0.22 
7:30 118.39 0.09 102.39 0.39 102.94 0.14 111.65 0.15 112.50 0.20 
7:45 118.38 0.08 102.38 0.38 102.93 0.13 111.64 0.14 112.49 0.19 
B: 0 118.38 0.06 102.36 0.36 102.92 0.12 111.63 0.13 112.48 0.18 

lEAN 123.94 5.64 103.55 1.55 104.17 1.37 112.61 1.11 120.13 7.83 
.AmUN 135.00 16.70 IOU5 2.95 105.81 3.01 114.01 2.51 133.98 21.68 
IIHlllli. 118.30 0.00 102.00 0.00 102.80 0.00 111.50 0.00 112.30 0.00 
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UH .• IIIUIHUIXUUI:UUI._:UOXJJIIUJJXJunx 

• TII£ HISTORY OF fLON AND VELOCITY • 
• Q/CFS), VEL/FPS), TOTAL/CUBIC FEET) • 
.X.I •• ,.lffXIJI •••• IIIIIIIIIIJIII.II.llffffftfff 

EX7RAH USER'S HAHUAL £rA/PLE PROBL£H I 
BASIC PIPE SYST£I FROH FIGURE 3-1 

TI.£ CONDUIT 1030 CONDUIT 1630 CONDUIT 1601) CONDUIT 1602 CONDUIT 1570 
HR:IIN FLOlI moe. FLOM moe. FLOlI VELOC. FLOlI moe. FLOlI moe. 

O:IS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.63 5.76 I.Sl 0.00 0.25 
0:30 0.00 0.23 0.23 1.01 11.87 3.57 38.51 2.69 1.08 1.37 
0:45 23.88 3.70 74.78 5.08 70.31 5.~5 68.00 3.SS 19.12 2.22 
1: 0 94.58 5.26 109.~2 4.89 67.93 5.13 67.U J.8S ~.7S 4.02 
1:15 115.37 5.52 119.11 ~.81 67.86 5.01) 68.01 3.SS S2.U ~.~ 

1:30 120.11 5.SS 120.49 4.78 68.04 4.99 68.ot J.8S 52.38 ~.~ 

1:45 119.81 5.57 119.49 4.75 6s.D7 5.01) 68.OS 3.SS 51.23 4.40 
2: 0 118.88 5.56 118.61 4.74 68.06 5.01 68.04 J.85 SO.~3 ~.36 

2:/5 118.31 5.55 118.18 ~.74 68.04 5.01 68.04 3.SS SO.09 4.35 
2:30 118.08 S.SS 118.04 4.74 68.04 5.01 68.03 J.8S 49.99 ~.3~ 

2:45 118.02 S.5S 118.02 4.74 68.03 5.01 68.03 3.SS 49.98 4.~ 

3: 0 118.02 5.55 118.02 4.74 68.03 5.01 68.03 3.SS 49.99 4.~ 

3:15 108.62 S.~ 100.63 4.39 48.69 4.13 ~.67 2.67 47.~ 4.37 
3:30 87.33 5.15 n.33 4.02 38.47 3.n 32.86 2.57 32.n 3.66 
3:45 61.59 4.72 SO.47 3.44 25.65 3.22 19.04 2.21 18.10 2.70 
4: 0 4O.OS 4.24 31.17 2.95 15.36 2.62 9.SO 1.82 10.11 2.04 
4:15 25.53 3.79 19.08 2.54 8.60 2.02 5.19 1.51 6.00 1.62 
4:30 16.76 3.41 12.04 2.22 5.07 1.60 3.00 1.28 3.75 1.33 
4:45 10.91 3.06 8.00 2.00 3.20 1.31 1.86 1.11 2.SO I.U 
5: 0 7.67 2.80 5.44 1.78 2.10 1.09 1.23 0.98 1.71 0.98 
5:15 5.62 2.59 3.88 1.63 1.47 0.93 O.SS 0.87 1.25 0.86 
5:30 3.SS 2.36 2.88 I.SO 1.06 0.81 0.60 0.79 0.93 0.76 
5:45 2.9~ 2.20 2.19 1.37 0.78 0.71 0.45 0.72 0.70 0.68 
,: 0 2.33 2.08 1.69 1.26 0.58 0.61 0.35 0.66 0.53 0.60 
6:15 1.88 1.97 t.33 1.18 0.45 o.~ 0.11 0.61 0.~2 o.~ 

6:30 1.53 1.87 1.07 1.11 0.37 0.51 0.22 0.57 0.34 O.SO 
6:45 1.11 1.78 0.89 1.07 0.31 0.48 0.17 0.53 0.30 0.48 
7: 0 1.07 1.71 0.76 I.OS 0.26 0.44 0.14 O.SO 0.26 o.~ 

7:15 0.76 1.56 0.65 1.02 0.22 0.41 0.12 0.48 0.23 0.44 
7:30 0.63 1.48 0.56 0.95 0.19 0.39 0.10 0.45 0.20 0.42 
7:45 0.55 t.~ 0.49 0.88 0.16 0.36 0.09 o.~ 0.18 0.40 
8: 0 0.49 1.39 0.43 0.83 0.14 0.34 0.08 0.41 0.16 0.39 

.EAH 45.11 3.J7 45.~ 2.68 26.72 2.55 26.62 2.11 18.69 2.09 
.AXIMI 120.2~ 5.58 120.56 5.20 72.67 6.03 68.74 383.08 52.70 ~.48 

KlmUH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 1.30£+06 1.31£+06 7.70£+05 7.67£+05 5.38£+05 

v 
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**** .................... 0 ........ ****** .................... 
• CONDUIT SUUARY S TAT 1ST I C S • •••• 1, •• , •••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••• 

fl7RAH USER'S IAHUAl EXAIPLE PROBLE. 1 
BASIC PIPE SYSTU FROW mURE 3-1 

CONDUIT IAXIIUff mE 
DESIGN DESIGN VERTICAl COIPUTED OF 

CONOfIIT FLO~ VELOCITY DEPTH FLOM OCCUREHCE 
NumR (CFS) (FPS) I1N) (CFS) HR. m. 

~ 7.36ffOl 5.86 48.00 5.10E101 0 22 
8060 5.33E101 4.24 48.00 4.42£101 0 26 
8100 7.81£101 4.91 54.00 6.11E101 0 37 
8130 7.06E101 4.44 54.00 S.49E101 1 3 
1030 U3E103 12.46 108.00 1.20£102 1 J4 
1570 1.24£102 5.20 66.00 5.11E101 1 22 
1600 1.47£102 5.19 72.00 7.27£101 0 42 
1630 2.31£103 9.52 108.00 1.21£102 1 26 
1602 4.J4£101 2.21 60.00 6.87£101 0 J9 

90010 IJfID£F UNDEF UHDEF 1.20£102 I 34 

•••••••• 1 •••••••••• 1.111,.111111 •• 1111 •••••••• 1 ••• 

• SUBCRITICAL MID CRITICAL FLOlI ASSU/fPTIOl/S FROIf • 
f SIIJROU7IH£ H£Al. SE£ Fl6URE 5-4 IN TH£ fl7RAH * 
f IAHUAL FOR FURTH£R IHFORffATlOll. * 
11".1111111111,."111.1 •• ,1,1.'.,, ••• ,.'.1.11.1 •• 

LEHGTH LEHGTH LEHGTH LEHGTH 
OF OF OF UPSTR. OF /JOl/IISTR. 

COIIOfJIT DRY SUBCRITICAL CRITICAL CRITICAL 
HUKBER FLDM{IIH) FLaN(IIN) FLON{IIH) FLaNI.IH) 

8040 0.00 480.00 0.00 0.00 
8060 0.33 206.00 0.00 273.67 
8100 0.00 480.00 0.00 0.00 
8130 0.33 479.67 0.00 0.00 
1030 26.33 453.67 0.00 0.00 
mo 8.33 471.67 0.00 0.00 
1600 0.33 479.67 0.00 0.00 
1630 8.67 471.33 0.00 0.00 
1602 0.00 480.00 0.00 0.00 

900/0 UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UHDEF1HED 

HAXIIUI mE RATIO OF HAXlruw DEPTH ABOVE LENGTH COII1JUIT 
COffPUTED OF lAX. TO INV. AT COHPUIT ENDS OF SPC SLOPE 

VELOCITY OCCUREHCE DESIGH UPSTREAI DOj/HSTREAI FLOli 
(FPS) HR. lIN. FLON {FT! {FT! (lIN) (FTlFT! 

---
341.87 0 0 0.69 13.40 16.70 :m.7 0.00350 

4.82 0 27 0.83 16.70 19.46 35.3 0.00183 
503.99 0 0 0.78 3.36 3.55 442.7 0.00210 

5.14 0 56 0.78 3.55 2.51 279.3 o.oom 
5.58 1 34 0.04 2.84 2.51 0.0 0.00260 
4.48 1 21 o.~ 2.51 2.95 451.7 0.00190 
6.03 0 39 0.49 3.01 2.95 240.3 0.00160 
5.20 0 48 O.OS 2.95 2.84 192.7 0.00133 

383.08 0 0 1.58 21.66 3.01 0.0 0.00190 

.£AII TD7AL IAXIIUI IAXIIUW 
FLOM FLOlI FLOli IIYORAIILIC CRIISSSECT 

ICFS) ICVJ CUBIC F7 RAlIUS(FT! AREAIF72) 

/6.86 1.26 4.8562£105 1.1669 12.5664 
11.36 1.22 3.2703£105 1.2040 12.5664 
18.84 1.25 5.4272£105 1.3165 11.6707 
18.78 1.22 5.408OE105 1.2784 10.7617 
45.27 1.12 1.3037£106 1.2704 21.5588 
18.69 1.18 5.J828f105 1.J6SJ 11.7694 
26.72 1.13 7.6951£105 1.4716 13.6490 
45.J4 1.14 1.3057E106 1.3755 25.m3 
26.62 1.14 7.6673£105 1.3951 17.8158 
45.27 1.12 1.3037E106 
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105.600 1--1 1 1 1'------
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

104.800 -
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 

104.000 -
I 

JUHCTIOII I 
I 

MATER SURF 1 
1 

EL£II(FTJ 1 
1 

103.200 -
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 

102.400 -
I 
1 
I 
1 • 
I
I 
I 

...................... ,. 
H * _ H 

• H 

• H • • 
• • 
• • 
* * • • 
* f 

* f 
f f 

* H 

• * * * 
• * 

• H 

• H * H 

• H * H 
f HI 

* -I _ 

f --I 

f 

I 

I 

1 101.600 1 1--:1--,1--1--1--1--,1--, 
0.0 O.S 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 U 5.6 

LOCATIOII KO. : 16009 CLOc!( TIlE lK HOURS. PLOT OF JUKCTION EL£VATIDti 

IHVEI1T ELEV - 102.00 FEET 
CROKN HEV - 111.00 FEET 

6ROUND E LEV - 120.00 FEET 
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6.4 

1 '~ 

1 
I 
1 
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1 
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1 
I 
I 
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.UIIIIII." 
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1 
I 
1 
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1 1 
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106.400 ) ) ) 1----1--)--I I 1 ) 

) 

) 

) 

I 
) . 
) ** 
I •• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 

lOS.600 - • * • 
) * * 
) * * 
) * * ) • * 
) • ** 
I f * 
) * • 

104.800 - • * 
) * * 

JUNCTIOH 1 f * 
) * * 

MATER SURF 1 f I 

1 • • 

M~ ) I * 
) I I 

104.000 - f * 
) * I 

) f ** 
1 * 
) f 

) I 

) * 
) . 

103.200 - f 

1 • 

) * 
) . 
Iff 
Iff 
) 

) 

1 102.400 ) )--1--.)--1 
0.0 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 

1 
4.0 

** 
* 
If 

1M 

1M -

1 
4.8 

) 

I 
) 

) 

) 

I 
) 

) 

I 
) 

I 
) 

I 
1 

) 

) 

I 
1 
) 

I 
I 

1 
) 

1 
1 
I 
I 
I _ ) 

lI'IIIUII 1 
11""""".,"1 

** 
1 
1 
1 

1 1 I I 
S.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 

{OCATI01l NO. : 16109 CLOCK TIlE IN NOIiRS. PLOT OF JUHCTlOll ELEVATION 

INVERT ELEV - 102.80 FEET 
CROHH ELEV - 106.80 FEET 

GROUND ELf V - 125.00 FEET 

-- .... ~ ... -----
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14().OO01---1 1 1--1--1--1--1'--1--1--1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 * 1 
1 • 1 
1 IffW ••••••••••••••••••••••••• I. 1 
1 • 1 • 
1 • 1 • 

136.000 - • 
1 * 
1 • 

JUNCTION 1 • 
1 • 

MATER SIIRF 1 * 
1 * 

ELEYIFTJ 1 • 
1 • 
1 • 

132.000 - • 
1 • 
1 • 

1 * 
1 * 
1 • 

1 * 
I * 
1 I 

1 I 

128.000 - I 

1 II * 
1 II I 

11111 
11 
1* 
1* 
1. 
1* 

• 
• • 
* 
* • 
I 

• 
* 
I 

* 
* 
* 
* 
I 

* 
I 

• 
* 
* 
I 

I 

I 

* 
f 

• 
I 

I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 

I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 

II 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

•••••••• 11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••• ,11 ••• w. 
1 1 

124.000 1--.1'--.1----.1~--1--1--.1·--;1·--1--1 
0.0 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 S.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 . 

LOCATION NO. : 804()8 CLOCK rIlE IN HOURS. PLOT OF JUNCTION ELEVATION 

INVERT ELEY - 124.60 FEET 
CROIIN £LEV - 128.60 FEET 

GROUND ELEY - 138.00 FEET 
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IQ6.4QO 1 1 1 1 1'--'----
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 • 

1 ** 
1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

IOS.6oo - • • • 
1 • • 
1 • • 

1 * • 
1 • * 
1 * ** 
1 f * 
1 * • 

104.800 - * * 
1 • f 

JUNCTI0H I f * 
I * f 

HATER SURF 1 f f 

Iff 
mrrm 1 • f 

1 • f 

104.000 - I f 

If. 
1 • ** 
1 f ** 
1 • I 

I f ** 
1 • Iff 

1 • Iff 

103.200 - f .... 

1. -
1 • ..11111111 

1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 

1 
1 

1 • 
1** 
1** 
1 

1 ••••• ,111 •••••• 1 

1 
1 102.400 1'--1--1--,1--1--1--1--1--1--

0.0 0.8 1.6 2.~ 3.2 ~.O ~.8 S.6 6.~ 

LOCATION NO. : 16109 CLOCK TIlE IN HOURS. PLOT OF JUNCTION ELEVATION 

INVERT ELEV - 102.80 FEET 
CROHN ELEV - /08.80 FrET 

GROUND ELEV - 125.00 FrET 
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14fJ.OOO 1---1 1 1 1--1--1--
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1 • 
1 • 
1 ••••• IJ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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132.000 - • 
1 • 

1 * 
1 • 

1 * 
1 * 
1 * 
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1 f 
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1 If • 

1 If • 

If ... 
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* 
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* 
* • 
• 
* • 
* 
* 
I , 
* 
* 
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If 

1 1 1 1 
I 
I 
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I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
1 
1 
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1 
1 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1. .11 •••••••• 11 ••••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••• , ••••••••••••• '.1.1 

1 1 
124.000 1---1'--,1'--1--,1'--1--1--.1'--1--,1--1 

0.0 O.S 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 5.6 6.4 7.2 S.O ' 

LlICATIOK HO. : S0406 CLlICK mE IH MOURS. PLOT OF JUHCTIOK ELEVATIOK 

lWERT £LEV - 124.60 FEET 
CROMH £LEV - 128.60 FEET 

6ROUHD [LEV - 138.00 FrET 
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115.200 ]--1--1---]'-- '----]--'--1----1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
I 1 

114.400 -
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 

1ll.6CO -
I 
1 

JUNCTIOH I 
1 

WATER SlJRF 1 
1 

ELEV(FTJ 1 
1 
1 

112.800 -
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

112.000 -
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

UJun .. 

* 11111".11111111'. 

* • 
• 
• • 
• 
• • • 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* • • 
• 
* • • 
• 
* • 
* • • 
• 
• 

* • 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* • 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
I 

• 
I 

H 

HI 

HI -

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

HHI I 
HIHI I _ 1 

I................ 1 -1_ 1 
1 I 

111.2DO 1 l--il--1--1--1--:1--1--,I--,I--:1 
0.0 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 •• 8 5.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 

LOCATION NO. : lS009 CLOCK TINE IN KDUR5. PLOT OF JUNCTION ELEVATION 

IHVEI1T EI.£I' - 111.50 FEET 
CROIIN ELEV - m.DO FEET 

6R01JH1J EI.£I' - 125.00 FEET 
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80.000 1--1---1--1----'--1--, I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'0.000 -
I 
I 

corr 1 
I _If 

FLOli IN I • 
I • 

eFS 1 • 
I • 
I • 

~.OOO - • 
1 • 
I • 
I • 
1 • 
1 • 
I • 
1 • 
I • 
1 • 

20.000 - f 

1 I 

1 I 

1 • 
1 f 

1 f 

1 • 
I • 
1 f 

! • 

• •••••••••••••••• 
If 

• 
• 
f 

f 

f 

• 
• 
• 
f 

f 

f 

f 

f 

f 

• 
If 

• 
* 
If 

If 

HI 

***** 
.. ...... IUI 

1 -1 1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 

I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0.000 1m... I !---I---,I---I---I--........ "' ...... tlf ..... fI .. "' ...... a.H .. "' .. "' ...... a.H .. "' ....... 

0.0 0.8 J.' 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 5.6 7.2 8.0 

LOCATlOli HO. : mo CLOCK mE IN HOfIRS. PLOT OF COlT nON 
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CDNOOIT 

nOM IN 

CFS 

80.000 1--1'--1'--1'----1--1'--1'--1--
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 

• ...... 
60.000 -

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

..... 

40.000 -
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

20.000 -
I 
I 

I 

• 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* • 
• 
• 
• 
* 

f 

• 
I 

f 

• 
I 

I • 
I • 
I • 
I • 
I • 
I • 
I • 

.............. , .... 
• 
* • • 
* 
* 

f 

f 

• 
• • 
* • 
f 

* 
* 
* 
f 

• 
H 

• 
H 

HH -

I I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 

1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 

I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 

0.000 I ....... --,I---II---II---,I---I---I'fllllf!lIff<'."'flllflIIHfl'Iff<1 .... flUHflIlff<.I ... HllflIIHflllff<II ... flllflUHflUff<IIHI 

0.0 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 5.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 

LOCATION HO. : 8130 CLOCK TINE IH HOURS. PLOT OF CONDUIT FLOM 
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11JJ.1IOO [ [ [[ [--['--['---[--
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
[ 

1 
[ 

[ 

120.000 - unn .......... I1 .... .. 

1 f II 

[f f 

CIJfI1JUIT 1 f f 

[II • 

FLOM [N l' • 
l' f 

CFS I. • 
l' • 
1 f f 

80.000 - • • 
1 • f 

1 • f 

1 f • 

1 • • 
1 f f 

[ . . 
1 • f 

1 • • 
1 • • 

40.000 - f f 

1 • f 

1 f f 

1 • * 
[ * f 

1 f II 

1 f 

1 f 

1 • 

1 * 

II 

HI 

***** 
11'111."111 

1 I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
[ 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
[ 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0.000 1....... 1 1 1 1 1---1---11 u ................... n ... .. 
0.0 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 5.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 

LOCATION NO. , 1630 CLOCK mE IN HlJlJRS. PUTT OF COO!f/IT FLOII 
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1.0.000 1---1--1----.1--.1'-----
) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
) 

1 
1 

120.000 -
1 
1 

COtIDlirT ) 
1 

FLOJI IN 1 
) 

crs ) 
) 

1 
00.000 -

I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
) 

1 
40.000 -

) 

1 
1 
1 
) 

1 
1 
) 

) 

If 

• 
f 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

f 

f 

f 

I 

I 

* 
* 
* 
f 

f 

f 

f 

* 
* 
* 
* 

••• 1 ••• 11 ••••••••••••• 

If 

f 

• 
f 

• 
If 

• • 
• 
• 
f 

• 
• 
f 

* 
f 

f 

I 

f 

I 

f 

I 

If 

If 

HI .. 
1M 

***** ............. 

) 1 ) 

) 

1 
I 
) 

) 

) 

1 
) 

1 

1 
) 

I 
) 

I 
I 
1 
) 

) 

) 

) 

1 
) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
) 

0.000 1 ........ 1---1---1---.1·---1---I---I--f ........... III*IIH ......... I* .. H •........ I* .. H. 

0.0 O.S 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 5.6 7.2 8.0 

LOCATION NO. : 1030 CLOCK TINE IN HOURS. PLOT OF CONDUIT FLOi 
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1600 
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Figure 3-2. Basic System with Tide Gate. 
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Table 3-3. Input Data for Example 2. 
SW I 0 0 
MM 3 10 11 12 
SEXTRAN 
AI 'EXTRAN USER"S MANUAL EXAMPLE 2' 
AI 'BASIC PIPE SYSTEM WITH TIDE GATE FROM FIGURE 3-2' 
• NTCYC DELT TZERO NSTART INTER JNTER REDO 
BI 1440 20.0 0.0 45 500 45 0 
• METRIC NEQUAL AMEN ITI1AX SURTOl 
82 0 0 0.0 30 0.05 
• NHPRT NQPRT NPlT LPLT NJSW 
83 1 I I I 3 
• PRINT HEADS 
84 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
t PRINT FLOWS 
85 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
• PLOT HEADS 
86 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
• PLOT FLOWS 
87 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
• CONDUIT DATA 
Cl 8040 80408 80608 0.0 1 0.0 4.0 0.0 1800. 0.0 0.0 
Cl 8060 80608 82309 0.0 1 0.0 4.0 0.0 2075. 0.0 2.2 
Cl 8100 81009 81309 0.0 1 0.0 4.5 0.0 5100. 0.0 0.0 
CI 8130 81309 15009 0.0 1 0.0 4.5 0.0 3500. 0.0 0.0 
Cl 1030 10309 10208 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 4500. 0.0 0.0 
Cl 1570 15009 16009 0.0 1 0.0 5.5 0.0 5000. 0.0 0.0 
Cl 1600 16009 16109 0.0 1 0.0 6.0 0.0 500. 0.0 0.0 
Cl 1630 16009 10309 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 300. 0.0 0.0 
Cl 1602 82309 16109 0.0 1 0.0 5.0 0.0 5000. 0.0 0.0 
* JUNCTION DATA 
01 80408 138.0 124.6 0.0 0.0 
01 80608 135.0 118,3 0.0 0.0 
01 81009 137.0 128.2 0.0 0.0 
01 81309 130.0 117.5 0.0-0.0 
01 82309 155.0 112.3 0.0 0.0 
01 10208 100.0 89.9 0.0 0.0 
01 10309 111.0 101.6 0.0 0.0 
01 15009 125.0 111.5 0.0 0.0 
01 16009 120.0 102.0 0.0 0.0 
01 16109 125.0 102.8 0.0 0.0 
12 10208 1 
J 1 2 
J2 94.4 
Kl 3 
K2 82309 80408 81009 
K3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 0.25 40.0 45.0 50.0 
K3 3.0 40.0 45.0 50.0 
K3 3.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
$ENDPROGRAM 

85 

, 
0.015 0.0 O.O! 
0.015 0.0 0.0, 
0.015 0.0 0.0 I 

0.015 0.0 0.0: 
0.016 3.0 3.0! 
.0154 0.0 0.0: 
0.015 0.0 0.0) 
0.015 3.0 3.0

1 0.034 0.0 0.0. 



-, 
TabI. H. Partial Output tor ExatpI. 2. 

ffl!fU~~·IIf."UUIU •• Ufl •• nlf.u.nlfll:l.II.!f!f.UIIIII •• "** 
* JUNCTION SUKKARY S TAT 1ST I C S • 
••• l ••••••••••••••••••••••••• _, ••••••••••••••••••••••• III ••• 

UPPERIIOST IfEAII IAXIIUI TIlE FEET af FEET lAX. L£NGTH LUm IAmUI 
GROUHD PIPE CROIIH JUNCTIOH JUHCTION JUHCTION af SURCJIARIJE DEPTH IS af af JUNCTION 

JUNCTION ELEVATION ELEVATION DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH OCCUR£HC£ AT lAX BnON 6Rf)ffHD SURCHARGE FLOODING AREA 
HUflBER 1fT) 1fT) 1fT) COEF. VAR (fT) HR. IIH. DEPTH ELEVATION ('IH) (lIN) (54.fT) 

8040S 138.00 128.60 4.21 1.38 13.40 0 34 9.40 0.00 15J.0 1.3 2.SOOE<04 
8060S J35.00 122.30 5.64 J.34 16.70 0 33 12.70 0.00 J57.0 149.0 1.050£+05 
81009 137.00 132.70 J.13 I.OS 3.36 0 27 0.00 5.44 0.0 0.0 1.J43£<04 
81309 IJ().OO 122.00 1.36 0.99 3.56 0 51 0.00 8.94 0.0 0.0 1.923E<04 
S2J()9 ISS.00 1IS.50 7.83 1.22 21.68 0 35 J5.48 2J.02 J64.0 0.0 J.9J6£+05 
1020S 100.00 98.90 4.25 0.24 4.50 0 26 0.00 5.60 0.0 0.0 J.09JEIC5 
J0J()9 m.oo 110.60 1.42 D.68 2.68 J 34 0.00 6.72 0.0 0.0 4.487£<04 
J5009 125.00 117.00 J.11 MS 2.5J J 22 0.00 10.99 0.0 0.0 2.J52£<04 
16009 120.00 m.oo 1.56 0.7J 3.J2 0 50 0.00 IUS 0.0 0.0 J.7SJE<04 
16109 125.00 IOS.SO 1.38 0.S6 3.00 0 39 0.00 19.20 0.0 0.0 3.268£+05 

1 •• IIIIIJIIII •• 1., •••• ,.I.IIII.IIIIIIII ••••• II ••• ,.1 ••••••• 

• CONDUIT SHURr STATISTICS f 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

COHDUIT IAXllIIiIf TIlE IAXIIUl TIlE RATIO af IAXllUI DEPTH ABOV£ LErGTH COIIDfIIT 
DESI6H DESI6H VERTICAL COIPUTEO af CIHI1UTElJ af lAX. TO lW. AT COIIDfIIT £lIDS OFSPC SLOPE 

COHDIJIT FLf)jf V£LOCITY DEPTH FLOII OCCUR£NCE ttLOCITY OCCllREHCE DESIGN UPSTREAIf IIOHIISTREAIf FLOII 
IIIJIIBER ICFS) IFPS) (IH) (eFS) HR. m. IFPS) HR. HIH. FLOII (fT) (fT) IIIH) IfTlfT) 

--
804IJ 7. 36E1C1 5.86 48.00 5.JO£*01 0 22 SO.OO 0 0 0.69 13.40 16.70 291.7 0.003SO 
8060 5.3JEICI 4.24 48.00 4.42£*01 0 26 4082 0 27 0.83 16.70 J9.47 35.3 0.00183 
SIOO 7.8JE*OJ 409J 54.00 6.11E*OJ 0 37 SO.OO 0 0 0.7S 3.36 3.56 442.7 0.00210 
81J() 7.06£*OJ 4.44 54.00 5. 49E*01 I 3 5.J4 0 56 0.7S 3.56 2.5J m.3 0.00171 
JOJ() 3.03£*03 J2.46 J Oe.OO 1.20£ *IJ2 I 34 3.01 I 35 0.04 2.68 4.SO 453.7 0.00260 
1570 J.24E1C2 5.20 66.00 5.27£*OJ 1 22 4.46 1 22 0.43 2.5J 3.J2 451.7 0.00190 
1600 J.47EIC2 5.J9 72.00 7.DE*OJ 0 41 6.02 0 39 O.SO 3.00 3.J2 241.3 O.OOJ60 
16J() 2.3JE1C3 9.52 JOS.OO J.21£*02 I 25 5.51 0 52 0.05 3.12 2.68 207.0 0.00133 
1602 4.34£*01 2.21 60.00 6.87E*01 0 39 SO.OO 0 0 1.58 21.67 3.00 0.0 0.00190 

90010 UNDEF UNDEF UNDEF 1.20E*02 I 34 

86 



') ') ') 

on Qn 
1:)0, t 

\. ,.,,1:)0, ts;,1:)'O t 
\. ",,1:)'0 10"> 

"> 'O'l- 'O~ 'O~ 

~ 8060 • 8040 • 1602 

/ 
I 
I 

I:) 'l-I:)'O I 
"> Free I 

Out fa 11 
()O r,\ \ ..... 1600 . \ 

'/o~ 
\ Qlcl 'b \ 
\ 

,:,>1:)0, 1 ",,101:)1:)0, 
\ <;::,I:)"J 

t 
,.,,1:)0, ~ ~o, ""I:) 1 ""~ '0"" CO",,<::S 

1630 1570 8130 • 0100 • 

Figure 3-3. Sump Orifice at Junction 82309. 
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SW 1 0 0 Table 3-5. Input Data for Example 3. 
1111 3 10 11 12 
$EXTRAN 
Al 'EXTRAN USER"S I1ANUAL EXAMPLE 3' 
AI' , BASIC PIPE SYSTEM WITH SUMP ORIFICE AT * NTCYC DELT TZERO NSTART INTER JNTER REDO 
Bl 1440 20.0 0.0 45 45 45 0 * METRIC NEQUAL AMEN ITMAX SURTOL 
82 0 0 0.0 30 0.05 
* NHPRT NQPRT NPLT LPLT NJSW 
83 6 6 6 6 3 
* PRINT HEADS 
B4 90608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80409 
* PRINT FLOWS 
85 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
* PLOT HEADS 
B6 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
* PLOT FLOWS 
B7 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
* CONDUIT DATA 
Cl 9040 80408 90608 0.0 
Cl 9060 80609 82309 0.0 
Cl 8100 91009 91309 0.0 
Cl 8130 81309 15009 0.0 
Cl 1030 10309"102080.0 
Cl 1570 15009 16009 0.0 
Cl 1600 16009 16109 0.0 
Cl 1630 16009 10309 0.0 
Cl 1602 82309 16109 0.0 
* JUNCTION DATA 

1 0.0 4.0 0.0 
1 0.0 4.0 0.0 
1 0.0 4.5 0.0 
1 0.0 4.5 0.0 
6 0.0 9.0 0.0 
1 0.0 5.5 0.0 
1 0.0 6.0 0.0 
6 0.0 9.0 0.0 
1 0.0 5.0 0.0 

Dl 80408 138.0 124.6 0.0 0.0 
Dl 80608 135.0 118.3 0.0 0.0 
Dl 81009 137.0 129.2 0.0 0.0 
Dl 81309 130.0 117.5 0.0 0.0 
Dl 82309 155.0 112.3 0.0 0.0 
Dl 10208 100.0 89.9 0.0 0.0 
Dl 10309 111.0 101.6 0.0 0.0 
Dl 15009 125.0 111.5 0.0 0.0 
Dl 16009 120.0 102.0 0.0 0.0 
Dl 16109 125.0 102.9 0.0 0.0 * SUMP ORIFICE AT JUNCTION 92309 
Fl 92309 15009 2 3.14 .95 0.0 
11 10208 1 
J 1 1 
Kl 3 
K2 82309 80409 81009 
K3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 0.25 40.0 45.0 50.0 
K3 3.0 40.0 45.0 50.0 
K3 3.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
$ENDPR06RAM 

88, 

1900. 
2075. 
5100. 
3500. 
4500. 
5000. 

500. 
300. 

5000. 

JUNCTION 92309 FROM FIG 3-3' 

0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.2 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.016 3.0 3.0 
0.0 0.0 .0154 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 3.0 3.0 
0.0 0.0 0.034 0.0 0.0 

~. 



libl~ H, Partial Output for Exuple 3, 

••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• 11 ••••••• 11 ••••••••••• 111.'1.1'1 

• JUHClI0N SUUARY S TAT 1 S TIC S • 
• 11 •• 11 ••••••••••• 11.11 ••••••••••••••••• 11 ••••••• 11 ••••••••• 

EXTRAH USER'S .AHUAL EXAm! 3 
BASIC PIPE SYSTEI my SUNP ORlflC£ Kr JUNCTlOtl 82309 fRO. fIG 3-J 

UI'P£IIl!OS1 IfEAII NAXIIli. TI.£ FEET Of fEET 'AX. U/IGTH U/IGTH IAXIIUI 
GROUND PIP£ CROlN JUNCTION JUNCTIOtI JUHCTIOtI Of SURCHARG£ DEPTH IS Of Of JUNCTlOtl 

JUHCTlOtl £L£VKrlOH £L£VKrlOH DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH OCCIIREIIC£ AT lAX BELON 6ROfIH1) SURCHAR6E fLOOIlIII6 AREA 
NUlBER (fT) (fT) (fT) corr. VAR (fT) HR. .1 •• DEPTH £L£VKrlOH ('IN) (lIN) (5O.fT) 

8C408 138.00 128.60 0.91 1.19 2.93 0 16 0.00 IMl 0.0 0.0 3.592£+03 
80608 135.00 122.JO 1.23 1.02 3.19 0 42 0.00 13.51 0.0 0.0 6.164£+04 
81009 m.oo 132.70 1.15 1.09 3.48 0 29 0.00 5.32 0.0 0.0 1.1of6E+04 
81309 lJO.OO 122.00 1.22 0.96 2.86 0 SB 0.00 9.64 0.0 0.0 1.919£+04 
82309 155.00 118.50 4.02 0.73 B.17 2 50 O.OS J6.4S 111.7 0.0 1.182£+05 
10208 100.00 9B.90 1.29 0.79 2.62 1 58 0.00 7.48 0.0 0.0 7.318£+04 
10309 111.00 110.60 1.57 0.69 2.97 2 0 0.00 6.4.1 0.0 0.0 4.165£+04 
lS009 125.00 117.00 1.71 0.89 3.75 1 JO 0.00 9.75 0.0 0.0 2.1SS£+04 
16009 120.00 m.oo 1.59 0.74 3.08 1 51 0.00 14.92 0.0 0.0 1.781£+04 
16109 125.00 108.80 1.09 1.01 2.58 1 56 0.00 19.62 0.0 0.0 1.827£+05 

••• 11 •• 11 ••••••••• ,11,.,11 ••••• 11 •• 1 ••••••••••••••••••• 1'.1 

f COUUIT SUUARY S TAT 1ST I C S * •• 111 ••••••••• ", •••••••••••••••• 11 •••••••••••••••• 11.' •• 11 

CONDUIT .AlIIU. TII£ .AlIIU. Tm RATIO Of IAlIIU. DEPTH ABOV£ L£N61I C_IT 
DESIGN DESIGN V£RTICAL CIlffI'fITEO OF CIlffI'fITED Of IAl. TO lIN. AT CiIIIIJfIIT £NOS OfSI'C SLDP£ 

COHPIIIT FLOII mocITY DEPTH fLOII OCCUREHC£ mocITY OCCIIREHC£ DESIGN UPSTREAIf OOHHSTREAIf fLOII 
NumR (efS) (fl'S) (IN) (efS) HR. 'IN. (FI'S) HR. 'IN. fLON 1fT) (fT) ('IN) (FTlfT) 

---
8040 7.36£+01 5.86 48.00 5.10£+01 0 22 6.42 0 20 0.69 2.93 3.19 457.3 0.003S0 
8060 5.JJ£+01 4.24 48.00 S.OB£+01 0 " 5.04 0 41 0.95 3.19 4.OS 34.7 0.00183 
8100 7.81£+01 4.91 54.00 5.72£+01 0 41 S.4S 0 J7 0.73 3.48 2.86 429.3 0.(XI2l0 
8130 7.116£+01 4." 54.00 5.16£+01 0 58 4.34 0 51 0.73 2.86 3.75 478.0 0.0017l 
1030 3.OJ£+03 12.41> 108.00 1.35£+02 I 58 5.74 1 59 0.04 2.97 2.62 0.0 0.00260 
mo 1.24£+02 5.20 66.00 8.91£+01 I 34 5.75 1 29 0.72 3.75 3.08 271.7 0.00190 
1600 J.47£+02 5.19 72.00 4.61£+01 2 B 3.51 2 J7 0.31 2.58 3.De 243.3 0.00160 
16JO 2.31£+03 9.52 108.00 1.35£+02 1 47 5.22 0 53 0.06 3.08 2.97 196.7 0.00133 
1602 4.34£~1 2.21 60.00 4.60£+01 2 17 31.28 0 5 1.06 6.25 2.58 m.3 0.00190 

90010 3.03£+01 0.68 23.99 3.90£+01 3 0 12.41 3 0 1.29 8.17 4.88 0.7 0.00003 
90011 IJHI)£f UHIJ£f UHDEF 1.35£+02 1 58 
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Table 3-7. Input Data for Example 4. 

SW I 0 0 
MM 3 10 II 12 
$EXTRAN 
AI 'EXTRAN USER"S MANUAL EXAMPLE ~' 
AI 'BASIC PIPE SYSTEM WITH A WEIR AT JUNCTION 82309 FROM FIG 3-4' 
I NTCYC DElT TZERO NSTART INTER JNTER REDO 
BI 1440 20.0 0.0 45 500 45 0 
I METRIC NEQUAl AMEN ITMAX SURTOL 
82 0 0 0.0 30 0.05 
I NHPRT NQPRT NPlT lPlT NJSW 
83 I I I I 3 
I PRINT HEADS 
84 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
I PRINT FLOWS 
85 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
I PLOT HEADS 
86 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
I PLOT FLOWS 
87 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
I CONDUIT OATA 
CI 8040 80408 80608 0.0 I 0.0 ~.O 0.0 1800. 0.0 
CI 8060 80608 82309 0.0 I 0.0 4.0 0.0 2075. 0.0 
CI 8100 81009 81309 0.0 I 0.0 4.S 0.0 SIOO. 0.0 
CI 8130 81309 IS009 0.0 I 0.0 4.S 0.0 3S00. 0.0 
CI 1030 10309 10208 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 4500. 0.0 
CI 1570 IS009 16009 0.0 I 0.0 S.5 0.0 5000. 0.0 
CI 1600 16009 16109 0.0 I 0.0 6.0 0.0 500. 0.0 
CI 1630 16009 10309 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 300. 0.0 
CI 1602 82309 16109 0.0 I 0.0 5.0 0.0 5000. 0.0 
I JUNCTION OATA 
DI 80408 138.0 124.6 0.0 0.0 
DI 80608 13S.0 118.3 0.0 0.0 
01 81009 137.0 12B.2 0.0 0.0 
DI 81309 130.0 117.S 0.0 0.0 
01 82309 15S.0 112.3 0.0 0.0 
01 10208 100.0 89.9 0.0 0.0 
01 10309 111.0 101.60.0 0.0 
01 IS009 12S.0 111.5 0.0 0.0 
01 16009 120.0 102.0 0.0 0.0 
01 16109 12S.0 102.8 0.0 0.0 * TRANVERSE WEIR AT JUNCTION 82309 
GI 82309 15009 I 3.0 6.0 3.0 0.80 
II 10208 I 
J I I 
KI 3 
K2 82309 80408 81009 
K3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 0.25 40.0 4S.0 SO.O 
K3 3.0 40.0 45.0 SO.O 
K3 3.2S 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
$ENOPROGRAM 
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0.0 O.OIS 0.0 0.0 
2.2 O.OIS 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.OIS 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.OIS 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.016 3.0 3.0 
0.0 .01S4 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.OIS 0.0 0.0 
0.0 O.OIS 3.0 3.0 
0.0 0.034 0.0 0.0 



Table 3-8. Portial Ouiput for EmpIe •• 

HfUU*fH*"HHtHfHH;lXtiflf.XIHfHUff**mHH*,"**** 

• J U N CT ION SUUARY S TAT 1ST I C S • 
uuunUlUH .• IIUHIUfUUJ'UfununnnUUUUUIUX 

rrTRAII IJS£R' S IAlll/AL UWLE 4 
BASIC PIPE SYSTEI MITH A MEIR AT JUNCTION 82309 FROI FIG 3-4 

UPPERlIOST lEAH .AXlIU. TIlE F££T OF F££T lAX. LENGTH LENGTH IAXI.UI 
6ROUHP PIPE CRONN JUNCTION JUNCTION JUNCTION OF SURCHARGE PEPTH IS OF OF JUNCTION 

JUNCTION ELEVATION £L£VATION PEPTH PEPTH DEPTH OCCUREHC! AT lAX B£LfIj/ GR1lU/IlJ SURCHARGE FLOODING AREA 
NUrBER (m (m (fT) COEF. VAR (fT) HR. NIN. DEPTH £l£VATION (lIN) (lIN) (SQ.m 

80m 138.00 128.60 2.76 1.36 10.40 0 40 6.40 3.00 142.0 0.0 2.512£+04 
80608 135.00 122.JO 4.13 1.33 IJ.46 0 40 9.46 3.24 151.0 0.0 6.SJSE+04 
81009 137.00 132.70 1.11 1.08 3.36 0 27 0.00 5.44 0.0 0.0 1.146£+04 
81309 lJO.OO 122.00 1.26 0.97 J.19 0 46 0.00 9.31 0.0 0.0 1.9*+04 
B2309 155.00 118.50 5.75 1.17 16.67 0 41 10.47 26.03 159.7 0.0 1.220£+05 
10208 100.00 98.90 I.JO o.n 2.63 I 33 0.00 Ul 0.0 0.0 7.JJ8£+04 
10309 m.oo 110.60 1.58 0.68 2.98 33 0.00 6.4, 0.0 0.0 4.176£+04 
15009 125.00 117.00 1.35 0.94 l.17 16 0.00 10.33 0.0 0.0 2.157£+04 
16009 120.00 111.00 1.59 0.73 3.09 2S 0.00 14.91 0.0 0.0 1.79IE+04 
16109 125.00 108.SO 1.l2 0.86 2.78 28 0.00 19.42 0.0 0.0 2.099£+05 

•••••• ,111, •• ,11 ••• ".11 •••• 11.111 ••••••• 1111 ••••••••• 1",. 

I CONDUIT SUHARY S TAT 1 S TIC S I 
<~, 

•• 11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 111 •••••••••• I' •• ' 

CONDUIT .AXIIUI TI.E .,vIIUI TIlE RATIO OF 1,vIIU. DEPTH ABOV£ LUGTH COfII)fIlT 
DESIGN PESIGN VERTICAL COfPUT£O OF COHPUTEO OF HAX. TO IIW. AT COfII)fIIT ENDS OFSPC SLOPE 

COHPUIT fLOfi VELOCITY DEPTH fLfIj/ OCCURENCE VELOCITY OCCURENC£ DESIGN UPSTREAII DOfINSTREAII fLOfi 
HllllB£R (CFS) (FPS) aN) (CFS) HR. lIN. ((PS) HR. 'IN. FLOH (m (m ('IM) (FT/m 

---
8040 7.36£+01 S.86 46.00 5.10£+01 0 22 SO.OO 0 0 0.69 10.28 13.47 JOS.7 0.003SO 
8060 5.33£+01 4.24 46.00 4.65E+OI 0 41 4.82 0 27 0.87 13.47 14.49 33.0 0.00183 
8100 7.81£+01 4.91 54.00 5.99E~1 0 38 SO.OO 0 0 o.n 3.36 3.19 441.7 0.00210 
8lJO 7.06E+Ol 4.44 54.00 5.62£+01 0 ~ S.OS 0 48 0.80 l.19 3.17 m.3 0.0017l 
1030 3.03£+03 12.46 108.00 1.36£+02 I 33 5.75 1 32 0.04 2.98 2.63 0.0 0.00260 
1570 1.24£+02 5.20 66.00 7.66E+Ol 1 17 5.49 1 16 0.62 3.17 3.09 31S.0 0.00190 
1600 I.47E+02 5.19 72.00 6.02£+01 0 42 5.$2 0 39 0.41 2.78 3.09 237.7 0.00160 
1630 2.31£+03 9.52 108.00 1.36E+02 1 22 5.41 0 50 0.06 3.09 2.98 195.0 0.00133 
1602 4.34£+01 2.21 60.00 6.01E+OI 0 41 50.00 0 0 1.38 16.69 2.78 0.0 0.00190 

90010 UHD£F U/IlJEF UHOEF 2.61£+01 0 41 
90011 UHPEF UND£r UHOEF 1.36£+02 1 33 
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Table 3-9. Input Data for Example 5. 

SW I 0 0 
HK 3 10 \I 12 
tEXTRAN 
AI 'EXTRAN USER"S HANUAL EXAHPLE 5' 
AI 'STORAGE FACILITY AND SIDE OUTLET ORIFICE AT JUNCTION 82309, FIB 3-5' 
, NTCYC DELT TZERO NSTART INTER JNTER REDO 
81 1440 20.0 0.0 45 45 45 0 
, HETRIC NEQUAl AHEN ITHAX SURTOL 
82 0 0 0.0 30 0.05 
, NHPRT NQPRT NPlT LPlT NJSW 
83 6 6 6 6 3 
, PRINT HEADS 
84 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
* PRINT FLOWS 
B5 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
I PLOT HEADS 
96 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
I PLOT FLOWS 
87 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
I CONDUIT DATA 
CI 8040 80408 80608 0.0 I 0.0 4.0 0.0 1800. 0.0 0.0 
CI 8060 80608 82309 0.0 I 0.0 4.0 0.0 2075. 0.0 2.2 
CI 8100 81009 81309 0.0 I 0.0 4.5 0.0 5100. 0.0 0.0 
CI 8130 81309 15009 0.0 I 0.0 4.5 0.0 3500. 0.0 0.0 
CI 1030 10309 10208 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 4500. 0.0 0.0 
CI 1570 15009 16009 0.0 I 0.0 5.5 0.0 5000. 0.0 0.0 
CI 1600 16009 16109 0.0 I 0.0 6.0 0.0 500. 0.0 0.0 
CI 1630 16009 10309 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 300. 0.0 0.0 
I NOTE, PIPE 1602 NOW CONNECTS TO JUNCTION 82308 

0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.015 0.0 0,0 
0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.016 3.0 3.0 
.0154 0.0 0.0 
0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.015 3.0 3.0 

CI 1602 82308 16109 0.0 I 0.0 5.0 0.0 5000. 0.0 0.0 0.034 0.0 0.0 
I JUNCTION DATA 
01 80408 138.0 124.6 0.0 0.0 
01 8060B 135.0 118.3 0.0 0.0 
01 81009 137.0 128.2 0.0 0.0 
01 81309 130.0 117.5 0.0 0.0 
01 82309 155.0 114.5 0.0 0.0 
I NEW JUNCTION FOR ORIFICE CONNECTION 
01 82308 155.0 112.3 0.0 0.0 
01 10208 100.0 89.9 0.0 0.0 
01 10309 111.0 101.6 0.0 0.0 
01 15009 125.0 111.5 0.0 0.0 
01 16009 120.0 102.0 0.0 0.0 
01 16109 125.0 102.8 0.0 0.0 
I STORAGE JUNCTION AT JUNCTION 82309 
EI 82309 155.0 800.0 0 
I SIDE-OUTLET ORIFICE AT JUNCTION 82309 
FI 82309 82308 1 3.140.850.0 
11 10208 1 
J I I 
KI 3 
K2 82309 
K3 0.0 
K3 0.25 
K3 3.0 
K3 3.25 
K3 12.0 

80408 81009 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
40.0 45.0 50.0 
40.0 45.0 50.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

SENOPR06RAM 
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Tabl. 3-10. Partial OUtput for Exalpl. 5 • 

..... nu ....... nll.nn ...... Hfun .. u ... ru .... ' ..... unu .... 
• J U N C 1 ION S U K K A R Y S 1 A 1 lSI I C S • 
ffffff •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II 

mRAK flSER'S IAIUM £rAKP!£ 5 
STORAGE fACILITY AND SIDE OUTL£7 ORifiCE AT IUNCTIOK 82309, FIS 3-5 

UI'P£RIIIIST .EAK .AXlm TIlE FE£7 OF 
GROUN!! PIPE CROM. JUNCTlOK JUNCTION JUNCTIOK OF SURCHARGE 

JUNCTION ELEVATION EWATIOK DEPTH D£PTH DEPTH OCCURE.CE AT lAX 
.UOER (fT) (fT) (fT) COEf. VAR (fT) HR • • 1.. D£PTH 

90408 138.00 128.60 4.4J 1.32 12.93 0 33 8.93 
8060Il 135.00 122.30 S.99 1.28 16.70 0 33 12.70 
81009 137.00 132.70 1.13 1.08 3.36 0 27 0.00 
81309 130.00 122.00 1.36 0.99 3.53 0 51 0.00 
82309 ISS.OO ISS.OO 7.45 1.22 21.03 0 35 0.00 
82308 lSS.00 m.30 5.73 1.13 16.03 0 3S 11.03 
10208 100.00 98.90 1.24 0.73 2.42 1 35 0.00 
10309 111.00 HMO 1.51 0.65 2.76 1 36 0.00 
15009 m.oo 117.00 1.11 0.88 2.51 I 22 0.00 
16009 120.00 111.00 1.53 0.70 2.86 I 28 0.00 
16109 m.oo 108.80 1.31 0.83 2.90 0 40 0.00 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• 11, •••••• 1"1' 

I C 0 ND U I T SUUARY S TAT 1ST I C S I 

................. , ......................................... 

Cl/IIOOll .AXI.UN 11IE .AXIIUK 11IE 
0£S16H DESISN VERTICAL COKPUTED OF COKPUTED OF 

CON1!lJlT FLOII VELOCITY D£PTH nOlI OCCUirNCE VELOCITY OCCIIirHCE 
mB£R (CFS) (FPS) (JH) (CFS) HR. JlN. (FPS) HR. 'IH. 

8040 7.36£+01 5.86 48.00 5.2SE~1 0 19 SO.OO 0 0 
8060 5.33E~1 4.24 48.00 4.63E~1 0 27 3.69 0 27 
8100 7 .81E~1 4091 54.00 6./0£+01 0 37 SO.OO 0 0 
8130 7.06E~1 4.44 54.00 S.~E+Ol 1 3 5.13 0 S6 
1030 3.03E~3 12.46 108.00 1.10£~ 1 35 S.46 1 3S 
mo 1.24£~2 5.20 66.00 5.26E~1 1 22 4.57 1 21 
1600 1.47E~2 5.19 n.oo 6.54E~1 0 4J 5.89 0 41 
1630 2.3IE~3 9.52 108.00 1.1IE~2 1 26 5.15 0 51 
1602 4.J4E~1 2.21 60.00 6.10E~1 0 31 3.94 0 32 

90010 3.03£+01 0.68 23.99 7.69£+01 0 31 24.48 0 31 
90011 UHD£F UHI!EF UHI!EF 1.10E~ 1 3S 
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FEET 'AX. LENGTH LENGIH .AXI.UN 
DEPTH IS OF Of JUNCTION 
B£LOfI BROUN!! SlJRCHARSE FLOODING AREA 
£LEVATIOK (liN) (lIN) (SQ.fT) 

0.47 164.3 0.0 2.368£+04 
0.00 m.o 152.7 1.314£+04 
5.44 0.0 0.0 1.14J£+04 
8.97 0.0 0.0 J.923£+04 

19.47 0.0 0.0 S.mE~3 
26.67 165.7 0.0 1.127E1OS 
7.68 0.0 0.0 6.163E+04 
6.64 0.0 0.0 3.869£+04 

10.99 0.0 0.0 2.IS2£~4 

IS./4 0.0 0.0 1.7Bi!£+04 
19.30 0.0 0.0 1.612rlOS 

RATIO OF lAXl.UK DEPTH ABOVE LENGTH CON1!lJlT 
'AX. TO llW. 11 COHOUlT EHIIS OF SIC SLOPE 

DESIGN UPSTREAW l!OfIHSTirAW FLOII 
FLOII (fT) (FT! (lIN) (FTlfT) 

---
0.71 12.90 16.70 m.3 0.003S0 
0.87 16.10 21.114 294.0 0.00183 
0.78 3.36 3.53 442.7 0.00210 
o.n 3.53 2.51 279.3 0.00171 
0.04 2.76 2.42 0.0 0.00260 
0.43 2.S1 2.86 443.0 0.00190 
0.45 2.90 2.86 240.7 0.00160 
0.05 2.86 2.76 189.7 o.oom 
1.41 16.03 2.90 0.0 0.00190 
2.54 21.04 13.84 0.0 0.00003 
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Figure 3-6. Off-line Pump Station (Activated by Wet Well Volume) at Junction 82310. 
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Table 3-11. Input Data for Example 6. 
SW 0 0 
MM 3 10 II 12 
tEXTRAN 
AI 'EXTRAN USER"S MANUAL EXAKPLE 6' 
AI 'OFF-LINE PUMP STATION AT JUNCTION 82310 FROM FIGURE 3-6' 
• NTCVC DELT TZERO NSlART INTER JNTER REDO 
BI 1440 20.0 0.0 45 45 45 0 
• KETRIC NEQUAL AMEN ITKAX SURTOL 
B2 0 0 0.0 30 0.05 
• NHPRT NQPRT NPLT LPLT NJSW 
83 6 6 6 6 3 
• PRINT HEADS 
B4 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
• PRINT FLOWS 
85 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 BI30 
• PLOT HEADS 
86 8060B 16009 16109 15009 B2309 8040B 
• PLOT FLOWS 
87 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
* CONDUIT DATA 
CI 8040 80408 80608 0.0 I 0.0 4.0 
CI 8060 80608 82309 0.0 I 0,0 4.0 
CI 8100 81009 81309 0.0 1 0.0 4.5 
* EXTRA PIPE FOR PUKP 

0.0 1800. 
0.0 2075. 
0.0 5100. 

CI 8061 82309 82310 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 300. 
CI 8130 81309 15009 0.0 I 0.0 4.5 0.0 3500. 
CI 1030 10309 10208 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 4500. 
CI 1570 15009 16009 0.0 I 0.0 5.5 0.0 5000. 
CI 1600 16009 16109 0.0 I 0.0 6.0 0.0 500. 
CI 1630 16009 10309 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 300. 
CI 1602 82309 16109 0.0 1 0.0 5.0 0.0 5000. 
• JUNCTION DATA 
DI 80408 138.0 124.6 0.0 0.0 
* EXTRA JUNCTION FOR PUMP 
01 82310 155.0 112.3 0.0 0.0 
01 80608 135.0 118.3 0.0 0.0 
DI 81009 137.0 128.2 0.0 0.0 
01 81309 130.0 117.5 0.0 0.0 
DI 82309 155.0 112.3 0.0 0.0 
01 10208 100.0 89.9 0.0 0.0 
DI 10309 111.0 101.6 0.0 0.0 
Dl 15009 125.0 111.5 0.0 0.0 
DI 16009 120.0 102.0 0.0 0.0 
DI 16109 125.0 102.8 0.0 0.0 
* OFF-LINE PUMP 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
2.2 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.015 0.0 
0.015 0.0 
0.015 0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.004 0.0 0.0 
0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.016 3.0 3.0 
.0154 0.0 0.0 
0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.015 3.0 3.0 
0.034 0.0 0.0 

• IPTVP NJUNCI NJUNC2 PRATEI - PRATE3 VRATEI VRATE3 VWELL 
HI 1 82310 15009 5.0 10.0 20.0 200.0 600.0 1200.0 60.0 
II 10208 I 
J I I 
K I 3 
K2 82309 
K3 0.0 
K3 0.25 
K3 3.0 
K3 3.25 
K3 12.0 

80408 81009 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
40.0 45.0 50.0 
40.0 45.0 50.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

$ENDPROGRAM 
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Table 3-12. Partial Output for Empl. 6. 

H •••• · ••• X*fHftHtHHffHHHHfHffimfHfHHftHHHff 

• JUHC110N SUUARY STArlSl1CS· 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 111 •••••••••••••••••••••• 

ElTRAH USER'S .IMUAl. aMPLE 6 
OFF-LINE PUNP STATION AT JUNCTION 82310 fROW FIGURE 3-6 

UPPERlfOS1 lEAN .AXI.U' mE Fm OF Fm 'AX. LENGTH LENGTH .AXllU. 
GROUND PIPE CROMN JUNCTION JUNCTION JUNCTION OF SURCHARGE DEPTH IS OF OF JUHCllON 

JUNCTION ELEVATION ELEVATION DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH OCCIIREHCE AT .AX BEtlll! GROIIHfJ SURCHARGE FLOODING AREA 
NU6£R (fT) (fT) (fT) corF. VAR (fT) HR. 'IN. DEPTH ELEVATION ('IN) (WIN) (SIl.fT) 

80408 138.00 128.60 3.6S 1.44 12.65 0 48 8.65 0.75 134.0 0.0 S.847E~ 

82310 ISS.OO 116.30 J.S9 1.11 •• 00 0 40 0.00 251.00 0.0 0.0 1.2S7E~1 

80608 135.00 122.30 4.98 1.39 16.33 0 52 12.33 0.37 142.0 0.0 8.61SE~ 

81009 m.oo 132.70 1.14 1.111 3.46 0 29 0.00 5.U 0.0 0.0 1.146£~ 

81J09 130.00 122.00 1.22 0,,6 2.86 0 SS 0.00 '.64 0.0 0.0 1.92JE~ 

82J09 lSS.00 118.50 6.25 1.33 19.61 0 52 13.41 23.111 149.0 0.0 J.96JE<CS 
10208 100.00 98.90 1.29 0.79 2.62 I J6 0.00 7.48 0.0 0.0 7.J2J£~ 

10J09 W.OO 110.60 1.57 0.69 2.97 I 37 0.00 6.43 0.0 0.0 4.168£~ 

15009 125.00 m.oo 1.43 0.84 2.98 I 19 0.00 10.52 0.0 0.0 2.lS7E~ 

16009 120.00 111.00 I.SS 0.74 3.08 I 28 0.00 1M2 0.0 0.0 l.mE~ 
16109 125.00 108.80 1.22 0.98 2.87 1 31 0.00 19.33 0.0 0.0 3.167E<CS 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• ffffffff 

• CON D U IT SUUAH S TAT 1 S 1 1 C S f 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

COKDUIT 'AXI'U' lI1E .AXI.U' Tm RATIO OF 'Amu. DEPTH ABOVE LENGTH CIlIIDUIT 
DESIGN DESIGH VERTICAl. CWIITED OF CONPU1ED OF 'AX. TO IHV. AT CMTT ENDS OFSPC SLOPE 

CIlIIDUIl FLON VELOCITY DEP1M fLOM OCCUREICE VELOCITY oeCUREle£ D£SI6N UPSTREIM DOfIIISTREIM FLON 
HUflBER {CFS} {FPS} 1lH} (CFS) HR. m. {FPSI HR. m. FLON {FT! (fT) {Ill} (FTlfT) 

---
8040 7.36£101 5.86 48.00 5.10£101 0 22 SO.OO 0 0 0.69 12.52 16.33 314.7 O.OOJSO 
8060 5.33E~1 4.24 48.00 5.03E~1 0 37 4.97 0 U 0.94 16.33 17.41 20.0 0.00183 
8100 7.81E101 4.91 54.00 5.71EIOI 0 41 SO.OO 0 0 0.73 3.46 2.86 421.1 0.00210 
8061 2.10£101 0.00 48.00 1.15E+02 3 9 '-49 3 10 4.28 19.61 1.58 0.3 0.00000 
8130 7.06E1OI 4.44 54.00 5./6£101 0 55 4.85 0 55 0.73 2.86 2.98 460.7 0.00171 
1030 3.03E103 12.46 108.00 1.35E+02 1 36 5.74 1 36 0.04 2.97 2.62 0.0 0.00260 
1570 1.24£102 5.20 66.00 7 .OSE~I I 19 5.31 3 10 0.57 2.98 3.08 440.1 0.00190 
1600 1.41EI02 5.19 72.00 6.51EIOI 1 2 4.69 I 2 0.44 2.87 3.08 128.0 0.00160 
1630 2.31E103 '.S2 IOS.OO I.35E+02 I 24 S.39 0 S3 0.06 3.08 2.91 194.7 0.00133 
1602 4.34£101 2.21 60.00 6.52£+01 0 56 50.00 0 0 1.50 19.61 2.87 160.7 0.00190 

90011 UNDEF UNDEF UNDEF 2.00£101 0 IJ 
90012 UNDEF UHJ!£F UNDEF I.JSE~2 1 36 
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Figure 3-7. In-line Pump (Stage Activated) at Junction 82309. 



SW 0 0 Table 3-13. Input Data for Example 7. 
11M 3 10 11 12 
$EXTRAN 
Al 'EXTRAN USER"S I1ANUAL EXAMPLE 7' 
Al 'IN-LINE PUI1P STATION AT JUNCTION 82309 FROI1 FIGURE 3-7' 
* NTCVC DELT TZERO NSTART INTER JNTER REDO 
81 1440 20.0 0.0 45 45 45 0 
* METRIC NEQUAL AMEN ITI1AX SURTOL 
82 0 0 0.0 30 0.05 * NHPRT NQPRT NPLT LPLT NJSW 
83 6 6 6 6 3 * PRINT HEADS 
84 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
* PRINT FLOWS 
85 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
* PLOT HEADS 
S6 80608 16009 16109 15009 82309 80408 
* PLOT FLOWS 
87 1030 1630 1600 1602 1570 8130 
* CONDUIT DATA 
Cl 8040 80408 80608 0.0 1 0.0 4.0 0.0 1800. 
Cl 8060 80608 82309 0.0 1 0.0 4.0 0.0 2075. 
Cl 8100 81009 81309 0.0 1 0.0 4.5 0.0 5100. 
Cl 8130 81309 15009 0.0 1 0.0 4.5 0.0 3500. 
Cl 1030 10309 10208 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 4500. 
Cl 1570 15009 16009 0.0 1 0.0 5.5 0.0 5000. 
Cl 1600 16009 16109 0.0 1 0.0 6.0 0.0 500. 
Cl 1630 16009 10309 0.0 6 0.0 9.0 0.0 300. 
Cl 1602 82309 16109 0.0 1 0.0 5.0 0.0 5000. 
* JUNCTION DATA 
Dl 80408 138.0 124.6 0.0 0.0 
01 80608 135.0 118.3 0.0 0.0 
Dl 81009 137.0 128.2 0.0 0.0 
01 81309 130.0 117.5 0.0 0.0 
01 82309 155.0 112.3 0.0 0.0 
Dl 10208 100.0 89.9 0.0 0.0 
Dl 10309 111.0 101.6 0.0 0.0 
Dl 15009 125.0 111.5 0.0 0.0 
01 16009 120.0 102.0 0.0 0.0 
Dl 16109 125.0 102.8 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 2.2 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.016 3.0 3.0 
0.0 0.0 .0154 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.015 3.0 3.0 
0.0 0.0 0.034 0.0 0.0 

* IPTVP NJUNCI NJUNC2 PRATE 1 - PRATE3 VRATEI VRATE3 VWELL 
HI 2 82309 15009 5.0 10.0 20.0 8.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 
II 10208 1 
J 1 I 
Kl 3 
K2 82309 80408 81009 
K3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 0.25 40.0 45.0 50.0 
K3 3.0 40.0 45.0 50.0 
K3 3.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 12.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SENDPROGRAI1 
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Tabl. 3-14. Partial Output for Empl. 7. 

******* ••• l •••••••••• ************************ ••••••••••••••• 
• J U N C T ION S U " H A R Y S TAT 1ST I C S • 
•••••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••••••• IIII ••• II.II •••• !IIIIII 

fXTRAII USER'S HAI/UAL EXAHPU 7 
IN-LINE PUlP STATION AT JUNCTION 82309 FROH FIGURE 3-7 

umRIWST lEAH IAXIIU. mE 
GRDUHP PIPE CRONK JUNCTION JUNCTION JUNCTION OF 

JUHCTlON EUVATION EUVATION DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH OCCIIREHCE 
NUHB£R (fT) (fT) (m COEF. VAIl 1m HR. HIN. 

804CB 138.00 128.60 4.15 1.39 13.40 0 36 
80608 135.00 122.30 5.57 1.35 16.70 0 35 
81009 137.00 132.70 1.14 1.08 3.43 0 28 
81309 130.00 m.oo 1.17 0.97 3.17 0 52 
82309 155.00 118.50 7.26 1.29 22.96 0 37 
10208 100.00 98.90 1.28 0.78 2.57 1 3S 
10lO9 m.oo 110.60 1.55 0.68 2.92 1 lS 
15009 125.00 117.00 1.29 0.82 2.75 1 21 
16009 120.00 m.oo 1.57 0.74 l.03 1 17 
16109 125.00 108.80 1.17 0.98 2.89 1 32 

•••• 1111 ••••••••• , ••••• ,11 ••••••• 11111111 ••••••••••••• IIIII 

* CONDUIT SUUARY S TAT 1ST I C S * 
•••• ,11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.' •••••• 1 ••••••• 

C_IT HAXlIfIIH mE KAlIlU. 
II£SIGN II£SIGN VER7/CAL COHPI/T£D OF CIlIfPU7ED 

aUIT FLOIl rELSCl7Y DEPTH FLOIl BCCUREIC£ VELOCl7Y 
1fII.B£R (CFS) . ((PS) (INI (CFS) HR. liN. (FPS) 

8040 7.36£+01 5.86 48,00 5,10£+01 0 22 SO,OO 
8060 5.33£+01 4.24 48.00 4.62£+01 0 29 4.82 
8100 7,81E-ol 4091 54.00 5.94£+01 0 40 50,00 
8110 7.06E+Ol 4.44 54.00 5.34£+01 1 3 5.01 
1030 3.03£-03 12,46 108.00 1,29£+02 1 3S 5,67 
1570 1.24£+02 5.20 66,00 6.19E+Ol 1 21 4.89 
1600 1.47£+02 5.19 72.00 6.71E+Ol 1 42 5.61 
1630 2.31E+03 9.52 108.00 1,29£+02 1 25 S.37 
1602 4.34£+01 2,21 60.00 6,84£+01 0 41 3,98 

90010 UIlDEF UHPEF UIlDEF 1.00r+Ol 0 32 
90011 UllDEF UIi/J£F UHD£F 1.29£+02 35 

101 

FE£7 OF 
SURCHARGE 

AT HAX 
OEPTH 

9.40 
12.70 
0.00 
0.00 

16.76 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

mE 
OF 

SCCURENCE 
HR. HIN, 

0 0 
0 29 
0 0 
0 54 
1 34 
1 20 
0 40 
0 49 
0 32 

FE£7 HAl'. 
DEPTH IS 
B£U1lI GROUND 
ELEVATION 

UN6TH 
OF 

SURCHARGE 
(HINI 

UHGTH 
OF 

FLOODING 
(HIN) 

HAXlHU! 
JUNCTION 

AREA 
(SQ.m 

0.00 148.7 I.l 2.010£+04 
0.00 155.0 146.0 1.090£+05 
5.37 0.0 0.0 1.146E+04 
9.33 0.0 0.0 1.926£+04 

19.74 162.0 0.0 1.958£105 
7.53 0.0 0.0 7.183£+04 
6.48 0.0 0.0 4.089E+04 

10.75 0.0 0.0 2.157£+04 
14.97 0.0 0.0 1.791E+04 
19.31 0.0 0.0 3.269£105 

RATIO OF HAlIlUK DEPTH ABOV£ LENGTH COHPUIT 
lAX. TO IHV. AT COIlDO IT EHUS OF $PC SLOPE 

II£SIOH UPSTREAH IlOIIHSTREMf FLOIl 
Will (m (m (lIN) (FTlm 

---
0,69 13,40 16,70 302.3 0,00350 
0.87 16,70 20.76 28.3 0.00183 
0,76 3.43 3,17 438.0 0,00210 
0.76 3.17 2.75 lOS.3 0.00171 
0,04 2.92 2.57 0.0 0.00260 
0.50 2,75 3.03 443.0 0.00190 
0,46 2,89 3.03 209.3 0.00160 
0.06 3.03 2.92 188.3 0.00133 
1.58 22,96 2.89 237,0 0.00190 
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Figure 3-8. Schematic for Example 8. 
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Tabl. J-15. I.p.t Data for Exalpl. 8. G ••• ratio. of Hot St.,t Fil •• 

SM 1 00 
If J 10 1112 
• WUST SAVE NSCRAT2 FOR FUTURE HOT ST AKT. 
e 11 ·m.HOT' 
IUTiAN 
AI 'EXTRAS EXAiPLE SBOMING NOST CONDUIT AlP DIYERSION TYPES' 
AI 'INCI.IID£ IN USER' 's .Ml/JA! AS EXMfPLE 8' 
f RUK FOR 1 HR TO USE lIS HOT START FOR NEXT RUN. 
f HTCYC D£LT TZERa 1m AKT IKT£R JHTER RE1JO 
81 180 20.0 0.0 2 1 10 2 
B2 0 0 0.0 30 O.OS 
BJI092H 
B4 JOOOI J0002 30003 30004 JOOOS JOOIU JOOI11 30081 30082 30083 
BS 10001 10002 l000J 10004 10005 10006 l00U7 10081 llJ082 
86 30081 30082 
iT 10081 10082 
f CONDUIT DATA 
Cl 10001 30001 30002 0.0 1 0.0 3.0 0.0 510. 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
C1 10002 lOOO2 30003 0.0 2 0.0 3.0 l.S 520. 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
f BEOKET.IC PROPERTIES Of IIORSESNOE, £66 AlP BASKET-IIAlPL£ ARE IN 
f SECTION 6 OF .AI. SIIfIII 'Ml/JA!. 
Cl10003 JOOOJ JOOIU 0.0 3 13.26 4.0 4.0 530. 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
Cl 10004 JOOO4 3000S 0.0 4 8.17 4.0 2.67 $#0. 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
CI l000s JOOOS JOOIU 0.05 12.58 4.0 3.78 550. 0.0 1.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
el 10007 30007 JOOIU 0.0 7 0.0 3.0 4.0 570. 0.0 2.0 0.018 0.0 0.0 
Cl 10006 JOOO6 30081 0.0 6 0.0 5.0 B.O 560. 0.0 0.0 0.020 0.25 0.25 
el 10081 30081 30082 20. 8 0.0 5.0 0.0 1000. 0.0 0.0 0.00 91 0.001 
Cl 10082 30082 3OO8J 20. B 0.0 5.0 0.0 1000. 0.0 0.0 0.00 92 0.002 
f OAT A FOR IRREGUUJI (NATURAL CHMlHEL) CII1JSHECTIOHS 
f m XNR 1NeH 
C2 0.04 0.04 0.04 
f srm NUIIST STCHL STCHR XLOBL nOBR LEN PXcrCR PSX£eE 
CJ 91 6 SO.O 110.0 0.0 0.0 1000. 0.0 799.0 
f ELl STAt EL2 STA2 ELl STA3 EL4 STM m STAS 
C4 5.0 0.0 4.0 50.0 1.0 SS.O 0.0 100.0 3.0 110.0 
f EL6 STA6 
C4 5.0 lSO.0 
f 

C3 92 6 55.0 /15.0 0.0 0.0 1000. 0.0 798.0 
e4 5.0 0.0 4,5 55.0 0.0 60.0 2.0 95.0 4.0 115.0 
C4 6.0 160.0 
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rable 3-IS{Co.ti •• edJ. l.p.t Data to, £ ... ple 8, 6e •• ,atio. ot 
Hot Start Fill. 

• JUNCTION DATA 
01 JOCOI 810.0 802.0 0.0 0.0 
01 30002 810.0 801.0 0.0 0.0 
01 JoooJ 810.0 800.5 0.0 0.0 
01 JOOO4 810.0 802.5 0.0 0.0 
91 JoooS 810.0 801.5 0.0 0.0 
01 JIi()(f/ 806.0 803.0 0.0 0.0 
91 30006 806.0 800.0 0.0 0.0 
f INPUT 20 crs AT BEGINNING or NATUkAi CHAMI£LS (E.G., RECEIVING STREA!J 
f BUT 00 THIS IN HYPROGRAPH INPUT LINES. 
01 30081 806.0 799.0 20.0 0.0 
01 30082 806.0 798.0 0.0 0.0 
91 30083 806.0 796.0 0.0 2.0 
f FREE OUTFALL TO COHST AlIT HEAD AT OOIIIISTREAIf £lID 
11 30083 1 
Jl 2 
J2 798.0 
I INPUT TRIANGULAR HYIIR06RAPHS AT THREE 81'STREMl EHDS OF SEIERS 
K14 
K2 30001 JOOO4 JIi()(f/ JD08I 
* FEED IN Z£RI) FLDI/S FOR MGT STAKT FILE CREATION. 
• JUST USE COHSTMIT IHFLOI OF 20 CFS AT JUNCTION 30081. 
K3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 o.s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
K3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.EHDPROGRAIf 
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Table 3-16. Partial Output from Example 8. Generation of Hot Start File 

tI**.IIII ••••••••••• II.III.II •••••• II •••••••••••••• 

f £l1RAH CONTINUITY BALANCE AT THE LAST TIHE STEP • 
..................... 1111 ........ '***1****'*"****** 

n •• nluunll.u ... UJU ..... uJu .. nun .. JI 
f JUNCTION INFLOfI, OUTFLOfi OR STREET FLOODING * 
••••••••• 1.,11 ••••••••• 11.111 ••••••• 11 •••• 11 •••• 

JUNCTION INFLOM, FTJ 

30081 7.22OOE+04 

JUNCTION OUTFLOII, FT3 

JOO8J 5. 5461E +04 

1 •••••••••••• 11, •••••••••••••••••••••• 1, •••• 11 ••••••••• 

f INITIAL SYSTEI VOLU'E : 
I 181 AL SYSTEI IHFLOfi VOLUI£ ' 
* IHFLOII + INITIAL VOLUIE : 

4.578IE+04 CU FT I 

7.2200£+04 CU FT * 
1.1798E~ CU FT I 

•••• 1, ••••••••• 1 •••••••• ,1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

* TUT AI. SYSTEI OUTF LOll 
I VOLUIE LEFT IN SYSTU 
I OUTFLOII + FINAL VO!Ul£ 

: 5.5461E+04 CU FT f 

: 6.1049£+04 CV FT * 
• 1.165IE~ CU FT * 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I ERROR IN COHTIIlUITY, PERCENT : I 

,~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11I 

............................................................. 
* J U • C TID H SUI I A R Y S 1 A 1 I S TIC S f 
I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

UPPERIOST • EAN .AllIU • 
6ROUHD PIPE CROfIN JUNCTION JUNCTION JUNCTION 

TIlE 
OF 

JUHCTION ELEVATION ELEVATION DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH OCCURENCE 
HUlBER (m (m (m 00. VAR (m HR. 'IM. 

30001 810.00 80S.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 
30002 810.00 804.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 
30003 810.00 804.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 
JOOO4 810.00 806.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 
JOOO5 810.00 805.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 
30007 806.00 806.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 
JCOO6 806.00 805.00 0.02 0.93 0.04 0 58 
30081 806.00 804.00 0.96 0.12 1.04 1 0 
JOO62 806.00 803.00 1.19 0.06 1.29 1 0 
30083 806.00 801.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 0 0 

105 

frET OF FEET IAl. LUBTH LEII6TK IAlIIUI 
SURCllARGE DEPTH IS OF OF JUNCTION 

AT UX BELOK 6ROUIiD SURCHARGE FLOODING AREA 
DEPTH ELEVATION (lIN) (Ill) (SQ.m 

0.00 8.00 0.0 0.0 7.819E~3 

0.00 9.00 0.0 0.0 1.578E+04 
0.00 9.50 0.0 0.0 1.SSOE+04 
0.00 7.50 0.0 0.0 7.979E~3 

0.00 8.50 0.0 0.0 1.609E+04 
0.00 3.00 0.0 0.0 8.422E~3 

0.00 5.96 0.0 0.0 2.660£+04 
0.00 5.96 0.0 0.0 2.678E+04 
0.00 6.71 0.0 0.0 3.84OE+04 
0.00 8.00 0.0 0.0 3.J9JE~4 



1m CDNDUl1 10006 CDNDUIT 10007 CONDUIT lOool CONDUIT l00S2 
HR:m FLOII moe. nON moe. FLOM VELoe. FLOW moe. 

0: 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.15 0.29 13.21 0.56 
0: 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.21 0.42 12.33 0.53 
0:10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.01 o,sl 12.05 0.52 
O:ll 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.21 0.58 12.21 0.52 
0:16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.83 0.61 12.63 0.54 
0:20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.01 0.63 13.21 0.56 
0:23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.86 0.64 1l.87 0.58 
0:26 -1>.29 -1>.06 0.00 0.00 18.60 0.65 14.56 0.60 
0:30 -1>.33 -1>.08 0.00 0.00 18.99 0.65 15.23 0.62 
0:33 -1>.02 -1>.01 0.00 0.00 19.30 0.65 15.88 0.64 
0:36 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00 19.58 0.65 16.53 0.66 
0:40 -1>.08 -1>.02 0.00 0.00 19.74 0.64 17.10 0.68 
O:.f.3 -1>.12 -1>.03 0.00 0.00 19.79 0.64 17.59 0.69 
0:46 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.85 0.63 18.00 0.71 
0:50 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.00 19.93 0.63 18.35 o.n 
0:53 -1>.07 -1>.01 0.00 0.00 19.96 0.63 18.65 0.73 
0:56 -1>.07 -1>.02 0.00 0.00 19.94 0.62 18.89 0.73 
1:0 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 19.96 0.62 19.09 0.74 
I£AII -1>.04 -1>.01 0.00 0.00 16.70 0.59 15.41 0.63 

.AXIIIJ1f 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.00 19.96 1.08 19.09 0.83 
.IIIIIIJ1f -1>.J8 -1>.09 0.00 0.00 3.33 0.18 12.D5 0.52 

T07AL -1.58£*02 0.00£-1>1 6.0IE~ s.ssr~ 
-~ 

, •• 11 •••••••••••••• 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1II'" , C 0 H D U IT SUUARY STATISTICS , 
J •••••••••••••••••• II •• II ••• III •••• II ••••• I.II.III •••• "111 

CONDUIT 'AlIIU. 11IE IAXIIH. Tm RATIO Of IAlIIUI DEPTH ABOVE LEII6TH CDfIDUIT 
DESI611 DESIGN ¥ERTlCAL CIMITE1J OF CQlI'tIT£1) OF 'Al. TO IHV. IT CDfIDUl1 ms OFSPC SLOPE 

CDfIDUl1 FUJI VELOCITY DEI'TII FLOII OCCUREIICE VELOCITY OCCUREHCE DESI6/{ UPSTRrM IIfWHSTRrM FLOII 
HUflBiR (CFS) (FPS) (111) (CFS) SR. IIH. (FPS) HR. NI •• fLOll (FTJ (FT! ('IH) (fTlFTJ 

-- ---- ---
10001 2.56EiOl 3.62 36.00 0.00£-1>1 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.0 0.00196 
10002 2.80£ iOl 2.66 36.00 0.00£-1>1 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 -1>.50 0.00 0.0 0.00096 
10003 M8EiOI 3.07 48.00 0.00£-1>1 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 -1>.46 0.04 0.0 0.00094 
10004 2.13EiOl 3.59 48.00 0.00£-1>1 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.0 0.00185 
10005 4.IJEiOl 3.28 48.00 0.00£-1>1 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 -1.46 -1>.96 0.0 0.00091 
10007 2.88EiOl 3.60 36.00 0.00£-1>1 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 -2.96 -1.96 0.0 0.00175 
10006 2.69E*02 5.82 60.00 -3.76£-1>1 0 28 -1>.09 0 28 0.00 0.04 1.04 1.7 0.00179 
10081 8.30£*02 2.64 60.00 2.OO£iOl I 0 1.08 0 0 0.02 1.04 1.29 60.0 0.00100 
10082 7. 48E*02 3.42 60.00 1.91EiOl 1 0 0.83 0 0 0.03 1.29 2.00 60.0 0.D0200 
90010 UNDEF UNDEF UNDEF 1.91EiOl 0 
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T.ble 3-17. I'p,t D.t. for EmpIe 8. Use of Hot Start Fil •• 

51120000 
KK 3 10 II 12 
• USE HOTSTART FlLE FOR IlIlTlAL eOJIDITlOJIS OF 20 ers 111 IIATURAL CHANKELS. 
e II 'EX8.HOT' 
IEITRAN 
AI 'ErTRAII EXAIIPLE SHOMING lOST CONDUIT AND DIVERSION TYPES' 
AI 'lIS£ HOT STNIT FILE FOR IHITlAL 20 eFS IN TJ/O HATURAL CJ!AHIIELS' 

* 
• N1CYC OELT TZERO HST NIT lHTER JHTER REDO 
81 J6C 20.0 0.0 I 100 100 I 
• KErRIC KEQUAL AIIEH ITKAX SURTOL 
B2 0 0 0.0 30 O.OS 
• NHPRT HQPRT NPLT LPLT NJSJ 
8322223 
84 30001 30002 30003 30004 JOOOS 30006 3000T 30081 30082 30093 
85 10001 10002 10003 10004 10005 10006 100IfI 10081 10082 
B6 30001 30003 JOOOS JOOO6 30091 30082 
B7 10081 10062 10006 lOOIfI 10081 10082 
* CDIIDUIT DATA 
• NCOJ/O NJI NJ2 90 IIKLASSAFULL OW NIDE LEN 1PI ZP2 ROI/SH STHETA $PHI 
Cl 10001 30001 30002 O. I 0.0 3.0 0.0 SID. 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
Cl 10002 JOOO2 30003 O. 2 0.0 3.0 3.5 520. 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
• GEOKErIUC PROPERTIES OF HORSESHOE, EiG MID BASKET -HANDLE ARE 1N 
• SECTION 6 OF .AIN SrlK KMlUAL. 
Cl 10003 30003 JOOO6 O. 3 13.26 4.0 4.0 530. 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
Cl 10004 30004 3000S O. 4 8.17 4.0 2.67 540. 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
Cl l000s 3000S JOOO6 O. 5 12.58 4.0 3.78 550. 0.0 1.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 
Cl 10007 30007 JOOO6 O. 7 0.0 3.0 4.0 STO. 0.0 2.0 0.018 0.0 0.0 
CI 10006 JOOO6 30091 O. 6 0.0 S.O 8.0 S60. 0.0 0.0 0.020 0.25 0.25 
* Colduit 10081 uses diti frD. sectiD. 91 
Cl 10081 30091 lOO82 20. 8 0.0 5.0 0.0 1000. 0.0 0.0 0.0 91 0.001 
* CD.duit 10082 uses diti frD. sectiD' 92 
• A I.g.tin STHETA stops tilt prittout of tb. 
* .Dr.IJind curm for i .dural chillul. 
Cl 10082 JOO82 30083 20. 8 0.0 S.O 0.0 1000. 0.0 0.0 0.0 92 0.002 
• DATA FOR IRREGULM (NATURAL CHAIIHELI CROSS-SECTlON 
* m lHR lHCH 
C2 0.08 0.08 0.03 
* SECHO NUIST STCHL STCHR nOBL nOBR LEN neECR PSlEeE 
C3 91 6 SO.O 110.0 0.0 0.0 1000. 0.0 799.0 
* ELI STAI EL2 STAI EL3 STAJ EL4 STM ELS STAS 
C4 5.0 0.0 4.0 SO.O 1.0 55.0 0.0 100.0 3.0 110.0 
• EL6 STA6 
C4 S.O 150.0 
• OTHER NATURAL CHAIIHEL 
C3 92 6 55.0 115.0 0.0 0.0 1000. 0.0 798.0 
C4 5.0 0.0 4.5 55.0 0.0 60.0 2.0 95.0 4.0 115.0 
C4 6.0 160.Q 
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Table 3-17(C.atilu.d). l.put Data for Exa.plt 8. Us. of Hot Start file. 

I JUHCTlDH DATA 
* JUH GRELEV Z QIIIST Y 
Dl 30001 810.0 802.0 0.0 0.0 
PI 30002 810.0 801.0 0.0 0.0 
Dl 30003 810.0 8OO.S 0.0 0.0 
PI 30004 810.0 802.S 0.0 0.0 
PI 3000S 810.0 801.S 0.0 0.0 
Dl 30007 806.0 803.0 0.0 0.0 
Dl 30006 806.0 800.0 0.0 0.0 
f IIPU7 20 as AT 8£611111G Of IATURAl. CHIMIIELS (C.G., RECElVIIG STREAIf) 
Dl 30081 806.0199.0 20. 0.0 
PI 30082 806.0 798.0 0.0 0.0 
* IHITIAL CDHDITIOH OF 2 IT DEPTH AT ~REN1 £JIIJ (CDHSTAHT HEAD) 
PI 3008J 806.0796.0 0.0 2.0 
I fREE OUTFALL TO CDHSTAKT HEAD AT IJOIIHSTRENI EJIIJ 
11 lOO8J 1 
J12 
J2 798.0 
111M TRI.III6IJLAR IIYDROGRAfHS AT THREE UPSTRENI rHOS OF S£II£RS 
Kl 3 
K2 30001 30004 JOOO7 
KJ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
KJ O.S 15.0 18.0 9.0 
KJ 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
KJ 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
fElIDI'ROGRAIf 
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Tible 3-18. Partial Output for EmpIe 8. Use of Hot Stut File. 

EXTRAi IYAKPLE SHDMING «051 CONDUIT AiD DIVERSION TYPES 
USE HOT 51Ail FILE FOR INITIAL 20 CFS IN TND NATURAL CHANNELS 

comOL INFORflATION FOR SI«ULATlON 

IH7E6RATIOH CYCLES.... ............. 360 

LEII6TH OF IH7E6RATION STEP IS...... 20. SECONDS 

DO HOT CREATE EOUIV. PlPES{NEQlJALJ. 0 

USE U.S. CUS7Of1ARY UNITS fOR 110... 0 

PRIH7IH6 51 MrS IN CYCLE........... 1 

IH7ERHElJIATE PRlNT0U7 1H7EIlfALS OF. 100 CYCLES 

SUINARY PRINTOUT lH7ERVALS OF...... 100 CYCLES 

H07 START F1L£ 'AJIlPULATIOH(REDQJ .. 

INITIAL TIlE ....................... 0.00 KOURS 

ITERATIOH VARIABLES: IT.AX......... lO 
SURTOL •••••••• O.05OO 

1JEFMlLT Sl/RFNI AREA OF JlJllCTIOHS .. 12.57 CIJB FT. 

mRA! VERSIOH 3.3 SllLllTIOH. lIS11L : 0). 
SU« OF JUNCTION FLON IS ZERO DIJRlIIG SURtHAI1IlE. 

HORflAL FLOII OPTION MIIEH TilE MATER 
SURf NI SLOPE IS LESS THAll TIlE 
6ROUW SURF ICE SLOPE (KSUPER=O) .... 

HJSM INPUT IrtDR06RAPH JI/IICTIONS.... 3 

PRINT£» OUTPUT FOR THE FOLLDMIHG 2 JUNCTIONS 

lOOOl lOOO2 

PRINTED OUTPUT FOR THE FDLLDMING 2 CDWUITS 

10001 10002 
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PilMER FUHCTIOH CROSS-SECTIOH INFO~ATIOH FOR CHAHHEL 10007 
::=:~=:===========================================:= 
LEHGTH ~O.O FEET. 
EXPOHENT or CHAHHEL 2.000 
.AXIMUII II£PTH 3.00 FEET. 
MANHINO H 0.018 
.AXIIUII SECTION AREA 8.00 SQ. FT. 
UXIlUM HYDRAllLIC RADIUS : 1.06 FEET. 
MAXI'UI TOP MIUTH 4.00 FEET. 

CROSS-sEC11OH DI«EHSIONLESS CURVES 
NOR«ALIZ£D BY II£PTH 

POINT HYDRAULIC POINT HYDRAULIC POINT HYDRAULIC 
NO. RADIUS II£PTH TOPNIDTH NO. RADIUS II£PTH TOPliIOTH NO. RADIUS II£PTH TOPIIIDTH 

1 0.0000 0.0000 0.2000 10 MOSS 0.J600 0.6000 19 0.9439 0.7200 O.MS 
2 0.3593 0.0400 0.2000 11 0.8282 0.4000 0.6325 20 M536 0.7600 0.8718 
3 0.4827 0.0800 0.2828 12 0.8480 0.4400 0.6633 21 0.9627 o.eOOO 0.89# 
4 0.56S5 0.1200 0.3464 13 D.86S9 0.4800 0.6928 22 0.91Jl 0.8400 0.9165 
S 0.6276 0.1600 0.4000 14 0.8819 o.s2oo 0.7211 23 0.9790 0.8800 0.9381 
6 0.6768 0.2000 0.4472 IS 0.8966 o.s600 0.7483 24 0.9864 D.9200 0.9S92 
7 0.7172 0.2400 0.4899 16 0.9099 0.6000 O.n46 2S 0.9934 0.9600 0.9798 
8 0.7512 0.2800 0.5292 17 0.9222 0.6400 0.8000 26 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
9 0.7804 0.3200 Mm 18 D.9Jl5 0.6800 0.8246 

NATURAL CROSS-S£CTlOH INFORIATIOH FOR CHIMHEL 10081 
===============:::=====::::============:::=========:: 
CROSS-sECTlOH 10 (FROIf XI CARD) : 91.0 

LEH6TH 1000.0 FT MAXIIIIIIf £mATION I 804.00 FT. 
SLOff 0.0010 FT/FT .AXllfIII D£PTB 5.00 FT. 
JANNING N : 0.080 TO STATION SO.O MAXIIIIIIf SEC7ION AREA 31S.00 SQ. FT. 
• • 0.030 IN MAlN CHIMN£L .AXlMU. HYDRAULIC R1JlIUS : 3.12 FT. 
• • 0.080 BEYOND STATION 110.0 lAX TOPllIUTH lSO.00 FT. 

IAXI«U. UHIFORK FLON 708.28 as. 

CROSS-S£CTlDII POlNTS 

THE fOLLONIlI6 6 STATIONS NERf RE1Jl AND ADJUSTED 799.000 FT VERTICALLY AND HORIZOHTALLY BY A RATIO or J.OOO 

EL£VATION STATION 
FT FT 

804.00 
804.00 

0.00 
IS0.00 

£L£VATIOH STATIDII 
FT FT 

803.00 
0.00 

SO.OO 
0.00 

ELEVATIDII STATION 
FT FT 

800.00 
0.00 

110 

55.00 
0.00 

£LEVATIOH STATION 
FT FT 

799.00 
0.00 

100.00 
0.00 

ELEVATION STATIOH 
FT FT 

802.00 
0.00 

110.00 
0.00 



CROSS-SECTIOH DIJEHSIONLESS CURVES 
NOR.ALIZED iY DEPTH 

POINT HYJJRA1ILIC POINT HYORA1lLlC P01ll1 HYJJRAllLIC 
NO. RADIUS DEPTH TOPllIDTH NO. RADIUS DEPTH TOPllI01H NO. R.IJ!IUS DEPTH TOPllIDTH 

---
I 0.0000 0.0000 0.06# 10 0.4017 0.2045 0.3489 19 0.8960 0.S31lE 0.4;56 
2 0.0320 0.0031 0.06# 11 0.4604 0.2381 C.3556 20 D.mo 0.5855 0.5044 
J 0.0640 D.om O.lm 12 0.5185 0.2723 0.3622 1J 0.9733 0 •• 149 0.5333 
4 0.0960 0.0276 0.1933 13 0.5759 0.3071 0.3689 22 J.(JQ07 0.6902 0.6267 
5 0.1280 0.0491 0.2578 14 0.6328 0.1425 0.375. 23 1.0139 0.7543 0.7200 
6 0.1600 0.0767 0.m2 IS 0.6190 0.3786 0.3822 24 1.0/63 0.8271 0.8133 
7 0.2215 0.1077 0.3289 16 0.7447 0.4153 0.J889 is 1.0108 0.9092 0.9067 
8 0.2822 0.1394 0.3356 17 0.8011 D.4538 0.4178 26 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
9 0.3423 0.1716 0.3422 18 0.SS15 0.4949 0.#67 

NATURAL CROSS-SECTION INFOR.ATION FOR CHAiNEL 10082 
:::=:::::::========:==========::===================== 
CROSS-SECTION 10 (FROH XI CAIIDI : 92.0 

LEH6TH 1000.0 FT .AXIM ELEVATION 803.00 FT. 
SLOPE I 0.0020 FTlFT .AXIM DEPTH 5.00 FT. 
.NlHIH6 H I 0.080 TO STATION 55.0 .AXIIlII1I SECTION N1£A 218.75 SQ. FT. 
• • 0.030 IH lAIN CHAiHrL .AXIIlII1I flYDRAULIC RADIUS : 2.88 FT • 
• • 0.080 BEYOHD STATION IIS.O .AX TOPllIlJrH 137.50 FT. 

.AXllUI UNIFORI FLOH 659.68 CFS. 

CRlJss-sECTlON POlIITS 

THE FOLLDlIING 6 STATIONS HERE READ MID NJJUSTED 798.000 FT VERTICALLY Alia HORIZONTALLY iY A RATIO OF 1.000 

ELEVATION STATION 
FT FT 

803.00 
804.00 

0.00 
160.00 

ELEVATION STATION 
FT FT 

802.50 
0.00 

55.00 
0.00 

ELEVATION STATION 
FT FT 

798.00 
0.00 

III 

60.00 
0.00 

ELEVATION STATION 
FT FT 

SOD.OO 
0.00 

95.00 
0.00 

ELEVATION STATION 
FT FT 

802.00 
0.00 

115.00 
0.00 



•••• 1 ........ UIU. II •• 1 UIUllil •••• II ••••• UIKlf .. U 

COHDUlT PATA • 
••• 1 ••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11.11 •••••••• 1 •••• 

m COHDfl)T LENGTH COHOUl! AREA KAHHIHG KAX MIOTH PEPTH JUHCTlOI~ I HVrRT HflGlfT TRAPEZOIP 
HUK NUKBER (m CLASS (SQ m COEr. (fT) (fT) AT THE EHOS MOVE JUNCTIOHS SIPE SLOPES --
I 10001 510. CIRCIILAA 7.07 0.01500 3.00 3.00 JOOOI 30001 
1 10001 510. RECTANGLE 10.50 0.01500 3.50 3.00 30001 30003 
3 10003 530. IIORSESJIOE 13.16 0.01500 4.00 4.00 30003 lOOO6 
4 10004 540. EGG-SHAPE 8.17 0.01500 2.67 4.00 30004 30005 
5 10005 550. BASKET 11.58 0.01500 3.78 4.00 lOOOS 30006 0.00 1.00 
6 10007 570. NATURAL 8.00 0.01800 4.00 3.00 30007 30006 0.00 2.00 
7 10006 560. TRAI'£IOID 46.15 0.02000 8.00 5.00 JOOO6 30081 0.15 0.15 
8 10081 1000. NMURAI. 315.00 O.OlOOO ISO. 00 5.00 30081 30082 
9 10082 1000. NATURAl. 218. 75 O.AlOOO 137.SO 5.00 lOO81 lOO83 

.11 ••••••••••••••• 11, •••••••••••••••• ,,1, ••• 111 ••••• , 

• JUHCTIIlH DMA • 
•• " •••••••••• ,." ••• 11,.,1 ••••• 11 •••••• , •••• 1 ••• 11 •• 

INP JUHCTIOH GROUND CROIIH IHV£R1 QIrsT INITIAL COHNECTING CONPUITS 
NUl HUIfBER £LEV. ELEV. ELEV. crs IlEPTH(fT) 

1 30001 810.00 805.00 802.00 0.00 0.00 10001 
1 30002 810.00 804.00 801.00 0.00 0.00 10001 10001 
3 3001)3 810.00 804.SO 8OO.SO 0.00 0.00 10002 10003 
4 lOOO4 810.00 806.SO 802.50 0.00 0.00 10004 
5 30005 810.00 805.50 801.SO 0.00 0.00 10004 10005 
6 3OOIJ7 806.00 806.00 803.00 0.00 0.00 10007 
7 lOOO6 806.00 805.00 800.00 0.00 0.00 10003 10005 10007 10006 
8 lOO81 806.00 804.00 199.00 10.00 0.00 10006 10081 
9 30062 806.00 803.00 198.00 0.00 0.00 10081 10081 

10 lOO83 806.00 801.00 796.00 0.00 2.00 10082 

,.",., .............. ,' ..... ,.' .. , ................ 
• FREE OUTFALL DATA (DM A GROUP W • 
* BOUNDARY CDHDITION DN DATA GROUP Jl * •••••••••• 11 •••• 1 ••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••• 

OUff ALL AT JUNCTION .... lOO83 HAS BOUIIDARY COHOlTlOH HUKBER ... 1 

••• ff.ffHHJ .. H ... fJHIf.Hffff.ffn ............... 

• IOfIHDARY COHOITON IHFORKMION • 
f OAT A GROUPS J 1-34 • .................................................. , .. 
Be HUKBfR .. 1 CONTROL MATER SURFACE ELEVATIOH IS.. 198.00 fEET. 
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•••• 1 ••• 1 ••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• COfIDIJIT COURANT CONDITION SUIIIIARY • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

• COURANT : COHOUIT LENGTH • 
• mESTEP: • 
• VELOCITY + SQRTIGRVT'AREAlNIDTHJ • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••• ' •••••••••••• '1. 

• Al'ERMJE CJJURAHT CONDITION TI.E STEPrSECOHDS) f 

••••••••••••••••••• 1111 •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 •• 

COHOUIT 'TIIf£ISEC) COH1JIIIT' mElSEC) COH1JIIIT. TIHElSECJ COlIDUIT. TIIf£ISEC! 

10001 
10005 
lOOS1 

201.22 
185.94 
155.89 

10002 
10007 

162.30 
284.41 

10003 
10006 

•••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 •••••••••• 1.1. 

• arm COlITIIItIITY BALANCE ~ THE LAST TI.E STEP • 
•••••••••• 1 •• 11 ••••••• 1.1 ••••••••••••••••••• 1 •••••• 

................................................ 
• JUIICTlON INFLDM, DUTFLDII OR STREET FLOODING • 
HfH ....... II ................................. . 

JIIMCTION INFLDII, m 

30001 2.'700£1(}4 
lOOO4 l.564O£ 1(}4 
30007 1.782O£1(}4 
30081 1.44OO£~ 

JUNCTION OUTFLDII, m 

300Bl 2.327SE~ 

....................................................... 
• IrlTlAL SYSTE. VDLUIE : 
f TOTAL SYSTE. IIIFLDII VOLUifE : 
• INFLOM + INITIAL VOLurE : 

6.1049EI(}4 CU FT • 
2.2716E~ co FT • 
2.B821E~ co FT f ... , .................................................. . 

• TOTAL SYSTEH DUTFLOlI 
f VDLUHE LEFT IN SYSTU 
f DUTFLOM + FINAL VOLUifE 

: 

: 

, 
2.3275£+05 CU FT f 

5.$583£ 1(}4 co FT • 
2.B83lE+05 CU FT • 

.N.I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ERROR IN CDHTINUITY, PERCE'" : -0.04 • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• r 
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m.57 
101.03 

10004 
l00Bl 

JlB.09 
177.90 
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UPPERNOST NEAH NAXIWUW 1m FEET OF FEET HAX. LEHGTH LEHGTH .AXINUH 
GROUHD PIPE CROMH JUNCTION JUNCTION JUNCTION OF SURCJIARGE DEPTH IS OF OF JUNCTION 

JUNCTION ELEVATION ELEVATION DEPTH DEPTH O£PTH OCCUR£NCE AT NAX BrLOli GROUND SURCHARGE FLOODING AREA 
HU.BrR (FT! (FT! (FT! CO£F. VAR (FT! HR. m. DEPTH £L£VATION (WW (WIH) (SUTJ 

30001 810.00 805.00 0.64 0.96 1.68 0 30 0.00 6.32 0.0 0.0 7.nOE>Cl 
30002 810.00 804.00 0.53 1.00 1.50 0 32 0.00 7.SO 0.0 0.0 1.687E>C3 
30003 810.00 804.50 0.63 0.79 1.49 0 34 0.00 8.01 0.0 0.0 1.9SO£>C3 
30004 810.00 806.50 1.00 0.97 2.62 0 30 0.00 4.88 0.0 0.0 7.192E>C2 
3000S 810.00 8OS.SO 0.74 0.77 1.71 0 33 0.00 6.79 0.0 0.0 1.7J6E>C3 
30007 806.00 806.00 0.42 1.05 1.12 0 32 0.00 1.78 0.0 0.0 1.368E>C3 
30006 806.00 8OS.00 0.53 0.91 1.43 0 34 0.00 4.57 0.0 0.0 3.474E>C3 
30081 806.00 804.00 1.08 0.13 1.34 0 39 0.00 5.66 0.0 0.0 2.76SE>C4 
JOO82 806.00 803.00 1.40 0.12 1.68 0 48 0.00 6.32 0.0 0.0 4.102£>C4 
30083 806.00 801.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 0 0 0.00 8.00 0.0 0.0 3.575£>C4 

11 •• fl •• IIII'.I.,IIIIIIIIIII.,IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.IIIII 

* COWDUll SUHARY S 1 All S 1 I C S * 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1111 •••••••••••• 

ClJlDUIT .AXIIW. 11.£ WAXI.U. mE RATIO OF .AXI.U. D£PTH ABOVE LEII6TH CONDUIT 
D£SIGH DESIGH VERTICAL CDIPIJTED OF CDIPIJTED OF 'AX. TO INV. AT COIIIHIlT ENDS OF SPC SLOPE 

COlIOUIT FLON VELOCl7Y D£PTH FLOli oceURENeE VELOCl7Y OCCURENCE DESIGN UPSTREAIl DOlIIISTREAIl nOM 
Hl/lfB£R (CFS) (FPS) (IN) (eFS) HR. 'IN. (FPS) HR. WIN. FLON 1m (FT! ('IH) (FTlFT! 
------ ---

10001 1.S6£~1 3.62 36.00 1.48£~1 0 3D 3.96 0 3D 0.58 1.68 I.SO 53.7 0.00196 
10002 2.8O£~1 2.66 36.00 1.43E~1 0 32 1.77 0 32 D.Sl I.SO 1.49 57.3 0.00096 
10003 4.08£~1 3.07 48.00 1.J8£~1 0 34 1.87 0 33 0.34 1.49 1.43 8.3 0.00094 
10004 2.93E~1 3.59 48.00 1.77E~1 0 31 4.41 0 30 0.60 2.62 1.71 57.0 0.00185 
10005 4.1J£~1 3.28 48.00 1.7()£~1 0 33 3.76 0 33 0.41 1.71 I.OS 0.0 0.00091 
10007 1.88E~1 3.60 36.00 8.S2£~ 0 31 3.51 0 31 0.30 1.22 0.60 0.0 0.00175 
10006 1.69£~2 5.82 60.00 3.S9£~1 0 3S 3.39 0 34 0.14 1.43 1.34 107.0 o.oom 
10081 1.05E~3 3.34 60.00 S.6B£~1 0 JlI 1.20 0 36 0.05 1.34 1.68 119.7 0.00100 
10082 9.80£~2 4.48 60.00 5.14E~1 0 48 1.62 0 48 0.05 1.68 2.00 120.0 0.00200 
90010 UfI1lEF UNDEF UNDEF S.l4E~1 0 48 

LEH6TH LEH6TH LEH6TH LEH6TH 
OF OF OF UPSTR. OF DOlIIISTR. .EAH TOTAL .AXlIWW UlllU. 

CDlWUlT DRY SUBCRlTICAL CRlTICAL CRlTICAL FLOli FLON FLON HYDRAULIC CROSS SECT 
IW'BrR FLOI('II) FLDr('II) FLONI.IN) FLSII.IN) lefS) ICV) CUBIC FT RADIUSIFTJ AREAIFT2) 

10001 0.00 120.00 0.00 0.00 •• 13 1.20 2.9755£>C4 0.7718 3.7593 
10002 1.00 119.00 0.00 0.00 4.12 1.18 2.9680£>C4 0.8044 5.2105 
10003 4.00 116.00 0.00 0.00 4.09 1.17 2.947SE>C4 0.8460 •• 8249 
10004 0.00 120.00 0.00 0.00 4.96 1.19 3.5738E>C4 0.7450 4.0203 
10005 0.67 0.00 0.00 119.33 •• 93 1.17 3.5485£+04 0.9016 4.5222 
10007 0.00 0.00 0.00 120.00 2.47 1.18 1.7816E>C4 O.BOSS 1.4170 
10006 0.00 120.00 0.00 0.00 1l.50 1.16 8.2767E>C4 1.0596 1l.4851 
1008! 0.00 120.00 0.00 0.00 31.86 O.JlI 2.294O£.cs 0.9696 48.8641 
10082 0.00 120.00 0.00 0.00 32.33 0.32 2.3275£+05 0.9039 31.08/8 
90010 UHD£F1HED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED 32.33 0.31 2. 317SE.cs 
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60.000 1---1--1--1---1--1--1--1--, ---
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 

50.000 -
I 
1 

CDHOOIT I 
1 

FLOM IN I 
I 

CFS I 
I 
I 

4C.000 -
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

30.000 -
I 
I 
I 
II 
]I 

I ff * 
I ffff ff I _ 

I 

I 

• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• • 

Iff 

ff fff 

• ff 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

ff 

ff 

• 
ff 

• 
• • 
ff 

• .. 
• • 
• 
ff 

I 

• 
I 

• 
ff 

H 

• 
H 

* • 
• 
H 

H 

H 

H .. 
Iff --..... n ....... 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

20.000 1 1'---1---1---1---1---.1'---,I'---,I--.... ff .. "' ........... ".ff .. 

0.0 0.2 c.~ 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

LOCATIOH NO. : 10081 CLOCK TIKE IN HOURS. PLOT OF COHOUIT HON 
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Junction 

(II 

Conduit 90001 

Figure 3-9. Use of Variable Storage Areas. 
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Tabl, 3-19. l'put Data for rxa.ple 9. Use of Variabl' Storage Areas. 

SW 1 00 
HH 3 10 11 12 
IEY1RAN 
AJ 'ElTRAH ErAIPLE 9. FLOW ROUlIHG THROUGH A DETENTION POND •. 
Al 'USE THE B£DIEHT-HU8£R EXAHPLE 6.10 ON PMlE 37S.· 
f 

f OPTIONAL SOLUlIOH TECJlHIQi/ES 
• BO LINE IS COIPLETELY OPTIOHAL 
f ISOL ' 0 -) W!1CIT mRMI SOLUlIOH 
• ISOL ' 1 -) S£JI-INPLICIT SOLUTION 
f ISOL ' 2 -) ITERATIVE mRAN SOLU1l0N 
• ISOL KSlJPfR 
Be 1 0 
f HTCfC DELT TZ£RO SST ART INTER JHT£R REl10 
Bl 120 300.0 0.0 1 10 10 0 
I HETRIC H£QUAL MrEH mAX SURTOL 
B2 1 0 0.0 10 0.01 
f HHPRT MQIlRT NPIT !PL T H35W 
B321111 
B4 30001 30002 
BS 90001 
86 30001 
B7 90001 
f NO CBHDUIT PATA 
I 

I 3UHCTIOH IS rARIABLE-ARf:A STORA6£ JBHCTIOH 
I JUS 6R£L!Y Z QINST Y 
Dl 30001 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 
01 30002 10.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 
f STORM£ JUHCTIOH DI1 A 
I JSTORE 6£L!Y ASTORE IlUffST 
£1 3l1OO1 10.0 -1.0 23 
E2 .013 O • • 0246 0.2 .0340.5.04 O.S .OS3 1.0 .065 1.5 .1116 2.0 

.086 2.5 .096 3.0 .106 3.5 .114633 4.0 .123407 4.5 .131921 5.0 .140 5.5 

.148 6.0 .156 6.5 .164 7.0 .111 7.5 .119 S.O .186 8.5 .193 9.0 

.200 9.5 .200 10.0 
• OU1F!OH BY CULVERT TREATED IS ORlFIC£ 
Fl 3l1OO1 30002 1 0.03976 0.9 0.0 
11 30002 1 
311 
K1 1 
K2 30001 
f TRIANGULAR IHPU1 IffDRDGRAPH 
K3 0.0 0.0 
K3 2.0 1.2 
K3 S.O 0.0 
K3 10. 0.0 
IEHDPROGRAH 
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jibit 3-]0. Pirti.l Dufr.ut for hiupl. 9. its. of Yaflablt Stori9E J.!li. 

imR-J1(~£KTA( PROT£CTlOil N>HCY 
1i~!miGjDK. D.C. 

.... DJEHlifD TRANSPORT ,,,,,'.All .... 
H-H Wfif 

.... ANALYSIS MGDY(; .... 

fliP.A.1 fXA.'fPLf 9. m~ F.MING mOli<3H A DrfWIOII FOHD. 
U$f 1H£ BfDlfN7-HllifR U.'<'1FL! i.lC uK 'Kif J7i. 

• JUNCTlON DnA • 
H+t .. fHHHffftfHnUfU .•• fl •. HfMH+fHfH ........... 

Iii? JUKCTlOll 6ROYIIO emN 11IV£R1 m'S7 WTlAL 
NlIff HynER ELEV. ilIV. £!EI'. m DEPTH('} 

1 30001 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.SO 
1 30001 /0.00 -/.00 -1.00 0.00 0.00 

"+HftUIJU ............... Uu .... i .. iUIlU.UfllJ • .u 

• S70RAGE JUNCTlDil DATA • 
H ........ iU .................... , ........... JlI+H+Hf 

COKNfC1r.G CONDUITS 

.AW",! O' ;£111. DR CRDNN 
S701AE£ JUNCTION JUNCTION COHSTAIIT SliRFACE CVHSTAIIT rOLUHf El!I'ATIOli 

KUKB!R OR NAiff TYPe ARfA (11) iCUiIC MET.) IKJ 

30001 fARIABLE /2041.81 11041.81 10.000 

H++H-f." •• I •. '.' •.•••• HfHH+HfHf:lH ........... 

• QRJrlCE DATA • 
•• ,IIU 1111 ..... 11 ........... 1 ..... un 'UIIIl 

FRQII TO DISCHARGE HEIGHT ABOVE 
JUHCTIOiI JUNCTION 

AREA 
('EW CO£FFICIEHT JUNCTION (I) 

30001 30002 1 0.04 

""I EQ/JlYAJ.£NT mE IHFOJlJlnION FOR ORIF1C£ • 
COIIlJIJIT NUIB!R •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PIPE DINI£TER •••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
PIPE L£NGTH •••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
IAHNIN6S ROUGHNESS ................. .. 
IiVERT ELEVATION AT UPS1R£AH END ••••• 
IHYfRT £L£VATION AT DrWNSTREAIf EIIP ... 

0.900 

1 
90001 
0.11 

891.21 
0.0011 
O.OOOD 

-11.0030 
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, •••• UI ............ UU ... IUluu'Uuunul •••• 

• JUNCTION INFLOW, OIITFLOII OR STRfET FLOODIH6 • 
IU .. IIUUIlJlJ .......... U ... ifUI •• U .... UUU. 

JUNCTION INFLOW,. CU ~ 

J()I)()I 1.0800£<1)4 

JUNCTION OIITFLOW, CU N 

30002 1.0048E <1)4 

.u ... n .. :W.:W ...... uun .... :Uu ... ·.U'J'u ........... .. 
• INITIAL SYSTE. VOLU.E ' 
I TOTAL SYSTEH IMfLOil VOLU«£ ' 
I IWF£OW f INITIAL VOmE ' 

1.4387Ef02 CU • I 

1.&800£<1)4 CU • I 

1. 0944£f04 CU « • 
•• :WI •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 

• TOTAL SYSTE. DUTFLOII 
• VOLU«£ LEFT IN SYSTE. 
I OIITFlOH f FINAL VOlN.E 

, 1.0648Ef04 CV • * 
= 4.8J4I)£f02 CU • * 
= 1.113IEf04 CV • * 

, ••• ,If •• " ••••••••••••• , •••••••• , ••••••••••••••••• 

I ERRDR IN COHTINUl7Y, PfRCCHT ' -1.71 I ......................................................... 
1 •• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I JUNCTION SUUARY STATISTICS * 
................ , .......................................... . 

rrTRAH EXMfPLE 9. FLOW RDUTIIIG TIIROOGH A DETENTION POIR!. 
USE THE B£DIEHT-ilUB£R EXAIIPLE 6.10 011 PME 378. 

UPPfRlfOST lEAH .AXI1fiIff mE 
6ROUND PIPE CRON. JUNCTION JUNCTION JUNCTION OF 

JUNCTION ELEVATIOH ELEVATION DEPTH DEPTH DEPTH DCCUR£IIC£ 
KBIBER 1.1 1.1 1.1 CDEr. VAR III HR. 'IN. 

30001 10.00 10.00 
-1.00 

4.03 
1.00 

0.46 6.51 4 0 
JOOO2 10.00 0.00 1.00 0 5 

1.1 •••• 111 ••••••••••••••••• 111 •••••• 1 ••• 11 ••••• 1 •• 1 •••• 1'1. 

leo • D U 1 T S U • • A R Y S TAT 1ST 1 C S f 

1111 •••••••••••• 1 •• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 ••• 1 •• J •••• 

COHDUIT 
HUIBER 

DESIGN 
FLON 
leNSl 

CONDUIT 
DfSIGN VERTICAL 

VELOCITY DEPTH 
(lIS) (ifill 

.AXI8U. 
cmfPUT£D 

FLON 
(CISI 

90001 7.S2E-D2 0.22 22.50 3.97E-ol 
UNDEr 3. 97E-ol 90002 u~r U~F 

TIrE 
Of 

OCCVRENCE 
HR. 'IH. 

4 
4 

5 
5 

8AXI«UN 
COHPUT£D 

VELOCITY 
('PSI 

9$ 
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r£ET Of 
SURCNAR6E 

AT .AX 
DEPTH 

0.00 
1.00 

TINE 
Of 

OCCUREHCE 
HR. m. 

4 10 

F£ET 'AX. LEH6TM 
DfPTH 15 Of 
B££OH 6ROUND SURCHARGE 
ELEVATION I.IHI 

3.49 
10.00 

0.0 
600.0 

LENGTH 
Of 

FlDODIIIG 
(HINI 

HAXIMU. 
JNHCTION 

AREA 
ISQ.WI 

0.0 1.562Ef03 
0.0 1.22O£fOO 

RATIO Of .AXIHUI DEPTH ABOVE LEH6TH CONDUIT 
OF SPC SLOPf 

FlOH 
'Ar. TO IHV. AT CONDUIT ENDS 

DESIGH UPSTRfMf DOII.STREAII 
FLOM (.1 I.) (IINI (Hm 

5.28 6.51 0.22 O.C 0.00000 

--- ----



8.000 1----1---1----1---1--1'--1--1---1---1-----1 
1 1 
1 1 

I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

6.000 -
1 
1 

JUNCTION 1 
1 

MATER SURF 1 • 
1 • 

ELEvm 1 f 

1 • 
1 • 

4.000 - f 

1 • 
1 f 

1 • 
1 • 
1 f 

1 f 

1 f 

1 f 

1 * 
2.000 - f 

1 f 

1 • 
I f 

1 H 

• 
H 

H 

• 

... 
HfH 

Hf 

Hf 

-Hf 

H 

H 

IN 

Hf 

Hf 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

HI 

H 

HI 

• 
Hf 

HI 

H* 

HI 

f 

HI 

HI 

I 
J 
J 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
HlI 

• I 

I H 1 
1 H I 
IHI 1 
I 1 
1 1 

0.000 1 1 l--il 1--1 1--:1 1--:1--1 
0.0 1.0 2.0 l.O 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 B.O 9.0 10.0 

LOCnION NO.: lOOOl CLOCK TillE IN IIOURS. 

INVERT mv -
CROHN ELEV -

GROUND £LEV -

0.00 rETERS 
10.00 METERS 
10.00 .ETERS 
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Figure 3-10. Use of Dynamic Head Pumps. 
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1abl. 3-21, Input fDr E ... pI. 10, Us. of Dyoalic Head Pulps, 

SM 1 0 0 
HH 3 10 11 12 
IEXTRAN 
Al 'EXTRAN USER' 'S KANUA/. aMPLE PROBLEK 10. ISOL ' 0 SOLU1IOH.' 
Al 'PUKP OI'ER A HILL EKAlfPLE FOR TYPE 3 DYKAlfIC HEAD PUKPS' 
f 

f IITCYC J)£LT TZERO MSTAAT lIITER JIIT£R REOO 
81 300 60.0 0.0 1 100 10 0 
f KErRIC REQUA/. AlfEN lTHAX SURrOL 
B2 0 0 0.0 10 0.0010 
f NHPRT NQPRr NPLT LPLT NJSN 
B3 3 2 2 2 1 
f PRIIIT HEAI>S 
B4 401 301 201 
f PRlIIT FLOHS 
BS 100 90002 
f PLaT HEAI>S 
B6 401 301 201 
f PLaT FLONS 
B7 100 90006 
f COH'DIJIT DATA 
Cl 100 301 201 0.0 1 0.0 4.0 0.0 1000. 20.0 
f JUNCTION DATA 
f JUN 6RELEY Z QINS1 Y 
01 401 100.0 50.0 0.0 1.0 
Dl 301 lSO.0 100.0 0.0 1.0 
01 201 lSO.0 119.9 0.0 1.0 
f Star", jUllctiou 
£1 401 90.0 2000. 0 
El 301 140.0 2000. 0 
f 

0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0 

f IPTY HJURC RJUHC PRATEI 
HI 3 401 301 10.0 
HI 3 401 301 10.0 
HI 3 40J 30J JO.O 
HI 3 40J 301 10.0 
HJ 3 40J 301 JO.O 

PRATE, PRATE3 VRATEI rRATEl VRATE3 VMELL PaN POFF 
SO.O 100.0 70.0 60.0 SO.O 5.00 6.00 2.00 
SO.O 100.0 70.0 60.0 SO.O 5.00 7.00 3.00 
SO.O 100.0 70.0 60.0 SO.O 5.00 B.OO 4.00 
SO.O 100.0 70.0 60.0 50.0 5.00 9.00 5.00 
SO.O 100.0 70.0 60.0 SO.O 5.00 10.00 6.00 

f 

11 20J J 
JJ J 
Kl 1 
K2 401 
KJ 0.0 0.0 
K30.S0 SO.O 
K3 1.0 100.0 
~3 S.O JOO.O 
IEHDPROGRAIf 
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;,bJ. 3-22. Parti,J Output 1m Empl. 10. Us. 'f D-tOilic Head PUlpS. 

fXTRAH USER'S nAHUAL ElAnPLE PROSm 10. ISOL : 0 SOLUTION. 
punp OVER A HILL HAlfPLE ,DR TYP[ 3 OYHAm HE~ pum 

nUlnUUUUU"UJo..-unununUlIUlfUh-fHfU 

• STORA6E JUHCTIOH DATA • 
uuunurunnWUUlnnunnl.U •• "Jun.'UU.lnl 

STORAGE JUNCTION JUHCTION 
HAXIIWH OR 

COHST ANT SURFACE 
AREA 1m) HUMR OR HAifE TYPE 

401 CONSTANT 
301 COHSTANT 

2000.00 
2000.00 

JIII'.I ••••• JII •••••••• 1 ••• ' ••• I" •••••• ' •••• 

* punp CURVE DATA • 
••• 11 ••• "., •••• 1111.11 ••• 11, ••••• ,.11111 ••• 1 

JUNCTIOHS IHlTlAL DEPTH 
,ROIl TO IH MELL, IT 

PEAK OR 
COHST ANT ~'OLUHE 

lCUSIC FEm 

10000.00 
80000.00 

PUNP RATE, CFS 
2 

CROUH 
mVATIOH 

lIT! 

3 

90.000 
140.000 

1 401 301 S.O 10.0 SO.O 10M 
2 401 301 5.0 10.0 50.0 100.0 
3 401 301 5.0 10.0 SO.O 100.0 

• 401 301 5.0 10.0 50.0 100.0 
5 401 301 5.0 10.0 SO.O 100.0 

'11111111111, •• 1111'.,.,111111 •••••• ,111, •• 1 •••••• 

* FI/E£ OUTFALL DATA (DATA 6ROUP l1J • 
• BOUNDARY COHDlTlON ON DATA 6ROUP 31 * 
IIJ .......... UIJUJII ... U ....................... .. 

OUTFALL AT JUNCTION .... 201 HIS BOUNDARY COHDlTlON SUMR ... 

l"Uu ........ u:JJlJu ..... u.uunulul:flu.unl 

* IH7ERIIAL CONICfCTIVITY INFORNATION 
lIu ... un.iu .. IIIIUUtUUU ....... lUU .... UJ 

COHDUIT JUHCTION 

90002 4Cl 
90003 401 
90004 WI 
9000s #1 
90006 #1 
90007 201 

JUNCTION 

301 
JOI 
JOI 
301 
301 
« 

123 

1 

70.0 
70.0 
70.0 
70.0 
70.0 

STAGES, IT MET MELL DEPTH, IT 
2 3 ON or, 

60.0 SO.O •• 0 2.0 
.0.0 50.0 7.0 3.0 
111.0 SO.O 1.0 4.0 
60.0 50.0 9.0 S.O 
111.0 SO.O 10.0 •• 0 



HHHHH*HHff*****~:UUI:U".UI.JUIlIHiH.~ItiU**tn** 

• rIM r HIS r 0 R Y 0 F r H r H. G. L. ( F!.tJ • 
**IU .. IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUI ... IIIIIUIII •• I.II ... ****"*** 

JUHCTIOfI 401 JUNCTION 301 JUNCTION 201 
mE GRHD 100.00 6RHD 150.00 ORHD 150.00 

HR:NIH ELEV DEPTH ELEV DEPTH ELEV DEPTH 

0:10 53.411 3.48 101.00 1.00 119.90 0.00 
0:20 52.05 2.OS 107.39 7.39 119.90 0.00 
0:30 S3.B7 3.87 m.03 15.03 119.90 0.00 
0:40 58. OS B.OS 122.93 22.93 121.38 1.48 
0:50 59.26 9.26 126.44 26.44 122.39 2.49 
1: 0 60.7> 10.76 128.54 28.54 122.74 2.B4 
1: 9 61.95 11.95 129.53 29.53 122.87 2.97 
1:20 62.32 12.32 129.85 29.85 122.91 3.01 
1:30 62.44 12.44 129.95 29.95 122.92 3.02 
1:39 62.47 12.47 129.98 29.98 122.93 3.03 
1:50 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
2: 0 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
2:10 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
2:19 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
2:30 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
2:40 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
2:49 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
3. 0 62 •• 9 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.OJ 
3110 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
3:19 62 •• 9 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
3130 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3·93 
3140 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
3149 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
41 0 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
4: 9 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
4:20 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
4:30 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
4:39 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
4:50 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
5: 0 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 J.03 

lEAH 61.12 11.12 126.86 26.B6 122.50 2.60 
WAXIIY. 62.49 12.49 129.99 29.99 122.93 3.03 
IIHIIUI 51.02 L02 101.00 1.00 119.90 0.00 
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Hf4~" •.•.• lJ~!fHJ*****!I~**H-JHHHHJY~ .• l.:f:f."H 

• mE HISTORY OF FLOW AND moeIn' • 
• QICFS), VE[(FPS), TDTA[ICUBIC FEET! • 
fff •••••••••••••• l •• ll.*************ftflfffffffi 

EXTRA! USER'S KAiUAi EXAKPLE PROBLEK 10. ISOL ' 0 SOLUTION. 
PUKP OYER A HILL EXAlfPLE FOR 1YPE 3 IlYHAltIC HEAD PUKPS 

mE COKPUIT 90002 CONDUIT 90003 COHDUIT 90004 COHDUIT 90005 CONDUIT 90006 
HR:MIH FLOli VELOC. FLON moc. FLOW moc. FLOli VELOC. FLOH moc. 

0:10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0:20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0:30 56.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0:40 32.33 0.00 28.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
o:so 22.52 0.00 22.52 0.00 22 •• 9 0.00 16.& 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1: 0 18.29 0.00 18.29 0.00 18.29 0.00 18.29 0.00 17.98 0.00 
1: 9 19.59 0.00 19.59 0.00 19.59 0.00 19.59 0.00 19.59 0.00 
1:20 19.87 0.00 19.87 0.00 19.87 0.00 19.87 0.00 19.87 0.00 
1:30 19.96 0.00 19.96 0.00 19.96 0.00 19.9. 0.00 19.96 0.00 
1:39 19.99 0.00 19.99 0.00 19.99 0.00 19.99 0.00 19.99 0.00 
I:SO 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2: 0 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2:10 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2:19 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2,30 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2:4D 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2:.9 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
3: 0 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
3,10 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
3d9 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
3:JO 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
3:40 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
3,.9 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
4: 0 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
4: 9 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
4:20 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
.:30 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
4:39 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
4:50 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 
s: 0 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 

HEAII 20.95 0.00 17 •• 5 0.00 17.32 0.00 16.69 0.00 16.28 0.00 
WAlIKUK 87.50 0.00 28.64 0.00 22.96 0.00 20.33 0.00 20.00 0.00 
KIHaUH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TOTAL 3.77£+05 3.18E+05 3.12£+05 J.OOE+li5 2.93E.o5 
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a.I ...... UUU •• Hm ... x: ... n.} .... }-...... xn •• ·nnX}.Hun'if ..... 

• CON D U 1 T S U • • A R Y S TAT 1 S 7 1 C S • 
*' •• I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• 

ErTRAH USER'S .AIIUAL WJfP(£ PROBm 10, lSOL • 0 SOLUTION. 
PUlP OVER A HILL ErAlfPLE FOR mE 3 UYHAIIIC HEAD PUKPS 

KAXIKU. 

CONDun 
NUWBER 

DESIGN 
FLOM 

(CFS) 

CONDUIT 
DESIGN VERTICAL 

VELOCITY DEPTH 
(FPS) rIN) 

KAXIKU. 
COWED 

FLOlI 
(eFS) 

TIKE 
or 

OCCUR£NCE 
HR. KIN. 

COIfPUTED 
VELOCITY 

(FPS) 

100 1.24E+01 0.99 48.00 J.ODE+02 2 58 
90002 UNDEF UNDEF UNDEF 8.75E+Ol 0 17 
90003 UNDEF UNDEF UNDEF 2.86£+01 0 41 
90004 UNDEF UNDEF UNDEF 2.30£+01 0 49 
9000s UNDEF UNDEF UNDEr 2.03E+Ol 0 55 
90006 UNDEF UNDEF UND£F 2.00E+01 2 42 
901J07 UNDEF UNDEF UNDEF 1.00£+02 2 58 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.,111111.1.1 •• 11111 ••••• 

• SUBCRI7ICAL AND CR17ICA! FLOlI ASSUHPTIIlIIS FROW f 

• SUBROUTINE HEAD. SEE mURE 5-4 IN THE ErTRAH * 
f KAIlUA! FOR FURTHER INFDRK.(lIOH. f 

1 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LENGTH LEH6TH LEH6TH LEH6TH 
OF Of Of UPSTR. Of DOiHSTR. 

COIfDU17 DRY SUBCR171 CAL CR171CAL CRI7ICA! 
NUIBER FLOlI('IN) FLOII(NIN) FLOII('IN) FLOlII.IN) 

100 34.00 265.00 1.00 0.00 
90002 UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED 
90003 UNDEFINED UNDEF1MEO UNDEFINED UNDEFINED 
9001U UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UNDEF1HED 
90005 UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED UNDEF1HED 
90006 UNDEFINED UNDEF1HED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED 
90007 UNDEF1HED UNDEF1HED UNDEFINED UNDEFINED 

8.35 

KEAH 
FLilli 

IUS) 

84.40 
20.95 
17.65 
17.32 
/6.69 
16.28 
84.40 
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mE 
or 

OCCURENCE 
HR. KIN. 

2 52 

RATIO Of .AXI.U. DEPTH ABOVE 
KAX. TO IHV. AT COHDU17 ENDS 

DESIGN UPSTREAII DOMHSTREAK 
FLOlI (m (m 

8.03 9.99 3.03 

LENGTH CONDUIT 
or SPC SLOPE 

FLOlI 
('IN) (Film 

0.0 0.00010 

TOTAL KAXI.U. .AtI.U. 
FLOII FLOII HYDRAULIC CROSS SECT 
(CV) CUBIC IT RADIUSlm AREA(FT2) 

0.40 1.5191E+06 1.1164 It.9772 
0.53 3.7107E+05 
0.38 3.1764£+05 
0.39 J.U7JE+05 
0.44 3.0046E+05 
D.n 2.9297£+05 
0.40 I.SI91E+06 
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SECTION 4 

TIPS FOR TROUBLE-SHOOTING 

INTRODUCTION 

The preceding three chapters have described in detail the individual data 
input elements for EXTRAN. Careful study of the data input instructions to
gether with the example problems of the last section will go a long way in 
answering the usual questions of "how to get started" in using a computerized 
stormwater model as intricate as this one. 

Obviously, it is not possible to anticipate all problems in advance and 
therefore certain questions are bound to occur in the user's initial attempts 
at application. The purpose of this section is to offer a set of guidelines 
and recommendations for setting up EXTRAN which will help to reduce the number 
of problem areas and thereby alleviate frequently encountered start-up pains. 

Most difficulties in using the EXTRAN MODEL arise from three sources: 
(1) improper selection of time step and incorrect specification of the total 
simulation period; (2) incorrect print and plot control variables; and (3) 
improper system connectivity in the model. These and other problems are dis
cussed below: 

STABILITY 

Numerical stability constraints in the EXTRAN Model require that DELT, 
the time-step, be no longer than the time it takes for a dynamic wave to tra
vel the length of the shortest conduit in the transport system (equation 2-1). 
A lO-second time-step is recommended for most wet-weather runs, while a 45-
second step may be used satisfactorily for most dry weather conditions. The 
numerical stability criteria for the explicit finite-difference scheme used by 
the model are discussed in Section 2. 

Numerical instability in the EXTRAN Block is signaled by the occurrence 
of the following hydraulic indicators: 

1. Oscillations in flow and water surface elevation which are undampened 
in time are sure signs of numerical instability. Certain combinations of pipe 
and weir structures may cause temporary resonance, but this is normally short 
lived. The unstable pipe usually is short relative to other adjacent pipes 
and may be subject to backwater created by a downstream weir. The correction 
is a shorter time-step, a longer pipe length or combination of both. Neither 
of these should be applied until a careful check of system connections on all 
sides of the unstable pipe has been made as suggested below. 
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2. A second indicator of numerical instability is a node which continues 
to "dry up" on each time-step despite a constant or increasing inflow from 
upstream sources. The cause usually is too large a time-step and excessive 
discharges in adjacent downstream pipe elements which pull the upstream water 
surface down. The problem is related to items (1) and (3) and may usually be 
corrected by a smaller time-step. 

3. Excessive velocities (over 20 ft/sec) and discharges which appear to 
grow without limit at some point in the simulation run are manifestations of 
an unstable pipe element in the transport system. The cause usually can be 
traced to the first source above and the corrections are normally applied, as 
suggested in item (1) above. 

4. A large continuity error is a good indicator of either stability or 
other problems. A continuity check, which sums the volumes of inflow, out
flow, and storage at the end of the simulation, is found at the end of the 
intermediary printout. If the continuity error exceeds ± 10%, the user should 
check the intermediate printout for pipes with zero flow or oscillating flow. 
These could be caused by stability or an improperly connected system. 

SURCHARGE 

Systems in surcharge require a special iteration loop, allowing the ex
plicit solution scheme to account for the rapid changes in flows and heads 
during surcharge conditions. This iteration loop is controlled by two vari
ables, ITMAX, the maximum number of iterations, and SURTOL, a fraction of the 
flow through the surcharged area. It is recommended that ITMAX and SURTOL be -~ 

set initially at 30 and 0.05, respectively. The user can check the conver-
gence of the iteration loop by examining the number of iterations actually 
required and the size of the net difference in the flows through the sur-
charged area, shown in the intermediate printout. These are significant since 
the iterations end when either SURTOL times the average flow through the sur-
charged area is less than the flow differential discussed above, or when the 
number of iterations exceeds ITMAX. If ITMAX is exceeded many times, leaving 
relatively large flow differentials, the user should increase ITMAX to improve 
the accuracy of the surcharge computation. If, on the other hand, the user 
finds that most or all of the iterations do converge, he may decrease ITMAX or 
increase SURTOL to decrease the run-time of the model and, consequently, the 
cost. The user should also keep an eye on the continuity error to insure that 
a large loss of water is not caused by the iterations. 

In some large systems, more than one area may be in surcharge at the same 
time. If this occurs and the flows in these areas differ appreciably, those 
areas with the smallest flows may not converge, while areas with large flows 
will. This is because both the tolerance and flow differential are computed 
as sums of all flows in surcharge. It is possible, therefore, to assume con
vergence has occurred even when relatively large flow errors still exist in 
surcharge areas with small flows. If the user suspects this situation exists, 
he/she can compute a flow differential for any particular surcharge area by 
adding the differences between inflow to and outflow from each node in that 
surcharge area. Such information can be found in the intermediary printout. 
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Whenever the flow differential computed in this way is a significantly large 
fraction of the average flow in this area, inaccurate results may be expected. 
To correct this, SURTOL can be decreased until the flow differential for the 
area in question decreases to a small value over time. It should be noted, 
however, that large flow differentials for a short period of time are not 
unusual providing they decrease to near or below the established tolerance for 
most of the simulation. 

SIMULATION LENGTH 

The length of the simulation is defined by the product NTCYC x DELT (data 
group Bl), that is, the product of the number of time-steps and length of 
time-step. This simulation period should be compatible with any inflow hydro
graphs on the SWMM interface file or else an end-of-file message may be en
countered and execution stops. If this happens, the earlier block may be run 
again for a longer simulation time, or NTCYC may be reduced. 

CONDUIT LENGTH 

The length of all conduits in the transport system should be roughly 
constant and no less than about 100 ft (30 m). This constraint may be diffi
cult to meet in the vicinity of weirs and abrupt changes in pipe configura
tions which must be represented in the model. However, the length of the 
shortest conduit does directly determine the maximum time step and the number 
of pipe elements, both of which in turn control the cost of simulation as 
indicated in Section 2. The use of longer pipes should be facilitated through 
use of equivalent sections and slopes in cases where significant changes in 

r-' pipe shape, cross sectional area and gradient must be represented in the 
model. Bear in mind that very short, steep pipes have a negligible effect on 
routing (since water is transported through them almost "instantaneously" 
compared to the overall routing) and may ordinarily be omitted from the simu
lation or aggregated with other pipes. 

PRELIMINARY SYSTEM CHECK 

Prior to a lengthy run of EXTRAN for a new system, a short test run of 
perhaps five integration cycles should be made to confirm that the link-node 
model is properly connected and correctly represents the prototype. This 
check should be made on the echo of the input data, which show the connecting 
links at each node. The geometric-hydraulic data for each pipe and junction 
should also be confirmed. Particular attention should be paid to the nodal 
location of weirs, orifices, and outfalls to ensure that these conform to the 
prototype system. In addition, the total number of conduits and junctions, 
including internal links and nodes created for weirs, orifices, pumps and 
outfalls, can be determined from the Internal Connectivity Table. This infor
mation is necessary for proper specification of initial heads and flows at 
time zero in the simulation. 

INVERT ELEVATIONS AT JUNCTIONS 

The introduction of a ZP invert elevation difference for all pipes con
necting a single junction will cause the junction invert elevation to be in-
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correctly specified. This, in turn, will create errors in hydraulic computa
tion later in the simulation. The junction invert must be at the same eleva
tion as the invert of the lowest pipe either entering or leaving the junction, 
otherwise it is improperly defined. This problem is readily corrected by 
checking the input conduit data lines (group Cl) to determine where a non-zero 
ZP should be set to zero. 
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SECTION 5 

FORMULATION OF EXTRAN 

GENERAL 

A conceptual overview of EXTRAN is shown in Figure 5-1. As shown here, 
the specific function of EXTRAN is to route inlet hydro graphs through the 
network of pipes, junctions, and flow diversion structures of the main sewer 
system to the treatment plant interceptors and receiving water outfalls. It 
has been noted in Section 2 that the boundary between the Runoff (or Trans
port) and EXTRAN Blocks is dependent on the objectives of the simulation. 
EXTRAN must be used whenever it is important to represent severe backwater 
conditions and special flow devices such as weirs, orifices, pumps, storage 
basins, and tide gates. Normally, these conditions occur in the lower reaches 
of the drainage system when pipe diameters exceed roughly 20 inches (500 mm). 
The Runoff Block, on the other hand, is well suited for the simulation of 
overland and small pipe flow in the upper regions of the system where the non
linear reservoir assumptions of uniform flow hold. 

As shown in Figure 5-1, EXTRAN simulates the following elements: pipes, 
manholes (pipe junctions), weirs, orifices, pumps, storage basins, and outfall 
structures. These elements and their associated properties are summarized in 
Tables 5-1 and 5-2. Output from EXTRAN takes the form of 1) discharge hydro
graphs and velocities in selected conduits in printed and plotted form, and 2) 
flow depths and water surface elevations at selected junctions in printed and 
plotted form. Hydrographs may be supplied to a subsequent block on the output 
interface file. 

CONCEPTUAL REPRESENTATION OF THE TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

EXTRAN uses a link-node description of the sewer system which facilitates 
the discrete representation of the physical prototype and the mathematical 
solution of the gradually-varied unsteady flow (St. Venant) equations which 
form the mathematical basis of the model. 

As shown in Figure 5-2, the conduit system is idealized as a series of 
links or pipes which are connected at nodes or junctions. Links and nodes 
have well-defined properties which, taken together, permit representation of 
the entire pipe network. Moreover, the link-node concept is very useful in 
representing flow control devices. The specific properties of links and nodes 
are summarized in Table 5-2. 
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Figure 5-1. Schematic Illustration of EXTRAN. 
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Table 5-1. Classes of Elements Included in EXTRAN. 

Element Class 

Conduits or Links 

Junctions or Nodes (Manholes) 

Diversion Structures 

Pump Stations 

Storage Basins 

Outfall Structures 

Types 

Rectangular 
Circular 
Horseshoe 
Eggshape 
Baskethandle 
Trapezoid 
Power function 
Natural Channel (irregular cross section) 

Orifices 
Transverse weirs 
Side-flow Weirs 

On-line or off-line pump station 

On-line, enlarged pipes or tunnels 
On-line or off-line, 

arbitrary stage-area relationship 

Transverse weir with tide gate 
Transverse weir without tide gate 
Side-flow weir with tide gate 
Side-flow weir without tide gate 
Outfall with tide gate 
Free outfall without tide gate 

Links transmit flow from node to node. Properties associated with the 
links are roughness, length, cross-sectional area, hydraulic radius, and sur
face width. The last three properties are functions of the instantaneous 
depth of flow. The primary dependent variable in the links is the discharge, 
Q. The solution is for the average flow in each link, assumed to be constant 
over a time-step. Velocity and the cross-sectional area of flow, or depth, 
are variable in the link. In the early development of EXTRAN, a constant 
velocity approach was used, but this was later found to produce highly un
stable solutions. 
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NODES 

LINKS 

Table 5-2. Properties of Nodes and Links in EXTRAN. 

Constraint 

Properties computed at 
each time-step 

Constant Properties 

Constraint 

Properties computed at 
each time-step 

Constant Properties 

Properties and Constraints 

LQ _ change in storage 

Volume 
Surface area 
Head 

Invert, crown, and ground elevations 

Cross-sectional area 
Hydraulic radius 
Surface width 
Discharge 
Velocity of flow 

Head loss coefficients 
Pipe shape, length, slope, roughness 

Nodes are the storage elements of the system and correspond to manholes 
or pipe junctions in the physical system. The variables associated with a 
node are volume, head, and surface area. The primary dependent variable is 
the head, H (elevation to water surface - invert elevation plus water depth), 
which is assumed to be changing in time but constant throughout anyone node. 
(A plot of head versus distance along the sewer network yields the hydraulic 
grade line, HGL.) Inflows, such as inlet hydrographs, and outflows, such as 
weir diversions, take place at the nodes of the idealized sewer system. The 
volume of the node at any time is equivalent to the water volume in the half
pipe lengths connected to anyone node. The change in nodal volume during a 
given time step, ~t, forms the basis of head and discharge calculations as 
discussed below. 

BASIC FLOW EQUATIONS 

The basic differential equations for the sewer flow problem come from the 
gradually varied, one-dimensional unsteady flow equations for open channels, 
otherwise known as the St. Venant or shallow water equations (Lai, 1986). For 
use in EXTRAN, the momentum equation is combined with the continuity equation 
to yield an equation to be solved along each link at each time-step, 

aQja t + gASf - 2VaA.ja t - V2aA/ax + gAaH/ax - 0 (5-1) 
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where Q - discharge through the conduit, 
V - velocity in the conduit, 
A - cross-sectional area of the flow, 
H - hydraulic head (invert elevation plus water depth), and 

Sf - friction slope. 

The interested reader is referred to Appendix A for the equation derivation. 
Terms have their usual units. For example, when U.S. customary units ar~ 
used, flow is in units of cfs. When metric units are used, flow is in m /sec. 
These units are carried through internal calculations as well as for input and 
output. 

The friction slope is defined by Manning's equation, i.e. 

_"",k_ Q I V I 
gAR4/3 

where k - g(n/1.49)2 for U.S. customary units and gn2 for metric units, 
n - Mannings roughness coefficient, 

(5-2) 

g - gravitational acceleration (numerically different depending on units 
chosen), and 

R - hydraulic radius. 

Use of the absolute value sign on the velocity term makes Sf a directional 
quantity and ensures that the frictional force always opposes the flow. Sub
stituting in equation 5-1 and expressing in finite difference form gives 

where ~t - time-step, and 
L - conduit length. 

(5-3) 

Solving equation 5-3 for Qt+~t gives the final finite difference form of the 
dynamic flow equation, 

1 + 
1 [ 

~IVI 
11.4 / 3 

(5-4) 

In equation 5-4, the values ~, 11., and A are weighted averages of the conduit 
end values at time t, and ~A/ llt)t is the time derivative from the previous 
time step. 

The basic unknowns in equation 5-4 are Qt+at , H2 and H1 . The variables 
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~, R, and A can all be related to Q and H. Therefore, another equation is re
quired relating Q and H. This can be obtained by writing the continuity equa
tion at a node, 

(5-5) 

or in finite difference form 

(5-6) 

where As - surface area of node. 

SOLUTION OF FLOW EQUATION BY MODIFIED EULER METHOD 

Equations 5-4 and 5-6 can be solved sequentially to determine discharge 
in each link and head at each node over a time-step at. The numerical inte
gration of these two equations is accomplished by the improved polygon or 
modified Euler method. The results have proven to be relatively accurate and, 
when certain constraints are followed, stable. Figure 5-3 shows how the 
process would work if only the discharge equation were involved. The first 
three operations determine the slope aQ/at at the "half-step" value of 
discharge. In other words, it is assumed that the slope at time t + at/2 is 
the mean slope during the interval. The method is extended easily to more 
than one equation, although graphic representation is then very difficult. 
The corresponding half-step and full-step calculations of head are shown be
low: 

Half-step at node j: Time t + At/2 

Hj (t+at/2) - Hj(t) + (at/2)(1/2) E[Q(t)+Q(t+at/2)] 

+E[Q(t+at/2)]J/As ·(t) 
J 

diversions, 
pumps, 
outfalls 

conduits, 
surface runoff 

Full-step at node j: Time t + At 

conduits, 
surface runoff 
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Figure 5-3. Modified Euler Solution Method for Discharge 
Based on Half-step, Full-step Projection. 
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Note that the half-step computation of head uses the half-step computa
tion of discharge in all connecting conduits. Similarly, the full-step compu
tation requires the full-step discharge at time t + ~t for all connecting 
pipes. In addition, the inflows to and diversions from each node by weirs, 
orifices, and pumps must be computed at each half and full-step. The total 
sequence of discharge computations in the links and head computations in the 
nodes can be summarized as: 

1. Compute half-step discharge at t + ~t/2 in all links based on pre
ceding full-step values of head at connecting junctions. 

2. Compute half-step flow transfers by weirs, orifices, and pumps at 
time t + ~t/2 based on preceding full-step values of head at trans
fer junction. 

3. Compute half-step head at all nodes at time t + ~t/2 based on 
average of preceding full-step and current half-step discharges in 
all connecting conduits, plus flow transfers at the current half
step. 

4. Compute full-step discharge in all links at time t + ~t based on 
half-step heads at all connecting nodes. 

5. Compute full-step flow transfers between nodes at time t + ~ t based 
on current half-step heads at all weir, orifice, and pump nodes. 

6. Compute full-step head at time t + ~t for all nodes based on average 
of preceding full-step and current full-step discharges, plus flow 
transfers at the current full-step. 

NUMERICAL STABILITY 

Time-Step Restrictions 

The modified Euler method yields a completely explicit solution in which 
the motion equation is applied to discharge in each link and the continuity 
equation to head at each node,with implicit coupling during the time-step. It 
is well known that explicit methods involve fairly simple arithmetic and re
quire little storage space compared to implicit methods. However, they are 
generally less stable and often require very short time-steps. From a prac
tical standpoint, experience with EXTRAN has indicated that the program is 
numerically stable when the following inequalities are met: 

Conduits: 

~t ~ L/(gD)1/2 (5-9) 
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where !;t 
L 
g 
D 

time-step, sec, 
the pipe length, ft [m], 
gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/sec2 [9.8 m/sec2 ], and 
maximum pipe depth, ft [m]. 

This is recognized as a form of the Courant condition, in which the time step 
is limited to the time required by a dynamic wave to propagate the length of a 
conduit. A check is made at the beginning of the program to see if all condu
its satisfy this condition (see discussion of equations 2-1 and 2-2). 

Nodes: 

where C' 

(5-10) 

dimensionless constant, determined by experience to approximately 
equal 0.1, 
maximum water-surface rise during the time-step, !;t, 
corresponding surface area of the node, and 
net inflow to the node (junction). 

Examination of inequalities 5-9 and 5-10 reveals that the maximum allow
able time-step, !;t, will be determined by the shortest, smallest pipe having 
high inflows. Based on past experience with EXTRAN, a time-step of 10 seconds 
is nearly always sufficiently small enough to produce outflow hydrographs and 
stage-time traces which are free from spurious oscillations and also satisfy 
mass continuity under non-flooding conditions. If smaller time steps are 
necessary the user should eliminate or aggregate the offending small pipes or 
channels. In most applications, 15 to 30 second time-steps are adequate; 
occasionally time steps up to 60 seconds can be used. 

Equivalent Pipes 

An equivalent pipe is the computational substitution of an actual element 
of the drainage system by an imaginary conduit which is hydraulically identi
cal to the element it replaces. Usually, an equivalent pipe is used when it 
is suspected that a numerical instability will be caused by the element of the 
drainage system being replaced in the computation. Short conduits and weirs 
are known at times to cause stability problems and thus occasionally need to 
be replaced by an equivalent pipe. (Orifices are automatically converted to 
equivalent pipes by the program; see the description below.) 

The equivalent pipe substitution used by EXTRAN involves the following 
steps. First the flow equation for the element in question is set equal to 
the flow equation for an "equivalent pipe." This in effect, says that the 
head losses in the element and its equivalent pipe are the same. The length 
of the equivalent pipe is computed using the numerical stability equation 5-9. 
Then, after making any additional assumptions which may be required about the 
equivalent pipe's dimensions, a Manning's n is computed based on the equal 
head loss requirement. In the case of orifices, this conversion occurs inter
nally in EXTRAN, but in those cases where short pipes and weirs are found to 
cause instabilities, the user must make the necessary conversion and revise 
the input data set. Section 2 of this report outlines the steps needed to 
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make these conversions. The program will automatically adjust short pipes and 
weirs if parameter NEQUAL - 1 on data group Bl. 

SPECIAL PIPE FLOW CONSIDERATIONS 

The solution technique discussed in the preceding paragraphs cannot be 
applied without modification to every conduit for the following reasons. 
First, the invert elevations of pipes which join at a node may be different 
since sewers are frequently built with invert discontinuities. Second, criti
cal depth may occur in the conduit and thereby restrict the discharge. Third, 
normal depth may control. Finally, the pipe may be dry. In all of these 
cases, or combinations thereof, the flow must be computed by special tech
niques. Figure 5-4 shows each of the possibilities and describes the way in 
which surface area is assigned to the nodes. The options are: 

1. Normal case. Flow computed from motion equation. Half of surface 
area assigned to each node. 

2. Critical depth downstream. Use lesser of critical or normal depth 
downstream. Assign all surface area to upstream node. 

3. Critical depth upstream. Use critical depth. Assign all surface 
area to downstream node. 

4. Flow computed exceeds flow at critical depth. Set flow to normal 
value. Assign surface area in usual manner as in (1). 

5. Dry pipe. Set flow to zero. If any surface area exists, assign to 
downstream node. 

Once these depth and surface area corrections are applied, the computations of 
head and discharge can proceed in the normal way for the current time-step. 
Note that any of these special situations may begin and end at various times 
and places during simulation. EXTRAN detects these automatically. 

EXTRAN now prints a summary of the special hydraulic cases illustrated in 
Figure 5-4. Subroutine OUTPUT prints the time in minutes that a conduit was: 
(1) dry (depth less than 0.0001 ft or m), (2) normal depth, (3) critical up
stream, and (4) critical downstream. It should be noted that these designa
tions refer strictly to the assignment of upstream and downstream nodal sur
face area. 

During the calculation of conduit flow in Subroutine XROUTE another nor
mal flow approximation is used when all of the following three conditions 
occur: 

1. The flow is positive. Extran automatically designates the highest 
invert elevation as the upstream node and the lowest as the 
downstream node. This adjustment (if made) is now printed out by 
the model. Postive flow is from the upstream to the downstream 
node. Any initial flow entered by the user on data group Cl is 
multiplied by -1 if the upstream and downstream nodes are changed by 
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the model. 

2. The water surface slope in the conduit is less than the conduit 
slope. See Appendix C for more details. 

3. The flow calculated from Manning's equation using the upstream 
cross-sectional area and hydraulic radius is less than the flow 
calculated by equation 5-4. 

When all three conditions are met the flow the flow is "normal." Normal 
flow is labeled with an asterisk in the intermediate printout. The conduit 
summary lists the number of minutes the normal flow assumption is used for 
each conduit. 

HEAD COMPUTATION DURING SURCHARGE AND FLOODING 

Theory 

Another hydraulic situation which requires special treatment is the oc
currence of surcharge and flooding. Surcharge occurs when all pipes entering 
a node are full or when the water surface at the node lies between the crown 
of the highest entering pipe and the ground surface. 

Flooding is a special case of surcharge which takes place when the hy
draulic grade line breaks the ground surface and water is lost from the sewer 
node to the overlying surface system. While it would be possible to track the 
water lost to flooding by surface routing, this is not done automatically in 
EXTRAN. To track water on the surface the user must 1) simulate the surface 
pathways as conduits, and 2) simulate the vertical pathways through manholes 
or inlets as conduits also. Since a conduit cannot be absolutely vertical, 
equivalent pipes must be used. 

During surcharge, the head calculation 
longer possible because the surface area of 
hole) is too small to be used as a divisor. 
for each node is equated to zero, 

I: Q(t) - 0 

in equations 5-7 and 5-8 is no 
the surcharged node (area of man
Instead, the continuity equation 

(5-11) 

where I: Q(t) is the sum of all inflows to and outflows from the node from 
surface runoff, conduits, diversion structures, pumps and outfalls. 

Since the flow and continuity equations are not solved simultaneously in 
the model, the flows computed in the links connected to a node will not ex
actly satisfy equation 5-11. However, an iterative procedure is used in which 
head adjustments at each node are made on the basis of the relative changes in 
flow in each connecting link with respect to a change in head: aQldH. Ex
pressing equation 5-11 in terms of the adjusted head at node j gives 

o (5-12) 

Solving for 6Hj gives 
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(5-13) 

This adjustment is made by half-steps during surcharge so that the half-step 
correction is given as 

where Hj(t+~t/2) is given by equation 5-13 while the full-step head is com
puted as 

where ~j(t) is computed from equation 5-11. The value of the constant k 
theoretically should be 1.0. However, it has been found that equation 5-12 
tends to over-correct the head; therefore, a value of 0.5 is used for k in the 
half-step computation in order to improve the results. Unfortunately, this 
value was found to trigger oscillations at upstream terminal junctions. To 
eliminate the oscillations, values of 0.3 and 0.6 are automatically set for k 
in the half-step and full-step computations, respectively, at upstream termi
nal nodes. 

The head correction derivatives are computed for conduits and system 
inflows as follows: 

Conduits 

[g/(l-K(t))] ~t (A(t)/L) (5-16) 

where K(t) (5-17) 

~t time-step, 
A(t) flow cross sectional area in the conduit, 
L conduit length, 
n Manning n, 
m 1.49 for U.s. customary units and 1.0 for metric units, 
g gravitational acceleration, 
R hydraulic radius for the full conduit, and 
Vet) velocity in the conduit. 

System Inflows 

ClQ(t)/ClHj - 0 (5-18) 

Orifice, Weir, Pump and Outfall Diversions 

Orifices are converted to equivalent pipes (see below); therefore, equa
tion 5-16 is used to compute ClQ/ClH. For weirs, ClQ/ClH in the weir link is 
taken as zero, i.e., the effect of the flow changes over the weir due to a 
change in head is ignored in adjusting the head at surcharged weir junctions. 
(The weir flow, of course, is computed in the next time-step on the basis of 
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the adjusted 
conditions. 
as described 

head.) As a result, the solution may go unstable under surcharge 
If this occurs, the weir should be changed to an equivalent pipe 
in Section 2. 

For pump junctions, aQjaH is also taken as zero. For off-line pumps 
(with a wet well), this is a valid statement since Qpum~ is determined by the 
volume in the wet well, not the head at the junction. For in-line pumps, 
where the pump rate is determined by the water depth at the junction, a prob
lem could occur if the pumping rate is not set at its maximum value at a depth 
less than surcharge depth at the junction. This situation should be avoided, 
if possible, because it could cause the solution to go unstable if a large 
step increase or decrease in pumping rate occurs while the pump junction is 
surcharged. 

For all outfall pipes, the head adjustment at the outfall is treated as 
any other junction. Outfall weir junctions are treated the same as internal 
weir junctions (aQjaH for the weir link is taken as zero). Thus, unstable 
solutions can occur at these junctions also under surcharge conditions. Con
verting these weirs to equivalent pipes will eliminate the stability problem. 

Because the head adjustments computed in equations 5-14 and 5-15 are 
approximations, the computed head has a tendency to "bounce n up and down when 
the conduit first surcharges. This bouncing can cause the solution to go 
unstable in some cases; therefore, a transition function is used to smooth the 
changeover from head computations by equations 5-7 and 5-8 to equations 5-14 
and 5-15. The transition function used is 

where DENOM is given by 

where pipe diameter, 
water depth, and 
nodal surface area 

(5-19) 

(5-20) 

at 0.96 of full depth. 

The exponential function causes equation 5-20 to converge to within two per
cent of equation 5-13 by the time the water depth is 1.25 times the full-flow 
depth. 

Surcharge in Multiple Adjacent Nodes 

Use of dQ(t)/aHj in the manner explained above satisfies continuity at a 
single node, but may introduce a small continuity error when several consecu
tive nodes are surcharged. These small continuity errors combine to artifi
cially attenuate the hydrograph in the surcharged area. Physically, inflows 
to all surcharged nodes must equal outflows during a time-step since no change 
in storage can occur during surcharge. In order to remove this artificial 
attenuation, the full-step computations of flow and head in surcharge areas 
are repeated in an iteration loop. The iterations for a particular time-step 
continue until one of the following two conditions is met: 
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1. The net difference of inflows to and outflows from all nodes in sur
charge is less than a tolerance, computed every time-step, as a fraction 
of the average flow through the surcharged area. The fraction (SURTOL, 
data group B2) is input by the user. 

2. The number of iterations exceeds a maximum set by the user (ITMAX, 
data group B2). 

The iteration loop has been found to produce reasonably accurate results with 
little continuity error. The user may need to experiment somewhat with ITMAX 
and SURTOL in order to accurately simulate all surcharge points without incur
ring an unreasonably high computer cost due to extra iterations. 

FLOW CONTROL DEVICES 

Options 

The link-node computations can be extended to include devices which di
vert sanitary sewage out of a combined sewer system or relieve the storm load 
on sanitary interceptors. In EXTRAN, all diversions are assumed to take place 
at a node and are handled as inter-nodal transfers. The special flow regula
tion devices treated by EXTRAN include: weirs (both side-flow and trans
verse), orifices, pumps, and outfalls. Each of these is discussed in the 
paragraphs below. 

Storage Devices 

In-line or off-line storage devices act as flow control devices by pro
viding for storage of excessive upstream flows thereby attenuating and lagging 
the wet weather flow hydro graph from the upstream area. The conceptual repre
sentations of a storage junction and a regular junction are illustrated in 
Figure 5-5. Note that the only difference is that added surface area in the 
amount of ASTORE is added to that of the connecting pipes. Note also that 
ZGROWN(J) is set at the top of storage "tank." When the hydraulic head at 
junction J exceeds ZGROWN(J), the junction goes into surcharge. 

An arbitrary stage-area-volume relationship may also be input (data group 
E2), e.g., to represent detention ponds. Routing is performed by ordinary 
level-surface reservoir methods. This type of storage facility is not allowed 
to surcharge. 

Orifices 

The purpose of the orifice generally is to divert sanitary wastewater out 
of the stormwater system during dry weather periods and to restrict the entry 
of stormwater into the sanitary interceptors during periods of runoff. The 
orifice may divert the flow to another pipe, a pumping station or an off-line 
storage tank. 

Figure 5-6 shows two typical diversions: 1) a dropout or sump orifice, 
and 2) a side outlet orifice. EXTRAN simulates both types of orifice by con-
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verting the orifice to an equivalent pipe. The conversion is made as follows. 
The standard orifice equation is: 

Qo - CoA~ (5-21) 

where Co - discharge coefficient (a function of the type of opening and 
the length of the orifice tube), 

A cross-sectional area of the orifice, 
g gravitational acceleration, and 
h the hydraulic head on the orifice. 

Values of Co and A are specified by the user. To convert the orifice to a 
pipe, the program equates the orifice discharge equation and the Manning pipe 
flow equation, i.e., 

where m 
S 

1.49 for u.s. customary units and 1.0 for metric units, and 
slope of equivalent pipe. 

(5-22) 

The orifice pipe is assumed to have the same diameter, D, as the orifice 
and to be nearly flat, the invert on the discharge side being set 0.01 ft (3 
mm) lower than the invert on the inlet side. In addition, for a sump orifice, 
the pipe invert is set by the program 0.96D below the junction invert so that 
the orifice pipe is flowing full before any outflow from the junction occurs 
in any other pipe. For side outlet orifices, the user specifies the height of 
the orifice invert above the junction floor. 

If S is written as Hs/L where L is the pipe length, Hs will be identi
cally equal to h when the orifice is submerged. When it is not submerged, h 
will be the height of the water surface above the orifice centerline while Hs 
will be the distance of the water surface above critical depth (which will 
occur at the discharge end) for the pipe. For practical purposes, it is as
sumed that Hs - h for this case also. Thus, letting S - h/L and substituting 
R = D/4 (where D is the orifice diameter) into equation 5-22 and simplifying 
gives, 

n - m (D/4) 2/3 
Co~2gL 

(5-23) 

The length of the equivalent pipe is computed as the maximum of 200 feet (61 
meters) or 

(5-24) 

to ensure that the celerity (stability) criterion for the pipe is not vio
lated. Manning's n is then computed according to equation 5-23. This algor
ithm produces a solution to the orifice diversion that is not only as accurate 
as the orifice eQuation but also much more stable when the orifice iunction is 
surcharged. 
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A schematic illustration of flow transfer by weir diversion between two 
nodes is shown in Figure 5-7. Weir diversions provide relief to the sanitary 
system during periods of storm runoff. Flow over a weir is computed by 

where Cw discharge coefficient, 
Lw weir length (transverse to overflow), 
h driving head on the weir, 
V - approach velocity, and 
a weir exponent, 3/2 for transverse weirs and 

5/3 for side-flow weirs. 

(5-25) 

Both Cw and Lw are input values for transverse weirs. For side-flow weirs, Cw 
should be a function of the approach velocity, but the program does not pro
vide for this because of the difficulty in defining the approach velocity. 
For this same reason, V, which is programmed into the weir solution, is set to 
zero prior to computing Qw. 

Normally, the driving head on the weir is computed as the difference h -
Yl-Yc ' where Yl is the water depth on the upstream side of the weir and Yc is 
the height of the weir crest above the node invert. However, if the down
stream depth Y2 also exceeds the weir crest height, the weir is submerged and 
the flow is computed by 

(5-26) 

where CSUB is a submergence coefficient representing the reduction in driving 
head, and all other variables are as defined above. 

The submergence coefficient, CSUB ' is taken from Roessert's Handbook of 
Hydraulics (in German, reference unavailable) by interpolation from Table 5-3, 
where CRATIO is defined as: 

and all other variables are as previously defined. The values of CRATIO and 
CSUB are computed automatically by EXTRAN and no input data values are needed. 

If the weir is surcharged it will behave as an orifice and the flow is 
computed as: 

where YTOP 
h' 
CSUR 

distance to top of weir opening shown in Figure 2-7, 
Yl - maximum(Y2 ,Yc ), and 
weir surcharge coefficient. 
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Table 5-3. Values of GSUB as a Function of Degree of Weir Submergence. 

GRATIO 

0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.85 
0.90 
0.95 
1.00 

1.00 
0.99 
0.98 
0.97 
0.96 
0.95 
0.94 
0.91 
0.85 
0.80 
0.68 
0.40 
0.00 

The weir surcharge coefficient, GSUR ' is computed automatically at the begin
ning of surcharge. At the point where weir surcharge is detected, the preced
ing weir discharge just prior to surcharge is equated to Qw in equation 5-26, 
and equation 5-28 is then solved for the surcharge coefficient, GSUR . Thus, 
no input coefficient for surcharged weirs is required. 

Finally, EXTRAN detects flow reversals at weir nodes which cause the 
downstream water depth, Y2 , to exceed the upstream depth, Yl . All equations 
in the weir section remain the same except that Yl and Y2 are switched so that 
Yl remains as the "upstream" head. Also, flow reversal at a side-flow weir 
causes it to behave more like a transverse weir and consequently the exponent 
a in equation 5-25 is set to 1.5. 

Weirs With Tide Gates 

Frequently, weirs are installed together with a tide gate at points of 
overflow into the receiving waters. Flow across the weir is restricted by the 
tide gate, which may be partially closed at times. This is accounted for by 
reducing the effective driving head across the weir according to an empirical 
factor published by Armco (undated): 

h' - h - (4/g)V2 exp(-1.15V/h1/2) (5-29) 

where h is the previously computed head before correction for flap gate and V 
is the velocity of flow in the upstream conduit. 

Pump Stations 

A pump station is conceptually represented as either an in-line lift sta-
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tion or an off-line node representing a wet-well, from which the contents are 
pumped to another node in the system according to a programmed rule curve. 
Alternatively, either in-line or off-line pumps may use a three-point pump 
curve (head versus pumped outflow). 

For an in-line lift station, the pump rate is based on the water depth, 
Y, at the pump junction. The step-function rule is as follows: 

Pump Rate Rl for 0 < Y < Y1 
R2 Y1 < Y < Y2 
R3 Y2 < Y < Y3 (5-30) 

For Y - 0, the pump rate is the inflow rate to the pump junction. 

Inflows to the off-line pump must be diverted from the main sewer system 
through an orifice, a weir, or a pipe. The influent to the wet-well node must 
be a free discharge regardless of the diversion structure. The pumping rule 
curve is based on the volume of water in the storage junction. A schematic 
presentation of the pump rule is shown in Figure 5-8. The step-function rule 
operates as follows: 

1. Up to three wet-well volumes are prespecified as input data for each 
pump station: V1 < V2 < V3 , where V3 is the maximum capacity of the 
wet well. 

2. Three pumping rates are prespecified as input data for each station. 
The pump rate is selected automatically by EXTRAN depending on the 
volume, V, in the wet-well, as follows: 

Pump Rate Rl for 0 < V < V1 
R2 VI < V < V2 
R3 V2 < V < V3 (5-31) 

3. A mass balance of pumped outflow and inflow is performed in the wet
well during the model simulation period. 

4. If the wet-well goes dry, the pump rate is reduced below rate R1 
until it just equals the inflow rate. When the inflow rate again 
equals or exceeds Rl , the pumping rate goes back to operating on the 
rule curve. 

5. If V3 is exceeded in the wet-well, the inflow to the storage node is 
reduced until it does not exceed the maximum pumped flow. When the 
inflow falls below the maximum pumped flow, the inflow "gates" are 
opened. The program automatically steps down the pumping rate by 
the operating rule of (2) as inflows and wet-well volume decrease. 

A conceptual head-discharge curve for a pump is shown in Figure 2-10. 
When this method is used for either type of pump, an iteration is performed 
until the dynamic head difference between the upstream and downstream nodes on 
either side of the pump corresponds to the flow given on the pump curve. In 
other words, the pump curve replaces equation 5-4. 
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Outfall Structures 

EXTRAN simulates both weir outfalls and free outfalls. Either type may 
be subject to a backwater condition and protected by a tide gate. A weir 
outfall is a weir which discharges directly to the receiving waters according 
to relationships given previously in the weir section. The free outfall is 
simply an outfall conduit which discharges to a receiving water body under 
given backwater conditions. The free outfall may be truly "free" if the ele
vation of the receiving waters is low enough (i.e., the end of the conduit is 
elevated over the receiving waters), or it may consist of a backwater condi
tion. In the former case, the water surface at the free outfall is taken as 
critical or normal depth, whichever is less. If backwater exists, the receiv
ing water elevation is taken as the water surface elevation at the free out
fall. 

Up to 20 different head versus time relationships can be used as bound
ary conditions. Any outfall junction can be assigned to any of the 20 bound
ary conditions. 

When there is a tide gate on an outfall conduit, a check is made to see 
whether or not the hydraulic head at the upstream end of the outfall pipe 
exceeds that outside the gate. If it does not, the discharge through the 
outfall is equated to zero. If the driving head is positive, the water sur
face elevation at the outfall junction is set in the same manner as that for a 
free outfall subjected to a backwater condition. Note that even if the tide 
gate is closed, water can still enter and fill an empty outfall pipe as some
times happens at the beginning of a simulation. 

INITIAL CONDITIONS 

Initial flows in conduits may be input by the user on data group CI. For 
each conduit, EXTRAN then computes the normal depth corresponding to the ini
tial flow. Junction heads are then approximated as the average of the heads 
of adjacent conduits for purposes of beginning the computation sequence. The 
initial volume of water computed in this manner is included in the continuity 
check. A more accurate initial condition for any desired set of flows may be 
established by letting EXTRAN "warm up" with the initial inflows and restarted 
using the "hot start" feature explained in Section 2. 

Initial heads at junctions may be input by the user on data group Dl. 
The model does not estimate the initial conduit flow if the conduit flow is 
entered as zero on data group Cl. Initial heads at junctions with a sump 
orifice are increased by 0.96 times the equivalent pipe diameter of the ori
fice at the start of the simulation. 
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SECTION 6 

PROGRAM STRUCTURE OF EXTRAN 

GENERAL 

The EXTRAN Block is a set of computer subroutines which are organized to 
simulate the unsteady, gradually-varied movement of stormwater in a sewer 
network composed of conduits, pipe junctions, diversion structures, and free 
outfalls. A program flowchart for the major computational steps in the EXTRAN 
Block is presented in Figure 6-1. The complete Fortran code, together with 
key variable definitions, is contained on the SWMM4 program distribution disks 
or tape. 

The EXTRAN Block contains 16 subroutines, in addition to the SWMM MAIN 
program which controls execution, and four line-printer graphing subroutines 
(CURVE, PPLOT, SCALE AND PINE). The organization of each subroutine and its 
relation to the main program has been diagrammed in the master flowchart of 
Figure 6-2. A description of each subroutine follows in the paragraphs below. 

SUBROUTINE EXTRAN 

EXTRAN is the executive subroutine of the Block. It sets the unit num
bers of the device containing the input data and the device where printed 
output will be directed. The device numbers of the input and output hydro
graph files, if used, are also set here. EXTRAN calls the three input data 
subroutines INDATl, INDAT2 and INDAT3 for reading all input data groups defin
ing the length of the transport simulation run, the physical data for the 
transport system, and the instructions for output processing .. The arrays in 
the common blocks of the Extran program are initialized in Subroutine EXTRAN. 
Various file manipulations are handled, including use of any "hot-start" files 
(i.e., restart from previous saved file), and then subroutine TRANSX is called 
to supervise the computations of the EXTRAN Block. 

SUBROUTINE TRANSX 

TRANSX is the main controlling subprogram of the EXTRAN Block which 
drives all other subprograms and effectively controls the execution of EXTRAN 
as it has been presented graphically in the flowchart of Figure 6-1. Princi
pal steps in TRANSX are outlined below in the order of their execution: 

1. Initialize the system flow properties and set time - TZERO. 

2. Advance time - t+6t and begin main computation loop contained in steps 
2 through 5 below. 
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3. Select current value of inflow hydro graphs for all input nodes by call 
to INFLOW, which interpolates runoff hydro graph records either on device 
number N21 (interface file supplied by upstream block) or on data group 
Kl - K3. 

4. Call subroutine XROUTE for the calculation of the transient proper
ties of nodal depth and conduit flow. 

5. Store nodal water depth and water surface on NSCRAT(l) to be used 
later by OUTPUT. Also, store conduit discharges and velocities for later 
printing. Print intermediate output. 

6. Return to step 2 and repeat through step 5 until the transport simu
lation is complete for the entire period. 

7. Call subroutine OUTPUT for printing and plotting of conduit flows and 
junction water surface elevations. 

SUBROUTINE XROUTE 

Subroutine XROUTE performs the numerical calculations for the open chan
nel and surcharged flow equations used in EXTRAN. The solution uses the modi
fied Euler method and a special iterative procedure for surcharged flow. The 
following principal steps are performed: 

1. For all the physical conduits in the system, compute the follow
ing time-changing properties based on the last full-step values of depth 
and flow: 

Hydraulic head at each conduit end. 

Full-step values of cross-sectional area, velocity, hydraulic rad
ius, and surface area corresponding to preceding full-step flow. This is 
done by calling subroutine HEAD. 

Half-step value of discharge at time t - t+~t/2 by modified Euler 
solution. 

Check for normal flow, if appropriate. Normal flow is indicated by 
an asterisk in the intermediate printout. 

Set system outflows and internal transfers at time t+~t/2 by call to 
subroutine BOUND. BOUND computes the half-step flow transfers at all 
orifices, weirs, and pumps at time t-t+~t/2. It also computes the cur
rent value of tidal stage and the half-step value of depth and discharge 
at all outfalls. 

2. For all physical junctions in the system, compute the half-step depth 
at time t-t+~t/2. This depth computation is based on the current net 
inflows to each node and the nodal surface areas computed previously in 
step 1. Check for surcharge and flooding at each node and compute water 
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depth accordingly. 

3. For all physical conduits, compute the following properties based on 
the last half-step values of depth and flow (repeat step 1 for time t+ 

1:Jt/2) : 

Hydraulic head at each pipe end. 

Half-step values of pipe cross-sectional area, velocity, hydraulic 
radius, and surface are corresponding to preceding half-steep depth and 
discharge. 

Full-step discharge at time t+6t by modified Euler solution. 

Check for normal flow if appropriate. 

Set system outflows and internal transfer at time t+6t by calling 
BOUND. 

4. For all junctions, repeat the nodal head computation of step 6 for 
time t+6t. Sum the differences between inflow and outflow for each junc
tion in surcharge. 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the surcharged links and nodes until the sum 
of the flow differences from step 4 is less than fraction SURTOL multi
plied by the average flow through the surcharged area ~ the number of 
iterations exceeds parameter ITMAX. 

6. Return to subroutine TRANSX for time and output data updates. 

SUBROUTINE BOUND 

The function of subroutine BOUND is to compute the half-step and full
step flow transfers by orifices, weirs, and pump stations. BOUND also com
putes the current level of receiving water backwater and determines discharge 
through system outfalls. A summary of principal calculations follows: 

1. Compute current elevation of receiving water backwater. Depending on 
the tidal index, the backwater condition will be constant, tidal or below 
the system outfalls (effectively non-existent). The tidally-varied back
water condition is computed by a Fourier series about a mean time equal 
to the first coefficient, AI. 

2. Compute the depth at orifice junctions for all sump orifices flOWing 
less than full. 

3. Compute discharge over transverse and side-flow weirs. Check for re
verse flow, surcharge, and weir submergence. If the weir is surcharged, 
compute flow by orifice-type equation. If weir is submerged, compute the 
submergence coefficient and re-compute weir flow. If a tide gate is 
present at weir node, then compute head loss, reduce driving head on weir 
and re-compute weir discharge. 
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4. Compute pump discharges based on current junction or wet-well level 
and corresponding pump rate. If wet-well is flooded, set pump rate at 
maximum level and reduce inflow. 

SUBROUTINE DEPTHX 

Subroutine DEPTHX computes the critical and normal depths corresponding 
to a given discharge using the critical flow and Manning uniform flow equa
tions, respectively. Tables of normalized values for the cross-sectional 
area, hydraulic radius and surface width of each pipe class are initialized in 
a Block Data subroutine to speed the computations of critical and normal 
depth. Subroutine DEPTHX is used by subroutines BOUND and HEAD. 

SUBROUTINE HEAD 

Subroutine HEAD is used to convert a nodal water depth to the depth of 
flow above the invert of a connecting pipe. Based on the depths of flow at 
each pipe end, HEAD computes the surface width and assigns surface area to the 
upstream and downstream node according to the following criteria: 

1. For the normal situation in which both pipe inverts are submerged and 
the flow is sub-critical throughout the conduit, the surface area of that 
conduit is assigned equally to the two connecting junctions. 

2. If a critical flow section is detected at the downstream end of a 
conduit, then surface area for that conduit is assigned to the upstream 
node. 

3. If a critical section occurs at the upstream end, the conduit surface 
area is assigned to the downstream node. 

4. For a dry pipe (pipe inverts unsubmerged), the surface area is zero. 
The velocity, cross-sectional area and hydraulic radius are set to zero 
for this case. 

5. If the pipe is dry only at the upstream end, then all surface area for 
the conduit is assigned to the downstream junction. 

Note that adverse flow in the absence of a critical section is treated as 
in (1) above. If a critical section occurs upstream, then all surface area 
for the adverse pipe is assigned downstream as in (3). The assignment of 
nodal surface area, based on the top width and length of conduit flow, is 
essential to the proper calculation of head changes computed at each node from 
mass continuity as discussed in Section 5. Following surface area assignment, 
HEAD computes the current weighted average values of cross-sectional area, 
flow velocity, and hydraulic radius for each pipe. Subroutine HEAD is called 
by subroutine XROUTE and in turn uses subroutines DEPTHX and HYDRAD in its 
surface area computations. 
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SUBROUTINE HYDRAD 

The function of subroutine HYDRAD is to compute average values of hydrau
lic radius, cross-sectional area, and surface width for all conduits in the 
transport system. Based on the current water depth at the ends and midpoint 
of each conduit, HYDRAD computes from a table of normalized properties the 
current value of hydraulic radius, cross-sectional area, and surface width. 
HYDRAD is used by subroutine HEAD for computing nodal surface areas as de
scribed above. It is also called by BOUND for computing the cross-sectional 
area and average velocity of flow in the outfall pipe protected by a tide 
gate. 

SUBROUTINES INDATl, INDAT2 AND INDAT3 

"Subroutine INDATA" really consists of three subroutines, INDATAl, INDAT2 
and INDAT3, but will just be called "INDATA" in this discussion. INDATA is 
the principal input data subroutine for the EXTRAN Block; it is used once at 
the beginning of subroutine EXTRAN. Its primary function is to read all input 
data specifying the links, nodes, and special structures of the transport 
network. It also establishes transport system connectivity and sets up an 
internal numbering system for all transport elements by which the computations 
in XROUTE can be carried out. The principal operations of INDATA are listed 
below in the order they occur in the program: 

1. Read first two title lines for output headings and run control data 
groups specifying the number of time-steps (integration cycles), the 
length of the time-step, DELT, and other parameters for output and run 
control. 

2. Read external junction and conduit numbers for detailed printing and 
plotting of simulation output. 

3. Read physical data for conduits and irregular (natural) channels and 
print a summary of all conduit data. 

4. Read physical data for junctions and print summary of all junction 
data. 

5. Set up internal numbering system for junctions and conduits and estab
lish connectivity matrix. This matrix shows the connecting nodes at the 
end of each conduit and conversely the connecting links for each node in 
the transport system. 

6. Read orifice input data and print summary. Assign internal link be
tween orifice node and node to which it discharges. 

7. Read weir input data and assign an internal link and node to each weir 
in the system. Print summary of all weir data. 

8. Read pump data and assign an internal link number to each pump node. 
Print summary of all pumping input data. Set invert elevation and inflow 
index for pumped node. 
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9. Read free outfall data and print a data summary for outfa11s, includ
ing which set of boundary condition data will be used. Assign an inter
nal link for each free outfall in the internal numbering system. 

10. Read tide-gated (non-weir) outfall data from cards and print a sum
mary of tide gate data. Assign an internal link for each free outfall in 
the internal numbering system. 

11. Print a summary of internal connectivity information showing the in
ternal nodes and connecting links assigned to orifices, weirs, pumps, and 
free outfa11s. . 

12. Read up to five sets of boundary condition input data. Depending 
on the tidal index, one of the following four boundary condition types 
will exist: 

1) No control water surface at the system outfall. 

2) Outfall control water surface at the same constant elevation, A1. 

3) Tide coefficients are read on data group J2. 

4) Tide coefficients A1 through A7 will be generated by TIDCF and 
are printed in subroutine TIDCF using data from data group J4. 

Print summary of tidal boundary input data, including the tide coeffici
ents generated (and printed) by TIDCF. 

13. Set up print and plot arrays for output variables in the internal 
numbering system. 

14. Initialize conduit conveyance factor in Manning equation. 

15. Read in initial system information on file unit N21 generated by the 
block immediately preceding the EXTRAN Block, usually the Runoff Block. 

16. Read first two hydro graph records either from file unit N21 and/or 
from data input lines (group K3). 

17. Write out initial transport system information on interface file unit 
N22 (which equals Executive Block file JOUT) which will contain the hy
drograph output from EXTRAN outfa11s supplied as input to any subsequent 
block. 

SUBROUTINE GETCUR 

Subroutine GETCUR reads irregular cross-section and variable storage node 
data. For channels, GETCUR computes normalized values of cross-sectional 
area, hydraulic radius (with variable Manning's n), and top width. Interpola
tion of these curves during EXTRAN's simulation is identical to that performed 
for regular cross sections where the normalized curves have been predetermined 
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and stored in Block Data. 

SUBROUTINE INFLOW 

Subroutine INFLOW is called from subroutine TRANSX at each time-step to 
compute the current value of hydro graph inflow to each input node in the sewer 
system. INFLOW reads current values of hydro graph ordinates from file unit 
N2l if the Runoff Block (or any other block) immediately precedes the EXTRAN 
Block, and/or from line input runoff hydro graphs (data group K3). INFLOW 
performs a linear interpolation between hydro graph input points and computes 
the discharge at each input node at the half-step time, t+~t/2. 

SUBROUTINE TIDCF 

Subroutine TIDCF is used once for each boundary condition type (if 
needed) by subroutine INDATA to compute seven tide coefficients, Al through 
A7, which are used by subroutine BOUND to compute the current tide elevation 
according to the Fourier series: 

where t -
w-
W 

HTIDE - Al + A2 sin ~ + A3 sin 2wt + A4 sin 3wt 
+ AS cos wt + A6 cos Swt + A7 cos 6wt 

current time, hours (units of seconds are used internally), 
2 pi radians/W, hr- l , and 
tidal period, hours, entered in data group J2. 

(6-1) 

Typical tidal periods are l2.S or 2S hours. The coefficients A2 through A7 
are developed by an iterative technique in TIDCF in which a sinusoidal ser
ies is fit to the set of tidal stage-time points supplied as input data by 
subroutine INDATA (data groups J3 and J4). 

FUNCTION HTIDES 

HTIDES is merely a function that evaluates equation 6-1. It is called 
from TIDCF as part of the determination of the tidal coefficients and from 
BOUND during the simulation to determine the current tidal elevation for mul
tiple boundary conditions. 

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 

Subroutine OUTPUT is called by subroutine TRANSX at the end of the simu
lation run to print and plot the hydraulic output arrays generated by the 
EXTRAN Block. Printed output includes time histories of: 1) the water depths 
and water surface elevations at specified junctions, and 2) the discharge and 
flow velocity in specified conduits. In addition, there is a continuity check 
and summaries of stage and depth information at each node and flow and velo
city information for every conduit. Surcharging, if any, is summarized in 
these tables. 

The plotting of junction water surface elevation and conduit discharge is 
carried out by a line-printer plot package (subroutine CURVE of the Graph 
Block) which is called by OUTPUT after printed output is complete. Documenta-
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tion of the graph routines may be found in the main SWMM User's Manual (Huber 
and Dickinson, 1988). The output is either in U.S. customary units or metric 
units depending on the value of parameter METRIC on data group B2. 

User's of SWMM and EXTRAN on microcomputers may wish to use the superior 
graphics available with various software on those machines. Hydrographs 
stored on the SWMM interface file may be accessed for this purpose through a 
program written by the user or by conversion to an ASCII/text file by the 
Combine Block. EXTRAN will save all outfall hydrographs (i.e., from desig
nated weirs or from outfalls identified in data groups II and 12) on SWMM 
interface file JOUT if JOUT > O. The structure of this file is described in 
Appendix B and in Section 2 of the main SWMM User's Manual (Huber and Dickin
son, 1988), from which a program may be written to access and plot the hydro
graphs. Similarly, this file structure must be followed if the user wishes to 
place onto an interface file arbitrary input hydro graphs generated by a pro
gram external to SWMM. 
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APPENDIX A 

UNSTEADY FLOW EQUATIONS 

The basic differential equations for the sewer flow problem come from the 
gradually varied, one-dimensional, unsteady flow equations for open channels, 
otherwise known as the St. Venant or shallow water equations. The unsteady 
flow continuity equation with no lateral inflow and with cross-sectional area 
and flow as dependent variables is (Yen, 1986; Lai, 1986): 

where 

a A/ i:t + aQ!ax - 0 

A 

Q 
x 
t 

cross sectional area, 
condui t flow, 
distance along the conduit/channel, and 
time. 

(A-I) 

The momentum equation may be written in several forms depending on the choice 
of dependent variables. Using flow, Q, and hydraulic head (invert elevation 
plus water depth), H, the momentum equation is (Lai, 1986): 

where g 
H 

gravitational constant, 
z + h - hydraulic head, 
invert elevation, 
water depth, and 
friction (energy) slope. 

(The bottom slope is incorporated into the gradient of H.) 

(A-2) 

EXTRAN uses the momentum equation in the links and a special lumped con
tinuity equation for the nodes. Thus, momentum is conserved in the links and 
continuity in the nodes. 

Equation A-2 is modified by substituting the following identities: 

Q2/A _ V2A (A-3) 

a(V2A)/ax - 2AVaV/ax + V2aA/ax (A-4) 

where V - conduit average velocity, 

Substituting into equation A-2 leads to an equivalent form: 
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(A-S) 

This is the form of the momentum equation used by EXTRAN and it has the depen
dent variables Q, A, V, and H. 

The continuity equation (A-I) may be manipulated to replace the second 
term of equation A-S, using Q - AV, 

aA/at + AaV/"iJx + VaA/"iJx - 0 (A-6) 

or, rearranging terms and multiplying by V, 

(A-7) 

substituting equation A-7 into equation A-S to eliminate the av/ax term leads 
to the equation solved along conduits by EXTRAN: 

(A-8) 

Equation A-8 is the same as equation S-l, whose solution is discussed in de
tail in Section S. 

As discussed briefly in Table 2-1 and extensively in Appendix C, there 
are three Extran solutions (data group BO). Equation A-8 is the basis of the 
ISOL - 0 solution. The momentum equation for the ISOL - 1 and ISOL - 2 solu
tio~s are derived from equations A-I and A-2 in the following manner. The 
a(Q /A)/"iJx

2
term in equation A-2 is expanded as the product of Q and Q/A in

stead of V /A as in the ISOL - 0 solution. 

(A-9) 

Again the continuity equation A-I is used to substitute for the aQ/ax 
term in equation A-9. This term is inadmissible in Extran since the flow is 
assumed constant in a link. The link momemtum equation used by the ISOL - 1 
and ISOL - 2 solutions is presented in equation A-lO. 

(A-lO) 

The solution techniques used to solve equation A-lO for the ISOL - 1 and 
ISOL - 2 solutions are discussed in Appendix C. 
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APPENDIX B 

INTERFACING BETWEEN SWMM BLOCKS 

Data may be transferred or interfaced from one block to another through 
the use of the file assignments on Executive Block data group SW. The inter
face file header consists of: 

1) descriptive titles, 
2) the simulation starting date and time, 
3) the name of the block generating the interface file, 
4) the total catchment or service area, 
5) the number of hydro graph locations (inlets, outfalls, elements, etc.), 
6) the number of pollutants found on the interface file, 
7) the location identifiers for transferred flow and pollutant data, 
8) the user-supplied pollutant and unit names, 
9) the type of pollutant concentration units, and 

10) flow conversion factor (conversion to internal SWMM units of cfs). 

Following the file header are the flow and pollutant data for each time 
step for each of the specified locations. The detailed organization of the 
interface file is shown in Table B-1, and example Fortran statements that 
will write such a file are shown in Table B-2. These tables may be used as 
guidelines for users who may wish to write or read an interface file with a 
program of their own. Further information on required pollutant identifiers, 
etc. may be found in the Runoff Block input data descriptions, but these are 
not required for Extran. 

The title and the values for the starting date and time from the first 
computational block are not altered by any subsequent block encountered by the 
Executive Block. All other data may (depending on the block) may be altered 
by subsequent blocks. The individual computational blocks also have limita
tions on what data they will accept from an upstream block and pass to a down
stream block. These limitations are summarized in Table B-3. Detailed dis
cussions for each block are presented in the user's manuals. 

Block limitations can be adjusted upwards or downwards by the user by 
modifying the PARAMETER statement found in the include file TAPES.INC. Follow 
the instructions of Table B-4. 
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Table B-1. Detailed Organization of SWMM Interface File 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Name Descriptiona 

-- ---------- - -- -- --------------- - - --------- -- - - - - - ----------- - - ------ - -- - --
FROM 
FIRST 
COMPUTATIONAL 
BLOCK 

FROM 
CURRENT 
INTERFACING 
BLOCK 

TITLE(l) 

TITLE(2) 

IDATEZ 

TZERO 

TITLE(3) 

TITLE(4) 

SOURCE 

LOCATS 

NPOLL 

TRIBA 

(NLOC(K), K-l, 
LOCATS) or 

(KLOC(K), K-l, 
LOCATS) 

(PNAME(J),J-l,NPOLL) 

(PUNIT(J),J-l,NPOLL) 

(NDIM(J),J=l,NPOLL) 

175 

First line of title from first 
block, maximum of 80 characters. 
Second line of title from first 
block, maximum of 80 characters. 
Starting date; 5-digit number, 
2-digit year plus Julian date 
within year, e.g. February 20, 
1987 is 87051. 
Starting time of day in seconds, 
e.g., 5:30 p.m. is 63000. 
This date and time should also 
be the first time step values 
found on the interface file. 
First line of title from immedi
ately prior block, maximum of 
80 characters. 
Second line of title from im
mediately prior block, maximum 
of 80 characters. 
Name of immediately prior 
block, maximum of 20 characters. 
Number of locations (inlets, 
manholes,outfalls,etc.) on in
terface file. 
Number of pollutants on inter
face file. 
Tributary or service area, 
acres. 
Location numbers for which 
flow/pollutant data are found 
on interface file. These 
may be either numbers (JCE-O)b 
or alphanumeric names (JCE-l). 
NLOC array if numbers. KLOC 
if alphanumeric names area used. 
NPOLL pollutant names, maximum 
of 8 characters for each. 
NPOLL pollutant units, e.g. 
mg/l, MPN/l, JTU, umho, etc., 
max. of 8 characters for each. 
Parameter to indicate type of 
pollutant concentration units. 
-0, mg/l 
-I, ·other quantity· per liter, 
e.g. for bacteria, units could 
be MPN/l. 



FLOW AND POLLUTANT 
DATA FOR EACH 
LOCATION. 
REPEAT 
FOR EACH 
TIME STEP. 

Table B-1. Concluded. 

Variable Name 

QCONV 

JULDAY 

TIMDAY 

DELTA 

Descriptiona 

-2, other concentration units, 
e.g., JTU, umho,oC, pH. 
Conversion factor to obtain 
units of flow of cfs, (multi
ply values on interface file 
by QCONV to get cfs). All 
blocks assume in~low is in cfs 
and convert to m /sec if METRIC 
-1. 

Starting date; 5-digit number, 
2-digit year plus Julian date 
within year, e.g. February 20, 
1987 is 87051. 
Time of day in seconds at 
the beginning of the time step, 
e.g.,12:45 p.m. is 45900. 
Step size in seconds for the 
next time stepc. 

(Q(K),(POLL(J,K) ,J-l,NPOLL) ,K-l,LOCATS) Flow and pollutant loads for 
LOCATS locations at this time 
step. Q(K) must be the instan
taneous flow at this time 
(i.e.,at end of time step) in 
units of volume/time. POLL(J,K) 
is the flow rate times the 
concentration (instantaneous 
value at end of time step) for 
Jth pollutant at Kth 
location, e.g"units of 
cfs'mg/l or m~/sec·JTUd. 

aUnformatted file. Use an integer or real value as indicated by the variable 
names. Integer variables begin with letters I through N. 

bparameter JCE indicates whether $ANUM has been invoked to use alphanumeric 
conduit and junction names and is included in COMMON/TAPES in each block. 

c I . e ., the next date/time encountered should be the current date/time plus 
DELTA. 

dIf units other than cfs are used for flow, this will be accounted for by 
multiplication by parameter QCONV. 
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Table B-2. FORTRAN Statements Required to Generate an Interface File 

FILE 
HEADER 

FLOW AND POLLUTANT 
DATA FOR EACH 
LOCATION: REPEAT 
FOR EACH TIME STEP 

WRITE (NOUT) 
WRITE (NOUT) 
WRITE (NOUT) 
WRITE (NOUT) 
IF(JCE.EQ.O)WRITE(NOUT) 
IF(JCE.EQ.l)WRITE(NOUT) 
IF(NPOLL.GT.O)WRITE(NOUT) 
IF(NPOLL.GT.O)WRITE(NOUT) 
IF(NPOLL.GT.O)WRITE(NOUT) 
WRITE (NOUT) 

TITLE(1),TITLE(2) 
IDATEZ , TZERO 
TITLE(3),TITLE(4) 
SOURCE ,LOCATS ,NPOLL,TRIBA 
(NLOC(K),K-l,LOCATS) 
(KLOC(K),K-l,LOCATS) 
«PNAME(L,J) ,L-l,2) ,J-l,NPOLL) 
«PUNIT(L,J) ,L-l,2) ,J-l,NPOLL) 
(NDIM(J),J-l,NPOLL) 
QCONV 

NOUT is the interface file or logical unit 
number for output, e.g., NOUT - JOUT(l) for first 
computational block. 

IF (NPOLL.GT.O) THEN 
WRITE (NOUT) JULDAY,TIMDAY,DELTA,(Q(K), 
(POLL(J,K),J-l,NPOLL),K-l,LOCATS) 
ELSE 
WRITE(NOUT) JULDAY,TIMDAY, DELTA, 

(Q(K),K-l,LOCATS) 
ENDIF 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Note 1: The interface file should be unformatted. The time step read/write 
statements must include IF statements to test for the appearance of 
pollutants. 

Note 2: The interface file may be read by the Combine Block to produce an 
ASCII/text file which can be read by various microcomputer software. 
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Table B-3. Interface Limitations for Each Computational Blocka 

Block 

Runoff 

Transport 

Extended 
Transport 

Storage/ 
Treatment 

Input 

175 elements (inlets). 
4 pollutants 

175 elements (inlets). 
no pollutants (ignored 
if on the file) 

10 elements (inlets 
or non-conduits), 
3 pollutants 

Outputb 

150 elements (inlets). 
10 pollutants 

175 elements (non
conduits). 4 pollutants 

175 junctions 

10 elementsc • 
3 pollutants 

aThese limitations are based on the "vanilla" SWMM sent to the user. As 
explained in Table B-4. these limitations can easily be changed by the user by 
modifying the PARAMETER statement accompanying the file 'TAPES. INC' . 

bThe number of pollutants found on the output file from any block is the 
lesser of the number in the input file or that specified in the data for each 
block. 

cAl though the Storage/Treatment Block will read and write data for as many 
as 10 elements. the data for only one element pass through the storage/treat
ment plant; the rest are unchanged from the input file. 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

Table B-4. SWMM Parameter Statement Modification 
This is file TAPES. INC in SWMM Fortran source code. 

NW - NUMBER OF SUBCATCHMENTS IN THE RUNOFF BLOCK 
NG - NUMBER OF GUTTER/PIPES IN THE RUNOFF BLOCK 
NET - NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE TRANSPORT BLOCK 
NTH - NUMBER OF INPUT HYDROGRAPHS IN TRANSPORT 
NEE - NUMBER OF CONDUITS AND NUMBER OF JUNCTIONS IN EXTRAN BLOCK 
NGW - NUMBER OF SUBCATCHMENTS WITH GROUNDWATER 

COMPARTMENTS IN RUNOFF 
NIE - NUMBER OF INTERFACE LOCATIONS FOR ALL BLOCKS 
NEP - NUMBER OF EXTRAN PUMPS 
NEO - NUMBER OF EXTRAN ORIFICES 
NTG - NUMBER OF TIDE GATES OR FREE OUT FALLS IN EXTRAN 
NEW - NUMBER OF EXTRAN WEIRS 
NPO - NUMBER OF EXTRAN PRINTOUT LOCATIONS 
NTE - NUMBER OF DIFFERENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN EXTRAN 
NNC - NUMBER OF NATURAL CHANNELS IN EXTRAN AND TRANSPORT 
NVSE - NUMBER OF STORAGE JUNCTIONS IN EXTRAN 
NVST - NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FOR VARIABLE STORAGE ELEMENTS 

IN THE EXTRAN BLOCK 
NEH - NUMBER OF INPUT HYDROGRAPHS IN THE EXTRAN BLOCK 

INSTRUCTIONS - INCREASE DIMENSIONS OF SUBCATCHMENTS ETC. 
BY MODIFYING THE PARAMETER STATEMENT 
AND RECOMPILING YOUR PROGRAM 

PARAMETER (NW-lSO ,NG-lSO ,NET-l7S ,NEE-l7S ,NGW-lOO ,NTH-80 , 
+ NIE-l7S,NTE-20,NEW-60,NEo-60,NEP-20,NTG-2S, 
+ NPO-30,NVSE-20,NVST-30,NNC-SO,NEH-6S) 

CHARACTER*2 CC 
COMMON /TAPES/ INCNT,IOUTCT,JIN(2S) ,JOUT(2S) ,JCE, 

* NSCRAT(7) ,NS,N6,CC,JKP(S7) ,CMET(ll,2) 

C------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX C 

ADDITIONAL EXTRAN SOLUTIONS 

GENERAL 

This release of Extran includes two additional solutions to the gradually 
varied, one-dimensional unsteady flow equations for open channels. These 
solutions are called using the ISOL parameter on data group BO. This appendix 
describes the the formulation of the ISOL - 1 and ISOL - 2 solutions and their 
weaknesses and strengths compared to the default solution described in Chapter 
5 (ISOL - 0). For explanatory purposes the ISOL - 0 solution will henceforth 
be called the explicit method, the ISOL - 1 solution will be called the enhan
ced explicit method, and the ISOL - 2 solution will be called the iterative 
method. 

The explicit method is solved by Subroutine XROUTE. Subroutine YROUTE 
solves the enhanced explicit method and Subroutine ZROUTE is the iterative 
method solution. 

BASIC FLOW EQUATIONS 

The basic differential equations for the sewer flow problem come from the 
gradually varied, one-dimensional unsteady flow equations for open channels, 
otherwise known as the St. Venant or shallow water equations (Lai, 1986). For 
use in EXTRAN, the momentum equation is combined with the continuity equation 
to yield an equation to be solved along each link at each time-step, 

where Q 
V 
A 
H 

Sf 

discharge through the conduit, 
velocity in the conduit, 
cross-sectional area of the flow, 

o 

hydraulic head (invert elevation plus water depth), and 
friction slope. 

(C-l) 

The fourth term of equation C-l is different from the term used in equation 5-
1 of chapter 5. The interested reader is referred to Appendix A for the 
equation derivation and comparison to equation 5-1. The terms have their 
usual units. For example, when U.S. customary uni~s are used, flow is in units 
of cfs. When metric units are used, flow is in m /sec. These units are 
carried through internal calculations as well as for input and output. 

The friction slope is defined by Manning's equation, i.e., 
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k Sf - -......,,... QIVI 
gAR4/3 

where k - g(n/1.49)2 for u.S. customary units and gn2 for metric units, 
n - Mannings roughness coefficient, 

(C-2) 

g - gravitational acceleration (numerically different depending on units 
chosen), and 

R - hydraulic radius. 

Use of the absolute value sign on the velocity term makes Sf a directional 
quantity and ensures that the frictional force always opposes the flow. 

SOLUTION OF FLOW EQUATION BY THE ENHANCED EXPLICIT METHOD 

Substituting equation C-2 in equation C-1 and expressing in finite 
difference form gives 

where t - time-step, and 
L - conduit length. 

(C-3) 

Solving equation C-3 for Qt+at gives the final finite difference form of the 
enhanced explicit dynamic flow equation, 

Qt + 2f1(M/at)t at - gA[(H2-H1)/Ljat j / 

1 + ~IVI + [Qt(1/A2-1/A1)t/Ljat 
R4/ 3 

(C-4) 

As in equation 5-4, the values fI, R, and A in equation C-4 are weighted 
averages of the conduit upstream, middle and downstream values at time t, and 
(~/~)t is the average area time derivative from the previous half time step. 

There are two significant differences between the explicit and enhanced 
explicit solutions as shown by equations 5-4 and C-4, respectively: 

(1) The a(Q2/A)/aK term in the momentum equation has a different 
derivation, and 

(2) An additional Qt+at is factored out of equation C-1. 

The main consequence of these differences occurs during the r~s~ng and 
falling portions of the hydrograph. During steady flows the momentum equation 
reduces to a balance of the hydrauliC head slope and friction slope. However, 
as the flow is increasing or decreasing the enhanced explicit solution allows 
substantially longer time steps than the explicit solution. Testing on 80 
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Extran examples indicates that a increase of 2 or 3 in the time step size is 
feasible. This does not apply to systems with many surcharged junctions. 
During surchage both solutions use the algorithm described in Chapter 5 and 
the same time step limitations apply. 

The basic unknowns in equation C-4 are Qt+6t H2 and Hl . The variables 
V, R, and A can all be related to Q and H. The equation relating relating Q 
and H is the continuity equation at a node, 

aH/at 
t 

for the explicit and enhanced explicit solution. 

where As - surface area of node at time t. 
t 

(C-5) 

Equations C-4 and C-5 can be solved sequentially to determine the dis
charge in each link and the head at each node over a time-step 6t. The nu
merical integration of these two equations is accomplished by the modified 
Euler method, as described in chapter 5. The explicit and enhanced explicit 
solutions use the same numerical solution technique, but use different repre
sentations of the momentum equation: equation 5-4 for the explicit method 
versus equation C-4 for the enhanced explicit. 

SOLUTION OF FLOW EQUATION BY THE ITERATIVE METHOD 

Equation C-3 is the basis for the iterative method solution. Solving 
equation C-3 for Qt+6t and using the appropriate weighting coefficients gives 
the following finite difference form for the iterative solution dynamic flow 
equation, 

w( - gA[(H2-HI)/L16t It+6t) + V(M/6t) } / 

W[~IVI + [(QlA2-QlAl )/L16t It+6t 
R4/ 3 

(C-6) 

The values V, R, and A in equation C-6 are weighted averages of the 
conduit upstream, middle and downstream values at time t and/or t +6t. The 
values at time t+6t are the values for the current iteration. At the first 
iteration they are equal to the previous time step's values. AI' A2 , HI' and 
H2 are conduit cross sectional area and conduit depths at the upstream(l) and 
downstream(2) nodes. V(6A/6t) is the conduit average area time derivative 
and conduit average velocity based on the average or difference of the pre
vious time step and the current iteration. The time weighting factor (w) is 
0.55. 

The basic unknowns in equation C-6 are Qt+6t, H2 and HI' The variables 
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~, R, A, AI' and A2 can all be related to Q and H. The equation relating 
relating Q and H is the continuity equation at a node, 

(C-7) 

for the iterative solution (note that the 0.5 in the numerator and denominator 
of equation C-7 cancel). 

where As - surface area of node at time t, and 
t 

As - surface area of node at time t+~t. 
t+~t 

Equations C-6 and C-7 can be solved iteratively to determine the dis
charge in each link and the head at each node at the end of a time-step t. 
The numerical integration of these two equations is accomplished by using an 
underrelaxation iterative matrix solution. It should be noted that equation 
C-l has been linearized by using the product of Qt+~t and (Q/A)t and using 
equation C-2 for the Sf term. 

The iterative method uses an underrelaxation factor of 0.75 for the first 
iteration and 0.50 for subsequent iterations. (These factors were found by 
trial and error.) Thus, the new estimate of Qt+~t at each iteration is: 

(C-8) 

where underrelaxation factor (0.75 or 0.50), 

conduit flow at iteration j, and 

conduit flow at iteration j+l. 

Similarly, the estimated junction depth at each iteration is: 

(C-9) 

where Uf underrelaxation factor (0.75 or 0.50), 

Hj junction depth at iteration j, and 

Hj +l junction depth at iteration j+l. 

The new time step solution is found when all the estimated conduit flows 
and junction depths satisfy the convergence criterion (parameter SURTOL on 
data group B2). The convergence criteria for conduit flows and junction 
depths are: 

IQj+l - Qjl/Qfull < SURTOL (C-lO) 

IHj+l - Hjl/Hcrown < SURTOL (C-ll) 
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where Qfull the conduit design flow. and 

distance between the junction invert and junction crown. 

The design flow for conduit with a zero 
ence of 0.01 (ft or m) between upstream 
values for SURTOL are 0.0025 and 0.0010 
with an extremely large cross sectional 
is connected to a small conduit smaller 

slope is based on an assumed differ
and downstream nodes. Reasonable 
for most simulations. If a conduit 
area is used ( > 10000 ft2 or 1000 m2) 
values of SURTOL will be required. 

ITMAX iterations are allowed before convergence fails. When convergence 
fails the time step is halfed and Subroutine ZROUTE is called again with the 
old time step flows and heads. The recommended value for ITMAX is 10. 
Smaller values may cause the time step to change frequently and larger values 
may cause the program to waste time deciding that the time step failed to 
converge. 

The iterative method uses a variable time step. The time step the user 
enters on data group Bl (DELT) is the maximum allowable time step the program 
should use during the simulation. NTCYC is the number of long time steps to 
use during the simulation. The program will select the current time step 
based on the smallest conduit Courant number at the beginning of each long 
time step (DELT). The model determines the number of equal length small time 
steps required to equal DELT. 

The conduit Courant number is: 

C# - L / [V+(gD)1/2] 

for enclosed conduits. and 

C# - L / [V+(gA/T) 1/2] 

for open channels. 

where C# 
L 
g 
D 
V 
A 
T 

Courant number for the conduit. seconds. 
pipe length. ft [m]. 
gravitational acceleration. 32.2 ft/sec2 [9.8 m/sec2 ]. 
current pipe depth. ft [m]. 
average conduit velocity. ft/sec2[m/~ec]. 
conduit cross-sectional area. ft [m]. and 
width of the conduit. ft [m]. 

(C-12) 

(C-13) 

If the smallest C# equals or exceeds DELT the program will use only one 
small time step. If the smallest C# is less than DELT the program will then 
compute the number of small time steps required to equal DELT. The procedure 
used is: 

1. At the start of the simulation a time step of DELT/4.0 is used. or 4 
small time steps. 
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2. Subsequently, the small time 
conduit C# and the last time 
This means that a small time 
selected. 

step is based on the current smallest 
factor Tf . The starting Tf is 3.0. 
step of 3 times the minimum C# is 

3. When convergence fails Tf is reduced by 1.0. The minimum Tf is 0.5. 

4. When the model converges within 2 iterations Tf is increased by 1.0. 
The maximum Tf is 3.0. 

5. In summary, the model works between 0.5*min[C#] and 3.0*min[C#]. 
The number of small time steps is always a whole number. 

The sequence of flow computations in the links and head calculations at 
the nodes can be summarized as: 

1. Determine the next time step size. Find the new step based on the 
preceeding time step's conduit velocity and depth using equations 
C-12 or C-13. Find the number of time steps within this time step 
based on the calculated Tf*min[C#] and the DELT input on data group 
Bl. 

2. Compute the first iteration discharge at t + ~ in all links based 
on preceding time step values of head at connecting junctions. 

3. Compute first iteration flow transfers by weirs, orifices, and pumps 
at time t + 6t based on preceding time step values of head at trans
fer junctions. 

4. Compute first iteration head at all nodes at time t + 6t based on 
the average of intial time step flow and first iteration flow in all 
connecting conduits, plus flow transfers at the current time step. 

5. Repeat steps 2 thru 4 with new estimates for conduit flows and junc
tion heads until all conduits and junctions converge. If iterations 
exceed ITMAX decrease the time step by 1/2. If convergence happens 
within 2 iterations increase the Courant number by 1.0. 

TIME STEP CONSIDERATIONS 

When using the iterative method a reasonable maximum time step is 60 
seconds for most systems during a storm event. A longer maximum time step of 
300 seconds can be used for systems with periods of extended steady flow (see 
EXTRAN examples 1 through 8). 

An additional aid in the selection of an appropriate time step is the 
diagnostic conduit summary now printed at the end of an EXTRAN simulation. 
This summary can be used by all three solutions. This table lists the average 
C# time step for each conduit and the length of time in minutes DELT exceeded 
the C# for each conduit. Sensitive conduits will have the smallest time step 
and may be modified by using an equivalent pipe to enhance stability and in
crease the time step. Alternatively, the time step may be lowered to achieve 
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the same ends. 

SPECIAL PIPE FLOW CONSIDERATIONS 

The solution techniques discussed in the preceding paragraphs cannot be 
applied without modification to every conduit for the following reasons: 

1. The invert elevations of pipes which join at a node may be different 
since sewers are frequently built with invert discontinuities. 

2. Critical depth may occur in the conduit and thereby restrict the 
discharge. 

3. Normal depth may control. 

4. The pipe may be dry. 

In all of these cases, or combination of cases, the flow must be computed 
by special techniques. Figure 5-4 shows each of the possibilities and de
scribes the way in which surface area is assigned to the nodes. The options 
are: 

1. Normal case. Flow computed from motion equation. Half of surface 
area assigned to each node. 

2. Critical depth downstream. Use lesser of critical or normal depth 
downstream. Assign all surface area to upstream node. 

3. Critical depth upstream. Use critical depth. Assign all surface 
area to downstream node. 

4. Flow computed exceeds flow at critical depth. Set flow to normal 
value. Assign surface area in usual manner as in (1). 

5. Dry pipe. Set flow to zero. If any surface area exists, assign to 
downstream node. 

Once these depth and surface area corrections are applied, the computa
tions of head and discharge can proceed in the normal way for the current 
time-step. Note that any of these special situations may begin and end at 
various times and places during simulation. EXTRAN detects these automati
cally in Subroutine HEAD. 

EXTRAN now prints a summary of the special hydraulic cases illustrated in 
Figure 5-4. Subroutine OUTPUT prints the time in minutes that a conduit was: 
(1) dry (depth less than 0.0001 (ft or m), (2) normal, (3) critical upstream, 
and (4) critical downstream. It should be noted that these designations refer 
strictly to the assignment of upstream and downstream nodal surface area and 
conduit depths. 

Conduit normal or supercritical flow is controlled by parameter KSUPER on 
data group BO. If KSUPER equals 1 the Froude number of the conduit determines 
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the switch to normal flow. When the Froude number exceeds 1.0 the conduit 
flow is calculated from the Manning's equation using the upstream cross
sectional area and hydraulic radius. 

If KSUPER equals 0 (the EXTRAN default) the normal flow approximation is 
used when all of the following three conditions occur: 

1. The flow is positive. Extran automatically designates the highest 
invert elevation as the upstream node and the lowest as the 
downstream node. This adjustment (if made) is now printed out by 
the model. Postive flow is from the upstream to the downstream 
node. Any initial flow entered by the user on data group Cl is 
multiplied by -1 if the upstream and downstream nodes are changed by 
the model. 

2. The water surface slope in the conduit is less than the conduit 
slope. 

3. The flow calculated from Manning's equation using the upstream 
cross-sectional area and hydraulic radius is less than the flow 
calculated by equation 5-4. 

When all three conditions are met the flow the flow is "normal". Normal 
flow is labeled with an asterisk in the intermediate printout. The conduit 
summary lists the number of minutes the normal flow assumption is used for 
each conduit. The equation used for normal flow is: 

where k 
n 

g(n/l.49)2 for U.S. customary units and gn2 for metric units, 
Mannings roughness coefficient, 

g gravitational acceleration (numerically different depending on units 
chosen) , 

A 
R 

upstream cross-sectional area, and 
upstream hydraulic radius. 

HEAD COMPUTATION DURING SURCHARGE AND FLOODING 

Theory for Conduits 

During surcharge, the head calculation in equations C-5 and C-7 are modi
fied because the surface area of the surcharged node (manhole area, AMEN) is 
negligible. The enhanced explicit method uses the same surcharge algorithm as 
the explicit method described in Chapter 5, except for the substitution of 
equation C-16 for equation 5-16 in the calculation of the head correction 
derivatives. 

~(t)/<lHj - [g/(l+AKON)] !'t [A(t)/L] (C-16) 
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where 6t 
AKON 
A(t) 
L 
g 

time-step, 
the denominator of equation C-6, 
flow cross sectional area in the conduit, 
conduit length, and 
gravitational acceleration. 

The iterative method avoids application of a different set of governing 
equations during surcharge by retaining a small pseudo-surface area for each 
conduit. A transition of conduit surface area is provided between the "almost 
full" conduit and a small "Priessmann slot" to maintain free-surface flow. 
The transition zone is from the 96 % conduit depth to a point 1.25 times con
duit diameter above the top. The conduit width decreases quadratically from 
the conduit width at 0.96 * conduit depth to a width equal to 0.01 * conduit 
diameter at a depth of 1.25 diameters. The conduit cross sectional area in
creases but the hydraulic radius remains equal to Rfull . 

When the junction head is greater than 1.25 times the junction crown 
elevation the width stays constant at 1 % of the conduit diameter (or vertical 
dimension) allowing the same free-surface flow equations (C-6 and C-7) to be 
used. This "Priessmann slot" technique generates additional volume in the 
system and leads to somewhat lower (e.g., 10 %) surcharge heads than does the 
Q - 0 method used for ISOL - 0 and 1. 

Orifice, Weir and Pump Diversions 

Since orificies are treated as equivalent pipes, equation C-16 is used 
to compute aQ/aH. Weirs under surcharge are also converted to equivalent 
pipes and the surcharged weir is assumed to behave as an orifice: 

Qwier - C A (2gh)1/2 (C-17) 

where C 
A 
h 

calculated equivalent-roughness pipe coefficient, 
cross-sectional area of equivalent pipe, and 
driving head on the weir. 

Equation C-17 is then differentiated with respect to head to give 

aQ/aH - C A g / (2gh)1/2 (C-18) 

aQ/aH is zero for pump junctions. The use of the under-relaxation factor 
Uf may alleviate any instabilities caused by this assumption. Outfall junc
tions are treated the same as any other junction. 
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